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CONSISTING OF

TIME & FARE TABLES
OF

APPROACHES FROM ALL PARTS

AND

STEAMER & COACH ROUTES IN THE DISTRICT.

(AS FAR AS DESCRIBED IN THIS VOLUME).

SEASON 1905.

*
#* These Tables contain full information as to Approaches

from all parts, and such routes, and such only, as Tourists may
require to use in the District.

New Railways, etc.

Tourist Tickets .

Approaches :

West Coast Route .

East Coast „
Midland

Steamers (Sea).
"Columba"
Oban, Skye, G-airloch, and Stornoway
„ and Inverness (Caledonian Canal) .

Oban to Staffa and Iona

1'AGE.
2

7

7

8

9
Other Sailings between Glasgow, Oban, and the Highlands and Islands 9, 10, 11
" Lord of the Isles," and Lochgoilhead 13

Loch Awe
„ Etive .

„ Katrine

Steamers (5nlan& Xocbs).
Loch LomondPAGE

12
13
14

Long
Maree
Tay

Coaches (alphabetical)
Swift Steamer Fares from Glasgow
Daily Conveyances from Obari .

16

14
15-

12
15

17, 18, 19
1»
20

Highlands I,

DULAU & CO., 37 Soho Square, London.
[All Bights Reserved.1



SPECIAL, 1905.

.

STEW RAILWAYS.
(1) Connel Perry (6 m. from Oban) to Ballachulish, 28Jm.

(Caledonian, see p. 334). Appin Station is about 2 miles distant
from the pier at Port Appin, and 5 miles further, about Duror,
the line again passes behind a promontory, reaching the coast
again at Kentallen (licensed ref.-rm.), where a new pier has been
erected, and Mr. MacBrayne's steamers between Oban, Balla-
chulish and Fort William call regularly (see p. 8, yellow). The
inn at Creagan (p. 242) is hardly 5 minutes' walk from the station,

that at Duror about 1| miles, and Ballachulish Hotel 7 minutes'
walk from Ballachulish Ferry Station.

There are about five trains a day from Oban, in 1J to 2 hours.
An interesting day's excursion is to go by rail to Ballachulish
(Ferry) take a dip into Glencoe, and return by steamer, or

—

better

—

vice versa.

(2) St. Fillans to Lochearnhead and Balquhidder (Cale-

donian), 10 m. ; abt. 6 trains a day (Map, p. 79). This new line,

which forms a connecting link between the East and the West
(Perth and Oban) has just been opened throughout. The line

runs alongside and above the road and the north shore of the lake,

almost in a straight line, the whole way to Iiochearnhead (7 »*.),

and therefore needs no further description than that of the road
contained on pages 68 and 81. The station at Lochearnhead is

behind and above the hotel. From it there is a sharp winding
ascent to Balquhidder (formerly Lochearnhead) station, where the

trains join the Callander and Oban Kailway.

(3) Spean Bridge to Xnverg-arry and Port Augustus
(Highland), 23 m. ; about 4 trains a day in 1 hour. Fully

described on p. 333. Invergarry is the centre of attraction on
this route, but the station is from 3 to 4 miles short of the

village, and the next station

—

Aberchalder—about the same
distance beyond it.

(4) The beautiful line (North British) from Port "William to

Banavie and XVIallaig- is fully described on p. 328. It has been
open for four years. The finest bits are from and about the

viaduct at Glenfinnan and the ten miles between Lochailort and
Arisaig—perhaps the most enchanting bit of railway in the kingdom.

N.B.

—

Tourist Tickets (see p. 3) to Edinburgh or Glasgow and
places north thereof by any of the English Companies are available

for a visit to both those towns without extra charge, the journey

between them being made by either the Caledonian or the North
British, as the case may be.

SPECIAL STEAMER TRIPS PROIVT MA1LAIG.
Leaving Mallaig about 2 p.m. after arrival of the " Gael" from Oban, steamet

from North and mail train from Fort William ; to Loch Scaiaig, Tu. and Sat. ,

Cornisk, JTevis, and Hoiirn, Tu., Th., and Sat. till Sept. 16; otlier
loclis. Th.; returning to Mallaig and Kyle of Lochalsh in time for special

train (7.30) from Mallaig to Fort William. Fare for sea-trip, Is. Gd.



Satirist WuM&
(Available for Return till December Zlst, subject to slight alteration.)

Are issued from May 1st to October 31st, from most places of any importanos
in England and Wales to Aberdeen, Aberfeldy, Aberfoyle, Aboyne, Achnasheen,
Alloa, Arbroath, Ardrishaig, Ardrossan, Arisaig, Ayr, Ballachulish, Ballater,
Banavie, Balloch, Blair Atholl, Blairgowrie, Boat of Garten, Brechin, Bridge of

Allan, Callander, Garr Bridge, Oomrie, Connel Ferry, Crieff, Dalmally, Daviot,
Dunblane, Dundee, Dunkeld, Edinburgh, Edzell, Forfar, Forres, Fort Augustus,
Fort William, Glasgow, Gourock, Grantown, Greenock, Helensburgh, Inveraray,
Inverness. Killin, Kingussie, Kyle of Lochalsh, Larbert, Loch Awe, Mallaig,
Melrose, Montrose, Nairn, Oban, Perth, Pitlochry. Rannoch, Roy Bridge, St.

Andrews, St. Fillans, Spean Bridge, Stirling, Stornoway, Strathpeffer, Strome
Ferry, Struan, Tarbet (Loch Lomond), Tarbert, Taynuilt, Tomatin, Tulloch, and
Tyndram.
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"WEST COAST ROUTE," L. & N.W. and CALEDONIAN.
{Mease observe foot-notes.)

M.
Weekdays. A

ngt.

12.

2.12

3.10

B
a.m.

5d5
7.10

1. 3

7.20

~87l8

6.55

8.13

9.20

C
a.m.

Uo
10.12

10.35

11.45

12. 5

1.45

9.

8.43

9.23

10.44

6.30

11.55

12.28

12.35

D
a.m.

10.

11.36

1. 7

E
a.m.

11.30

12.18

9.45

12.25

1.30

7.

9.30

9.30

9.52

11.26

6.30

12.42

1.35

2.40

2.40

2.55

2.35

3.40

3.48

5.43

5.48

F
p.m.

ITo
3.44

12.50

3.35

4.32

8.35

10.38

12.45

12.38

1. 2

2.40

12.

3.55

4.34

5.19

5.50

5.45

5.15

6.20

6.25

8. b

8.10

G
p.m.

87o
9.50

6. 5

8.45

9.41

12.40

2.18

4.30

5. 8

5,38

6.10

3.

7.28

8.10

11.21

10.15

10.15

11.28

2.12

2.13

H
p.m.

8.50

10.53

11. 5

11. 1

3.50

5.28

7.40

7.40

8. 1

9. 15

7.

11. 5

12.10

1. 2

12.45

1..0

4.15

4.22

I

p.m.

10.

11.57

1.17

2.

3. 8

3.15

5.20

5

K
p.m.

82J

London (Euston) dep.

Rugby „

11.35

Bristol (MidlaiMl) ,,

Birmingham „ _
1334 Stafford „ 4. 4 —

53
128

Plymouth ^ a £ g p.m.

Exeter >£ % = p.m.

Bristol ... J t£ # eh deP-
Cardiff '.... „

8.

10. 8

12.25

12.35

12.58

2.25

3.40

4.20

-

180

248
280

Newport (Mon.) ,.

Hereford „
Swansea (Victoria) ... „
Shrewsbury „
Crewe arr.

-

158 Crewe dep. 4.45 2.56

-
L.'v'rpool (Lime St. » dep.

(Exch.) „
M'nch'st'r (Exch.) „

(Vic) „
"671

6.11

8.52

9.

9.50

9.20

9.50

10.36

10.50

12.33

12.40

12.50

12.40

T36
1.45

3.27

3.43

1.25

1.10

3.58

4.

-

209 Preston ( f
vr'

—

299

( dep.
c arr.

Carlisle
]
i dep.

5.28

3CT"

400
401$
425
440

516

418

Edinbgli (Prin. St.) arr.

Glasgow (Central) „
G-ourock Pier „
Rothesay (steamer) ... „

Oban (steamer) „

Stirhng „

12.18

12.35

p.m.

3.

3.

4.34

5.40

4. 2

5.30

9. 5

5.50

6.

7.15

p.m.

6.15

6.15

7.35

8.41

7. 5

ITo

X~6

7.55

7.55

9.30

p.m.

10.30

10.20

12.23

11.34

12.40

4.45

12.25

6. 3

8.50

5.20

6.50

6.40

8.14

a.m.

7.35

7.25

9.10

10.15

4.50

8.10

434
489

Callander „
Oban „

10.43
•

2.10

450 Perth „ — 5.30 8.50

472
Perth dep.
Dundee arr.

— 6.48

7.15

8. 5

8.40 _ 12.35

1. 5

6.

6.35

9.17

9.45

539$
Perth dep.
Aberdeen arr.

-

6.50

9. 5

7. 5

7.32

7.57

8.10

p.m.

-

8. 3

10.20

8.15

8.52

9.22

9.40

p.m.

-

12.30

3. 5

12.50

1.26

1.52

2. 8

3.29

3.52

4.25

5.10

11.52

noon

5.25

7.15

5715

6. 5

6.38

6.10

7.22

7.48

9. 5

9. 8

1.15

p.m.

— 9.

11.25

465$
478$
485$

Perth dep.
Dunkeld arr.

Pitlochrv „
Blair Atholl ,

_

9.25

10. 7

10.38

10.54

12. 2

12.35

1. 5

1.50

6.10

p.m.

11.50

12.36

1.10

1.25

522
534
546

Kingussie „
Aviemore „

1.50

2.15

2.45

568 4.15
650 9.25

p.m.

Sleeping Cars by night trainsI. ii nclieon and Dining Cars by day trains.

(subject to revision >.

SPECIAL NOTE. These tables indicate the times of the principal train services.

During the season several supplementary (or relief) trains are run both morning and
evening.



"EAST COAST ROUTE," G.N., N.E., and N.B.

(rid Forth Bridge). WEEKDAYS.

— L.'iidon(K'sX)dep
76 Peterborough ... ,,

I Nottingham ...

Io5|'cTrauthaui

232

272

395

442

464

485
554

564
566
6U6

431
447
518

457

438

453
466
473
519

534
556

Dpncaster

Hull
_JLeeds „.

York
Darhngton ...

Newcastle

. dep.

arr,

dep.

arr

dep
Edinburgh arr

Edinburgh ...dep,

Glasgow ... arr,

Edinburgh ...dep

Craigendoran arr

RothesavCSt'rK
Oban (St'r) „

A B
a.m. a.m

5.15 5.20
5.28 1 6.54

5.2o 7.

JSj 7.39

8.33;"8X7

7.25f06
8.50 9.4U

9.38 9.57

10..-)o

11.

11. 8

1.30

11.57

12.17

3.40

2. 51 4.

3.24 5.1

5

Fort William ... „
Banavie „
3tallaig „

Edinburgh ...dep
Stirling arr
Callander ... „
Oban ,

Edinburgh ... lep.

Dundee arr.

Aberdeen
Edinburgh dep.

Per<"
Irfep

Dunkeld arr
Pitlochry „
Blair Atholl „
Kiugussie
Aviemore June
Grantown

Inverness ... arr.

Kyle of Lochalsh

2. 5

L38

5.50

p.m.

3.3U

4.40

5.30

9. 5

2.10

3.37

6.

2.

3.10

4.10

5.10

4.65

M0
(J. 20

6.50

7.21)

7.50

p.m.

4.

6.11

"8.10

I. 5

5.23

6

_9

4.2*

6.16

8A0

4.15

5.45

7. 5

7.30

7.57

8.

p.m.

C
a.m

loTo
10.33

10.24

11.14

1

D E F G
a.m.

lOTlO

1 1.20

12.15

a.m.

IL25
12.16

p.m.

2.20

3.29

p.m.

8X5
8.15

8.35

10.19

12.25 3.25

4.26

1.53

3.20

3.28

6.15

6.40

7.50

2.29

12. 5 12.58

1.2 2 28

1.63

2. 3

o.40

3.20

4. IS

5. 7

6.35

8. 5

1". 5

6.40

7.51

8.15

8.52

9.22

9.40

3.48! 5.15

8^_5

9.10

H
p.m

'8X5
10.20

J9.55
n.

4^0j 9.30;12.17

5. 5! 8.4011.25
5.20 10.50

1
—

6. 3 11.50' 1. 5

6.12 11.57 1.14

6.25

p.m.

10.25

p.m.

H
9.10

»1.

12.40

4.45

SJ5
10.51

12.50

9. 5

10.

11.50

1.26

1.52

2. 8

7. 4
7.55

8. 2

10.45

p.m.

3.52

1.25

5.10

11.52

noon

11.28 2.11

1.27 2.56

1.32 3. 6

_4. 5.55

4

JU5
4.30

7

I

p.m

11.30

12^33

11.

T34

K
p.m .

1L45
12.33

11.

1.49

2.15

9.53

11.32

4.10

5.28

7.20

4. 4

5.14

5.15

e. 5

6.37

6.10

7.22

7.48

9. 5
9. 8

1.151

p.m.

6.10

7.23

6.45

8.38

10.15

4.50

2.48

3.20

3.27

4.32

4.57

5. 2

7.30

4.42

4.47

7.15

7.40 1

-

8.50
'

—
7.40 9. 5

10. 7 11.28

1272 12.44

11.59 "2~25 5.38

12.16 — 5.51

L55 -
I
7.30

6.35

8.T0

.52

12.

25 "7.45

8.34 9.11

11.10

7.30

8.55

9.25

10. 7

10.38

10.54

12. 2

12.35

1: 5

1.50

6.10

p.m

Sleeping Cars byLuncheon and Dining Cars by day tn
night trains (subject to revision).

SPECIAL NOTE. These tables indicate the times of the principal train
services. During the season several supplementary (or relief) trains are run
both morning and evening.



"MIDLAND ROUTE," MID., G.&S.W., N.B.
(vid Forth Bridge). WEEKDAYS.

Observe carefully the footnotes.

M. A
a.m.

B
a.m.

C
a.m.

D
a.m.

11.30

1.30

1.

E
p.m.

1.30

3.25

2.42

F
p.m.

7.15

9. 4
8.55

G
p.m.

9.30

10.45

12.

3.50

5.28

7.55

7.35

8.46

10.33

11.37

12.30

12.38

1.40

1.50

1.20

1.56

12.45

12.50

2.45

4 15

4.35

5.11

8.38

10.15

4.50

7. 5

4.20

6.36

6.45

7.40

2.25

*4.11

*5.;>o

T35
9. 6

11.10

H
ngt.

99
126

London (St. Pancras) ...

Leicester
Nottingham

..dep. 5.15

7.20

7.35

9.30

L1.26

LI. 7

9.45

11.26

11. 7

12.

2.

2.

53
128

Plymouth (Mill Bay).
Exeter
Bristol

..p.m.

..a.m.

8.

10. 8

1. 3

-
z

7.

9.45

8.30

10.15

12.20

2.15

4. 5

6. 5

5.25

6.5~9

8.15

9.17

10. 6

10.19

11. 4

11.23

1U.47

11.33

12T0
1.25

1.35

3.45

4.30

9.43

9.53

11.32

~6.35

8.10

8.52

12.

4.10

5.28

7.20

8.15.

— Bath ..dep. 11. u — — 8.42 11.53

12.50

2.25

3.33

4.21

4.43

5.30

5.33

5. 5

5.40

4.35

4.40

—
165
220
262

Gloucester
Birmingham
Derby
Sheffield .. arr.

2.15

4. 8

6.55

8.34

8.20

10.10

11.30

12.34

12.53

1.22

1.28

12.52

1.14

8.20

10.10

11.30

12.34

12.53

1.40

1.48

1.0

10.31

11.47

12.50

1.42

3. 8

3.22

3.28

2.55

3.35

2.20

2.25

9.20
11.25

12.55

1.49

158

196

Sheffield

Leeds
..dep.

/ arr.

\dep.

9.

9.52

10. 1

1.54

4.

4.10

— Bradford ..dep. 9.40

10J37

2. 5

219 Skipton •• » 7.4

— Liverpool (Exchange) „ 9.30 12.35

12.30

—

229 Hellifield

arr.

11.

12.42 3.45
2.17

4.

4. 5

4.44

8. 2

9.20

4.21

5.50

5.55

6.35

9.52

6.27

7.55

8.

8.38

12. 5

lX'5

7.50

308 Carlisle 6.23

341
Carlisle

Dumfries
...dep.

... arr.

12.47

1.26

6.30
7. 9

438
454
528

Greenock (Pr. Pier)
Rothesay (steamer)..
Oban (steamer) ...

...arr. 4.37

5.36 -
10.20
1. 5

423 Glasgow (St. Enoch) ... „ 3.20 — 6.35 8.25 9.

369
406

Carlisle

Melrose
Edinburgh (Waverley)

...dep.

...arr.

12.50

2.31

3.30

3.50

6. 5

6.40

7.53

6.35

8. 5

10. 5

6.4(

7.52

8.15

8.52

9.22

9.4C

p.m

p.m. 6. 5

7.38

8.35

8. 2

S.D.
10.25

p.m.

%
O a;
'-

OD

I!

a°

T'S

W

8. 5
11. 4
12.10

575
577
617

Edinburgh
Fort William
Banavie
Mallaig

...dep.

...arr.

3.52

9.38

-

-

442
458
529

Edinburgh \.
Stirling
Callander
Oban

...dep.

...arr.

4. 5

5.26

6. 6

9. 5

4.25

6.15

8.40

4.15

5.45

7. 5

7.32

7.57

8.10

p.m.

9.10

11.

1

12.40
I 4.45

8.15

: 10.51

|

12.50
"
9. 5

10.36

12.50

1.26

1.52

2. 8

3.29

3.52

4.25

5.10

11.52

.>

468
Edinburgh ...dep. 1.50

3.37

539 Aberdeen „ 6.

449

464
477
484

Edinburgh

Perth
Dunkeld
Pitlochry
Blair Atholl

...dep.

r arr.

i dep.
... arr.

3.55

5. 5

5.15

6. 5

6.38

6.10

7.22

7.48

9. 5

9. 8

1.11

[

p.ui

7.30

8.55

9.25

10. 7

10.38

10.54

12. 2

12.35

1. 2

1.50

6.10

p.m.

10.

11. 9

11.50

12.36

1.10

1.25

1.50

2.15

2.45

4.15

9.25

2.

3.10

4.10

5. 9
4.50

5.10

621
533
545
567

Kingussie
Aviemore
Grantown

6.20

6.50'

7.28

7.50

049 Kyle of Lochalsh „

n son p.m. p.m.

Luncheon and Dining Cars by day trains. Sleeping Cars by night trains

(subject to revision).

SPECIAL NOTE. These tables indicate the times of the principal train services.

During the season several supplementary (or relief) trains are run both morning and
evening. * Tu., Th., Sat. ; other days, Mallaig arr., 7.30.



(Subject to alteration.)

Columba," & "Iona" to Ardrishaig, Oban and Banavie (also Islay).
During July and August there is an express service from Central Station, Glasgow, at

9.45 a.m. to Wemyss Bay ; thence " Iona " direct vid Kyles of Bute to Ardrishaig for Oban
and the North.

Glasgow (Bridge Wharf)
Greenock (Cstm. Ho. Quay) .

.dep

G.&
S.W.

Glasgow (St. Enoch) dep
Greenock (Princes Pier) arr

Greenock (Princes Pier) dep
' Edinburgh(Pr.-st.) dep,

Cal. {Glasgow (Central)... „
Gourock Pier arr.

Gourock Pier dep

N.B

Edinburgh (Wav.) dep,
Glasgow (Queen St.) „
Craigendoran Pier arr.

Dunoon (steamer) „

Danoon dep.
Rothesay „
Tighnabruaich „
Tarbert

Islay arr. abt.

Ardrishaig arr .

Loch ("Ford (coach) arr.

Awe < Loch Awe Sta. (steam.) „
Rte. (Oban (train) „

Crinan dep.
Oban arr.

a 6.10 a.m. in. September.

a.m.
*7.

8.40

8.20

9.

9. 3

7.10

8.30

9.15

9.15

a 6.4.-)

8. 7

8.44

9.25

9.30

10.15

10.55

11.55

4.30

12.40

2.50

5.10

6.35

3.

4.50

p.m.

Oban dep,

Crinan „
I

8.40

|
10.20

Loch i Oban (train) dep
Awe < Loch Awe (steamer) ... „
Rte. (Ford (coach) „

Ardrishaig dep,

Islay ..dep,

Tarbert
Tighnabruaich
Rothesay
Dunoon

iep.

7.55

8.50

10.55

1.

8.30

1.40

2.40

3.30

4.10

I Dunoon (steamer) dep,

^ -p. J Craigendoran Pier (trn.) „
JN -t$-

1 Glasgow (Queen St.) „
I Edinburgh (Wav.) „

Gourock Pier arr

Cal.

Gourock Pier . ... dep,

Glasgow (Central)... arr,

Edinburgh (Pr. St.) „

Greenock (Princes Pier)

G. & { Greenock (Princes Pier)dep,
S. W. ) Glasgow (St. Enoch) arr.

Greenock (Cstm. Ho. Quay) arr.

Glasgow (Bridge Wharf) ... „
b 9 p.m. in September.

* Sails from Greenock after 16 Sept. f Sails to Greenock after 16 Sept.
Fares : Glasgow to Oban, by Crinan, 13s., 7s. 6d. ; by Loch Awe, single, 1st class, 17s. 6d.

3rd class, 13s. ; circular, cabin, 1st class, 22s. 6d., 3rd class and steerage, 17s. 6d.
%* There is a second service duriner July and August as far as Ardrishaift

by the "Iona." via Wemyss Bay, 6.5; and Rothesay, 6.30. Trains from Central
Station at 5.12 ; St. Enoch, 4.3 ; and Queen Street Station, 4.10; returning from
Ardrishaig at "5.45 a.m., and reaching Rothesay, Wemyss Bay and Greenock in
time for trains reaching Glasgow before 10 a.m.

Oban, Skye, Gairloch, and Stornoway. ("The Gael").

18
20
25

12 6

12 6

15

1 July till 16 Sept.

Oban dep
Tobermory ...abt. „
Mallaig „
Glenelg

,

Balmacara „
Kyle of Lochalsh >

and Kvleakin ... < "

K. of L'alsh train „
Inverness ... arr,

Broadford arr.

Portree ,

Gairlocli „
Ullapool, Th. only,

)

July and Aug.... \
"

Lochinver, Sats.
j

only, Jul.) & Aug. j
"

fStornoway „

Tu. Th. & Sat
a.m.
7.

9.

11.40

1.10

1.40

2.

5.

9.30

2.50

4.15

6.30

10.

7.45

1 July till 15 Sept.

Lochinver, Mon.
onlv, July and
Aug

Ullapool, Fri. only,

July and Aug....

Gairloch
Portree
Broadford

dep

Stornoway „
K. of L'alsh arr

Kyleakin dep,

K.r«of I/alsh... „
Balmacara ,

Glenelg „
Mallaig „
Tobermory „
Oban arr.

rvr.v.

i.m.

2.15

«
2.15

5.

5.30

).40

10.20p.m
3.50 a.m

10.30

10.15

10.40

11.

12.45

3.30

6.

* Return, 37s. 6d. f Change Steamer at Mallaig.
The times stated above are merely given for general information, and are not guaranteed.

For service between Xylft of Lochalsh and Portree, see p. 11.



Oban to Inverness (Caledonian Canal.)

Mi Cabin. Steer.
.

.

t
1 §

+

M s. d. s. d.
!

a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
Oban dep. — 6. 9.15 12.30 5. 5 6.15

U 2 1 6 Appin ,,
— 6.40 10. 1.15 5.40 „5i

Kentallen ,, 7.30, 10.30 2. 6.30 S3
24 5 3 Ballachulish ... ,,

— 7.40 10.45 2.15 6.40 °.«8

25 5 3 Onich (by signal) ,,
— 7.40 10.45 2.15 6.40 *-

27 5 6 3 Corran... „ — 8. 11.10 2.35 7.15 >-,

35 7

8
4 Port William arr.

Banavie (pier)... dep.

— 8.45 12. 3-25 7.40 8.15

3S — 9.30
<a • ^

46 9 6 5 Gairloehy (steamer) ,,
— 10.30

57 12 6 6 6 Laggan ,, 11.45 ~Z< o

62 14 6 7 Cullochy ... ,,
— 12.30

p, p.m.
67 16 7 6 Fort Augustus ... ,, 6. 2. 09

3.45
72 16 6 8 Invermoriston ... ,, 6.25 2.30 O

4.15
78 17 6 8 6 Foyers ,, 6.50| 3. S 4.45
80 18 8 6 Inverfarigaig ... ,, 7. 0! 3.10 H

4.55
83 19 6 9 jT'plePr.p'adr'chit),, 7.30; 3.30

Ujr.

5.15
98 22 10 6 Inverness ... arr. 9.20 5.15 . 7.

a.m.! p.m. p.m.

f Daily till 16 Sept., and Tu., Th., and Sat. till 30 Sept.

i Daily till 15 Sept., and every Wed. till 30 Sept.

Inverness to Oban.

M Cabin. Steer. a.m. a.m.
§

a.m. a.m. p.m.

*

a.m.

;

S. d. s. d.

Inverness dep. ,-. . 11. 7. 3.30 —
15 2'"6

l' 3 TplePr.(D'nadrcbit),, i ^~ 12.30 £ 8.30 5.15 —
18 3 I 6 Inverfarigaig ... 5> 12.50 m 8.50 5.35 —
20 4 2 Foyers 1. 2 9. 5.45 —
26 5 2 6 Invermoriston... 5>

SO '£ 1.30 B, 9.30, 6.15 —
31 6 3 Fort Augustus 2.15 >> 10.45! 7.0 —
36 7 3 6 Cullochy ,, H* U40,— —
41 9 6 4 6 Laggan »» '5 >

— — 12.30 —
52 12 6 6 Grairlocny ,,

Q <" — 1.50 — —
60 14 6 6 Banavie (pier) »»

— — 3. 5 1 — —
63 li 7 Port -William >> 5.45 9. 12.30 3.301 — 6.30

7117 7 6 Corran 6.15 9.40 1.10 4. 5 —
73 17 6 8 Onich (by signal) )» 6.35 10. 5 1.30 4.25 — >>

74 17 6 8 Baliachulisb. >) 6 35 10. 5 1.30 4.25 — T3 S
a a

Kentallen 6.45 10.15 1.40 4 35 1°
84120 9 6 Appin ,, 7.30 11. 2.30 5.30 —
98 22 10 6 Oban arr. 8.30 12.15 3.30 6.30 — 8.30

• ! a.m. 'noon p.m. p.m.l a.m.

*
#
* Return Tickets at about one fare and a half.

* July and Aug. only.
||
Daily till 18 Sept., and Mon., Wed., and Pri. till 30 Sept.

*** For mixed service between Oban and Inverness see p. 10.

For particulars see Messrs. MacBrayne's Official Guides, 6d.

Fort William to Ranavie (by train, 6 min.), 9.15, 9.47 a.m., 12.10, 5.45 p.m.

Bunavie to Fort William, 7.58 a.m., 2.44, 3.5, 3.53 p.m.



OBAN to STAFFA & IONA and Back.

Cabin Return Fare, 15s.; includes Guides and Boatmen.
S.S. "Grenadier."

Mon., Wed. and Fri.

Oban at

Craignure about
Lochaline
Salen
Tobeimory

Staffa
( arr.

"(dep.

( arr.

(dep.

Carsaig 4.45

Oban 6.

Ion a.

Tues., Thurs. and Sat.

Iona.

Oban at

Carsaig about

J
arr.

(dep.

staffa
|d
a

e

r

P

r

:

Tobermory about
Salen ,,

Lochaline „
Craignure ,,

Oban „

a.m.
8.30

9.30

10.45

12.15

12.45

2.15

3.30

4.

4 30
5.

6.

p.m.

Glasgow to Western Highlands and Islands via Oban :—
by mixed Passenger and (jfoods Boats.

Fare to Oban, 10s. ; Time, abt. 12 hrs. from Greenock.

The Clansman every Monday, and the Claymore every Thurs-
day at 2 p.m. for Stornoway. Train from Central Station
to Greenock at 5.25 p.m. Return Fare, 45s. ; or, ineluding
meals, 80s. Stateroom Berths, 2s. Qd. and 5s. extra.

The new s.s. Clydesdale and Cavalier every Tuesday and
Friday at 1 p.m. for Inverness by Oban and Caledonian Canal.
Train from Central Station to Greenock, 3.40 p.m. Return Fare,

40s.; or, including meals, 70s. Stateroom Berths, 2s. 6d. and 5s.

extra. Eeturning from Inverness 4 a.m. Tuesday and Friday,

reaching Glasgow Monday and Thursday mornings.

The Glendale every Monday and Thursday at 1 p.m. for Islay
direct. Train to Greenock, 3.40 p.m. ; returning from Port Ellen,

Tu. and Fri., 6 p.m. Fare, 10s. ; Ret., including meals, 21s.

%* Full particulars of these Sailings will be found in Messrs. MacBrayne's
" Official Guide," 6d.

The *Dunara Castle {via Colonsay) every Thursday at 2 p.m.
(Train 5.40 p.m.) for the Outer Hebrides. Fare for the round,
35s. ; or, including meals, 65s.

* About once a month (June, July, and August) to St. Hilda. Ret. Fare,
54.S. ; with meals, Ms.

The * " Hebrides," or " Hebridean" (via Oban and Tobermory)
every Monday at 2 p.m. (Train to Greenock, 5.20 p.m.) for the
Outer Hebrides.

Fare for the round, 35s. ; or, including meals, 65s.

* About twice a month (June, July, and August) to St. KILDA. Ret. Fare,
50s. ; with meals, Sis.

Highlands I. &
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AND CONTINUATION OF THE ABOVE.
*** In the following tables punctuality can only be depended upon in those

routes which are marked " passengers only," the times given in connection with
the others being dependent on the quantity of cargo to be dealt with in each
voyage. The sailings are arranged alphabetically. All the steamers stop at
many intermediate ports.

&c, to Portree (Cabin 7s.,

s.6d,) Mail Steamer, M., W., F.,

Dunvegan, loch

.) and Oban, &c, Gael, p. 7;

»,. Xyle

„ Xyle

Oban to XVEallaig,

IVIaddy,
Steerage
6 a.m.

Gairloch to Portree (6s., 4s

to Stornoway, Claymore (Sat. mm.).
Inverness to Oban, Glasgow, A.c.—Fast Service, pp. 8, 7

;

Clydesdale and Cavalier, Tuesday and
Friday, 4 a.m. ; from Fort William, 6 p.m.

Kyle of Iiochalsh to Broadford and Portree (2£ hrs., cabin

5s.), 1.45 p.m.

,, ,, ,, Stornoway (6 hrs., 12s.), Mail-boat,
1.45 p.m.

,, „ ,, M&llaig (6s., 3s. 6d.) 3.50 a.m., 9.30 a.m.

Mallaig to Oban and Glasgow, Claymore and Clansman
(Tu. & F. moms.) ; to Skye and Stornoway,
Clansman and Claymore (Tu. & F. afts.

;

For Gael, see page 7.

of Iiochalsh (6s., 3s. 6d.) and Portree
(9s., 6s.), 11.40 a.m.
of Lochalsh and Stornoway (18s.,

9s. Gd.), 11.40 a.m.

Gael p. - 7 ; also Clansman, Tu., and
Claymore, Fr., about 8 a.m.

Ballachulish, Inverness, &c., see p. 8.

Coll (6s. and 4s.), Tyree (6s., 4s.), Bunessan (7s.,

4s.) A.C., Mail-Steamer, Mon., Wed., Fri.,

9.15 a.m. July arid Aug. (other months
5 a.m.) ; returning from Bunessan abt.

3.30 a.m. Tu., Th., Sat.

Coll, Tyree, Outer Hebrides, &c, and West
Coast of Skye, Hebrides, Tu., after

arrival of 11.55 noon train.

Castle Bay (15s., 5s.), liochboisdale (15s., 5s.),

Iiocbmaddy (20s., 7s. 6d.), and Bun-
vegan (20s., 7s. €>d.), Mail-Steamer daily,

6 a.m. Eet. Fares half as much again.

Gael (p. 7) ; Claymore (21s.), Fr. abt.

8 a.m.
"Columba" route, p. 7; also (10s.) by
all mixed boats on their return voyage.

Inverle (Loch Nevis), Claymore, Fri. abt. 8 a.m.

Gairloch,

Glasgow,
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Oban to Inverness—Fast service, p. 8 ; also (17s.) Clydesdale
and Cavalier, Wed. and Sat., abt. 8 a.m.

Xiocbinver, Clansman (22s.), Tu. abt. 8 a.m.; also

Gael (Sats. only, July & Aug.), 7 am.
loch Scavaigr, from Mallaig every Tu, and Sat. at

12.30 p.m.

Poolewe, Claymore (21s.) Fr. abt. 8 a.m.

Portree, Gael, p. 7 ; also (16s.) Clansman, Claymobe,
Tu., Fr., abt. 8 a.m.

Salen (Loch Sun art, 8s.), Carabineer, Tu. and Fri.

abt. 12.30. pm.f returning Wed. and Sat.

6 a.m.
Staffa and lona and bark (Puss, only, 9tj lirs., 15s.),

Gbenadier, 8.30 a.m. ; seep. 9.

Stornoway (21s.), Clansman, Claymore, Tu. Fr.,

abt. 8 a.m.
Tobermory (5s., 2s. 6c?.), Mail Boat, 12.30 p.m.; also

M. W. F., 8.30 a.m., and all boats to Stye,
Stornoway, etc. For Gael, see p. 7.

Ullapool (22s.), Clansman, Tu., abt. 8 a.m., and Gael,
Th., 7 a.m. (July and August).

Portree to Gairloch (seep. 7); also Claymore, Sat. morn.
Xiochinver, Clansman, Wed. morn., and Gael, Sat.

aft. (July and August).
Oban, Gael, p. 7; also (16s.) Glasgow (24s.),

Claymore, Tues., 2 a.m., Clansman, Fri.,

2 a.m.
Stornoway (6s.), Clansman, Claymore, Wed.

and Sat. morn.
Kyle of Iiochalsh, Mail-boat, 7 a.m. Tu., Th.,

Sat., 8.30 a.m. Mon., Wed., Fri. (2£ hrs.).

Cabin, 5s., Return 7s. Qd. ; Steerage, 2s. Pd.

Tarbert (Harris), Iiocb XMaddy and Dunvegan
Tu., Th., Sat., 6 a.m. Cabin 7s., Steerage
3s. 6d.

Ullapool (7s.), Clansman, Wed. morn., and Gael,
Th. aft, (July and August).

Stornoway to Portree (6s.), Oban (21s.), Glasgow (30s.),

Claymore, Mon. morn., Clansman, Th., morn.

„ „ Kyle of Lochalsh (12s.), Mail-boat, 10.20 p.m.
(Sat. excepted).

Tobermory to Oban (5s., 2s. 6d.), Mail Boat, 8 a.m., and all

boats going south. For Gael, see p. 7.

,, ,, Skye, Stornoway, Gairloch, &e., Gafl,
p. 7 ; also other mixed boats going north,

abt. 4 hrs. after leaving Oban (see " Oban ").

„ ,, Staffa and lona, Grenadier, Mon., Wed., Fr.,

10.30 a.m. Pass, only, p. 9.
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S.S. MiBEL, in connection with coach between Gairloch and
Auchnasheen for Inverness.

(Subject to alteration.)

Gairloch Hotel (coach) dep.

^ (TolliePier(Poolewe),,
•§ -j JLochMaree Hotel ar

fi Rhn JTohar „

Kiniochewe (coacb.) dep.
Auchnasheen arr.

„ (rail) dep.
Inverness — ...... arr.

10.

10.45

11.45

12.30

2.30]

2.54'

5.15

4.0

4.45

5.45

Inverness (train) dep.
A.uchnasheen arr.

„ dep.
Kinlochewe „

Fthu Noliar
XiOCli Maree Hotelar.

2 I Tollie Pier (Poolevve),,

Gairloch (coach) „

8.

9.

9.45

Pares :- -Gairloch Hotel to Loch Maree Hotel

„ „ Rhu Nohar
„ „ Auchnisheen

Loch Maree Hotel to Rhi Nohir
„ „ „ Aucinasneeu...

Singl.

s. d.

5.

7. 6

12. 6

2. 6

7. 6

Ret.
s. d.

7. 6

12. 6

4.0

*** Full particulars of the many Circular Tours in connection
with these sailings will be found in the annual " Tourist Guides "

of the Caledonian, North British, and Glasgow & South Western
Railway Companies.

LOCH AWE.
SngL
s. d.

Ret.

s. d.

Oban (train) dep

lochAwe (Sta. & Hotel)
,

Taychreggan ,

! 6 3 6 Portsonachan ,

65 Port-in-Sherrieh ,

6 6 Ford (see p. 16) arr.

A
,

C
a.m.; a.m.

7.55; 9.35

8.5011. 5

9. 511.40
9. 512. 5

9.30 —
10.501 —

B I C I

a.m. p.m.
9.35112.35

11. 5

11.45

11.48

12.43

1.20

1.40

2.35

2.40

C
p.m.

4.15

5.35

6.31

6.35

C C C B A
Glasgow to a.m. noon I p.m. p.m. p.m.

Oban, 17s. 6d., Ford (see p. 16) dep. * — — 2.40 3.

13s.; returning Port-in-Sherrich... ,,
— — — 3. 5 —

by Crinan, Taychreggan „ 9.49 12. 4. 4 4. 5 —
22s.6d.,17s.6d. Portsonachan „ 9.45 12. 3 4. 4. 8 4.20

Oban, to Oban, Loch Awe (Sta. &
|

byKilmelfort, Hotel) arr.

Oban (train) ... ,,

10.45

12.

1. 3 5. 4.55

6.35

5.10

19s., 17s. 6d. 2.10 6.35 6.35

A SS. " Loch Awe " in connection with " Columba " route, (p. 7).

B ,, "Countess of Breadalbane " in connection with Melfort coach (p. 18)
and Glen Nant tours.

C „ " Caledonia " in connection with Glen Nant tours.
* Lexves Portsonachan at 6 a.m. on Mons.
Additional .Sailing. Excursion on the lake from Loch Awe. to the

F.tlle oi Ci-uachanat9.30;i.m.
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" Lord of the Isles," Glasgow and Inveraray.

Glasgow (Bridge Wharf) dep.

Greenock (Princes Pier) ...dep.

Gourock
Dunoon dep.

^ /Dunoon dep.

o^ J Inverchapel (coach)... arr.

$•$ jLocheckhead (st'mr.) ,,

w vStrachur (coach) . ,,

Rothesay dep.

Tighnabruaich ,,

Strachur ,,

Inveraray arr.

a.m.
7.20

9. 5

9.30

9.40

10.

11.20

12.10

10 20
11.

1.

1.15

Inveraray ..

Strachur
Tighnabruaich
Eothesay

dep.

(Strachur (coach)

j Locheokhead (st'mr.)

] Inverchapel (coach)...

(Dunoon (coach)

Dunoon
Gourock
Greenock (Princes Pier) ..

Glasgow (Bridge Wharf)

dep.

arr.

arr.

p.m.
2.20

2.35

4.40

5.35

2.45

4.

4.40

6.

6. 5

6.30

7.

8.15

Fare for the round from Glasgow, going by Loch Fyne and
by Loch Eck, or vice versa, lis. Return fares, by Loch
3s. 6d.

returning

Fyne, 6s.,

Glasgow to Lochgoilhead (2—3 hrs.), and Inveraray (5—6 hrs.).

See advertisements in papers, etc.

Trains in connection with steamer to Lochgoilhead, and thence coach
to Inveraray (p. 18), leave Glasgow (Central) at 10 a.m. ; St. Enoch, 10.5.

The return steamers leave Lochgoilhead about 4 p.m. There are other
steamers to Lochgoilhead durirjg the day.

Steamer Fares :—Glasgow to Lochgoilhead (return) 2s., Is. 6d. ; Inveraray
6s. and 3s. 6d. (return).

LOCH ETIVE. (S.S. " Ossian.")

Inclusive Oban (train) dep.

a.m.
9.35

10.10

10.30

11.40

p.m.
12.35

For the Round
Oban to Oban,
19s.6d.,18s.3d.

Ach-na-cloich
j

( „
Taynuilt * ...

[
LochEtive \ ,,

Lochetivehead ) ( arr.

1.15

1.30

2.45

Lochetivehead Bridge of Orchy (coach) arr. 5.

4.20

6.30

—
and back,

5s. 6d., 4a. 6d.

Ballachulish (coarh) ,,

Oban (steamer) ,,

Oban (steamer)....

Ballacbulish (c.ach)

. dep.
a.m. a.m.

9.15

11.30

Bridge of Orchy (coach) „ — 11.0

Lochetivehead
|

Taynuilt* ... 1 Loch Etive.

Ach-na-cloich 1

»>

>>

arr.

11.50

1.

1.15

4.30
5.45

6.

Oban (train) ... arr. 2.10 6.35

Times approximate ; calls when required.
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®02Uft |t0Ut*0,
{Alteration possible during the season. Public Time-tables do not

always 'agree.)

Aberfeldy to Kenmore (6^m. 1 hr., Is. 6d.), 11 a.m., 3.5,

6.15 pan.
Aberfoyle to Loch Katrine Pier (7 m. 1^ hrs. 4s. 6d.),

9.50 a.m., 12.45 and 3.55 p.m.
Acbnasheen to MLinlochewe (10 m. 3s.) Talladale (19 m.

6s.), and Gairlocb (29 m., 4f hrs., 9s.)

12.15 noon, on arrival of mail.

Ardlui to Crianlarich (9 m., 1\ hrs., 4s., Ret. 6s.), 10.45 a.m.
(arr. 12), 2.45 p.m. (arr. 4.15).

Ardrisbaig to Ford (16 m. 2| hrs.) 12.50 noon, in connection with
"Coluniba" and Loch Awe steamer: re-

turning about 10.45 a.m.

Ballachulish to Glencoe and back (16 ra. 5s. (hi.) about
11.15 a.m., and 2.45 p.m,

,, ,, Glencoe Inn (7 >".), and Xiochetive Head
30 m. (for Oban), 11.30 a.m. See Loch Etive

steamer (p. 13).

Ballater to Braemar (16£ m. abt. If hrs., 10.5 a.m., 12.10,

2.20, 5.15, 6.5 p.m. Motor Omnibus.
Ballindalloch Station to Tomintoul (16 m., 3s. 0>d.) 11 a.m.

(P.O. 12).

Balmacara (Xiocbalsb) to Strome Ferry (8 m. 2s. 6d.),

9.15 a.m. ; conn^ctiog, at Achtertyre, with
car from Sbiel Inn.

Beauly to Stray (10 m., 2s. 6ci.) and Invercannich (17| m.,

abt. 3 hrs., ttet. 5s. <5d.) abt. noon.
Blairgowrie to Braemar, 11.0 a.m. (see Dunlceld); (10s. 6d.

—

12s. 6d.) to Dunkeld 3.0 p.m. (see Braemar).

,, Xirkmicbael (2s., 2J hrs.). 7.45 and 10.30

a.m., 2.30 p.m.
Braemar to Ballater (16£m. abt. If hrs.), 8.0 and 10.5 a.m.

;

1.40, 4.0, and 5.40 p.m. (Fare, 2s. 6c7.)

Motor Omnibus.

,, ,, Spittalof Glensbee (15m.) ; Blairgowrie (35m.);

Dunkeld and Birnam (47 m. 8J hrs.,

14s.-15«.) 8 a.m.
Brodick Pier ( Arran) to Corrie (Is. each way), abt. 10.45 a.m.

(to Glen Sannox) and 6.20 p.m. (3.20 Sats.)

;

returning abt. 6.40 a.m., and 2.40 p.m.

N.B.—For other Coach-routes in Arran, see pp. 186-188.

Callander to the Trossacbs (9m. l£ hr. 4s., inclusive; Ret. 6*.),

9, 11.5 a.m., 2.0, 4.0, 6.10, 7.20 p.m.

Campbeltown to Tarbert (35 m. 5£ hrs. 10s.), 6.10 a.m.
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Crianlarich to Ardlui (9 m. lj hrs. 4s.), 11.0 a.m., 2.45 p.m.

Dalmally to Inveraray (16 m. 2§ hrs. 6s. 6d.) 11 a.m. ; station,

11.10.

Dunkeld to Blairgowrie. 12 m. ; Spittal of Glenshee, 32 m.
and Braemar (47 m. 8J /irs. 14s.—15s.),

8.30 a.m.

Dunvegan to Portree (22 m. 5 hrs. 5s.), Mail-cart, 5.0 p.m.

Edinburgh (E. end of Princes Street) to. Forth Bridge
Roslin, etc. (Is.), frequently.

Edzell to Tarfside (M. W. Sat.), 8.55 (on to Invermark) ; and
(daily) 12 ; returning 7.30 a.m.

Port William to Head of Glen Nevis (1£ hrs.), 12 noon,
starting back 2 p.m. (1£ hrs.); ret. fare, 4s. 6d.

Gairloch to Talladale (9 m. 1\ hrs. 3s.), Kinlochewe (18 m. 6s.)

and Auchnasheen (28 m. 5J hrs. 9s.),

9 a.m.

Glenshiel to Balmacara and Kyle of Xiochalsh (4 hrs.)

6.20 a.m.
Grantown (H.R. Sta.) to Tomintoul (14 m. 3 hrs.), 3 p.m.

Inveraray to Dalmally (16 m. 2\ hrs. 6s. Qd.), 2.25 p.m.

,, ,, St. Catherines (Ferry, 2 m.) and X.ochgoilhead
(11 m. 2\ hrs. 4s. ; Ret. 6s.) 10.30 a.m.

Invercannich to Struy (7| m.), and Beauly (17 m. 2| hrs. 3s.)

daily in connection with 9.40 a.m. mail to

the south from Beauly.

Znversnaid to Stronaclachar (5£ m. 1 hr. 3s. inclusive) 7.10,

10.30 a.m., 2.5, 4.50, 6.30 p.m.

Kenmore to Aberfeldy ((j%m. 1 hr. Is. 6d.) 6.40 a.m., 12 noon,
3.30, 5.50 (Mon., Wed., Fri.) ; 7.35 (Tu.,

Th., Sat.)

Kingussie to Tulloch (37£ m. 4£-6£ hrs. 13s. 6d.), 9.30 a.m.,

1.40 p.m,

Klnlochewe to Torridon (12 m. 2\ hrs, 3s.), mail-gig abt.

3 p.m. (?) enquire.

Klnloch Rannoch to Pitlochry, 21 m. ; 7s. 6(7, ; 2.30 p.m.

,, ,, Rannoch, 1 p.m. (see Pitlochry).

,, „ and Dunalastair to Struan (13m. 2\hrs.
4s. 6d., ret. Is.), 11.40 a.m.

Kirkmichael to Pitlochry (12£ m. 2| hrs. 2s. 6d.), mail-car
1.45 p.m.

Kirkmichael to Blairgowrie, 8.30a.m.; 12 noon; 2.50p.m.

,, ,, Pitlochry (2J hrs., 2s. Qd.), 1.45 p.m.

Kyle of Iiochalsh to Balmacara and Glenshiel (4 hrs.), 2.30

Iiochetivehead to Ballachulish, see Loch Etive Steamer (p. 13)

Ifochgoilhead to St. Catherines, 9 m., and Inveraray (ferry),

11m. 2 hrs. 4s.: Ret. 6s.) 1.15, 4.30.
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Loch Katrine Pier to Aberfoyle (7 m 1£ hrs. 4s. 6<i.), 1.20, 4.30.

Oban to Easdale (2f 7irs. ; 4s., Retf. 7s.) 6.45 a.m. and 5 p.m.;
returning at 8 a.m. and 12.30 noon ; or, circular

by coach and steamer, 6s.

Ford by the Pass of 3Helfort(30m. 5 hrs. 10s. Ret.

„ o , 15s.), 9.45 a.m. (M., W., F.), returning

-|^ at 1.30 p.m. (Tu., Th., Sat.)

. Xilmelfort (16 nx. 2£ hrs.) 9.45 a.m., 12.30 noon,

oq returning at 8 a.m., 4'p.m. Single, 6s.
^ Ret. 9s.

Pitlochry to Xinloch Rannoch (21 m. 7s. Qd.), and Rannoch
Station (39 m. 7 hrs. 15s.), 9 a.m.

„ „ Xirkmiehael (12£ m. 2^ hrs. 2s. 6(2.) 8 a.m.

„ ,, Tummel Bridge (14 m., 2£ hrs., 3s. 6d., Ret. 6s.),

„ 8 a.m.

„ J p r Queen's View and Loch Tummel Znn (3s. 6d.),

* * ,, S £"v I
Falls of Bruar and Killiecrankie (4s.),

*
i» 2 111 Glen Tllt and Palls of Pender (4s.),

„ g Z [ Xirkmichael(5s.),Bunkeld(4s.),Aberfeldy(5s.).
*** These six are excursion coaches, starting about 10 a.m. ; the fares are re-

turn, and include the driver. Front seats 6d. extra.

Portree to TTigr, 14 m., Quiraingr, 20 m., and back, 12s., about
9.30 a.m. Lunch at Uig Keturn in after-

noon. Mail-coach to Vig (2| hrs., 3s. 9d.)

on arrival of mail-boat from Strome at

Portree (jp. 11).

„ ,, Bunvegran (22 m., 5 hrs., 6s.), Mail-cart, 6.15 p.m.

,, ,, Sligrachan (10 m.) and back, 5s., about 9.30 a.m.,

returning in the evening. Mail cart,

7.30 p.m., 2s. 6d. ; returning 9.15 p.m.
*.;,.* The mails may leave Portree earlier.

Rannoch Station to Xinloch Rannoch (18 ra. 2^ hrs. 7s. 6d.)
;

and Pitlochry (39 m. 7£ hrs. 15s.) , 10.45 a.m.

Shieldaig- and Jeantown to Strathcarron (20 m. i\ hrs. 4s.),

mail-cart abt. 6.50 a.m.; also from Jean-

town abt. 1.

St. Catherine's to Lochg-oilhead (11m. 2 hrs. is.), 10.45, 1.50.

St. Fillans to Lochearnhead Hotel and Station (9 m. 2^ hrs".
;

1 hr. for lunch at Hotel), 12.40 p.m.

Strathcarron to Jeantown, 4 m., and Shleldaig- 20 m. A\ hrs,

4s., mail-cart abt. 11 a.m.

Strome Ferry to Salmacara (Xochalsh) (8 m. \l hrs.

2s. 6c?.), 1.20 p.m.; connecting, at Achter-

tyre, with car to Shiel Znn (os. 6d.) ; also

to Jeantown abt. 11.30.

Stronaclachar to Znversnaid (5£m. 50-60 mins. 3s. inclusive), 6
a.m. (Hon. only), 8 a.m., 12.10, 3.10, 6.20 p.m.
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Struan to Dunalastair and Kinloch Rannoch (13 m. 2\ hrs.

4s. 6<Z.), 7.40 a.m.

Tarbert to Campbeltown (35 ra. 5J hrs. 10s.), 12 noon.

Taynuilt and Taychreggan (3J hrs.), see p. 20.

Tomintoul to Ballindalloch (16 m., 3s. 6d.), 5.45 a.m.

,, „ Grantown (14 m. 2J hrs.), 9 a.m.

Torridon to Kinlocbewe (12 m. 2J hrs. 3s.), 7 a.m., mail-gig.

Trossacbs Hotel to Callander (9 m. l|-2 Tirs. 4s. inclusive,

Ret. 6s.), 7.10, 8.55 a.m., 2.10, 5.30 p.m.

Tulloch to Kingussie (37J m. 4J-5 hrs. 12s. 6d.), 7 a.m.
;

9.30 a.m.
The various Time-tables as to this route are most conflicting. Make sure.

Tummel Bridge to Pitlochry (14 m., 2£ hrs., Ss.Gd.), 2 p.m.

$wift Mtmmv gmt% fxm (Btaggow,

Ardrishalg
M available till 16th Sept

Ballacbulisb
Balmacara
Banavie
Barra (Castle Bay)
Broadford
Bruicbladdich
Bunvegan
Fort Augustus
Port William
Crairloch
Inverness
Kyle of Iiochalsb or Kyleakin
XiOcbinver
Xochboisdale
Xiocnmaddy
Mallaig
Oban ,

,, (via Loch Awe)
Port Ellen, Port Askaig, or
Jura ...•

Portree
Stornoway*
Tarbert (Harris)
Tobermory
Ullapool

Single.
Cabin. I Steer.

s. d. s. d.

5 2 6

18

27
21

25 6

28
13 6

30 6

28
20
35
33 6

27
35
25 6

30 6

24
13

17 6

10 6

30
35

35
18
35

9 6

15 6

10

16 6

8

12

13

10 6

21

15

16

21

10
12
13

7 6

13

5 6

17
21

21
10
21

Eeturn.

s.

7

6

27

40
32

37
42

21
45
43
30
52

50
40
52

37
45

36
20

*22

16

45

27 6

52 6

Steer.

s. d.

4
3 6

14
23

16
24
12
19

19

16
31
22
24
31

16
19
20
11

*17

9

25
31
31
15
31

* Return by Crinan.
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(July, August, and September only.) .

6. a.m. Train to Edinburgh and Glasgow.
6. • „ (Tu., Thur., Sat. only offer IS Sept.), FUSILIEK to Ballachulish,

Fort William, and Inverness.
6.45 „ Coach to Kilninver and Easdale.
7. „ (Tu., Thur., Sat. till 16 Sept.), Gael to Mallaig, Skye and

Gairloch.
7.30 „ (Mon. only), Oban and Callander express to Edinburgh and

Glasgow.
7.55 „ Train to Edinburgh and Glasgow (also for Loch Lomond

route to Glasgow, Loch Tay, etc.), and Ballachulish.
8.30 „ (Tu., Thur., Sat. only after- 18 Sept.), GRENADIER to Staffa and

lona, and back (round Mull).

8.40 „ Chevalier to Glasgow by Crinan Canal, "Columba" route;
(also for Loch Awe tour vid Ardrishaig).

9. „ Train to Ballachulish.
9.15 „ (Till 16 Sept.), Mountaineer to Ballachulish (Glencoe and

Glenetive tour). Fort William and Banavie.
9.15 „ (M., W., F. ; 5 a.m. in Sept.), Royal Mail Steamer to Tobermory,

Kilchoan, Coll, Tiree, and Bunessan.
9.35 „ Train for Edinburgh, Glasgow, Ballachulish, etc. ; also

(local) for Glen Want, Loch Awe, Inveraray, Loch
Tay, etc., excursions, Glenetive and Glencoe tour.

9.45 „ Coaches for Kilmelfort (Cuilfail) and Loch Awe tour (vid

Ford).
10-11 „ Drives and sails to Ounstaflfnage, Connel, Beregonium,

Ardchattan, etc.

11.15 „ Train to Ballachulish.
12.30 noon. FUSILIER to Ballachulish, Fort William, and Banavie.
12.30 „ Carabineer to Tobermory (Mull), and (Tu. and Fr.) Loch

Sunart.
12.35 „ Train to Edinburgh and Glasgow (also for Glen Want and

LochAwe tours ; also forLochLomond route to Glasgow,
and for Glen Etive Head.

2—4 p.m. Drives and sails to Bunstaflfnage, Connel, Glenshel-
lach, etc.

2.40 „ Train to Edinburgh ami Glasgow.
4. „ Ti-ain to Ballachulish.
4.15 „ Train to Edinburgh and Glasgow.
4.30 „ Steamer round Kerrera (2 hrs.).

5. „ Coach to Easdale.
5. 2 „ (Wed. only after 15 Sept.), Chevalier to Ballachulish and

Fort William.
7. „ Train to Edinburgh and Glasgow (London Mail).

8.30 „ Train to Ballachulish.

Mixed Passenger and Cargo Steamers. (Approximate.)

6. a.m. (M., W., F.) Royal Mail Steamer to Castlebay, Lochboisdale,
Lochmaddy, Bunvegan, etc. ; returning following day.

6. „ (Tu., Th., Sat.) Same the reverse way, by Loch Braeadale.
Tues. 8a.m. Clansman to Mallaig, Skye, Stornoway, &c.
„ noon. Hebrides to West of Skye and Outer Hebrides.
„ 6 p.m. Claymore to Glasgow.

Wed. 8 a.m. Clydesdale to Inverness.
„ 10 a.m. Cavalier to Islay and Glasgow.

Fri. 8 a.m. Claymore to Mallaig, Skye, Stornoway, &c.
„ 6 p.m. Clansman to Glasgow.
„ even. Hebrides to Glasgow.

Sat. 8 a.m. Cavalier to Inverness.
„ 10 a.m. Clydesdale to Islay and Glasgow.

London : Printed by Strangeways & Sons, Tower St., Cambridge Circus, W.C.



Highlands I.

SPECIAL SLIP, 1904.

Avlemore, etc.

P. 116. To heading, Braemar to Avlemore, add station
and botel (see p. 131). The tourist will have had "quite
enough of it" by the time he gets to Aviemore.

P. 144, small type. The Ford referred to is not maintained
and is decidedly dangerous—in fact has proved fatal. A
guide and ponies may be engaged at Aviemore.

P. 149, 9 lines from the top. For "will be opened in 1901,"

read "was opened in 1901."

P. 153, 15 lines from top. Head to "Aviemore Station and
Hotel."

Ditto, 3 lines from foot, same as on p. 149 (above). " Carriage-

folk should send to Aviemore, where is a large posting
establishment.

P. 288, line 3. Read 6£ miles from Aviemore Hotel.

That the above omissions did not arise from ignorance, is

proved by our reference to the " new Aviemore hotel " on
page 131.

Pp. 69, 70, etc. Iioch Awe. The "Loch Awe" and "Dal-
mally" hotels are no longer in the same hands. Mr. D. Fraser,

who originally held the " Dalmally," and built the "Loch Awe,"
is now proprietor of the " Loch Awe " alone.

P. 128. Kingussie. " Pullar's Hotel" has reverted to its

original title the " Duke of Gordon," and has been modernised.
The village now possesses a barber of its own.

P. 246, etc. Banavie has just laid out a good seaside golf-

course.

P. 250, etc. Port Augustus. The Chisholm's Temp. Hotel
is now the "Douglas." The " Lovat Arms" is close by the new
station.

*k* The tourist's attention is especially drawn to the
note on page 8 Pink, regarding the new shore-road from
the Corran at Oban, under Dunolly Castle to Ganavan
Bathing Beach.
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SCOTLAND I.



Cborougb (Swibe Series.

Edited by M. J. B. Baddeley, B.A., and C. S. Ward,
Maps by Bartholomew.

From the "Daily Telegraph;' 30th July, 1901.

e B/itis"Mr. Baddeley's guide-books are well known to every tourist in the British
Isles, whether he travels by coach, cycle, or rail, or prefers the laborious delights
of tramping afoot. They are as accurate as human fallibility can make them,
they are bountifully supplied with excellent coloured maps which show every
road, and the descriptions of scenery are written with good literary taste—

a

happy medium between the baldness of some guide-books and the stilted jargon
of others."

All at NET Prices.

X. THE ENGLISH 1AKE DISTRICT. 5s.

XI.-SCOTLAND, Part I. "THE HIGHLANDS" as far as
Aberdeen, Inverness, and Stornoway, and including Edinburgh and
Glasgow. 6s. 6d.

III. NORTH DEVON- AND NORTH CORNWALL, with
a full description of EXMOOR and the SOILLY ISLES. 3s. 6d.
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SPECIAL, NOTE.—O.T. (Cyclist Touring Club) Hotels. In consequence
of the continuous changes which take place in these, we have ceased in this

volume to distinguish them* Every cyclist should be a member of the O.T.C.,

mid can\\ with him the natty Handbook and Guide, published annually in
February or March, which supplies the required information.

The usual prices for Bed and Attendance in the small towns and villages is from
2s. (id. to 3a

-

. 6c?.—2s. may be regarded as the muiimum and 4a\ the maximum.

gfttfoflrtttdifltt.

N.B.—Every visitor should provide himself with either Murray's (Glasgow)
or Macdonald's (Edinburgh) Scottish "Time Tables," (Sd., 4%d. by post). Both
contain a mass of information.

The District described in this volume comprises
the whole of the Highlands of Scotland as far north as
Inverness and the railway thence to Strome Ferry for Skye
and Stornoway, all of which places form part of our subject-

matter. In addition to this, the leading features of the
various main routes from the south are described, and
sufficient information is given as to the favourite route be-

tween Portree, Gairloch and Achnasheen to satisfy such
travellers as are simply making it a part of the three days'
circular tour from Oban. Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen
are treated at length, but Inverness, as the capital of the
Northern Highlands, is more fully described in our special

guide-book to that district (" Scotland, Part II." 3s. 6d.),

while the country south of Edinburgh and Glasgow is dealt
with in detail in " Scotland, Part III. (The Lowlands, 45.)."

Characteristics of Scottish Scenery.—There
is one kind of scenery in which Scotland probably
equals, if it does not surpass, any other tourist district

in Europe, namely, glen scenery ; while in another class,

coast scenery, it yields to Norway alone. We use the
word " glen " in a restricted sense, applying it only to

those valleys in which wood of native growth is as promi-
nent a feature as bare rock and mountain-side. Many of

the barren and rugged glens of Scotland display the best
scenery of its kind in Britain, but actual size has so much
to do with the effect produced on the mind by scenery of

this class, that it is almost absurd to compare anything
which claims admiration on the score of wild grandeur in

our " tight little island," with scenes of like character in

the larger tourist-districts of Europe. To be thoroughly
effective, the wild scenes of Britain require the enhance-
ment of swirling cloud and other atmospheric influences,
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which magnify their proportions in the eye of the beholder.
Stripped of mystery, and revealing themselves without
any disguise, Glencoe and Glen Sannox rarely satisfy the
expectations of visitors who have been drawn to them
by the unqualified praises bestowed upon them by some
writers.

It is only when the softer and the more picturesque
graces of scenery, the varied and proportionate grouping
of its separate parts, are fairly considered that we can
claim for our own country an admiration equal to that ac-

corded to any other, or that we can charge with vulgarity
and want of taste those who fail to appreciate the beauty
of Schiehallion, or of Snowdon, because they have seen
the grandeur of Monte Rosa, and who "pooh-pooh" the
possibility of Loch Lomond or Windermere being in any
particular superior to the " Lake of the Four Cantons ;

"

—

and yet, if it be true that " a thing of beauty is a joy for

ever," it is extremely doubtful whether even that part of

the lake of Lucerne which has won its reputation, the
" Bay of Uri," is its most beautiful part. Many lovers of

Nature would, we fancy, sympathise with us in preferring,

as a daily object of contemplation, the gentler, the more
varied and more graceful outlines of land and water which
characterise the lowest reach of Lucerne to the grand but
monotonous abruptness of the Bay of Uri, powerful as is

the first impression created by the latter. In short, if to

please is a higher function of scenery than to awe, space
and variety are necessary attributes of it.

Hence in speaking of the superlative beauty of Scottish

glens, we limit ourselves to those which combine wood with
mountain and water. Not only do these glens contain
three distinct elements of the beautiful, but each element
is in itself diversified. No woods show a greater variety of

foliage, no waters a more frequent change from still pool to

rushing torrent, no hills a more constant alternation of

light and shade, than those of Glen Affric, Glen Lyon and
the Findhorn, and these are the peculiarities which give

Scotland its pre-eminence in this kind of scenery.
It is to a similar cause that the coast scenery of Scotland

owes its unique interest. The rocks are in themselves not
more striking than those in other regions ; the mountain-
outlines - except those of the Coolins of Skye—are not
more bold, and the water is as other water, but the
kaleidoscopic display of mountain, rock and water making
its changes so rapidly that the eye of the traveller, as he
sails along, can hardly recognise the same object for half-
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an-hour at a time, imparts such a wonderful variety to the

scene as to prevent it from ever producing that impression

of sameness which nearly all sea-views produce in a greater

or less degree.

In other respects, especially in the combinations which
constitute scenery as opposed to the powerful presentment
of one or two kinds, Scotland must, we think, yield the

palm to the similar regions of the sister country. As to

her mountains we have been severely taken to task and
well laughed at for the remark that " there are too many
of them," but we repeat it. Their multiplicity is weari-

some. An old lady on the Caledonian Canal once asked
the writer whether a particular mountain which came into

view was Ben Nevis. On being informed that it was not,

she replied :
" Oh ! then, of course, it must be Ben

Lomond." We are not inclined to cut down the list of

Scottish mountains in this summary fashion ; but at the
same time there can be no doubt that, if mountains were a
tranicable commodity, Scotland could supply the wants of

many flat and featureless countries without any loss to her-

self. As they stand, the separate peaks often lose their

effectiveness by the way in which they are crowded
together. Cairn Toul and Braeriach, to wit, in the
Eastern Grampians, are finely formed hills, but until you
are close under them you have no idea that they are
anything more than shapeless uplands, while—speaking
generally— Scottish mountains are not individually strong
enough to bear the constant and close competition which
they carry on with one another.
The interposition of water goes far towards adding

variety, but even when a multitude of lochs is compre-
hended in the scene, there is still lacking that softening
grace of really green and fertile valleys, such as wind
through the English Lake District, parcelling it out into a
number of glorious landscapes, each compact and distinct

in itself. Speaking of that beauty which is the result of a
happy and proportionate combination of elements, Scotland
can no more produce a rival to the view of Windermere
from the Troutbeck road, or of the Mawddach estuary
from Barmouth Bridge, than can England or Wales show
anything to vie with the Coolin Hills of Skye, Loch
Linnhe, or Glen Auric, as illustrating a particular kind
of scenery.
The best instances of real valley scenery—that which

by verdure and cultivation contrasts most vividly with the
darker hues and the sterile slopes of the surrounding hills
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—are to be found amongst the Eastern Grampians—the
valleys of the Dee, the Shee, the Esk, and the Isla, to wit
— but here there are few or no lakes, and the mountain-
outlines are very far inferior to those which prevail near
the western coast from Ben Lomond northwards. The
Eastern Grampians, when viewed from a distance, present
rather the appearance of a vast table-land intersected by
deep valleys than that of a mountainous region rising from
a lowland plain.

Finest Scenes.—Roughly enumerating these, with-

out presuming to suggest any order of merit, we would in-

clude the sail up Loch Lomond, the Trossachs, the Pass of

Leny, Balquhidder, St. Fillans, the view of Loch Earn
from the railway, the view on approaching Killin village

from the west, the " Queen's View " on Loch Tummel, the

Pass of Killiecrankie, the descent upon Loch Awe from
Inveraray, the Pass of Brander, the voyages from Oban to

Ballachulish (followed by Glencoe) and from Oban to Por-

tree, as well as that from Strome Ferry to Portree, the ex-

cursion from Broadford to Sligachan by Loch Coruisk, the

drive from Gairloch to Kinlochewe, the view of Loch
Maree from near Poolewe as well as from Glen Docherty,

the routes to Balmacara by Glen Affric and Glen Shiel, the

glens of the Lyon and the Findhorn, the view of Loch
Carron from Strome Ferry, the Pass of Beallach-nam-bo
leading to Applecross, the walk over Goat Fell in Arran,

the sail across the Minch from Loch Inver or Ullapool to

Stornoway, and—in the Eastern Grampians—the upper
part of the Larig Ghru Pass between Aviemore and Brae-

mar, the view from Morrone Hill, and the " Burn " on the

North Esk. We must now add to these the beautiful

150 miles of railway between Craigendoran and Mallaig,

culminating in the superb ten miles between Lochailort

and Arisaig ("West Highland").

Xtfountaineering".— The straggling uncompact char-

acter of Scotch scenery makes mountaineering therein a

very different thing from what it is in the English Lake
District, where, however rough and steep the climb may be,

the tourist has always the comfortable satisfaction of feel-

ing that he is within a few hours' walking distance of some
house of entertainment. In Scotland, on the contrary,

many of the best and more than one of the most favourite

ascents can only be made from inn to inn by really good
pedestrians, who do not shrink from devoting a whole day
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to the expedition. This consideration will not deter such
as have already experienced the invigorating effect of

mountain-climbing from devoting a certain amount of their

time to it. They may, if so disposed, avoid incurring great

fatigue by confining their exertions to those heights which
lie on the outskirts of the district. Prominent amongst
these are Ben Lomond, Ben Ledi, and Goat Fell in Arran,
from all three of which a most varied and extensive view
is obtained, greatly enhanced by the position of the view-
point being on the side and not in the middle of the hill-

district. Lovers of a little real hard work of the " rough
and tumble " order, will find what they want on Scuir-na-

Gillean, Ben Cruachan, and in respect of distance, the Cairn
Gorm group. The two first-named, especially Scuir-na-

Gillean, are among the most rugged and chaotic mountains
in the kingdom. Ben Nevis has, through the construction
of the Observatory bridle-path, come down figuratively to

the level of Skiddaw from Keswick and Snowdon from
Llanberis, the distance from the starting-points being very
little different and the gradient on the whole quite as easy,

though there is from 1,000 to 1,400 feet more of ascent.

The views from Highland peaks suffer from the disad-

vantages already mentioned, and consequently the tourist

who climbs for the sake of a view only should select those
border-heights which overlook the richness of the lowland
as well as the wildness of the highland country, or those
comparatively isolated ones between which and the sterner
features of the surrounding hill-country a middle distance
of sea is interposed.

We conclude our remarks on mountaineering by emphasi-
sing the advice we have given on the same subject in our
English Lake Guide. However simple the ascent and how-
ever short the time you anticipate its taking, never start

without a proper supply of provisions and plenty of day-
light before you. There is nothing unique or sensational in

the following narrative. We simply give it as an apt illus-

tration of the unpleasant results which may attend a
neglect of these precautions :

—

" In the month of April several years ago we (the writer and a
friend) left Braemar with the intention of crossing Ben Muich
Dhui to Aviemore, a good day's walk of some 35 miles, under the
most favourable circumstances. Our provender consisted of a few
sandwiches, some bread and cheese and a fair quantity of whiskey.
We started about 10 a.m. At Derry Lodge, 10 miles on our way,
and the last habitation to be passed until we should almost have
reached Aviemore, we called on the keeper for the purpose of
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consulting him as to our further progress. He was away, ' gone
south,' and his wife was too full of a recent visit with which she
had been favoured by Koyalty to trouble herself with such minor
matters as the whereabouts of Ben Muich Dhui, so we proceeded
on our way without the desired information. A few miles up
Glen Derry we reached the snow, which we found soft and yield-

ing, so much so that it was seven o'clock before we gained the
top of the mountain, and the sun was very near the skyline of the
hills beyond Strathspey when we commenced a direct descent into

the Larig Pass. A keen frost prevailed at this elevation, and the
snow on this side of the main ridge proved so hard that we had to

cut steps in it with the heels of our boots. This was far too slow
a process, and there was no alternative but to climb again to the
plateau which forms the top part of the range, and to continue
along it until we should find a slope soft enough to descend by at

an ordinary pace. The situation was becoming awkward, and
before finding our slope we were within ten minutes' walk of the
summit of Cairn Gorm, having traversed the main ridge between
that mountain and Ben Muich Dhui as fast as our legs would carry

us for upwards of three miles. Then, with a sensation of real

relief we hurried, knee-deep in snow, down the slope. At the
bottom, which we reached soon after 9, we found ourselves tread-

ing green turf again at the edge of Rothiemurchus Forest. Here
we pledged one another in our last drop of whiskey. Eatables
had been consumed hours ago. Darkness had fairly set in when
we commenced our trudge through the forest, guided only by the

occasional flicker of a western star which, after doing us fitful

service for an hour or two, sank behind a curtain of black cloud.

Then, in a storm of rain and sleet, we hit a cart-track running
exactly at right angles to the direction in which we guessed that

Aviemore lay. We tried this cart-track both ways. In one direc-

tion it ended in water, dark and forbidding*—in the other a wheel-
barrow seemed to form its terminus. Here, at any rate, was
' something that showed of life,' but alas, it was the only thing.

Fairly baffled, we began collecting twigs of fir, and at about the

twelfth attempt, we succeeded in lighting a match. The fir, wet
but resinous, caught fire. On the flame thus kindled we piled

larger twigs, then branches and stray logs, all of which, though
thoroughly soaked to begin with, finally blazed up with such vigour

as to threaten the existence of whole trees. Thus we not only

warmed ourselves but also dried our floor, and it was with a feeling

of actual luxury that we lighted our pipes and lay down for an hour
or so's snooze. The day broke in a thick and wet fog about
four o'clock. Very reluctantly we left our comfortable chamber,
with its fire still blazing high and strong, and continued our march.
In the growing light, the track was traceable beyond the wheel-
barrow, but with a perversity characteristic of cart-tracks gener-

ally, and forest ones in particular, it gradually veered round, till it

* Afterwards found to be Loch Morlich.
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began to take us, as nearly as we could judge, straight back in the

direction of Ben Muich Dhui. Again we plunged into the track-

less wood, wandering on without any landmark for another hour,

at the expiration of which we reached a river. Joy ! on the other

side was open country, and—a real road. Into the stream we,

or rather one of us, the writer, rushed, nor was it till he was well

above the knees in water, that he saw his friend cannily crossing

by a foot-bridge about 50 yards higher up the stream. No matter !

our troubles were over. In another mile lazy wreaths of smoke
rising from behind a plantation in front of us told of human
proximity, and at 7 a.m., after a walk of 21 hours, we were sitting

opposite a cottage-fire, recipients of as welcome Highland hospi-

tality as was ever offered to a belated wayfarer. It was Sabbath,
and the ' gudeman ' lay in his hammock, reading his daily

chapter, while the wife set before us the best eggs, tea, and scones

we had ever tasted in our lives. Our destination, the Lynwilg Inn,

was reached in a little less than 24 hours after we had left

Braemar. The next day a villager reported in our hearing that

he had met ' twa lunatics on the road between Aviemore and
Lynwilg on Sabbath morning.' "

Smaller Heights.— There can be little doubt that
the most truly beautiful views of British scenery are ob-

tained from minor elevations, of from 500 to 1,500 feet

above the valleys from which they rise. Looked at from
these, the fertile foreground is distinct and proportionate,
while the encompassing mountains retain that peculiarity

of outline which is often lost when they are seen from
equal or superior heights. There is no jumble. The plea

sure of the mountaineer is derived as much from exercise
and oxygen as from any exceptional opportunities afforded
him of appreciating natural beauty. Consequently we have
endeavoured in this book to point the way to some height
of easy access from the principal places of resort, whence
the characteristic beauty of the locality may be thoroughly
enjoyed. Such heights are :—The Eildon Hills, ascended
from Melrose ; Kinnoull Hill, from Perth ; Birnam Hill,

from Dunkeld ; The Hill of Tomachastle, from Crieff; Craig -

our, from Pitlochry (finest, perhaps, of all) ; The Queen's
View, from Pitlochry or Blair Atholl ; Craigandarroch,
from Ballater ; Morrone Hill, from Braemar ; Drummond
Hill and the Rock of Weem, from the Kenmore and Aber-
feldy district ; Ben A'n, from the Trossachs ; Strona-
clachich, from Killin ; Barone Hill, from Rothesay ; Duni-
quoich Hill, from Inveraray ; Kerrera Height and the heights
behind the town, from Oban ; Craigmore, from Grantown

;

Essie Hill, from Portree, and Tom-na-TTurich Cemetery,
Highlands I. b
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from Inverness. Arthur's Seat commands a wide view in

clear weather, and the Castles of Edinburgh and Stirling

overlook scenes of equal historic and picturesque interest.

Speaking generally, we venture to suggest that tourists

would derive more physical benefit and more genuine en-

joyment from their holiday if they spent a smaller propor-
tion of it, than is now customary, in rushing about, and a
greater in exploring the neighbourhood of their several
halting- places. For the young and active there are every-
where the mighty mountains ; for others, the little "tumps."

Maps.—A serious difficulty besets the writer on Scot-
land who would add to his written directions all the assist-

ance that good maps are capable of giving. The Ordnance
Survey of the country is physically everything that can be
desired ; orthographically, well ! Artemus Ward could have
written tomes upon it. Such a faithful and fearful adhe-
rence does it display to Gaelic spelling that in the wilder
and more out-of-the-way districts it is practically Sanscrit
to the Saxon, and, we should say, surprising to the Gael
himself. For instance :—the long-established names of

Ben Attow and Scour Ouran have disappeared entirely.

It is true that in previous maps these two mountains have
been hopelessly confused, but usage, we venture to think,

has ratified their claim to existence somewhere. The
Ordnance Surveyors, however, think differently, and as
name, height, and situation have alike changed, the Saxon
tourist may be excused for not at once identifying " Beinn
Fhada " with Ben Attow, and " Sgorr Flmaran " with Scour
Ouran ; nor can he be convicted of crass stupidity if he
fail to recognise his old enemy Mealfourvonie in " Meall
Fuarmhonaidh." If "Ben " Nevis, why not " Ben " Attoiv f

From a linguistic point of view it is important to know
that mli spells v, and that dh spells nothing,* as instanced
in " Beinn-mheadhon-mhonaidh," which is Gaelic for Ben
Venue, and pronounced the same, but the public in general
have not yet arrived at this standard of education, and
after all it is the public in general who make it worth
while to produce maps of Scotland. Tourists, at any rate,

who come out for recreation have cause to regret the omis-
sion of the familiar names : some might even be shocked
to learn that the "Barvas" of Wm. Black's story should be
" Baiabhas." On our own maps we have, in such cases as

the ones quoted, added the Saxon spelling, but we confess
our inability to do more than struggle with the difficulty.

* These two letters hi conj unctiou may always be ignored.
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The Seasons.—Scotland, as everybody knows, is a

heather rather than a bracken country, and the heather
blooms in the late summer. Consequently that period of the

year in which ninety -nine out of every hundred tourists visit

Scotland happens to be the best. We say " happens,"
because tourists, as a class, never dream of accommodating
themselves to Nature in fixing the time of their tour.

Nature must accommodate herself to them. While fashion

is broiling itself in the parched-up parks and sweltering

saloons of London, Nature is in most parts of the country
wearing her most seductive garb. The air is freshest and
purest, and the birds, the most grateful recipients of God's
blessings, are singing their blithest. When Nature has
doffed the freshness of youth, and become a sober and
somewhat monotonous matron, then the public rush to see

her. Scotch tourists, however, are better off than others.

For them the "matron" wears a special garb of heather,
perhaps the choicest in her wardrobe, as long as it retains

its gloss and glow, but when these are gone, the glory has
departed. Unlike the bracken, which looks best when it is

worn out, heather at once acquiesces in the gloom and sad-

ness which we associate to such an uncalled-for degree
with winter. On the other hand, it may be urged as a set-

off that those who anticipate the festival of St. Grouse by
a couple of months or so, have the advantage of a greater
freshness in the glens, and though the means of locomotion
are not so abundant as in the height of the season, the
certainty of sufficient accommodation at the end of each
day's journey is an advantage which the tourist who pre-

fers enjoyment to hurry-scurry will not value lightly.

Anyhow, with regard to the water-routes, there can be no
doubt of the folly of those tourists who with the power
to pick their own time choose to " throw in with the ruck "

and submit to all the possible unpleasantnesses of over-
crowding in the height of the season. There is not a finer

month in the North than June ; even so far south as Oban
you can read the paper by daylight at 10 p.m. A good
train service is on, the steamers and some of the coaches
are running, and their freights consist of a few honey

-

mooners and may be a handful of Whitsuntiders from
Lancashire. June and July are the months in which to sail

the northern seas, whether it be to the " Ultima Thule "

of Shetland or the capital of the " iron-gray Hebrides."
" Come early" we would say to the tourist, and then you
are sure to " come often."

Although, from the preponderance of heather, Scotland
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does not usually appear to such advantage in the winter
season as the English Lake District, which is almost
entirely bracken, the following little story will show
that under exceptional circumstances it is well worth a

visit.

A Winter Walk.—It was the writer's good fortune to visit

the Highlands of Perth and Argyll during the severe winter of

1880-81 in company with a couple of friends. During the first

week the party travelled under the reverse of favourable conditions.

A month's frost had given way to a temporary thaw. The air was
muggy, the clouds were low down on the mountain-sides, and the

"going" was very bad, mud and soft snow alternating with each
other. Then the frost set in again with increased severity, the

thermometer several times registering below zero ; and a week of

as delightful touring as any of the party had ever experienced
resulted. The first day's walk was up Ben Ledi from Callander,

down to Glenfinlas, and on to the Trossachs and Loch Katrine,

the return to Callander being made by moonlight. The view from
Ben Ledi comprised everything that can ever be seen from that

commanding height except the low-lying country between
Callander and Edinburgh, which lay under a covering of dense
fog. In Edinburgh on that day the people, as we afterwards

heard, could not see across the street. On the second day, the

tour was continued by Balquhidder, Loch Voil, Glen Ogle and
Killin to the Ben Lawers Hotel on Loch Tay. The cold was
intense, but during the morning the sun shone brilliantly. One
usual effect of the great severity of the weather, the tameness
of the birds, we frequently noticed during our tour. In Glenfinlas

the black game were perched like popinjays on the tops of the

bare, gaunt-looking trees. They paid not the slighest heed to our
approach. Near Killin an equally indifferent grouse was squatting

on a tree close to the road. We stopped to reason with him on the

danger of his position, but not till we had several times brushed
his tail with whatever light and harmless material we could lay

hands upon, did he condescend to change it. Then he composedly
flew away to another tree about 50 yards off.

Near Killin, too, we found a great curling match proceeding.
" Tss-s-s-s," hissed the shapely, well-polished stone, as it was sent

skimming over the ice from the hand of each red-waistcoated,

tartan-breeked champion, while the knights of the besom, in hot
rivalry, cleared away every obstacle, real and imaginary, between
the curler and his mark. Loud and ceaseless were the cries of
" Come awa', come awa', mun !" " Soup it up, soup it up !" from
the excited bystanders. There was the true " ring " of a national

pastime about the whole affair, and a keen interest in it which
defied every possible drawback to enjoyment. The thermometer
was somewhere about zero, and the rendezvous high up among the
Highland hills. A fortnight later we witnessed the same sport on
the ice-bound expanse of Derwentwater, but the sober Saxon was
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a poor exponent of its spirit in comparison with his Gaelic

cousin.

Hitherto, during our walk from Callander, we had almost basked

in bright sunshine, but north of Glen Ogle we found valley and
lake under the dominion of fog and mist. The Sun, who had
" come forth as a bridegroom," suddenly rolled himself up into a

ball and said good-night at mid-day, nor did he reappear until we
were half-way up Ben Lawers on the following day ; then, after a

short struggle with the mist, he burst forth in all his splendour,

making the snow glisten as it had never glistened before, and
atoning to us individually for his previous neglect by showing-

each his duplicate on an opposite ridge. We had never seen the

phenomenon before, and imagined it to be the " Brocken
Spectre " sometimes seen in Saxony ; it turned out, however, to

be " Ulloa's Circle." A description of it appears in the ascent of

Ben Lawers.
Our day on Ben Lawers was as successful as that on Ben Ledi,

except that the extreme hardness of the snow prevented our
reaching the actual summit. We had nothing but our heels to

cut steps with, and we were none of us sufficiently tired of life to

risk it for the satisfaction of standing 4,000 feet above sea-level on
British soil in mid-winter. Having still some hours of daylight,

we worked round to another ridge, on which the snow proved
softer, to within 100 feet of the summit. Here the way became
difficult, and the sun, declining almost to the sky-line of the peaks
of Ben More, suggested to us that a night on the mountain would
be long and uncomfortable.
The next morning mist again covered the lower ground. We

turned our steps towards Fortingal, with its yew-tree dating

from the era of the Kings of Israel. What of the view?
Mountains there were none, and Loch Tay took us quite by
surprise, as we almost stepped into its waters. On we walked, be-

wailing our luck, when suddenly, high up in mid-air, like the
" baseless fabric of a vision," there shone a gleam of silver from a

background of purest blue. The "bridegroom" was evidently

fighting it out again in the upper region. The silver turned out to be
the fir trees on the top of Drummond Hill, and surely never, even
in the grandest transformation scene, were such fir trees con-
ceived. Here, however, Nature and not the scene-painter was the
producer. The struggle between sun and mist was soon over,

and as we crossed the high ground between Strath Tay and
Strath Tummel, the whole scene spread itself out before and
beneath us in the soft and slanting light of a bright January
afternoon. Schiehallion reared his graceful cone on the left, and
in front the plateau of the Eastern Grampians, snowy and desolate,

made Strath Tummel look cosy and animated by comparison. We
descended in double quick time to the comfortable little Tummel
Bridge Inn. Here the beer was frozen, and a peat fire piled half-

way up the chimney scarcely warmed the room by midnight. The
following day, which was colder than ever, our walk was by Loch
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Tummel and through the Pass of Killiecrankie to Blair Athole.

Anything more lovely than the prospect known as the " Queen's
View," at the east end of Loch Tummel, we had none of us ever

seen. It is beautiful in summer, but now, with a foreground of

hoar-frosted trees, and the whole landscape chastened, as it were,

by the soft transparency of the winter light, through which the

mountains of Glencoe, rising far away beyond the waters of Loch
Tummel and Loch Rannoch, seemed objects of the sweetest

dreamland, the effect was simply indescribable.

Before turning our steps southwards again we saw several more
singularly beautiful and characteristic winter scenes, notably one
of Killiecrankie in which hoar-frost supplied the place of foliage,

and sun and mist were contending for the possession of the pass,

but we here bring to a close a little narrative, in relating which
our sole aim has been to show how much real lovers of scenery

lose by taking it for granted that there are particular periods of the

year during which Nature is not worth seeing. For ourselves, we
have never had occasion to regret taking a winter tour. The
shortest day affords ample time for a twenty-mile walk between
breakfast and sun-down, and the views obtained are often such as

the habitual summer tourist has no conception of.

Historical Association.—In the following pages
we have touched as lightly as possible on those sanguinary
episodes of clan history with which many of the most
favoured spots in the Highlands are unfortunately asso-

ciated. The stories, as they stand, are either exaggerated
or true. If the former, the less the exaggeration is re-

peated the better, if the latter a perusal of their details

may gratify the cravings of subscribers to the '

' penny
dreadfuls " but cannot add to the pleasure of a genuine
tourist who comes out with a healthy desire to enjoy him-
self. Some of these stories are akin to the most horrid
Greek fables and, without attaching the slightest value to

our opinion, we are inclined to treat them as such. Other-
wise that black blot on the page of English History, the
" Massacre of Glencoe," was only an example of the
ordinary way in which any little matter of dispute was
settled.

Tourist Accommodation and Hotels.—We
are pleased to be able to cut our remarks on this score
shorter than when we first wrote on the subject. Hotel
charges generally have of late years shown a tendency
towards levelling themselves, and, while in some parts of

the country they have slightly levelled up, in Scotland
they have, if anything, levelled down. The tariff of first-
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class hotels, may be generally reckoned as slightly in

excess of that which holds in the English Lake District,

but certainly not higher than that of fashionable watering-
places in England. We have collected tariffs from the
favourite resorts of Scotland, and have not found the
following exceeded :—

Table d'hote Breakfast ... 2s. 6d. to 3s. Od.

„ Dinner ... 4s. Od. to 5s. Od.

Bed and Attendance ... from 4s. Od.

This scale rules at Edinburgh, Oban and Inverness, at

all of which rjlaces 20 to 30 per cent, may be saved by
staying at smaller houses —Temperance or partly Com-
mercial, while in many country-places the charges are
somewhat lower. In small items, too, eatables and drink-

ables, an improvement has taken place, and visitors may
generally speaking indulge in what is vulgarly called a
" snack " without paying the price of a full meal. This
is, we hope, becoming universal.

If this scale be considered excessive tourists must re-

member that to a great extent they have, as a body, to

thank themselves for it. In former days travellers in

search of the picturesque contemplated not without
pleasure a certain amount of " roughing it." Now, a
route which involves this is eschewed, however beautiful
it may be. A large proportion of Scotch tourists simply
travel from table d'hote to table d'hote, and their criti-

cisms are much more keen on what they eat than on
what they see. They have "plumped" for luxury and,
generally speaking, they have got it. Every hotel must
now have—besides its coffee room—its drawing room and
its reading and writing room, and, above all, its lounge,
where the two sexes may take their ease together with-
out shocking " Mrs. Grundy." Tourists who have been
riding all day—by train, coach and steamer—are not equal
to the exertion of five minutes' walk to their hotel ; they
must have a 'bus for themselves and a trolley for their
luggage. All this is sad but true, and the minority who
care for none of these things must go to the wall, or, if

they want to eat and drink when and how they like—not
spending the most enjoyable part of the day, as is often
the case, in protracted feasting—they must select a humbler
class of hotel.

It is needless to add that, with a certain class of tourists—
those whose "fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love"—-
some of the hotels enjoy special favour, as is testified by the
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following extract from the Visitors' Book at a celebrated house
in Perthshire :

—

"The reason why I*m going away
I leave in writing, SO that they
Who've made my life a burden bete
May know why I shan't reappear.
There's not a room in all this place
Which couples, newly wed, don't grace.

I wander here, I wander there,

But find them spooning everywhere.
Sometimes they blush, sometimes they glare.

But all regard me as a bear.

I am a bashful man, and so

Since I can't hide myself, I go."

The fare on the steamers is universally good, and the
meals are served in simpler style ; the tariff being,

breakfast and tea 2s., dinner 2s. 6d. to 3s.

Since school-holidays have almost coincided with the
London recess and the shooting period, the season in

Scotland has become shorter than it was before and the
rush greater. This again is hard on hotel proprietors,

who must keep up a nominal season for six weeks or so

before the actual one begins. On the popular fatuity

which contributes so much to this end, we have commented
in our remarks on the seasons.

At the same time, while we gladly lend our aid towards
relieving the English mind of the bugbear which besets it

in respect of Scotch travel, we must still invite attention

to the want of more varied accommodation on some of the
favourite routes—such as would better commend itself to

the tastes and pockets of that minority for whom we have
already expressed our sympathy, and who, if it were
provided, would, we think, very soon cease to be a minority.
The revolution that has taken place in railway travelling

affords sufficient proof of the will of the public to travel

if they can only find the way. When a railway magnate
attributes the falling fortunes of first and second class

and the enormous increase of third class traffic mainly to

the dullness of trade, he is deluding either the shareholders
or himself. Fairly well-to-do i^eople whose grandfathers
made, say, three "grand tours" in a lifetime, nowadays
arrange for an excursion every year, and the go-where-
you-please-in-comfort-at-a-penny-a-mile principle has in-

calculably extended the area of their wanderings. Under
the old system they would either only go once where they
now go three times or they would not go at all. If the
tourist tickets of the visitors were examined any day at

a first-class hotel in Oban, a very large proportion of

them would be found to be third class. That this state-
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ment is no exaggeration is proved by the fact that since it

was originally penned, second class has been abolished on
every railway in Scotland.

The Steamboat Companies have admirably backed up,

if indeed they did not actually set the example to the Rail-

way Companies, and there is probably no better or cheaper
coasting steamer-service in the world than that of Scotland.

In this respect the Clyde is far ahead of the Thames.
Of the petty vexations of Scotch travel two have still

to be wiped out—drivers' fees and pier-dues. On many
coach-roads the former are abolished,but the latter most in-

judiciously imposed tax maintains an evergreen vitality.

The one is like paying an engine driver on a railway
journey ; the other, if not exactly on a par with paying
for the use of a platform at a railway station, is at any
rate as obsolete in theory as toll-gates. The fares on
Scottish steamers are generally moderate and the pier-dues,

if necessary, might be added ; but as getting on and off are
necessary parts of a steamboat-journey, there is not the
slightest excuse, except custom, tor putting the traveller to

the annoyance ofmaking two payments, or—economically

—

for employing two men when one would suffice. In the
English Lake District there never were any pier-dues, and
drivers' fees have been abolished. Paterfamilias, all

" wreathed smiles " as with a bag in one hand and a bundle
of rugs in the other he sets foot on the gangway, is suddenly
encountered hy the lynx-eyed man-at-the-gate, who
demands twopence. What signifies it to him that the pier
belongs possibly to the lord of the soil and not to the
steamboat company ? His composure is upset for the next
two hours, and then he goes home and abuses Scotland.
These are but minor drawbacks, and, to sum up, we may

fairly hope that ere long Scotland will be in all respects,

—what it already is in most—as good and satisfactory a
touring district as any in Europe.

Archaeology.—Among the princii)al prehistoric re-

mains in Scotland may be mentioned some decayed Lake
Dwellings on the S.W. coast ; Standing Stones on some
western islands ; and numbers of the ancient towers called
Broughs or Burghs, such as the famous " Tower of

Mousa," and similar ones in Skye.
Of the Early Christian period, "neither the history nor

the remains," says Dr. Joseph Anderson, " can be studied
apart from those of Ireland." In dealing with the monastic
ruins on the islands of the west coast of Scotland, the
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antiquarian has indeed to make constant reference to the
corresponding remains in Ireland—the ancient Scotia—
" where the genius of the people, their immemorial
customs, their language and institutions were so similar to

those of our own country that when the new faith was
finally established by the labours of her missionaries, the
converts accepted with it the ecclesiastical customs, con-
stitution, and usages already established there."

Books, etc.—Burton's History of Scotland is famous; but the most impor-
tant modern History is A History of Scotland, by Andrew Lang, which, judging
from the first volume (Api'il, 1900), promises to be "a monument of great and
various learning lightly borne."

For the antiquities of Scotland and matters of archaeological interest the best

authority is Dr. Joseph Anderson, who has divided his work of four volumes into

Scotland in Pagan Times and Scotland in, Christian Times. Other useful books
are Rude Stone Monuments in Northern Scotland, by Dr. Jas. Fergusson

;

Sculptured Monuments in Iona, by Jas. Drummond ; and Campbell's Tales of the

West Highlands.

Haps.—Bartholomew's series, 2 miles to the inch, contoured in colours, is the
best. It consists of 29 sections, including Orkney and Shetland. 2s. each.
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GLOSSARY.

*** Tlie italics show the Gaelic spelling where it differs from that now
usually adopted. Gte».=Genitive.

Aber (Abar) (perhaps)river-mouth Aberdeen
Ach, auch a field Auchnasheen
Allt, ault (gen. milt) a stream Aultbea, Taynuilt
An a little... (diminutive) Lochan
An of the Loch-an-Eilean

"lake of the island"
Ard, aird a high point Ardnamurchan
Avie (abh), awe water Aviemore, Loch Awe
Avon (abhainn) a river Avon
Bal (Baile) a town, place Balmoral
Bar (barr) a point, an extremity Dumbarton
Bea (beith) birch Aultbea
Beallach a pass Beallach-nam-bo
Beg (beag) little Glen Beg
Ben (beinn) a mountain Ben Nevis
Blair (feZcfcr) a (battle) field Blairgowrie

Bo (plural ba) a cow, an ox Beallach-nam-bo
Bourd (buird) flat Ben-a-bourd
Brae (braigh) a mountain Braeriach
Bran (braon) drizzle Strath Bran
Breac (blireac) spotted Ben Vrackie
Bruach (gen. bruiach) edge of a bank Tigh-na-bruaich
Bui (buidhe) yellow Ben Bui
Bun, bon bottom, root Bunawe
Cam crooked Campsie
Can, caen, kin (ceann) head Can(Kin)tyre
Car a bend Cardross
Carn (gen. cairn) a heap, pile Cairngorm
Carse a wide, level valley Carse of Stirling

Clachan a stone circle; hence, a
collection of houses

Clachan of Aberfoyle

Clunie (cluari) a meadow Clunie
Coir, corrie (coire) a hollow Corry-na-Creich
Col a neck, top of pass

(French)
Coul (cat) a back Tillycoultry

Creich (creach) spoil, or boundary Corry-na-Creich
Cruach a heap, stack Ben Cruachan
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Dal (dail)

Damph (damh)
Dearg
Dim (dubh)

Drum, druim
Dun
Eilean, &c.

Ess (eas)

Fad, fada
Falloch (Falarh)

Fyne (fionn)

Gair, gare (gearr)

Garve (garbh)

Glas
Glen (gleann)

Gloe (gleo)

Gorm
I, Inch, Innis, Inis

Inver (Inbhir)

Kil

Killie (coille)

Kin (ceann)

Knock (cnoc)

Kyle (caol, narrow)
Lag, laggan
Bang-
Lea^ (liath)

Linn(e)

Lis (lios)

Loch
Mam

)

Meal (meall) \

Mon (monadh)
Mor, more (mdr)

Muck, muic (muc,

gen. muic)

Na
Ochter (uachdar)

Quoich (cuach)

Ree (rigli)

Riach (riabhacli)

Ross (ros)

Scuir, scour (sgdrr)

Shiel (silidh)

Spittal, spidal

a field

a bullock
red
black

a back, ridge

a fort

an island

a waterfall

length, long
hiding place, shelter

white, shining
short

rough
grey
a valley

mist
blue

an island [able)

river-mouth (prob-

= Lat. cella,& monk's
cell, hence applied

to enclosures and
parishes

a wood
a head
a knoll

a strait

a hollow
a path or way
grey
a pool, narrow chan-

nel

a garden
a lake

a rounded hill
j

moorland
big

of the

uplying
a cup
a king
greyish

a point

a rough mountain
dropping rain

a place of entertain-

ment

Dalwhinnie
Inch-na-damph
Druim Dearg
Ben Muic Dui
Drumochter
Duniquoich
Loch-an-Eilean
Loch Ness (an eas)

Inch Fad
Glenfalloch
Loch Fyne
Gairloch, Gareloch
Garawalt
Glenkinglas
Glen More
Ben-y-Gloe
Cairn Gorm
I mhor
Inverness
Kilmartin

Killiecrankie

Kintyr^
Knock of Crieff

Kyle Akin
Loch Laggan
Larig Ghru
Monadh Liath
Linn of Dee

Lismore
Loch Earn
Mam Rattachan
Mealfourvonie
Monega Hill

Kenmore
Beinn Muic Dui

Loch-na-gar
Drumochter
Duniquoich
Portree

Braeriach
Kinross
Scuir-na-Gillean

Glenshiel
Dalnaspidal



GLOSSARY.

Tigh a house Tigh-na-bruaich
Tilly, tully (tulach) a knoll Tillycoultry

Tom a mound Tomachastle
Tor (torr) a round hill Torlum Hill

Tyr (tir) land Kintyre
Uam (uamh) a cave Uamvhar
Uig a nook Uig
Uisk {uisge) water Coruisk

xxiX

*.*.* In Gaelic names bh and mh are pronounced v ; and dh and gh generally

y (if anything) ; sh and th=h; fh is mate—e.g,, Sgurr FhUaran, Scour Ouraln
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HEIGHTS OF MOUNTAINS.

Name.

T

Ft. County*

Ben Nevis 4406 Inverness
„ Muich Dliui 429G Aberdeen

Braeriach 4248 „ —Inverness
Cairn Tool 4241

„ Gorni 4084 „ —Inverness
Ben Lawers 3984 Perth
Mam Soul (Cairn Eige) 3877 Inverness—Ross
Ben More 3843 Perth
Lochnagar 3786 Aberdeen
Birlean-nam-Bian 3766 Argyll
Ben Alder 3757 Inverness

„ Lui 3708 Perth
,, Cruachan 3689 Argyll
„ Bynack 3571 Inverness

Sehiehallion 3547 Perth
Ben Douran 3523 Argyll
Scour Onran 3505 Ross
Grlasmeal 3502 Aberdeen—Forfar—Perth
Ben Attow 3383 Inverness—Ross
Buehaille Etive 3345 Argyll
Ben Eay 3309 Ross
„ More 3273 Sutherland
„ Wyvis 3250 Cromarty
„ Vorlieh 3224 Perth
„ Slioch 3217 Ross
„ Lomond 3192 Stirling

„ More (Mull) 3169 Argyll
Scuir-na-Gillean (Skye) 3167 Inverness
Ben Vorlieh 3092 Dumbarton
Mount Keen 3077 Aberdeen
Ben Chonsrie 3048 Perth
Blaven (Skye) 3(112 Inverness
Ben Arthur ("Cobbler "; 2891 Argyll

„ Ledi 2875 Perth
Goat Fell (Arran) 2866 Bute
Canisp 2779 Sutherland
Merrick 2764 Kirkcudbright
Ben Vrackie 2757 Perth
Broadlaw 2723 Peebles
Cheviot 2676 Roxburgh
Hartfell 2651 Peebles, Dumfries
Paps of Jura 2569 Argyll
Mount Beattock 2555 Kincardine—Forfar
Suilven (The Sugarloaf) 2399 Sutherland
Mount Blair 2441 Forfar
Ben Venue 2393 Perth
Storr Rock (Skye) 2360 Inverness
Tinto Hill 2335 Lanark
Mealfourvonie 2284 Inverness



HEIGHT OF PASSES (approximate).

y ...

Feet.

,weeu Braemar and Glenisla (path) 3,300

» >> , Aviemore (Larig Pass, path) 2,750

„ Ballatcr , Edzell (path) 2,750

„ , Clova (path) 2,500

„ Braemar , Spittal of Glensl lee (road) 2,200

» » , Loch Builg (road; 2,200

„ Pitlochry , Spittal of Glenshee (path) 2,100

„ Port William , Kingshouse (Devil's Staircase, path) 1.750

„ Balmacara , Invercannich (Beallach Pass, path) 1,700

„ Blair Athole , Braemar (path) 1,550

» » , Kingussie (Drumochter Pass, rail) 1,500

„ Jeantown , Shieldaig (road) 1,500

„ Ballachulish , Inverorau (road) 1,450

„ Tomdoun Inn , Clunie Inn (road) 1,425

„ G-len Rosa , Glen Sannox (path) 1,400

„ Banchory , Pettercairn (road) 1,400

„ BaUachulish , Taynnilt (path) 1,300

„ Aberfeldy , Tummel Bridge (road) 1,250

„ Kingshouse , Kinloch Rannoch (path) 1,200

„ Invercannich , Glen Elchaig (path) 1,100

„ Kinloch Rannoch , Struan (road) 1,100

„ Moffat , St. Mary's Loch 1,080

„ Glenclg , Shiel Inn (Mam Rattachan, road) 1,075

„ Tyndrum , , Inverorau (road) 1,050

„ Auchnasheen , , Gairloch (road) 1,000

„ Garve , , Ullapool (road) 1,000

„ Kinlochewe , , Auchnashellacli (road) 1,000

» Lairg , Lochinver (road) 1,000

„ Lochinver , , Ullapool (road) 1,000

„ Callander , , Crianlarich (rail) 950

„ Arrochar , , Inveraray (road) 900

„ Clunie Inn , , Shiel Inn (road) 900

„ Dalmally , Crianlarich (rail) 900

„ Port William , Kingussie (road) 900
„ Uig Quiraing (road) 900

„ Sligachan , Loch Coruisk (path) 800
„ Lochgoilhead , Inveraray (Hell's Glen, road) 720
„ Balmacara , Strome (road) 700

„ Drumnadrochit , Invercannich (road) 700

„ Invergarry
,

Loch Hourn Head 700

„ Inveraray
,

Dalmally (road) 675

„ Loch Lomond , Crianlarich (road) 620

„ „ , Loch Katrine (road) 500
„ Arisaig

, Port William (road) 500
„ Inverness , Oban (Caledonian Canal) 100



BICYCLE CHARGES.
In all cases at owner's risk.

(1) By Rail.

As personal luggage, Gd. up to 12 miles; M., 25; Is. 50; Is. Gd., 75; 2s. 100;

M. each additional 50. As parcels, 50 per cent, additional.

London to Carlisle, is. ; Edinburgh, 5s. ; Glasgow, 5s. Gd, ; Perth, bs. Gd. ;

Inverness, 7s. ; Aberdeen, 6s. Gd. ; Oban, 6s.

Usual cloak-room charges, id. not exceeding 2 days ; 2d. each day

extra.

(2) By Sea.

London to Edinburgh. 2s. 6(/. (accompanied); 5s. (unaccompanied); Aberdeen,

5s. (either) ; Liverpool to Glasgow, 2s. & 2s. (></. ; Oban or Stornoway, 2s. 6d. &
7s. Gd. ; Belfast to Glasgow, 2s. & 3s. Qd. ; Dublin to Glasgow, free & 7s. Bd.

;

Stranraer to Larne, Is. & Is. Gd,

MacBrayne's steamers (accompanied) : Up to 10 miles, 6</. ; 25, Is ; 50, Is. Gd. ;

75, 2s. ; 100, 2s. Gd, ; Gd. additional each 50.

Glasgow to Ardrishaig, 2s. ; Oban, 3s. (Crinan Canal note, p. 211) ; Fort William,

3s. ; Oban to Fort William, Is. Gd.; Fort Augustus, 2s. ; Inverness, 2s. Gd. ; Kyle

of Lochalsh, 2s. Gd. ; Portree, 3s. ; Gairloch, 3s.

:;V ;; These charges are subject to alteration.
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*** For a detailed description of the country south of Edinburgh and Glasgow
see Scotland Part III., Lowlands, is.

The three great trunk-lines which connect England and Scotland

vie with one another in affording every facility to Scotch tourists,

and their train-services are amongst the best and quickest in the

world. Both classes of traveller may now journey with thorough
comfort in handsomely -equipped corridor and saloon-carriage

trains provided with dining cars. Third-class night passengers

may enjoy the luxury of a pillow for the modest sum of sixpence.

All the Companies have now abolished second-class, as regards

their Scotch traffic, greatly to the advantage of the third-class

traveller. In Scotland itself all the Companies have abolished

second. The three routes to Scotland are respectively called the

West Coast (Mail) Route (W.C.J.S.), which is in the hands of

the London and North Western and the Caledonian Companies
;

the East Coast Route (E.C.J.S.) belonging to the Great Northern,
the North Eastern and the North British ; and the Midland Route
(M.S.J.S.) owned by the Midland, North British, and Glasgow &
Southwestern. " J. S." signifies " Joint Stock." From London
all these routes are available ; while from other places their

names and a study of the map will fairly indicate their respective

advantages. From Bristol and the West of England passengers
may choose between the Midland throughout and the joint

L. &*N. W. and G. W. ("Great Western") route via Severn Tunnel
to Crewe, where the main L. & N. W. line is joined.

Besides these land-routes, there is a good choice of steamer-
services, for particulars of which see p. 15.

1. To Edinburgh or Glasgow, by the London and North
Western and Caledonian Railways. (West Coast Route.)

London (Euston) to Preston, 209 m. ; Lancaster, 230 ; Carlisle, 290
;

Carstairs, 372 ; Edinburgh, 400 ;

—

Glasgoic, 402.

Fares :
—London to Edinburgh, 51s. 6d, 32s. 8d. ; Glasgow, 58s.,

33s. Tourists' (return) tickets : — Edinburgh, 109s. 6d., 50s. ;

Glasgow, 110s. 3d., 52s. Ordinary return third, 62s. 8d. and
62s. lid. respectively.

During the season there are eight or more trains a day by this line from Lon-
don to Scotland. The principal ones are the day expresses about 10 and 11.30
a.m. and 2 p.m. (dining and luncheon-cm", 1st & 3rd cl.,lo Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Lunch, 2s. Gd. Din., 3s. 6d. 1st cL; 3.?., 3?v/) ; the "Highland Mail" (for
Aberdeen and Inverness) at 8 p.m., and the Edinburgh and Glasgow night express
abt. 11.50. The company's own sleeping-cars are attached to the night trains
at a. charge of 5s. over and above the first-class fare. By diverging at Carstairs
(by the trains which stop there) for Lanark (4£ miles'), tourists may by this
route visit the Falls of Clyde on their way, thus avoiding a special journey from
Glasgow or Edinburgh.

This is the oldest route to Scotland, and still deservedly re-
tains its full share of public patronage. There is no scenery worth
Highlands l b
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mentioning upon it until Lancaster is passed. Beyond that

town, however, there is much to arrest the eye of the traveller.

To the right of the station at Lancaster, and almost over-

hanging it, is the time-honoured Castle. Then we cross the Lune
and soon, looking over Morecambe Bay (with Morecambe itself)

on the left, obtain a good view of the Coniston Old Man and
other fells of English Lakeland away to the north-west. Through
the busy junction of Carnforth, with its huge iron-works, and
on between limestone crags, we rise to Oxenholme Junction,
whence the Lake mountains again come into view, closer and
more distinct than before. The Old Man is the most southerly of

them, and is continued by a long, broken ridge, in which the most
prominent summits are Bowfell, a graceful peak, and the "lions "

of Langdale. In the gap, to the left of Bowfell, Scafell Pike, the

crowning height of England, is plainly visible.

Koule through the English Lakes. (See " Thorough Guide tO/the

English Lakes," bs.) Many tourists wish, on their way to Scotland, to snatch a
hurried look at the EnglisJi Lairs. This tnaj be accomplished by spending one
night on the way. The main Hue is left either at Carnforth, for Lake Side (at

the foot of "Windermere), or at Oxenholme, for Windermere Village. Those
who diverge at Carnforth will find high-class quarters for the night at any
of the hotels on Windettnere Lake—Lakeside Station (foot of lake), Storrs,

the Perry, Bowness, Low Wood, or Ambleside. For such as travel by Oxen-
holme, " Bigg's Hotel" at Windermere Station is excellent. On the follow-

ing day they may regain the main line at Penrith in time for an evening
brain to Scotland, either by taking coach to Keswick (21 m. from Windermere
Station) and train on to Penrith (18 m.), or by coach from Bowness and Winder-
n. ii' Village to PaUerdale (14 m.) ; steamer down Ullswater (8 m.) to Pooley
Bridge, and coach to Pen/if/i, G m. There is also a coach from Ambleside to

Patterdale (9 in.), but tourists should, if possible, go round by Troutbeck (4m.
extra).

Beyond Oxenholme there is an attractive view, rather reminding
one of Bath, over the grey town of Kendal, which lies considerably

below the line on the left hand, amid limestone hills, in the green
valley of the Kent. The array of Lake mountains in the back-

ground is very fine. Then, after a continuous ascent of another

five miles, the beautiful valley of the Upper Lune suddenly bursts

upon the eye on the opposite side—the prettiest peep, perhaps, on
the whole route, and greatly enhanced by its viaduct. Here, at

Low Gill, the old route from Yorkshire converges.

Hence to Tebay the view is confined to very narrow limits by
steep green fells on either side, down the bottom of which sports

the Lune with all the merry prattle of infancy. At Tebay the line

over Stainmoor (the highest railway in England) to the romantic
Tees valley and Darlington strikes off on the right, and then we
commence another sharp climb to Shap Summit (1,000 ft. above
sea-level). A little short of this, in a small fir-planted hollow of

the desolate Shap Fells, the dull barrack-like building on the left

is Shap Wells, famous for its fine air and nasty waters. Then
comes a descent of some dozen miles to Penrith. Wet Sleddale,

an outlying valley of the Lake District, at right angles to the line

on the left, introduces us to cultivation again. Beyond it, and
linseen in a deep recess, lies the beautiful Haweswater-. A striking
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view across the Eden valley to Crossfell and the long Pennine

range opens on the right, and crossing the pleasant stream of the

Lowther, we catch sight of the basin in which Ullswater lies, with

the Helvellyn range on its far side. Isolated from it to the north,

the eastern shoulder of Saddleback is seen. We cross the

Eamont, the stream of Ullswater, and enter Penrith. Beyond
the town rises the wooded hill called Penrith Beacon, and close

to the station a red sandstone wall or two mark the site of the

Castle.

Beyond Penrith the scenery resumes an ordinary agricultural

aspect, which it preserves to, and some distance beyond, Carlisle.

At Carlisle Station is a first -class hotel— the "County."
" Graham's," 1 min. from station, is a good Temperance. Lion
Fum. <i- Coinm. also handy. The city itself is a pleasant place,

neither more or less "merry" than the average of well-to-do

county towns. Those who linger an hour or two in it will find

the Cathedral (open 9.30

—

5, free; Tower and Clerestory , 6d. ; out

of hours, Is. Services

:

—Sunday, 11, 3, 6.30 ; Weekdays, 10, 4,

all choral, except Friday aft.) in seven minutes' walk from the

station, branching left out of the main street at the cross.

Though as a whole comparatively poor. Carlisle Cathedral has very fine

features. The west end is solid Norman, but the Nave has been shorn of almost
its entire length. Tattered banners hang from the arches. The Choir is very
beautiful and mostly Early English. The East Window, Decorated in style,

measures 58 by 32 ft., ranking next in size to York and G-loucester, and inferior

to none in beauty. Notice also the carving of the Pulpit—scenes from the life

of Christ—the Stalls, the Reredos, and the Bishop's Throne, modern. In the
South Aisle is a quaint faded fresco depicting the legend of St. Augustine. Sir
Walter Scott was married in a part of the Cathedral then used as a parish church.
Dean Close (</. 1882) lias a monument in the S. Choir Aisle, and under the E.
window is a mural feabletto Paley, author of " Evidences of Christianity," who
is-bttried in the N. Aisle. The exterior lias tine points, but is spoilt by Cue
lopping off of the nave ami the poverty of the tower.

At Carlisle we enter the Caledonian system and, passing the
Cathedral and Castle on the right-hand, cross the Eden, the
conspicuous building above which is a nunnery. A long tract of

Jevel country succeeds, called the " Debateable Ground" from
the uncertainty which existed in old times as to its proprietorship.

The debates were usually sustained by arguments of burnished
steel, and the principle followed was that

'They should take who have the power.
Ami they should keep who can."

South-westwards the peak of Skiddaw and westwards Criffell

may be seen across the Solway Firth. Then, 6 m. beyond Carlisle,

we cross the Esk close to a curious iron lattice-bridge on the right,

and 2 miles further pass Gretna Janet ion. Here the Glasgow and
South Western route diverges to the left just at the point where
the little river Sark separates England from Scotland. Gretna
Green is a station about a mile away on the latter route.

The run henoe to EeclefeeJian (21m. from Carlisle—birth and burial-

place of Thomas Carlyle) and Lockerbie (26 m., Temp. Ref.Hm.)
passes through a pleasant country watered by the tributaries of
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the Annan, of which the Milk Water, crossed between Ecclefechan
and Lockerbie, is the prettiest as seen from the line. At Locker-
bie a branch of the Caledonian to Dumfries (14 m.) diverges. Pro-

ceeding on our way we cross the Dryfe Water- by a viaduct and
soon enter the main valley of the Annan. The hill seen in the left

front is Queensberry (2,285 ft.) We are now on the long ascent to

Beattock summit, and as we near Beattock Station (41 m.) a

good view up the Moffat valley, leading under Hart Fell and
White Coomb, two of the highest Lowland hills, to St. Mary's
Loch and the " dowie dens of Yarrow," is obtained on the right.

From Beattock (Temp. Ref. Rm.) there is a branch (2m.) to Moffat.

From Beattock the railway rapidly ascends to Beattock Summit,
the highest point on the line, 1,026 feet above sea level. The
scenery about here is wild, but lacks character. The Clyde
descending from the Lowther Hills on the left now becomes our
companion, and continues so all the way to Carstairs Junction.

Near its banks on the right and visible from the line are the

ruined towers of Lindsay, Lamington and Thankerton, but the

most noteworthy feature is Tinto Hill, 25 miles beyond Beattock,

on the left of the line. This hill is more than 2,300 feet high,

and is surmounted by a large cairn. Having nothing of equal

elevation in its vicinity, it commands a most extensive view. A
zigzag road will be noticed all the way up. The station for it is

Symington, seven miles beyond which we reach the gloomy look-

ing Carstairs Junction (78 m., ref. rms. "island platform";

abt. 500 ft.). Hence the line branches right and left to Edinburgh
and Glasgow respectively.

(a) To Glasgow the line passes through the great iron district

of Scotland, leaving the Clyde some little way on the left. The
Falls of Clyde are only a few miles from Carstairs. We shall

visit them in the Glasgow section of this book. Tourists visiting

them on their way to the Highlands must change at Carstairs

into the train for Lanark (4J miles).

Entering Glasgow through its southern suburbs we cross the

Clyde and draw up at the Central Station, a handsome building,

conveniently situated and communicating with the Central Station

Hotel (first class). For Glasgow seep. 169.

(b) From Carstairs to Edinburgh the line ascends about

150 feet to the Cobinshaw Reservoir, a long featureless sheet of

water in which pike predominate, and then descends nearly 600 feet

along the northern slopes of the Pentlands, affording a wide view

on the left, of which first the Campsie Fells and then the Ochils

form the boundary. Arthur's Seat also comes into view in front.

As we near Edinburgh Corstorphine Hill, crowned by a tower and
dotted with villas, appears on the left. The Caledonian Station,

rebuilt, is situated at the west end of Princes Street. The company
are just (April, 1903) completing a large first-class hotel adjoining

it—to be opened May or June. For Edinburgh see p. 17.
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2. To Edinburgh and Glasgow by the Great Northern,

North Eastern, and North British Railways. (East Coast

Route.)

London (King's Cross) to Peterboro', 76 m. ; York, 188 ; Newcastle-

on-Tyne, 272 ; Berwick, 338; Edinburgh, 395 ; Glasgow, 444.

Fares, same as by foregoing route (p. 1).

There are 8 or 9 trains a daj by this route from London to Scotland. The
principal ones leave about 10 and 11.20 a.m. and 2.20 p.m. (Dining-car express),

and between 8 (Highland Expresses) and 11:45 p.m. (Edinburgh and Glasgow;.
1st and 3rd class Luncheon and Dining Cars (charges, see p. I) are attached to

the day trains, and Sleeping Cars to the night trains. Fare in excess of first

class, 5s.

The East Coast route is the shortest and fastest* to Edinburgh,
but the very circumstance to which it owes its pre-eminence in

speed—the more uniform level of the country through which it

passes—makes it inferior in picturesque variety both to the North
Western and, still more, to the Midland. With the exception of

Peterborough Cathedral and the churches of St. Neots, Grantham,
Newark, Doncaster, and Selby, no object of particular interest is

passed until York is reached. Emerging from the very attrac-

tive station here, we gain a fine view of the splendid Minster
on the right. Then the line follows the great plain of York,
with the Hambleton Hills on the right (note the " White Horse"),
and crossing the Tees at Croft, enters the county of Durham.
Darlington, the chief railway centre of this part of the country,

calls for little attention from the passer-by, pleasant and well-built

town though it is. In another half-hour we reach Durham, the
"prince" of bishoprics. The railway is carried high up on the
lull-side to the west of the city and commands a view which, of

its kind, is hardly second to any in the country. The chief feature

is the Cathedral, whose three towers and grand Norman nave rise

proudly from the summit of a rocky hill, all but encompassed by
the river Wear. No cathedral in England occupies such a com-
manding position as Durham. Close by is the Castle.

From Durham the railway passes through an uninteresting

country to Gateshead and Newcastle. Grimy and smoke-laden
as everything in this neighbourhood is, there is a picturesque
impressiveness about the scene as we cross the high-level bridge

and look down upon the craft below, from the ocean-going steamer
to the cockle-shell outrigger of the Newcastle sculler. The
cathedral of St. Nicholas is a conspicuous object. From the
station we retrace our way for a short distance.

Between Newcastle and Berwick the railway, though it passes
the greater part of the way within a few miles of the sea, shows
but little of it, until we near Berwick itself. About ten miles short
of this independent little borough, we get a sight of Holy Island
(Lindisfarne), the cradle of English Christianity, and then by a

* The day express of the Wist ('oast is timed equally fast, 8| hours. The
Midnight express of the E. C. runs in 7

:

; hours.
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wide sweep over .Stephenson's viaduct of 28 arches, we cross the
Tweed and enter Berwick Station. The view up and down the
Tweed in crossing does full justice to the importance of that

famous river, and may give the traveller an unduly exalted idea
of Berwick itself. The old bridge of 14 arches a little down the
stream is a strong feature.

Berwick ( Refr. Rm. Hotels •.—King's Anns %m. Red Lion %m. from station,

'buses) has little of antiquity except its fame and its walls. Tourists halting
at it had best mount the walls at the gate over the main street leading down
from the station, and continue along them on the river-side till they come to

the lower end of the town, ami then return up the main street, near the
bottom of which is the chief hotel, the King's Arms. An hour is amply sufficient

to comprehend Berwick. From Berwick a branch line leads to Kelso (24 m.) and
Jedburgh (34 m.) and tourists may continue to Dryburgh and Melrose ( />. 36)
on their way to Edinburgh.

To the left of the station is a fragment of the old Castle and be-

yond it the line is carried well up above the sea, over which it com-
mands from time to time a wide prospect. The Liberties of Ber-
wick extend 3 miles north of the town, and there is no special

physical boundary to distinguish the entrance into Scotland. Burn
mouth, 6 miles beyond Berwick is the quaintest of little fishing

villages and has a strongly built harbour. The railway only
admits a momentary view down into the combe in which it lies,

and then strikes inland, passing, 2 miles further, Ayton House,
a modern Scotch mansion, on the right, and then traversing a

rich undulating country to Restore Junction for Duns and St.

Boswells. Beyond this it follows for some distance the windings
of the little river Eye and, after a short tunnel, threads a well-

wooded glen and comes in sight of the sea again. The Lammer-
muir hills are now on the left, and there are some very pretty

peeps into little glens crossed by the high-road on that side.

Before reaching Dunbar the Isle of May is visible far out to sea on
the right, and the isolated Traprain Law (724 ft.) in the left front.

The Broxbourne, a little stream crossed 3 m. beyond Innerwick and
about 1 short of Dunbar, marks the spot where Cromwell defeated

Leslie in 1650. Dunbar, as seen from the railway, suggests

nothing, but, after passing it, we have a full view of the Bass Kock
across the sea and, further ahead on the same side, Berwick
Law is an equally pronounced height. Then, on the left, appear
the knobby Garleton Hills crowned by the Hopetoun Monument, and
nearing Srem Junction, for North Berwick, we get a view across

the Firth of Forth to the Lomond Hills of Fife, recognisable by two
fac-simile little cones. Past Drem Hopetoun Tower, in memory
of the 4th Earl of that ilk, is again seen, and Arthur's Seat

and the Pentlands appear on the same side in front. The ruins of

lied House, a 16th century structure, are close to the line on the

right, and on the same side, beyond Longniddry, is Seton, whither

Mary and Bothwell repaired after the murder of Darnley. Pres-

ton Pans, the scene of the brilliant victory that gave the Young
Pretender such unfortunate encouragement to undertake his jour-

ney south, is next passed ; then comes Portobello, " Edinburgh-
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super-Mare," Arthur
1

^ Seal and a glimpse oi' Holyreod on the left,

a short tunnel and Edinburgh (7;. 17), where the Wavcrley
Station is situated close to the east end of Princes Street. The
North British Co. have completed (1903) a large first-class hotel

at the station. There is a lift to it from the main platform.

For route on to Glasgow see p. 45.

3. To Edinburgh or Glasgow, by the Midland. North
British, and Glasgow and South Western Railways. (Mid-

land Route.)
London {St. Pane ray,) to Leeds, 196 m.; Skipton, 221; Helliflelcl,

232; CW/.s/e',308; (—Melrose, 309 ; Edinburgh, 406.) Glasgow, 423.

Fares same as by L. d- N. W. route (p. 1).

There are 7 or 8 trains a da» from London to Scotland by this route. The
service has been greatly improved. The chief trains leave about 9.30, 11.30 and
1.30 (all provided with luncheon and dining cars to Edinburgh ami Glas fovi 1.

The night expresses leaving between 7.15 (Highland Exp.; Tea ear) and 12

( Bkl'st. ear, Carlisle to Glasgow) for Edinburgh and Aberdeen and 10 for Glasgow
have sleeping ears, 1st and 3rd class. Fare in excess of [si class, -

r
>>'.

This route may appropriately be called the " Picturesque route

to Scotland," and tourists who like to minimise the monotony of

a long journey by making the most of what is to be seen on the

way, will find the day expresses of the Midland and its associated

Scotch companies (M. S. J. S., " Midland Scotch Joint Stock ") a

most pleasurable means of reaching Scotland. The Edinburgh-
bound tourist may take the Melrose district on the way, thus
avoiding a special journey thither from Edinburgh, and those who
are booked to Glasgow may visit the many spots connected with
the memory of Burns at Dumfries and, by a slight detour, at Ayr.

The interesting part of this route begins at Leeds and continues
with little break all the way to Edinburgh and Glasgow, the best

portions being between Settle and Carlisle, and—north of Carlisle

—

Nithsdale on the Glasgow route, and the neighbourhood of Hawick
and Melrose on the Edinburgh one.

Ten miles beyond Normanton, we either leave on the right

or enter Leeds station, and a couple of miles further Kirkstall

Abbey, a ruin of considerable beauty and lately cleaned-up in

a way which gives it a look of newness, comes into full view
on the same side. The Aire valley, which we are now threading,

must have once possessed many charms, but its stream has
suffered woefully from the destroying hand of commerce, and until

we pass Keighley it is rather an ink-pot than a river. A few miles
short of that town, and soon after rounding the sharp curve at

Shipley (where the Bradford line strikes of), the railway passes
close to the model buildings of the late Sir Titus Salt, at Sal ta ire.

Between this and Skipton wTe enter the somewhat bare-looking
limestone district of the North Biding, and continue in it until

it gives place to the lively red sandstone of the Eden valley, near
Kirkby Stephen. The geologist will notice with interest the peculiar
smooth and round-shaped hillocks through which the line passes
beyond Skipton.
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The Settle and Carlisle portion of the route branches off

four miles beyond Hellifield (232 m.), where Liverpool and Man-
chestei passengers join the main line. Here the long ascent (lin
100 with little break) to Blea Moor commences. The little town
of Settle, nestling among its sycamores and overhung by an abrupt
limestone crag, wears a very pleasing aspect, and beyond it, as the
wider country opens up on the right, we have a full view of

Penygent (2,250 ft.), marked by a succession of calcareous terraces.

Below us, first on the left and then on the right, the Ribble careers,

cheerfully enough when his lord and master, the " Clerk of the
Weather" is in a kindly mood, but angrily expostulating when the
reverse is the case ; on the left, a few miles further, the flat-topped

Ingleboroitgh (2,414 ft.) throws down its steepest side into a

desolate valley through which passes the high-road from Hawes to

Ingleton. Whernside (2,414 ft.) is the next hill on the left, but
its summit is not so clearly defined as those of Ingleborough and
Penygent. We have now risen to a height of 1,000 ft. above sea-

level, and are crossing a peat moss, the nursery of the Ribble, which
proved an almost insuperable obstacle to the engineers. At Blea
Moor Tunnel, a few miles further, we reach the summit-level of

the line, 1,250 ft., the highest region traversed by any passenger
railway in the kingdom, with three exceptions, viz. : the Highland
at Dalnaspidal, the Brecon and Merthyr at the foot of the Brecon
Beacons, and the Tebay and Darlington over Stainmoor Forest.

Beyond the tunnel, from a lofty viaduct, Dentdale breaks upon
the view to the left. There is not, perhaps, a more perfect picture

of quiet pastoral beauty, without any pretence of grandeur, in the

North of England, and luckily the railway is carried along the

eastern slope of the valley for a sufficient time to give passengers
a full view of it. Then, after a tunnel, another valley, Gdrsdale,

of the same pattern but not so good a sample as Dentdale, is

skirted on the left. In the neighbourhood of Hawes Junci ion we
are at the head of three important river-systems :—the Ure flowing

east through Wensleydale, the Clough south-west through Gars-

dale, and the Eden flowing north. Into the last-named valley

the line soon commences a long descent, passing between Wild
Boor Fell on the left and Black Fell on the right. Beyond the

latter the valley opens up, and about Xirkby Stephen the cold

limestone gives way to the warm red sandstone. To the left there

is a very pretty peep as we cross the Tebay and Darlington
braneh of the North Eastern Railway, 2 miles beyond Kirkby
Stephen. Hence all the route to Carlisle is along a richly culti-

vated country, through which the Eden winds, presenting ever

and anon beautiful bits of river scenery. On the right the Pen-
nine chain attains its greatest height (2,892 ft.) in the fiat ridge of

Crossfell. Far away to the left Helvellyn and the other Ullswater
fells may be seen, and to the north of them at some distance,

Saddleback. Then, as we approach Carlisle, the special interest

of the route ceases for a while.

At Carlisle (p. 3) the County Hotel (first-class) adjoins the station.



WAVERLEY ROUTE.

Carlisle to Edinburgh. At Carlisle we enter the North
British, or Waverley section of our route. Passing the Cathedral

and the Castle, we take a wide sweep to the left, branching

out of the Caledonian line only to cross it a couple of miles or so

further on, meanwhile bidding farewell to the Eden, which has for

so many miles gladdened our journey. Then, for some miles, we
pursue the wide alluvial tract which forms the head of the Solway
Firth, crossing in the midst of it the river Idne, beyond which, at

Longtoton (10 in.), we cross and follow for some distance the Esk. To
the left of Longtown is Solway Moss, where, in 1542, the Scotch
suffered a defeat as disastrous as it was unexpected from the

English. The news of it reached the king coupled with that of

the birth of a daughter (the hapless Mary), the ill-omened conjunc-

ture eliciting from the royal lips the oft-quoted remark, "It
came wi' a lass, and it '11 gang wi' a lass." A week afterwards

those lips were mute in death. The king died an indirect victim of

Solway Moss as much as his father had been a direct one of

Flodden thirty years before. Three miles beyond Longtown,
Netherby Hall, the scene in romance of the elopement of its heiress

with " Young Lochinvar " pops up among the trees on the right.

At Scoteli Dyke, 12 miles from Carlisle, we are within a stone's

throw of Scotch territory, though we do not actually enter it for

another 10 miles, the river Liddel which flows on the left of Lhe

line for that distance, forming the boundary. The stream which
we cross at Scotch Dyke is the Esk, a few yards below its entrance
into England. Between Scotch Dyke and Biddings Junction it is

joined by the Liddel, a small tributary, and which, crossed at

Kcrshopefoot Station, carries on the boundary-line between the

two countries into the heart of the Cheviots.

This part of the country is immortally associated with the open-
hearted Dandie Dinmont, " the redoubted Lord of Liddesdale."
Otherwise it is little more than a wide rather naked-looking valley,

except for a short distance on either side of the river. The Cheviots
are not characterised by either boldness or grace of contour.

They form a vast undulating sheep-walk, of whose grassy hill-sides

the railway, ascending in a succession of sharp curves, affords an
ample view. The summit-level of the line (990 ft.) is reached
2 miles beyond Riccarton Junction (32 m. from Carlisle), where
the Newcastle branch comes up on .the right hand through a
country which to the unexperienced eye seems incapable of fur-

nishing any passengers except sheep and drovers.

At the summit, our train passes through a tunnel and then
descends to the basin of the Teviot, crossing the stream itself at

Hawick (4(3 w.)-a town with many grey-looking mills and chim-
neys and a conspicuous clock-tower. Approaching it, we pass on
the left Moot Hill, a mound 30 feet high, supposed to have been an
alfresco Court of Justice, and on the right a prettily laid-out ceme-
tery. Then we rise slightly again to.descend into the Tweed Valley
at St. Boswells (58m.). In so doing the Waterloo Monument near
Jedburgh is seen across a pleasantly wooded country to the right.
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The scenery has now assumed a much richer look, and as we
describe almost a semicircle round the triple-crested Eildon Hills,

many a pretty woodland peep is obtained and a lovely view of the
valley in front. The red peaked hill to the right is " Black Hill."

The formal appearance of the Eildon Hills is accounted for in the
"Lay of the Last Minstrel," where it appears that Michael Scott,

himself a wizard, was much exercised by a spirit, for which he in

turn was bound to find constant exercise. One of the tasks

assigned to him was the division into three of Eildon Hill, which
at that time consisted of a single cone. The spirit was no
" British workman of the period." He accomplished his task in

a single night, and continued to " execute his orders " with such
despatch and promptness that the wizard was at his wits' end to

find a sufficiency of employment for him. At last a happy thought
struck him, in consequence of which the indefatigable spirit has
ever since been employed in the manufacture of ropes out of sea-sand.

Three miles beyond St. Boswells, and thirty-seven short of Edin-
burgh, we reach Melrose (^». 37). A fair view of the Abbey, on the

right hand, is obtained from the railway.

Leaving Melrose, we m<uj get, after crossing the Tweed, a peep
of Abbotsford, situated a little way up the valley to the left. Its

tower only just rises above the trees on the south bank of the

stream. Down this valley come the waters of Ettrick and the
" winsome Yarrow," the latter descending from St. Mary's Loch.
Galashiels (6-5 >//. ; Temp. Ref.-rin.)j with its extensive woollen
manufactories, has a busy rather than an inviting appearance.
Beyond it we pass the pretty village of Stow, between which and
Edinburgh the most interesting objects are the towers of Qrichtan

and IJorthwick Castles, on the right and left hand respectively,

and the view of the Pentlands and Arthur's Seat on the left. At
Portobello, the favourite watering-place of Edinburgh, the Waverley
route joins the East Coast route and then, passing to the right

of Arthur's Seat and Holyrood, enters the Waverley Station
through a cutting and a short tunnel. Hotel, see p. 7.

For Edinburgh see p. 17.

Carlisle to Glasgow (Glasgow and South Western route).

The railway is identical with the Caledonian (}j. 3) until the

border is passed by the crossing of the Sark at Gretna Junction,

where we branch off to the left. G-retna Green, now little

more than a prosaic railway station, is' a mile or so further, and a

few minutes after passing it, the Solway Bridge, two miles long,

and crossed by a railway, is seen on the left. Further away,
Skiddaw lords it over the fells of Cumberland.

At Annan (18 m.), only the clock-tower and the bridge over the

river Annan are noteworthy. Then Criffell again comes into view,

and is specially well seen over the Lochar Moss, some miles short

of Dumfries (Refr. Ems.). Main route continued p. 12.
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Dumfries

(Hotels.—Station (first-class, opp. station; B. & A. from 3*. Qd.)

belonging to the 11'way Co. ; King's Anns, Commercial, Queensberry,

in town, J—£ in. from station, 'buses; Waverley and Nithsdale
7V////V., near station; Woodh&u&e Mansion; Royal Rest., opp.

Burns Statue. Pop. 17,000) is an active, clean, and by no means
unpicturesque town on the banks of the Nith, and the chief com-
mercial centre of the south-west of Scotland. Besides the interest

it maintains as the home of Burns during the last few years of his

life, it oilers several very interesting excursions to the antiquarian
and the lover of Nature. Sweetheart and Lincluden Abbeys, and
Caerlaverock Castle are best visited from it, and in clear weather
Criffell may with advantage be ascended even by the most inexpe-
rienced climbers.

The chief thoroughfare to the town from the station is to the
left, but we advise pedestrians to go straight ahead, passing St.

John's church on the left, as far as the continuation of the main
street—about the third turn to the left, and unmistakable—called

Academy Street, after the square building standing alone on the
right. Beyond it, on the same side we may notice a statue of

Dr. Duncan, founder of the Savings' Bank, in a niche over that
institution, and then we come to Greyfriars Church, of florid archi-

tecture, with a good spire and crocketed pinnacles, and occupying
the site of the old castle. Hereabouts stood the monastery in

which the Bruce slew the Bed Comyn for his adherence to the
English. Close at hand is the Burns Monument, erected in

1882, and engraved with suitable quotations from the poet's works.
A column in honour of the Duke of Queensberry (d. 1778), is in

the square further on, and the Midsteeple tower is conspicuous.
Proceeding, we come to a handsome bronze fountain, adorned

with Cupids, dolphins and storks. Close to this arc the chief

town hotels, and fifty yards beyond it a narrow passage, under a
globe on the left, introduces us to the Globe Enn. Here it was
that Burns forgathered with his friends, and his chair, boxed up
to save it from the depredations of pilfering and scribbling

tourists, occupies its old place in the corner. The room is

almost unaltered, but the poet's watch—a regular "turnip"

—

and his snuff-box have, alas ! been stolen.

Issuing from the " Globe " we continue to the bottom of High
Street and turn left up St. Michael Street. Burns' House is a
few yards up Burns-st., a by-way that turns very sharp to the left,

the last turn but one short of the church ; it is on the right-hand,
adjoining and on the far side of the Industrial School. There he
died in 1796, after three years' residence. St. Michael's Church is

prominent at the end of St. Michael's Street, and the Burns
Mausoleum (fee, 3d., apply at No. 107, opp. church-gate) is at the
farthest corner of the churchyard from the entrance. With the

* For full description and plan of town, see "Thorough Guide to Lowlands
(Scotland III.)," 4*. net.
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usual inappropriateness in matters connected with Burns, this

memorial is of classical design and, withal, poor of its kind. The
Monument within represents " the genius of Coila finding her
favourite son at the plough." Jean Armour and other members of

Burns 1

family are also buried here, the last interment having been
that of his last surviving son, Colonel Burns, in 1872. The atten-

dant will also point out the tombs of three Covenanters and the

spot where Burns was originally buried, in the N.E. corner of the
churchyard, which, by the way is well-nigh choked with huge
tombstones vying with one another in ugliness. Its west wall,

fronting the street, bears a Latin inscription headed " Memento
mori," which may interest the erudite.

Returning to the bottom of St. Michael's Street, and turning left

down Nitli Street, we reach the river-side and may cross by a foot

suspension-bridge to the Observatory in Maxwelltown, which
is seen on the hill rather to the right as we cross. (Adm. (kZ.,

Sats., 3d., 9 a.m. to dusk.) In the grounds is a canopied sculpture,

life-size, of "Old Mortality" and his pony. It is the work of a

native artist. The Observatory contains a great variety of curio-

sities—Graeco-Phoenician, Greek and Roman pottery, Cyprian
vases, 650—200 B.C., chiefly from the collection of M. Cesnola

;

a mineral and ornithological collection ; a camera, <&c.

A return may be made either by the old (foot) bridge, one of the

most ancient in Scotland, or by the new bridge. Both are consider-

ably north of the suspension bridge.

Lincluden Abbey, Sweetheart Abbey, Caerlaverock Castle, and Oriffell are all

within easy walking or driving distance from Dumfries, but we must refer our
readers to our companion volume on the Lowlands tor a description of them.

Main Route continued. North of Dumfries the line keeps
along the wider and more fertile part of Nithsdale, within a very
short distance of the stream, which it crosses twice. From the
first crossing, a mile beyond the station, there is a picturesque

view of the ruins of Lincluden Abbey on the left, and a little

beyond the second, 4 miles further, we see through the trees on
the far side of the river the white farm of Ellisland, where Burns
lived for three years and where he wrote " Tarn o' Shanter." A uld-

girth, 2 miles further, is a very pretty spot, and here the valley

begins to contract, but the railway bends to the right a couple of

miles further and, passing Closeburn Castle and Hall (45 m.) on
the right, rises to Thcrnliill (47^ m.).

Beyond Thornhill we have a view of the towers of Drumlanrig
Castle (Duke of Buccleuch) rising among the trees on the left, and
then, crossing a viaduct over the Carron (station), and passing
through a tunnel § m. long, we reach the most charming part of

Nithsdale. The valley narrows, and road and rail follow its

windings. Very picturesque, too, are the bridges of Enterkinfoot
and Mennock. Beyond the latter the valley merges into an upland
plateau, and Sanquhar Castle is passed on the left, a little south of

Sanquhar Station (59^ ///.; Queensberry Arms; Pop. 1,300).
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The scenery is now without interest until the watershed (abt.

600 ft.) is reached between New Cumnock and Old Cumnock. At

the latter we cross a pretty loop of the Lugar water. In clear

weather the sharp peaks of Arran come into view from about here

and remain in sight till we have passed Kilmarnock some miles.

The country becomes more wooded again as we cross the Ayr
by a fine viaduct and reach Mauchline (82 m. ; Loudoun Arms,

Ac), where Burns lived for three years, and married Jean Armour.
The spots associated with him are Mpssgiel, ljra. N.W., and
several places near the church, which is seen on the right from
the station. Hence is a branch direct to Ayr, but as the fast trains

from the south do not stop, the usual changing-place is Kilmar-
nock (91Jm. Hotel : George, close to the station. Pop. 34,000).

As we approach this busy and smoky town, the

Burns Monument, a handsome sandstone structure with three tiers and
a turret {Adm. 2d., open 10 a.m. till dusk) is conspicuous on the right. It is well

worth visiting both for itself and the wide all-round view which its site—on the

summit of Kay Park- affords. In it is a statue of the poet and a Burns Museum.
Tii • pari is named after a generous native who presented it to the town. The
first edition of Burns' poems issued from Kilmarnock.

Kilmarnock to Ayr (15 m.) ; C>ilas;;ovv (St. Enoch) to Ays-, 40 m.
;

{Ret. fare, 6s., 3s.) The trains from Kilmarnock join the Glasgow line either

at Irvine (30 m. from Glasgow), or Troon (35 m.) and up to tin.' latter place
then- is nothing noteworthy. Troon and Prestwick, 4 miles further south,

are frequented as watering-places, and have splendid golf-links.

Ayr ( Hotels : Station* a first-class house in the hands (if the G.& S. W. Com-
pany, B.& A. from I ..; Dalblair (family), "> min. from station ; King's Anns (com-
mercial), in the town,§#i. from station; 'bus : !'«}>. 20,000) is a well-built town
n\\ bag ii chief attraction for tourists to its close association with the early life

of Burns, and with the chieftain Wallace. About \ m. from the station on the
way into the town and 100 yards from the Tarn n' Shunter Inn, from which
"Tarn" is supposed to have started on his famous ride, we pass the Wallace
Toner, 130 feet high, with a statue of the hero in a niche. It occupies the
site of an old building in which he is said to have been confined, and neither in

height nor appearance can rival the one which crowns the Town Buildings some
way further on at the junction of High Street and Bridge Street. A corner
house on the right, a little short of this, is on the site of the house of Maggie
Osborne, the last woman burned for witchcraft. Of the "Twa Brigs" the
"auld" one is at the end of a lane on the right just before reaching the latter

tower. It was built about 1250 and owes nearly, if not quite, all its fame to

Burns. The new one (1788) is at the end of the main thoroughfare that passes
the Town Buildings. There is a fine sea-walk ami stone pier for promenaders,
commanding a good view of Arran.

Ayr to Bris o'Doon, &c. 2|?«. {2\ m. from station, whence strike into the

main, road and follow it due S. all the way. Eh clric Tram, from town, 3d. ; station,

2^<i.). Pedestrians will do best to take the street south from the new bridge and
Town Buildings, and turn to the right across Wellington Square (which has
statues of Gen. Neill, killed at Lucknow, and Lord Eglinton and Winton) on to
the public park, a long greensward whence is a view across the Clyde to Ailsa
Craig and Arran and southward along the coast to the old tower called Greenan
Castle and the Heads of Ayr. At the south end of this common, close to a white
farm, turn inland at right angles and then, taking a, path across the race-
course, you will join the main road leading from the Station and town.
This road follows the general direction of the one along which Tarn

o' Shanter took his famous gallop, but, after leaving tin- town, lies more to the
east as far as Burns' cottage, which is <>u the right side of the present road, but

Cheap combined rates {rail and hotel), week-end or full week.
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was on the left of the old one. On the near side of the Eozelle woods we cross
the burn on which, 100 yards to the right, was

" The ford
Where in the snaw the chapman smoor'd."

Eighty yards further, in the garden of a white cottage, flush with the road,
i- the "meikle staiie, where drucken Chairlie brak's neck bane," and in the
park of Cambusdoon—a mansion some way beyond on the right—an ash-trce,

surrounded by a paling, marks the "cairn, where hunters found the murder'd
bairn."

Burns' Cottage (adm. 2d.) is a low thatched building of one story on the
right of the present road. The reUcs ("catalogue 2d.), greatly increased of late

years, number nearly 300, but nearly all are now housed in the new Museum on
the same premises. Amongst them are the bunk in which the poet was born,

of Tarn and Souter Johnnie, and a sundial from the old house of Maggie
Osborne (see p. 13); many original MSS.—part of "Tarn o

! Shanter" among
them : also < plaster east of the Witches' Dance with "Auld Nick" and the
"Outtj Sark"; many portraits: etc., etc. For a time the cottage became an
alehouse, and the abuse ( ?) was severely commented upon. Here the peet was
bom Jan. 25th, 1758, and resided till 1766.

Auld Alloway Kirk is % m. beyond the Cottage and opposite the ele-

gant little new church. The walls, the gable-ends and the belfry, over-
shadowed by a sycamore, remain, and in the east wall is the " winnock-bunker "

where " Auld Nick " led the music.
The tomb of Burns' father is between the kirk and the road. Note the epitaph.

A few steps further we come to the Burns' Arms Inn with more incongruities
threepence being charged for descending to the side of the Doon into a

"shell-grotto" in which, with curiously arranged mirrors, the tourist sees him-
self 8 times over. A very good view of the "Auld brig ©' Doon" and the

dell below may be had from the new bridge which is close to the inn, and the
tour of the "brigs" may be made bj road in 5 or G minutes. A good view
of the surrounding country may also be obtained by crossing the new bridge
and climbing a green hill from a lane that rises on the right.

The Burns Monument a, Grecian Temple !—is also close to the inn, in

a well-kept flower-garden. It contains various relios,. amongst them a Bible
said to have been a parting present to "Highland Mary." The life-size sculp-

tures of "Tarn'' and " Soutar .Johnny" also in the garden, may be caricatures,

but to the ordinary observer thej reproduce I he scene they represent to the life.

Mr. Thomas of A \ r was the sculptor.

The return, or outward journey, should be made by the main Girvan road
that runs between the direct road and the sea,. The connecting road is a beech
avenue striking to the right a little beyond the Bridge of Doon. (See map.)

I€iI«a;irno«'K to (ireeiiock, i!9 in. Greenock carriages are detached
at Kilmarnock, whence the distance is performed in about an hour. The ter-

minus is Prince's Pier, at which the night expresses from London, &c. arrive in

ample time for the "Columba" steamship to Oban and Fort William. The
ohief hotel at Greenock is the Tontine, in the main street (§ in. from station).

( i-reenock is decidedly grimy, and boasts of little to detain the visitor. It has
la rge dot is, I he "James Wfrft" dork being accounted the finest wet dock in the
kingdom. The house (No. 6, William St., corner of Dalrymple St.), in which
Watt was born, has been pulled down. The Wall Memorial, at the west end of

the town, contains a replica of Chan t rev's statue of Watt, with an inscription

by Lord Jeffrey. In the disused churchyard of I he Old West Kirk is the grave
of '• Highland Marj " with an elaborate sculpture bj .Mobsman.

From Kilmarnock to Glasgow' the direct express route traverses

a pleasant district, mostly on a sharp descending gradient.

St. Enoch Station, enlarged, a little short of which the Clyde is

crossed, ranks artistically second to St. Pancras, after which its

an b is modelled. The St. Enoch Hotel, an excellent one in all

respects, is entered from the, station. For Glasgow see p. 169
:
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Qvptwifctt by ftw.

London [General Steam Navigation Co., Irongate Steam-wharf)
to Granton, every Wednesday and Saturday. Fares, first cabin,

•22s. : second cabin', IBs. ; return, (avail, for season) Ms., 24s. 6d.

;

state rooms, 10s. per berth extra. Advertised time, 30 hrs. These

boats only run during the season.

London (London and Edinburgh Shipping Co., Hermitage

Wharf, Wapping) to Leith, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Satur-

day. Fares as above. (Returns avail. 12 months.) Advertised

time. 30 hrs.

London (Aberdeen Steam Navigation CoJ's Wharf, Limehouse),
to Aberdeen, every Wednesday and Saturday. Fares, first cabin,

30s. ; second cabin, 15s. ; return (avail. 6 months), 45s., 25s. ; private

cabins, accommodating 4 persons, £6 (single). A steam-tender
leaves the Temple Pier, Thames Embankment, one hour before

the advertised time of starting. Average time, 36 hrs.

London (Carron Line, Carron Wharf), to Grangemouth
(nursing under Forth Fridge), and (rail) Glasgow (30 hrs.), every

M.. II'., (0 Sat. Fares to Glasgow :—1st (boat and rail), 26s.;
return, 39s.; Is* (boat) and 3rd (rail). 24x. ; return 35s. 2nd
[boat) and 3rd {rail), Us. Gd. ; ret., 26s. Qd.

London (Dundee, Perth and London Shipping Co., New Dundee
Wharf), to Dundee every Wed. of Sat. 1st Cabin, 22s. 6d. ; 2nd,

Cabin, 15s.; return, available 12 mouths, 35s.; 22s. 6r/. Time,
32 hours.

Liverpool to Greenock and Glasgow, 1 or 5 days a week.
Fares (cabin) lis. • return (avail. 2 months), 16s. &d. Avevage
passage, 18 Jirs.

These routes are deservedly favourite ones with those who do
not wince under the rough and hearty shake of the system which
Father Neptune occasionally accords to his patients. The boats
from London to Scotland are extremely well appointed and carry
on a spirited competition with the railways. The service between
Liverpool and Glasgow is also well performed. There is naturally
but little on any of the routes calling for any description in a
guide-book.

The course from London to Edinburgh lies pretty close to the
land as far as Yarmouth and Cromer, whence a straight line is

taken to Flamborough Head. After that a good view is obtained
of the Yorkshire watering-places, including Scarborough and
Whiibi/. The coast then retires to form the estuary of the Tees,
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drawing nearer again as Sunderland, Tynemouth, and the long
Northumbrian seaboard are passed. At the end of this come the
Fame Islands, Holy Island, Berwick and St. Abb's Head, and then
past Tantalton Castle, the Bass Rock and North Berwick, the boat
turns westward up the Firth of Forth, pursuing a straight line for

Lei tli or Granton.

For Aberdeen the course is the same as the above as far as
Flamborough Head, whence, in ordinary weather, it makes direct

for Aberdeen, keeping well away from the coast the whole distance.
With a strong westerly wind, however, the Yorkshire, Durham,
and Northumberland coasts arc "hugged" as far north as the
Fame Islands.

Between Liverpool and Glasgow, Ramsey and the north part
of the Isle of Man, including North Barrule, Snaefell, and the
chain running S.W. from those heights are seen ; and further
north, the rocky coast of the Mull of Galloway, Aitsa Craig, the
mountains of Arran, and the other romantic scenery of the Firth

of Clyde.

Liverpool round the TTorth to the East Coast ; calling

at various ports, and returning from Leith or Dundee. For par-

ticulars apply to M. Langland & Sons, 123, Hope Street, Glasgow,
or 10, Ptumford Place, Liverpool. Thursday's boat calls at Oban.
This is a deservedly popular service, and in the height of the

season those intending to use it should secure their berths well

in advance. See also Advertisements.

Edinburgh (Leith) to Aberdeen, 100 m. Fares, 7s. and 4s.

7 hrs. The well-appointed steamers of the Caithness, Orkney,
and Shetland Company leave Albert Dock, Leith, about 4 times a

week;—generally on Monday (twice), Tuesday, and Friday.

Manager :—Charles Merrylees, Aberdeen. A full description of

the route is given in our volume on the Northern Highlands,
" Scotland, Part II," 3s. Qd.

-
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It'vray Stations :—" Princes Street" (Caledonian), W. end of Priuces-st.

;

"Waverley" (North British), E. end of Princes-street; | m. apart. The latter

rebuilt and greatl] enlarged, and is now >n< oti the finest -rations hi the

om. Uso "Ma 3 oaarkel "
I
K. B.).

;
m W. of " Princes-st."

Hotels. The hotel accommodation oJ Edinburgh is on a most extensive
and varied scale, every ''lass of tourist being catered for.

All along the line of Princes Street, almost Erom Carton Mill to Hie"Caledonian
ance of a mile, hotels, more or less palatial in their appearance,

are closely packed bogether,as will be seen from our plan on the opposite page,

to which we must refer our readers for their respective positions; they are all

situate in or near Princes Street.

C^NKitAi. (first-class). Worth British Station (at Waverley Station), B. & A.,

from 5s. ; Bkfst., 3s. : Din., 5.?. ; lift from slat ion ; Caledonian Station (at Primces-

\me charges.
FAMILY ami TOURIST (beginning at the east-end of Princes Street).

Royal, Bedford, Balmoral, Windsor, Clarendon, Palace, Central, and (Charlotte
i Roxburgh*'. Carlton, North Bridge.

FAMILY and COMMERCIAL. Royal British, Princes Street: Imperial,
Market Street; County, Lothian Eoad; Old Ship, B. Register Street (B. & A.
3s., B'kfst 2s. and 2s. 6d.); etc.

I'i'Mi'KKAXCK. Coe&bwn, close to Waverley Station; Darling's Regent,
Waterloo Place : Waverley (old and new), etc.

ther hotels see plan. There is a small family hotel, the Braid Hills, at the
celebrated golf-groniid (free) of that name, 2\ m. S. of W. end of Princes-st.

Hydro' -.—Edinburgh, on Craiglockhart Hill, 3 m. S.W.

Hotel Cliarges. At the large tourist hotels in Princes-st. the table d'hote

i are about 2s. 6d„ to 3s. breakfast, and 5s. dinner. Bedrooms, from 2s. 6</.

to is. Attendance, Is. 6d. The Temperance and Commercial Houses may be
d!\ reckoned at from 20 to 30 per cent lower ; others intermediate.

Itosi.t iii-Mii ts at North British, Royal British, and Clarendon Hotels;
Princes Street Station; and in Princes Street:— Ferguson & Forrester, 129;
Bite/iie's. •_'!; Edinburgh Ca/4 (Temp.), 70; West Rial, 129; Hummer's, 133:
Maevittir ,(• Guest (Temp.), 136. Baish's, St. Andrew-st, ; Bodega, St. Andrew-st.
(snacks) ; Rutherford's, 4 Leitb Street, a cheap and favourite local resort ; Caft
Royal, West Register-st. (fish-salads).

TlaeaJi-es. Lyceum, G-rindlay Street; Royal, Leith Walk: Empire Palace,
Nicolson Street ; Pavilion, Grove Street; Operetta Bouse, Chambers street.

Clubs. Conservative, Liberal, Scottish Liberal, Union, New, University, Cale-
donian United Service.

Itanks open 10—3.30; Sats., 10—12.30.

Cab Fares. Minim u/n, M. for \ mile (1 or 2 persons without luggage from
any stand, except at stations).

Trams everywhere; Motor-cars, E. end of Princes-st. to Haymarket
Station (Id.).

P.O., Waterloo Place, P. end of Princes Street. Open7- 10;Sun.8—9. Chief
English del. 7 a.m., 7.30 p.m. ; desp. 9.30 ; 5.15, 10 p.m. Tel. Oft"., always open.

I»op.. 320,000; increase since 1891. 60,000.

Edinburgh is, without doubt, the finest city in the kingdom. No
other, except London, contains so many fine streets, squares and
buildings, and in none, except Bath, has Art so successfully
adapted itself to the local characteristics of Nature. While the
smooth green slopes and wooded meadows forming the girdle of

the " Queen of the West " called for a regular style of architecture
which should not displease the eye by any startling discord, the
rugged inequalities and sudden transition from smiling plain to

bare and frowning rock, which mark the site of the " Modern

SighlandsLi C
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Athens," seemed to demand a corresponding incongruity in their

artificial treatment. Edinburgh is a city of contrasts, bold and
striking. In suggesting to the tourist the most profitable way of

spending the few hours or days, as it may be, of his sojourn in it,

we shall rather attempt to guide his steps along such routes as
may enable him to comprehend this peculiarity, than enter into a
minute description of those buildings and institutions which, how-
ever worthy of notice they may severally be, have nevertheless their

counterparts in a score of other cities which he may have already
visited. It is the general appearance of the city, with its chief

buildings and their surroundings brought into simultaneous view,
which gives to Edinburgh its special attraction, and the visitor

who simply goes from one public building to another, criticising

and comparing them as separate parts, instead of regarding them
as a whole, will probably come away disappointed. It is

much better to stroll up one of the hills which afford a
general view of the city, and contemplate the entire scene
without asking too many questions.

The most commanding view-points are Arthur's Seat, or Salis-

bury Crags, Calton Hill and the Castle, and of these the last named
is decidedly the best. Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Crags being
situated at the east end, the view from them is oftener than not
obscured by smoke and mist, and as they overlook the worst part

of the city, the foreground is the reverse of pleasing. In a less

degree Calton Hill labours under the same disadvantage. The
Castle, however, from its lofty and abrupt rock pedestal, rising in

the centre of the town, commands a wide and uninterrupted

prospect, and is generally to windward of the smoke. The tourist

should avail himself of the first favourable opportunity of visiting

it, as clear weather is a sine qua non for a just appreciation of the

scene. There is also a fine all-round view from the Scott

Monument, but it is a terrible squeeze to get up it.

Those whose time is limited to a day in Edinburgh are recom-
mended to walk to the Castle in the morning, proceeding thence

through the old town down High Street and Canongate to Holy-
rood, which is not shown to visitors till 11 o'clock. They may
then take Calton Hill on their way back to Princes Street, and de-

vote the afternoon to a walk through the new town, by Princes

Street, to the new Episcopal Cathedral of St. Mary, returning by
Charlotte Square, George Street and St. Andrew Square.

6T{)C (f astle, 450 ft. above sea-level, 250 above Princes-st.

Open (free) Sunrise to Svn.se/ ; Sundays, 3 to Sunset. Military Band, Sim. aft.

Guide, ui/. ; reduction for a party. Crown Room closed at i (3 in winter).

The various yards and open spaces whence are obtained the

general views of the city already spoken of, are free to the public

all day, but that part of the interior which is shown—The Crown
Room, Queen Mary's Room, the Argyll Tower, the Parliament
Hall, and St. Margaret's Chapel—-is only open from 10 to 4 in

summer, and from 11 to 3 in winter.
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The best way to the Castle from the New Town is across the

valley of the Princes Street Gardens—once the basin of the Nor'

Loch—either by the Waverley Bridge or the Mound, on which are

the Royal Institution and the National Gallery. Both routes

lead up to Castle Hill, at the upper end of which is the

Esplanade, or Drill Yard, containing several monuments :

Duke of York (1827), statue ; Col. McKenzie, 92nd Highlanders,

(1873) ; cross and obelisk to Highlanders who fell in Indian
Mutiny and Afghanistan (1878-80) respectively. Beyond it the

Castle grounds are entered, the road crossing a drawbridge over

the moat and passing through a portcullis-gate underneath the

Old State Prison, whence the two luckless Argylls, Marquis and
Earl, marched forth to suffer death, the one for his allegiance to the

Commonwealth, the other for espousing the cause of Monmouth.
After passing the portcullis, the nearest way is by a flight of

steps on the left, but the road takes a wide sweep, passing in

succession, on the right hand, the Argyll Battery, the Governor's

House and the Barracks, and so to the summit, whereon are St. Mar-
garet's Chapel and the Quadrangle from which the Crown Room and
Queen Mary's Room are entered. The Crown Room contains the

Regalia of Scotland and other treasures :—(1) Crown of the Bruce,

last worn by Charles II.
; (2) Treasurer's Mace

; (3) Sword of

State; (4) Sceptre; (5) The " St. George " Badge of the Order of the

Garter
; (6) Coronation Ring of Charles I.

; (7) Belt of " St. Andrew ;

"

(8) Collar of the Garter presented by Elizabeth to James VI.

The Regalia were " unearthed " in 1818 by a search party among
whom was Sir Walter Scott. During the troublous times of the

Stuarts they had been removed to Dunnottar Castle, a rock-fortress

on the coast of Kincardine, and when brought back they were
consigned to the obscurity of an oak chest, lest the sight of them
should add fuel to the flame of animosity already kindled in the
Scottish breast by the treaty of union with England.
Queen IVIary's Room. This apartment adjoins the Crown

Room, and contains little except a picture or two representing

Queen Mary herself and some events in her life. Through it we
enter the "wee " room in which James the Sixth of Scotland and
First of England (or "James I., 6," as he has been somewhat
irreverently called in allusion to the scriptural verse which, by a re-

markable coincidence, so happily hits off his character), was born.

On the south side of the quadrangle is tire Parliament (or Great)
Hall, handsomely restored, as was also the Ax'gyll Tower, by the late

Mr. Nelson, publisher, in 1892. It measures 85 by 33 feet and has an open oak
roof. It dates from 1424 and was only occasionally used for the purposes indi-
cated by the name. Cromwell was entertained in it in 1648. After that it was
utilised as a military hospital. It now contains a show-armoury. For more

led description, sec Appendix ( p. 334).

A few yards from the quadrangle is St. Margaret's Chapel,
the oldest part of the Castle, situated on its highest plateau and
dating from the time of the Conquest. It is named after Margaret,
the Saxon princess, who married Malcolm " of the Big Head "

(Can More) and through her daughter Matilda, wife of Henry the
First, formed the connecting link between the Saxon and Plan-
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tagenet lines*. It was partly restored in 1853 by the Queen, and
further in 1887. The small round-topped window-spaces are filled

with stained glass representing Queen Margaret, her husband and
her son. As an ecclesiastical building this is the oldest in Edin-
burgh and the smallest in Britain, the interior dimensions being

16J by 10^ feet. See note on St. Oran"s Cliapel, lona, p. 228.

On the enclosure in front of the chapel is XVXons 3VEeg\ a large

cannon some four centuries old, the origin of whose name is a

matter of dispute, some asserting the instrument to have been
brought from Mons, in Belgium, while others, despite the inscrip-

tion, as stoutly maintain that it is called after a certain Meg, wife

of a stalwart blacksmith of Castle Douglas, who wrought it for

James II. of Scotland. Like the Kegalia it has known vicissitudes,

having spent 150 years in the Tower of London, and only been
restored to Scotland in 1829 by George IV. "Meg" is the nick-

name of several famous pieces of cannon, e.g. "Royal Meg," on the
walls of Londonderry. Notice the Soldiers' Doggie's Cemetery.
From the Half Moon Battery a time-gun is daily discharged at

1 p.m.
To many tourists the general view of Edinburgh and its sur-

roundings will be the most interesting feature about the Castle.

A great part of the city is mapped out beneath the spectator's eye.

Northwards are seen the gardens and the long and magnificent

line of Princes Street, at the end of which is the striking North
British Hotel, with the other stately streets and spires of the
new town. Beyond these appear Leith and the Firth of Forth,

with the hills of Fife in the background. Westwards the spire of

St. Mary's Cathedral, Donaldson's Hospital, Fettes College, and
the rich corn-growing champaign stretching away towards Glasgow
are seen. In a clear atmosphere the outposts of the Highland
hills appear in the north-west, Ben Lomond and Ben Ledi being

the most prominent, the former somewhat to the left of the latter.

Southwards the prospect is bounded by the Pentland Hills, and
eastwards Arthur's Seat cuts the horizon. The classicalities of

Calton Hill appear, and the Firth of Forth widens out to the open
sea. The names of the particular buildings prominent will be learnt

from the map. The dome of the University and the " University

Settlement " of Prof. Geddes, a very handsome pile of buildings,

close by the entrance to the Castle, are the last additions.

History. The natural strength of the position, defended by precipices on
two sides and only approachable by steep ascents on the others, mast have
rendered the rock on winch the Castle stands an envied vantage-ground ever
since t^ie country round began to be inhabited and the inhabitants to quarrel.

As a matter of fact, the rock formed the nucleus of the city. On its side and
under its protection, were buUtrthe mud-and-faggot hovels which constituted the
town or village for many centuries after the Northumbrian king, Edwin,
originated tbe name Edwin's Burgh. Not till the breaking up of the
Northumbrian kingdom, some centuries afterwards, did Lothian form part of

Scotland, and Edinburgh was only fully recognised as its capital in the 15th cen-
tury, after the murder of James I. in Perth. The early Scottish kings held their

court and assizes in various royal burghs, and there was nothing to distinguish
one of these burghs above another beyond the fact that the Coronation Stone,
which in Pictish times had been kept at Dunstaffnage Castle, had been thence
transferred to Scone Palace, near Perth, where it remained until its removal by
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Edward I. to London. The first parliament in Edinburgh was held in the
1.1th century bj Alexander II. David [. hail, some hundred years previously,

founded the Abbey of Holy Rood, whieh rapidly increased in wealth and in

favour with succeeding Scottish monarchs, and comprised a suite of royal apart-

ments. The partiality of the Stuarts led to the substitution of a Royal Palace
forthese apartment 3, and by the time of the battle of Plodden (1513) the city had
fairly assumed pre-eminence as the capital of Scotland.

Continuation of walk. The long mile's descent of the irre-

gular, though almost straight street leading from the Castle to

Holyrood gives the visitor some inkling of what old Edinburgh
was like, and the suddenness of the transition from the airy and
spacious promenade of Princes Street, with its splendid facade, its

handsome monuments and its glade of perennial verdure, to the

closely cooped up thoroughfare of the old High Street and Canon-
gate enhances greatly the impressiveness of the contrast.

" Soyons justes" should be the motto of the guide-book writer,

and it is only fair to add that the eye is not the only member of

the body which is affected by the change. Eespect for the tradi-

tional glory of the old town forbids us to say more on this subject

than that the author of the well-known line " Sweet Edinburgh I

smell thee noo," was probably more familiar with the south than
the north side of the Nor' Loch. The contrast in this respect,

however, is yearly growing less perceptible.

During the walk the chief objects of interest are as follows :

—

On Castle Hill :— (1) The " Oniversity Settlement," p. 20.

(2) The House of the first Duke of Gordon (r) the doorway of

which is at the bottom of a staircase - tower up the Close
numbered 872. The cannon-ball said to have been shot from
the Castle during the Pretender's occupancy of the town in 1745
is in the wall facing the esplanade.* (3) The General Assembly
Hall of the Church of Scotland (r), a handsome Gothic building
with a spire 240 ft. high.. The first meeting of the Assembly
took place in 1560, in the presence of John Knox, at that time
minister of Edinburgh. The meeting takes place annually in May.
At other times the building is used as a place of worship. (4) The
f'nited Free Church Assembly Hall (I). This fronts the New Town.
l>£*osir to tine GrassiHarUcl. *Ve. Turn to the right between Castle

Hill and the Lawnmarket, and again right through Victoria Street and West
Bow. This last is one of the oldest thorough hires in the city, but its antiquities
have mostly vanished. The Grassmarket contains the Corn Exchange, erected
in 1849. but its interest to the visitor is almost wholly historical. The
Grassmarket was the Smithfield of Edinburgh, the scene of all the public
executions, the spot where hundreds of Covenanters perished for their cause.
The locality of the gibbet, at the east end, is marked by a circle and cross on
the pavement. En the Grassniarket also the Porteous riots took place in L736.
Every school boj " of course knows the details of this tumult, but people, as

thej growup,have a. habit of forgetting their school-day lore, so we may be
e^Cfisedfor reminding visitors in general that Porteous' was captain of' the
City Guard. He whs condemned for causing the death of several IB

persons by firing on the mob. who bad pelted with stones the City Guard on
the occasion of the execution of a smuggler named Wilson. Wilson bad taken
part in a fray which resulted in the death of a cUstom-house officer, and, whilst
in prison, he had won the popular sympathy by assisting a fellow prisoner to
escape. Porteous, after being reprieved, was hanged by the exasperated populace.

* It marks the height to which the watei of Edinburgh Will ascend without
pumping.
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Proceeding from the cast cud of the Grassmarket up Candlemaker Row, we
reach Cwreytriars Churchyard.. In the original ch.-yd., built in 1612,
that great protest against the High Church episcopal leanings of Charles I., the
Covenant, was signed. The old building, having been burnt down in 1845, was
replaced by the present one. The churchyard is interesting as containing the
tombs of many of the Covenanters who perished at the time of the Restoration,
ami especially the Martyrs' Memorial, an ungainly monument in the N.E. corner.

Close to the Churchyard is Heriot's Hospital, founded by George Heriot,
jeweller to James VI. It is a quadrangular building, with a dome-topped
tower in the centre of the north side, and square towers at each corner. An
Act passed in 1885 provided for the transforming of the hospital into a high-
class school, and the foundationers were boarded out.

Immediately south of and opposite to Heriot's Hospital is the Jfew Royal
Infirmary, an extensive group of buildings all connected but presenting the
appearance of a number of independent wings, the leading principle of the de-
sign having been to place every patient as near as possible to the oxygen of the
open air, and to minimise the chances of infection. A little to the east, separated
by the Meadow Walk, stands the new Medical Scliool, built in 1878-83.

In Chambers Street, a wide thoroughfare parallel to and south of High Street
and the Cowgate, is the Jlnsenin (M., Ta., W., Th., F., 10—4 ; IV. even., 6—10 ;

Sat., 10—10 : Su?i., 2—5), well worth a visit for its splendid Natural History
Collection, its architectural models and armour ; also the Heriot Watt
liolleg-e. which, besides day classes, provides scientific instruction in the
evening at moderate fees. In the centre of the street is a statue of Dr. Wm.
Chambers, Lord Provost in 1865. Then, in South Bridge, at the corner of the
same street, we come to the University, which has a grand new dome.
On No. 8, Chambers Street, corner of Guthrie Street, is a mural tablet com-

memorating the birth of Sir Walter Scott, "near this place, Aug. 15th, 1771."

During this part of the walk the tourist should take a plunge into the Cow-
gate (" Cooget " as the vernacular has it). How far he will proceed down
this remarkable street depends chiefly on his nasal sensitiveness. Edinburgh,
as we have said before, is a city of contrasts, and the fact that Princes Street

and the " Cooget " are almost within a stone's throw of one another, is a strik-

ing example of this peculiarity. The latter thoroughfare is shaped somewhat
like a trough cut through the higher level of the surrounding streets. Its

houses are so lofty as not only to reach this higher level but to form buildings

of ordinary altitude above it. There is a fine show of clothes' drying.

Main Route continued. At the foot of Castle Hill the street

widens out into the lawnmarket, where, as the name im-

plies, the sellers of fine linen were wont to ply their trade. At
the west end of it, on the left, is Milne's Court, erected by
Robert Milne, the architect of the latest portion of Holyrood.

Palace, in 1690. In the next alley, James' Court, Johnson was
received by Boswell previous to that celebrated tour through the

Western Highlands in which the famous lexicographer so signally

failed to shake off the cobwebs of Fleet Street. Here also Hume
wrote part of his History of England. In Baxter's Close (at

No. 469), Robert Burns lodged in 1786.

Oeorft-e TW Bridge, S. from here, contains the Carnegie Free
Iiiorary, a handsome building in the French Renaissance style.

From the Lawnmarket, entering High Street, we come to

m. #ilcs' OTatbcbral CJwuxIj.

Open, week days (except Sats.), 10 to 3 ; Admission, Bd. Mondays
free. Services: Sun., 9.30 (Military, occasional),, 11.30 and 6.30;

week days, 3.30.

This church had the misfortune to lie " restored
'''

in the Georgian

era, the exact date being 18-29. The restorers, happily, left un-

touched tlie spire, which terminates in Decorated arches and
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pinnacles, having the appearance of an imperial crown, but the

rest of the exterior they marred and destroyed to a great extent.

Outside, the church has the appearance of a modern Gothic

structure, with choir, nave and transept, but it is in reality old,

the creation of various eras. The interior, however, has admitted

of thorough re-restoration. One of the objects aimed at therein has

been an opportunity of erecting monuments to eminent Scotsmen

of past and future times. A good general view of fchfc interior of

the building, which measures 196 feet by 125 feet across the"

transept, may be had from the nave, whence the splendid archi-

tectural effect of the whole is fully disclosed. The old galleries

have been cleared away, the plaster peeled off the arches aha'

pillars, the built-up archways re-opened, and the pillat

traceries restored to their original appearance. All this iiiVaili-

able work is due to the patriotism and munificence of trie ia-te

Dr. William Chambers, whose memory will long be cherished, not
only in Edinburgh but throughout the country, as that of a man
who devoted the golden gain of a life of self-reliance and industry

to the moral and material advancement of his fellow-citizens.

The restoration of the church cost nearly £50,000, and the formal
re-opening took place on the 23rd of May, 1883. Four days
earlier, Dr. Chambers passed peacefully away in his Edinburgh
home, at the good old age of 83.

History. To those who like to trace the stormy ebbings and flowings of
religious feeling which marked the ecclesiastical history of Scotland from the
outset of the Reformation to the Solemn League and Covenant. St. Giles' is

full of interest, it had been made a Collegiate church by James II. of
Scotland, and boasted of about 40 altars, with a suitable retinue of ecclesiastics.

So little, however, did the zealous reformers appreciate the virtues of their
patron saint, that they ducked his image in the Nor' Loch, and divided the
church into four separate places of worship, selling the sacred vessels to pa\
expenses. In one of the churches at Richmond, Yorkshire, the tower is

separated from the nave by a cobbler's shop, with the superscription, " Repairs
executed neat and prompt." After its quadruple partition, the Collegiate
Church of Edinburgh does not seem to have fared much better. Not only shops,
but also corporate offices were crammed into it, and it was even thought
a suitable place of detention for criminals.

Previous to this, in 1571, Kirkcaldy of Grange, espousing the cause of Queen
Mary and wishing to overawe the city, had posted troops on the roof, and
bored holes in it, through which to shoot the renegade mob who were pulling
down the pillars below. Foremost, however, of the many historic events
which took place within the walls of St. Giles', is the signing of the Solemn
League and Covenant by the Parliament, the General Assembly and the
English Commissioners, in the year 1643. Six years before this—to descend
from the sublime to the ridiculous—Jenny Geddes had hurled her "cutty
stool" at the Dean's head, in virtuous indignation at his attempt to give effect

to the royal mandate which ordered the reading of the English Liturgy in the
Scotch churches. The Dean's head escaped, but prelacy received its death-blow
("so they say "). The blow was short but emphatic - " De'il colic" (collect) "the
wmiie o' ye ! Wail ye say mass i' my lag?" Finally, it was in St. Giles' thai
John Knox, as minister of Edinburgh, delivered many of his most heart-stirring
exhortations.

The general principle of the late alterations indicates that
Presbyterianism, like many other forms of Christianity prevajenl
in the kingdom, has quietly acquiesced in (Ik- Catholic conception
of ecclesiastical architecture a superior to all others. At am
rate, the present appearance of the interior would, we fear, have
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sadly shocked the good, earnest old Covenanters who strove so

hard and conscientiously to eliminate the beautiful from religion.

Taking the restoration in detail, its happiest result is seen in the

Chancel, where the removal of lath arid plaster has disclosed a

fine vaulted stone roof, of specially old and remarkable design, in

the aisles on either side. The stained glass windows here, pre-

sented by private persons, represent events in the life of Christ. The
east window

—

subjects, the Crucifixion and the Ascension—is spe-

cially fine, in fact the rich but subdued tints of the glass through-

out the church are most effective. The Preston .Aisle, to the

south of the choir, receives its name from Preston of Gorton, the

original donor and bearer of the arm-bone of St. Giles—the

annual procession of " Sanct Geils, His image," with " talbron,

trumpet, shalm, and clarion."—It is a fine specimen of fifteenth-

century art. Among the monuments is a bronze of Dean Stanley.

Further back is the little Montrose Chapel, built by Walter
Chepman, the Scottish Caxton, in "honour of his patron, James
IV., Queen Margaret, and the heroes who fell at Flodden. A
very handsome recessed tomb, with recumbent figure of the great

Marquis of Montrose, who is buried in the vaults below, is seen

here. Corresponding with this chapel, on the west side of the

organ, is the Moray Aisle, with a window showing the

assassination of the Earl of Moray and the preaching of his

funeral sermon by John Knox ; also, on the steps, a tablet in

memory of Jenny'Geddes.

Hard by, close 60 the S.W. door, arc the Service Books, dating 1537, 1636, a

1 lonfessional, and a "Directory for the Publiquc Worship of Cod," 164 I.

Thepulpit stands against the north-east pier of the tower. It is (inch r[ivw,\.

The Font, in the S.W. corner of the church, is of Caen stone, and, like that in the

Cathedral at Inverness, a copy of Thorvaldscifs celebrated Angel at Copenhagen.
Xote, also, the new memorial window to Mr. Findlay of "The Scotsman."

In the UTave the pillars have been restored to the proportion

which they possessed before they experienced the rough treatment
already referred to. Above them are hung many torn and tattered
" colours," and there are memorials to those of various Scots

regiments who fell on service. At the north-west corner is the

Albany Aisle, founded, says a modern legend, by the Duke of

Albany and Earl Douglas, in atonement for their joint murder of the

Duke of Eothesay (a.p. 1401). This and the Chapel of St. Eloi,
patron saint of the Corporation of Hammermen, west of the door-

way, have been floored in mosaic and fenced by delicate ironwork.

In this chapel is the handsome Argyll i»i«'»uorial. unveiled in May, 1895.

It is placed under a richly painted: window, and consists of a base of alabaster,

with black marble columns and pilasters, between which an arch covers the
recumbent figure of the .Marquis, lie vvasexeeuted in 1661.

At the north-west corner of St Giles' is the figure of a heart on
the pavement, marking the site of the Old Tolbooth o; Heart of
Midlothian. Up to 1030 this was the Parliament House of

Scotland. Afterwards it became a prison and continued one till

LSI 7, when it was pulled down and its business transferred to the

present gaol on the south side of Calton Hill. Close by is a modern
bronze statue of the 5tn Duke of Buccle.uch (<1. 3 884).'
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Parliament Square, once a cemetery in which John Knox
was buried, is on the south of St. Giles'. It contains an equestrian

statue of Charles II., a few yards west of which is a brass marking
the supposed site of Knox's grave, and inscribed I. K. 1572.

The Parliament House, as it is still called, is on the south
side of Parliament Square. The original building was erected

in 1640 and burnt down in 1824, with exception of the Parliament
Hall. Since tbe consummation of the Union in 1707 it has been
turned to legal purposes, forming the Supreme Courts. The public

are admitted free (10—4). The chief feature is the Great Hall, up-

wards of a hundred feet in length, and having a grand roof of carved
oak. It is ornamented with statues and paintings of the legal cele-

brities of Scotland, and contains a painted window with the opening
of O'e first Courts of Justice by James V. as its subject. Connected
with it on its western side is the Advocates' Library, which claims

a copy of every book published in Great Britain. It contains about
o00,000 volumes besides manuscripts. Among the latter are the

original ones of " Waverley," the " Confession of Faith " signed by
I . as a sop to the Presbyterians, and several copies of the

" Covenant," signed by Mary and James VI. The Signet Library,
so called because it is supported by solicitors styled " writers to

His Majesty's signet," occupies the north-west corner of this block
of buildings. It contains about 100,000 volumes. (Special order

admits.) In the rear is the handsome new T/ihrary, etc., of the

Society <>/ Solicitors.

were also tbe County Buildings, designed after the Temple
of Erechtbeus at Athens, but now demolished. New Buildings arc now (1903)

erected.

Just K. oj St. Giles' stands the Old City Cross,— a shaft

about 20 ft. in height, surmounted by a new unicorn, in place of

the original one destroyed by Cromwell. Until 1756 it occupied a
conspicuous position in High Street opposite the present Police

Office, but in that year, being regarded by the local authorities as

an obstruction, it was removed to the park at Drum, near Dalkeith,
whence it was restored to the neighbourhood of its former site in

1866. In its original position it was raised on an octagonal cas-

tellated platform some 15 ft. high, and formed the great centre
round which the scholars, the traffickers, and the gossips of Edin-
burgh were wont to congregate. During the times of the first

Georges the magistrates used to celebrate the King's birthday by
drinking his health from a platform in front of it. From it State
proclamations are made, and close to it State criminals were
executed. Eleven years before its removal to Drum, the young
Pretender was here proclaimed King of England and Scotland. It

was tastefully restored (in part renewed) by Mr. Gladstone.

Near a1 hand are tin City Chambers, in which i-; tlie iitx ffin^nni, to
which the relics from the Burns' Monument (p. 28) have heen removed. Om o1

i lie most interesting is an autograph " philippic " against those \\ lio (Tifjerecl from
liini in religions opinions.

Proceeding from St. Giles' down High Street we pass on the
right hand, at the intersection With the thoroughfare of the North
and South Bridges, the Tron Chureh, a building whose name
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only will arouse the interest of the visitor. It is so called from
the old "tron" or weighing beam to which the keepers of false

weights were nailed by the ear. A little further, over a doorway
(No. 99) on the left may be noticed a sculptured head, with an
inscription above it " Heave awa' chaps, I'm no dead yet." The
house that once stood here fell in in 1861 and killed 35 persons.

The words quoted were the cheerful greeting of one of the rescued,

after three days' imprisonment, to the workmen who were digging
him out. Then, on the left hand, just where the street narrows,
the projecting house is that of John Knox. (Admission Qd. from
10 to 4 daily.) It contains three rooms, and was the " manse " of

the famous minister of Edinburgh from 1559 to 1572.

A few yards beyond Knox's house the Canong-ate begins. On
the south side of it, about 250 yards down, is Moray House,
which remained in the possession of the Moray family till 1855. It is

now the United Free Church Normal School. Cromwell had quarters
here before and after the battle of Dunbar. The balcony from
which Lord Lome and Lady Mary Stuart are said to have gazed
exultingly on their enemy, the Marquis of Montrose, as he was
being led to execution, is still a prominent feature of the house.
The story is probably libellous. If not, the execution of the bride-

groom in the character of the Marquis of Argyll, a dozen years after-

wards, reads like a "wemms."
Beyond Moray House, on the opposite side of the street, is the

Canong-ate Tolbooth (1591), now a Registrar's office, recognisable

by its spire and projecting clock. Canongate was once an inde-

pendent borough, and its motto " Sic itur ad astra " appears over
the doorway. Were the building one of the ten -storied houses of

Edinburgh, which it is not, the reader might recognise a grim
humour in the weary climber who first hit upon the quotation.

Opposite to it are houses bearing date 1570. The Canong-ate
Church and Churchyard, both hopelessly ugly, adjoin the Tol-

booth. In the churchyard are buried Adam Smith, author of the
" Wealth of Nations," Dugalcl Stewart, professor of Moral Philoso-

phy, and many other celebrities ;—amongst them Ferguson, the poet,

who died at the age of 24, and whose memorial-stone Burns erected.

After passing on the right Queensberry House (now a house
of Refuge and Reformatory), principally remarkable for Lady Hyde's
patronage of the poet Clay, we reach on the left White Horse Close,

in which was the White Horse Inn,* a hostelry made famous in

"Waverley" as the rendezvous of the young Pretender's party.

Tourists who now luxuriate in the princely hotels of the new town
may draw a moral from the fact that this was once the principal

house of entertainment in the city. It is now a private dwelling,

and has lately been restored.

A little further, on the right, is, or rather was, the Sanctuary and
Refuge for the Destitute. The former, however, with all its privi-

leges, was done away with by the abolition in 1880 of imprison-
ment for debt. These privileges included the range of Arthur's

* At the head of the Canongate, in Boyd's Close, is the site of another White
Horse fmi, visited by Johnson and Boswell, us a memorial plate records.
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Seat, Salisbury Crags, and the King's Park, as well as the free

run of the city on Sundays. If they existed at the time when
casual strollers in the streets on the Sabbath were remorselessly
" run in " by the constabulary, they were privileges indeed ! The
Refuge still offers substantial ones, not the least of which is that

accorded to a husband, of incarcerating therein a drunken wife for

a very small sum per week. Scotchwomen are not, as a class,

given to intemperance, but when they do outstrip bounds they get,

to say the least of it, " unco fou." A few yards short of Holyrood
the visitor may see in the Abbey Tavern (I) a waistcoat, said to be

Lord Darnley's, and a capital sketch of Holyrood, 200 years old.

The coroneted Fountain in the Square that fronts Holyrood
Palace, as we approach it, is modelled after one that stood at

Linlithgow Palace. It is elaborately adorned with figures.

polgroofr jjalatt attir ^bbtg.

Open, May to Sept., 10 to 5 p.m.; Oct.-Apr., 11 to 4p.m. Free.

Holyrood Abbey is interesting from any point of view,

though it retains but few details of its original beauty. The
Palace, however, is one of the many buildings in Edinburgh
which owe their attraction almost entirely to historic lore. In
itself it is nothing more than a large and somewhat dull-looking

mansion in an unsavoury quarter of the town, but its connection

with the most thrilling episodes in Scottish story, the mystery
and sensational character of many of the scenes enacted within

its walls, and, above all, the conflicting sentiments of sympathy
and suspicion attached to the memory of its most illustrious in-

mate, combine to make it a powerful magnet to the feet of the

tourist, and however many visitors tell their friends on coming
away that they " see nothing particular in it," there are very few
who remain many hours in the Scottish capital without traversing

its tenantless chambers and listening to the threadbare story of

what happened in them.
History. The Abbey was founded by David I. in the 12th

century, as a thank-offering (so runs the monkish tradition) for

his miraculous escape from a stag on the rocks near the Castle,

by the sudden appearance of a Cross intervening between himself

and the enraged animal. The only part of it now remaining is

the Chapel Royal (see p. 28), and a good deal of this is of a some-
what later period. Here Charles I. was crowned King of Scotland,

Mary and Darnley were married, and James IV. was presented with
the Sword of State, which is now among the Regalia of Scotland,

by the legate of Pope Julius II. The building was destroyed by
the mob at the time of the Revolution. The residential parts of

the Abbey were destroyed to make room for an extension of the
Palace, which was commenced by James V., and became the
favourite residence of the Stuarts, of whose changeful fortunes it

only ceased to be the principal scene when the Young Pretender
left it, after several weeks of " high court and festival," to pursue
his fatal march to Derby in 1715.
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The Palace. After passing through the outer doorway, the
visitor is conducted to the left into the Banqueting Hall and
Picture Gallery, which contains fanciful representations of the

Scottish monarchs from the time of Fergus I. to James VII.—as

dull a collection of portraits as the eye could rest upon. They
are not calculated to impress the beholder with admiration of the

national physique, though the "Legitimist" may derive satisfac-

tion from the strong family likeness existing throughout, especially

in the noses. All but a few of the latest are said to be the work of

a Dutch artist, and to have been ordered for a pageant by James
VII. (II. of England). This room is still officially used for the

election of representative Peers for Scotland. There are three or

four pictures of higher artistic value at the end of it.

Close to the Picture Gallery are Iiord Z>arnley's Rooms, con-

taining some interesting relics of the luckless Mary, to whose
apartments the visitor is nexc conducted.
Queen ftlary's Apartments consist of an Audience Chamber,

in which the Queen disputed with John Knox, a Bedchamber con-

taining the actual bed on which she slept, and two smaller rooms.
The walls of the audience chamber are hung with tapestry.

Morbid curiosity ceased for a time to be gratified by the spot of

Rizzio's life-blood on the floor, but, if only for the guide's peace of

mind, it has lately been annually restored.

It is hardly necessary to add that Rizzio was Mary's secretary. National
jealousy led to his murder l>\ Darnley, Ruthven, and other conspirators.

Of the Abbey or Chapel Royal, which forms the next and
last feature of the tour of inspection, what little remains is of a

character to aggravate our regret that it is so little. The Western

Doonvay is a really handsome specimen of the Early English
style, and the Arcade on the wall in which it is placed contains a

number of pointed arches which fairly represent the most beauti-

ful period of Gothic architecture. The Great East Window is also

noteworthy. Like many similar structures in the sister country,

the Abbey of Holyrood has suffered greatly from having the

smoke of a large city on the windward side of it.

On the entrance to one of the vaults, an inscription 1ms been placed by Royal
command, notifying the occupants—three kings, two queens, Lord Darnley, etc.

Those who continue their journey from Holyrood to Arthur's

Seat will And a description on page 33.

The pleasantest route back to Princes Street is by Abbey Hill,

under the North British Railway, and thence by Regent Road on
the south slope of Calton Hill. On the way is the Burns' Monu-
ment (now closed) the relics having been transferred to the

City Museum {p. 25). The building, like almost all others in

this neighbourhood, is intensely classical. Opposite to it is the

High School, a fine building in the Grecian style, erected in 1825.

In the Calton ( 'emetery, close at hand, is a bronze statue of Abr.

Lincoln (d. 1865).

THE NEW TOWN.
Prefatory. Our description of this part of Edinburgh will be

a c
- short as is compatible with the purpose which we have in view,
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viz., the indication of such objects of interest as are peculiar to

the locality and worthy of the time spent in visiting- them by the

tourist who wishes to make the most of a Scotch (our.

The New Town of Edinburgh naturally lacks the historic

interest which accompanies almost every step of the visitor through

the old town. Not much more than a century has elapsed since

the magistrates offered and gave a premium of £20 to the first

builder of a house in it. It abounds in fine streets, squares, and
monuments, but with the exception of Princes Street, Calton Hill,

the Scott Monument, and St. Mary's Cathedral, there are few points

in it of which the counterpart may not be seen in other towns.

Princes Street is a thoroughfare sui generis,—" no but half-a-

streeV 1 said an envious Glasca chiel once—and though chrono-

logically it belongs to the new town, the varied style of the

buildings which constitute its facade gives it a character quite

distinct from that of the rest of this part of the city. It also

requires no effort on the part of the tourist to appreciate it. Let
him (or her) walk it both ways : first along the shops, then in the

shade opposite overlooking the gardens, whose evergreen glade,

forming a deep dell between the street itself and the abrupt black

crags of the Castle Hill, adds so much to the beauty of the scene,

and he will comprehend it all without asking a single question.

The street has some architectural beauty added to it almost every

year, the latest being the new North British Hotel, with its fine

clock-tower.

Formerly, what is now the Princes Street Gardens was covered by a sheet of

water calleii the Nor' Loch, in which offenders of a particular class were ducked.

At the east end of Princes Street is Calton Hill (355 ft.

above sea-level. Guide, Is.). Ascend it by the flight of steps

from Waterloo Place. A guide is useful to such as want the

details pointed out. We will not discuss the aesthetic propriety

of building sham temples and "humpty-dumpty" observatories

on such a site, but will leave the tourist to form his own judgment
about this mimicry of "Athenian grace, long since o'erthrown."

The most conspicuous imitation is that of the Parthenon, called

the National Monument. It consists of a row of Doric columns
with pediment and architrave, and is in commemoration of the

heroes of Waterloo. It was primarily intended to represent the
original restored, but the public said " no " to the subscription list,

and continues to regard the shell, itself incomplete, with compla-
cency. The building like a lighthouse on the apex of the hill

is Nelson's Monument (Adm. Sd., 8 a.m.—dusk). To the north-
west of the last named, the low structure with the dome is the

City Observatory , and monuments to Dugald Stewart, professor of

moral philosophy, and Professor Playfair complete the classical

decorations of this eminence, about which, perhaps, the most in-

teresting thing is the view.

Northwards the eye ranges over Leith and the Forth to the Lomond Hills of
Fife, distinguished by twofacsimile peaks. Eastwards are Portobello—the Margate
of Edinburgh— the Bass Bock and North Berwick Law. Arthur's Seat is close at
hand, and the Pentland Hills stretch awav to the south-west. The whole Line of
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Princes Street is seen due west, with the Oastle to the south of it, and the thick
spire of St. Mary's Cathedral in a line beyond its farther cud. A noteworthy
object i- tin' crocketed crown-topped spire of the Free Church in Albany Street,
near to which is an episcopal church on the lino of Kind's Chapel, Cam-
bridge. The atmosphere is seldom clear, but when it is, Ben Lomond and Ben
Ledi may be distinguished in the north-west. The former is the. more southerly of

the-two.

Route to St. Mary's Cathedral (1 m. from the North
British, and J in. from the Caledonian Station. Tramcarsfrom the east

end of Princes Street to the south end of Palmerston Place, 200 yds.

from the Catliedral). Pedestrians are advised to adopt the tram-
car route in going, and to return by Melville Street (which begins at

the east end of the Cathedral), Charlotte Square, and George Street.

Commencing our walk opposite the Waverley Station, and near
the east end of Princes Street, we pass at once, on the south side

of the street, the Scott Monument. (Open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Summer ; 10—8 Winter. Admission 2d.) This is perhaps the most
elegant and tasteful Gothic monument of modern times. It was
designed in 1844 by a previously unknown architect, Geo. Kemp,
who gained his inspiration—if a copyist may claim so high a
gift—from Melrose Abbey, and who died before the completion.

Four arched buttresses, themselves pinnacled, surround and
support a tower, which rises by a succession of diminishing
courses, terminating in a pinnacle, to a height of 200 ft.

Beneath the arches, which form a canopy over the basement, is a

statue of Sir Walter by Sir John Steell. The entire structure is

richly ornamented, and in the niches many of the characters

created by the poet and novelist are enshrined. Visitors who are

equal to the climb, or rather squeeze, of 287 steps to the top,

obtain a fine view of Edinburgh and across the Forth. About a

third of the way up is the Museum (Id.), containing autograph
letters, &c.

In the next opening on the left, going westward, are the Royal
Institution and the National Gallery. They stand on an embank-
ment thrown across the valley at right-angles, and known as the

Mound. They are both fine specimens of early Greek architecture,

and contribute in no small measure to that bold and defiant

architectural discord which constitutes the genius of Edinburgh.

Open. Admission.
Statue Gallery.

Catalogue, 3d. J

10—4. W. and P., 6d. ; other days free

National Gallery.
Catalogue, 6d.

r io—4.
\ 10—5.
( 7—9.

Th. and P., Sd.

M., Tu., W., Sat., free.

Sat., free.

In the Koyal Institution the chief object of interest is the Statue
Gallery. Herein is a large collection of casts from ancient sculpture. The
imilding also contains an Art School and a School of Applied Art. The Anti-
quarian Museum has been moved hence to Queen Street (seep. 33).

Tlie National Gallery is only a few yards from the south side of the
Royal Institution, than which its architecture is less florid. The exhibition
comprises many fine specimens of the old masters and a goodly display of

modern art, the Scottish element being naturally predominant. In another
portion of this building the annual Exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy
is held from Feb. to May. Admission, Is. ; catalogue, 0-7.
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Proceeding along Princes Street, the visitor will notice in the gar-

dens a succession of statues which tell their own tale, but perhaps
the most attractive object is the Zona Cross, erected in 1879 to

the memory of Dean Ramsay, for many years minister of the neigh-

bouring chapel. St. John's Episcopal Church, modelled after St.

George's Chapel at Windsor, stands at the end of Princes Street

beyond the Cross.

St. Cuthbert's (West) Church has been entirely rebuilt, except the spire.

In the graveyard (S.W. corner), was buried De Quincey, the "opium-eater."

Hence proceeding onward along Shandwick Place and Atholl
Place you will reach in about five minutes' walk the end of

I'almerston Place. Two hundred yards up this is

§§t Jffarg's Oi-atljekal.

n 10-6, free. Services :—Sunday, 11, 3.30, 7; Week days, 11, 5.

This splendid structure is one of the most important additions

to the ecclesiastical architecture of Great Britain since the period
when her most famous cathedrals were built. Its existence is due
to the munificence of two ladies, the late Misses Walker, of Coates,
who bequeathed a large portion of the hundred thousand pounds
odd already spent on its erection. The foundation stone was laid

in 1874, and the formal opening took place in 1879. The archi-

tect was Sir Gilbert Scott, and it is, perhaps, his most beautiful, if

not his most original achievement. On the other hand, without
arrogating to ourselves any technical knowledge of the laws of pro-

portion, we take leave to say that the central spire is distressingly

massive and bulky—more of an extinguisher than an ornament.
One is not surprised to learn that special artifices have had to be
contrived to prevent the superstructure crushing down the part
below. It is a well-known fact that the gifted architect erred on
this score in more than one of his productions elsewhere—notably
at Ambleside. Spires, to use a Yankeeism, were not his " spere."

The total length of St. Mary's is 262 feet, the breadth 92 feet,

and the height of the spire 295 feet. The two smaller spires

which appear in the design at the west end are not yet built. The
general style is Early English. The body of the church consists

of nave, choir, side aisles, north and south transepts, and chapter-
house. The material is freestone, and the modern taste for

contrast has been gratified by the introduction of polished shafts of

Shap granite in various parts of the fabric. In the gables of the
west front and the two transepts are fine wheel or rose windows.
The design for the chapter-house is of the approved octagonal
shape, the roof above the bays tapering to a point.

The Interior lacks the profusion of ornament which
characterises so many of our cathedrals, but there is little reason
to regret the want. The comparative simplicity of the work leaves
room for a more competent impression on the eye of its good taste,

harmonious proportion, and thoroughness. Its most elaborate
works of art are as follows :—The Screen of richly veined alabaster
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separating the nave from the choir ; the Pulpit, which stands close
to the north-west pier of the tower, and is of a finely cross-grained
red sandstone; the Reredos, designed by Mr. J. Oidrid Scott, who
assumed the post of architect on the death of has lather. Sir

Gilbert Scott : it is worked out in richly veined alabaster and
white and coloured marbles, its chief feature being a basso-relievo
in white marble, representing the Crucifixion, and executed by
Miss Grant, niece of the late President of the Royal Academy

;

and, lastly, the East Window, which is in memory of the muni-
ficent foundresses of the Cathedral. A carved episcopal chair, the
gift of Canon Liddon, has lately been erected in the Cathedral.
The tower has a peal of ten bells.

A short half-mile beyond the Cathedral is Donaldson's Hospital, the
finest building of its kind in Scotland. It is a quadrangular structure, Tudor
in style, and marked by groups of towers, of which the chief one is over the
entrance gateway. The founder was a printer who left £200,000 for the educa-
tion and maintenance of 200 poor boys and girls, a large proportion of whom
are deaf and dumb. Admission Tu ami F. aft. by order, (il Castle-st.

Returning eastward we go along Melville Street and then, past
the dome-crowned St. George's Church, into Charlotte Square.

From the east end of Melville Street a detour should be made down Queens-
ferry Street to a>ean ISrsflge, which spans the Water of Leith at a height of

100 feet. Beyond it are Stewart's Hospital, and—a good mile

—

I-'ettes
College, an upper-class school of lin > Renaissance architecture and occupy-
ing a commanding site.

In the centre of this square is the Albert Memorial—

a

bronze equestrian statue erected in 1878. The pedestal contains
scenes from the life of the Prince in high relief and, at the corners
below, other groups of figures presenting votive offerings. At the

intersection of the next thoroughfare, Castle Street, is a bronze
statue of Chalmers, the celebrated divine. The sculptor of both
these statues was Sir John Steell.

Turning to the left along Castle Street, we have on the right

(No. 39) the house in which Sir Walter Scott lived from 1800 to 1826.

At the next two crossings, Frederick Street and Hanover Street,

are two bronze statues, by Chantrey, of Pitt and George IV. re-

spectively, and at the entrance to St. Andrew Square is a third

one, representing Alexander and Bucephalus. From the centre of

this square rises the Monument of Xiord IVIelville, treasurer of

the Navy under Pitt. He was impeached for corruption but
acquitted by the House of Lords. The Monument is 150 ft. in

height and an imitation of the Trajan column. At the east end of

the square is the Bank of the British Linen Company with florid

Corinthian columns surmounted by statues ; also a statue of the

fourth Earl of Hopetoun. There is also a very pretty vista view
across the Forth, extending to the hills over Loch Leven.

Turning to the left out of George Street by Dundas Street, which continues
Hanover Street, we reach in £ mile the Botanic fiJarden and Arbo-
retum (open, 8 a.m. to dusk; /Sun., from 11 a.m. Plant Houses, 1 to 5.30 p.m.,

or sunset if earlier.' Adm.free. Cable tram-cars run. regularly fi-om the Mound,
\\d. in or out). This, of its kind, ranks among the foremost attractions of Edin-
burgh ; it has palms for which a house 100 feet high is none too lofty ; extensive
plant-houses: beautifully laid out parterres ; a Rock Harden with all manner of
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terns and Alpine plants ; a good show of conifers, and a Museum in which the

fossil-flora of Edinburgh are fully represented. Being greatly used for educa-

tional purposes,it is rather disfigured to the casual visitor by the scrupulous

manner in which almost every plant is named on pegs which are often bigger

than the plant itself. There is a striking view of the city from the south side.

The National Portrait Gallery, " dedicated in 1890 to the

illustration of Scottish History," and the National Museum
of Antiquities, occupy a massive building of red sandstone (14th

cent. Gothic), in Queen Street,—" a treasure-house of the in-

dustrial progress of Scotland, and of the men and women who
have made her famous."
Na

SalVery
° l,tl'ait

}
Same aS National Gallery (*• 30 >-

„
'

... .. ... (10—4. Th. and P., U.) Tu,W,, Sat. free.Museum ot Antiquities
j 7 9 gat free

The Portrait Oallery, the " Scottish Valhalla," is a very fine collection.

Besides paintings it contains a good show of engravings and busts, some statuary,
e.g., Flaxman's statue of Burns, and a collection of medallion portraits.

The Museum is of special interest as illustrating the whole range of Scottish

development, from the period of flint and stone implements to the present
century. It is especially strong in relics of the Viking and Celtic ages in the
far north—Orkney and Shetland, etc.—specimens from broughs, Picts' houses,
querns (corn-grinding hand-mills) ; and contains some casts of noteworthy
crosses and Runic stones, while amongst its curiosities may be mentioned that
terrible instrument of death, euphemistically called the Maiden, and first intro-

duced into Scotland by the Regent Morton, who had been much gratified at the
way in which he had seen it do its work at Halifax ; a pulpit used by John
Knox, and the identical stool with which Jenny Geddes so vigorously enforced
her objection to the English Liturgy (p. 23). There are also memorials of the
Pretender and many other objects of delight to the curiosity-hunter, while the
genuine antiquarian will revel in the many suggestive relics of the past which
abound on every side.

The ground floor at the west end of the building is the home of the " Royal
Scottish Geographical Society."

Newhaven (2J m. by tram, or rail from Caledonian station).—
Tourists who have a fancy for the quaint and unconventional, will

enjoy a ride (tram) or walk down to the antiquated village of New-
haven. The walking distance is a good two miles, nearly half of

which is down the Leith Road. If the excursion be taken in the
morning, the stream of fish-wives flowing into the city, short-

petticoated, and with their creels supported by bands fixed round
their heads, will indicate the nearest way unmistakeably. If

walking turn to the left out of Leith Walk, down Pilrig Street,

and you will soon find yourself in one of the funniest little streets

in the country—a strip of " auld lang syne," as unlike to its

modern surroundings as are the getters and sellers of caller herrin',

haddie, whiting, &c, who dwell in it, to their neighbours. The
houses are low, and have flights of steps reaching half-way up
them to a second flat. A decided fishy odour pervades the street.

The inhabitants— of Scandinavian origin— preserve their indi-

viduality in a wonderful manner, having seldom, until lately,

intermarried with the Celt or Saxon. There is a good fish dinner
at the Peacock Inn here.
A return may be made, for variety's sake, by Leith Harbour and Town (Tram-

cars to Princes Street), or by lnoerleith Row, in which are the Royal Botanic
Gardens (p. 32). Just beyond the Harbour, at the corner of Bernard Street and
Constitution Street, is a recently erected Statue of Burns.

Highlands I. D
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Ascent of Arthur's Seat (822 ft.).—In a clear atmosphere a couple-
of hours may well be spent in making this expedition. Un ler other circum-
stances it is a dull ami profitless one. The road is by Eolyrood Palace, on to
the Queen's Drive, whence take a footpath to the right in a lew yards, close to
the convergence of the track round the foot of Salisbury Urags. This passes
the end of the ritie-range at the outlet of the depression between Salisbury Crags
and Arthur's Seat called Hunter's Bog. On the rise beyond we pass St. Anthony's
Well, marked by a big boulder, a few yards to the right of the fragment of St.

Anthony's Chapel, and then the route is unmistakeable—it climbs by the far side

of the ridge beyond Hunter's Bog obliquely, and finally attains the summit by
a wide sweep to the left. The view is a larger edition of the ones from the
Castle and Calton Hill, stretching northwards to the Ochils and the Grampians
(more than a dozen prominent peaks); westwards almost as far as Glasgow;
south-westwards to the Pentlands, and eastwards over a rather uninteresting
low country to the coast, whereon Berwick Law and the Bass Rock are conspicu-
ous with a wide expanse of sea beyond, in which is May Island. In returning, an
almost gradual descent may be made on to the far side of the Queen's Drive,
or a steeper one to the opening at the south end of Salisbury Crags. Wash your
face in the dew off the top of Arthur's Seat at sunrise on the 1st of May, and
you will be " beautiful for ever."

Geologically, Arthur's Seat is an outstanding fragment of the eastern edge of

the old Edinburgh volcano.

*.x* Tlie Queen's Drive. A capital way of including Arthur's Seat in

a short visit to Edinburgh is to drive round it on your way to Holyrood, which
is not open till 11. The Queen's Drive, as the road is called, makes a circuit of

2$ miles, and an extra hour will enable you to walk to the peak comfortably.
Beginning at Holyrood, the Drive passes round the foot of Salisbury Crags,
gradually rising until it reaches the top of Samson's Ribs as the southern scarp
is called ; then affording a wide view, in which Duddiugston Loch and village—the
latter wearing a "home-counties" English look—occupy the foreground, with
the Pentland, Moorfoot and Lammermoor Hills, succeeded by the Firth of Forth
in the background. Then, passing an artificial lake—Dunsappie Loch—whence is

the easiest ascent of Arthur's Seat, we descend to the level of Holyrood again,
passing, as we approach the Palace, the chief review and exercise ground of the
regiments stationed in Edinburgh ; also, a little way up on the left, across
St. Margaret's Loch—as a not over-attractive sheet of water is called—the ruins
of St. Anthony's Chapel. The cab-fare for this drive is Zs. an hour.

Salisbury Crags. For those who do not ascend or drive round Arthur's
Seat, it is worth while to take the walk round by the " Radical Road," a path
running along the top of the slope of the Crags immediately below the pre
cipitons upper part. It commands a wide view westward over Edinburgh. Two-
thirds of the way there is a gully, sometimes scaled, called the " Cat Nick."

feursions from (Bflhtlrarfjfj.

{Map opp. p, 44.)

The following excursions, as far as p. 51 , are more fully described in " Scotland
Part III" (the Lowlands).

(1) Roslin and Kawtbornden. (a) By rail (N.B.) to Roslin

village (Glencorse branch), Rosslyn Castle (Penicuik branch), or

Rosslynlee (Peebles branch), all 12 to 12\m. Hawthornden, (Peni-

cuik and Peebles brandies), 11J m. Circular Tickets (either way)
by Roslin and Hawthornden (or Polton), 2s. 2d., Is. 6d.

By coach to Roslin Village, 7 m. Fare, Is. each way. The coaches

start from the Waverley Steps, adjoining N.B. Hotel, frequently

during the day, and return in the afternoon. One coach makes a

circular tour (2s. Qd.) by Dalkeith.

Cyclists visiting both places cross the Esk between Roslin and Rosslyn
Castle stations (steep hills;.

This is a favourite short excursion from Edinburgh. There is, as may be
Been, quite a perplexing choice of routes, all the above stations, as well as

Polton. being within 20—25 minutes' walk of one of the chief points of interest

;
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nor arc matters simplified by fche vagaries in spelling indulged in by those who
have had the naming of the different places -best exemplified by the smaller

iim, which is spelt botb Roslin and Rosslyn on its signboards. In reality Roslin

appears to be the modem business name for the village, but the older and
prettier Rosslyn has been restored, where possible, ad eaptandum.

Prom Rosslynlee Station it is 17 minutes' and from Rosslyn Castle
Station 10 minutes' walk by road and path (crossing the river bya footbridge
seen iii descending the hill) to the Castle, and 5 minutes more to the village or

chapel. Those who begin or end the walk at either of these and include

Eawthornden in it have to cross the valley twice ; whereas Roslin Station
is on the same side of the river as the chapel anil castle, which are reached in

from 5 to 7 minutes by passing through the village. The simplest plan, there-
in to go by train or coach to Roslin village, walk thence by the chapel and
down the glen to Eawthornden, and return from Hawthornden Station by

train : or vice verxd throughout. Visitors commencing at the Roslin end should

remember that the Hawthornden exit is strictly closed at 6 o'clock, whereas
coming from Hawthornden they may enter the chapel after that hour.

The Royal Hotel and the Roslin Inn opposite one another, on the way from
Roslin station to the chapel, cater for visitors.

Roslin Chapel (adm. Ls.)and Rosslyn <_'<<stle (adm. Sdi) are open from 10 to 6

(reallj till dusk)
; Hawthornden (mini. Is.) from 10 to 6 strictly.

Quitting the train at Rodin village, you pass at once through the

village, and reach the Chapel* about 200 yards beyond it. The
fabric is upwards of four centuries old, and was originally built as

part of a collegiate church. The chancel, however, is the only

part ever even commenced. Its great feature is the unrivalled

redundance of ornamentation, attaining its climax in the vaulted

and groined roof of the Lady Chapel, which is divided into four

bays and constitutes the east end. The eye is simply bewildered
li\ the intricate devices and the overflowing evidences of manual
skill which abound on every side. The style is Decorated,—in-

tensely Decorated. Limited though the area is, the number and
variety of the pillars and arches which are crowded into it, afford

several mosl striking vistas. The 'Prentice's Pillar is known the

world over. Itself elaborate, it is surrounded by a spiral wreath
of exquisitely carved stone-work. The story of the 'prentice having
completed it while his master was in Italy studying models for

the purpose was graphically told by a former attendant. The
completion "so enra-aged the maister that he struck him doon
dead wi' his mallet." A carved figure on another pillar cor-

roborates the fact. In the south aisle of the Chapel are carved
representations of the seven Cardinal Virtues and the seven
Deadly Sins. We once heard "Love" enumerated amongst the
latter. At the W. end is a modern Baptistery, with a gallery,

looking from which you are focussed, as it were, for a view of the
whole, its chief feature being perhaps the roof, which, though
coarse in detail, has from this elevation a most striking appearance.
\ plain lower chamber, reached by steps at the south-east corner
of the chapel, has also been used as a place of worship. Altogether
Roslin Chapel is a building which arouses wonder, if not un-
qualified admiration.

Stained glass windows have recently been placed by various donors in the
clerestory, representing on one side Old Testament, on the other Christian
warriors.

i Sim. services | Scotch Bpisc), 12 and 6 p.m.
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By footpath, just beyond or by a lane a few yards short of

the Chapel, we proceed to the Castle, which is reached by a

lofty bridge. It has nothing but its situation, on a command-
ing rock over an isthmus formed by the river, to recommend it to

the tourist's notice. A little short of it he may take the footpath
on the right and then turn sharp to the left under the bridge.

Thence a good track follows the windings of the glen, which is

well wooded, for about a mile to the gate and footbridge by which
access is gained to Hawthornden. Just before reaching this gate

the visitor must be careful not to turn up the hill to the left.

Beyond it are the grounds of Hawthornden. The house is reached
by a steep ascent, at the top of which is, or was, a door in a wall

some 7 or 8 ft. high. Some years ago a notice appeared on the wall

to the effect that any one " leaping " over it would be prosecuted !

Hawthornden itself is a modern residence erected on the
remnants of an old stronghold, whereof a ruined tower still re-

mains. Like a Bhine castle it beetles over the valley below,

having for its foundation a headlong rock. In the cliff below the
house are some pigeon-hole cavities, which seem at one time or

other to have been inhabited—by whom it is hard to guess

—

except that it must have been by a class who felt pressing need for

retirement. Trirlers, we are told, regard these as KingBobert's
Library, but, as an objector put it, " there wadna be many bund
books then," so this theory falls through. The caves are con-

nected and contain a well, hewn out of the rock. Three centuries

ago the poet Drummond built and occupied Hawthornden. Hence
its fame ; though it would be curious to poll the number of

visitors who ever heard of the poet Drummond, except in the

Guide Books. Southey, however, praises him as the first Scottish

poet who wrote well in English. In the garden close by he and
Ben Jonson met.

Passing through the gardens, which are prettily laid out, we
gain the public road, about J-mile north of Hawthornden Station.

Dalkeith Palace and Park. (8£ m. from Edinburgh, 4 m.
from Hawthornden.) Wed. and Sat., when the family is absent.

Circular route (p. 34). Numerous trains to Dalkeith or Eskbank;
also frequent coaches from Waverley Steps (9d. and Or/.).

The tourist who is in no hurry to return to Edinburgh may
\isit Dalkeith on his way back, either walking from Hawthornden
or taking the train to Eskbank, whence Dalkeith Palace is 1 m.

distant. (Hotels: Cross Keys, Harrow ; see "Pt. 3, Lowlands.")

It is a heavy square building, bat contains a good collection of pictures,

mostly portraits, including works by Andrea del Sarto, Oanaletti, Claude, Gains-
borough. Holbein, Kneller, Reynolds, Ruysdale, Vandyck, Wilkie, &c. The
gardens are in a high state of cultivation. The park is generally open.

A return to Edinburgh may be made direct from tiie Dalkeith or Eskbank
Stations, § and \\m. from the Palace, respectively.

(2) IMCelrose, Dryburgh, and Abbotsford. Edinburgh to

Galashiels, 33J m.
;
(—Abbotsford Ferry, 36.) Melrose, 37 ; St.

Boswells, 40^; Dryburgh (path), 42. Tourist Tickets to Mel-

rose, 10s., 6s. For Circular Tours see "N.B. Tourist Programme"
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Melrose to St. Boswells (aver Eildon Hills, mi foot), 4 m. (3 by

road)\ Dryburgh Abbey, 5%; Melrose (by Bemerside), 11; Abbots-

ford, I I; Abbotsford Ferry Station, 1. Hilly route for cyclists.

For Cyclists the finest route is by Penicuik, 10 m. ; Leadburo
Inn, 13; Peebles, 23 ; Innerleithen, 29£ ; Galashiels, 41^ ; Melrose,

U>. This gives a beautiful run along the Tweed from Peebles to

jhiels. Return by direct route, 37 m.
Man, tourists will not return to Edinburgh from this excursion without

visiting also the Famous Abbeys of Jedburgh and Kelso, whence they may vary
the return route by proceeding along Tweed-side to Berwick, and back to

Edinburgh i>.\ the easl coast ; or from Melrose or S&lashiels they may cross the

countrj bj Selkirk or Innerleithen and St. Mary's Loch to Moffat. All these
excursions may be accomplished i>\ rail except the part between Selkirk (or

Innerleithen i and Moffat. For these extensions of the excursion we are now
describing, see our volume on the Lowlands— "Scotland II.!.," is. net.

Carriage-folk bent on seeing Dryburgh and Abbotsford in one day, cross

reed 2 miles below Melrose, and as far as that point return by the sane
route. From it, however, they may continue along the north side of the Tweed
to a bridge about half-way between Melrose and Abbotsford. The total driving
distance is about 17 miles. Between St. Boswells and Dryburgh there is only a

i idge.

Pedestrians are stongly recommended to adopt the route over Eildon Hills,

which is a vor\ pleasant one and adds the charm of a wide panoramic view to

the excursion. The return b\ Bemerside, on the north side of the river, should
mi no account l»c omitted. Then, instead of crossing the Tweed at Leaderfoot
Bridge, the north side of the river max be kept (as in the carriage-road), as far
a- another bridge, 1$ miles above Melrose, and Abbotsford reached without

through Melrose again on the way. There is, however, no inn at
i1 -lord.

The Route. From Edinburgh to Melrose is an hour's journey by
express trains, which stop at Galashiels only, and a considerably

one by all others. Galashiels (Hotels :

—

Royal, Gom-
mercial, in the town; Abbots ford Aims, E. side of the station.

Pop. about 14,000) is a great centre of woollen manufacture, but
has nil interest for the tourist. About half-a-mile beyond it, just

before the railway crosses the Tweed, a peep at Abbotsford > ay
he obtained. It lies to the right hand, low down on the south side

of the stream, a short mile from the line. The town and Abbey of

Melrose are well seen on the left before the station is reached.
From it to the Abbey is about three minutes' walk.
Melrose ^Hotels :

—

George and Abbotsford, 2 min. from Station
;

Abbey (with a little museum); both good, close to the Abbey;
also (smaller) Station, King's Anns. Hydro' close to the town.
I'op. about 2,200j is a pleasant villa-sprinkled place at the foot
of the Eildon Hills and close to the Tweed. Its one focus of
interest is—

glelrose giMKg.*

(Open all day: moonlight nights till 11. Admission, Is.)

This still beautiful structure has, perhaps, been more hardly
used than any ruin of a similar character in the country. Placed
in a favourite route for marauding armies, chiefly English of the
Plantagenet period, and in a district where the reformers' zeal was

* This and all the other Lowland Abbeys are much more fully described in
"Scotland Part III."; is.
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hottest, it has been plundered and knocked about from motives of

religion, utility, and sheer wanton robbery to such an extent that
the wonder is that it continues to exist at all. The recklessness
of its destroyers, however, found a match in the determination of

its supporters, who rebuilt or restored it again and again, as fast

as it was destroyed, and finally succeeded, at about the third

attempt, in raising a structure which is now, though little more
than a shell of its original self, one of the most interesting relics

of late Gothic architecture in Scotland. The most striking evi-

dence still remaining of the barbarous treatment which it received
in times past is furnished by the bricking up and roofing of the
nave. This was the work of the Covenanters, and represents their

conception of church architecture. Who, however, is responsible
for the little pigeon-house on the south transept, we have not
ascertained.

Nor has the present century been more merciful, in its way, to

the old fabric than previous ones. It has blocked the view with
several more or less incongruous structures, and tried to " colour "

it with the smoke of one or two black chimneys. Then, as if to

add insult to injury, it has economised in material by using the

stones of the Abbey itself. There is scarcely a house in Melrose,

we were once told, which has not got some of its masonry in this

way. The same thing is said with regard to Tintern Abbey. It

is satisfactory to think that both Melrose and Tintern are safe

from further vandalism of this sort, but in the case of Melrose the
disfigurements are, we fear, beyond remedy. The present owner
is the Duke of Buccleuch.

History. The original Abbey on this site was founded by
David I., early in the 12th century, and occupied by Cistercian

monks from Yorkshire—the first of that order to settle in Scot-

land. Destroyed by Edward II., it was rebuilt by the Bruce, only

to be again laid in ruin by Bichard II. The present remains
belong mainly to the 15th century, and are in the Decorated
style, consisting of choir, transept, and some part of the nave.

The west portion of the nave has only the outer walls of its aisles

remaining, the windows of which, however (each of them origin-

ally belonging to a separate chapel), retain, all but two, their

mullions and tracery. The bold character of the various designs

is very striking. The smith transept, with its beautiful window,
door, and niches, is in a good state of preservation. It once had
an east aisle, the outer wall of which remains, connected with the

transept itself by flying buttresses. The features of the choir are

the fretted roof and the east window, the latter having a decidedly

Perpendicular appearance. The tower, also, retains traces of

great elaboration of ornament. In the interior were buried

Alexander II., the heart of the Bruce, Michael Scott, and many of

the Douglas family. Note the " curly greens " or kale pillar.

For reasons above stated, it is almost impossible to obtain a

satisfactory view of the building from the exterior. The best, is

from the public walk on the south side.
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Melrose to Dryburgll. 1. Rail to St. Boswells, 3£ m. ; thence

over the Tweed by foot-bridge, 5 m. in all. 2. Carriage-road by

Leaderfoot Bridge and Bemerside, 6 m. 3. Walk over Eildon Hills

to St. Bosivells, 3J m.

The rail and carriage routes need no special description, the

latter being the same as the return route described below.

(3) Pedestrian Route. To climb Eildon Hills (1,385 ft.) pass

under the railway at the east of the station, and, a little further,

turn to the left between the houses ; climb a steep path through
some fields, beyond which the open country is gained. Then
make up for the hollow between the two peaks. The southern

one is the highest. From the hollow a good path leads to the top.

Thence the view extends far and wide, but has no particular

features except the Tweed valley itself. To the right of it, in a

south and south-easterly direction, the Cheviots bound the prospect.

Between them and the spectator the Waterloo Column, erected in

1815, is a prominent object. Westward appear the highest hills of

the Lowlands, rising beyond St. Mary's Loch and the " winsome
Yarrow." Abbotsford is hidden by a woody knoll, but the view up the

valley to Galashiels and the Moorfoot Hills beyond is very pleasing.

The Lammermuir uplands cut the horizon in the north-east.

On the most northerly peak of the three Eildon Hills traces of

a camp are found. For the amusing legend of the origin of these

three peaks, see page 10.

A descent is easily made to a wide path crossing the " col " by
which we ascended. This path leads into a wood. Where it

diverges, turn to the left, and on entering the road keep to the

right past Eildon Hall, and then, where you strike another road
at right-angles, turn to the left. This road leads into the main
one to St. Boswells, which is soon reached. Pass under the

railway bridge. The Railway Hotel (small) is close by. Hence
pursue the main road as far as the old toll-gate (£ m.), where the
branch road to Dryburgh diverges on the left. A guide-post marks
the point. There is an alternative footpath. This road leads in

J m. to a long foot-suspension bridge across the Tweed. The
view up the river in crossing is effective. The Eildon peaks rise

over a foreground of wood and water. On a hill across the water
is a statue of Wallace as ugly as it is big. A short distance on
the other side of the bridge the grounds of

(Open all day ; moonlight nights till 11. Admission, Is.)

are entered. Few monastic remains in the kingdom occupy a posi-

tion of more peaceful seclusion than these. There is nothing
striking in the view from them, the outer world being almost
hidden by foliage, round which the Tweed forms three sides of a
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modified square. In this respect of position, as in some others,

the ruins contrast strongly with those of Melrose. There is

enough, and only enough, of every part remaining to exhibit the
original plan, but everything is fragmentary. The date of the
Abbey is much earlier than that of Melrose, as is hinted by the
tablet to the founder, Hugo de Morville, at the east end of the
choir. The year of his death was 1162.

Like Melrose, Dryburgh has suffered much from wreckers and re-

formers. Edward II. burnt it during his feeble attempt to "carry
out his father's wishes," and, when it had been rebuilt a couple of

centuries, the Reformers tried to reform it away altogether, but
happily failed.

The general style is Early English, but there is a fine Norman
arch at the west end of the nave.

Between the choir and the north transept is St. Mary's Aisle,

the most beautiful part of the Abbey still remaining. It contains
the tomb of Sir Walter Scott, who was buried here Sept. 26th,

1832. The monument, which is also in memory of the poet's

wife, is of Peterhead granite. Hard by is the tomb of his son-in-

law and biographer, Lockhart, who died in 1854.

The only other parts of the church still standing are portions
of the west end of the nave, and of the South Transept. Nature,

however, fills up the gaps in a way which materially lessens our
regret for the loss of the rest. South of the South Transept are

St. Modem's Chapel and the Chapter House—the latter with a row
of interlaced arches and pointed windows.
The residential parts of the structure are clearly marked out.

The chief feature of them is the Refectory, on the south side of

the cloisters. It contains a beautiful rose window, which Nature
again has garlanded with ivy.

The general character of Dryburgh is much more simple and
chaste than that of Melrose, and on that account it will be, to

many eyes, none the less worthy of admiration. In the grounds
is a yew-tree which, though a mere babe in comparison with the
" three-thousand-year-old " one at Fortingall, is esteemed vener-

able as being coeval with the Abbey itself.

Quitting Dryburgh, we mount the hill for Bemerside. A little

way up (7 win. from Abbey) enter a field-path by a step -stile on the

further side of a lane. This cuts off a corner and brings you into

the road again higher up. From the top of the hill, after turning

to the left J mile beyond Bemerside House, which has been occu-

pied by the Haig family for more than 700 years, a horse-shoe
bend of the Tweed, backed by the valley as far as Melrose and
Abbotsford, presents a very beautiful and compact picture. Then
the road, following the bend of the river, descends abruptly to

the Leader Glen, after crossing which, if you wish to visit Abbots-
ford via Melrose, cross also the Tweed by the Leaderfoot Bridge,

which spans the stream a little short of the lofty viaduct of the

branch line from St. Boswells to Duns. Pass under the viaduct
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on the other side, and at the far end of the village of Newstead take

an intermediate path where the road forks. This path leads by the

upper side of a burn in a direct line to Melrose Abbey.

If you wish to reach Abbotsford without revisiting Melrose, keep the road

along the north side of the Tweed from Leaderfoot bridge as far as the ae.ct

carriage-bridge, l-£- miles beyond Melrose. Cross this and turn to the right at

the old toll on the other side. Here you join the route from Melrose, and in

about another 1£ miles you will reach the entrance gate to Abbotsford.

From Melrose to Abbotsford follow the telegraph-wires to within

a few yards of the Tweed bridge, passing between the village of

Darnick and the Hydropathic house (the "Hypothecary" as a

communicative native once designated it to us). In Darnick is an
erection more strange than picturesque called a " peel-tower." It

contains a number of curious border relics.

These Peel Towers were in the old days of Border strife and fray the strong-

holds of resident families who had docks and other possessions worth " Lifting."

The] rem in' I us, somewhat, of the still ruder Pictish Towers further north.

Turning to the left instead of crossing the bridge we reach,

1£ miles further,

Abbotsford House. (Open from 10 to 5. Adm. Is.) The
house of Sir Walter Scott is a building of many gables and towers,

situated on the south bank of the Tweed, which flows by in a

broad, easy-going stream. The rooms open to visitors are at the

east end of the house, and consist of the Study, Library, Drawing-
room, Hall, and Armoury. We shall not encroach on the privileges

of the conductor further than by saying that the study contains

the great novelist's writing-table and arm-chair ; the library,

20,000 volumes ; the drawing-room, much curious furniture

;

and that the armoury is hung with abundant relics of the warlike
past. The exhibition, as a whole, leaves an impression on the
mind of the visitor that there must have been a good deal of

personal sympathy mixed up with the playful satire with which
the inimitable character of the "Antiquary" is treated. Besides
these moveable objects of interest, there is much carving and
elaborate workmanship in the walls, ceilings, and floors of the
several apartments.

Nearly a mile above the house the river is crossed by a ferry-

boat to Abbotsford Ferry Station, and, perhaps, the best view of

the house and its surroundings is obtained during this part of

our excursion. Its interest is enhanced by the thought that it

gives a fair representation of the individual taste of Sir Walter
himself.

Galashiels is 3 miles from the Ferry station, and may be reached
on foot.
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18 m. About LU express trains a day from Waverley Station—in 3U minutes,
crossing the Forth Bridge. Return fares :

—

is. 9d. ; 3s. For route see p. 75.

Dunfermline (Hotels:

—

Royal, City Arms (c.t. ; B. & A.,

2s. 9(/.), 10 min. from Lower station, near abbey, 'buses. Pop.
abt. 25,000) occupies an effective site on the brow of a hill, well

seen from the rail, and is one of the pleasantest towns in

Scotland, specially devoted to the manufacture of linen. For
tourists its source of interest is its Abbey, with the remains of

the Palace adjoining ; but every visitor should return to the

station by the top of the town (up High Street) and the

charming Park, which is as " Comely " by nature as by name,
and commands a beautiful view across the Forth.
Turning to the left from the station-yard along a short broad

street, continue straight along a narrow one, Priory Lane, at the

end of which turn right for a few yards and you will see the

Abbey Gateway up Monastery Street on the left. This gateway
connects the monastic buildings on the right with the Palace on
the left. After passing through it, you will notice the beautiful

Refectory window of the former, of seven lights and almost unique
in design, the order being Decorated. Beyond this you have the

abbey on the right and reach the centre of the town. The
Municipal Building's, a little beyond the entrance to the Abbey,
are a fine example of the Scotch Baronial style with projecting

turrets and pinnacles. They "came out of a coal-pit"—the

profits of certain neighbouring mines having furnished the town
with the means to erect them. The hotels are right and left re-

spectively just beyond them in the main street. The slender spire

of High Street, to the right, crowns the County Buildinys.

Dunfermline Abbey (open, May to July till 8 p.m., Any. to

Oct. till 6 p.m. Fee optional) is as a whole very incongruous, the

east portion consisting of an ugly but pretentious Gothic erection

of abt. 1820, the general character of which may be surmised
from the fact that the stone network round the top of the tower

shows in huge letters " King Robert the Bruce." The Nave,
however, with its aisles is amongst the finest examples of

solid Norman in Scotland. The west end, with its doorway sur-

mounted by a Decorated window, and again, over that, by Norman
details, we have seen on our way into the town, and we now enter

the nave by its north aisle. The main roof of this is quite

modern, as are the painted windows, of which the west end one,

designed by Sir Noel Paton, represents in four lights the Scottish

celebrities with whom the building is chiefly associated. The
pillars and nearly all the windows, aisles, triforium, and clerestory,

are severe Norman. Two of the pillars are strangely fluted
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in zigzag fashion with the peculiar effect that they appear to^the

eye to decrease in thickness from top or bottom according to the

position from which you see them, the decrease being in the

direction of the point of the zigzag. A similar illusion is

produced at Durham.
The modern east end is partitioned off, and perhaps the only

thing to admire in it is the groined roof. Under the pulpit,

lie the remains of the Bruce ; an elaborate brass, set in Elgin

marble, has been recently placed over them. A rough slab seen
from the vestry at the east end, and enclosed by the scant

remains of the Lady Chapel, is said to cover those of Queen
Margaret, wife of Canmore. Canmore himself and his sons, we
are told, repose under the east end of the nave, but the oak-front

of the Royal pew of James VI. (1010), which is now fixed to the
wall of the north transept of the modern church, exhibits a full

list of the royal personages buried here.

The beautiful sculptures of the wife of Dean Stanley and other

members of the Elgin family, in the South Transept, are specially

to be noted.

History. The original monastery was founded by Malcolm
Canmore and his pious Queen, Margaret, towards the end of the
11th century, but the present building dates from 1150, and was
apparently too strong even for a reformer to demolish. That
zealous body, however, were more successful with the choir, which
was of 100 years' later date, and has been superseded by the
" Bruce " temple.

In the Palace, of which one wall only remains, Charles I. was
born, and Charles II. signed the solemn League and Covenant,
and, of course, Queen Mary resided a while. Beneath the Fratry or

Refectory already mentioned are a large number of cells. There
is a pretty view over the Forth from this part.

We should add that the scene as a whole gains greatly from its

sylvan character. Rooks and abbeys always go well together.

Amongst the trees a little west are faint remains of Malcolm's
Castle.

Dunfermline has a Fret- Library, in which it is intended to set apart one
room as a Museum.

mu |orth §ri%.

Ky road H m. from cast end of Princes Street. Public conveyances, calling
at the chief hotels at frequent intervals throughout the morning and afternoon

;

ret. fare, 2& Inns at Cramond Bridge < "Barnton Hotel ") and almost under the
Forth Bridge. Good cycling route.

The route is along Princes Street to its west end, and yueensferrv Street, across
the Water id' Leith by Dean Bridge, past Stewart's Hospital, with' Pettes College
away in the right, and the Craig Leith stone-quarries to (5 m.) Cramond
Bridge, which spans the Mmond. Hence, with the policies of Dalmeny < Karl
of Rosebery) on the right, the road is well shaded, till it drops to the level of the
Forth just under the bridge. Half-a-mile beyond the Bridge is South
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QueeiistVrry, so called ever since Queen Margaret, wife of Malcolm Caiimorc
and sister of Edgar Atheling, made it her crossing-place between Edinburgh and
Dunfermline.

From the pier opposite the inn a small steamer plies to the islet of Inrli-
garvie, on which rest the central piers of the bridge.

By rail from Waverley Station to Balmeny (9£ m.) ^ m. from bridge by
path or road. Abt. 10 trains a day in 18-20 min. Ret. Fare : 2s. &<L, Is. id.
Route described on, p. 75.

By rail from Princes-st. Station to Cramond Bri«l?je (4 m. : station :

| m.
short of the bridge, 4 m. from Forth Bridge), about 10 trains a day. Fares :

5d. and 3(/.

By water frequently from Leith, 6d. each way.

Pedestrians are advised to take the waggonette (/>. 43) to Cramond Bridge,
and walk thence through Dalmeny Park past Barnbougle Oastle and Eagle
Crag (see map, p. 44). 4 J miles ; or they may leave the Forth Bridge char-a-
bancs at Cramond Bridge and walk thence to Cramond, 1| miles.

The Forth Bridge was opened for general traffic by the Prince
of Wales on March 4th, 1890, and for express through traffic on
June 2nd. The first train had crossed on January 21th. It is

rather as a magnificent monument of engineering skill than from
an aesthetic point of view that the bridge is to be admired. It is a

vast network of steel tubes, all straight, and braced together by
lattice-work, also of steel. The principle adopted is the " canti-

lever," which is the same as that of a bracket attached to the wall

of a room as a support for a shelf. The whole pressure being
downward on the line of the wall, a very small attachment will

enable the bracket to support a much greater weight than appear-

ances would suggest. The cantilevers are three in number, each
consisting of four central upright tubes, rising to a height of 3G0
feet above high-water mark, and two arms, the tubes and arms to-

gether forming in shape an elongated diamond. The central and
largest cantilever rests on Inchgarvie—an islet in the centre of the

Firth—and measures 1,630 feet from end to end ; the other two
are each 1,510 feet long. Between the cantilevers are two connect-

ing girders, each 360 in length, while the two end ones are con-

nected with the shore by ordinary viaducts of stone piers support-

ing steel girders, and by a number of round-headed granite arches.

The floor of the railway between the " approach " viaducts is

laid on the longitudinal axis of the cantilevers, 160 feet above

high-water mark. This long girder-line presents a light and
elegant appearance, and the tubes that form the lowest members
of the cantilever arms not being attached to one another in a

straight line give each span when seen from a distance the look of

an arch.

The total length of the bridge, including the approach viaducts,

is 1 mile 1,005 yards ; the spans north and south of Inchgarvie

are each 1,710 feet—the widest in the world ; the cost has been

about 3,200,000^, and the time occupied in construction seven

years.

The Bridge is the joint property of the Norl h British, North Eastern, Midland,

and Great Northern Oo.s. It was designed by Sir John Fowler and Sir

Benjamin Baker, and constructed by Sir William Arrol.
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(^rtinbuvfllt mft Site Pgttiaft.

rhc Forth ltri<lj>«> has shortened bhe distance from Edinburgh to

md Inverness by 20 miles, and from Edinburgh to Aberdeen by 28J.
It has also established an alternative route to Stirling by Dunfermline, which,

somewhat Longerthan the one by Linlithgow, is interesting, as affording
- an opportunity of inspecting the Bridge and Dunfermline on the way.

The Forth Bridge routes are in the hands of the North British Company, and
form the continuation of the East-coast and .Midland routes from England.
The Linlithgow route by Stirling is used by both the North British and Cale-

donian as far as Stirling, beyond which it is exclusively Caledonian, and worked
in connection with the West-coast route from England.
The Caledonian station ("Princes Street") is at the East end, the North

British i

" Waverley ") at the West end of Princes Street. The latter Company
a station at Eaymarket, half-a-mile beyond the West end of Princes

Street. Both Companies run through to Perth, Aberdeen and Inverness.

For the Fortli Bridge see p. 44. Dunfermline, p. 42. These are the only
notable places on the forth Bridge route, for which, as far as Dunfermline, see

;>. 7(1. \t Alloa < M^ m.) it joins the Stirling and Kinross route {p. 63).

Edinburgh and Stirling to the Trossachs, Loch Lomond
and Glasgow. {Mapsopp. pp. 5, 64, 49, and 197.)

Udi ubii rftli to Stirling (vid Linlithgow from Princes Street or Waverley
Station ). 36 ///. : ( riu Fortli Bridge from Waverley only), 40 ; Hence

—

< a > From Princes Street or Waverley:—Stirling to Callander (rail) 16 m. ;

Trossachs Hotel, 24 : Steamer Pier, 25^; Stronaclachar (steamer), 32 ; Inversnaid
(coach). 37 : Balloch (steamer), 55.

(b) From Waverley only :-—Stirling to Aberfoyle (rail), 2\%m.; Trossachs,
Pier, 29£, etc. see (a).

Tourists' Tickets, available during the season, are issued for the round by
either of these routes at the following inclusive rates.

s. d. s. d.

from Edinburgh to Glasgow only . 1st Class 21 2 . Sid Class 17

to Edinburgh . „ 26 2 . „ 19 6

Available for Cabin ami outside of coach.

%* There are countless Circular Tour&, of which these routes form a part,

given in (lie Tourist Programmes of the Caledonian and North British Com-
panies.

Both these routes have great attractions. The old-established

one by Callander, which we first describe, affords a fine peep up
tin Pass of Leny soon after leaving Callander, and a lovely front-

view as the road descends to Loch Achray and the Trossachs
;

while the new one commands the fairest parts of the Kob Roy
country in winding up from Aberfoyle, and a glorious all-round

prospect in making the corresponding descent to the Trossachs.
To reach Glasgow, or accomplish the whole round in a day,

tourists must leave Edinburgh very early in the morning, or at

breakfast time. In the former case they may spend two or three
hours at whatever stopping-place on the road they may select ; in

the latter they have only a fixed time for a meal—probably at the
Trossachs, and half-an-hour or so at Inversnaid. Those who do
not leave till the midday train, cannot proceed beyond Inversnaid.
Glasgow, being much nearer than Edinburgh to Aberfoyle, will

be our starting-point for (b). See p. 55.
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The Highland country is reached by these routes at Callander
(a), and Aberfoyle (/;).

The Route. Edinburgh to Stirling. From Waverley Station

the line passes through two tunnels separated by the Gardens, with
the Castle towering above them, to (1 in.) Haymarket Station,

beyond which, on the right, is the many-turreted Donaldson
Hospital. Then the Caledonian route from Princes Street comes
in on the left, and the trains of both companies run over the same
line to Stirling. Corstorphine Hill, crowned by a tower, rises on
the right, and at Saughton (late Corstorphine) Station (3Jm.)
the Forth Bridge lines branch off. The graceful outline of the

Pentlands may be remarked on the left.

Beyond Hatha June. (8 m.)—cantilevers of Forth Bridge seen
(right)— the line crosses the Almond by a fine viaduct, and
enters a long cutting, the only break in which shows the ruins

of Niddry Castle close at hand on the right. Here Queen
Mary passed the first night after her escape from Loch Leven.
Then comes a short tunnel, Winchburgh Station, and the junction

with the Forth Bridge and Glasgow route. Two obelisks appear
on the right. The second, on the higher hill, is in memory of

General Hope, a victim of the Indian Mutiny. Then (18 m.) we
reach Linlithgow, whose palace-walls, somewhat square and
heavy-looking, are seen on the right, as well as the adjoining

church, with a tower somewhat like the "Legs of man." The
town has many historical associations. In its castle Queen Mary
was born ; in its church James IV. was forewarned by an
apparition of the disasters of Flodden ; in its streets the Regent
Murray was shot ; in its suburbs Edward I. had two of his ribs

broken by his horse the night before the battle of Falkirk ; and,

lastly, on its lake an ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer, bent on
economy, issued strict orders that the royal swans should be " kept
down to a dozen "— ex lacu lucellum !

Li a I i I ligow (Star & Garter, close to station ; Ht. Michael's, B. & A., 3s. Gd.

Pop., 4,250) has only its palace and old church to keep us. These are close

together, 5—6 minutes from the station. On the way, just where you turn up
to the right, is an elaborate fountain, erected in 1807 in imitation of the old

"Cross Well" of Linlithgow. St. Michael's Church, just outside the
palace, has striking features. It is Gothic of various ages. The plain battle-

mented tower was once surmounted by a crown spire like St. Giles', at Edin-
burgh. The porch with a bay chamber above it is graceful, and the flamboyant
window of the south transept very bold. The east window is Perpendicular,
and has had costly painted glass inserted. The vacant niches display beautiful
tracery. The building is being restored (1895) and the interior has been opened up.

The Palace Grounds are entered by a gateway surmounted by the Arms of

Scotland, England, Germany and Prance, framed by the Orders of the Thistle,

the Garter, the Golden Eleece and St. Michael, forming the four Orders
bestowed on James V.

The Palace itself (i)pen, 10—5 ; Fee, optional; Custodian's house, left on

entering) is externally a cumbersome building with little to attract the eye.

Its oldest parts, the east and west sides, were built in the 15th century ; the
newest, the north side, in 1G20. The original entrance was by a drawbridge on
the east, where is still an archway surmounted by the Royal Arms. Here too
•ire three towers, fragmentary remains of an older castle
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Ob entering by the present doorway on the south side we have the Guard
Room, in which the Regent .Murray died, on the right. In the centre of the

quadrangle is afountain, erected by .lames V., of which thai in trout of Eolyrood
The niches over the east doorway \vvr->. filled by representatives of

the three estates, - the Tope, a Knight, and a Labouring Man. To this entrance
we en is-- and inspect the old and neu- kitchens, with a fireplace as big as a rail-

.. On tins side, too, is the Parliament Hall, 100 feet long, with a note-

chimney-piece restored. It had a minstrel's gallery, and a long passage
In the side of it leads to the Chapel, which has five round windows. From it

we pass to the chamber in which Queen Mary was born—a great contrast in

point of size to that which witnessed her son's birth in Edinburgh Castle. A
spiral staircase (the best we remember in such places) at the N.W. corner
leads up to line, it Margaret's /loiter, the most perfect little room in the palace,

square within, hexagonal without. There is a fine look-out from it, and here the

queen is fabled to have watched for the return of her husband, James IV.,

from Flodden. A number of other apartments,—dungeon, secret staircase,

torture chamber, ivc,—are duly described by the custodian.

As we quit Linlithgow the view back over the town is very pic-

turesque. Then we come to the busy junctions oiPolmont (22 ra.)—

for Glasgow,—and Larbert (28J), where the west-coast route from
the south converges. Between them is the historic town of

Falkirk (Crown, c.t. ; B. & A., 8s. 3d. ; Royal, Red Lion;
station, Grahamston. Pop., ^0,000), and a view over Grange-
mouth and the Firth is obtained just where the Forth and
Clyde (anal commences. A cemetery is passed, whose light

memorial stones should suggest to the many who measure respect

for the dead by the number of cubic feet of marble and granite

with which they can load their remains, that it is possible to in-

troduce good taste even in a burial-ground. The scenery about
here is marred by ironworks. The Carron ones, visible on the

right, are the first ever erected in Scotland on a large scale.

Beyond Larbert the Ochil Hills become a strong feature on the

light, and, as we near Bannockburn (M m.), the battlefield of

which is out. of sight on the left, the Wallace Monument, far

too big for the woody crag on which it is placed, and the town
of Stirling come into view in the right front over the rich strath

of the Forth. Two miles further we enter the busy station of

Stirling-. For the Field of Bannockburn, see p. 62.

A description of Stirling and of the routes for which it forms the most
appropriate starting-place, commences on page CO.

Three miles beyond Stirling we pass the Bridge of Allan
(Philps' Royal (good; B.& A., 4x.), Queen's ; large Hydro'1

), one of the
favourite inland watering-place of Scotland. It owes its popularity
greatly to the Airthrey Mineral Springs ; but apart from them, its

beautiful and convenient situation on a strath bordered by woody
hills, rapidly developing into mountains, makes it a very attractive

sojourning place ; and those who wish to devote some time to this

border-line of the Highlands may find it a more enjoyable head-
quarters than Stirling. The two are connected by tram.

The Wallace 9£oiinmem (Adm. 2d.) is half-way between Bridge of
Allan and Stirling, £ m. from the tram-course. It commands a view similar to
that from Stirling Castle. A statue of the hero has lately been added. Hard by
is Causewayltead Station (Fare bit own. 2d.), whence visitors to Dollar,
Rumbling Bridge, &c. (see p. (i:i) may start without going into Stirling.
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At Dunblane (Stirling Arms, small ; c.t. ; B. & A., 3s. 6d.
;

fine Hydro'), two miles north of the Bridge of Allan, the
Callander railway branches off to the left. The Cathedral here,

visible from the railway, will induce many visitors to halt and
examine its beauties. It is from 6 to 8 centuries old, the tower
Norman, and the rest Early English. The nave, formerly
roofless, was restored m 1893. Note the west window and the
clerestory arcade ; also the little ov-1 window, the new screen
and pulpit, the old stalls, the oak waggon-roof and a Runic Stone.

A few miles to the right of Dunblane is the field of Sheriff Muir,
where the Earl of Mar fought an indecisive battle on behalf of

the Old Pretender against the Duke of Argyll.

Three miles beyond Dunblane is Donne, noticeable for its old

and strongly built Castle, which is seen to the left of the railway.

The royal family of Scotland were much given to " gadding
about," at one time from choice, at another from necessity, and
the tourist will soon get used to finding it associated with most
of the ruined structures with whose history it is his stern

duty to make himself acquainted. Several queens, we are told,

resided here—among them, of course, the ubiquitous Queen Mary.
The building is a noteworthy example of the mural solidity which
furnished our forefathers with a safe home for themselves, and a

hopeless prison for their enemies. It has towers and dungeons,
winding staircases and bastions, and " machicolations," i.e., holes

through which the besieged poured molten lead on the besiegers.

For the remaining 8 miles we have the sylvan valley of the
Teith on the left, and, after one peep at the stream, we see Ben
Ledi rearing his lofty head on the left front.

Callander. Hotels:

—

Dreadnought (first-class), close to the
station; Ancaster Arms, B. & A., 3s. 6d. ; a few yards up
the street to the left. Caledonian Temp, (good-class). First-

class Hydro- in extensive grounds across the river. Callander is

a plain-looking village, consisting of one long street. It has no
great attraction in itself, but is a good halting-place, specially

important as the point whence two of the most favourite routes

through the Highlands diverge—the railway-route to Oban, and
the coach-route to the Trossachs.

For the Pass of Leny and the rail to Oban, see p. 65.

There are three things to be done at Callander, all well worthy
of the time spent upon them : (1) to walk through the Pass of

Leny to Strathyre (8^ m.), returning by train
; (2) to ascend Ben

Ledi, and (3) to visit the Bracklinn Falls. The first of these

excursions forms part of the Oban route, and should certainly be

made a special one by those who do not in another part of their

tour pursue the railway Obanwards. They should, if possible,

extend the walk to Lochearnhead and Balquhidder. Ben Ledi is

an easy ascent, and the view from the top possesses that charm
of variety which is peculiar to the frontier heights of a moun-
tainous region. See p. 309.

There is a good view from I.a«ly Will<mg-lil»y's Craig-, £ in. from
station, and reached by crossing the bridge there.
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To Krackliiui ("The speckled pool") Falls. 1J m. road andfootpath.
Lis do nol rank amongst the most beautiful scenes of their kind, but
of sufficient interest to repay the tourist for the hour or two's exertion

required to see them.

Turn bo the left near the east end of the village, almost half-a-mile from the
railway station. Cross the railway by a bridge, and then follow the road which
winds up tlic hill through gorse and bracken for about a third-of-a-mile, till a

strikes off to the righi beyond a wood. This path lead;; directly to the
linn, reaching it at a. pohrl where the rocks on cither side approach nearest to

one another. Here the stream is spanned by a foot-bridge. There is no one
pai i icular fall. The wafer bumbles over a succession of huge rectangular sand-
stone blocks, which form a, kind of natural staircase. The colour is rich, and

meed bj the variety of mountain-ash, oak, and other trees which
CestOOD the chasm. The strata are mostly vertical.

Main Route continued. One mile beyond Callander, at the old

Kilmakog Toll, the Trossachs road leaves the main road and the

en nance to the Pass of Leny, turning sharp to the left and
crossing the river and railway.

A rather shorter, and—in dusty weather—-much pleasanter route from Cal-

lander is bj bhe opposite side of the river. Cross it by the old bridge in the
middle ol the village, and take a footpath which descends at once by the side

• hI::v and crosses one or two fields, passing close to the meeting of the
"J'eith, between which is a picturesque old graveyard. This path

pleasant road in a wood close by the rebuilt Hydro'. Turn to the right
almiit a, mih' further, and crossing the Teith by a stone bridge, you will enter
the regular coach-road in a few hundred yards.

The first pari of the route to the Trossachs from Callander owes
more oi its interest to Sir Walter Scott than to its own merits.
Almost every house on the way is associated with the famous
hunl described in "The Lady of the Lake." Immediately after

ing the railway we have the farm-house of Bochastle on the
left. Here the pace began to tell with a vengeance ; the " tailing

"

had already commenced at Cambusmore on the other side of Cal-
lander :

—

" 'Twere long to tell what steeds gave o'er,

As swept the hunt through Cambusmore
;

What reins were tighten'd in despair,
When rose Ben Ledi's ridge in air ;

Who fiagg'd upon Bochastie's heath,
Who shunn'd to stem the flooded Teith."

At the foot of Loch Vennachar is, or rather was, Coilantogle
Ford, where Koderick Dim flung down his gage to Eitz James :

—

" See here all vantageless I stand,
Arm'd, like thyself, with single brand ;

For this is Coilantogle Ford,
And thou must keep thee with thy sword."

Had the "Black " Roderick lived now, he would probably have
chosen another spot for the dramatic episode herein described.

Otherwise, his historian would have had to substitute for " Coilan-
togle Lord " "the great sluice of the Glasgow Waterworks," and
to give this a poetic ring would have puzzled even such an eminent
word -painter as Sir Walter Scoti. The sluice, however, terrible

dissipater of romance as it is, has its advantage ; it keeps back
the water in and above Loch Vennachar against a drought.

Highlands I. E
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The peculiar colour-charm which is more conspicuous in Perth-
shire than in any other Scottish county, is nowhere more so than
around Callander. Not only are the hill-sides all aglow with the
light purple of the ling, but also the rocks, and consequently the
roads, are deeply tinged with the same hue. The members of the
" Hunt " did not, after all, see the scenery at its best :

—

" The heather black that waved so high.
It held the copse in rivalry,"

is but a sorry substitute for the same plant in full bloom. Yet
the description is a true one, as everybody familiar with the moors
of Scotland or of the Peak of Derbyshire, out of the flowering

season, well knows.

Xioch Vennachar (the "Lake of the Fair Valley") is pleas-

ing without having any striking features. There is a good road
along both sides of it. It is four miles long, and from ^ to f mile
wide. Ben Ledi descends gradually to its northern shores, and
the smaller range of the Menteith Hills to its southern. After leav-

ing its side, we get on to higher ground, and presently a charming
view over Loch Achray to the Trossachs and Ben Venue breaks
upon the eye. (Just here, where the fence recedes on the left,

pedestrians should turn aside in that direction till they get a little

bridge in the foreground.) Then comes a short descent to Dun-
craggan.

A. small house of entertainment there used to be near here, kept by the
famous Mrs. Ferguson, who weighed some 26 stone, and with whom it was
looked upon as a solemn duty on the part of the passing tourist to partake of a
" a ap." It was a sore tax on the resources of the railway company when they
were called upon to convey the worthy old lady to Edinbui'gh, which she
periodically visited. She travelled in the luggage-van.

From " Duncraggari's huts" a rough road strikes to the right up Glen Finlas,

by winch the pedestrian may in 10 miles reach Balquhidder- at the east end of

Loch Voil, climbing to a height of 1,400 feet, and descending by Glen Buckie.

A fter wet weather there is rather a formidable stream to be waded across, about

2£ miles short of Balquhidder. There is little or no track between the farm-
house of Achnahard, about 1J miles up the gleu, and that of Bailemore, 2 miles
short o( Balquhidder. The intervening distance is about 6 miles, and will take
from 2 to 3 hours.

We now cross the famous Brig- of Turk. Here, as every
reader of the " Chase " in the "Lady of the Lake " knows, there was
only one in it: "the foremost horseman rode alone," and his

onward route was a very different one from the carriage -road

along which the tourist now careers. Then

" Up the margin of the lake
Between the precipice and brake,
O'er stock and rock their race they take,"

" they" being the solitary hunter and his " two dogs of black St.

Hubert's breed, -unmatched for courage, breath and speed." The
present " brig " has no beauty to boast of.
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Loch Achray, whose side the road now skirts, is one of the

most charming little lakes in Scotland, when seen from its eastern

end. The wood, however, through which the road passes, greatly

obstructs the view. At its head commences that unrivalled

mingling of purple crag, silver-grey birch, oak-copse, and green

herbage which we call the Trossachs (the "bristly country").

Ben Venue rising directly behind it, broken rugged, and pre-

cipitous, adds a grandeur to the scene far greater than its actual

height (2,893 ft.) would lead one to anticipate. It is, perhaps, the

glossiest mountain in Scotland, rivalling in this respect, and even
surpassing in richness of colour, the fells of the Coniston and
Langdale portion of English Lakeland. Ben Venue is as different

from the ordinary run of Scotch mountains as velvet is from
calico.

At a bend of the road along the lake- side there is a fine point of

view, from which Turner took one of his pictures, and a little

further we reach the Trossachs Hotel. For many years the
Gaelic name for this house, Ardcheanocrochan ("the height at the
head of the knoll"), manfully held its own over the doorway
against the. usurping " Trossachs," but alas ! like the Welsh Pont-

rhydfendigaed, which, when the railway was opened, no English
porter could be found able to pronounce, and no Welsh one to

roudor intelligible, it has at length succumbed, its memory alone
serving as an indication of the unrivalled lingual powers of the
Celtic race. The building has "extinguisher" turrets, designed
to be in keeping with its natural surroundings. The hotel is a
tirst-class one, and contains a Post and Tel. Office. Address

via Callander, N.B. Wire "Trossachs." Public Luncheon, 2s. 6d.

There are three pleasant Circular Strolls from the Trossachs Hotel
through the Trossachs :

—

(I.) To the Sluices, at the foot of Locli Katrine, and back by the
l*ass of Achray (3^ m.). Proceed along the main road for nearly a mile,
and 70 pares beyond the 9th milestone from Callander take a path to the left.

Where the ground is boggy there are stepping-stones. In 1^ miles this path
itaches the sluices, after crossing which (a) you return by a path to Loch
Achray Farm, on the Aberfoyle road, £ mile from the hotel; or (6), taking a
path to the right you at once cross a foot-bridge and, turning up the hollow,
join the path from Loch Achray Farm to the Pass of Brallacli-naiti-bo,
which is seen strewn witli boulders, and here and there a stunted tree, high up
to the right. After a pleasant up-and-down walk of a mile or so, the stiff ascent
begins. From the top, by climbing the little knolls on the right, you get a
lovely view of Loch Katrine, with Ellen's Isle just below, the Trossachs, Ben
A'n opposite, Lochs Achray and Vennachar, and a host of mountains. The
whole walk will take 3 hours.

Beallach-na-bo ("Pass of the Cattle") is so called from the fact that the
"Caterans," or cattle-reivers, are supposed to have used it as a pass through
v.liicii to drive their stolen flocks and herds.

(2.) By the Old Troissaclis track, where Fitz James lost his gallant grey,
to l.oeii Katrine, and back by the present road, 3£ m. Old track very
sloppy after rain. Quit the main road \ mile beyond the hotel, opposite the
divergence of the Aberfoyle road. After a good mile of up-and-down through
woods you enter the road along the north side of Loch Katrine, by the side of a
burn, \ mile beyond the steamer-pier, whence it is 1£ miles back to the hotel.

*$* From either of the above walks yon may explore the Trossachs to your
heart's content.
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(3.) Itonnu Iioclt Ac Itray, re-entering main road just beyond the Brig
of Turc, A m. {see map').

The following climbing excursions are also fully worth the time and exertion
required by them :

—

(1.) Strone Armaltie (1,149 /(?.), a commanding view-point just behind
the hotel, 1 hr. up-and-down. Go up the grounds on the east side of the hotel
and pass to the right of an iron out-house ; then straight up.

(2.) Ben A'n (abt. 1,750//., an hour's brisk walk to the top ; splendid view).

Cross the beck behind the hotel ; follow up the stream for 2 minutes or so. and
then bear to the left by a narrow path which soon begins to wind up steeply

amongst the crags above the woods. The cone of the mountain soon appears
ahead. When past the crags, bear right to the ridge, and follow its ups-and-
downs until you get almost under the summit, which is gained by making a

detour to the right round a gully. The view includes Loch Katrine, the
Trossachs, and the surrounding mountains.
A descent may be made in the direction of the length of the loch, through at

first deep heather, crossing two small burns, and dropping steeply into the
north-shore road of Loch Katrine a little beyond the point at which it is opposite
Ellen's Isle. Hence back to the hotel either by the present road, or the old

Trossachs track {see above), entered £ mile short of the steamer-pier, 2^ m.
N.B.—In descending be careful to avoid the crags on the left.

(3.) Beit "Venue (2,393 ft. ; 4 to 5 hrs. up and down a circular walk).
Either {a) take the Path of (he Sluices to the top of Beallach-na-bo {p. 51), and
thence follow a faint track that bears up the left towards the ridge ; or {b), taking
the reverse way, ascend by the ridge from Loch Achray House. The walking is

up-and-down and rough, but the view of the three lochs and the fertile plain of

the Forth beyond is very fine.

Trossachs Hotel to Aberloyle, 7 m. ; seep. 57. Dangerous cycling.

From the Trossachs Hotel to the Steamboat Pier the road
passes through the heart of the Trossachs. The distance is about
a mile, and the country traversed is a rich copse-wood dingle,

which admits of little distant view except the peak of Ben A'n,

whose rocky crest rises to a height of 1,500 feet on the north.

The pier and its surroundings are the very essence of rustic

beauty :

—

" A narrow inlet, still and deep.
Affording scarce such breadth of brim
As served the wild ducks' brood to swim."

So abruptly do the purple crags rise out of the water, and so

closely do the trees—birch, hazel, dwarf-oak and others, that love

to burrow their roots through the rocky chinks—grow to their

edges, that even under a noontide sun deep shadows are cast on
the still waters of the land-locked bay.

Kow-boats may be hired at the pier. Charges :

—

By the hour, Is. 6<i., 1 />/•.

;

2s. ti"'., 2 hrs. ; 3s. 6d., 3 hrs. ; 5a\, whole day ; more than 4 persons, 6</. each per hour.

The road itself, gradually degenerating into a cart-track, is continued along
the northern shore of the lake, passing Mien's Isle and the Silver Strand, the
latter a mile beyond the pier. So far the tourist should certainly stroll. The
entire route (about 8 miles in length, and not to be recommended except in an
emergency) takes the pedestrian to the farmstead of Portnell&n, about a mile
hc\ ond that part of the lake which is opposite the Stronaclaohar Hotel. There.

a boat may be hired to Stronaclachar, or possibly one may be hailed opposite that
hostelry. The Take is half-a-mile wide at that point, and to raise a smoke
is a recognised signal. The walk admits of a fine view of Ben Venue, but
otherwise nothing can be seen to greater advantage than from the steamer.
Near the Silver Strand the tourist will notice the disastrous effect on timber
which an artificial raising of the level of a lake, though it be only one of 7 feet,

can produce. Cyclists must take steamer up Loch Katrine.
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The steamer usually passes to the right of Ellen's Xsle,on the

beach of which the "blighted tree," against which the Harper
reclined, is still pointed out. For beauty of outline and delicacy

of foliage—mainly birch— this island is certainly unsurpassed.

Opposite is the Silver Strand, a promontory which has been

made an island by the raising of the water. The Goblin's Cure

[Coir nan-Uriskin) and. above it, Beal-nam-bo, "Pass of the

Cattle"
(
/>.•>!) are seen well up the slope o Ben Venue. The

mountain ahead, as we look up the lake, i . Stob-a-Choin.

Scot*' i description still needs no substitute:

—

" Eigh on the south, huge Ben Veuue
i .mi the lake in masses threw

rags, knolls and mounds confusedly hurl'd

fragments of an earlier world :

A wildering forest feather'd o'er

Eis ruin'd side and summit hoar,
While on the north, thro' middle air,

Ben A'an heaved high his summit bare."

The " wildering forest'* no longer reaches (if it ever did reach)

the summit of Ben Venue, and the epithet " huge," as applied to the

mountain, is only appropriate to it as seen from this part. In
actual height it is nearly a thousand feet lower than Ben Lomond
and other towering peaks around. The Gaelic spelling, we are told,

iii-inheadhon-mhonaidh (!), signifying the "middle moun-
tain," and Gaelic scholars tell us that we pronounce it as it is spelt.

tUroduction, p. xviii.)

Iioch Katrine is called by Scott " Loch Cateran," or the lake of

the •' robbers;" and the name, though less pleasing to the southern
car, is supported by others of similar import in the neighbourhood,
Beallach-nam-bo (p. -51) to wit.* If the tourist can throw
himself back to the time when there was no road from Strona-

clachar to Inversnaid, and " no mode of issuing from the Trossachs
by a sort of ladder composed of the branches of roots and
while of houses of entertainment the nearest and best

he clachan of Aberfoyle, he will realise the probable ap-

propriateness of the name. The lake is 8 miles long and, on an
iverage, | mile wide. The whole beauty is concentrated at the

achs end,, the rest of it being singularly destitute of dis-

incl ive h atures, though it is surrounded by wild hills of consider-

able height. During the sail up it, Ben Lomond comes into view
on the left, and, soon after, the works of the Glasgow Water
Company, marked by a villa amid fir-trees, are passed on the
Mime side. By these the level of the lake has been raised 7 feet,

and even the variation caused by these means has had a disastrous

effect; on the timber on its immediate shores, particularly notice-

able on the track to the Silver Strand. The loch has been further

raised, the ultimate height contemplated being 12 feet.

The length of the aqueduct from the loch to Glasgow is 34 miles.

The Thirlmere aqueduct to Manchester is 95§ miles long ; the

* The same name occui - in I lie A.pplecross district < p. 169),
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Lake Vyrnwy to Liverpool 67 miles. The Rhayader to Birmingham
will be 7BJ miles. The Aqua Marcia, Anio Novus, and the Aqua
Claudia of ancient Rome were 57, 54, and 42^ miles long, re-

spectively.

At Stronaclachar ("the Stonemason's Point"), where the

steamer stops, 2 miles short of the head of the lake, there is a
comfortable hotel, and coaches are in waiting to convey the pas-

sengers through Glen Arklet to Inversnaid, a distance of 5 miles.

Pedestrians may give their legs a stretch, as there is generally

nearly two hours between the arrival at Stronaclachar and the

departure from Inversnaid. Loch Katrine being 364 feet above
the sea, and the highest part of Glen Arklet scarcely 500, the climb
is very slight, but on the other side there is a sharp descent to

Loch Lomond, which is only 23 feet above the sea. On the way
there is nothing of interest till the steep part of the descent to

Loch Lomond commences, whence the view across the water and
up the Inveruglas glen, with Ben Ime at its head, is very charm-
ing. Half-a-mile from Stronaclachar the little-used road from
Aberfoyle strikes in on the left, beyond which comes Loch Arklet, a

dreary sheet of water.

At Xnversnaid there is a large and good hotel. Descend to it

by a path leading to the Waterfalls.

For the head of Loch Lomond and northwards, seep. 201, where
also is a full description of the rest of the present route, as far as

Glasgow, the reverse way. We shall in this place, therefore, con-

fine ourselves to its material points.

Tarbet (first-class hotel; light luncheon, Is. Qd.) is 3 miles

south of Inversnaid, and the first stopping-place. For the road
hence to Inveraray by Glencroe, seep. 200. For rail to Oban, Fort

William, dbc, see p. 191 (" West Highland ").

The peak of Ben Lomond from here has the appearance of a

pyramid, rising above a bulwark of the same mountain which runs
parallel with the lake some way south, and is the " Craig Roy-
st07i," of Scott. In "Rob Roy," the hero descending upon In-

versnaid thus describes the lake :
—" We emerged from a pass

in the hills and Loch Lomond opened before us ... . This noble

lake, boasting innumerable beautiful islands, of every varying
form and outline which fancy can frame—its northern extremity

narrowing till it is lost among dusky and retreating mountains

—

while, gradually widening as it extends to the southward, it

spreads its base around the indentures and promontories of a

fair and fertile land, affords one of the most surprising, beau-

tiful, and sublime spectacles in nature."

Rowardennan (hotel) is 4£ miles south of Tarbet, and the

best place for commencing the ascent of Ben Lomond (see p. 306).

Hence to Xiuss (hotel, p. 199), on the other side of the loch is

another 3 miles. From Luss the steamer either strikes due south
to Balloch, or recrosses the lake along the northern end of its

principal islands—last and fairest of them the richly wooded
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Inch Cailloch—to Balmaha. Between Balmaha and Balloch are

obtained the best views of the loch presented from its surface.

At Balloch the train is in waiting alongside the pier. It divides

at Dumbarton (6 m.), one portion proceeding to the N. B. (Queen-

st. Low Level) station at Glasgow, the other to the Central Low
Level (Cal.). The rock and castle of Dumbarton are passed on the

right, after which both lines skirt for some distance the northern
shore of the Clyde, leaving it at Bowling, and reaching either

low-level station at Glasgow, by a succession of tunnels.

For a full description of Loch Lomond, see p. 198.

®Ije gikrfogle JUmir..

Stirling or Glasgow to Aberfoyle and the Trossachs.

Stirling to Port of Menteith, 13 m. ; Buchlyvie Junction, 15£.

Glasgow to Buchlyvie Junction, 28 to. ; Aberfoyle, 34 ; Loch
Katrine Pier (coach), 42.

This route, opened up some years ago by the completion of the

road between Aberfoyle and the Trossachs, is a very beautiful one
and, in conjunction with the Callander route, adds the charm of

variety in planning routes through the Trossachs. For those who
are visiting Stirling on another occasion this is undoubtedly the

best way of approaching the Trossachs from Glasgow, supposing
the return to be made by Loch Katrine and Loch Lomond.
Tourist Tickets, valid the whole season, are issued for the round,
from and to Glasgow ; 1st CI., 18s. lid. ; 3rd, 15s. KM. (cabin

and outside of coach). For other tours in which this forms a part,

sec ''North British Tourist Programme."

The route from Edinburgh to Stirling has been described on page 45.

Between Stirling and Buchlyvie a divergence may be made to the Lake of

Menteith. which, though but a faint star in the Highland galaxy, is interest-

ing from its historical associations and its picturesque islands. ' The nearest
station is Port of Menteith, 4 miles away, and, as there is no inn there, carriages
must be written for to Port of Menteith Hotel, a pleasant little hotel close

to the lake.

(1.) Prom Stirling-. The railway diverges from the main line

at once and passes round the north side of the Castle, keeping the
many windings of the Forth, which it repeatedly touches but
never crosses, on the north side. Over a wide and dull strath the
peaks of Ben Vorlich, Ben Ledi, Ben Venue, and Ben Lomond
appear in the order named from east to west. On the south, the
Gargunnock and Fintry Hills rise to a height of 1,600 feet. In
13 miles we reach Port of Menteith Station.

Port of Menteith to Aberfoyle, by road. Lake of Menteith, 4 m ;

Aberfoyle, 9 in.

From Port of Menteith Station take the road leading due north, and shortly
crossing the Forth, beyond which are the house and park of Cardross on the
right. In about 3 miles the Lake of Menteith (" Moor of the Teith ") is readied
just where its waters issue from it through a pleasant little woody glade. The
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road then skirts its eastern shore to the Hotel, opposite to which is a new and
elegant church.

The Lake of Men.tei.tli, from 1 to 1J miles across in every direction,

re.sts between picturesque but almost level banks, and owes its chief interest to

its islands. They may be visited in a boat at a charge of 2s. Gd. The largest

i- Inch-mo-home, the "Isle of Rest." It contains the ruins of a priory of Early
English date. Here David II. was married to his second wife in 1363, and
here, nearly two centuries later, the Princess Mary had her first experience
of that nomad life during which, she Avas made acquainted with the interiors

of sd main- baronial and religious abodes in all parts of the country. Here,
waited on by her four happier namesakes, she played in her summer-house,
and tended her favourite hawthorn tree. Queen Mary's Bower is still shown
on the wouth-east shore of the island, which, by the way, has some fine chestnut
trees on it.

A second and much smaller island is called Tul/a, and contains the ruins of a

fortress once occupied by the Earls of Menteith. It is thickly overgrown with
trees and brushwood.

Prom Port of Menteith the road turns westward and crosses a rough moor
beyond which the mountains, with the double-crested Ben Lomond as their
monarch, become more and more prominent. The rest of the way is dull.

Two-and-a-half miles beyond Port of Menteith station the

Aberfoyle branch goes off on the right. Bucnlyvie Junction
is a quarter of a mile further, and the village (Inn : Red Lion)

| mile south-east of the station. For the rest of the route see behnv.

(2.) Glasgow (Queen Street) to Buclilyvie and Aber-
foyle. From the station the train is drawn up the long tunnel

to Cotvlairs, whence it proceeds along the main (Edinburgh) line

to Lenzie Junction (6^ m.). Here we turn north and, a couple of

miles further, approach the foot of the Campsie Fells at the
pleasant-looking little town of Kirkintilloch. Beyond this come
Miiltown and Lennoxtoion—both busy with print and other works
—and then we fairly enter the green Campsie glen about Campsie
Glen Station (12% m.). Winding through it we see on the right

the pretty fall of Craigie Linn, and then, after passing Strathblane,

the hills on the right are marked by a curiously regular semi-

circular depression. About Killearn (20 m. ; 2 stations, 1^ m.
apart) the valley opens out and the hills round the basin of Loch
Lomond come into view. Then, at Gartness, after crossing the

Endrick water, which flows from the Fintry Fells into Loch
Lomond, the older line from Balloch to Stirling is joined. Balfron
("21 in.) is the next station, and close to it, the pipes which carry

the water from Loch Katrine to Glasgow span the line.

Between Balfron andBuchlyvie (28Jm.) many of the chief peaks of

the South Highlands come into view. Ben Lomond with its sharp
peak in the north-east ; then Ben Venue, just to the left of the
twin cones of Ben More, to the right of which are Ben Ledi and,
still further away, the Loch Earn Ben Vorlich.

Buchlyvie to Aberfoyle, 6 m. The Aberfoyle branch strikes

northward about J mile on the Stirling side of Buclilyvie. For
two miles the country even now almost realises the description of

it given by the hero of Rob Roy :
—
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" Huge continuous heaths spread before, behind, and around in hopeless bar"
retmess, now level and interspersed with swamps, green with treacherous
verdure, or sable with turf, and now swelling into huge, heavy ascents, which
wanted the dignity and form of hills, while they were still more toilsome to the
passenger ; neither trees nor bashes to relieve the eye from the russet livery of

absolute sterility. The very heath was of that stinted, imperfect kind, which
has little or no flower, and affords the coarsest and meanest covering which
Mother Earth is ever arrayed in."

When, however, the Forth is reached, trees (mostly fir) and
cultivation re-appear. On the left of the line stands Gartmore
House, and beyond it are wooded knolls. Here, too, Scott's de-

scription still holds so good that we cannot forbear quoting it.

The Bailie, Frank Osbaldistone and his trusty retainer, Andrew,
reach " a beautiful eminence, clothed with copse-wood of hazels,

mountain-ash and dwarf oak. ' That's the Forth,' reverentially

ejaculated the Bailie. ' Umph !
' replied Andrew, ' an he'd said

that's the public-house, it wad hae been mair to the purpose.'"
The public-house referred to was the " Clachan of Aberfoil," or

rather the chief establishment of the " Clachan " (village). For a
description of it, and the kind of accommodation afforded by it to

travellers—the rest of the clachan was in "a far worse condition"
—we have not space to quote further the graphic pages of Rob Roy.
The only present relic of the scene there described is a coulter,

fastened to a tree opposite the iLfoerfoyle —" Bailie Nicol
Jarvie"

—

Hotel—a good and comfortable house, 300 yards from
the station—and which is said to be the veritable weapon with
which the Bailie set fire to the quarrelsome Highlander's plaid.

Aberfoyle to Inversnaid, p. 58.

A few stones are all that is left to mark the site of the original elaelian.
They are on the road S. from the hotel about half a mile beyond the bridge.

Aberfoyle to the Trossachs, by road,* 7 m. Attacking the
hill at once from the east side of the hotel, the new road breaks
the steepness by a series of graceful curves, from more than one
point on which there is a very pretty view westward up the green
valley in which lies Loch Ard, scarcely visible, to the abrupt slope
of Ben Lomond, which hence shows a triple peak. Below, on the
right, is the old cart-track. Before passing some slate-quarries,

2£ miles from Aberfoyle, the two routes unite and follow for

several miles almost the same course. From the quarries we
bend to the right, and, as we ascend, Ben Ledi appears beyond
the gap in front, which is the highest point of our route (700—800
ft.) Descending, we get a glimpse of Loch Vennachar, but the
prettiest object is little Socli Drunkie, lying in a deep wooded
teSSfh on the right. To cross the sylvan glen, whose waters feed
this lake, the road makes a V-shaped curve. Then, as we bend
sharp to the left, the prospect opens up over the Trossachs. A
strip of the middle of Loch Katrine is seen and a mountain back-
ground in which the chief heights are Ben Venue, Ben Lui,
beyond the loch, and the twin pyramids of Stobinian and Ben
More to the left of the Trossachs Hotel, which may be recognised
by its two turrets. Loch Achray is not yet in sight, but before

* Cyclists are now allowed on this hilly and dangerous road.
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reaching the Trossachs Hotel we skirt its western end, passing
between it and the glossy slopes of Ben Venue. For the Trossachs
see p. 51.

Aberfoyle to Xnversnaid, 16 m. ; or over Ben Lomond
to Rowardennan, 4 to 5 hrs. Eoad little used ; rough for cyclists.

Leaving the hotel, we pass the church on the right, and then,

a good mile on our way, the small eastern expansion of Loch
Ard comes into view, and the "Pass of Aberfoyle" is entered.

There is nothing wild or terrific about the pass itself, and unless
we have imagination enough to see and hear Helen Macgregor
pouring forth her denunciations—and no woman, except perhaps
Emilia or Meg Merrilies, ever gave vent to her feelings more effec-

tively than the "better-half" of Rob Roy,—from one of the rocky
knolls which overlook the road, we may pass it by unnoticed :—
"I am no stranger to your tender mercies ; ye have left me neither name nor

fame. My mother's bones will shrink aside in their grave when mine are laid

beside them. Ye have left me and mine neither house nor hold, blanket nor
bedding, cattle to feed us, or flocks to clothe us. Ye have taken from us all

—

all I The very names of our ancestors have ye taken away, and now ye come
for our lives."

Soon the full expanse of X«och Ard opens before us, " the

spacious mirror which reflects in still magnificence the high
dark heathy mountains, huge grey rocks, and shaggy banks, by
which it is encircled." The loch now presents an almost
homely appearance. Several villas rise above the road on its

northern shore ; its sides are richly wooded nearly all round, and
the only remnant of antiquity which art has left untouched is the
shell of Duke Murdoch's Castle, said to have belonged to the Duke
of Albany nearly five centuries ago. It is situated on a tiny islet

near the south shore. Ben Lomond, rising steeply to a point be-

yond the head of the lake, is the strong feature. About f mile

beyond the jetty, where the rock goes steep down to the water, is

the spot where the wretched " Morris " was chucked over into the

water at the bidding of Helen Macgregor.*
A little before the end of the lake is reached a short road leads

up to the Ledard Farm, beyond which, on the burn of the same
name, are two waterfalls, about 15 and 20 feet respectively. The
smaller one Scott artistically spanned with a " trembling struc-

ture," and made it the greeting-place of the self-possessed Flora

Maclvor and Waverley.
Loch Ard is one of the best of the early fishing lakes.

To reach Invcrsiiaid follow the carriage-road onward and upward till it

descends again and joins the Inversnaid and Stronaclachar road about 4 miles
from the former place and £ mile from the latter. The chief feature of interest

on the way is I.oeli Clion, a sheet of water two miles long, its shores well

draped with characteristic trees, and the western one overlooked by a precipitous

mountain. Beyond it the channel by which the water of Loch Katrine is con-
veyed to Glasgow is crossed.

For Rowardennan we leave the main road at the west end of

Loch Ard and, crossing the stream that connects Loch Chon
with it, turn up a footpath at a farmhouse called Blarhulachan.

* Sir W. Lockhart, late Commander-in-Chief in India, gets his family-name
from Loch Ard.
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Those who wish to ascend JBen Lomond on their route should leave the

road immediately after crossing the connecting stream of Loch Chon and Loch
An I by a badly marked track to the right. The path soon leaves the stream,

and joining another proceeds with the Glen Dubh burn and loch on its left to a

si icil called ('omer, whence is a steep climb joining the Kowardennan route up
the mountain some distance south of the top. We do not give this description

from personal experience, and we are inclined to think that the easier route is

the main one which we are now describing until it joins the Rowardennan
track up the mountain (see p. 306. Also enquire at the "Bailie").

This path crosses the course of the Glasgow Waterworks stream,

and on the top of the rise beyond becomes very vague. Looking
down the slope, however, on the other side, you will see a wooden
bridge crossing the Duchray Water close to a bend of the stream.

Descend to this and cross it. Then keep the stream close on the

right till it again bends away, at which point leave it and climb

the hollow directly opposite you, with the burn flowing down it

on your right hand. You will soon find a track along the steep

slope which drops to the burn. Near the highest point, 1,500 ft.,

where the course of this burn, too, bears away to the right, keep
straight on across the almost level moor. The lower part of Loch
Lomond, with its islands, soon comes into view. Keeping well to

the right of a valley that sinks to its shore on your left, you soon
enter at right angles the pony-track from Rowardennan up Ben
Lomond, at the foot of which is the Rowardennan Hotel (p. 199).

.ftirting.
For a detailed description of Stirling and neighbourhood consult Shearer's

Historical Guides (6d. and Is.), published in Stirling (6 King Street). The same
publishers issue a comprehensive panorama from the Castle grounds (price 6<7. ).

Hotels :

—

Royal, Golden Lion, Station (all good class); M' Alpine's Temp,,
also Laurie's Temp.; Mrs. Houston's County. Restaurants:—fforrise's

Lome, near the station ; M iAlpine's Temp., McLachan & Son and J. Ralston have
dining and tea rooms specially for ladies (all good).

P.O., Mu rra y Place, near the station. Open 7—9; Sun., 8—10. Chief desp.
abt. (>, 8.15 and 10 p.m.. ; Sun., 4.20. Del., 7 and 11 a.m. Tel. Oft"., 7—9 ; Sun.,
8 -10. Pop., 18,500. Mitt. Day, Thursday.

The "lions" of Stirling are the Castle, with its environs (including the
Cemetery), and the grand view thence, the ancient church, Mar's Work, and
Argyll's House. From the position of the town and its bridge, it was called the
" Kc> to the Highlands." Stirling takes an important place in the scenes of
Scott's "Lady of the Lake."

Seven battlefields may be seen from Stirling Castle, including the scenes of
the victories of Wallace and Bruce, Stirling Bridge (1297) and Bannockburn
(1314), near at hand.

The Castle (Cabs from Station, 2s. 6d. and Is. for every half-

hour hupt. Pensioner Guides maybe had at Gd. for each visitor;

engage inside the Castle only) is situated on a precipitous vol-

canic rock, similar to that on which Edinburgh Castle stands, at

the north-west end of the town, and about half-a-mile from the
station. To reach it turn to the right (or to the left and up King-

Street at the end of the approach to the station), by Murray Place,

then, a few yards further, to the left up Friars Street, at the
end of which, looking down King Street, are the Burgh Buildings
with a statue of Wallace ; then right again up Baker Street, from
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the top of which, passing on either side of the old Town House
(1701), with a tower, and the Cross restored in 1891; and to the
right of the Greyfliars' Church, you will pass a curiously
sculptured ivied ruin called "Mar's Work''' from its having formed
part of a mansion commenced by the Earl of Mar in the 16th
century. At the foot of Broad Street, passed on the right, is

Uarsiley's House, with the inscription, "Nursery of James VI.
and his son Prince Henry." A little further, on the right, is the
Military Hospital, a fine old town-residence built in 1630 by Sir

Wm. Alexander, poet and statesman, who founded a colony (Nova
Scotia) at his own expense. It passed into the Argyll family ten

years later, the first occupants having been the two Dukes'Archibald,
who were executed in Edinburgh, the latter for his participation

in the Monmouth rebellion of 1685. Hence stej)s lead up to the
Esplanade, in which, except the view from it, the only noteworthy
thing is the Bruce Statue, erected in 1877. Then, crossing the
drawbridge, you enter the grounds of the Castle itself. An outer
enclosure or two leads to the Lower Quadrangle, on the left of

which is the Palace, a grotesquely Gothic block built by James V.

in the middle of the 16th century. Huge statues on curiously

carved corbels stand out from the walls. Round its N.E. angle we
pass into the Upper Quadrangle, on the east of which is the
Parliament House, and on the north the Chapel Royal,— two
blocks of no architectural value, now used as a waiting-room
for visitors and decorated with old armour. A narrow passage to

the left of the latter leads to the Douglas Gardens, whence mount-
ing a flight of steps on the left we enter the Douglas Room,
which was partly burnt in 1856, but has been restored. It was
the scene of the murder of William, Earl of Douglas, by James II.

Among the noteworthy relics contained in it are:—a pulpit and
communion table of John Knox ; a leathern hat of Cromwell, of a

size and weight to match the boots of the same despot preserved

at Farleigh Castle in Somerset ; a Lochaber axe from Bannock-
burn ; various articles of household furniture that belonged to the

Stuart kings, and a drum of the Black Watch in the Peninsular War.
Hence, issuing on to the Ramparts which surround the other

sides of the garden, Ave gain the famous view-point called Queen
Mary's Look-out. From it the eye ranges over the Carse of

Stirling, through which the Forth, above and below its junction

with the Teith, meanders in a succession of bewildering curves

from the far-off hills. Of these, Ben Lomond rises in the west

:

much nearer and just over a line of cottages below. Ben.Ledi
appears : between the two is Ben Venue, and to the right of Bon
Ledi, just in sight, the peaks of Ben More (p. 294) and the broken
summit of Ben Vorlich, comprising the peak itself and the rival

one of Stuc-a-Chroin.* Over Bridge of Allan is Ben Chonzie,

beyond Crieff. The Wallace Monument, out of all proportion to

the frowning crag on which it stands, rises in front of the green

* Tlir: Loch Lomond Ben Vorlich may also be seen between Lomond and Venue
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Ochils in the north-east, in which direction the foreground is

much richer than westwards. Then, due east, we have the tower

of Cambuskenneth Abbey, about which the windings of the Forth
are more perplexing than ever.

A fuller yiew southwards is obtained from the Rallies' look-out in the

cemetery (see below) entered from the S.W. corner of the upper quadrangle. In
this direction, the G-illies Hill, west of Bannockburn, so called from the sudden
apiiearancc of the camp-followers on its ridge at a critical moment of the battle,

ma\ be seen from both view-points. From other parts of the ramparts we look

across I he plain of the Forth to Arthur's Seat at Edinburgh, just over the Alloa

railway bridge, with the Pentlands to the right of it. An indicator, showing the

points of interest, has been erected here.

The chief points of interest in the history of the Castle are the

stubborn defence made by it against the victorious troops of

Edward I. ; its selection as a royal residence by the Stuarts, and
the stabbing of the insubordinate Earl of Douglas by James II.

In returning from the Castle the tourist should visit the

Cemetery and the old Parish Church. A flight of steps from
the esplanade leads to the former. The grounds are tastefully laid

out. and the abundant foliage, breaking in everywhere upon the

somewhat lavish display of marble and granite, saves it from the

reproach of vulgar ostentatiousness. The Virgin Martyrs' Memorial
is a really beautiful work of art, though, unfortunately, for the sake

of preservation, it requires to be covered by a glass case. It re-

presents two sisters, Margaret and Agnes Maclachlan, who were
tied to a stake and drowned by the rising tide in Wigtown Bay for

their adherence to the Covenanters' cause in the fierce days of

Jacobite persecution. An angel is also represented standing over
them. Hard by is a large pyramid called the "Covenanter's
Grave.'' The Parish (or "High") Church (often called the
" Greyfriars " in memory of a building lower down town, which
was destroyed at the Eeformation), situated south of the cemetery,
though in parts worthy of admiration, displays as a whole such a
grotesque incongruity as to rob it of all save historic interest. The
chancel is higher than the nave, and a square battlemented tower
is attached to a Gothic body, thus giving the entire building the
appearance of three unfinished ones welded together without any
regard to symmetry or proportion. Both Mary and James VI.

were crowned in it, and it contains a pulpit and chair used at the
Coronation of the former. The interior is now partitioned off into

two separate churches. There is a small charge of 2d. (2d. extra
to the tower—fine view) for admission, receivable by the cus-

todians of

Tlw 4wuiMfca.il (Cowa,si,e?
!«i Mospitai, ti-ee), a building close at

hand, which contains some interesting relics—several of which, however, have
been removed—John Oowane's chest and kettle, etc. ; an hour-glass limiting ser-
mon- to that period ! (this may .-till be serviceably used for its original purpose) ;

the standard weights and measures of Scotland, so combined as to form one solid

mass.

The tourist may return to the centre of the town by the Back
"Walk, a promenade along the west side of the hill, entered from
the precincts of the Guildhall.
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Cambuskenneth Abbey (the " Crook of Kenneth," one of

the first Scottish monarehs), J m. by the road which crosses the

railway N. of the station, and by ferry (%d.) across the Forth. This is

one of the many religious foundations of David I. (1147). It was
originally occupied by Monks of St. Augustine. Within its walls

the Scottish Parliament once sat, and James III. (see below),

together with his queen, Margaret of Denmark, was buried. A
tombstone was raised, by order of the Queen, above their remains.
The tower— which has itself been lately renewed—a doorway
originally opening to the nave, and a scrap of wall, are the
only part still standing. Adm. 2d.

Stirling to tlie Bore Sioju- and the field of lt;»ii nockbn vn,
2 m. 'Bus secer-iil times a day. Fare 2d., or tram to St. Nmian's, la!. Carriages
may be taken to the Bore Stone and back, and pedestrians may make the tour
of the battlefield (5 m. all told from Stirling). The road itself is of no par-

ticular interest, but the view from the Bore Stone is very good, and from the
all-round route still better. For the latter walk turn square to the right
out of the direct Bore Stone route a few yards short of the Anchor Inn at the
far end of St. Ninian's, and then take every possible turn to the left. A large
flag-staff marks the position of the Bore Stone.

In either case you go south out of Stirling by the wide road that passes through
an avenue— chiefly sycamore — and a little further enters the long village

of St. Tfinian's. The sign-board of the chief inn here, " Scots wha hae,"
is a very formidable object. Beyond it the road forks twice, ami at both forks
you take the right-hand branch, the latter just beyond the Anchor Inn ; then
in another £ m. the Bore Stone, close to the side of the road, is readied. It

is simply a square stone with a grating. The flag-staff, as an inscription shows,
was erected by two " Royal Lodges " of Oddfellows in 1870. Hence Bruce is

said to have superintended the battle, which took place on June 24th, 1314,

and resulted in the utter discomfiture of the English. It is a capital view-
point, the prospect including the plain of the Forth, the hills of Fife, and the
Ochiis, and, over the cliff and trees westward, the peaks of Ben Lomond, Ben
Ledi and Ben Vorlich. The first-named is most conspicuous. Stirling Castle

and the Wallace Monument are also seen. The Gillies Bill, so called from the
pauic caused to the English by the sudden appearance of the Gillies upon it, is

a little N. of W. and now planted. One mile south, and left of the road, is the

cottage where James III. was stabbed after the battle of Sauchieburn ( 1 188 ).

The view is still better from the far side of the pedestrian round we have
named. By it you go the circuit of the battlefield, and reach the Bore Stone
from the other direction.

Stirling to Bridge of Allan (3 in., see p. 17) by train frequently , or by

tram half-hourly ; single, 3d. ; ret., 4</. ; to Causewajiit'ad (1£ m.), 2d. each

way. The "tram" is a pleasant ride and the most convenient way of reaching
the Wallace monument (adm. 2d., fine view; see the " Ladies' Look-out,"

p. 61), which is on the hill just above Causewayhead. A statue of the hero has
lately been added, and a number of marble busts of famous Scots are in the "Hall
of Heroes." Dinners, etc. (temp. ) are provided in good style.

From the top of Deinyat (1375 ft. ; 4 m. beyond Causewayhead Station, Id.

fare from Stirling) there is a beautiful view, the chief feature being one long
reach of the Forth.

Stirling: to Dollar, Rumbling Bridge, and Kinross

;

also to Edinburgh (by Forth Bridge).

Stirling to Alloa, 6^ m. ; Tillicoultry, 10 m. ; Dollar, 12£ m.
;

Rumbling Bridge, 17 m. ; Kinross Junction (Loch Leven), 24 m.
— Alloa to Dunfermline, 16 m. ; Edinburgh, 40J?w.

Loch Leven is described on p. 76 ; St. Andrew's on p. 96. There is nothing of

special interest between the two except Leuchars Church (p. 95;.
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Day Tickets :
—Stirling to Dollar, 2s. 2d. and Is. Qd. ; Rumbling

Bridge, 2s. lid. and 2s. ; Kinross, 4s. and 2s. 8d. For other special

fares see " North British Tourist Programme."

This is a charming little excursion as far as Eumbling Bridge,

and a convenient way of approaching the places mentioned beyond
it from the centre of Scotland. The scenery of the Rumbling Bridge

is all comprised within a distance of 1£ miles ; there is a good
and moderate hotel a few minutes' walk from the station. From
Dollar it is only 1| miles to Castle Campbell, a strikingly situated

stronghold approached through a glen of ideal beauty, while the

pedestrian may continue his walk from there, or commence it at

Tillicoultry, to Blackford, the highest station on the Stirling and
Perth line, scaling Ben Cleuch, the loftiest of the Ochils, on the

way. The most convenient station for it, however, is Alva (about

9 trains a day, with a pretty glen and waterfalls and path to the

top, p. 64—from 1^ to 2 hours' walk). From the summit of this

mountain there is a remarkably line panorama of the southern
Grampians, seen across Strathallan. The walk across from Tilli-

coultry, or Dollar, to Blackford will take from four to five hours.
The Ochils drop down to the plain on the southern side in steep

green slopes, but the descent on the northern is more gradual,

somewnat resembling the moorland pastures of the Cheviots.

From Stirling the railway takes a wide sweep to the right,

passing between Abbey Craig, on which is the huge and ungainly
Wallace monument, and the Forth. The river about here forms
a succession of the most eccentric curves. From Alloa the
direct line proceeds to Edinburgh, by Dunfermline (p. 42) and
the Forth Bridge (p. 43). Our route diverges to the left, and
we soon rind ourselves close under the steep slopes of the
Ochils, which contrast finely with the rich champaign country on
the right hand. Tillicoultry, the first place of any importance
on the way, occupies itself with the manufacture of tartans and
other stuffs. It is the nearest station, except Alva, to Ben Cleuch.
The name is singularly expressive, being a corruption of Tulach-
cul-tir, " the knoll of the back-lying place." From the next
station, Dollar (Hotel : Castle Campbell), a delightful detour may
be made to Castle Campbell, 1£ miles from the station. The castle

occupies a commanding site on an almost isolated rock, overlook-
ing two exquisiteminiature glens, whose waters unite just below it.

Castle t'ampbcll (Hotel, 5 min. from station. Admission, 6d.; Gruide-
I .» »ok, W. ; turn to right up maiu street). From the hotel follow either side of the
burn to the third bridge, at which the route becomes a path ou the right of the
stream. At the pay-gate we enter a narrow and beautiful glen, which, in

£ mile, splits into two. Take the left-hand branch, crossing the Long (foot)
Bridge. The stream (" Burn of Sorrow ") rushes down a deep narrow gorge
overhung by rocks (a miniature "canon"), and the path soon crosses a second
(" Glcncairn ") bridge, whence it bends right, and crosses a third bridge (fine
falls above). Almost at once the Castle appears back to the right. Do not
climb at once to it, but descend to, and again cross, the burn, and climb by a
night of steps (" Jacob's Ladder ") to the fifth and last crossing, whence the
path starts back towards the Castle. Notice the moraine heaps in the green
bare valley above. The way back to the Castle is lovely.
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through a stratum of hard rock takes a profound perpendicular

leap, broken into two, however, by a landslip which occurred

in November, 1886, large pieces of rock now interrupting the falls.

The accessories are all good, whether you look down-stream along

the perturbed channel below, or descend and look up to the fall

itself. Hence you retrace your steps to the station or hotel.

For Kinross. 7 miles further, seep. 76. On the way we pass (left) the Crook

of Devon, as ;i sharp angle of the river is called.

Stirling or Callander to Oban (by rail). Maps opp. pp. 5, 65,

and 236.

Stirling to Callander (Ref.-rm.), 16 m. (p. 47).

Callander to Locheamhead, 12 ra. ; Killin Junction, 19; Crian-

larich, 29; Tyndrum, 34; Dalmally (Ref.-rm.), 46; Loch Awe, 48;

TaynuiU, 58; Oban, 71.

( 'Ha ti la rich to Fort William, 63J m. ; Banavie, 66.

—Killin Junction to Killin, 4 m. ; Killin Pier, 5.

Hotels — at Strathyre, Locheamhead, Killin, Luib, Crian-

larich, Tyndrum, Dalmally, Loch Awe, TaynuiU, Connel Ferry.

Connections:—From Locheamhead to St. Fillans (for Crieff),

one coach a day ; Killin to Aberfeldy, steamer and coach three or
four times a day.

This route vies with the new West Highland for the beauty-
prize among the railways of Scotland. The scenery is better

sustained than that on the Dingwall and Skye line, and superior
to anything on the Highland main line except the part between
Dunkeld and Blair Atholl.

The pedestrian will probably walk a considerable portion of the
way, availing himself of the train as circumstances may suggest.

Perhaps the most interesting parts for walking are from Callander
to Locheamhead, and from Loch Awe to Taynuilt. The latter

10 miles should decidedly be done by road.

Cyclists will find good or fair going all the way, except the little-used dozen
miles between Tyndrum and Dalmally which are dreadful (see pink pages').

The Route. From Callander the railway, after crossing the
Leny near its junction with the Teith, makes a wide sweep
through the fields of Bochastle (p. 49), after which it passes
underneath the Trossachs road and proceeds for a mile with the
river below, now and then visible, on the right, to the narrowest
part of the Pass of Leny. Here it spans the stream again twice,

the first time just above the rapids, and then reaches the foot of

Loch Lubnaig close to its outlet.

The road follows the course of the stream all through the pass,
keeping it on the left. About two miles from Callander, at the
throat, as it were, of the pass, the river leaps tumultuously down
a rocky gorge, and here is a narrow causeway of rock, assisted in

places by planks (perfectly easy going), a few feet above the
water's edge.

Highlands I. F
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The Pass, of leny is very beautiful. It is traversed tod
rapidly by rail to enable the traveller to gain anything more than
a general idea of its merits, but by road it is seen to perfection.

On the left hand Ben Ledi flings down his most precipitous side

almost to the foot of it, and on the right more gentle heights, clad

in a party-coloured vesture of silver-birch, hazel, oak and
heather, rise in a succession of irregular and picturesque
knolls. Nowhere in " bonnie Scotland " is the scene more en-

hanced by her characteristic flower than in the neighbourhood of

Callander.

Where the valley widens out for Loch Lubnaig is a small
Walled-in churchyard, remnant of the Chapel of St. Bride, in whose
precincts young Angus handed over the fiery cross to Norman,
despatching him on a solitary honeymoon. Sir Walter Scott

would seem here to have taken a poetic license, calling the

Leny the Teith, otherwise it is difficult to localise this descrip-

tion

—

" Where Teith's young waters roll,

Betwixt him and a wooded knoll,

That graced the sable strath with green,
The Chapel of St. Bride was seen."

Zioch IiUbnaig- (the "crooked lake"), whose entire length

both rail and road now skirt—the former on its western, and the

latter on its eastern side—is \\ miles long and scarcely half-a-

mile wide. The road has still the advantage of the situation,

being opposite to the most effective side of the lake, and bringing

into greater prominence the central rock, which is the key-note to

its beauty. This rock, projecting high and steep, and boldly

rounded at the top, divides the lake into two reaches, and saves

it from that monotonous appearance which it would otherwise

wear. The best view is, perhaps, obtained by climbing for a few
yards up the copse soon after the side of the lake is reached,

and those who simply wish to see Loch Lubnaig need go no
further.

A mile beyond the head of the loch, and a long eight from
Callander, are the station and hamlet of Strathyre (Station

Hotel (B. & A. from 3s.), and one or two small inns).

Detour to Balquliirtder.—From Strathyre a road crosses the river, and
pursues an up-and-down course to Balquhidder (4 ?».). We advise the pedestrian

to take this route, returning by the direct road to the King's House. The entire

round measures 6 miles.

A little short of Balquhidder, and just before crossing the river Balvag, by
which Loch Voil has its outlet, the Calair Burn called also the tilockwater)

comes down (Hen Buefde. It is worth while to follow a path for a few yards up
this burn, crossing it by a foot-bridge and returning to the main road on the

other side. After heavy rain the stream forms an impetuous torrent, and at all

times the scene is picturesque.

From the bridge over the Balvag a fine full length view of l,o< h Voil
is obtained. It is a long narrow lake witli lap after la]) of dark green mountains
descending abruptly to its shore-line, and well clothed with wood in their lower
parts. Those out he north are the famous "Braes of Balquhidder " There is a
carriage-road along that side of the lake, and at its western end some stepping-

stones enable the tourist to make the circuit of it (about 8 m.). but the track

along the southern side is very rough. During the walk there is a fine view of
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Ben More and its twin brother, Stobinian. Looking eastward from the Balvag
Bridge the eye catches the cone of Ben Vorlich rising above the level ridge

behind the King's House Inn.

Quitting the bridge we rise at once to the old and new churches of Bal-
<liilii<i4l4'i- (Baile-cul-tir, " The village of the back-lying country"). The old

school-house, which used to be such a picturesque object in front of them, with

its draper} of bright red tropaeolum, has given place to an up-to-date Gothic

building at the entrance to the churchyard. The Old Chapel is a mere shell,

standing in front of the new one. It is ivy-clad, and has a picturesque little open
bell-turret. Inside is a little grove of Irish yews growing on a carpet of grass,

and outside, a few yards from the east end, are the reputed tombs of Rob Hoy, bis

w ife and suns. Tliey consist of flat slabs inscribed with quaint devices- swords,

mystic knots and animals—dogs or rabbits? looking like toys tumbled about

by a child in a passion—the whole bearing the stamp of an antiquity greater

t ban that of Rob Hoy, who died some century and a half ago at a house near tbe

far end of the loch,—one of that class of men, who, according to Andrew
I'airserviee, are "ower bad for blessing and ower good for banning." The scene,

bj the way, in which Rob made his thrilling escape by slipping oft" at his horse's

tail is on the Forth, not by the side of Loch Voil, as some writers would
have it.

The flippant tourist may be amused by ah epitaph on the south side of the
chapel, setting forth at great length the gross heresy of a nameless individual

who first suppressed the letter "u" in the time-honoured patronymic, Mclaurin,
vi hereby it has been degraded into the vulgar "McLaren."
The new church is an unpretentious building behind the old one. Two fine

plane-trees materially add to the picturesqueness of the churchyard, whence,
we should add, the scene is very beautiful.

There is no inn at Balquhidder, but 2 miles east of it, where we again join our
main route, stands a stray little hostelry, called the King's Mouse Inn.
not to be confused with its namesake at the head of G-lencoe.

Passengers who wish to reach Balquhidder by the shortest route

may, by informing the guard at Strathyre, stop some trains at

King's House,

,

whence the distance is two miles. The view west-

wards from the railway embraces the strath, at the end of which
Balquhidder stands, and the " braes," which sink abruptly to

the northern shore of Loch Voil, but the lake itself is not visible.

Beyond the King's House, road and rail ascend to Lochearn
head Station, which engineering exigencies have placed two
miles short of the hotel, a delightfully situated hostelry (c.t.

;

B. & A., 4.s.) commanding a view of the length of Loch Earn. It

contains a finely carved billiard table with a history. See p. 82.

Lochearnliead to Crieff(coach and rail), and I»ertli (rail). Distances :

St. Fillans Sta., 9 m. ; Comrie, 15 ; Crieff, 21 ; Perth, 40. One or four hours at
t, Fillans. ''"ares for the round :—From Edinburgh, 18s. 6c/., 9s, 6d. ; Glasgow,

1 5s. :$'/., 8s. (W. Fine cycling all the way.

Routefully described, the reverse way, p. 78. The continuation of the railway
from St. Fillans to Lochearnhead is to be opened early in 1904.
The road traces the northern shore of Loch Earn all the way to St. Fillans,

displaying to great advantage the scenery on the other side of the water. St.
Wane's Chapel (in ruins) and Edinample Cattle, a seat of the Earl of Breadal-
b&ne, are the first objects of interest. Then, on the north side, comes Tktlveich
Castle, a little way above the road, succeeded by a grand view of Ben Vorlich
across the water. Approaching St. Fillans, the hills decrease in height, but
their sides are beautifully broken with rock, and the view from St. Fillans itself
is charming beyond description. At the hotel there (the Uriinimond Arms) lunch
is provided, and then a fertile and richly wooded valley, bounded by picturesque
hills, to Comrie (Hotel, The Royal). On the hills to the north of the village
stands a Monument to Viscount Melville, who died in 1811. It overlooks the
Ledmck /turn, in which is the DeriVs Cauldron at tht foot of a picturesque
waterfall. Over the hills to Loch Tail, p. 71.

From Comrie the railway runs near the river all the way to Crieff.
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The road threads a long avenue of stately trees. In 3 miles the railway
passes just under an eminence crowned by a Monument to Si?' David Baird, o"f

Seriugapatam fame. Its shattered top bears witness to a thunderbolt which
struck it in 1878. Then we pass, on the left hand, f mile away, the grounds
of Ochtertyre, backed by a beautifully wooded hill. Crieff is entered soon
afterwards, whence the journey on to Perth, or Crieff Junction on the line
between Perth and Stirling, calls for no comment {see p. 78).

From Lochearnhead station the railway rises rapidly, affording
the best possible view of Loch Earn, whose entire surface gleams
like a glass mirror some hundreds of feet below. (The road
passes the end of the lake and the hotel, where stone and mortar
are almost hidden by the tropaeolum and other creepers which revel

in the genial air, only a few feet above the level of the water.)

Loch Earn is 7 miles long and more than half-a-mile broad.
Its shores present little variety, and the surrounding hills, except
where they retire to give Ben Vorlich space to display his massive
proportions, do not overlap one another to any extent. For all

that, there is no disputing the fact that Loch Earn holds a high
place among the Highland lakes, however difficult it may be to as-

sign the reason. If we may presume to suggest one, it is that there

is no unsatisfied ambition about it. It is from end to end what it

pretends to be—an ample, self-contained sheet of water, fringed

with green meadows and abundant foliage, and surrounded by
mountains whose regular outlines harmonise well with the solid

but unsensational attractiveness of its other features.

As the train puffs its way up Glen Ogle, we gradually lose sight

of the loch, and in its place, far beneath us, lie the depths of the

valley. Here we see three stages of human advancement. First

there is the old road, hugging the bottom of the glen till it arrives

at almost a " cul de sac, " out of which it only finds its way by a

heart-breaking climb ; then there is the new road, climbing grad-

ually and warily up the opposite hill-side, but still steeply enough
to try the wind of the staunchest of bipeds or quadrupeds ; lastly,

the railway, which has adroitly managed to get well up on the

mountain-side before it enters the glen at all.

Glen Ogle (probably gleann ogluidh, the "gloomy valley")

—

which extends from Lochearnhead, is a wild, rocky valley, from
3 to 4 miles long, and attaining an elevation of 948 feet (642

above Loch Earn). Though thoroughly Highland in character,

it is somewhat wanting in decisive features. At its summit, on
the left hand, is a small tarn—a favourite curling rendezvous in

winter—from which the water flows northward into Glen Dochart.

During the descent to Killin Junction the line discloses a

splendid view of the village of Killin, the head of Loch Tay, and
Ben Lawers— the last-named forming a noble background, with a

group of unpronounceable " Beinns " and " Mealls," almost

equally high, to the left of it.

Killin Junction to Kenmore and Aberfcldy see p. 71.

Quitting Killin Junction we get, first through one and then the

other window of our carriage, a view of the towering heights of

Ben More and Stobinian, looking like a huge pair of triangles with
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their tops cut off. They rise from the south side of Glen Dochart.

The farther mountain, to the right of them, is Ben Lui.

Glen Dochart (the " valley of the upper water "?) is wider and
somewhat softer in style than Glen Ogle. It boasts a fair

amount of cultivation, but the universally dark green of its strath

and surrounding hills gives it rather a gloomy appearance. The
Luib Hotel, a favourite resort of the salmon-fisher, is by the road-

side, 1^ miles E. of the Xiuib Station.

Loch Dochart, which we now pass on the right, consists of

two sheets of water, connected by about half-a-mile of stream, the

whole measuring about three miles in length, and nowhere much
more than a quarter of a mile in breadth. The lower lake is also

called Loch lubhair (Uver, the " juniper loch "). The upper lake,

or more western one, contains an island with a ruined castle of the

Argylls on it, said to have served the Bruce for a retreat after a

skirmish with the Lord of Lome.
Crianlarich Station (Criaiilarich Hotel, small) stands only

a few feet below the ridge which forms the head of Glen Falloch,

over which come the coaches from Loch Lomond (p. 201). Here
we pass under the new West Highland railway, which continues
rising above and almost parallel with us to Tyndrum. For full

description see p. 190. Stations J mile apart. The railway next
ascends the green strath of the Dochart to Tyndrum. There is a

grand retrospect of Ben More and Stobinian during this part of

the journey and, as we approach Tyndrum, Ben Douran, with a
short fiat top, appears blocking up the valley to the north, and
Ben Lui up a green hollow on our left.

Tyndrum (pron. Tyne-dxinii— Royal Hotel— first-class) is

situated high up, close to the boundary-lines between the Dochart,
Lochy, and a branch of the Orchy glens. There are traces of lead-

mines near the village, and other minerals have been found. The
place has had many vicissitudes. Once an important coaching
centre ; then for several years a railway terminus, and now
a half-way station on the two most beautiful railways in Scotland.
For further description see p. 192.

Beyond Tyndrum the railway soon reaches the head of the
Lochy waters, and for some distance traverses a desolate waste,
at the end of which a rapid descent is commenced to Dalmally.
The valley has a very inviting aspect in front, and " CruchanBen"
rears his huge shoulders beyond it. The highest peak, a sharp
pyramid, rises behind them. On the left of the line, as we descend,
Een Lai springs up to a height of 3,708 ft., and on the other side
we have many a peep into the deep rock-bound gorge through
which the Lochy rattles over its stony bed. The railway, taking
a wide sweep, shows the valley to great advantage. In its widest
and lowest part Dalmally church, an octagonal building of no
small ugliness when seen close to, is a picturesque object from
this distance. Dalmally Station is half-a-mile beyond the
village. (Ref.-rm. on down platform.) Dalmally Hotel (A to. from
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station) is a time-honoured, comfortable hostelry, with reasonable
charges, in the same hands as " Loch Awe " (beloiv). The Inveraray
coach -road passes the station, and then descends to the hotel.

Hence the railway drops to the level of Loch Awe, crossing the
meadows and stream at the head of one arm of the lake, and con-
tinuing along its western side to Loch Awe Station (2£ m. from
Dahnally). The road makes an acute angle, crossing the stream
about a mile above the head of the lake at the entrance to Glen
Strae. The pool beneath the bridge is a delicious sight on a hot
summer's day.

Xilchurn Castle, situated on a peninsula at the end of

Loch Awe, is the largest and most interesting ruin hereabouts.
Its various parts were erected from 4£ to 2£ centuries ago, the
oldest portion by the founder of the Breadalbane family. In 1745
it was occupied by the Royal troops. The shape is oblong ; it has
round towers and a square keep, and presents as a whole a much
more varied appearance than the generality of so-called Scotch
castles. For description of Loch Awe see p. 210.

Close to Iioch Awe Station is the Loch Awe Hotel, charm-
ingly situated and an excellent centre for tourists, and the
terminus of the Loch Awe steamer-routes from Ford and Port
Sonachan. Ascent of Ben Cruachan from here, see p. 300.

Falls of" C'ruacliaii, 3 ///. by rail (certain trains stop) or steamer, from
Lochawe Station, and just above the line. Easily got at and very fine in them-
selves and surroundings.

The railway now winds round the wooded flanks of Cruachan,
skirting the narrow western arm of Loch Awe, which is quite

different in character from the rest of the lake. So closely do the

hills hem it in, that both road and rail have to be cut out of the

mountain -side. The water is scarcely wider than a fairly-sized

river, and in certain lights wears a look of intense gloom. From
its southern margin screes and rock rise sheer from the edge, and
present a striking resemblance to the screes of Wastwater, to

which, however, they are inferior in height and colouring. This
corner of the lake is called the Pass of Brander. Where the

lake ends and the river Awe rushes out with an impetuosity in

strange contrast with the dead stillness of the lake which feeds it,

the Pass of Awe begins. For mile upon mile Ben Cruachan
sends down his steep southern flank to the water's edge. The river

itself is a rare place for a salmon, and here and there little wooden
stages are projected into the middle of the stream. Both Bruce
and Wallace flashed their weapons in this historic pass, the former

near the Bridge of Awe, which the road crosses about 2£ miles

short of Taynuilt. The railway crosses the stream a little way
lower down. The valley has widened considerably here, the

southern cliffs of the Pass of Brander having subsided into gentle

acclivities.

At Taynuilt there is a pleasant hotel about 2 minutes' walk
from the station, beyond which the beginning of the upper reach

of Loch Etive (described p. 230) is visible from the railway.
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(The road does not reach the shores of the loch for some miles

after passing Taynuilt.) This lower reach is bounded by pastures

and low hills. At Connel Ferry the tide rushes to and fro with

great force, forming, about ebb-tide, the so-called Falls of Lora.

Here the works of the Ballachulish railway begin, with a cantilever

bridge—the Forth Bridge in miniature. It will be time enough to

describe the line in our next edition. There is a nice little hotel

("Falls of Lora") close by the station, besides a small inn on

each side of the water. Then Dunstaffnage Castle is passed on

the right ; a gentle ascent is made for some miles by the road,

followed by a direct descent through woods and fields to Oban.

The railway, after a steep ascent, takes a wide sweep to the

south, affording a picturesque view over Oban to the mountains
of Mull—Ben More, etc.—and finally passes through a deep

cutting into Oban Station. For Hotels, dx., see p. 219.

Killin Junction to Aberfeldy. Map p. 135.

Killin Junction to Killin Village, 4 m. (Killin Hotel near

station); Bridge of Lochy Hotel (§ 7ft. from station, near loch);

Killin Pier, 5; Ardeonaig (Hotel), 10^ ; Lawers (Temp. Hotel), 13
;

Ardtainaig, 14; Fenian (Temp. Hotel), 17; Kenmore Hotel, 20;
Aberfeldy (coach), 26.

S tea nwrs leave Killin Pier 3 or 4 times a day. Fares to Kenmore
about '6s. and 2s. Return, 4s. 6dL, 3s. The fast midday boats do
not stop at intermediate stations.

The sail down Loch Tay is a very beautiful one. As a descrip-

tion of the steamer-route, the reverse way, will be found on
page 134, we shall here describe the old coach-road, which com-
mands a view of the lake a great part of the way, and must be
traversed for nearly 5 miles by those who adopt Killin as a
starting-point for Glen Lyon. The excursion (see map) by
Edramucky and Innerwick to Fortingal (hotel) is a very fine

one, displaying the full glory of Glen Lyon. The circuit of the

loch (24 m.) is a fine run—good surface, many minor hills, es»

pecially on S. side ; excellent on from Kenmore to Aberfeldy.

From the carriage-road, along the south side of the lake, Ben Lawers is

stun with the enhancement of a fine width of water in the foreground, and the
Kails of Aeharn (p, 74), 2 miles short of Kenmore, may be visited on the way.
The halfway house is at Ardeonaig- (Hotel) 8 miles from Killin, and a calling-
place for the steamer.
A path, about 14 miles in length and attaining a height of nearly 1,600 feet

connects Ardeonaig- with Coinrie by <-prle« I^ednock. Upon it, 6 miles
short of Conine, is a waterfall called Sput Hollo. Turning up the limergeldie
It it i-ii, a mile beyond Sput Hollo, we reach in about 4 miles the top of Ben-y-
fone (Ben Chouzie, 3,048 feet), the presiding mountain of the district. A
descent may be made by Loch Turret and Glen Turret to Crieft (10 m.).

The Route. From Killin Junction road and rail run parallel

to one another to Killin. The rail crosses the Dochart some way
short of the station and the Lochay just beyond it. Then it

traverses flat meadow-land to the Pier (p. 137), passing Finlarig

Castle (p. 72) among the trees on the left hand,
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The Road from the Junction goes half-way between the rail and
the river, and affords a specially fine view on approaching the
bridge that crosses the Dochart at the entrance to Killin village.

Here the river, which has flowed along peaceably enough for some
distance, suddenly widens out into a shallow channel so thoroughly
beset with rocks and huge boulders as to produce a truceless war
of cataracts great and small. In the midst is an island, apparently
inaccessible. Beyond the rapids are the bridge and the village of

Killin, and the majestic Ben Lawers forms a worthy background to

a scene which, until the middle distance was to some extent
stripped of its wood, could hardly be beaten for richness combined
with artistic disposition of detail in all Scotland. On an island

(Inch Buie) below the bridge and surrounded by firs is the burial-

place of the McNabs, at one time owners of all the country round.

Killin (pron. Kill-in) derives its name from the two words
Kil Fhinn, signifying the " burial-place of Fingal," whose supposed
grave is marked by a stone in a field ^-rnile from the present
church, at the foot of Stronaclachich. It was long forsaken and
forlorn, but was raised to its original position in 1899. The village

has a good hotel, and there is a comfortable inn at the Bridge of

LocJiay, a short mile further north. At the house of Kinnel, across

the river (see map), is what is said to be the largest vine in Europe
—twice as big as the one at Hampton Court. It was planted in

1832, and in 1899 shewed 3,511 bunches.

Ascent of Stronaclachich. (1708 ft. — 1440 above Killin.) Two or

three hours may be most pleasurably devoted to the ascent of this lull. Its

name, signifying "stony point or projection," well describes its position as the
most easterly point of the range which separates Glen Lochay from Glen
Dochart. It rises due west of Killin, about a mile distant as the crow nies.

The track to it leaves the main road at the new schoolhouse, 200 yds. S. of the
hotel, and zigzags up a good part of the ascent. From the top the lower
reaches of both Glen Lochay and Glen Dochart are seen, and the entrance to

Glen Ogle, to the south. Ben More in the south-west, and Ben Lawers in the
north-east, display their bold forms to great advantage.

Crlen Locliay. The road up this beautiful valley strikes out of our main
route on the far side of Lochay Bridge, and a few yards beyond the hotel. About
3 miles up it are the Falls of LocJiay, more picturesque than grand. They are
kept under lock and key. By turning about 10 yards out of the road, at a
bridge about 4 miles further up, you can see 5 miles up the valley and all the

way down it.

Road to the Pier. This crosses the Lochay about ^ mile N. of the
hotel and, passing through an avenue, reaches in another half-mile Finlarig;
Castle, an ivy-grown ruin, embosomed in trees, and the burial-place of the

Breadalbane family. The pier is £ m. further.

From the Bridge of Lochay our road ascends for some distance

between trees and then comes out on a higher and more open level.

Fine views of the lake are from time to time obtained, and several

picturesque ravines are crossed.

Detour Into Glen Lyon. Near one of these ravines, at Edramucky,
4 miles from Killin, a rough carriage-road strikes off and crosses the hills,

at a height of about 1,600 feet, to Innerwick (13 m. from Killin ;

light ref. at P. 0.). Hence the route down Glen Lyon to Fortingall is

splendid. The valley, fairly open at first, contracts a couple of miles short of

Fortingal and presents river-scenery which, except in Glen Affric and the
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Findhorn Glen, is perhaps unequalled in Scotland—and that is saying a great
deal. For Fortingall (23 m. from Killin by this 1-oute) see j>. 74.

There is a good track from Innerwick into the road along the south side

of Loch Rannoch. When it meets the stream on the Rannoch side, a branch
strikes right across the water, and comes out at a keeper's cottage (8 m.) by the
bridge over the stream on the Rannoch road, 4 miles short of li in loci)
It a ii nocli (p. 139). The col is about 1,570 feet above the sea ; Innerwick, 660 ;

and Loch Rannoch, 668.

Loch Tay, in respect of its gracefully winding shore-line, the

cultivated and woody aspect of the lower slopes around it, and the

bold sky-line of the higher ones on its northern side, is certainly

one of the most charming lakes in Scotland. There is nothing
damped or confined about it. The whole scene spreads itself out

in a beautiful panorama, as if it disdained that kind of attractive-

ness which rests on sudden surprises and violent contrasts. The
gently sloping shores seem to sink to the water's edge and rise to

the bare moorland above in such a thoroughly unconstrained way
that the most cockneyfied cheap-tripper could hardly find a " won-
derful convulsion of Nature " in any part of it. The scenery is

thoroughly pleasing, and the proportions of its separate parts give

it a title even to nobility. The lake is nearly 15 miles long by
1 mile broad, and 290 feet above sea-level. The hotels round the
loch have the right of trout -fishing in season. The salmon fish-

ing in February is a great institution.

Eight miles from Killin we reach the Ben Lawers Hotel (good

Temp.), the only place from which the ascent of Ben Lawers can
be conveniently commenced. For a full description, see p. 291.
The steamer-pier is half-a-mile from the hotel.

Ascent of Meiler (Meall Odhar), 1,793 ft. Those who wish to obtain a
good view without incurring the fatigue of the whole ascent of Ben Lawers
should climb the lesser height or "cub" of Ben Lawers, called "Meiler." It
rises, with a thin belt of firs near its top, between the hotel and the mountain
itself, and may easily be reached by starting up the little lane opposite the hotel.
Enquire as to any obstacles at the hotel. The view comprises almost the entire
expanse of Loch Tay, Kenmore and Taymouth at one end, and Killin backed by
Ben More at the other. Northwards the mass of Ben Lawers rises directly from
yonr stand-point, and, across the lake, Ben Vorlich may be seen on the far side
of Locb Earn.

Beyond Ben Lawers the road, after crossing the Lawers Burn,
draws nearer to the lake, continuing close to it all the way to

Kenmore. At Fernan (Temp. Hotel), where the steamer calls, a
by-road branches off to Fortingall and Glen Lyon (p. 74). Then
we pass between the lake and a woody height, called Drwmmond
Hill, all the way to Kenmore. Here is a large and well-placed
hotel, close to which is the entrance to

—

Taymouth Castle, the seat of the Earl of Breadalbane. (Ad-
maion to the grounds from 8 to 4, no fee.) This ducal residence is

situated in a rich strath, a mile from the foot of Loch Tay and
about the centre of a semi-circle made by a sweep of the river. It

is a square building some 100 years old, with towers at its angles
and one or two wings. The park contains some very fine forest
timber, and behind it, on the north side of the river, rise the
wooded slopes of Drummond Hill. The Dairy, towards the south-
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west corner of the park, is built of pure quartz. As visitors are

accompanied by a guide, there is no occasion for further de-

scription.

An interesting drive from Kenmore (abt. 13 m.), walk or cycle

ride (easy), is under Drummond Hill, by the north shore of the
loch, to Forting-all (0 m.) ; back along the north side of the Lyon
to Coshieville (9 m. ; the ford marked on the map and the track

across Drummond Hill are things of the past), and back by a new
bridge across the Lyon at the east end of Drummond Hill.

Falls of* Ao liarn. These falls lie in a woody dingle on the south side of

Loch Tay, 2 miles from Kenmore and about haif-a-mile away from the road.
The uppermost of them is nearly fifty feet in height, and below it are several
minor ones.
Kenmore to Tuiiimel Bridge fun, for K inloch Rannocli

or Pitlochry. Kenmore to Coshieville Inn, 4 m. : Tummel Bridge Inn, 12 :

(

—

Kinloch Rannoch, 19) Pitlochry, 26. This carriage-road, as far as Tummel
Bridge, is described the reverse way on page 13-5.

At Fortingall there is a good hotel (P.O., arr. 11 ; dep. 1.4.")).* In the
churchyard, to be seen through iron railings in the wall, stands, or rather
totters, the Patriarch of British Yews— a tree pronounced by an eminent
authority, Caudolle by name, to be the " oldest authentic specimen of vegetation in

Europe " (Black). The question is whether it has seen 25 or 30 centuries ; in
other words, whether it was contemporary with Solomon, or merely Zerubbabel

;

the siege of Troy or the Peloponnesian war. Visitors who fail to recollect

that there is a point, even in the life of a yew-tree, at which it cfeases to im-
prove, may possibly be disappointed in this particular one. Parts of the
trunk, to be sure, remain, and from them still grow branches loaded with
foliage, but the height and dignity are gone, and the close prison-house in

which the tree is confined prevents it from displaying itself to full advantage.

Detour up Glen Kyon. Prom Fortingall the tourist may proceed up
Glen Lyon, perhaps the longest narrow valley in Scotland and, in its lower part,

one of the finest. Prom end to end it measures upwards of 30 miles. The lower
portion is well wooded, and in many places the river pursues a tumultuous career
through deep and rocky gorges.' The road skirts its northern side. A walk or
drive of 6 miles from Fortingall will introduce the visitor to the best scenery
of the valley, and he will gain little more unless he proceed past Innerwick
(light ref. at P.O.) to Meggerney Cttslle, a shooting-lodge belonging to the
Menzies family, nearly 300 years old, and approached by a fine avenue of beech
and lime trees. Half-a-mile beyond Innerwick a rough road strikes to the left,

crossing the stream at Bridge of Balgay and proceeding over the hills to

EdramucMe, on the Kenmore and Killin high-road, 9 miles from Innerwick and
4 from Killin. This route (p. 72) attains a height of 1,600 feet. There are two
other bridges across the Lyon, between Fortingall and Balgay, the first a foot-

bridge, 3. miles from Fortingall, and the other 5 miles higher up.

The road continues fur 13 miles beyond Bridge of Balgay to the shooting-box
of Inverrtieran, whence it is 8 miles by track more or less marked along N. shore

of Loch Lyon to the Black .Mount road, which i< struck after going under
the West Highland railway 3£ miles'N. of Tyndrum, 3 S. of Bridge of Orohy (see

inn// j>. 75). Highest point, 1,214//. (Junction with road abt. 700). Four miles

on the way are remains of Fingalian circular towers.

A return may be made from Fortingall by the strip of low ground which
separates Glen Lyon from Locli Tay, 2 miles wide. A road across it joins the
Killin and Kenmore road at Fernan, where the boat calls, 4 m. from Kenmore.

\ coach runs daily from Aberfi My (meeting 11 a.m. train) making the

round by Kenmore, Glen Lyon, Fortingall, an 1 Coshieville.

Route to Tummel Bridgc-(v«//«//^'/. Returning down Glen Lyon,
you pass in 3 miles Coshieville (Inn, a short distance to the right) and then turn

up the main road, having the Keltney Burn far below on the left. Garth Castle

(p. 138) appears through the trees on the same side, and the peak of Schie-

* Sim. del. to callers, 5 p.m.
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hallion beyond it. The highest part of the road (1,262 ft.) is readied a little

beyond White Bridge, where is a small public-house. Hence a short cut to Kin-
loeli Rannoch may be made by a by-road which strikes off on the left, but the
nniin road drops steadily to Tummel JSi'idjjje Inn. affording a fine view
across Strata Tummel to the flat ridges of the Eastern Grampians, broken only
by Beu-y-Grloe, during the descent. For the road on to Kinloch Rannoch see

page 138, and to Pitlochry, page 139. Fortingall to Tummel Bridge, 11 miles.

Proceeding from Kenmore a beautiful view over Taymouth
Castle is obtained from the Fort (1 m.), and in another \ mile we
pass, on the right, a stone circle called " Craig Monach." Then
the road, affording a good view of Schiehallion on the left, pro-

ceeds along the southern side of Strath Tay, through richly wooded
park-like scenery, to Aberfeldy (p. 135; Hotels:

—

Breadalhane
Anns, in the town ; Palace (c.T. ; B. & A., 3s. 6<Z.) ; also, smaller,

Station (c.T.), opp. station; Weem Hotel, 1 m. away across the

river). Close to Weem is Castle Menzies, the baronial residence

of the family of that name. In the park attached to it there is

some remarkably fine timber.

Stirling to Crieff and Perth. Map opp. p. 5.

Stirling to Crieff Junction, 17 m
;

(

—

Crieff, 26 m.) Perth, 33 m.

This part of the railway system to the north, though it forms
as it were the neck of the whole route, has no places of interest

upon it except Bridge of Allan, Dunblane (pp. 47, 48), and Ardoch,

\\ miles from Greenloaning Station (11 in.), which has the most
perfect Roman Camp in Britain. From Dunblane the line ascends
by the side of the Allan Water until it reaches its highest point about
Blackford Station, 15 m. (400 ft. above the sea). On the right

hand rise the pastoral ridges of the Ochil Hills, whose northern
slopes are much more gradual than their southern. On the left

hand the southern sentinels of the Grampians gradually come
into prominent view. By far the most conspicuous of them from
about here is Ben Vorlich and its left-hand neighbour, Stuc-a-
( 'hroin, whose graceful summits rise from the south shore of Loch
Earn. The duller height to the right of them is Ben Chonzie
beyond Crieff. A little short of Blackford, on the left-hand side,

is the Gorsebreck Pake, a favourite curling rendezvous at the
proper season. Beyond Blackford Glen Eagles opens up on
the right with striking effect. It is the chief glen of the
Ochils. Then comes Crieff Junction. Thence to Crieff and
Lochearnhead, p. 79. Close by is Auchterarder, a village of one
street a mile long. The view extends all across the valley to

Crieff and the hills beyond. Hence the line descends almost
continuously, passing near Craig Bossie, the boldest scarp of the
Ochils. Then it crosses the river Earn a little short of the
junction with the Forth Bridge route from Edinburgh, and,
passing through a tunnel, enters Perth. The coroneted spire

of St. Leonard's church is on the right as we approach the
station.
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Edinburgh to Perth by the Forth Bridge, 48 m. (N.B.R).
Map opp. p. 5. About 7 expresses a day in 65 to 80 minutes. As a cycling

route (41 m.) by Granton and Burntisland it is excellent.

This is the "North British" continuation of the East Coast and Midland routes
from England to Edinburgh. Both companies run through carriages.

The new line branches from the old Caledonian route to Perth
via Stirling (p. 46) at Saughton (S^m.). Hence to Dalmeny (9J) is

featureless. At Dalmeny the Forth Bridge comes into view in

the right front, and in less than a minute we are on it (see p. 44).

The view in crossing is beautiful in both directions, extending up
the firth in clear weather as far as Ben Ledi and Ben Venue.
Beyond the bridge we pass through a tunnel, and again get a

view of the water both ways, succeeded by a second tunnel, and
the divergence of the Aberdeen line at (13 m.) Inverkeitlving , a place

of no interest. Then comes (18 m.) the pleasantly situated Dun-
fermline (p. 42), beyond which the country is commonplace
till we reach (29 m.) Xioch leven, gaining as we approach the

station a full view of the loch with its castled island (boat, 5s.),

made famous by one of the m^st romantic episodes in the event-

ful history of Queen Mary—her escape after a year's imprisonment
through the connivance of the enamoured Douglas. Every one
will remember the brilliant description of the event in the " Abbot."
But for this event, and its fame as a trouting water, Loch Leven
is deficient in interest, while the town of Kinross, which com-
mences at Loch Leven Station, but has a station of its own one mile

further, is commonplace. The inns—anglers' resorts—are the

Green (B. & A., 3s. 9d.) and Kirkland's, half-a-mile from either

station, and Bridge End, close by Loch Leven Station.

A larger island at the far end of ihe loch is called St. Serf's Island from
a follower of St. Columba, to whom it is said to have been granted by the Pictish
kings. Upon it are the ruins of a Priory.

As to the fishing in Loch Leven some idea of its popularity may be gathered
from the fact that in 1902, 7,869 trout weighing 8,302 lbs. were caught with the
rod, besides 188 lbs. netted, and that from GO to 80 competitions took place in

a season, which lasts from early Spring to end of September.

At Kinross station (30 m.) the line from Stirling (p. 62) comes
in, and at Mawcarse (34) we turn north, and soon enter the

romantic Pass of Glenfarg, which cuts right through the Ochils

(summit-level 490 ft.). At Glenfarg (38 m.) there is a new hotel.

The river and high road are seen below, first on the left, then on
the right. The finest part is about and between two tunnels.

From the glen the line emerges into the fertile Strathearn.

Abernethy, with its Round Tower,* is about a mile away to the

right, and in front is Mordaunt Top, part of Moncreiffe Hill,

marked by a flagstaff. Then, rejoining the Caledonian route at

(45 m.) Bridge of Earn Junction, we enter a tunnel, and reach, in

another mile, Perth Station (p. 77).

From Bridge of Earn Station (44£ m. ; " Moncreiffe Arms ") visitors may ascend
to Mordaunt Top on Fridays (only), descending direct to Perth, if so inclined -

5 m. ; 2 hrs. ; see also p. 78.

* This tower is 74 feet in height, and has an entrance-doorway 6 feet above
the ground. It is built of hewn square stones—unlike the generality of Irish

round towers—and is not so fine an example as that at Brechin.





HOTELS.

1. Station
2. Royal George
3. Salutation
4. Queen's
5. Royal British

6. Waverley (Temp.)
7. M'Master's ,,
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Hotels: Station (in the hands of the Railway Co., adjoining the Station.

Bed and afct., from 4*.; table d'hote bkfst., 3s. ; dinner, 5s.) ; British,

and (smaller) Queen's, close to station; Royal George, Salutation (B. & A.,

3s.)
s

Macmaster's Temp, ('buses), in the town, 3—frw. from station; Grand
Temperance, Waveriey Temp, near station.

P.O. (new), High Street, \ m. from station : open 7-9 ; Sun., 9-10. Chief del.

7 a.m., 12.15 noon; desp. 3.35, 7.1U, and 9.30; Sun., 3.35 p.m. Tel. Off. open
7_«j

;
.s,,,,., 9_io and 4—5. Pop., 33,000. Mkt, I>ay, Fri.

Train*, .<ce plan.

Perth is a fair town for its size, and a convenient halting-

place. The things about it of most interest to the tourist are the

magnificent view from Kinnoull Hill (p. 78), and, in a lesser

degree, that of Moncreiffe Hill (725 ft.) ; its Inches, Bridges and
Museum. Of its antiquity scarcely a trace remains. This is

greatly owing to the excitement roused by John Knox. The Tay
flows by in a noble stream, but the dead flat of the situation

militates against picturesque combinations. An hour or two will

suffice to see the town.

( toing at right angles from the station under the Dundee railway, we skirt the
South Incli—a spacious greensward—passing the Scott Monument on the right
and the new Free Church of St. Leonard with a beautiful crown-spire on the left.

This takes us to the Tay, along which, again going under the line, we proceed by
a wide promenade

—

Tay-st.—with the broad and brimming river on the right.

Sere, after passing the Watenco/'ks, with a fine dome, and the Drill Hall of the
•• Black Watch," we come to the new and spacious Museum of the Perthshire
Society of Natural Science, lately presented to the city (open daily, 10-4;
W., 7-9 p.m., free), with an admirably arranged collection of geological, botanical
and' zoological specimens of the county. The birds, with brief descriptions, are
specially interesting. Of the golden eagle "only a few pairs remain," and the
buzzard lias been "ruthlessly destroyed." Note a skeleton of the extinct moa

—

" allied to the ostrich but much larger." The buildings include also Reading
and Lecture vjoms. The old Museum is close by the Bridge.

I n ( 'anal-st., the next street to the left beyond the New Museum, is the entrance
to the old Grru/riars" Churchyard, whence, returning to Tay-st., we pass the
County Buildings which have a Creek front and are on the site of the house
in which the Gowrie conspiracy against James VI. was hatched. Beyond this

a new iron girder Bridge has been erected. Then come the Ci/u Chambers
and a Free Church with a spire over 200 feet high. 1'ertli Bridge, beyond,
is one of the tincst in Scotland. Beyond it is the North Inch, famous as the
seen.- of the battle between the clans Ohatten and Quhele in 1396, described in the
M Fair Maid of Perth." On it, close by, are monuments to Prince Albert, by Brodie,
and the 90th Light Infantry, famous at Lucknow and in many other campaigns.

Turning up North Port from this point you come at once to Curfew Row,
wherein a tablet marks the supposed home of the "Fair Maid of Perth." Near
at hand were the old castle and the monastery in which James I. was assassinated
in 1 137.

In Atholl-st., near this, is the modern Episcopal Cathedral of St. Xiniaii,
open 9 a. in. to 6 p.m. and worth visiting. It was completed by the opening of
the nave in 1890. The style is B. E. and Dec.
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Tile principal church oi Perth is *t. John's. It dates from the 15th century
and hasa tower and short spire and some interesting features on its N.W. side.

In it Knox officiated. It is kept under lock and key.

The new P.O. is a fine building at the corner of High-st. and Scott-st.

(extended) and in New Kinnoull-st., a further continuation, is the Sandeman
Public Library (1898).

The main old thoroughfares of Perth are mean.

Kinnoull Hill (729. ft. §— 1 hr. from station). Cross the Tay
Bridge and turn op Cowrie Street (see plan) till a road -slants up
the hill to the left, soon becoming very rough. Keep as straight

as possible along this till in 12 minutes or so you pass a Gothic
building, which is an K.C. " Retreat," and come to a lodge on
the right. Hence the road winds up through the trees for nearly

a mile to the summit. The view is as sudden as it is glorious,

Standing on a lofty crag with wood-covered scree at its foot, you
command the windings of the Tay as it widens into its estuary

for miles. Opposite is Moncreiffe Hill, and below on the left,

embowered in woods, Kinfauns Castle, the seat of Lady Gray.
A ruined tower on the edge of the precipice a little further is

another good view-point. By walking to a knoll a little westward
you will get a view over, but not of, Perth; trees, however, are

in the way.
No one who has climbed the Windcliff, near Chepstow, can fail

to be struck by the similarity of the two view-points. Here the crag

is higher and bolder, but the foliage is not so abundant or varied.

Moncreiffe Hill (125ft., 4 m., S.W.). From the station go*

under the Dundee Railway and, crossing the South Inch into the
south (Edinburgh) high-road, keep along it for nearly 2 miles. Then,
just beyond the brow of the hill and almost over the railway tunnel,

turn square to the left at a cottage and proceed by a cart-road be-

tween railings into the wood. A delightful path brings you in 1J miles

after leaving the high-road to a bare knoll called Mordaunt Top,

and marked by a flagstaff. Hence the view across and up
Strathearn is charming. The Ochil range limits it to the south,

but the Tay estuary is visible to the right of the trees. Perth and
the Highlands beyond are hidden, but may be seen by going some
way north through the trees.

On Fridays (only) a steep descent may be made southwards by
Moncreiffe House (seen close below) to Bridge of Earn Station

(" Moncreiffe Arms "), 2 miles from the summit (/>. 76).

Scone Palace (pron. "Scoon"). It may be well to mention here that
there is no admission to this historic place, nor can even the outside be well
seen from any point on the road. The present building is modern.

Perth or Stirling to Crieff and Lochearnhead.

Perth to Crieff (rail), 18 m.; Comrie, 24; St. Fillans, 30; Loch-
earnhead Hotel (coach), 37 ; Station, 39.

Circular Tickets in either direction from Edinburgh, 18s. G</., it.s-. Gd.

;

Glasgow, 15s. Zd., Ss.Sd.; Perth, 12s. Gd., 7s.; Stirling, Callander, or Locheam-
head, 10*., 6.s

-

. Git. Other places in proportion. St. Fillans to Lochearnhead, '2s.
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78 PERTH.

Tile principal caiircii of Perth is *t. John's, it dates from the lSth century
and lias a tower and short spire and some interesting features on its N.W. side.

In it Knox officiated. It is kept under lock and key.

The new I».0. is a fine building at the corner of High-st. and Scott-st.

(extended) and in New Kinnoull-st., a further continuation, is the Sandeman
Public Library (1898").

The main old thoroughfares of Perth are mean.

Kinnoull Hill (729 ft. J—1 hr. from station). Cross the Tay
Bridge and turn up Gowrie Street (see plan) till a road -slants up
the hill to the left, soon becoming very rough. Keep as straight

as possible along this till in 12 minutes or so you pass a Gothic
building, which is an B.C. "Betreat," and come to a lodge on
the right. Hence the road winds up through the trees for nearly

a mile to the summit. The view is as sudden as it is glorious.

Standing on a lofty crag with wood-covered scree at its foot, you
command the winrlinoo n t +i— rru- -

jtlctiiiearn is cnarmmg. The Ochil range limits it to the south,

but the Tay estuary is visible to the right of the trees. Perth and
the Highlands beyond are hidden, but may be seen by going some
way north through the trees.

On Fridays (only) a steep descent may be made southwards by
Moncreiffe House (seen close below) to Bridge of Earn Station

(" Moncreiffe Arms "), 2 miles from the summit (p. 76).

Scone Palace (pron. "Scoon"). It may be well to mention here that
there is no admission to this historic place, nor can even the outside be well
seen from any point on the road. The present building is modern.

Perth or Stirling to Crieff and Lochearnhead.

Perth to Grief (rail), 18 m. ; Comrie, 21; St. Fillans, 30; Loch-
earnhead Hotel (coach), 37 ; Station, 39.

< ii-4'iilar Tickets in either direction from Edinburgh, 18s. <V., 9s. <'«!.;

Glasgow, 15.?. M., 8s. &d. ; Perth, \2s. Gd\, 7s.,; Stirling, Callander, or Lochearn-
head, 10.?., G.?. (></. other places in proportion. St. tHMans to Lochearnhead, 2s.
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PERTH TO LOCHEAKNHEAD. 79

The route from Perth is by Lochearnhead and Dunblane ; from stations

south of Perth, by Crieff Junction (16 miles short 'of Perth). Lunch at Lochearn-

head. The railway was extended from Comrie to Lochearnhead in 1902.

Those who wish to proceed south of Dunblane, without returning to Perth,"

will do best to lake the circular tickets, which will free them as far as Dunblane
and ensure them a seat on the coach.

One of the most charming drives or cycle-rides in Scotland. Its

features are richness of valley and foreground to the mountain
distances.

Itoail distance* : Mcthvcn (whence the title "Mothuen"), 6^ m.; Gil-

merton, 16 : Crieff, IS : ('oniric, 24£ ; St. Pillans, 30; Lochearnhead (Hotel), 37;

i Station >. 89. Kas\ Cycling throughout, except for the last 2 miles, where there

is a rise of 2U0 feet in 2 miles. Splendid run along the N. side of Loch Earn.
Circuit of Loch Earn is also very easy (see ma})).

The Route.—There is nothing worthy of special notice until

m h Crieff, and the valley of the Earn becomes distinctly

localised by the hills which rise out of it.

Between CrieffJunction and Crieff there is a good distant view of the
southern peaks of the Grampians to the left, Ben Vorlich being the chief height
w bile due south, on the other side of Strathallan, lien Clench presides over the
less pretentious chain of the Ochils. Strathallan Castle lies to the right of the

I the battlements of Drummond Castle rise from a picturesque hill on
the left, a few miles before we enter Crieff Station.

Slutting from Perth we turn due west out of the main line in a
couple of miles, nearly opposite Scone Palace (p. 118), and follow

for a short distance the valley of the Almond. A little shell of a
building, looking rather like a Titanic bedstead, about 12 miles

from Perth, is Inchaffray Abbey, nearly 700 years old. It was
richly endowed by Scottish monarchs of the period.

CrieflF (Hotels:

—

Drummond Anns (B. & A., 4.s.), Royal (c.t.
;

L, '6a.), Commercial, Victoria Temp.; large Hydro'. Fop.
5,300) is a town of considerable local importance. It is situated

on a hill-side and commands a wide view southwards over
-viiihearn to the Ochils and many a fine glimpse up the
narrower and more picturesque portion of the same valley to the
west.

There arc many pretty walks to take and pleasant heights to ascend in the
ourhood of Crieff', as well as several noblemen's seats—tributes to the

ined beauty and accessibility of the district.

i anerpeffray (2} m. E. of Crieff) are the ruins of Castle and Church, also
a valuable antiquarian library (founded 1«91) containing "the Bible of the great
Montrose, an old French Psalter, and many rare books.

-

' (Gordon dimming.)

Drummond Castle, 3 miles south (seat of tfie Karl of Aocaslrr). This
mansion is approached through a fine beech avenue, which, however, was
greatly damaged by the storm of Not ember, 1893, and its battlements
command a panoramic view. The house contains an interesting armourv with

n !S, and a fine collection of portraits by Gainsborough, Van Dyck, etc.
It was enlarged in 1809. The gardens are finely laid out. Visitors are ad-
mitted. The old Castle, a 15th-century structure, is apart from the mansion.

Nearly a mile beyond the entrance to Drummond Castle, 3 miles from Crieff,
ie the charming village of Muthill (Inn), with the ruins of a 15th-century
.hurch and a 10th-century tower, 70 feet high. Pour miles further, 2fromGreen-
loaning station, we come to the Roman Camp at Ardoch, within the
-rounds of Ardoch House. It is about 1,000 feet square, and one of the most
perfect of its kind extant.
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Monzie (pronounced Monee) Castle, 3 m. north. In the grounds are
some larch-trees which in point of age may compare with those at Blair Atholl
and Dunkeld. In visiting Monzie, the tourist may make the tour of the Knock
of Crieff, a distance of about 7 miles, as shown on the map, or he may follow the
path over the "Knock."

About half-way to Monzie Castle, just short of the bridge across the river, is

the entrance to Oclitertyre, which exhibits rich woodland and park scenery,
and from which the Falls of Turret, 4 m. from Crieff, may be seen. The public
road to them crosses the bridge beyond the entrance to OchteBtyre, and keeps
the north side of the glen as far as the falls. Visitors, however, are allowed to
pass through the grounds. The scenery about here is very pleasing. The Turret
descends from Ben-y-Hone (3,048 ft., p. 71) the highest peak between Loch
Earn and Loch Tay. A spare hour at Crieff may be spent in a climb to the
top of the Knock of Crieff (911 ft.), 1§ miles north of the town. The view,
however, is a good deal obstructed by trees.

A pleasant walk of about the same distance may also be made to Tomachastle
Hill, 3 miles west of Crieff (see below).

Crieff to Ainulree (small hotel), 12 m. (—Dnnlteld, 22) Al>er-
feldy, 23.

There are good and unmistakable roads to all these places, but the only
things of special interest upon them are the Sma' Crlen (6 m.),—a beautifully
shaped and coloured valley through which the Almond flows—the Tay Valley

as we descend to Aberfeldy, and the Rambling bridge (p. 121), 2£ m. short of

Dunkeld. The rest of the scenery as far as Amulree is commonplace (except
for a little way out of Crieff), and beyond Amulree it is dreary.

The road between Crieff and Comrie makes a wide bend, passing
the grounds and lake of Oclitertyre. The railway follows the north
bank of the river throughout, running (2 m.) close under the hill

of Tomachastle on which, occupying a prominent position, is the

column erected in honour of General David Baird, the vanquisher
of Tippoo Sahib at Seringapatam at the close of the last century.

The monument was partly shattered by lightning some years

ago. From the hill on which it stands there is a fine view west-

wards. Torlum Hill (1,291/*.), south of it, is wrongly said to be the

highest wood-crowned hill in the country. The road still con-

tinues some distance away from the river, the valley all along
being remarkable for its richness and the wooded character of its

flanking slopes. At Comrie (Royal, Ancaster Arms (c.t. ; B. & A.,

3s.), in the town ; Temperance, near station ; 'buses at station) the

waters of Glenartney join the Earn just above the bridge. Comrie's
chief ornament is the Free Church, which has a beautiful spire.

It also possesses a Jubilee fountain. On the right, too, is a

sweetly wooded valley

—

Glen Lednock. Another beautiful view
from an easily climbed height may be obtained by climbing

Dunmore Hill on the north of the road. It is surmounted by a

Monument to the first Lord Melville. Beneath it, on the right,

the Lednock burn descends through a rocky ravine, in which is

a fall called " The DeviVs Cauldron.''
1 A zigzag path leads down

to it from the monument. For route on to Ben-y-Hone and
Ardeonaig (Loch Tay) see pp. 71, 72, and maps.

From Comrie to Callander through Glenartney's " hazel shade " is 16

miles—8, road to Achinner Lodge (Earl of Ancaster); then path over moor
(1,100 ft.) to Luirgan, 13 ; last three by winding road, passing near Bracklinn

Falls (p. 49).
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Between Comrie and St. Fillans the scenery becomes still more
picturesque. On the right we pass the modern mansion of Dunira,
and three miles beyond it, on the opposite side, the verdant hill of

Dim fillcut, on which St. Fillan is said to have prayed with such
persistency as to leave the marks of his knees on the stones.

The new railway crosses the Earn four times.

In l>un In in <'hii!'4'Ii (Est., centre of village) is a tout handed over from
the old church in L896. It is of whinstone, and like a curling-stone. There is

also an English ( Ihurch.

We know not what the real Arcadia may be like, but no spot in

Britain so thoroughly embodies our most cherished conceptions

of it as St. Fillans. It is the quintessence of undesigned loveli-

ness. Every feature is attractive, both in itself and in its relation

to others. The river ripples merrily and carelessly out of the
still lake. The foot-bridge across it looks as if it had got there
l»\ aooident. The trees arrange themselves in graceful groups,
and the greensward seems to require no art to keep it smooth and
soft. A little row of houses constitutes the old village* and here
and their along the lake and road-side rise pleasant little villas

whose sides are festooned with the exquisite red-blossoming
tropaeolum, growing naturally as no art can make it grow in other

ts. All round are hills beautiful in shape and colouring.

There is nothing bare and nothing uncomely, and yet there is no
effort and no pretence—a realization of honest Gonzalo's ideal in

the " Tempest"—a place where

"AH things in common Nature should produce
Without sweat nr endeavour."

The Hotel is good and comfortable, and the rocky knoll to the
south a most seductive place for a ramble. P.O., del. 7.45, desp. 3.20.

The best view-point close to St. Fillans is Littleport Hill, about 1,600 ft.

tap).

The tourist who has a mind for a swim daring his stay at St. Fillans, will find
a not over-exposed retreat by crossing the foot-bridge and proceeding about a
iiunl-ui-:i-iiiile up the lake, />., supposing his coign of vantage not already
occupied by the sketching or other sisterhood.

From St. Fillans the road follows the north shore of the lake all

the way to Lochearnhead. There is a good, but more hilly and,
therefore, more picturesque road along the south shore also. The
north one, however, passes at first through scenery richly diversi-
fied by wood, crag and burn, and presents the best view of Ben
Vorlich, which rises at the head of Glen Vorlich, about half-way
up the lake on the south side. For- the ascent, see p. 305.

Loch Earn is fully described in the Oban route (p. 68).
On the north side, we pass Ardveich Castle, opposite to which, at
the foot of Ben Vorlich, is Ardvorlich House, identified with
" Dailinvarock," in the " Legend of Montrose," and the scene of
perhaps the most horrible tale in clan history.

Further on, at the south-west corner of the lake, are Edinample
Castle and Falls, the former a seat of the Earl of Breadalbane.
Highlands I. G
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Xiochearnhead Hotel is beautifully situated at the head of

the lake. Here, again, the tropffiolum grows in profusion.

The Billiard-table at the hotel here is remarkable as having belonged to the
first Napoleon. It has fine marquetry work, and was altered for English billiards

in 1873. The maker's name is inlaid as follows :
" Pichon, rue des Marais,

St. M. 31."

The railway is seen high up the mountain -side behind the hotel,

and pedestrians who wish to proceed at once must not forget that

the station is a good half-hour's uphill walk from the hotel, on
the road to Callander. On the way we pass the very pretty little

Episcopal Church of St. Angus.
For the railway journey southwards to Callander, &c, see

p. 234; northwards to Killin and Oban, p. 68.

"Pevtli to Dundee (1), 20 m. by rail. A picturesque ride, though a little

off the tourist track. The biauch starts from the east side of the main
line, and skirting the South Inch passes the Town Station (\ m.) and crosses

the Tay. Then, after going under Kinnoull Hill, a glimpse of Kinfauns
Castle (Lady G-ray) is afforded on the left rear and, a little further, Elcho Castle,

a commonplace ruin, is seen on the south bank of the river, which now spreads
into its estuary and is soon lost sight of. The country beyond is furrowed with
gracefully-wooded little vales. Glencarse (6 m.) shows a pretty modern church
on the left. As the country opens out, the Sidlaw Hills appear on the left and,
on the right, the church and park of Errol (10 m.). We are now traversing

the perfect flat of the Carse of (Jowrie. The Tay estuary reappears.

Castle Huntly rises square above the woods on the left and, looking up the
valley beyond it, we see the famous Hill of Dunsinane—a rounded knoll to the
left of the peak called the King's Seat. The spires and chimneys of Dundee and
the new Tay Bridge now come into view. Then, coming alongside the
estuary, with a pretty view across it, we may note (17 m.) the ivied ruin of

Invergowrie Church. The Tay Bridge is close at hand, we pass Magdalen Green
and enter I>undee West Station.

The Old Tay Bridge was, as every one knows, destroyed in the fearful

hurricane of Sunday, December 28th, 1879. Among the relics of the ill-fated

train which went down with it was the door of a first-class carriage, picked iq>

by a fisherman some months after off the coast of Norway !

For Helw Tay Bridge seep. 84.

(2) By roart. 22 m. An excellent run in every respect. Leave Perth by
the new bridge, whence the road goes round Kinnoull Hill. Inns at Inchture,

13 m., etc. On to Arbroath (39 m.), Montrose (;">l£) and Stonehaven (74) to

Aberdeen (89). see p. 4
; pink.
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Stations -—Dundee West (Co/.), for Perth and Newtyle u,g h, .. ae {North
British), for Edinburgh, Arbroath, Montrose, and Aberdeen ; Dundee East
(Joint), for Forfar (direct), Arbroath, Montrose, and Aberdeen : all within £ m.
of each other, and close to the Docks.

Hotels:— Queen's, Royal (B. & A., 4s.)) Nethergate ('buses); Royal British,

High St. ('bus); Albion, High St.; Lamb's (Temp.), Eeform St.; Mother's
(Temp.), Orichton St.; Wood's Commercial, 88 Commercial St.; all within

| m. of West and Tay Bridge Stations and J m. of East Station.

Restaurants :

—

Straton's, 18, Reform St. ; Buffet, Royal British; The Cafe.

Royal, High Street.

P.O.—Meadow Side (centre of town) open 6.45—9; Sun., 9.30—10.45.

Chief del. 6.45 and 7.45 a.m. ; desp., 3, 6.30 and 8.45 p.m. Tel. Off. always open.

Theatre, Garth St. Pop., 160,000. Mkt. Days, Tu. and Pri.

Dundee, the third Scottish town in population, has a finer site

than Aberdeen but, though it has been greatly improved in late

years and contains several good streets and handsome buildings

;

it has not the same hold on tourists as the "granite city." Its

chief attractions are the Albert Institute and its surroundings,

the fine Old Steeple, which forms the tower of the Town Churches
(three in one) ; the Eoyal Arch, in Dock Street, between the

stations; the Esplanade extending to the Tay Bridge, and the

view from Dundee Law, a green knoll just behind the town, 572 ft.

high. On leaving any of the three stations we shall soon notice

the Royal Arch, an elaborate Gothic structure with round
arches and interlaced arcade, admitting to the Docks. It com-
memorates a visit of the Queen in 1844.

The Old Steeple (adm. Id. ; May, June, July, 12—8 ; Aug.
Sept., 12 to G) stands in Nethergate, at the head of Union Street,

and within 5 minutes of the West and Tay Bridge Stations. It

is a handsome and massive tower, Decorated in style and more
than 150 feet high. It dates from the 14th century, and was
restored at a great cost by Sir Gilbert Scott in 1872. Ascending
by a corner turret, the visitor walks round the tower along two
galleries guarded by handsome balustrades.

Speaking generally of Scotch churches, Dundee offers no
exception to the rule that the towers and steeples are by far their

finest parts.

In the S.W. corner of the churchyard, the Old Town Cross,
of the same type as the ones at Edinburgh and Aberdeen, and
dating from 1580, has been placed.

From the " V ^eple" go east up High Street and, opposite the
Town House, l irked by a fine spire, turn to the left up Reform
Street, a fine thoroughfare of modern buildings. At its northern
end, occupying an open space and fronted by a good statue of

Burns, represented as usual in a composing attitude, is the
Albert Institute. This is one of Sir Gilbert Scott's modern
Gothic buildings and contains a Free Library, &c, and a Museum
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(open daily, 11—4; also, M. &W,, 7—9 p.m.; Sat. 11—9; always
free.) In the latter the Natural History Collection is interesting
and not too large. An Art and Picture Gallery (E.E.) has been
added. On the N. side a Statue of the Queen, by Bates of London, was
unveiled in August, 1899. Around the Institute are also the Royal
Exchange with a stump tower; the High School with a Greek
portico, and, by Panmure Street, the Cowgate leading to the East
Port—the only one remaining—over which a restored inscription
records the preaching of George Wishart during the plague of

1541. The next year the preacher was burned at St. Andrews
(p. 96).

The Esplanade, extending from Tay Bridge Station to the
Tay Bridge itself, is nearly a mile long and affords pleasant views
across the Tay. It has been extended still further.

For a view the visitor should ascend Dundee Law (572 ft.), a
good half-hour's walk from any of the stations. Going east of

the Old Steeple (or west with a turn to the right) you proceed up
Constitution Road—locally known as " Mount Zion " from the
number of churches in it—and reach the foot of the hill in a mile,

passing near the Prison and the Infirmary on the way. From the
top the view extends to St. Andrews one way and to the outliers of

the Grampians in the other. A short descent may be made to

Iiochee, where are the CamperdownJute Works of Messrs. Cox Bros.

—the largest in the world—employing 5,000 hands and actually

graced by their chimney-stack, which also rivals in height the

celebrated St. Rollox chimney in Glasgow. Jute and flax supply
the staple industry of Dundee, which, in the manufacture of linen,

vies with Belfast, with which city it also competes in ship-building,

"whalers" being a speciality. To many, of course, the town is

best known for its marmalade. (Tram back to Dundee.)

The l¥ew Tay Bridge is an iron lattice structure more than 2 miles long,

with 13 spans of 250 feet each, 77 feet above the tideway, and 85 piers—9 of

brickwork, the rest of cast-iron cylinders. There can be little doubt that the
original bridge, built for a single line of rails only, was of too flimsy a character
for possible emergencies. This one, however, accommodating a double line of

rails, is of a very different stamp.

A favourite near excursion from Dundee is to Broughty Ferry
(seep. 85).

Jtonbxc to the fj igblaubs.

(Map opp. p. 75.)

(1) Dundee to I*ertli (20 ni.) described reverse way on page 82.

(2) Dundee (West Station) to Newtyle, 17 m. (— Alyth, 23 m.) ;

Blairgowrie, 27 m.

This is the route for Glenisla, or to join the coach from Dnnkeld to Braemar
(see yellow sheet). The line turns sharply upwards from the Perth route at

Magdalen Green (1 /«.), and passes between Iiocliee (above)', and Dundee
Law. The large building on the left is the Liff New Asylum. Then it crosses a
depression in the Sidlaws, and, after passing Auditet-house (12 m.), affords a
splendid view across Strathmore to the G-rampians. The tower on Kilpui-ney
Hill is above us on the right, and, making a wide sweep into Newtyle, we get.

a pood view of the old Castle oil the same side. The train goes on to Blair-
gowrie (p. 131), and a connecting one takes us to Alyth Junction (p. 86).
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(3) Dundee {East) to Forfar direct (21 m.) and Kirriemuir (for

Clow), 27 m. Tfiis branch leaves the main Aberdeen route at Broughty Ferry

(below), and has no special interest as far as Forfar (p. 89); thence to

Kirriemuir, &c, .we p. K9.

(4) Dundee to Arbroath, 16£ m ; Montrose, 30 m ;(—Bervie,43 m.)

Aberdeen, 74 m.

This is a joint line as far as Arbroath, beyond which the Caledonian trains

starting from Dundee East join the main Perth and Aberdeen line at Guthrie
Junction ; tbe North British ones, starting from Tay Bridge Station, and
travelling by Montrose, reach the same line at Hillside close to Dubton Junc-
tion. The Caledonian Station at Montrose is a terminus, and passengers
bound thither by their route branch off at Dubton Junction.
Between Dundee and Broughty Ferry (3£ m.), a favourite suburban

residence and popular resort of the Dundeeites, we look across the Firth to

Newport, a favourite little watering-place, and Tayport— the reverse. Between
the two a Waterloo tower crowns the hill. Beyond Tayport low sand-banks
extend far out to sea. Broughty Castle (?•.) has been rebuilt as a defence.

Then passing Monifieth (5£m.) the line forms a base line to a sandy promontory
at the apex of which is the Buddon Ness Lighthouse. At Carnoustie (10 m.)

with very fine Golf-links (Bruce's Hotel)—the sea comes back to us, and 12

miles (int we may detect the top of the lighthouse that has superseded the " bell"

on the "Inchcape Rock," with which Southey has made us so familiar. The
column on the distant hill to the left is in memory of the first Lord Panmure.
Hence we skirt the sea to

Arbroath (Imperial, at the Station; White Hart (B. & A., %s. (></.), \m.\
/'<>/'. 22,000) another seat of the linen trade. There is nothing to see except the
fine old A.bbey (key close by; fee optional). It is 6 min. walk from the station,

and reached by turning to the left at once. The Abbey, founded in the 12th
( entury and dedicated to Thomas a Beckct, has grand features, but, as a whole,

rather than beautiful. It is built of red sandstone. The deeply recessed
Western Doorway, by which we enter after passing through a Gothic Arcade^ is

Norman, but the rest is Early English. The three Pointed windows at the east

end, seen as we enter, are deeply embayed, and help to impress us with the great
length of the building. Besides these the south wait of the s#o?,the south transept,

and the Chapter House, hard by and still roofed, are nearly all that remain, if we
except the Pointed arches and the lower segment of a large rose window over
the western doorway. From the transept a stair may be ascended to a passage
in the wall that affords a good view over the town. A plain stone in the
chancel is said to cover the bones of the founder, William the Lion. The last

Abbot was Cardinal Beaton.
Boute continued. The Caledonian line to Guthrie Junction (p. 91)

calls for no description, but the North British to Montrose, after going inland
for some miles, rises to high ground. Red Castle, a fortress of William the
Lion, is conspicuous, and we gain a fine prospect over Hunan Bay, at the south
horn of which the cliffs rise finely to Red Head, a fine opening for a watering-
place. (Coast-loving pedestrians should walk thus far from Arbroath.) This
part of the coast is associated with the " Antiquary," Auchmythie (" North
Esk Anns Hotel") 4 ni. N. of Arbroath, being the "Mussel Crag," and the
cliffs beyond the scene of Miss Wardour's escape: also of Scott's wonderful
description of a stormy sunset due East ! Caves, characteristic of the formation,
abound. The ruined Lunan Church is also a picturesque object.
The graceful spire of Montrose Church gives a charm to the town from what-

ever point it is viewed, but from none so much as from the approach by this

route. On the left is a spreading lake—the estuary of the South Esk—which
suddenly narrows again into a channel through whish the tide rushes with
great force. This channel is crossed by a long viaduct over which we travel,
and a little lower, by a graceful suspension bridge. The picture is complete.
Montrose (Central, Stat", Queen's Tetnp. -*buses. Pop. 12,500) is as pleasant

a non-tourist town as can lie. You walk up its excellent and uniformly wide
High Street, take a look at the statues of Joseph Hume (born here and M.P. for
the town), and Sir Robert Peel, are disappointed to find <m how poor a body
such a graceful tower and spire as that of the church are imposed, proceed
by a passage north of the church past the Museum (adm. Gd. ; it contains John
Knox's pulpit and the sword of the Marquis of Montrose who perished on the
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scaffold at Edinburgh, p. 26)—over the Caledonian branch line to the Links,
notice the swift rush of the tide, and return to your hotel or station. The
town, we should add, hardly suggests so large a population. Ships and linen
occupy its attention.
From Montrose Harbour Lord James Douglas, it is said, embarked for Palestine

with the heart of the Bruce ; also the " Old Chevalier," with the Earl of Mar and
others, made bis escape after the short-lived and abortive rising of 171").

*>.* Prom Montrose the tourist may proceed by the coast-line to Bervie
(13 m.* Castle (C.T. ; B. & A., 2s.); 'Pop. 1,200), noticing the Finella Burn,
between St. Cyrus and Johnshaven on the way, and from Bervie on foot, or by
early 'bus {M., W., Th., Sa,t.) to Stonehaven {p. 94 ; 10 m.., Is. 6d.) passing
close to Dunnottar Castle (p. 94).

Two miles beyond Montrose we cross the Caledonian branch
into that town and then join their main line at Hillside, a little

beyond Dubton Junction. For the rest of the way see p. 94, and
for Aberdeen, p. 100.

Perth to Aberdeen, &c. (Map opp. p. 75.)

Perth to Goupar Angus, 15£ m.
; (

—

Blairgowrie, 20.) Alyth June.,

20 (

—

Alyth, 25^.); Forfar, 32 (

—

Kirriemuir, 38.) ; Guthrie June.,

39 {—Arbroath, 47.) ; Bridge of Dun, 47J {—Brechin, 51£.) ; Dubton
June, 50J (

—

Montrose, 53£.) ; Stonehaven, 73J; Aberdeen, 89£.

About 7 expresses a day in If— 2\ hrs. Fares:-2((. and Id. per mile.

This is the main route of the Caledonian Company to Aberdeen,
and, though it does not itself pass through a district of special

interest to the tourist, is considerably above the average of

British railways in its surroundings, while the little branches
which we have enumerated above lead to the threshold of

the finest valleys of the Eastern Grampians. From Blairgowrie

we may traverse Glen Shee by coach to Braemar ; from Alyth we
may reach the same place partly on foot ; from Kirriemuir

we may enjoy a fine tramp by Clova either to Braemar or

Ballater, and Edzell commands the varied valley of the North
Esk, which merits a much wider reputation than it possesses.

The Route. From Perth the line traverses for 10 miles the

fertile valley of the Tay, of which, perhaps, the chief feature is

the splendid foliage on the right hand. Two miles on the way
the Crieff branch turns sharp to the left, and on the right Scone
Palace {p. 118) rises above the trees. At Stanley Junction (7 m.;
White's, J m., angling resort) the Highland line strikes away on
the left, and 3 miles further we cross the Tay close to the confluence

of the Isla. Here, at Cargill (station for the beech hedge, etc.,

p. 135), the modern mansion of Ballathy is conspicuous on the right.

Then the Sidlaws come into view on the same side. Their highest

point, King's Seat (1,235 ft.), is a peak, and the second summit to

the right of it— somewhat isolated—is the Hill of Thmsinane

(1,012 /£.). From Coupar Angrus {Royal, B. & A., 2s. 6cl.
;

Victoi'ia) the Blairgowrie branch strikes off on the left hand, and
from Alyth Junction {Belmont Hotel) that to Alyth on the

same side. Route continued on p. 89.
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For ]tlaii*goivrie (5 m.), and coach-route to Braemar, nee page 134.

At Meig-le (\\ m. ; Kinloch Arms, quaint) is a famous collection of

sculptured stones in a museum, specially built for them by Sir Geo. Kin-
loch, a little W. of the station and close to the church. They number, including
fragments, twenty-two, and most, if not all, of these are of Christian character
—slabs with Celtic crosses on one side and mysterious interwoven and knotwork
symbols—fish, serpent, spears, etc., on the other. Their date is disputed—most
authorities assign the 7th, a few the 11th, cent. On one that was destroyed when
the old church was burnt down in 18G9 was represented a chariot with two
horses, a driver, two passengers and several grotesque animals. No. 1 measures
8 by 3£ feet. Note also No. 9 (finely preserved) and No. 21, the most puzzling.

See "The Sculptured Stones of Meigle," by A. S. Aglen, Rector of the Parish.

Alytli Junction to Alyth, 5 m. Alyth (Hotels :

—

Airlie Arms, Com-
mercial : Pop. 2,000) is a featureless town. It lias a Jubilee Public Park. As
;t rallying-point for Glen Isla, the most westerly of the Porfarshire glens, it

is interesting to tourists.

Beyond Mount Blair (14 «i.) there is a carriage-road leading across a gap in

the hills to Glenshee. Above that the glen is a cul-de-sac except to pedestrians,
who may enjoy a long but interesting walk to Braemar. Those who cross into
(Jlcn shee are strongly advised to go over the top of Mount Blair, a very easy
and remunerative ascent, as described below. The only hotel is at Kirkton, 10
miles from Alyth. Glenisla is famous for its plants and ferns (holly and viride

amongst them"), the Caenlochan glen at the head of it, 10 miles above Kirkton,
being specially noted.

X.Ii. In Scotland, where a glen, or a loch, and a parish have the same name,
the glen and loch are usually spelt as two words, the parish as one, e.g., Glen
[sla, the valley ; Glenisla, the parish.

Airlie Castle (grounds open Tu. and Sat.) is 5 miles by road N.E. of Alyth.
Two miles from it and reached bypath is a fine sandstone river-gorge, the Slug
of A nelirn miie. This excursion may he combined with the Reekie Linn in

a drive of H'> miles, passing the Loch of Lint rathen half-way.

Alj tli to <- 1 en Isla, Won in Blair, €tlen Shee ana Braemar.
\liith to Reekie Glen, 4 m. ; Kirkton of Glenisla (Hotel) 10; top of Mount Blair,

1 1 . Persie Inn, 20; Bridge of Gaily (Tern. Inn), 23 ; Blairgowrie, 29. Coach once
OT twice daily to Kirk/on.

— Top of Mount Blair to Spittal of Glenshee Hotel, 1£—2 hrs.

— Glenisla Hotel to Braemar, 10 hrs. Distance, about 25 m.

Proceed through the town, turning to the right at the end of it, and again to
the left shortly afterwards, so as to go by the old road over the Hill of Alyth
(966 feet). About 3 miles from Alyth, at the foot of the far side of the hill,

the road forks. Take the right-hand branch, and in another mile, just beyond
a gentleman's house and opposite a road on the left, turn up a short lane
through a farm-gate. At the end of this lane a wicket on the left opens on to a
gravel walk leading directly to the Reekie Linn.

The Reekie Limi is commenced by the Isla taking three plunges to a
depth of some 60 feet after a comparatively peaceful course through the open
fields and moorlands of Glen Isla. The sides of the Linn are richly wooded, and
the walk, which is along the south side considerably above the water, is con-
tinued for some distance. The whole scene is a charming little relief to what
has been so far a dull walk

.

Prom the Linn return to the high-road, and proceed by the cross-road already
mentioned as being opposite to the farm-gate, joining another high-road,
coming also from Alyth, just beyond a new chapel. Pollow this high-road for
four miles, ascending a round hill (Druim Dearg, the " Red Ridge," 1,487 feet)
passing close to its summit, opposite to which take a track to the right leading
sharply down to Kirkton of Glenisla, and crossing the stream by a bridge a
short distance beyond the inn. Prom Druim Dearg there is a fine all-round
view. Mount Blair rises in front to the left of the glen. If, instead of descend-
ing to Kirkton, you keep on the main road, you will save nearly a mile, but miss
your inn

.

The Glenisla Hotel is a comfortable little house in the garden of which
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the fern-gatherer will be intere ted to notice the real holly fern ahti its usual
little satellite, the green spleenwort. Note the monument on the hill opposite.
Nearly two miles beyond the inn the river is again Crossed by a stone bridge,

and the road by which you would have come had you not visited the Kirkton,
rejoined. Proceed along this road for a short distance and then commence the
ascent of Mount Blair by a few yards of lane leading to some farm-buildings
called AlrivJi.

Over tlie hills to Braemar. (S hrs. ; 25m.—/rem Kirkton of Glenisla.)

The Braemar-bound toarist must proceed up G-len Isla. In a little over two
miles, just after leaving a cross-road to Glen Shee on the left, he will pass the
ruins of Porter Castle, a rectangular tower of great strength, destroyed by the
Duke of Argyll in 1640, and supposed to be referred to in the following
lines—

" the great Argyll wf a' his men
Cam' to plunder the bonny house of Airlie."

Three miles further the Cally Burn forms some picturesque falls near its

junction with the Isla, and in another 2 miles the shooting-lodge of Tulchan
is passed at the foot of Glen Brighty. Still following the course of the Isla, the
road proceeds for another mile and then strikes up to the left by a small
stream (Glas Burn) for the ridge of Monega (Highmoor) Hill, 2,917 feet. There
is a path all the way, due, in a great measure, to the smugglers of a bygone
day, and thereby exemplifying the Shakespearian maxim that there ; s "good in

everything." The present inhabitants maintain their right of way in the
teeth of the exclusive propensities of deerstalkers ; and the route is further
indicated in some parts by large stones reared up the side of it. On the right,

immediately under Monega Hill, the tourist looks down into the Caen-
lufhnn &len, at the head of which he crosses the main ridge separating Glen
Isla from Glen Shee and Glen Clunie, passing below and to the right of the
summit of Glas Meal ("Grey Hill," 3,502 feet). At the top of the ridge the
mountains on the far side of the Dee valley come into view, Ben Muich Dhui
and his "suite," or rather ''peers," conspicuous amongst them. A sharp
descent of about 2 miles brings us into Glen Clunie at a point about 8 miles
from Braemar

.

Over Mount Blair to Cwlen Shee and Blairgowrie.
Distances, tee p. 87. Afternoon car from Cally Bridge to Blairgowrie*

Prom Alrich there can be no difficulty in scaling Mount Blair (2,441 ft.). The
best plan is to make for about the middle of its eastern shoulder, from the ridge
of which an easy climb will place you on the top about an hour after com-
mencing the ascent.

The chief features in the View are the valleys of the Shee and the Isla, close

at hand on either side. The absence of lakes in the eastern recesses of the
Grampians places the views from their chief heights at a great disadvantage
when compared with their western rivals, but this defect is to some extent
compensated for by the verdant beauty of the valleys, nowhere more noticeable
than from this particular height. There is also a fine mountain view, Glas Meal
and Lochuagar being prominent in the north, Ben Vrackie due west, with
Ben-y-Gloe on its right, and a possible glimpse of Ben Nevis over its western
shoulder. Southward of Ben Vrackie, and much farther away, Schiehallion
rears its tapering cone, with Ben Lawers on its left. Then, southwards,
Strathmore extends—rich, flat, and wide—with the Sidlaws immediately behind
it, and the Ochils farther away on their right. Eastwards we descry the lofty

spire of Montrose and the German Ocean.
The descent towards either the Spittal of Glen Shee or Blairgowrie is as

simple a-; the ascent. For the former, which the writer has only examined from
the top, pursue a north-westerly direction, commencing in the line of a rail

fence ; for the latter, a south-westerly, leaving the southern arm of the moun-
tain on the left. A burn is crossed, and a cart -track entered just beyond a
slight rise on the other side of it. The cart-road passes some farmsteads,
beyond which is a bridge across the Shee Water, by which a road passes at once
on to the main road of the valley at a point about a dozen miles from Blair-

gowrie. In about four miles more an inn, the Persic Arms, is passed on the
right. Between it and Blairgowrie there is only a Temperance house (he

incercauld Arms—at Cally Bridge, 6 miles short of Blairgowrie. As temperance
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folk can always get their favourite " suatainers"—-milk and lemonade, to wit—
at licensed houses, it seems strange that they should require an extra set of

resting-places for themselves, where people of a different persuasion cannot get

theirs. Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. We refer to out-of-the-way

localities only, where it is " Hobson's choice " with the tourist.

The scenery at and about Cally Bridge is very picturesque, the river Ard/i

flowing far below through a wooded dingle to its confluence with the Shee

Water, the united streams flowing thence by the name of the A'richt. The road

ascends again, forming a kind of terrace and looking down about three miles

from Blairgowrie into a deep ravine, at the bottom of which the Ericht flows

between perpendicular rocks and thick-growing woods. Crnighall (p. 115), oil

the opposite side of the ravine, occupies a singularly bold and picturesque sitC;

Beyond it the road descends to and crosses the river, keeping it on the right

until it joins the Blairgowrie and Alyth highway, a short distance to the east of

Blairgowrie Bridge. For Blairgowrie and the routes thence see pp. 115,131.

IVXain Route continued. Beyond Alyth Junction the ruined

watch-tower on Kilpurney Hill (1,134 ft.) is a conspicuous object.

The country through which we are now passing—Strathmore, the
" big valley"—is a rich corn-growing district. At Eassie (24 m.)

the ruined kirk is close to the line on the left, and beyond Glamis

(27 w., pron. almost " Cxlaams ") the pinewoods in which is Glamis
Cdstte [below) are passed on the right.

Pedestrians wishing to see Glamis should leave the train and walk through the
Park, past the front of the Castle to the village (small inn), 2 m. The park is

entered a short distance from the station. The road on to Forfar is dull.

Forfar. (32 m. ; Jarman's, opp. sta. gates; Royal, County, § m.
away, 'buses.) A thriving town, with nothing to interest the
tourist unless it be the " witches' bridle "—a gag placed in the
mouths of women condemned to the stake for witchcraft. It is in

the Public Library at the Town House. The cemetery above the
town contains a statue of Sir Bobert Peel. Route continued on p. 91.

Gtlamis Castle (Earl of Strathmore), 6 m. Open on Fridays. This splendid
baronial mansion, on the site of which, says tradition, Malcolm II.—not the
" gentle Duncan "—was murdered, is visited by carriage from Forfar. There is

a small inn in the village, 2 miles from Glamis Station and 1 from the Castle
The "Lion Cup" of Glamis, we are told, was the original of Scott's " blessed
bear of Bradwardine " in Waverley. The Great Hall, bearing date 1621, the
kitchens, the room in which Malcolm was murdered (!), Scott's bedroom, and
the dining room are shown, and a staircase leads to the top of the castle (fine

view). We also read that the Chapel was painted by an ancestor of De Wet—

a

name familiar with British Boar-hunters, at the modest remuneration of £35.
In 1866. when the Chapel was reopened, the paintings were cleaned and
varnished. The building as a whole is, perhaps, the most pronounced example
of its style extant. Admission (under special circumstances) on other days by
application to E. Ralston,' Esq., Factor, Glamis.

Forfar to Kirriemuir (rail), 6 m. Kirriemuir to Clova (Ogilvy
Aims) Hotel (road), 15 m ; Braemar (bridle-path), 34 m ; Km Mater. 34 m.

This is a very good route for such as wish to explore those parts of the Eastern
Grampians that occupy the confines of Aberdeenshire and Forfarshire ; in fact
it is the only one in which hotel accommodation enables the tourist to break the
journey into two comfortable halves. There is a capital country hotel at Clova,
beyond which it is a walk of from 6 to 8 hours to Ballater or Braemar. The
right of way is in both cases undoubted, that to Ballater having never been
disputed, while through the efforts of the Scottish Rights of Way Society the
road to Braemar was declared open to the public in March, 1887. We advise
tourists to liire from Kirriemuir to Clova. (Pair-horse, 27s. G</. inclusive.)

The journey may also be commenced at Brechin, whence it is 23 miles to
Clova, the road joining that from Kirriemuir at Cortachy, 10 miles short of
Clova. There is, however, nothing in the scenery to compensate for the extra
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distance. The Clova district is specially interesting to the botanist. It is one
of the few habitats of the holly fern.

Route. The Kirriemuir branch leaves the main line 3 miles on the Perth side
of Forfar and then winds up to the remote little town of It irriemui »•

(Hotels :

—

Airlie Arms, Ogilvie Arms
; % m. from station ; very fair country

houses). The town is a minor seat of the linen manufacture and is built
almost entirely of red sandstone. Though its houses are mostly modern, the
ramifying little streets give it a touch of quaintness. There is a wide view
over Strathmore from the cemetery on the Hill of Kirriemuir, a good half-mile
N.E. of the centre of the town. Eng. letters arr. abt. 7.30 a.m.; desp. 1.30, 5.40

and 6.50 p.m. Sundays open, 12.30—1.15.

The novelist Barrie draws attention to the town under the name of " Thrums."

Kirriemuir to Clova. Coach, abt. 9 a.m., except F. ; starting back abt.

4 p.m. ; 2s. ; ret., 3s. Also to Glen Prosen (20 m. out and in), W. & Sat. 2s. ret.

and to Glenisla (Th.) 28 m. out and in, ret. 3s. Going northwards by the road
that leaves the Crown Hotel on the left, we climb a long street, and, quitting
the town, get a good retrospective view extending to the Ochils and including
the peak of Ben Vorlich in the south-west. Then (1 m.) our route turns left at
cross-roads, and again right at the end of a plantation, 1£ m. further. The next
few miles are featureless. About 4 miles on the way the Prosen Water is crossed,
and half-a-mile further the Clova road turns square to the left.

*$* The road onward descends to Cortachy Bridge, over the South Esk, on
the near side of which are Cortachy Church and the entrance to Cortachy
Castle (Earl of Airlie), an almost entirely modern mansion with a keep-tower
more than 100 feet high. Over this bridge comes the route from Brechin.

Half-a-mile beyond the above divergence the road, after again bending to the
right, reaches I>yke Heart {Tel. Off.), where is the Royal Jubilee Arms, a
road-side house with a beer-aud-porter licence, a sitting-room and a hammock.
*#* Just beyond this inn the road up Crlen Prosen goes off on the left.

This glen is better wooded than Glen Clova, but far less bold at its head,
whence 5 m. from Dyke Head the visitor may find his way (by inquiry—the
Inchmill Inn is closed) either into Glen Isla on the left or Glen Clova on the
right.

A few yards beyond the "Hotel" we leave the road into Glen Prosen on the
left and continue for 3 miles well up on the west side of the South Esk through
a country sprinkled with fir-plantings. The stream below looks very fishful.

Then come several miles of dreary country in which trees are few and the river
winds with sluggish course through bare marshland. When the water is up,
carriages cross the stream by a stone bridge about the commencement of this

part, but pedestrians may as well continue by the somewhat shorter route along
the west side of it. In either case, as the valley bends to the left in about 3

miles, where the white shooting-lodge of Rotlal is passed, the finer scenery sur-

rounding its head comes into view. The barrenness is relieved by a few patches
of native wood growing on knolls which have the appearance of moraine heaps

;

the hills close in loftier and steeper, and contrast with the lighter verdure of

the strath. A welcome feature in the scene is the little village of Clova,
with its kirk, manse, stump of a castle, and picturesque hotel, whereat every
tourist will halt awhile before pursuing his adventurous way over the hills

beyond. It is about 950 feet above the sea.

There is a distinct resemblance between the upper parts of these East Gram-
pian glens and the valley-heads of Westmorland, and if the tourist wish to see

a lakeland tarn, he should climb by a path from the south side of the Clova
Hotel to l.ocli Brandy (2000.//. ; 1 \ hrs. up and. down, good fronting). There
is a fair path skirting a plantation, and afterwards indicated for some way by
poles. Crossing the col beyond you can reach Loch Lee (p. 93).

From Clova the carriage-road is continued along the narrowing and perfectly

flat strath to liraedownie Farm (3 m.), where it crosses the river, and then comes
to an end at the conspicuous shooting-lodge of Glen Doll. For Ballater (see below)

do not cross this bridge, but for Braemar—
(a) Shortest route. Cross the bridge, pass the shooting-lodge, and beyond it

follow a good bridle-path up Glen Doll, keeping its stream, the White Water, on
the left. This path continues for 3 or 4 miles, climbing in its latter part what
is known as Jock's Path ; beyond it bear rather to the right, but still keep the
White Water in view, and you will soon reach the top of the ridge separating
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Forfarshire and Aberdeenshire, crossing it a trifle nearer the peak of the Tol-
11onnt on the left than the Knaps of Fafernie on the right. The path is very
intermittent, but poles and stone "men" direct you up to about this point, where
care is needed to avoid dropping to the head of Glen Esk on the right, and so

getting back to t'lova. Bearing slightly to the right to avoid precipitous

ground, you will see Qlen Callater below, hemmed in by Cairn Taggart on the
right and Oairn-na-G-lasha and Cairn-an-Tuirc on the left. In descending keep
the stream on the left, and you will enter a carriage-road at Callater Lodge at

the far end of Loch Vallate?; a good 5 miles short of Braeinar (see p. 114).

(b) After crossing the bridge at Braedownie keep up the main valley of the
Esk, by the water-side, under the cliff of Craig Mellon. You will join the old

cart-track, which does not cross the bridge but fords the stream 1£ m. higher up,

and proceed by it to Bachnagairn,& disused shooting-lodge (1,500/£.). Just here
the sameness of the dark valley is broken by a fir-planting, in the midst of which
the Esk makes a fine fall. The path, after ascending through the firs, bears to
the left. Then, passing Lock Esk—a small tarn on the right—you will enter (a)

route a little short of the Tolmount. This is the clearer path up to Loch Esk.

To Ballater. At the Braedownie Bridge (not to be crossed) the road
becomes a cart-track, and f m. further, just where a plank foot-bridge crosses
a rill, the Ballater track slants up Capel Mount. It is very indistinct at the
turning point, but may be clearly seen on the hill-side above. It soon crosses
< kipel Burn, which it keeps for some distance just below on the right. On the
ridge to the left you will notice a cairn, and it is worth while to turn aside to
this to look down into the wild upper valley of the Esk—very black-looking
except when the heather is in bloom—relieved only by the fir-woods of Bach-
nagairn. The pointed hill to the right of it is the Broad Cairn, and, more to
the right, Lochnagar now asserts its supremacy. The abrupt cliff of Craig
Mellon is a striking object behind.
The moorland has now to be crossed for several miles. The track is clear

enough, and further indicated by poles at £ mile, more or less, interval and,
now and again, a cairn. Any deviation from it simply swamps you. The
mountain right ahead is Morven, beyond Ballater, and a glimpse is caught of
the precipice-guarded Dubh Loch under the Broad Cairn. Then, as the
descent fairly begins, Loch Muick, lying far below on the left and
Hanked on both sides by heather-clad scree, bursts into view—the finest sight on
the route. At its far end is the handsome royal shooting-lodge, Glassalt Shiel.

Descending to its level a little beyond the foot of the loch, we enter a rough
granite road, and for three long miles traverse the desolate upper part of Glen
M nick, sacred to deer. In front the glen narrows into a ravine down which,
with fir-trees growing from the water's edge, the river becomes a torrent, and
forms the picturesque I,inn of Muick (p. 107). The fall is well seeu from
the road, and the rest of the way to Ballater (6 m.) passes through native wood
(chiefly birch), and affords in the intervals charming views across the valley. A
mile short of Ballater, after passing Glen Muick House and Church on the right,
we arc close to the meeting of the Dee and the Muick. Italia ter, p. 10G.

Main route continued. A mile beyond Forfar, on the right hand,
the tower and short spire of Restennet Priory, a 13th-century
building, rise from a fir-planting, and a mile or two further we skirt

Rescobie Loch amid park-like scenery. Beyond it on the same side

Guthrie Castle, ancient with modern additions, is seen, and we reach
Guthrie Junction (for Arbroath, 8m., seep. 85). In another
5 miles, a little short of the crossing of the South Esk, the towers
of Kinnaird Castle, the splendid modern seat of the Earl of South-
esk, are well seen on the left. The demesne is finely wooded, and
contains a large deer-park. The Bridge of Dun is seen on the right
as we approach the station of that name. Route continued p. 94.

Bridge of Dun to Brechin (rail), 4 m.; Edzell, 10; etc.

fklzell to Tarfsiite (road), 12 m. ; Loch L,ee, 16 ; Ballater (track),
30. For Coachesfrom Brechin and Edzell see yellow pages.
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To the enterprising tourist this route opens up as extensive a region of
picturesque country and as great a variety of interesting objects as any that
has hitherto remained only locally explored in Britain. The antiquarian will

rejoice in the Caterthuns and the round tower of Brechin ; Edzell Castle is

attractive in itself, and historically ; the wooded glen of the North Esk from
Edzell for 3 miles upwards affords one of the loveliest walks imaginable ; the
valley above abounds in sudden transitions, and the walk from the Queen's
Well over Mount Keen to Ballater will delight a stalwart mountaineer.

Route. From Bridge of Dun the railway rises to Brechin, affording a good
view of Kinnaird Castle on the left.

Brechin {Commercial (B. & A., 3,s. Go1 .), Crown, Dalhousie Arms, 6 min.
from Sta. : 'buses. Pop., 9,000) is the most pleasingly placed' of the linen towns.
Its site slopes to the South Esk. and its environs are richly wooded. The one
great object of interest, however, is the Bound Tower at the Cathedral, which
is a few minutes' walk beyond the hotels. The body of the Cathedral,
till lately down-right ugly, has just been restored. The chancel is in ruins,
four pointed windows— three north and one south— being about all that
remains. Close to it is a mortuary chape), with the inscription, "Speid of

Ardovey, MDXIX." At the west end the tower with a short spire, a doorway
with a cinquefoil niche, and a window are good Decorated. Adjoining the
Church here is the Round Tower, perfect and nearly 100 feet high. It is

probably 800 years old. The doorway is 6 feet above the ground. Over it is a
crucifix, and on either side the figure of a Saint. There are many very old
tombstones, one memorial in the north-west angle, bearing date 1647, being re-

markable. Beside it is a grey granite column to Lord Panmure (1852). A
modern inscription south of the Church conveys a useful moral :

—

"Ye children who this motto read,

I pray you to your ways take heed
;

And do not do as some have done-
Hurry your mother to her tomb."

Five minutes' walk beyond the Cathedral we come to the entrance (/.) of

Brechin Castle (Earl of Dalhousie), a plain mansion embowered in

trees. You may walk through the grounds, which are picturesque but not re-

markable.

At Aldhar Castle, 3 m. S. by road, there is a very pretty " den," in which
are an old chapel and burying-ground.

The Caterthuns. These are 5 miles from Brechin and Edzell. The road,

which is pretty direct from Brechin, crosses the col between the round hills on
which stand the chief two, and which, as outposts of the Grampians, afford ex-
tensive views over Strathmore in one direction, and up the West Water into

the heart of the higher hills in the other. On the exact origin of these Cater-
thuns (or dunes) we do not presume to offer an opinion. They consist of vast
concentric circles or ovals of loose stones thrown confusedly about so as to

afford only a general idea of the original plan. The larger, on the left, is called

the White Cat^rthun, and is locally considered of British origin. That on the
right is the Brown Cateiihun. They are nearly 1,000 feet above the sea— 7<H)

above Brechin. On the next height, Lundie Hill, are remains of the same kind.

Ooiug direct from Brechin to Edzell the tourist should decidedly ride (G m. ;

abt. 8 trains a day in 19 min.).

Edzell (Hotels -.—Glenesk (B. A A., is.). Panmure Aims) is in high repute
locally from its open, healthy situation by the side of a fir-planted common.
It is laid out in parallel streets of low sandstone houses. The Panmure Arms,
recently enlarged, is at the far end of the main street : the Star in a parallel

street on the left. The North Esk flows within I m. east of the village, and
the beauties of the valley begin at mice. There is a golf-course close by.

r.<l'/.«»l I Castle. l± m. west by the cross-mad from the Panmure Arms, is

worth a visit. It rises ainong the sycamores to the right of the road, and was
a seat of the Lindsay family. The young Earl of Dalhousie is now proprietor.

The ruins consist of a plain keep, connected by fragments of the State Apart-
ment* with a round tower, in which, as at Stirling, there is a "Queen Mary's
Look-out." The most unique feature, however, is the grass-grown garden on
the south side, smooth as a bowling-green, and surrounded by walls with square
holes (for Mowers) and figures of the virtues, sciences, &c. The date, 1604, and
the arms of Sir David Lindsay are over the doorway.
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Tlio " Burn." This is the name of a property (Col. Mc Ilroy, 'O.B.) on the
North KhU. containing one of the most charming little sandstone glens in
Scotland. The folly of trippers has necessitated a certain curtailment of privileges
once granted, but the sensible tourist need only apply for a ticket (M. Th. Sat.)
to enable him to enjoy 6he beauties of the glen.

There is a public path along the near ( W. ) side of the river from Bdzell starting
by ilir Panmure Arms to G-annochy Bridge (lj in.), from which the view up and
down-st ream is charming. The river, nearly blocked by a projecting platform of rock
above rushes between glowing sandstone cliffs covered with timber, chiefly beech.
Across the bridge is the lodge of the "Burn"—whence the road up to the mansion
(N.) is strictly private, and the path (S.) by ticket only.
Return by road towards Edzell for 256 yds. ; take a "V" turn to the right (to

this point you may have come direct by road from Bdzell), and then, 2aU yds., a foot-
path to the right which takes you near the river-side to £ m. " Loups " (Suspension)
Bridge. Crossing this, you proceed (again by ticket) along the east side of the
stream. At the crossing the channel is confined to a very narrow gorge
by a low abutment of pudding-stone rock. The wood on the other side ceases
for a while, and, on the one we are taking, becomes more varied, holly appearing
amongst it. Then the rocks rise again on the far side, and w e overlook, perhaps,
the gem of the whole—a little skerry with a larch or two on it, rising from
mid-stream at a bend of the river. Beyond this our path is partly overhung
by rock, ami we emerge on to the high-road close to a ruined stage and 3 miles
from Edzell. N.B.—If the Loups Bridge is out of repair, leave may be obtained
to proceed along the other side.

From Edzell the tourist may reach Aboyne (28???.) or Bancliory (24),
Seep. 10."), by carriage-road over Cairn o' Mount {.see pp. 105, 106), but the finest
route is,

—

Kdxell to Tarfside, 12 ???.,- Loch lee, 16 ?h.; Mount Keen, 22???.;
Rallater, 30 m. Camage-road for 17 ???. ,• thence bridle-track.

Coach to Invermark (J/., W., Sat.) about 8.45 a.m., starting back 3.30 p.m. To
Tarfside only, 12 noon (daily), ret. coach 7.30 a.m.

A good country inn (of the Clova kind) is all that is wanted to make this
one of the most popular routes over the Eastern Grampians. The scenery is

beautiful and varied. From Edzell you may enter the Esk glen (p. 92) at
once, and continue along it for 3 id., or you may join it at the Lodge on the
far side of Gannochy Ki-idge (1 m. The road turns left a little beyond the
Lodge). The latter course is best for those going the whole distance.

Issuing from the walk along the "Burn" on to the high-road again you
soon find yourself traversing a region of mountain, stream, heath aud birch,
which are' the essential parts of a Highland glen ; but this route is remark-
able for its unexpected transitions, and two miles further the road slightly
falls into a fertile strath that might grace a western shire of England. At the
end of this is the house of Feiwybank, beyond which the old road crosses the
hill, and passes a monument that has been prominent for some distance back.
It is a Masonic tower, called St. Amh-eir\s, and erected in 1826. The newer road
follows the bend of the river to the left from Eernybauk, and commands a fine

view across it, wilduess being once more its characteristic. Very soon, however, a
second stretch of well cultivated aud wooded land opens out in front, and a
couple of miles further we come to Tarfside, where light refreshment may
be purchased at the Post Office. Tarfside has two churches and a number
of little farm-houses. On a hill just beyond stands a large triangular cairn of

the Maule (Dalhousie) family. There is a direct track passing near this, but
the carriage-road still follows the course of the river, and in 4 miles reaches
Iioclilee Church (900 ft.', there is no village), a little above which, on the
left, is Iiiveriiiai'k Lodge (Earl of Dalhousie).

Locli r,ee, a mile to the left, is a good fishing loch, aud its speciality is char.
On its east bank is the old kirkyard, with a monument to Alex. Ross, poet and
schoolmaster (1699-1784); and at the west end a farm-house—a favourite resort
of the late Dr. Guthrie. The Clova Hotel is about 10 miles S.S.E., over the
hills—a rough walk, by Loch Brandy, p. 91.

A little beyond Loch Lee the carriage-road ceases, and a mile or so further
you come to the Queen's Well, the superstructure of which was erected
in honour of a visit on the part of Queen Victoria in 1861. It is an open dome
of stonework. At the cottage of Glenmark, a little further on, it is as well to
"speer" of the keeper. The track beyond winds up Mount Keen, and in
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its latter part is called the Ladder. The ridge separating Forfar from Aber-
deen is crossed at a height of about 2,500 feet, and from it a descent is made
to the Water of Tanar, which is crossed 1,235 feet above the sea. Thence the
track ascends 500 feet, and in the last few miles becomes a road which reaches
the Dee valley at the liridge of Muick, § m. short of Ballatei-

.

Edzell to Fettercairn, 4J m. (coach abt. 11.15 a.m. and
3 p.m.) ; and Banchory, 24 m. A very pleasant drive, but with
no inn between Fettercairn and Banchory. The road crosses

Gannochy Bridge (above), and enters Fettercairn (Ramsay
Arms, c.t. ; B. & A., 3s. 6d.) by the sandstone arch, erected over

the bridge in honour of a royal visit paid in 1861. The
mansions of Fettercairn House (r.) and Fasque (I. ; Sir John
Gladstone) are then passed. The ruins of Kincardine Castle

are on the right, J mile away, almost opposite the latter. Here
John Baliol signed his abdication at the bidding of Edward I.

Then, beyond (8 m.) Clattering Bridge, where the Slack Burn after

flowing some way underground joins the other stream, we climb
steeply to Cairn o' Mount (10J??i.; 1,450 ft.), whence is a fine view,

especially southward, to Montrose. Descending, we cross (14 m.)

Bridge of Dye, close to Glen Dye Lodge and, recrossing the river at

Bogendreep Bridge 4 miles further, pass through the village of

Strahan (20J m.) and along Feughside to Bridge of Feugh and
Banchory (p. 105).

Main Route continued. Beyond Bridge of Dun we have
on the right the wide inland estuary of the South Esk with the

bridges and the graceful tower and spire of Montrose Church on the
far side of it. The junction for Montrose is Dubton. (For the town

of Montrose, see p. 85). The large building passed on the left a
little further is the County Lunatic Asylum, beyond which the line

bends to the left by the side of the North Esk and crosses that

river into Kincardineshire a little short of Marykirk Station.

Laurencekirk (59 m. Hotels:

—

Gardenstone Arms, B. & A.,

3s. ; Royal) is the next station. Garvock Hill (r.) is crowned by
a tower, and on the left is a wide view extending to the eastern

outposts of the Grampians. The one more prominent than the

rest, seen about 3 miles beyond Laurencekirk over Fordoun Church,
is Kerloch (1,747 ft.), and beyond Fordoun Station, some way to

the left after we reach the Bervie stream, is Monboddo House,
where Johnson and Boswell dined, and which the latter in

acknowledgment described as a "wretched place."

After ascending by the Bervie Water and passing Drumlithie,

the line soon begins its descent seawards again alongside the

Carron Water—a very pretty bit. Fetteresso Castle, flat-topped,

is passed on the left, and a little further the auld Kirk and
burying-ground, on the same side. Urie House, the mansion
of Alex. Baird, Esq., is seen over the trees beyond.

Stonehaven (Hotels:— Royal, Station, County (Temp.;
B. & A., 3s. 6d.); 'buses; Pop. 4,600) is the capital of Kincardine.

It is some way east of the station, and is seen to great advantage
after we have crossed the Cowie Water, a mile beyond it. Here-
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abouts, too, we pass the ruins of Cowie Kirk, and get a view of

Dunnottar Castle, which lies 2 miles south of Stonehaven, and
is perched high up on a projecting cliff.

The ruins of Dunnottar Castle are very fragmentary, and in style

and in situation resemble those of Dunluce Castle on the coast of Antrim. The
rock on which they stand is washed on three sides by the sea, and the fourth

side is cleft by a deep chasm. During the stormy times of the Commonwealth
the Regalia of Scotland found a safe refuge here (see p. 19).

Hence to Aberdeen the railway, except for about 4 miles, keeps

near the edge of the cliffs and affords a fine sea-view, the rocky

coast being broken by numerous little gullies. Findon, which is

passed on the right 3 miles after quitting the sea, stands godfather

to the famous "Finnan Haddies "—nowhere better understood than
at Aberdeen. Beyond it we overlook the sea again and, sweeping
suddenly to the left round Nigg Bay, with the ruins of St. FitticWs

Church near the shore and the lighthouse on Girdleness Point

beyond, cross the Dee— a noble stream spanned by two fine

bridges—on the right, and enter Aberdeen Station. (Ref. Rms.)

Edinburgh to Dundee (59 m.) and Aberdeen (130J) by
Forth and Tay Bridges. (Maps opp. pp. 5 and 75.)

A Unit 7 express trains a day in 3^-4| hrs.

This is a continuation of the East Coast and Midland routes

from England to Edinburgh. The Forth Bridge route from Glas-
gow joins at Dalmeny, 9£ m. from Edinburgh, but the expresses

from Edinburgh and Glasgow run independently as far as Dundee,
where there is usually a halt of from 8 to 15 minutes. The dis-

tances from Glasgow are— to Dundee, 87 m. ; Aberdeen, 158.

The line branches from the Perth route (p. 75) at Inverkeithing

(13 m.), and, passing Aherdour (17), with a ruined castle on the
right, reaches the north shore of the Forth 2 miles short of

Burntisland (20 m.), whence there is still communication by steam

-

ferry with Granton. Then it keeps near the shore past (26 Ml)
Kirkcaldy to Dysart (28), from which station it runs inland past
Thornton Junction (31; ref.-rm.), I.ady Bank Junction (39),

Cupar (45), and Leuchars Junction (51; Ref.-rm.). From the
Junction it is half-a-mile, rail or road, to the village (Old Leuchars
Nta.). Ye Old Hotel close by.

Lenchai s Chnrcli. This is seen some way northwards as we proceed
aluiig the branch towards St. Andrews. It is a most remarkable building. The
chancel, terminated by a dome-crowned apse, is of the early part of the 12th
oentury, and in its two rows of arches, one above the other, displays, perhaps,
the truest specimen of Norman architecture in Scotland. A modern nave, how-
ever, has been added with an utter disregard for beauty or proportion.
From Leuchars a branch, 4^ miles in length, goes to St. Andrews (p. 96),

passing, at l£ miles, Guard Bridge Station, close to which, on the right, is the
bridge built in the 15th century, and repaired by Card. Beaton.

At St. Port (55 m.) we enter the Tay Bridge, described on
page 84. There is a fine view both up and down the estuary in
crossing, Dundee looking its very best ; Broughton Ferry beyond
it, with Newport and Tayport on the opposite (south) side.

For Dundee see p. 83 ; route on to Aberdeen, 85.
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Map opp. j>. 5.

Hotels :

—

Grand ; Marine ; both first class and facing Links, { m. from
station. Golf (smaller), facing Links; Alexandra, close by station, \m. from
Links (quiet .family); also (Fam. and Comm.) Royal, South Street ; Cross Key;
U'>. & A., 2s. (><l.), Star, Market Street; Imperial, North Street ; Waoerley Temp.,
Market Street ; 'buses meet the trains. Plenty of lodgings.

Routes : From K«l i iilni i •<• Ii (Waverley) by Forth Bridge and Lenehars
Junction 56 m. ; or by coast-line ; from; Stirling (rail) by Humbling Bridge,
Kinross (Loch Leven) Ladybank Junction and Lenehars Junction, t>0 ; from
Pertli (rail) by Ladybank Junction and Lenehars Junction, 3G ; from
Dundee by Lenehars Junction (rail), 13.

*,k* For Golf see p. 99.

The historical and architectural interest of this famous Univer-
sity induces many tourists to diverge from the direct route to the
Highlands in order to visit it. The town is a well-built one,

with fine, spacious streets—the chief one, South Street, much
improved by an avenue of trees—and a wide expanse of open sea
in front of it. Of the above-mentioned routes to it, the only one
possessing special attraction for the tourist, except for a pretty
bit between Perth and Newburgh, is that from Stirling, which we
have described (£>. 63).

History. Setting aside myths, we are told that the See of St.

Andrews was founded in the 8th century, by Angus, a Pictish

king, who "transferred the mother-church from Iona, and
adopted St. Andrew as its patron Saint, instead of St. Columba."
(Murray). In 1471 it was made an Archbishopric. The oldest

building still extant in the city is probably the St. Regulus, or

Square Tower, one of the most conspicuous objects in it, and
erected by Bishop Robert in the middle of the 12th century. This
tower stands in the Cathedral enclosure. The Cathedral itself

was commenced a few years later by Bishop Arnold, but not
finished till 1318. The signal for its demolition is said to have
been a series of characteristic discourses by John Knox, in 1559,

and from that time till the last century the work of* destruction

was carried on by the appropriation of its stones for all

manner of secular purposes. This abuse was put an end
to by the Woods and Forests, the present holders, in 1826.

The Castle, which abuts on the sea, was originally founded
in 1200 by Bishop Rodger, but was entirely rebuilt by Bishop
Traill nearly two centuries later, having been destroyed from
the fear of its being taken by the English. In it the cele-

brated Cardinal Beaton was murdered in 1546 by a number
of the followers of George Wishart, who had been burnt for heresy.

The murderers, assisted by Knox, successfully defended themselves

within its walls for more than a year, until a successful attack

was made upon it by French and Scottish troops, and the garrison

were sent as prisoners to Nantes. After the Gowrie conspiracy,
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James VI. took refuge in it, but soon afterwards it was deserted and
gradually fell to ruin.

The University was founded in 1411 by Bishop Wardlaw, and
is the oldest in Scotland. It consists of three Colleges

—

St. Mary's,

entirely devoted to Theological studies, and St. Salvator's and St.

Leonard's, which were amalgamated m 1747 under the name of

the I 'nit c<l Colleges. The present buildings, being more or less

modern, call for no further description than we shall give in our
walk through the city.

St. Andrews was in the thick of the religious strife of the lie-

formation period.

Walk through the Town.—From the station, which is 10
minutes' walk from the centre of the town, and nearly a mile from
the cathedral ruins, either a 'bus may be taken to one of the hotels,

or the walk commenced at once. In the latter case cross the

Links, or follow the road to the Golf Club House, which is con-

spicuous close to the sea. Golf is the ruling passion of St. Andrews,
and the Links are often teeming with people of both sexes, all ages,

and all classes occupied with the favourite pastime, which one can
hardly distinguish as Scottish any longer.* A little beyond the
club-house, we come upon the Martyrs' Memorial, a plain obelisk

in memory of four victims to religious bigotry, who perished at the
-take between 1528 and 1558,—George Wishart among them.

A little projecting rock opposite this, is called the Step, and is a
favourite bathing place. Then, continuing our walk along the

. as the Promenade is called, we come to the Castle (admis-

sion free). Situation rather than architecture is the feature of this

shell of a building. There is some tracery in the walls, but the
only object of special interest is the Bottle Dungeon, so called from

tape. A guide keeps the key, and displays its depth (25 ft.)

by letting a lighted candle down its neck. The view from the
railings of the Castle enclosure includes the estuary of the Tay,
with the Sidlaw Hills behind Dundee, and a low line of coast
stretching northwards. In clear weather, the Bell Rock Light-
house may be discerned E.N.E. Note the well.

From the Castle we may continue along the shore-road to the old

pier, which protects the harbour and the fishing smacks, and drop
to the "Cross Pier." A row of fishermen's houses

—

"Bell Rock
Tavern" "Avid House "—is as peculiar as it is " fishy." From it

we bend back townwards, passing along the south side of the
Cathedral cemetery, under a round archway, and through a
Pointed arcade, 25 yards long, with a finely groined roof, to
the point at which the principal streets of the town converge.
This arcade is called the Fends, and is one of the most beautiful
architectural features of the city. Passing out of it, we have the

• Many of our readers will have seen the picture, in a former number of
Pttnch, representing a lady from Devonshire (probably " Westward Ho!") just
arrived to visit a Scottish cousin at St. Andrews, and remarking, "Well! I
declare, if they haven't learnt to play golf here ! What next V

"

Highlands I. H
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main entrance to the Cathedral ruins on the right, but the way in

is through a small gate a little further on. There is an excellent

view of the whole before entering, and the visitor can hardly fail

to be struck by the evident care which is now bestowed upon
the buildings and enclosure, as well as by the scrupulous neatness
observed throughout. The grounds are a favourite resort of

inhabitants and visitors, and are open till sunset.

Of the Cathedral itself, all that remains is a portion of the
East and West ends, and parts of the South Nave and Transept
walls. These show at once the large area which the building once
occupied. The full length inside was 856 feet. The West End has
one octagonal turret standing, 100 feet high, and partly supported
by a flying buttress. The west doorway, also remaining, is a beauti-

ful example of pointed architecture, and above it are a trefoiled

arcade, and a window shorn of its mullions. The south wall of

the nave still rises to the height of the top of its bays. Beyond it,

near the South Transept, are a number of old gravestones, one of

them dating from 1380.

The east end is almost complete, and consists of two turrets, 100
feet high, with three small rounded windows surmounted by one
large pointed one between them. The style is earlier, and there-

fore less elaborate than that of the west end.

A few yards south of this part of the building stands St. Reyulus,

or the Square Tower, of which we have already spoken as being
perhaps half-a-century earlier than any part of the Cathedral
itself.* Attached to it are the walls of a small Romanesque chapel.

A good stairway leads to the top of the tower, and the sexton keeps
the key. The view, though undoubtedly a tine combination of land

and sea, hardly extends beyond the limits comprehended from
other vantage points about the city. Westward, the Lomond hills

of Fife show two green humps, of which the farther one overlooks

Loch Leven. The Sidlaw hills beyond Dundee bound the prospect

north-eastward, and high ground prevents one seeing far south.

Magus Moor, memorable for the murder of Archbishop Sharpe, is

4 miles westward.
South-east of the original enclosure, other spaces have been

lately acquired, and tastefully laid out as cemeteries. There is a

fine but rather showy display of monuments.
Leaving the ruins by the way we entered them, we may enter

South Street, which commences at the Pends, and in a few yards

turn down Abbey Street. Here are the roofless remains of the

Chapel of St. Leonard, which contains some old and rather musty
monuments.

Returning to and descending South Street, which has an increas-

ingly attractive avenue, we soon come to St. Mary's College, a

regular range of buildings on the left. This is the oldest of

Scotch colleges and is devoted to Theology. Here, too, is the

University Library, with upwards of 50,000 volumes. In the

In this tower is a beam from the Spanish Armada.
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courtyard there is a hawthorn, now propped up, said to have been

planted by Mary Queen of Scots ; also a few holm-oaks.

Nearly opposite the College and exactly opposite the Town Hall

is the Old Parish Church, noteworthy for its century-old

ugliness, its huge all-round gallery, and a sympathetically unpre-

possessing mural monument of Archbishop Sharpe, with a long

Latin inscription. The tip of the prelate's nose has had to be

readjusted. In the old building, which this one replaced, John
Knox thundered out the discourse which is said to have sealed the

doom of the cathedral.

Queen Street, opposite the old church, is modern, and the

Episcopal Church, at the end of it, is a graceful example of

E.E. style.

Continuing along South Street we come to Madras College,
which stands a good way back from the street just beyond the

Royal Hotel. It is a fine Elizabethan building and was founded
hool, in 1832, by the Rev. Dr. Bell, Prebendary of West-

minster and ex-Chaplain of the Orphan Hospital, Madras, who
endowed it with £60,000. The pupils number nearly a thousand.
The site is that formerly occupied by the monastery of the Black
Friars, a part of whose Chapel—one of the chief adornments of

St. Andrews—is still standing in the open space in front of

the college and in a line with the street. It is E.E. of the 13th
century, and covered with ivy.

The only other building to which we shall draw attention in

St. Andrews is the College Church, which stands near the

higher end of North Street and may be reached by cross-streets

from the old church. This is a curious structure ; the side facing

the street displays good 15th century architecture, while the
reverse side, facing St. Salvator's College, seems to be bad 18th.

The interior has been renovated and adorned with several stained
^lass windows, but parts of it do duty for a storehouse of articles

of a very secular character. The church once had a stone roof,

which fell and smashed Grierson's tomb.

In St. Salvator's, or the United Colleges, behind the chuxch.
there is a well-stocked Museum. Among the curiosities are

Dean Stanley's Eastern collection, three richly ornamented silver

maces, which were discovered perdu in the tomb of Bishop
Kennedy, when it was opened in 1683, and John Knox's pulpit.

It is also strong in ichthyology. Bishop Kennedy founded St.

Salvator's College in 1458. On the towers the French mounted
guns and shelled John Knox. Minimum charge for admission, Is.

Tlw i-*> If l.i nks are at the west-end of the town, and five miles in circuit.
The '• Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews" was established in 1754. It
I n lasts nearly 1,000 members. The annual subscription is £3 and 'the entrance
fee £20. There are also ladies' and children's courses, A new course was
opened in 1«'.»5.
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Plan opp. p. 104.

Joint Station (Cal., G. N. of S. & N. B. R'way Station), pi. A 4.

Hotels :—/'«/« ce, Union St. (in the hands of the G.N. of Scotland Railway
Company; also entered by a lift from the far end of the platform. Bed and
att. from 4,v. ; table d'hote breakfast, 3*. ; dinner, 5s.) ; Grand, finely-situated
above Union Terrace Gardens, abt. same terms ; Imperial, a little off Guild St.

;

Douglas, Market St.; Royal (late Lath), Bridge PI., off Bridge St.; Wave/ley,
Guild St.; Forsyth (Temp.), Union St.; all within half-a-mile of station.

Restaurants -.—Bay's Athenaeum Cafe, Union Buildings (E. end. of Union-
st.); Queen's, Union -st. (near centre); Bon Accord, Market -st. ; Exchange,
Exchange-st. ; Bridge-st. Cafe, Bridge-st. ; The Grill, 213 Union-st.: Mollison's
Temp., 19 Broad-st. Tea-rooms :

—

Mitchell & Mail, 27 Union-st.; Kennaway.
P.O. :—Market St., open G.45-9 ; Sun., 1-2. Chief del. abt. 6.45 and 8.30 a.m.;

desp., 5.50 a.m., 12.40., 3.10, 5 and 7.15 p.m.; Sun., 12.40 noon. Tel. Off.
always open. Cwolf Courses :—See pink pages.

Public Library and Reading: Room :—Rosemount Viaduct, opp.
end of Union Terrace. Read.-rm. open 9 a.m.-lOp.m. Refer. Dep. (20,omo vols.)

open 11-8 (Wed. 11-1).

Cab Fares :

—

Is. a mile ; Gd. each add. half-mile. By time, 2.s-.-2.s-. Gd. an hour.
Trains—partly electric

—

see j)lcm.

IMstances:—Edinburgh, 130m. ; Glasgow, 152; Inverness, 108; Manches-
ter, 3G1 ; Liverpool, 35G ; Birmingham, 434 ; London, 540.

Aberdeen ranks in general importance as the third town in

Scotland, though in population it is beaten by Dundee to the

extent of nearly 30,000—the respective numbers being approxi-

mately, Dundee, 161,000, Aberdeen, 153,000. It has a large com-
merce, good docks, and a pier 500 yards long. Aberdeen-built
" clippers " were famous all the world over. The chief inducements
to the tourist, however, to halt for a few hours, or a night, on his

journey to the Eastern Highlands are the handsomeness of its

streets and its educational interest. Like Edinburgh, the town
has its distinctly new and its distinctly old parts ; up to 1832 they

were municipally distinct. A couple of half-day walks will enable

the visitor to appreciate both.

Eor No. 2—the New Town—the circular trip by "tram" (3^., every 15 mins.)
may be substituted. The route is by Union Street, Union Terrace, Rosemount
Viaduct, Fountain Hall Road, Queen's Cross, and Albyn Place. All the places of

real interest, however, in modern Aberdeen lie very near the nucleus of the city.

There is also a tram from the top of Market Street to Old Aberdeen and the new
Bridge of Don.

Walk OTo. 1.—Eastwards to the Links, the Brig- o'

Balgrownie and back through the " Auld Toon." Quitting

any of the hotels or the station (by Guild St. and Market St.), the

visitor at once finds himself in Union Street. This is the finest

thoroughfare in the city, and one of which Aberdonians are justly

proud. A glance up and down it is sufficient to make one realise

the appropriateness of the title, " Granite City," so frequently

applied to Aberdeen. It is granite " to the backbone ;" the min-
gled grey and white being so utterly unrelieved by any other shade
of colour as to give it, under some aspects, a cold and almost for-

bidding look. It is more than a mile long, and proportionately broad,

and contains the principal offices, public and private, of the city.

Opposite the end of Market Street—wherein, by the way, is the
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New Market, a spacious building full of characteristic life on

market clays—is the Town and County Bank. Hence, turning east-

wards, we pass on the left the Municipal Building's, a fine

sample of late Gothic architecture, with a castellated tower, sur-

mounted by a graceful spire, at its south-west angle. There is a

fine panorama from the tower, and inside is a marble statue of the

Queen by a native artist.

The river I>ee is crossed by two bridges, besides the railway and a chain

bridge ; -the Wellington, or* "Bridge of Dee," the oldest bridge in the city, having

been originally erected in the 16th century, but since then almost rebuilt in the

18th, and widened in 1842; and the Victoria Bridge^ which is a continuation of

the line of Market Street,
jf
mile from Union Street. The latter is a fine granite

structure. From its north side a promenade extends up the river-side past

Duthie Park to the Allen, Vole Cemetery, and from its south side Crirtlleness
Lighthouse may be reached in 2 miles.

Public I»arlcs:—Besides Duthie Park, opened by the Princess Beatrice in

1883, i here are the Union Bridge Gardens, north of the Denburn Bridge (p. 103),

and the Victoria Park, 1£ miles N.W. of the station.

Further on King Street, also a fine thoroughfare, strikes north-

wards. This end of Aberdeen's chief thoroughfare is called Castle

Street, and is even wider than the rest of it. Within its area are

the Cross, a memorial nearly two centuries old, but thoroughly

renovated in 1842, and a Statue of the last Duke of Gordon. The
former is sculptured with images of the Kings of Scotland from
James I. to James VII. At the N. end of the Union-st. thorough-

fare the Salvation Army has its "citadel"—a handsome turreted

edifice with a "blood and fire" symbol. The view down Union
Street from hereabouts is very striking, especially at night.

Prom the east end of Castle Street we pass by a recently

widened thoroughfare into Park Street and Constitution Street,

which lead to the beach. Aberdeen is singularly fortunate in the

tui-ilities it possesses for sea-bathing.
There is a fine stretch of firrn sand, and the water is entirely free from harbour

pollution, Nature having interposed a promontory, and Art a pier, between those

parts of the sea which supply the commercial and hygienic requirements of the
population. A fine promenade with hatliing- station, handsome buildings
and a large swimming-bath, has recently been erected ; also a bathing establish-

u tin- inner edge of the "Links" at the end of Commercial-st. (pi. A 0).

The promenade is to be extended from Dee to Don.

There is nothing particular to see from the beach except a
long stretch of coast northwards, but it is a pleasant and refreshing

walk to the mouth of the Don, about 1£ miles distant, and those
who want to see something of the Brig of Balgownie and to mark
the full contrast between the old and the new town cannot do
better than take it. Few natural appearances are stranger than
those afforded by the estuaries of some of our important rivers.

That of the Don is so silted up that at low tide a good athlete

could almost jump over it. Perhaps the Avon at Bristol is an
equally striking example. Taking into account the volume of

water which this stream collects from the mountains of Aberdeen-
shire, and then inspecting the narrow channel through which it

iiows into the sea, one is sorely puzzled to guess what has become
of it all. Inside the sand-banks the channel widens, but the

* The Brig of Balgownie is two centuries older.
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water is a mere black and by no means prepossessing lake. A
walk of a few hundred yards along its south side brings us to the
New Bridge of Don, a handsome six-arched structure, on the other
side of which is an inn. The Auld Brig- of Balgownie is a few
minutes' walk higher up the stream, and may be approached by a
by-road along the north side of it. It spans the river with a
single pointed arch at a considerable elevation, and just where the
Stream issues from a narrow defile overhung with wood. The
water is dark in colour, and by no means unpolluted.

The road back to Aberdeen from this point is through the
" Auld Toon," a straggling residential suburb of the modern
city, by no means unpicturesque, but of as sleepy, dead-alive

appearance as the most countrified of English small towns.
About half-a-mile from the "brig" we diverge up a short lane
on the right, and enter the shady and secluded precincts of

—

St. XVIachar's Cathedral, a venerable edifice which has seen
nearly five hundred summers. Neither the reformers nor Crom-
well kept their hands off it, so we need hardly say it retains very
few features of interest. Externally it has two battlemented.

towers surmounted by short spires. The west end is noticeable

for its round arch and seven-lighted window. The interior con-
sists of nave and aisles only, and is pervaded by a very dim
religious light. It is still used as a parish church.

Proceeding New Aberdeenwards, we reach in a few hundred
yards King's College, founded in 1495. This, in conjunction
with Marischal College, constitutes Aberdeen University. "It

consists of a quadrangle surrounded by collegiate buildings, whereof
the most remarkable is the Chapel, which contains some beautifully

carved woodwork, and the Library, a modern wing with a well

chosen and well kept collection of standard works. Externally
the building is recognisable by its handsome lantern spire, topped
by a sculptured crown.
From King's College to its associated abode of learning,

Marischal College, the distance is a long mile. The connecting
thoroughfare is narrow and uninteresting. The first part of it is

called College Bounds; a small portion Spitted—a name derived

from the old Leper Hospital once situated in the hollow : the latter

part has not even any pleasant suggestiveness of name to atone
for its general unloveliness. The Galloiogate of Aberdeen can cer-

tainly not compare in this respect with the Cowgate of Edinburgh,
but those who confine their wanderings to the modern parts of

either Edinburgh or Aberdeen go away without a smack of the

real flavour of those cities
;

just as guide-books which describe

only the sights of Cologne and Venice and ignore the smells, fail

to represent faithfully what they profess to represent.

XWarischal College is in Broad Street and is entered through
an old archway as soon as we leave the Gallowgate. It forms

three sides of a square and is surmounted by a tower. The present

buildings are about 40 years old. In the square is a granite

monument to Sir James McGrigor, several times Lord Hector of

the college.
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Extensive additions have been made to this College, mainly through the

generosity of Mr. 0. Mitchell, LL.D. of Newcastle, one of its "alumni." The
Mitchell Tower, completed in ISO."), Is 250 feet high—the highest ever erected

in granite. It is rigid -perhaps a little frigid—-Perpl in style, and has fine pinnacles.

The Mitchell or Graduation Hall, entered from the Picture Gallery, has

a tine oak gallery, carved in front. The upper portion is of polished granite, and
the roof fine Gothic work. The Bast end is occupied by a magnificent illuminated

window setting forth the history of the College. At the "West end is an electric

organ. Portrait Gallery and Tower open 11-12 and 2.30-3.30 summer months,

rest of year 11-12 oiily, crept Sats. Tickets within.

Proceeding hence down Broad Street, in which Byron lived as a

boy (p. 104), we re-enter Union Street at its east end, about where
we left it.

The above forms a pleasant and by no means too long morn-
ing's stroll. Those who have an hour or two more on their hands
will profitably devote them to a walk or drive (seep. 100) through the

gefo Cofon.

Starting again from about the east end of Union Street, we
walk or ride the entire length of that thoroughfare, proceeding
from the west end of it along Albyn Place, for about half-a-mile

to Queen's Cross, and then, turning sharp round to the right,

return by Skene Road, Carden Place, Skene Street, and the new
Bosemount Viaduct, to School Hill and St. Nicholas Street, by
which Union Street is re-entered opposite Market Street.

The first objects of interest on this route, after passing the Town
and County Bank and the divergence of St. Nicholas Street, are

the East and West (Parish) Churches. They lie back from the

.street behind a cemetery, which is itself separated from the street

by an open Greek facade. The chief feature of these churches is

the modern Gothic tower and spire, built after the old steeple had
been destroyed and the East Church gutted by fire in 1874, after

an existence of 40 years. The West Church dates from a century
further back, and is worthy of as much notice as the generality of

ecclesiastical edifices erected in that period.

The crypt or St. Mary's Chapel, Lower Cluivcli of St. >i<-liola*. has
just been restored. It dates from 1420, and is vaulted throughout in stone.

Westward of the churches Union Street crosses the railway and
the Denburn dell, now laid out as a public garden, by a handsome
granite bridge of a single arch, 132 feet span. On the left,

before crossing, we pass the Trades Hall, and, after crossing,

the Palace Hotel. Opposite the latter is a bronze statue of the

Prince Consort by Marochetti, beyond which are the handsome
buildings of the Northern Insurance Company.* On the same side

a little further we come to the Music Hall Buildinc/* with an Ionic
portico. A few yards' detour up Huntly Street, the next one
beyond the Music Hall, takes us to the Roman Catholic Chapel, a
building of characteristic taste, with a fine spire. There are
several other places of worship chiefly noticeable for their spires

in this neighbourhood. We now pass out of Union Street into a
region of handsome villas and gardens, out of which we may turn

* In Union Terrace is a statue of Burns (1892).
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to the right at any opportunity and join the return route indicated
above, or we may proceed a full half-mile beyond the end of Union
Street, as far as Queen's Cross, and there make an acute angle to

the right. The "tram" route strikes off square up Fountain
Hall Road, and makes a wider and tedious circuit, rejoining our
direct walk at Rosemount Viaduct.

On our way back we pass, in Carden Place, St. Mary's Episcopal
Chapel on the right, and the Grammar School, an imposing cas-

tellated building, on the left ; in Skene Street Public Schools,

beyond which we re-enter the " tram" route on a new road called

Rosemount Viaduct, which starts from the north end of the Den-
burn Gardens. On it are a statue of Wallace—colossal and some-
what bombastic as usual—and, further on, in School Hill—so

called from its having contained the original Grammar School in

which the seeds of Byron's education were sown— the Art
Gallery (Annual Exhibition of Pictures and Sculpture) and
Gray's School of Art, with a bronze statue of the Hero of

Khartoum on the space in front. Through the gateway connecting
the two buildings we see the Gordon College, founded by Robert
Gordon in 1750, and providing education for nearly 2000 boys.

Just short of this the G.N. of Scotland Railway is crossed by a
handsome new viaduct, and a new station has been built below.

St. Nicholas Street is now entered, and re-passing the East and
West Churches on the opposite side from that on which we first

saw them, we regain Union Street and the centre of the town.
By the Bon Valley to Tomiiitoul (67 m.) or Braemar (abt. 80 m.).

This route is fully described in " Part II." Beginning with a railway journey to

Alford (29£ m. ; train about 9.45) you have a very pleasant coach-drive to Strath-
don (48); whence on to Cock. Bridge (1,350 ft.) is 9 m. ; Tomiiitoul
(by road very rough and steep, 2,050 ft.), 18 ; by path up to the sources of

the Don to Inchrory Lodge (15 m., 1,350 ft. ; p. 113) ; thence road by the Avon
to Tomiiitoul, 22. This is far the pleasanter route. From Cock Bridge a
driving road, very rough and hilly, rises to 1,750 ft. between its commencement
and fciairnsliiel Lodge (7 m.), where it turns left to Ballater (14 m.), and
right to Balmoral (14 m.), and Braemar, 23. Both join the Ballater and
Braemar road—the one nearly 2 miles short of Ballater, the other at Balmoral.
There is a comfortable hotel at Alford (the Uaughton Arms) ; also fair wayside
accommodation, with beds, two miles further (Forbes Arms); at Kildrummy
(10 m.) ; Glenkindy Arms (13 m.) ; Strathdon (Colquhonny Inn, 19 m.) ; and Cock
Bridge (Allargue Inn). The scenery is of the river-side order, beginning some
miles beyond Alford, and then, with short intervals of dulness, increasing in

beauty, and attaining its climax beyond Strathdon, where water, wood, and hills

blend together delightfully. Good cycling to beyond Strathdon. Very hilly and
rough in any direction beyond Cock.

Aberdeen to Inverness {see "Northern Highlands ; Scotland, Part II."
3s. 6d.)

Aberdeen to Ballater, Balmoral and Braemar. Maps,

pp. 75.

Aberdeen to Ballater (Bee-side rail), 43£ m. Ballater to Bal-

moral (coach), 8 ; Braemar, 16^ (16| from Hotel).

Coach three times a day ; 5s. and 4s. (no fees). A splendid

cycling route. Leave Aberdeen by Holburn-st. (pi. E 2) ; Ban-
chory, 13 m. ; Aboyne, 31 ; Ballater 42. Rest, p. 108.
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I Ins is the only rail-and-earriage route from the east side of the country

to the favourite resorts lying among the lofty mountain-ranges that constitute

the Eastern Grampians. It Is picturesque throughout, and from the point at

which the threshold of the Highlands is reached about Aboyne— full of

charming contrasts of mountain, valley, and stream. The lakes are few, anil

those few outside the main track ; but the Dee, descending in, a rapid stream,
witli all the brightness and clearness that characterises water flowing over
a granite bed, is as fine a river as any in Scotland.

There! is first-class hotel accommodation at Braemar, and, on a smaller

scale, at Ballater. All that is wanted i'i this respect is a few inns of the
more homely type such as the Clova and the Sligacban ones. One of this

kind at the 'l.iim of Dee would be a great boon to tourists, who. at present,

crossing the passes between Braemar and Blair Atholl or Spey-side have an
almost 12 Lours' walk from inn to inn, and in the season, when they arrive

weary and drawled at Braemar, cannot depend on getting a bed. There is,

however, a telegraph. The landed interest is opposed to the encouragement
of tourists over these passes:—needlessly, we think, because their number
must always be small, and over such long distances, through a region of granite
ami heather, there is not the slightest inducement for any but sportsmen to

stray from the prescribed paths.

Quitting Aberdeen the Dee-side line diverges from the main line

to Perth a little short of the railway-bridge over the Dee, passing
almost at once the new and tastefully laid out Cemetery. For
some distance the only noteworthy objects are a succession of fine

villas on the far side of the river. Then comes (5 m.) the Dee-side

Hydro' (50s. a wk.), recognisable by its whiteness. Opposite

Murtle Station ((> in.) is Blair's Roman Catholic College. Drum
Castle (10 in.), some way to the right of the line, consists chiefly

of a massive square tower of great strength, upwards of 500 years

old. Crathes Castle (14 in.) has also a square turreted tower. It

rises from a wooded hill N. of the line, and nearly opposite a
bridge over the river. Banchory Station (17 m.) is f in. short

of the town (hotels :

—

Burnett Arms, and two smaller ones).

The prettiest thing near Banchory is the Bridge of Feng^n, § mile
from the town, and reached by crossing the Dee, and then bending to the left.

Aliove and below the bridge the Feugh Water pierces its way tumultuous] y
over a wide bed of rocks and boulders.
There is a fair carriage-road from Banchory to Strachan (3£ m.),

Bridge of Bye (9* •/».), Fettercairn (18£, Ramsay Arms), JRrtzell (24),

Brechin {p. 92), 3o. Seep. 93. The features of the route are feugh Bridge,
Glen Dye, and the splendid view from Cairn o' Mount (1,488 ft.). For cyclists
the road is good as far as Clattering Brig, 14£ m.\ then rough, with dangerous
descent towards Fettercairn ; then good to Edzell and Brechin.

A long 2 miles W. of Strachan is the FeiigltNlde Inn, past which
the drive may be continued to Aboyne, 16 m. from Banchory. The demesnes
of Finzean and Ballogie lie to the right of the road, and Birse Church is passed.

Beyond Banchory the line leaves the river-side for a while,

turning northwards, and missing some very pretty river scenery.

At Torphins, 22 to., there is good scenery and a good hotel.

At Lumphanan, after crossing the pretty little Beltie Burn, it

sweeps round for the river-side again. Hard by, on the right, is

a circular earthwork, wherein Macbeth is reputed to have made
his last stand against Siward and Malcolm. A cairn about a mile
away marks the supposed grave of that shamefully vilipended
monarch, Bee also p. 228. Five miles further (32 from Aberdeen) the
railway, after passing the Loch of Aboyne, regains the Dee-side at
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the handsome and pleasantly situated village of Aboyne (Hotel

:

Huntly Arms). Eng. Mail chief del. abt. 9.45.

The beautiful little gleus of the Tanar ami Auld I>imiie open out
within 2 miles of this, aud are reached by crossing the suspension bridge. By
continuing up Glen Tana, first by road and then by track, you will join in a
short 12 miles the route from Ballater to the North Esk Valley (p. i08). At
5 m. from Aboyne ai

-

e Glentanar House (Sir G-. Ounliffe Brooks), and a rustic
church with heather-thatched roof, rebuilt on the site of an old oratory.
Three miles up Glen Tanar (5 from Aboyne) and near the Forest Lodge, is a

most remarkable little Kpiscopal CliurcH. " It is the only thatched church
we have ever seen, and outside gives no promise of such a lovely interior as it

possesses. The roof is of rustic woodwork, and has the appearance of being
composed of deers' horns. The seats also are of rustic work, extremely pretty,
and the whole a little gem of a place, reflecting the greatest credit on the taste
and liberality of Sir W. Ounliffe and Lady Brooks. There is a surpliced choir of

men, who render the musical part of the service very well indeed."—

(

"Rod and. Gun.)
There is a carriage-route also to JEdzell (28 m.) joining the one from Ban-

chory (p. 105) 2i miles beyond Feughside Inn (10 m. on the way).

The turrets of Aboyne Castle, a seat of the Huntly family, rise

north of the village and further north, on Mortlich Hill, is the

Huntly Monument.

From the next station, X>innet (37 to., two Temp. Inns), the

pedestrian may with great advantage walk to Ballater either by
the Bum of the Vat on the north side of the river, or by
Pannanich Wells on the south side. (For both routes see p. 107.)

The heathy Moor of Dinnet is now crossed, and from Cambus
o' Iftay (37£ m.—"Cambus," as in Cambuskenneth at Stirling,

refers to the bend in the river) the valley is finely diversified with
knolls of birch and fir ; a peep of Lochnagar is obtained in the

left front. Pannanich Wells is across the river (I.), and on the other

side, after passing the ruined little Kirk of Tullich, and looking

up the vista of the Pass of Ballater, we reach Ballater Station.

Ballater (Hotel :

—

Iiwercauld Arms, close to the bridge, 4 min.
from station. P.O., close to station, 7—8; Sun., 12—1. Chief

del., abt. 10.10 a.m. ; desp., abt. 10 a.m., 3.15 p.m. Tel. Off., 8—8

;

Sun., 9—10 a.m. Res. Pop. abt. 700).

Ballater is very pleasantly placed on a strath where the Dee
valley makes a wide sweep between well - wooded hills, one of

which—Craigandarroch—is the special feature of the locality.

Groups of villas and cottages cluster round a green, in the centre

of which the new (everything has a new look) Established Church
rears its graceful spire. This green is a couple of minutes' walk
south of the station, and the comfortable hotel is just as much
further and close to the Dee Bridge. The original bridge was
swept away by the flood of 1829 ; it was succeeded by a wooden
erection, which has now given place to a substantial stone one.

The top of Lochnagar is just in sight from the village. As a

summer residence Ballater is in high favour and capable of great

extension. There are several short excursions around it, while

the ascent of Lochnagar (p. 295), the walks to Clova,

Edzell, or Tomintoul will test the powers of well practised

pedestrians. The village is about 800 feet above the sea.
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Short OrvcursionrJ.

(«) '/'-. the Ordnance Cairn on the hill south of tlie town, 1 or. up and

down. Passing through the railing a little right of the south end of tlie bridge

(avoid quarry-track on Left) you enter a path that winds up to the top. Tlie

view is very good, but being limited eastward and south ward by higher

ground, much less so than that from

</.) Cralffandarrocli (lfibQ ft., 450 ft. above BalUUeP, 1— 1£ hrs. up and

down), the wood-covered hill north of the village. For this ascent, winch
ever] visitor to Ballater should make, follow the Braemar road for half-a-mile

beyond the station. Then turn op right through the wood just past a hit of

a quarry. The track cannot be mistaken; it ascends through an oak-wood
that forms a belt round the lower skirts of the hill -whence tlie name, "the
rock of the oak-" then crosses a hare patch ami ends with a rough climb

through the firs to the large cairn that crowns the summit. To the south-

west and wesl the view stretches up Glen Muick—eharming in its lower

pari and the Dee valley, with Lochnagar rising between it and the hills
- over

Braemar to the right. More to the north Glen Gairn is seen just below
through tlie trees. Then eonies the Hat summit of Morven and, eastward,

the Dee valley widening out as the hills sink to the lower regions of the

coast. Grlen .Muick House looks very imposing in the glen of that name,
and the Huntly monument is seen on a hill over Aboyne eastward.

Keeping the path onward, instead of returning, you may descend to the

south end of the Pass of Ballater, near Monaltrie House. This pass,

which isolates ( 'raigandarroch, is a narrow, waterless ravine Hanked by rock
and scree, and about a mile long. Issuing from its upper end you may cut

oil" a corner !>\ a field-track and return to Ballater by the Braemar road

{total time, \\ lus.) ; or from Monaltrie you may get home in a few minutes
by a footpath under the hill.

(c) Tlie Ijiiu of Muick, f> m ; and I,ocli Muick, 9£ m. (airria<je-

road). A very pleasant drive as far as the Linn. The road crosses the bridge

and turns to the right. In | in. a bridge crosses the Muick, and this is the best

road to Loch ^luick. For the Linn, however, the east road, not crossing the

bridge, is to he preferred. It passes through beautiful birch-woods, and affords

tine views across tin' valley. The Linn is a narrow gorge in which the Muick
plunges about 30 feet over shelving rocks—a charming vista well seen from
either road. a.bove it the woods cease, and the rest of the way is through a

desolate glen forming part of the GlostaU Deer Forest. There is a rough ford

at Lnchnabobart (\\ m. short of the loch), which enables carriages to go and
return on different sides of the stream. Iiocn Muick is hemmed in between
heather-clad scree, and is best seen from the track that ascends the hill to Glen
Clova i/'. " IS >- The road (not always open) continues along its western side

to the handsome royal shooting-lodge, called twlassalt Sliiel, at its far

end, whence a track slants to the right up the valley to the lonely l>iil»li

Loch, flanked by the rocky sides of Lochnagar and the Broad Cairn. Con-
tinuing the ascent beyond the Dubh Loch you get into the track from Loch-
nagar to Braemar (

j>. i".»7).

(d) Painiaiiicli Well* (2 to.), a very pleasant stroll ; turn left at end of

bridge, i
^'- nesbi excursion.)

{,) Kuril of tlie Vat, G£ to; JHniict Station (Temji. Inns) and
Bridge, s- "i : Pannanich Wells (hotel). 13 m ; Ballater, 15 to.

\ most enjoyable drive. During the outward journey the Dee flowing be-

tween hirken braes is (lose below ; the Burn of the Vat is pretty and curious ;

and the return route is in great part a terrace-road commanding a splendid
view.

Pedestrians may cut off a mile by taking a rough track across the moor
from Tommakiest, -'£ ///. on the way, but the gain is questionable. A better plan
is to take train to ('ambus o' May Station (4 in.), which is close to the carriage-
route.

The road starts north-east of the hotel, and goes under the railway a little

short of the ruined little Kirk of Tullieh (1§ to.). Beyond this the valley of the

Dee, diversified with birch-clad knolls, is very fine. On one knoll, between the
road and the river, stands an obelisk in memory of the last Farquharsnn of
Monaltrie. Then side-by-side with rail and river we reach t'amluis o' May
Station {seep. 106). A little beyond this we leave the main road for an almost
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equally good one on the left, which, in 1£ miles, reaches a little bridge, vvitli

railings, that crosses the streamlet of the burn. There is a good view of Loch
Kinord, fringed with birch and dotted with two islets, on the way. The red
bare hill north-east is Byron's Culblean.
The Vat is 6 minutes' walk up the stream—a very tiny one—and there is a

path from the far side of the crossing. It is a singular little chasm, about
50 feet deep and 30 wide, and entirely of granite. The exit or, rather, the
entrance, as we approach it, is blocked by a huge boulder, which only just lets

the streamlet through on one side, but shows a little more consideration to
the visitor on the other. The arched recesses on each side seem to be the
effect of what must formerly have been a much higher and stronger fall. The
burn drops into this hollow by a pretty little fall, on the right of which is a
little hole foolishly called Rob Boy's Cave. The only object in climbing to the
top is the charming view of Loch Kinord from it. Pedestrians may take obvious
rough tracks near the side of the loch and join the main road 1| m. short of
Dimiet Station, \ m. beyond which is Darnel Bridge* Turning to the right,
on the far side, the road keeps near the Dee for a while, and then ascends till it

becomes the fine terrace-route already spoken of. Pannanieli Wells
Hotel (55. a day), a long white building with chalybeate waters, is very
charmingly placed, and has a licence. Thence is a pleasant descent to Ballater
Bridge.

Ballater to Clova (Ogilvy Arms) Hotel (19 m.) and Kirriemuir
(34 TO.). Described the inverse way, p. 91. Coach from Clova abt. 3 p.m.
A carriage may be taken to Loch Muick, 9 m., and from Clova Hotel to Kirrie-

muir, or Edzell (23 TO.). Good accommodation at Clova.
The road turns right from the far side of Ballater Bridge and, passing Glen

Muick House and Church on the left, goes through birch-groves to the Linn of
AtuicK (6 to., p. 107), beyond which it enters the dreary upper part of the glen,
which it traverses for 3 miles. Then, after avoiding a rough track on the left

close to a cottage, you quit the main road (now become a rough granite one)
just as you come in sight of the boat-house at the near end of Loch Muick, a
little way from the shore. The path, affording a splendid view of Loch Muick,
is clearly marked and the direction is also shown for several miles over the
moor by poles. The descent begins from the breast of a hill

—

Capel Mount —
that has a deepening gully on the right, and after dropping abruptly to the
head of Glen Clova. you join the carriage-road. Further direction beyond that
given in the reverse route is unnecessary.

Ballater to Tarfside, 18 m. ; Edzell (hotels), 30 m. ; Brechin 36 TO.

Route described the reverse way p. 92. Coaches, Invermark and Tar/side to

Edzell, see p. 93 and yellow pages.

A few words must suffice for a description of this fine but fatiguing walk
taken in this direction. Turning to the right on the far side of Ballater Bridge
and to the left § m. further, opposite the Muick Bridge, you have a road up the
nill for some distance and then a track which, after reaching a height of nearly
1,800 feet, drops to the Water of Tanar (1235 ft.). Thence it again ascends and
crosses the ridge that separates Aberdeen and Forfar at about 2,500 feet—500
below Mount Keen, whose summit rises nearly half-a-mile to the left. Then
comes a rough descent called the "Ladder" into Glen Mark. The Queen's Well

(p. 93) is passed and, soon after, the keeper's cottage. Hereabouts a carriage-

road begins, and all doubt ends. There is no need to repeat our description of

Invermark, Loch Lee, Tarfside, Edzell and Brechin. For the walk, by privilege

only down the riverside, from 3 miles short of Edzell, see p. 93. Cross the river at

the Suspension Bridge.

Ballater to Braemar, 16£ m. The road to Braemar starts

out of Ballater in a north-westerly direction, passing between
the river and the woods of Craigandarroch and affording, when the

trees permit, a fine view up the valleys of the Dee and the Muick.
Glen Muick House is conspicuous in the latter. Then (If m.) we
cross the Gairn Burn,f beyond which nothing of special interest is

seen until we reach Aberacldie Castle (6 m. from Ballater), a

shooting-box of the Prince of Wales. The original building con-

* By privilege. f Two miles beyond this is the Coilacreach Inn.
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sists of a square turreted tower, but it has been considerably added
to. The hills on the south of the river about here are abundantly
In it Bomewhat monotonously wooded, and the artificial look of the

scenery is not lessened by the heavy "Commemorative Cairns"
which crown the knolls that rise behind Balmoral and form the

lower terraces of Lochnagar. The most conspicuous one is Prince's

Cairn, erected to commemorate the death of the Prince Consort.

A I'n
K view of Lochnagar is obtained as we approach Balmoral.

It lies hack some miles to the south of the road, and may possibly

remind the Welsh tourist of the appearance of Cader Idris from
the Barmouth and Dolgclley Road. Then we pass under the new
( 'rathie Church.

This <li iii'<li. of which the foundation stone was laid by the late Queen,
occupied a fine site amid groves of birch and pine. It is built of local light grey

granite. The interior is adorned with gifts from the Royal Family and others,

them a stained glass window, in three panels, in memory of the Duchess
.it Kent, Princess Alice, and the Grand Duke of 11 esse, presented by her late

Majesty, and a granite pulpit, inlaid with pebbles collected by Princess Louise,

.ii lona an offering of the Royal household. In the old churchyard is a

granite monument in memory of John Brown.

V little further on is the obelisk put up in memory of the late

Prince Consort and a jubilee statue of the late Queen—both gifts

from their tenantry. Hereabouts two roads strike off to Glen
Gairn, 5 to 6 miles distant. Beyond this we come to

Balmoral Castle, a handsome well-to-do looking mansion,
with a square turreted tower, close to the south bank of the river.

It was planned by the late Prince Consort, who purchased the

estate from the trustees of the Earl of Fife. The style is Scottish

Baronial, and the material the local white granite. There are

statues of the late Queen and the Prince, the former a jubilee

pr< -* nt from the tenantry. There is nothing in the appearance
of the building to make the accepted meaning of the word,
"the magnificent town," peculiarly appropriate. A couple of

miles beyond it is a good roadside inn, the Invercauld Arms,
beyond which the scenery gradually improves all the way to

iar. On the way, the Garaicalt Falls may be visited by
og the bridge about 6 miles beyond Balmoral and beating

b tefc by a prescribed track for about a mile. They are described

on p. Ill, as are also Invercauld House and the other objects of

interest in the remaining 3 miles to Braemar.

Ballater to Loch Builgr, 14£m. ; Tomintoul, %6\ m., &c.
This route is described beyond Loch Builg, where the new road
from Braemar joins it, on page 112. There is no longer a licensed

at Gairnshiel (7 »>.), but temperance refreshment can pro-

bably be had at the house which was formerly the inn. The
\ alley, previously green and fertile, becomes wild and uncultivated.

( tail nshiel Lodge, 7 m., and Corndavon Lodge, 12 (both Mr. A. H.
Farquharson), are passed on the way.
There is also a rough and hilly carriage-road from Ballater to

Tomintoul by Cock tyridge on the Don (1,400 /*., AUanjue Inn).

It fords the stream a little short of Gairnshiel. Distances :—Cock
Bridge, 14 m. ; Tomintoul (p. 113), 24.
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(Maps, pp. in, n >;.)

Holds. Fife Anns (rebuilt), Invercauld Arms, both large and good ; write
or telegraph for rooms during the height of the season.

Distances. Ballater Kin/ion (coach-road), 16$ m.; (Aberdeen, rail, 60)
Blairgowrie (ebaehrrdeid), 35. (Blair Afhole road and horse-trade), 30. Aviertiore

(road and fooMrack), 32. Tomintoul (road and foot-track)i 24.

P.O. open 8—8; Ku,,., 1.30—2.30. Del., 1 and 2.45 p.m,; desp., 3.15 and 10

p.m.; Sun., 10 p.m. Tel. Oft*., 8—8 ; Sun., «•• 10 a.m.

<* ii i«l<- .iikI Pony cnarffen :—25.5. a day.

Braemar, the principal place of popular resort in the eastern
Highlands, is a pleasantly situated village, 1,100 feet above the
level of the sea. The population numbers about 900, whose
spiritual needs are supplied by no fewer than 5 churches. The
scenery around, though not of the very highest order, is extremely
good, and the remarkably pure and bracing character of the air

enables the visitor to enjoy it to the utmost. The Clunie Water
flows through the centre of the village and joins the main stream
of the Dee about half-a-mile to the north of it. As a centre for

tourists, Braemar has an undoubted advantage over the few other
possible ones amongst the Eastern Grampians. There are several

very interesting short excursions ; the ascent of Lochnagar will

occupy a day very pleasantly, while that of Ben Muich Dhui will

satisfy the appetite of the most gluttonous mountaineer. Both
these ascents are fully described in the "Mountain" section of

this book.
Within the Invercauld Arms is the spot on which the Earl of

Mar raised the standard of rebellion in 1715. The original Castle

of Braemar, traditionally ascribed to Malcolm Canmore, stood on
the rocky ground near the bridge over the Clunie ; the present
(Jastle, itself four centuries old, stands about a mile from the

village, between the Ballater road and the river. It belongs to the

family of Invercauld, and is a plain white building, not without
effect in the general scene.

Ascent of lVXorrone Hill. (2,819 ft., 1,700 above Braemar,

1\—3 hours up and down.) Those who wish to obtain a clear idea

of the characteristic features of the country surrounding Braemar
should devote a few hours to this height. It rises to the south-

west of Braemar between the Dee and Clunie valleys. The ascent

commences from within a few hundred yards of the village, and
every step upward is remunerative.
From either hotel go through the village by the main (Linn of

Dee) road, till it branches into three. Here take the middle road,

which, after passing the reservoir, winds up to a little farm (1 ?«.),

and so on to the open fell. Hence a track and a succession of

cairns indicate the way up. Many will be satisfied with merely
ascending until they command a view of the Dee valley and
the mountains to the north and north-west of it. For this
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purpose keep well to the right. The prospect is one which can

<ml\ be properly appreciated when the heather is in full bloom.

Then the contrast between the wide dopes oi purple, the dark

in plantations, and the light green of the valley below gives

to tlie scene nn almost unique beauty. In the distance, north-

wards, rises the lofty Ben-a-Bourd. and to the left of it the

highest group of mountains in Scotland, whose height, how-
ever, is not so impressive to the eye as it is on the map.
Ben Muioh Dhui, slightly tapering, Cairn Toul, and the

Devil's Point are the chief summits. In the south-west the

heights of Ben-y-Gloe close the prospect ; southwards, the moun-
tains at the head of (Hen Shee, and eastwards Lochnagar, which

oyer the intervening ridges. The charm of the panorama,
however, is the bird's-eye view of the valleys of the Dee and the

Quoieh.

The linn of Quoieh.—This beautiful scene is only about 3

miles from Braemar in a direct line, but is somewhat difficult to

gel at in consequence of there being no bridge over the Dee
between that of Invercauld, 3 miles east of Braemar, and the

Victoria Bridge, 3^ miles west. The latter is private, and even
pedestrians cannot depend on being allowed to cross it. There is,

however, a lord, practicable for carriages when the river is not

too high, a mile west of the village, and a little way off the main
The Linn is about a mile above the confluence of the

Quoieh water with the Dee, and is reached by a track up the west
uli' of the stream. Through the wooded glen in which it lies the

water makes a succession of falls, scooping out in the brittle schist

a number oi cavities, which, by the prosaic Saxon, would be called

pot-holes," but in Gaelic are expressed by the word Quoieh,
[lying a •• cup."

A pleasant variation in returning may be made by following
the road on the north side of the Dee to Invercauld Bridge,
a distance of about (> miles from the Linn of Quoieh. This
road passes along or near the north side of the river, and
[
mile in front of Invercauld House, a fine old baronial residence,

with a modem tower. From it the Earl of Mar summoned the
clans in 1715. The present occupier is A. H. Farquharson, Esq.
From Invercauld Bridge, where we join the main road, to Braemar
it is 8 miles. The pedestrian is advised to leave the road by a
footpath on the left hand opposite the end of n plantation about
a mile on the way. By so doing and climbing up the wood for

a few yards, he will enter the Queen's Drive, a pleasant grassy
road on a higher level than the main road. It passes round
tlie .-nth side of Craig Choinnich, a wooded hill which rises from
the cast side of Braemar to a height of nearly 700 feet.

The Falls of Garawalt (Garbh-alU, "the rough burn").
This is a pleasant walk from Braemar, H miles there and back.
Either in going or returning, the pedestrian should walk by the
Queen's Drive as described above.
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Follow the Ballater road for about 3 miles and then, a few
yards short of Invercauld Bridge, turn in at a gate on the right.

The remaining mile or so is through his Majesty's private grounds,
but tourists are allowed to proceed by a specified route, for which
clear directions are given at all doubtful points. The falls slip

over several slanting ridges of rock. Above them the burn is

crossed by an iron bridge, whence the view downwards over the
Dee valley and Invercauld House is, perhaps, the most fascinating

thing in the excursion.

The Linn of Corriemulzie is 3 miles west of Braemar, be-

low the road to the Linn of Dee. A path strikes out of the main
road a little short of it, and leads to a little bridge across the
stream, whence it climbs again to the road. The stream is not
large, but the ravine is very narrow and almost hidden by the
abundant growth of birch and other trees, thus adding the charm
of a beautiful sylvan dingle to a waterfall scene, j m. further,

scarcely seen from the road, is Mar Xiodg-e, the Highland home
of the Duke of Fife, rebuilt in 1895, in which year the original

mansion was burnt down.
One-and-a-half miles beyond the Corriemulzie Linn is the

hamlet of Xnverey, whence, by striking up a road to the left,

the tourist may reach, in another mile and a half, the Colonel's

Bed, a small cavern a few feet above the water's edge in a deep
and picturesque gorge.

There are several cottages at Inverey where one may stay till the beginning of

August. Persons crossing by G-len Tilt can stay a night here at any time

*** All the above scenes may be comprised in one day's excur-

sion of about 20 miles (walking or driving) from Braemar by
following the road westwards to the Linn of Dee (see p. 115), and
returning along the north side of the river to Invercauld Bridge.

Braemar (or Ballater) to Loch Builg;, Tomiutoul ami
Ballimiallocli (Soey-side). Braemar to Loch Builg (road); 13 m. ;

Incht oru Lodge (footpath), 17; Tomiutoul (road, inns), 24; Dalnashaugh
Inn, 3Hi

; Bal'tindalloch Station, 40.

— Ballater to Corndavon Lodge, 12 m; 14-J in.

Mail-cart from Tomintoul to Ballindolloch early every morning; fare, 3.?. Gd.

Also Coach, 9 a.m., from June to Sept., to Grantown.

All the routes here mentioned are practicable for carriages except for the

4 miles between Loch Builg and Inchrory Lodge. For carriage-route to Tomintoul
see p. 109.

A carriage-road has lately been constructed connecting Braemar with Loch
Builg. It attains a height of 2,200 feet and affords very fine back views across

the Dee valley to Loehnagar and other mountains during the ascent. In the

scarcity of carriage-drives from Braemar this is a welcome addition, as it opens

up a good round of 27 miles by Loch Builg, Corndavon Lodge and Balmoral (4?w.

extra by GaimsMel).

The Routes (a) from Ballater. See p. 10© as far as Loch Builg. (h) from
Braemar. The Ballater road is quitted beyond im ercauld Bridge (3 to.) and
the mountain-road, after passing several farms and crossing the Feardar Burn
ascends in zigzag fashion to its highest point. During the ascent a splendid

retrospect opens out across the Dee valley to Loehnagar, and as we near the

highest level Balmoral is seen down a tributary valley. Then comes a dreary

moorland, whence a long descent leads to l-orli Builg-. This loch is about a
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nulc long, ;iinl its sin.res are uninteresting. A. peculiarity of it is that, though
it is close bo and scarcely .

r>n feet above the Gairn valley, its water Hows in the

other direction and contributes to the Avon, and so to the Spey, A shooting-

lodge is the only habitation on its shores. Here the road ceases, ami the track,

following the east side of the loch, is continued over some rough, uncultivated

ground, whence, crossing the stream twice, it drops into the clearly defined

valles of the Avon a little short of the remote hut charmingly situated shooting-

I Inclirory. The Avon comes down a wild treeless glen from between
Muich Dhui and Cairn G-orm, and from [nchrory a good road, with interesting

valley scenery when it rises high above the stream, notably the gorge of the

Uluaok, \}j miles short of Tomintoul, follows its course all the way.

Tomintoul [Hotels :

—

Richmond Arras ; Gordon A/ms ; both reconstructed
md reasonable], the highest village- in Scotland, being 1,180 feet above
sea-level, consists of one very long street. Though possessed of no special

attraction in itself, it is a centre of an interesting country, and its very reniote-

mbined with its invigorating air, makes it a pleasant placeof sojourn for

i hose who have livers and want a thorough change. It contains a large Roman
Catholic church. There is good fishing.

I'oiiiintoul there arc two roads to Balliudalloch ; the most interesting

i- t hat which keeps to the Avon valley all the way. The other, taken by the mail-
cart, jusscs the Glenlivet Distillery. The Avon valley is pleasantly wooded and

i commands an excellent view of it. Perhaps the most striking bit is a
little beyond the comfortable little hostelry of l>;iliiaslmu;>li. where the

rossed l>.\ one of the few bridges that withstood the flood of 1829, close

trance bo Itulliml.-tllorli Castle. There is no inn at Ballindalloch

Station.

dsoa fair but very hilly carriage-road from Tomintoul to ttran-
touii (14 m.).; hard going for cyclists, for description seep. IbO ',

Orantbwrt,

r . 1.7.

Another pleasant Circular Drive from Braemar of about 14 miles is by
along the Ballater road for nearly 7 miles to the bridge over the Feardar

burn ( in-t beyond the fnvercauld Arms at Inver), returning by the Feardar
I the Loch Builg route, the connecting link being a road that starts

from the Balmoral Side of the Feardar Bridge. This route does not touch the
higher part of the Loch bail.; road.

Braemar to Ballater and Aberdeen. (Maps opp. pp. 114
and 76.)

Braemar t<> Balmoral (coach), 8^ m.\ Ballater, 16£; Aberdeen
(rail), 60.

;
/ three time* a da;/ to Ballater: 5s., 4s. See yellow pages.

litis route is too fully described the reverse way (p. 104) to re-

quire anything more than a brief summary of its leading features

taken in this direction. Quitting Braemar, the road winds round
the -dde of Craig Choinnich, passing Braemar Castle on the left

hand. Pedestrians may follow the Blairgowrie road for a short
distance, and walk round the south side of Craig Choinnich by the
Queen's Price (p. 111). The two routes unite about 2£ miles from
Braemar, Nearly opposite the meeting point is Invercauld House
ip. Ill), and about a mile beyond it the river is crossed at Inrer-

cmtld Bridge, whence the Falls of Garaicatt (p. Ill) maybe visited.

At 7 miles from Braemar a good roadside inn, the Invercauld Anns,
is passed on the left, succeeded by Balmoral and the village of

Crathie. From about here a good view of Lochnagar is obtained.
Then comes Abergeldie Castle, a residence of the Prince of Wales,

Save one—Wanlookhead, 1,380 ft.: also Leadhills- both in Dumfries-shire.
More than one in England in Durham and Derbyshire respectively are higher.

Highlands I. I
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beyond which the road continues without any special object of

interest until, after crossing the Bridge of Gairn, 1£ m. short of

Ballater, it bends to the right and, when the trees allow, affords

a charming view up the valleys of the Dee and the Muick.

For Ballater see p. 106, and the railway thence to Aberdeen,
p. 104.

Braemar to Blairgowrie and Dunkeld. (Map opp. p. 75.)

Braemar to Spittal of Glenshee Hotel, 15 m. ; Persie Inn, 26
;

Bridge of Catty (Temp. Inn), 29 ; Blairgowrie, 35 ; Dunkeld, 47.

Coach every morning after June ZWi in about 8 hrs. Fares {including drive)),

15.*. to 175. Also to Pitlochry, 48 m.; 16s. {started in 1902).

This is the only through carriage-route from Braemar, except the one to

Ballater. It rises to a height of 2,200 feet between Braemar and the Spittal of

Glenshee. The scenery during the first half of it is characteristic, but nowhere
of superlative excellence. For the rest of the way the road passes through a
country in places remarkably picturesque, but without any pretensions to

grandeur.

Quitting Braemar we ascend gradually by the new road on the

east side of the Clunie Water. In 2 miles we cross the Callater

Burn, beyond which a by-road strikes off for Loch Callater and
Lochnagar. (See " Mountain" section.)

To Clova a ml Kirriemuir or Brechin. Braemar to Clova, (good
Hotel), 19 m.\ {

—Brechin, 42) Kirriemuir, 34. This route, which quits the Blair-

gowrie road on the far side of the bridge over the Callater Burn, is fully

described the reverse way on page 90. Three miles further (5 from Braemar)
it reaches Loch Callater Lodge, whence, keeping the north bank of the lake and
the burn beyond it, the track, very faintly marked in places, reaches the ridge
of the Toimount (2,935 ft.) in about 4 miles, bending to the left a mile
short of it to avoid precipitous ground in front. It is marked by poles and stone
" men." The ridge is crossed about half-way between the peak of the Toimount
itself, on the right, and the Knaps of Fafernie on the left. Then, as directed

on page 90, you may either go south-east for Lock Esk, whence is a good track,

or go down into Glen Doll, with the White Water below on the right. In either

case the carriage-road is entered 4 miles short of Clova, whence a carriage may
be hired for Kirriemuir or Brechin at the little Ogilvy Arms Hotel.

To Kirkton of Glenisla and Alytli. Braemar to Glenisla Hotel,

about 25 m.; Myth, 31. About 8 miles from Braemar, at an elevation of some
1,700 feet, a track strikes out on the left hand a few yards short of a bridge over
the main stream of the valley. This leads over a dip, nearly 3,200 feet high,

between Cair?i-na-Glasha, on the left and Glasmeal on the right, into Glen Isla,

dropping into the valley from Monega Hill (2,917 ft.), and passing the shooting-
lodge of Tulchan. Here it becomes a carriage -road, proceeding between Mount
Blair and the river Isla. Half-a-mile beyond the foot of Mount Blair it crosses

the stream, and in another 2 miles reaches the CJlenisla Hotel, a comfortable
country house. Here it is best to recross the river and ascend by a horse-track
which joins the road again near the summit of Drum Derg (1,487 ft.). Six
miles beyond the Glenisla Hotel is the beautiful Reekie Linn {/>. 87), whence a
rough road leads over the Hill of Alyth to Alyth itself. This route is more fully

described in the reverse direction on page 87. The writer has no personal ac-

quaintance with it between the divergence from the Blairgowrie road and the
foot of Mount Blair.

The highest point of the road is reached about 10 miles from
Braemar, between the Cairnwell mountain on the right and
Glasmeal (the " grey lumpy hill ") on the left. Hence we descend
—very abruptly at first by the DeviVs Elboio (700 ft. in 2 miles)

—

to the Spittal of Glenshee Hotel, a good hostelry.
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Spinal ui' CMenahee to Pitlochry. Pedestrian track, 6 tihrs. (16 m.)
The trick for the first half-doaen miles Is not rerj clear, and the tourist should

ire of it by euqniries at the hotel before starting. Afterwards (near-

a

public-house the "Straloch inn") it joins the mail-cart route from Kirk-
michael to Pitlochry, |iasslng over the southern slope of /•'< n Frackit and
through the village <>f Moulin (16 m., good hotel). There is a beautiful view

Garrj iluriug the descent to Pitlochry, the finely peaked Schiehallion
holding the pride of place in the background.

Beyond the SpittaJ the road follows the oourse ot the Slue

Water, and leaves Mount Blair (/<. 88) on the left. Two miles

past the Pertu Inn (a fair road-side house) it drops to the Bridge
at' ( 'at I ;/, a romantic spot aear the confluence oi the A idle witli the

slur water, which henceforth goes bj the name ol the Ericht.

the road to Klrltrntaluael (7Jm.J and Pitloolftrj (l!»J> bends
abntptly back. Set /• 136.

Alxitu l miles further the latter stream passes through the very
tine rooky Gorge of the Ericht, on the opposite side of which,

almost overhanging the water, is ( 'raighall, the supposed original of

the u habitation of the Barons of Bradwardine " in " Waverley." On
this estate 1 15,000 I trees were blown down in the gale of November,
1898. The i"ad then descends to and crosses the stream, dis-

playing nothing else remarkable until it reaches

—

Blairgowrie. Queen's (B. & A., to. Royal; p. 134.] This
town enjoys a sheltered situation, favourable to strawberry-

growing. From it we may either take the train to Commit Angus
and Perth, or continue on the coach to Dunkeld. The route

thither passes along the sides of a succession of small lakes,

but displays nothing more than pretty scenery until Dunkeld
itself oomes into view. For hotels, etc., see p. li

1

.'.

Braemar to Blair Atholl by Glen Tilt. (Mapsopp. pp. 1 16

and 140.)

(carriage-road), 6m.; Byniuk Lodge, 1.

path), 22; /;/"</ Atholl (carrUtge-roati I,

Highet k\\ in. 'i ..in Braemar), 1.660 ft., [50 abooe Braemar; 1,180
i 'mil.

h a to Bfftiaci Lodgt < .!».. /<m -

Blair Atholl) from Forest Lodge to lUmi Atholl.

n day >•> the walk. rh< >-, /.< m* hou» oj • n/< rtainnu »//

>-./ mini !•' <i->i iii Bynai tU tun q) th

..' ///, lodge.

/.'•• 140.

This is the Rattiest route from Braemar westwards, being I miles shorter,
• lower, and much smoother than the one bj the Larig Pass (p. 116) to

:tiir_r Braemar, the road keeps well up above the river for the
miles, affording a fine view across the vallej into Qlenquoich, and to

mt Grampians from Ben-a-Bourd n> Ben Mulch Dhni,Oaiin Tool, and
tii. I'.vii's Point. After passing Corriemuleie Fall* (p. US), we descend n>

ind thence keep the level ol the -tr.-.mi to the I. inn of !»««•. Tip-

-in through which the river here pours it- oloselj confined pj

well Been from the bridge, ;i handsome granite structure built :ii><>nt •'

ago. Our road turns sharp to the left en the other side <-f the bridge, and \\u
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Very soon say " good-bye " to all cultivation. Taking the route in this direction
there is no great climb to be encountered, the elevated position of Braemar
itself giving the traveller a very acceptable " fillip " to begin with. The change
into the wild and desolate region is abrupt. Three miles beyond the Linn of
Dee we recross the river by a wooden bridge, and then quit its side. From its

wild birthplace in the ice-cold Tools of Dee it pursues as far as this point a
southerly direction. Ben Muich Dhui, Cairn Toul, and the Devil's Point again
come into view on the right hand, the latter recognisable by its precipitous
eastern scarp. The carriage-road crosses the Geldie Burn by a ford. Pedestrians
should turn up the Geldie for \ mile ; cross it by a footbridge, and then keep
along a track on the west side of the Bynack, till this stream is crossed by a
bridge closed to Bynack Lodge. (This avoids several troublesome fords.) Near
Bynack Lodge the carriage-road ceases, and in another two miles we reach
the highest point on the route, and enter Perthshire. The feature in front is

now the finely formed Ben-y-Gloe group of heights, which fling down their steep
slopes into Glen Tilt with great effect. A long two miles beyond the top of the
pass the Tarf is crossed by a bridge erected by the Scottish Rights of Way
Society.

The track now descends the narrowest part of Glen Tilt, keeping to the right
hand of the stream, to Forest Lodge before reaching which the valley somewhat
widens, and becomes pleasantly pastoral, somewhat of the best " Lowland" type.
The peak of Schiehallion nobly fills up the gap in front. The eight miles of

carriage-road between Forest Lodge and Blair Atholl are fully described on
page 141. The road crosses the stream three times, and enters the Blair Atholl
and Pitlochry one opposite the Glen Tilt Hotel.

Pedestrians are advised not to recross the river beyond the Marble Lodge, but
to keep it on the right all the way, ascending to the Fender Bridge before the
final drop into Blair Atholl (see map).

Braemar to Aviemore, on the Highland Railway, by the

Larig Ghru. (Map opp. p. 146.)

Berry Lodge (road), 10 m.; Pools of Bee (footpath), 18; Aviemore Station, 30,-

Lynwilg Inn, 32. Height of Pass, 2,760 ft.

Route described the reverse way, p. 143.

An early start should be made for this journey, and a full day allowed for it.

The mileage is little index to the time. The summit of the pass, beyond the
Pools of Dee, is a Petra-like wilderness of stones, which can only be traversed
on foot and at a very slow pace. Twelve hours is extremely good time from
inn to inn. In taking the walk in this direction, also, it ought to be specially

remembered that the last part of the way is the most difficult to find. As far as

the entrance into Rothiemurchus Forest, about 6 miles beyond the Pools of Dee,
and just where the country opens out, the route, being generally hemmed in by
mountains, is clear enough, but the tourist who enters Rothiemurchus Forest
after nightfall will, probably, not emerge again till next morning. There are only
too many tracks in it, but some are " blind " ones, and others make the most
aggravating semi-circular curves. In darkness or in a fog there is nothing but
the burn to enable the tourist to find his way, and between Derry Lodge and
Coylum Bridge, 2 miles short of Aviemore, there is not a vestige of a human
habitation, except a house called Auldrnie, \ mile short of the foot-bridge re-

ferred to on line 20 of p. 117. This is only inhabited in the shooting season.

As far as the Linn of Bee the Blair Atholl route, as in the foregoing descrip-

tion, is followed. Thence carriages have to reverse their previous direction for

half-a-mile along the noi'th side of the river, alongside a wooden deer-fence en-

closing a not very old planting. Through a gap in this fence, caused by one miss-

ing rail, the pedestrian may enter a well-marked footpath, which goes through
the planting and rejoins the carriage-road close to a bend in the Lui Water, a

mile further on. The road then crosses the Lui and, keeping it on the left hand,
continues as far as the entrance to Derrj Lodge, a modern shooting-box. Here
it ceases, and a path between the lodge and the stream must be followed for a

£ mile. This path crosses the Berry Burn, a few yards above its union with

the Lui Beg (" Little Lui ") Burn. On the south side of the latter is the keeper's
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rttiiiur reached bj another bridge. Here milk and eafcea can be obtained.

h.i other house along the route tor aboul is miles. Recrossing the

i
-,-. the track keei>s the north side of the burn for two miles. Then,

lie vallo) turn- to the north and Ben Mui.h Dhm" comes into dew, it again

the burn h\ a bridge, and continue* in it- previous direction up to and

round the southern shoulder of a hill which forms the southern spur of Ben Mulch
Dhui, dropping into dim l)n on the other siile. This pari of the rout.' b marked

i mite walk n yard wide. During the slight descent mto Qien Dee,

.. one oi thr most desolate corries in the Highlands, comes into

riew in front. It is flanked on the north by ;i precipitous rock called the DeviT*

Pbe route, degenerating into a rough toot-truck, continues for -one
it the east side of Glen Dee, crossing the stream just alter it has received

t important tributaries from the hollow between Cairn ToulxnA
the darrachorry Burn, which constitutes in realitj the main sourc<

N e. The towering p«-:ik of the former mountain and the wild corrie high

up on the latter are ven impressive objects during this part of the walk. Op-

them, on the east side of the glen, Ben Miiich Dhui rises abruptly. S

i *ln I the stream, the Pool* of Dee, icy cold in the height of summer,
I h.;. consist of tour \er\ Bmall tarns, between which the water

round. Immodiatelj beyond them the top of the pass is reached,

lias to pick his waj over a chaotic desert of red-coloured

im on the other ^i.le of the col is at first ke]it on the right

| in less than two miles, iust <-n its reappearance after

for some distance under rocks, after which the patn crosses a plateau

nd moraine-heaps till it emerge! on to a cart-track, or rather,

ionvergence of three cart-tracks. Here and further on are the
• ,.; the Rights i ty. Pollowing the left-hand trackyou

.'lit past Aaildruie, travel-.' a greensward, and then, orossing, by a

i n alongside which you have been so long descending, yon come, to
ceding (a) by road, and, passing (2 m.) Loch-an-

\\i<iiimc Station and llol«'l in 6 miles; <M
itb to the right which is narrow and iii places almost overgrown,

burn, and in 9 miles reach Coyliua Bridge, whence it

. s bj food road to A.viemore station. The LynuHlg Jim is

.'! ml ' itton.

N'.B If. instead of taking the path to the right < t line- above) you proceed to

it Kil.-ni road, and there turn bo the right by the road that run- north

from (Hen Bunach, you will reach, in two miles, Ooylum Bridge, by a good
The gate ma\ be locked, but i- essflj scaled.

Braemar to Nethy Bridge (by Glen Wethy), 8'2///.; and
Crantown on Spey, 88. (Maps gpp. pp. 146, 147.) Road for

10 and last 13 miles. I'm- full description the reverse way see

/-. 151. Taken in this direction the points to hear in mind are—
To '|iiit tlic Ben Mnich Dhui track where it bends left up Gorrie

'nan, l miles beyond Derry Lodge; keeping Btraight on
north (path indistinct) for the col in front ; then, after crossing the

ko work obliquely ap and round Ben Bynae; lastly, to care-

fully BOte the sentence ill hlackets at the font of page L51 US to

the turn :it Bynettin.

i{«'ii Unit-It Dhui and l.oclmanar //. Braemar, tet

(1903). \u attempt i- being made bo clear the grow ing heather out of

the track. ,VU w ho traverse the pa-.- should help.
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Perth to Inverness. (Maps opp. pp. 75 and 165.)

Perth to Dunkeld, 15^ m. ; Ballinluig June, 23J (
—Aberfeldy

32£J ; Pitlochry, 28£; Blair Atholl, 35£; Struan (for Kinlocl
Rannoch), 40; Kingussie, 71\; Aviemore, 83; Carr Bridge,

90J; Inverness, 118.—Aviemore to Boat of Garten (for Speyside line), 5^; Broomliill

(for Nethy Bridge), 9^ ; Grantown, 13 ; Forres, 36 ; Nairn, 45J

;

Inverness, 60J. For trains, .see yellow pages.

Ref'.-Rms. «/ Kingussie and Forres. Bear in mind that some of the Highland
platforms are not very far less than a quarter-of-a-mile in length.

Sleeping-car (extra fare 5s.) by night train.

The direct through line from Aviemore to Inverness, opened in 1897, shortens
the distance to Inverness by 26 miles and the time by f to 1 hour. It has the
effect, however, of leaving such important health and pleasure resorts as (Iran-

town, Forres, and Nairn on a siding, and to some extent prolonging the time of

transit from Perth to those places.

Cycling. — See Pink Pages. Very fine run to Struan, 39 in. ; and from
Newtonmore (69) to Oarr Bridge, 91. The rest heavy going, especially the long
ascent between Struan and Dalwhinnie. The road in tins part lias, however, w:e

are told, been much improved. The route is extensively used by motor-cars.

The scenery along this route is more or less interesting through-
out. By far the most beautiful part is that in which it threads the
valleys of the Tay, the Tummel and the Garry from Dunkeld to

Blair Atholl, attaining its climax in the Pass of Killiecrankie.

Along Spey-side, too, between Kingussie and Grantown the view
of the chief heights of the Eastern Grampians is a fine one, and
in descending to the sea-level at Forres there is a very charming
outlook across the Moray Firth. The summit-level (1,500 ft.) is

reached in the Pass of Drumochter between Blair Atholl and
Kingussie.

The Route. For the first 24 miles the railway follows more or

less closely the valley of the Tay, flat and fertile for the first 10

miles, then enclosed by richly-wooded hills.

The first object of interest is Scone Palace,* well seen on the

right-hand side, 1^ miles after leaving Perth. The present mansion
is modern and castellated. It is occupied by Lord Mansfield. In

the old Abbey of Scone, occupying pretty much the same site,

the Scottish kings were crowned, from Kenneth II. to James VI.

Charles II. was also crowned here two years after his father's

execution. The famous Coronation Stone, however, which had
been brought here from Dunstaffnage, near Oban, was removed to

Westminster by Edward I., and the old Coronation Hall has been
supplanted by a long gallery.

At Stanley Junction (7 m. ; "Whites," ^ ?«.), the Highland
railway proper commences, the previous part of the route having
been over the main line of the Caledonian company to Aberdeen.

The fertile plain of Strathmore, rich in corn-crops, extends on the

right between the Sidlaw Hills, whicli separate it from Dundee,

* J'ron. " Scoon." Not to be seen outside or inside by road.
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and the southern spurs of the Grampians. Near the next station,

Murthley, the valley narrows, and the sylvan hill-scenery which
m far as Blair Atholl, oommenoes. A large building on

the right, nlnaa by the station, is Murthley Lunatic Asylum, and on
lie Bide further on is Murthley Castle, momentarily Been

through ;i short avenue of trees. 'Then, passing through a tunnel,

we oome in two minutes lull upon a glorious basin in which lie

Bimam and Dunkeld a marvellous concentration of richness and
beauty. Those who know Derbyshire can scarcely fail to be

reminded of Matlock. The features are very much alike, only
h. i. the Boenery is of a grander and more decided character.

Pay, n>>t spoilt by artificial weirs as the Derwent is at

M:itl..ck. Bows in a majestic stream through a green, richly-

cultivated valley, enclosed on all sides by hills and cliffs, which
reel] Bpaoe to disclose their rocky abruptness for their

i in and other tiers from base to summit. On the
•.le the villages of Birnam and Dunkeld, hardly visible,

• in the line till the Btation is reached and then only at

.is. On the lift Birnam Hill, only now recovering, to all

i . from the loss of raiment which it sustained through
rch 'o Dunsinane a thousand years ago, rises directly from
way. An oak and a BYCamore, the " twin trees of Birnam,"
OOTuing to popular belief, the only remains of the original

I near the river in front of Birnam House.

Viinam and JunhcUl.
iioi.-i* Birnam: '/'/*• Birnam (fine -it-' close to station; C.T.; P. >v A..

Dunkeld: Royal >

I holi Arm* (C.T.); 2 mailer inns, and
Episc. i h. near station.

r.o.. Birnam, open 7 8: Suiu, 9 10, I—8. chief desp.,abt. 8.80 and B.10
'

., T.i'iia.m. Duukeld earlier deep., later del. Tel. Off., 8 9;<Sr«a,9 10.

two bright, healthy, and charmingly situated villages are a

mile apart. They are both good tourist-centres, affording a large

number of delightful drives and walks. Birnam stands on the
higher ground [200 ft.), close to the station, and Dunkeld on
the opposite side of the Tay, which is crossed by a bridge more
handsome than picturesque. The Highland danies, amongst

• t attended in Scotland, are held at Birnam on the last.

Thursday in August. The chief objects of interesl within the
limits of a short walk are as follows:—

» it ii k « i .1 Cathedral </' optional) may be visited separaterj or In-

In the walk through the groin This venerable struc-
ture, like its compeers at Dunblane and Paisley, affords an illustration of the

tial thrift of the Scotcl - much of it as la required for

parochial purposes has i n maintained or restored, and the rest left to nature
The result, though somewhat Incongruous, is not altogether unpleaaing to the
eye. The beauty of the fabric itself is greatly aided bj that of itesitua
a park-like area adorned with noble timber, and by the foliage which clings to
the ruined part. A. couple of larches growing near the west end are amongst
the oldest and finest of their kin. I in the country. They were brougl

rol a centurj and a half ago.
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The tower, at the west end of the church, remains intact, but the nave, which
unites the tower with the modern church (formerly the choir) is open to the sky.
Its details are mostly Early Gothic, but it contains some Norman features. A
course of semi-circular windows beneath the clerestory is almost unique.
The historical interest ot Dunkeld Cathedral dates back to the sixth century,

when the followers of St. Columba founded a religious house on its site. The
age of the present building is uncertain. Those uncompromising promoters of
the picturesque— the Eeformers—have bequeathed to us the ruins.

Tlie Duke ot" Atnoll's Grounds. (Admission 2s. for one person, Is.

each more than one. This includes the Hermitage.') The entrance to these
grounds is through a lodge-gate on the curve of the road beyond Fisher's
Hotel. Then, after visiting the Cathedral (see p. 119J, if we have not already
done so, we notice the foundations of a Palace commenced by the fourth Duke
of Atholl, but abandoned at his death. The greatest charm of the park, how-
ever, is the beautiful river scenery which it commands, and the splendid
timber. Fir, oak, sycamore, and many other forest trees display their noblest
proportions.

The Terrace Wall* along the river-side, entered from the grounds, affords
beautiful views. From it visitors may ferry across the stream and proceed up
the Braan valley to the Bumbling Bridge by the lower (Hermitage) Falls

(p. 121 ) without returning to the village. These tower Falls are close to a
little bridge, and hard by is the Hermitage, or " Ossiaris Hall." The original
building was destroyed many years ago, and the present one is closed.

Hence the path turns a little to the right, and enters a lane by a gap in the
wall, close to a cottage and within ^ mile of the Rumbling Bridge and the Upper
Fall (p. 121).

Ascent of Blrnam Hill (1,324 ft)
; £—1 hour from the station. No

visitor who has a few hours to spare hereabouts should omit to climb Birnam
Hill. It is one of those easily accessible heights which afford extensive
distant views in combination with near ones enhanced by the close proximity
and consequent distinctness of the details ;—not a mere panorama of mountains
faintly relieved by strips of loch and glen.

Pass underneath tlie railway by the bridge north of, and close to the station.

On the other side of the bridge take the path to the left, slightly diverging
from the lower road. At first it is somewhat steep, and zigzags a good deal.

Then it pursues a comparatively level course, in a westerly direction, ap-
parently going considerably beyond the summit, which is hidden by a thick
plantation, but in reality working gradually round to it ; a steep and obvious
short cut is best made in descending only. The actual top lies some way back
from the one visible from the village of Birnam. From the latter point, which

'

hides part of the valley from the former, the best near view is obtained. A
wide walk through a planting of fir, not yet high enough to obstruct the
prospect, leads from one to the other.

From the summit the view extends to Ben Lawers and Schiehallion, 25 miles
away in a direction rather north of west—the latter recognisable by its conical

peak, and the former presenting a broken ridge to the left of it. Still more to

the left the top of Ben More may be descried in the distance. Northward Ben
Vi-ackie is not more than a dozen miles distant. Behind it rise Ben-y-Gloe and
the other heights of Glen Tilt, and further to the east are Mount Blair and the

mountaius which separate the Dee from the Tay basin (Glasmeal, &c). A
group of lakelets on the Blairgowrie road is a pleasing feature in the prospect

to the north-east, and just over Dunkeld, whose cathedral, bridge, and couple

of streets appear as in a bird's-eye view, Craig-y-Barns, the guardian rock of

Dunkeld, shows its abrupt, yet graceful outlines, softened by their head-to-foot

covering of trees. Turning more to the east and south-east, the eye ranges
over the rich plain of Strathmore (the "great flat") to the Sidlaw Hiils, on the
right of which lies Perth.
Due south are the Ochils. Then to the south-west we have a stretch of low

undulating moorland close at hand, carpeted all over with the brightest heather
:unl descending northward to the richly wooded valley of the Braan, in which
lies the Bumbling Bridge to the left of a patch of green trees.

<Jraij»-y-Barns. (The "rock of the gaps.") Beautiful walks may be had
through the woods which clothe this rocky height. They are best entered just
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past tiif tir>t milestone on the Blair Athoii mad, .-ins.' to a cottage, where those

who wish to reach the top will do well to make enquiries, as the paths arc to a

nea1 extent embowered In trees and labyrinthine In character. Tin' path, after

iscendinp obliquch for about halt a mile, bends to the left ap a hollow. The
. M i- obtained hj climbing to the toft out of this hollow.

TIm' Rumbling Bridge and Fall-* of I In- Itraan. 2 i mites/hem
/hi mini and Uunkeld.

Pedestrians Bhould take the high (Crieff) road on the outward route, ami
return by a path on the opposite Bide of the river Braan, allowing at least 9

hour- for the walk.

The Crieff road strikes to the left out of the highway leading' up the south
-id.- of the Tay valley 200 yards beyond the junction of the roads from Birnam
and Dunkeld respectively. Passing under the railway, it ascends until it has

the deep ravine ol the Braan far below on the right. The view down, where the
trees admit of one, is charming, especiallj from a point at which we overlook a

tone bridge (closed to the public) just below the lower fall. Some way
this the Rumbling Bridge lies, to the right of the road, a short

distance down the first lane in that direction. The Upper Fall* of
itraan. which are no great height, are almost under the bridge, whence the

rWtor looks down upon them, noting at the same time the picturesque rook-
i course ol the stream above them.

Prom a point close to the bridge, a steep path, consisting of steps In its lower
wends to the river-bed, whence, from some large boulders, the scene is

wed. The water rushes through a narrow gorge overhung i>\ Ivy-

I rocks, below which it forms the blackest of pools. As at Dungeon
(Jill in Westmorland, a fragment of rock has fallen and got wedged in between
the walls of the chasm. Here, however, it has fallen almost to the bottom, and
tonus a rude arch which plays a pretty part in the general scene. Foolish
people have risked their necks for the pleasure oi scraping their Initials on this

rock.

In returning, follow the lane on the north side <>f the stream for a short
. and then take a cart-track leading to a cottage, on the Car side of which

a path leads through a gap in the wall into the wood- at the Bide of the stream,
in 1 reaches the Lower Fail*, close to the little bridge before mentioned
[p. UO). Those who descend from the Upper Falls cannot lawfully or easily

ret on to the main road again without " beating hack " to the jap in the wall
cottage about ten minutes' walk. The view up the Tay valley in

returning to Dunkeld is \cr\ lovely.

An interesting excursion may he made from Dunkclri to latch of Low •..

Lull of 4 rai;>liiHli. and lax-li Ordle inhl. % m. . see map). The last-named
an upland loch nearly 1,000 feet above the sea, and entirely surrounded by

ids. From it a road leads down to Quay Station in about :S mile-. The
i also Let ween (3nay and Dunkeld i 'i iii.) i< eery charming.

/',,,- i),. coat Dunkeld >< Bracnar, - p. km.

Continuation of main route: A mile beyond Dunkeld the
railway crosses the Braan (peep ap-stream, Left); then, after a

short tunnel it covers lovely reaches oi the Tay on the right. At
balgune (20^ >n.) the model farm - buildings of the dowager
Duchess oi Athole air aeen on tin- hill-side to tin 1 right. They
are shown to visitors, and arc a yery interesting Bight. Then
We CrOSfl the lav (line \ ic\v both \vay>l. At Dalguise the valley

widens out. Then passing Guay ('-1' '"•) we come to c-1 '"•)

Ballinluig Junction (Re/. Itni.), close to which the heavy coin

hincd contribution of the Tnmmel and the dairy swells the stream
1

oi Scotland's largest river. The Tay. in tact, is said to carrj more
water into the sea than any other river in the kingdom.
A monument on the lower -pur oi the hill, t<> the left ol the line, a little

beyond Ballinhiig, i- in honour of the late Duke of Atimii.
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At Logierait (f m., by new bridge over the Tummcl) there is a comfortable
little hotel. Here, too, a ferry takes carriages across the Tay. The drive to
Pitlochry, along the west side of the Tummel is delightful. Pedestrians cross
at Portnacraig Ferry (5 m.). Carriages proceed 1£ miles further to Cluny
Bridge, making the distance 7 miles.

Tlie Aberfeldy Brandt (9 m.) continues along the south side of the
Tay through scenery still picturesque, but inferior to that in the neighbourhood
of Dunkeld. About one-third of the way, on the left hand, is the O-randtully
Hotel, and twice that distance, on the same side, the Old Castle of Grandtully,
which has been mentioned in connection with the " Tully-veolan " of " Waver-
ley." At Aberfeldy, the Breadalbane Arms is close to the station ; the Palace
and Station still closer, and the Weem Hotel 1 mile away on the far side of the
river; {Omnibus free).

For a, descri2>tion of the Town, and the excursions from it, see p. 135.

Proceeding along the main line from Ballinluig we change the
Tay for the Tummel, one of the loveliest streams in Scotland. Its

full beauty, however, is not seen until we pass Pitlochry, 5 miles
higher up the valley. A little short of the village, on the right

hand, is the Atholl Hydropathic Establishment, a large and finely

situated building. Route continued, p. 125.

(Maps pp. 138 and 119.)

Hotels : — Fisher's, adjoining the Station (first-class, with beautiful
flower-garden) ; Scotland's (B. & A., 3s. 6d. ; good), S. of the station, on the
Moulin Road. Moulin (§ m. away on Kirkmichael road, good and healthy
situation). Atholl Hydro" ; Pitlochry Hydro\

P.O. open 7—8 ; Sun., 9—10, 11—12. Chief desp., 1.40, G.15 and 10 p.m.; Sun.,
1.50; del., 7.40 a.m. Tel. Oft*., 8—8 ; Sun., 9—10 a.m. Hoi -lit above sea, 350 ft.

Public Conveyances, on certain clays of the week, at cheap fares, to Blair
Atholl and, the Falls of Bruar, Queen's View, Dunkeld, dec. Mail-cars with
passengers daily to Tummel Bridge and Kirkmichael. Coach to Kinloch
Rannoch and Rannoch Station (see Yellow Sheet).

Pitlochry has not entirely lost the rustic simplicity which it

possessed before tourists learnt to swagger and became enamoured
of table-d'hSte at five shillings a head. It consists chiefly of one
long irregular street of one or two storied houses, the exceptionally

large ones being the Hydro' and the chief hotel. The surround-
ing scenery is of the most beautiful character—lovely rather than
grand, but of its kind not to be surpassed in Britain. The special

attractiveness is due almost entirely to the valleys of the Tummel
and the Garry, which afford perhaps the finest examples we
possess of soft, and at the same time, rich glen scenery, as distinct

from the wilder and nobler types found in the glens of Inverness-

shire and Ross-shire, and the mingled richness and wildness of

Borrowdale and other dales of the Lake District.

The tourist should, if possible, devote two or three days to the

neighbourhood of Pitlochry. For climbers the ascent of Ben
Vrackie is easy and remunerative ; the smaller height of Craigour
is within the compass of as delightful a two hours' stroll as can be

wished for. The Pass of Killiecrankie can only be " glimpsed "

by those who content themselves with a railway journey through
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it ; while no day's excursion can be much pleasanter than to take

the early train to St man and walk back by Trinafour, Tunnnel
Bridge, and the Queen's View. Pitlochry is also a good pedes-

trian Btarting-plaoe (though not so good as Blair Atholl) for

Braemar, and the best for Kinloch Rannoch and the west coast by

King's House and Glencoe.

I'ltioiiiry to the Pass of KUUeoranlcte and KlllledranlLle
station. 4£m. Even those who are in hot haste to get to the far north should
Unit their t rain ;it Pit loclirv and proceed by the next from Killiecrankie, or

Blair Atholl (Zm. fuither). The whole of the beauty of Killiecnuikie lies on
th • Pitlochry aide. The road, crossing the railways little way out of 1'itloehry,

proceeds between it ami the dense woods of Faskally,at the toot of which the

Tummel ami the Garry unite then waters, to Gurry Bridge, recrossiug the. i": ». i J

-

way -i miles from Pitlochry, after passing on the way the central house of

Scotland. The carriage-road passes some distance beyond the bridge and then,

forming an acute angle, descends to it. Pedestrians, however, may again cross
!'. a foot-bridge opposite the Carry Bridge, and nearly :i miles

from Pitlochry. Carriage-people should also get down here and walk the
liatanoe to Killiecrankie Station, a little short of which the path by the river

fain joins the high mad.

Bridge of Gtarry -pans the stream at the foot of the Pass, in a scene of

o which it is itself no mean contributor. Prom its parapet an unbroken
the stream is obtained, supported at its far end by one of the sharp
Ben-y-Gloe. for a full mile the river rushes tumultuously over a rocky

bed, fringed with birch, fir, and other trees, winch climb the steep slopes of the
ery summits.

Prom the tar side of the bridge a by-road turns up the W. side of the river,
•- 'j'. ii. i ndrj Church, re-crosses the river aboTe the Soldier's Leap.

and just under Killiecrankie station. Pine views : bad cycling.
who have no spare time to devote to the Tummel separately, but wish

_ d its beauty may reach the Falls of that river in a little over
a mile from the Bridge of Garry, by taking a field-track as described on p. 124.

Leaving the bridge we pass through a gate on the east side of the river, and
follow the path by its banks all the way through tin' Pans of Killiecran-
Ulv. thus gaining a thorough acquaintance with its beauty. One of the
striking features of this part of the country is the great variety of foliage

• 1 in it. In this respect it almost rivals that most glorious of wood-
• the Wyndcliff near Chepstow, than which it has more of the birch

ami less of the yew.
\t the head of the pas-. ;l nd close to the rail way-viaduct, the river widens

into a dark pool, into which the water rushes from a chasm, called the "Soldier's
Damed from the gtorj of an escape of a Highlander at the time of the

• Killiecrankie. Opposite to it is Killiecrankie Cottage, almost buried in
The path nowascends to the high-road again, a few yards short >>f

Killiecrankie Station. The site of the battle of Killiecrankie, in which
: Dundee won a fruitless rictorj for the Jacobites at the cost of his own

life in ltiS:i, is to the riudit of the railway, half-a-mile on the Blair Atholl sideof
Killiecrankie Station. An upright stone is wrongly said to mark the place of

bis fall. The river maj be crossed opposite Killieerankie Station and a return
made by the west Bide to Garry Bridge (an map).

Black Spout, 1J m. Tlus is a very picturesque, though not sheer water-
tail. To reach it follow the main road -outh-cast under the rail wav ( there is a

pleasanter and shorter way through the Atholl Hydro' Grounds), and turn op
to the left just I'Vrv the second burn, passing again under the railway ami by
right-hand path, where a sign soon appears directing to the "spout." The
dingle is densely wooded.

Cralgour, 1,300 /f. % to 3 hours up and down. One of the loveliest view-
points in Scotland. To reach it turn op the Moulin Road, wldch -tart- from the
main mad at right angles opposite the hotel-gardens and the station. At Moulin
turn left behind the hotel and, a furioug further, left again between Iron railings.
Avoid the first turn up to a farm on the right, and presently, after a turn in
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that direction, you pass through another farmstead, from which, bending right
again, you reach by path the liighest cottages visible. Craigour—a steep knoll,
fir-clad on its western side, is now seen in front, and a pleasant path leads to
the summit. Prom the knoll you command a glorious prospect. Eastward
it is limited by Ben Uan close at baud and just allowing a peep of Ben Vrackie, but
westward it extends over the entire length of Strath Tumniel, including the lake,

beyond which the graceful peak of Schiehallion forms the southern flank of the
valley, and Ben Chualaich the northern. Nearer to hand, and a little to the
left of Schiehallion, is Tarragon Hill. If the weather be clear, the vista is

continued over Loch llannoch to the far off Sugar-loaf hills of Gdeucoe, other-
wise known as Buchaille EHve, the "Shepherds of Etive." Southwards the
valley is seen almost as far as Dunkeld, the Tummel and the Tay uniting their
waters about half-way down it. Close at hand, to the north, are the steep woody
slopes flanking the Pass of Killiecrankie. In returning you may make a shorter
cut to the station (see map).

Pitlochry to Al>erfeldy (pedestrian route), 10 m. Pedestrians may
avoid the circuitous railway route from Pitlochry to Aberfeldy by crossing
the ferry at Portnacraig, a few hundred yards below Pitlochry, ami taking a
track over the hill to Grandtnlly (4 m; Hotel), whence they may proceed
either by train or by the high-road for the rest of the journey.

Pitlochry to Pitlochry hy Garry Bridge, tlie Queen's View,
Iioch. Tummel, and the Falls of Tummel.

Pitlochry to Garry Bridge, 3 m.; Queen's View, 7; Tummel Ferry, 7\\
Fulls of Tummel, \\\; Pitlochry, 14^. Carriages do not usually cross the ferry
at the foot of Loch Tummel, hut should be taken round by Tummel Bridge, and
along a charming road on the south side of Loch Tummel (total distance : 27 m.).

One of the sweetest walks in Scotland. Of all the tributary streams which
go to swell the importance of the dignified Tay, there are none more merry and
sparkling, in their separate existences, than the Tummel and the Garry, and
there is scarcely a scene in the Highlands more charming than that in which
they meet.

*** Those who wish to visit the Falls of Tummel only, may reach them in

3 miles by crossing the river at Cluny Bridge, 1 mile north of Pitlochry, and
following its course by road or footpath for the remaining 2 miles.

The Route. Pollow the Blair Atholl road past the house and woods of

Fa ska Ily. Only a glimpse of the former is caught, and the meeting of the
Garry and the Tummel is hidden by the latter. The road is often very dusty,

and it is pleasant, about 3 miles on the way, to turn to the left across the
footbridge which spans the railway, and to drop down to the Old Bridge

of Garry.

The Falls of Tummel may also be visited from this point, by taking a
foot-path which commences a little way beyond the bridge and, passing through
wood and meadow, reaches them in about a mile. Those, however, who intend
going the whole round, will see them without any ditour on their return journey,
otherwise they may proceed by path above the river and regain the road near
Bonskeid House.

The Bridge of Garry forms part of the Killiecrankie scenery (p. 123). Prom
it the view up the pass is very beautiful. Beyond it the road ascends through
a birchen copse, passing in about a mile the castellated mansion of Bonskeid. It

then makes a considerable circuit round and across the Fincastle Glen, beyond
which, on a lofty abutment of rock, reached through a wicket, is the " Queen's
"View," a prospect whose reputation is secure in the eyes of all lovers of the
beautiful, even when stripped of the glamour of ro.\al favour. Westward is

seen the full length of I.<och Tummel, its shores fringed with wood and
meadow, and gradually rising to heath-clad moor. At its upper end is a real

valley, green anil cultivated as any in Westmorland ; but the feature of the
scene is Schiehallion, which rears its tapering cone beyond the far end of the lake.

For simple unaffected grace no Scotch mountain can compare with Schiehallion.

Immediately below, the lake narrows to the river between banks of emerald green.

The one thing requisite for a just appreciation of Loch Tummel is sunshine. There
is nothing grand or mysterious about it, and when the green of its meadows, and
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tiir bine of its waters ore dolled,and Schiehallion [a, as it Were, beheaded bj clouds,

those who 'I" no! care to misunderstand aatore had better stop awaj from the

"Queen's View." The writer once saw il when the hills were covered with

now, when the rime was clinging to the trees, ami the Car off "Sugar Loaf"

mountains of Gleucoe, Boftenedand etherealised, as it were, bj the peculiar

the frosted atmosphere, made the whole landscape as nearly resemble a
• on earth ;is smything li<' had ever beheld.

A little further on, our road descends bo the outlet of the lake, a Cerry-boal

across. Under ordinary circumstances, it is oo \iolati >f decorum to

forward your clothes in the boat and Bwim across. There is 19 feet of water.
• e return route along the south side of the Tummel Is verj delightful.

verj hilly, it scarcely ever attains to the height of the outgoing one,

and the view from it is restricted to the valley itself. The Queen's View and the

in uisions wr have mentioned are seen high up on the other side of the b1 ream.
In I miles we iire opposite the

—

i .ill- of Tummel, to which a steep, short footpath descends. Their
is not more than 15 feet, and thai is broken; but after a heavy dewn-
rolume of water and the picturesque character of the surroundings

. eye and ear a rare treat. Beyond them proceed bj path ox road,

ug the river at Cluny Bridge, 1 mile short of Pitlochry.

Pitlochry to iii«' Spittal efGlenshee. Carriage route Pittocfocy to

{Hotel), 1 m.; Kirkmichael {Hotel), 12$; Bridgt oj Cally (Temp. Inn),

Inn, -'-.'i
. Spittal oj Gleruhee Hotel, 32}. Feaexrian finite,

Kirkmichael abt.S cum.; starting back abt. 2 pjm.

image and pedestrian, are Identical as far as [nverohroskie,
short of Kirkmichael, where the latter strikes in a oorth-easterlj direc-

bills direct for the Spittal, attaining a height of over 2000 feet,

ace dropping sharply down to Q-len Shee iust opposite the hotel. It is

since the writer crossed bj this route, ami, so far as he recollects

is certainly not so good as it look- on the map; in any case, the
- tould not take the walk without plenty of daylight before him.
eauty of this excursion is mostlj retrospective. Quitting Pitlochry
Moulin road ( )>. 128) we enter an avenue at that village and soon bend to

t. Iii another mile a farm-road to the left ami then right cute off •
Hence the road continues to climb tor a mile or so till it gains an

il >ii [,250 feet. During the ascent there is ;i splendid back view along
mel valley, and to Schiehallion and Hen lowers. The road then descends

irerachan to Poloskie Church, about 1J miles beyond which the foot-route
-pitt..] strikes ft to the leftat fneerchroskie (Straloch pub. ho.), a few
ort of a burn. Kirkmichael (Kirkmichael, Auld <'h<i/>/>i<) \< Smiles
Hence the desconl of Strath Ardle to Bridg< of Cally call- tor no

Inscription. Tor Bridge ol Calh and the rest of the road secy. 1 1">. Mail-car from
Kirknn Blairgowrie ever^ afternoon, besides other conveyances.

lor the carriage route from Pltlochra to Klnloch Bannoch,
and KaniMMli Station ( W. Highland Railway ), tee pp. 138, 140.

Main Route continued. Beyond Pitlochry the railway passes:

i" the right of the house anil woods of FaskaUy, below which the

Tummel and the Garry unite their waters, the former descending
from the wild moor of Bannoch in the far west, and the latter

issuing from the narrow defile which we are ahout to enter. The
greatly obstruct the view from the line, and the traveller

must look sharp and from the left-hand side of the carriage if he

wishes to obtain any idea of the peculiar beauty of—
The Pass of Killiecrankie. This glen, famous alike

physically and historically, is ahout a mile long ami nearly straight.

The railway climbs along its eastern -lope, -..me way ahove the

stream. On both sides the hills rise -teeph and are clothed with

wood from head to foot. JubI before emerging on to the more open
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ground at the upper end of the pass, we cross a handsome viaduct
and enjoy for a few seconds a full-length view down it, with the
"Soldier's Leap" at the bend (p. 123). Then a short tunnel
takes us to (32 m.) Killiecrankie Station, a little beyond which, on
the right-hand side, is the battlefield. An upright stone in the
field, 50 yards beyond the road, is wrongly said to mark the spot
where the great Claverhouse won his last victory and his death.
The real spot is in the grounds of Urrard House, seen on the brow
of the hill above. Hereabout the valley widens, and in another
2 miles we reach—

•

§w»fr ^titou.
(420 feet above sea). Maps pp. 138 & 140.

Hotels i—Atholl Arms (first class ; c.T. ; B. & A., -Is.), close to the station
;

Glen Tilt (smaller), 3 minutes from station, opposite the divergence of the Glen
Tilt Road.

P. ©., close to station, open 8—8 ; Stiri., 10.30—1 1.40. Chief del., 8.35 a.m.

;

desp., 1.40, 5.40 p.m.; Sim., 1.40 only. Tel. Off., 8—8 ; Sun., 9—10.

Blair Atholl itself has not the commanding beauty of Pitlochry.

It lies rather at the transition stage of the scenery, from the rich

and sylvan to the wild and barren. All tendency to natural

bleakness, however, has been removed by the work of the planter

and cultivator, and historic, aided perhaps by a little aristocratic

association, helps to make it a favourite tourist resort. The castle

grounds are interesting, and the central position of the village for

excursions to Glen Tilt, Strath Tummel, the Falls of Bruar, and
the Pass of Killiecrankie, makes it an excellent headquarters for

a few days. For the pedestrian, it is also the point of departure

for the shortest and most interesting hill-route to Braemar (p. 140).

Blair Castle. {Admission daily 9—6 o'clock, Is. each.) The principal
entrance to the grounds and Castle of Blair is nearly opposite the Atholl Arms
Hotel and the railway station. A long avenue of lime-trees leads across the
park to the Cattle, & building of no great architectural pretensions, but pic-

turesque and characteristic, and by no means lacking that suggestiveness of

romance which harmonises so well with the surrounding scenery. It is in the
Scotch baronial style, and was restored to its present castellated condition in

1869. Behind it is the Old Church, wherein was buried Viscount Dundee.
The old castle, dismantled in 1690, seems to have had as many political colours

as the " Vicar of Bray," having harboured within its walls representatives of

every shade of opinion—Covenanter, Jacobite, Puritan, and Hanoverian.
Close to the castle the drive crosses the Bqnvie Burn, along the side of which

are picturesque walks and groves. A few hundred yards further a turn to the
right is made, and the burn recrossed. Then another road to the right, beyond
some buildings, leads to the ©111 Bridge of Tilt, spanning a dark ravine of

the river. Hence a return may be made direct to the Glen Tilt Hotel, or the walk
may be continued up the glen on either side of the river. The road on the west
side is the carriage-route up G-len Tilt, and continues through woods on the
same side of the stream for \\ miles. That on the east side rises rapidly to the

bridge over the Fender Bum, and is the pedestrian route up Glen Tilt. Near
the bridge the Fender makes some pretty falls of no great height.

Tlie Falls of Bruar {free to the public) are nearly 4 miles from Blair
Atholl, and some way to the right of the Struan road. Prom Struan Station
they are not more than half the distance. The railway passes very near, but
not" within sight of them. The highest of the three is almost a mile from the
main road. The entrance-gate is on the west side of the burn, but from the

lower bridge, a little way up, there are good walks up both sides as far as the
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appei bridge, which is just above the highest end finest fall. Below bho lower

bridge is a natural arch "i rock. TheBides bare been planted with firs, to remedy
rt which Burns noticed in the scene when he visited it. The whole la

mtiful. The storm of Nov. 18th, 1898, however, worked great havoc
illion, Farragon,aud Ben Vrackie stand ont finely.

\«nni of TulaHi (the u knoll")i '•Vl1 ft
-

"'""'-' /;" ""• '• 1 "u " "'""'''

holl. Ajx excellent idea ol the mountainous region surrounding Hhi'r

Atholl in. i- be gained from this beight,and a couple of houro will be ample

the excursion. Cross the railway al the south end of the platform by

rhich passes between the Atholl Anns and the Post Office. A t""t-

-j.ans tin- river, beyond which the hill rises a little to the righl hand.

e course of astreamlet for a little way, and then bend slightl] to the

riu'ht. The BUmmit lies back, and is marked by a small cairn. There is it wide

Ic view. Southward Sehiehallion rises to a graceful peak, to the left

of wldch is the bolder outline of Ben Lawers, and on the righf the ^sugar-loaf"

kius of Glencoc lmv be seen in clear weather. The most prominent and
height further north is Hen Aider, beyond Loch Ericht. The Eastern

i us. though comprising the loftiest summits visible, present, as usual, a

i unvaried outline when contrasted with their western rivals. The
art ol Men Tilt is seen as far as the bend, to the right of which towers

foe. farther south Ben Vrackie rises to a point.

Mai* Atlioii to Braemsr tyCtlea Tilt, seep. 140.

Imm Struan. the next station to Blair Atholl, the mail-route

t.. Kinlooh Bannoch Btrikes off to the left up Glen Erichdie.
• Machines" at (low's small hotel, close to station.

^•iii.-iii in Klnloeb itaiuiocli, 13 st. Mail-much in connection with
yellow pages. The road for the first hah! ol the route ascends

\ u . crossing the stream and turning south a Little shorl of Trina/our
* here the pedestrian Bhould ask his way by the new private road to

Nearly a mile further the highest point of the road ( 1,089 fi.)
i a little beyond this the new road strikes off to the right, joining

>.•!, r.\ and Kinloch Bannoch road -J miles short of the latter village.

I icend ng into strath Tummel is very tine, Schiehallion being
M.- monarch For Kinloch Rannoch, see page 139.

,//. inilkjnmi Struan to KfoAfUMie let />. 180.

Approaching Strnan we get a peep at Schiehallion over the de-

on on the left. Then the railway runs; up the valley of the

side-by-side with the Btream, as far as its source in Loch
Garry. The bed of the river consists entirely of slaty rocks lying

barp angle, and the lively racket of the water pouring over
them i> a plea-ant relief to an otherwise dreary scene.

The depression in the Grampian range, to which we arc now
rising, is called Drumochter (Druim-tuichdar, " the upper ridge").

It is to the Highlands of Scotland what Donmail Raise is to

English Lakeland the only practical highway between the north
and Bouth Bides of the main mountain range. Opposite Loch Garry
i (51 hi.) Dalnaspidal Station. The word, signifying the "place
of entertainment," is now a misnomer, as the nearest inn is at

Dalwhinnie, 8 m. further (1,17 1//.), before reaching width the

ed at an altitude of 1,484 feet, the highest point Beached
l>\ any railway in Great Britain.* The mountains rise steeply on
both side-, of the line, hut they have little beauty of shape, colour,

or covering. Two of them, on the left hand, at the .summit of

the pass, are called the H<«ir of Badenoch and the Atholl Sow. In

. the Bnowdon rail Or tramway.
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the great snow-storm of March, 1881, the drifts at Dalwhinnie
station were 30 feet deep.

From Dalwliinnie there is a wildish mountain-road (driyeable) to the Drtimk
ga.sk Hotel, Lagga n (7 m.), whence it is 24 miles (11 driveable) by one of Con
Wade's old military roads over the Corriyarrick. Pass (2,5(17 ft.) to Fort
Augustus (p. 250)—a fine wild walk (no inn on way). The view from the
top N. and W. extends from Morven in Caithness to the Skye hills.

There is also a track (apt to be very boggy) from Dalwhinnie into Stral li

^lasliie (7 ra.) entering the Fort William mail-road 4 miles beyond Drnmgask
Hotel (good) and 3 short of Loch Laggan Hotel {see p. 142.)

Opposite to Dalwhinnie we get a glimpse of Loch Ericht, a
narrow lake 15 miles long and closely hemmed in by steep and
bare mountains. It is the highest (1,153 ft.) of all the Scotch lakes

of any size, and one of the most desolate. On its western side,

about half way down, the Ben Alder group attains a height of

nearly 3,800 feet. Salmo Ferox here has his special home.

By following the road along the west side for 4 miles or so to within a mile of
Ericht Lodge, you get a grand view.

From Dalwhinnie the line descends Glen Truim for 10 miles to

Newtonmore, a little short of which the main valley of the Spey
converges on the left, and the scenery assumes a more civilised

aspect. The village consists of one long street, with a comfortable

hotel, the Newtonmore, and a smaller one. At it the old mail-

road from Fort William comes in.

pupssit
Pron. Kingewsie, " Head of the pine wood," 750 ft. above the sea. All trains

stop five minutes for refreshments. None too much, the platform being nearly

\ mile long.

Hotels i—Slar, rebuilt, good ; PuUar's, both C.T. ; Royal ; all within 5 min.

of station. Comfortable lodgings. Apply early. P.O. (main street) open 7—8 :

Sun., 9—10, 1—2. Chief del. abt. 6.45 & 8.45 a.m. ; desp. abt. 12.30, 4.45, & 9.20 ;

Sun., 12.25.

Kingussie is an extensive and rapidly increasing village,

owing its popularity to its fine bracing air even more than to the

striking mountain -heights which rise on both sides from the

strath of the Spey, here a mile wide. The nearest barber's shop,

by the way, is at Grantown, 24 miles away—a capital cycle run.

fcursions, fountain Utalks, #c, from Jlingussic.

N.B.—The country here described is on the verge of a deer-

forest on both sides, some of the heights—Carn Ban and the Cairn

Toul district to wit— being actually in one, and objection is

reasonably made to promiscuous wandering. The best month is

June.

(1) Craig B<-£ (1,593//.; 1£ m.), starting from the west side of the burn that

runs through the village, and ascending through the wood. The view extei.. *

to Braeriach, just visible over the nearer and almost equally lofty range beyond

Glen Feshie ; the Cairn Gorm, further N., and a wide tract of the Spey valley. In

descending you may avoid the wood by bearing south into the Newtonmore road.
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(2) There is a splendid mountain-view from b bill called <'i*uai<liii<'a<-

h"; 2,099 ft.). The most direct route to it is bj GIant*on\ie Lodge,

I from Kingtissie, whence, after crossing the.stream bj mm iron bridge.
• the Rummit, due s., in 1

',
miles, after b rise of 1,13d feati Another

bj (Hen Tromie Bridge, as in the route to (Men Peshie (belme).

« ralft-dltti, 6 m. s. if. through Newtonmore. Rather n stiff climb either

,! slope from village, or straight from road about U miles beyond
verj fine, including the Spey and Calder valley-, the ('aim

:
• Monadhliaths*. Don't trouble about Cltiny's-OaVe.

Fajls of Ti'iiim c'Tnrni "), s w. 8. jr. : $ from Nevctdnmore, 'L very
Follow the road, as shown i>n the map", til,, 3 m. beyond Newton-

a turn on to a farm-road to Mains of Gleri Truim, beyond vvhicll a track
-. to which you across tin- river, retorting by road 66 New-

tonmore. Do not be tempted into tlte straight, old. so*cklled, road.

M. iins of Glentruim a track leads in 5 miles to the l>i*uiiij»-a«*u

llotfl i /> rjsi. wli.rc the coa.li from Tulloch to Kingussie ( //. 1 12 ) may be met.

<-ieu Fertile. A pleasant circular drive'or Walk of u to 1<; miles may be

I is romantic glen, and a good pedestrian may cross tin- col (nearly

between it and Glen Geldie, eutering the Blair Atholl and Braemar
- short of Linn of \h>i', and '.» of Rraemar. Red-deer on way.

• e line at the station. The mad. after crossing the Spey bends left,

. -the dismantled Rntheen Barracks ( p. 131). Twomiles further it crosses

I remarkably prettj spot, the stream rushing throuth a romantic
Prom the bridge go a few j ards to i he right, and cut off

I

bh through the wood. Re-entering a road, you come to some
• roing straight ou emerge on to open moor, over which there is a

- far as the farm of /inii. i/uish. Where cross the burn by a footbridge,
i slight ridge, into <-l«'ii F«-!Hliie (7 vi.) at DrUimcaill irh

.

bound for Braemar follow the glen upwards by road and /mth for

Scenery of Glen Peshie ven fine; grand timber in firs* miles.
ii ni-. b fragment "t a fresco bj band -en-. At about 18 m.,

iver, which bends away B. and then \\'.. the path crosses the
'

' GekNe, and. after a dull «i miles, enters the Braemar
road h mile S. ol Bynack Lodge (p. 141 ; 1.413 /.: total distance, %2m.y\
(unction of our road with that through the glen there is a Right of

- guide-post. To return to Kingussie, take the road down the glen.
miles, just after crossing a tributarystream >ithe one previously aroseed

i
' ntei h path thai goes straight ahead acroej a pleasant open

•• ood on the left, and drops Into the road you left at . Trontie
' the little village of lush, where is a rerj nice little roadside inn.

k trt Kiifgu I road.

Igeitisll miles up <»Jen Tromie to Ckticl Lodge, J mile
'<•//. ft lake l. it;o t. ct above the sea, ami enclosed by preoipi-

i ere I arriage-road beyond Gaiefa Lodge, is .. d'rhc, the
i une 24 st.

Uleu Trotitle, 3 in : 4-1 aid.. l.<nl<;e. \2 : t-Melldon Lodge, 17*
;

'» tcardoeli Lodge, 22$; DalnaHplrtal Mtation. 88. 10-11 Ar.i.

.'• the sh up turn to the right off the road nearly opposite
us (I m.). Which leads direct to a shepherd's house ; hero the path
Hag over t he lulls in the dirtcti f Glen Tromie. Shortly after

i leu si ile i" ). keep to the /• I hand path winch leads direct

I "• shoot intr-iodae, when- you oan cross the Tromie by a bridge.
ke the ridht-hand path* and get en to the ridge W. of Glen Tromie.

good views') leads down to the south end of the glen close to
• - it;.|, in., 7| by the Lodge). The Longer route the better.

i ither dreary walking to- Loch an't ,s//«i eh, the
shut hi bj the surrounding heights. An iron bridge which

• Allt Bhran is crossed two miles short of the loch.
I ©oh ant Seilach is reached, the hill- look very imposing, and sot the

lake off grandly; A cottage adjoining Quick Lodge (12 m, by Trojmie Lodge)

:mp about the "Huts" <"/.'<//./// Mtrachain" ) is defective. (Toss the
i the Keeper's Carnachuin, on the ,W. side, further on. is Feshie

Highlands I. K
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is a good place for a halt (milk). After leaving it keep to the path, which bears
round to the left, and so on to Loch Vrotten ; the walking now becomes rough,
and the scenery is very wild. The path is well denned, and skirts the east side
of Loch Vrotten, winding on till it reaches Loch Duin (1,700/*.), which it skirts
on the W. side. The view across this loch is, perhaps, the best bit of wild scenery
along the whole route.

After leaving the loch, the path is a little bothering to Edendon Lodge
(17£ m.), but keep on the east side of the stream ; from the lodge, the road is a

cart-track all the way down to the main road—Balnacardoch (22^ to., no
accommodation)—but open, airy, and interesting. It is 7 miles on to Struan
Station (29 tn. ; inn) ; last train back abt. 5.20.

(7) Main road to Kincraig Station. 6 tn.; aud lush Church (6£)

;

back by I nsh, 10 ; and Tromie Bridge, 12£ ; 15£ out and return.
A pleasant walk best taken in this direction. There is a clean little inn at Insli.

(8) Tromie Bridge, 3 tn.; Glen Feshie, 7 ; Cam Ban (3,443/*.), 11

;

Sgor-an-Buhh ("The Scuir," 3,658/*.), 12£. A bracing walk with a grand
mountain view. For route an far as Glen Feshie, see p. 129. Fine weather a sine-

qud-non.
Here cross the river by a foot-bridge just opposite the neat farmhouse of

Achleun (milk, &c, may be had. The occupant is an old fox-hunter and deer-

hound breeder ; do not be frightened at his array of terriers or deer-hounds).
Hence a pony-track leads due E. right up to the top of the Cam Ban ridge.

Half-way up you strike another path

—

take the higher one (both are rough walk-
ing), and after a stiff \\ or \\ hours' climb you get to the top, and it is plain
sailing by map and compass to The Scuir, " Sgor Gaoith," whence is a very

fine view of the Grampians, more comprehensive than from the Cairn Gorms.
The look down into Loch Eunach, 2,U0U feet below, is also very fine. W. and
S.W., too, there is a fine mountain-prospect, Ben Nevis being visible a little S.

of W.; Ben Alder, Ben Lawers. and Sehiehallion more S.; while S. of Cairn Toul
you look through a gap to Lochnagar and others of the Braemar Highlands.
The top of the ridge about Cam Ban is a vast grassy plateau.

The stream which you keep on the right going np springs out of the ground
and is as icy cold as the Wells of Dee.

Prom Cam Ban it is a long but quite practicable walk of 6 to 7 miles round
the cliffs that overlook Loch Eunach to Braeriach.

(9) To Struan across the mountains.
Go to the iron Bridge in Glen Tromie (2 tn. short of Loch an't Seilach

;

p. 129), and take the hill-path for Glen Feshie, but instead of going to Feshie,

take the south track (the Minigaig Pass) and walk past Bruar Lodge to Struan.
This is a hard walk of about 30 miles. The Minigaig Pass (!) is about
2,600/*. up, and half-way. We have no knowledge of the latter part of the route,

which passes Bruar Lodge (1,500/*.) about 8 miles short of Struan Station.

(10) Dalwhinnie (rail), 13 tn. Thence by path N. W. of station across the hills

to Strath Mashie, 6 tn., and back by road to Laggan Bridge (Drumgask
Hotel), 10 ; and Kingussie, 22 ; or from Laggan Bridge by wild moun-
tain road to Balwhinnie, 7.

A very pleasant walk in dry weather, but the hill-walk across from Dalwhinnie
is very boggy in wet. and at all times a tiresome path (see map).

(11) Newtonmore (3 to.), by Calder river to Loch Dubli (12),

Cairn Mairg (14 ; 3,087/*.) and back to the river by the Bhealaicli path
( Qlen Balloch), 26 miles in all ; 3 saved each way by taking to orfrom Newtonmore.
This is a fine wild walk. From Newtonmore there is first a road, and then

a distinct track past two lots of cottages to the isolated cottage Dalballoch (5 to.),

where it is better to ask the way as to which stream to follow for the lake. The
loch is not seen till you are quite on it, as, just before reaching it, you have to

ascend out of a hollow in which you think the lake should be. Once at it, you
find yourself in a scene of striking impressiveness and solitude. Hence it is easy
to ascend on to the ridge on the N.W. of the Loch, and so on to Cairn Mairg,
whence is a very fine view, especially in the Loch Laggan (S.S.W.) direction.

The return may be made E. by the side of the ridge, hugging the slope of the hills

to the cottages, and so into the road again. There are eagles on Cairn Mairg.

(12) Glen (i tilnaeh, Allt Mor ; then E., and up Carn Fhreiceadain
(2,86*/*.), 6 ; Ben Vrachie (2,618/*.), 7; Meall a Chocaire (2,294/*.).

8£ ; straight down home on the W. side of Craig Bulg (1,712/*.) 12-I5,m.in all.

You get a good view of the Grampians, Loch Morlich, <fec. This route is, of
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3. Airihod ]

4. COJRK AN

miles.

5. FlACAILL
6. COIRE AN
7. Caisteal
8. Cakn an Dairn.



THE CAIRNGORM MOUNTAINS AS SEEN FROM AVIEMORE RAILWAY STATION
By C. G. Cash, F.R.S.G.S., Edinburgh

1. Cairngorm, 4084 feet; 8£ miles.

2. Coire Cas.

3. Airgiod Meall.
4. Coire an t-Sneachda.

5. flacaill coire an t-sneachda.
6. Coire an Lochain.

7. Caisxeal Sguouach. [Castle Hii

8. Carn an Lochain.

Creag an Leth-choin. [Lurcher's Crag.]

Larig Ghru.
March Burn.

Ben Mac Dui, 4296 feet; 10 miles.

Sron na Lairig.

Carn Elrick.

Coire Beanajeh. [Corrie Bennie.]

Braeriach, East Cairn.

IT. Braeriach, 4248 feet; 8J
18. TULLOCHGRUE.
19. Coire Euadh.
20. Coire an Lochain.
21. Glen Einich.

22. Cadha Beag.
23. Cadha Mor.
24. Braeriach, Einich Cairn.

25. Creag Dhubh.
26. Clach Mhic Cailein.

27. Sgoran Dubh Mor.
28. Loch an Eilein.

29. Ord Ban.
30. Geal Charn.
31. Creag Mhigeachaidh.
32. Glen Feshie.

[Argyle Stone.]
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ooorse, similar in character to thai ol Glen Guinach, 4sc li Is characterised by

fine views of the great central knol ol the Grampian*, and over Rothieniurchus
i) Loch Morlich.
<„ieu Ualuacli < l.;, m.). aim >ior : th u n .. and »/> Ben Huh. .

Vim Bodaell (
,"i ,/.,. ,^;<;.ni S^ulain i 3,015 Jt. I. U : /" A'4'liail-

leiieh (3,045//.), 11; r.tin-iiin-i tlf same imy, or by a tjradtuil and ra.iy di -, ,,i

mmorr; u tjrnniiu mountain ramble.

ilii A \n> pleasant excursion from Kingn sie Is to take train t i A\ i< more
umI walk back \>\ Locli-au-Kilean (it: m. all tohl> On reaching tlie

Loch-an-EUcan keep the wnl r on the lefl and al the far end ol it nun bo

the right. Verj soon you come to a gate and, practically, tUe end ol the road.

the left and pass, on the muiic side, a ruined cottage. Half-a-mile or so

bcyoud the gate yon come into tlie mad a good one, even for cyclists that

leads from Aviemore to nowhere in particular. A verj picturesque spot oii this

Peithle Bridge, 3 m. from the point at which you enter it, and h

I ttle resl ng-place is the small inn. presumably at [nsh, 'M^ miles

mii] "> short of Kingussie. Do not trj to cut ofl corners.

I noli < ii ii r<- n :> said to be the oldest in > wtland ; a place of worship since

6th cent. An old bell preserved inside passes as one of finest relics of Unldee
Dei I. to St. Adam Culumna •. biog. ol St. Columba, abbot of tona 679,

Main Route continued from p. 128.

Looking across the strath from Kingussie, we see the dismantled
Huthveu Burrock*, once a residence of the Comyns, and in later

rallying-place of some thousands of fugitives from Culloden.
The heights behind it are the Glen Feshie mountains, which, til) the

.t pine-girt Loch Insh and the nexl station, Xineiaig (78m.),

hide the loftier Cairngorm group. Three mites beyond
tig, the Latter comes into view, its mo.-i prominent heights,

taken 8. to N., being Braeriach and the Cairo Gorm itself, with the

i ol Ben Muicli Dhui between them. The summit is not

till w< reacb A.viemore Station. These heights are all more
than 1,000 feel above the sea-level, and together constitute the

• group of mountains in the kingdom. A>. however, the

pari ol the Spe) valley which we are now traversing is itseli

700 feel an, and there is a considerable breadth of strath for a

'iinil. they <li> not presenl so imposing an appearance as

man] pthers of less elevation ootably those which rise with
anbrokeTJ Bteepness from the sea on the west coast.

Beyond Kincraig i- Loch Alvie, on the left and, opposite to it. the
Tor .!//•/«•. a wood} knoll intervening between us and the Spey,
and crowned by the Duke of Gordon'* Monument. Then we come

in.) Aviemore (100ft.), which has a first-class new hotel
commanding a grand view of the Cairngorm range, including Hen
MacDhui (Muich Dhui). This is a good starting-place fc* the
Cairngorms (see pp. 153, 287). The old Lynwilg Inn small is

2^ miles S. There is also a small Demperance House. P.O., Chief
a.m., 1 p.m. Sun. ; desp., 12 noon, I p,m., S'ttn., 12 noon.

coutuiued on j>. 13:.'.

I.orti -.-in -Kile.to (_" Loch of the I-hm 1." .". miles S. of Aviem ire Station > 19

of this ueighbonrli iveliest of all the little lochs

|
'11 lc S. ol tii-

beyond a aeat uevi
church,! it-han<t branch. Grailu.dl to th< right, you will

loe in 1 bireh-

ughold .'i the • v,.M ol Baitenoch,"
I i.i cast! i

i be residence ol u little l imib of
which in winter-time migr.iteito North Africa. Others nest on Looh

Arkaig, in Argyllshire ; Loch shin and Loch Laxfonl in Sutherland.
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In a field on the W. aide is a rotigh-hewii granite monument toMaj.-Gen. Walter
Brook Rice, drowned while skating In 1S92.

From its northern end yon may (a) skirt its western side making the fconr of
Onl T'.ain (1,250//.), passing between that hill and the Spey, and regaining your
outward route at Inverdruie; or(b) you may reach Inverdruie by a more direet
route in 2£ miles, passing Polch-ir {see nttip\ or (c) you may continue along tlie

N.E. shore of the loch by a road that joins the Larig GUru Pass at a footbridge
2 miles away. In the latter case, turn left at cross roads, 1£ miles on i he way.
and 2 miles further you wi'l reach Goylum Bridge (

'p. 153), whence it is 2 miles
back to Avicmore Station.

*.s* The road starting south at the cross-roads is strictly private during the
season, and leads into C-len Euna.oil, at the head of which (6 m.) lies I.ocli
Kunacli, 1,700 above th sea and deep-set between Braeriachand the precipitous
Sgorau-dubh "the Sjuir." For route* to Braeriach atil Cairn To id, see p 28J.

For the foot-road bit LarL'i Ghrufyorn Aviemore to BraAinar, between B"/i Mirie.'i

Dhid and Braeriewh, see p. 143. Aviemore to Glmmo/e Lodge (ii£ m.) and Cairn
Gorm (Uh).p. 153,

The platform at Aviemore is 350 yards long. From it the new
line strikes off to the left and crosses from the pine-clad hills of the

Spey valley to the Upper Findhorn valley and Strathnairn, follow-

ing the course of the old coaching route. The graceful peak of

Ben Kinnes is seen N.E. (p. 149). Beyond C *rr Bridge
(914 ft.) there is a sudden transition to wild treelessness. A
viaduct -100 feet high takes the line to the Pass of Slochd Mimic
("the wild boar's den "), and its summit-level, 1,315 feet, whence
it drops to and crosses the Findhorn by a viaduct 445 yards
long and 140 feet above the stream. From about the summit
there is a grand retrospect of the Cairn Gorms, including Ben
Muich Dhui, while in front the elephantine form of Ben Wyvis
soon comes into view. During the descent Killachy Lodge, a new
mansion, is conspicuous up the valley. In crossing there is a

striking view north-eastward, down a gorge of the river called the
" Streens." Here, in the flood of 1821*, the river rose 41) feet.

At Tomatin (16 in.) trees re-appear (Freeburn Hotel, min. walk
from station, pleasant site overlooking the valley). Exactly
opposite the next station (Moy, vo inn) is the gateway leading

to Moy Hall, the Highland home of the Mackintosh—a splendid

mansion at the north end of Loch Moy, on an island of which the

original castle stood, and an obelisk in Memory of Sir /Eneas
Mackintosh, was erected in 1824. Three miles further, as we
round the shoulder of Meal-Mhor, and descend to the Nairn valley,

from Daviot tation (24 in.), there burst upon the eye the

mountains of Inverness and Ross, predominated by the pig's back of

Ben Wyvis in front, and extending across the Moray Firth to the Ord
of Caithness and the cone of Morven, 50 to 00 miles away. Finally

the line makes a sweep of 11 miles round Culloderi Moor, crossing

the Nairn by a viaduct of 29 arches, 595 yards long and 130 feet

above the river, and joining the old line just beyond the present

Culloden Station (p. 133). For Inverness, xce. p. 154.

Aviemore to Grantown, Forres, and Nairn -old route to

Inverness.

From Aviemore, Braeriach and the Cairn Gorm are in view, the

latter a round-topped mountain descending by a long and gradual
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slope to the west. Between them is the Lang Glint Pass, to

Braemar, ovei the remotes! pari of which 1 1 1
<

*
summit of Ben

Muich Dhui, with its cairn, may be Been, and, to the right of it.

Ci'ii Elrick, a perfecl cone. The perkj peak due s. is the Scuir

an-Dubh "). Patches of snow may be discerned in the

northern corriea of heights throughout the summer. Between
thfin and Aviciuoii the wide Forest of Rotiriemurchiu extends,

[ts timber consists principally of aged pine. It is not a pleasant

place to get lost in.

\t the next station,* Boat of Garten (88% m.: good Hotel,

i nlarged, opp. station), the Speyside line described in our volume
on the Northern Highlands (" Scotland, Part 11. ".) starts, run-

ning U miles side h\ side with our present route. Then JJ miles

further, we come to HroomMll, the " Highland" Station for Nethji

Bridge i'lm.. 'I>n.< to hotel, p. 1"><>. and H\ m.) Grantown
t7<X» ft.; hotels: Grant Arms (good); Palace, 4 m. from station),

a white, cheerful-looking little town, of constantly increasing

repute as a health resort. Full description of town and neigh-

bourhood, pp. 1 17 153

Beyond Grantown the line rises out of the Bpey valley and,

passing on the right the policies of ( 'astle Grant (Countess Seafleld),

affords a fine retrospect of the Cairn Gorm heights ;
while looking

N.E. wards down the Spey. we may detect the sharp peak of Ben
Rinnes, not unlike Schiehallion. Then, alter skirting a very

glen on the right, we cross a wild upland district to a height

"t 1,060 feet, in descending from which, past Dava (lot m.) and
Ihtnphail (111), wegel a splendid view over the Moray Firth to the

Caithness; the long, level-backed Ben Wyvis and the Scuir

Vuillin group of hills in Ross-shire being also conspicuous.

From Dunphail we pass through an ordinary, well-wooded dis-

1
1 ict to Forres, i Hotels : Royal Station ; ( 'ommercial, in the town :

< hnut Hill Hydro\ finely situated on Clunj Hill, 1 m. from station.)

K<Mi("« 1 1 1' I its environs are described in detail in oar other volume on Scot-
1 1 1 1.». 1'hose who hall here should visit SwenoS* Stone, the Nelson Monu-

ment on Uluti) Hill (both a good mile east oj the station ) urnl above all, visit the
l-'iiMliioiii Glen, than which there isuo finer example ol it- kiml the deep

i ravine cul through an ordinary . almost level apland in the kingdom.
il.ir plan is to hire to Sluie (b m.) and Belugas (7 m.), between whicli

|M>ints .i g I up-iuid-dowii path skirts the edge <>t the cliffa that overhaug the
'.in. tortuous river-bed. Randolph's /.<"/.. mi the main stream, a little

r tin- tributary Divie Burn at Belugas, should be included
rpedition (mrriaat and pail about 20s.. single f0>.). Pedestrians ma

> ike train to Dunphail, and thence bend back bj high-road to Divie Bridge
i- r/i.i. Shortcut bypath l mile N. <>t Dunpliail No innon either route. The
\\.<lk in

•

u ting from the near side of I )i v it Bridge i- also charming.

Between Forres and Inverness, the mosl important place is the
town and popular watering-place ol Nairn (hotels : Marine, firsl -

st.it nm
i
new i ; Royal; extensive Go(f Links close by). Tin

i oast about here commands a tine view westward-, extending to

Mam Soul and other heights on the holders of Inverness -shire and
Koss-shire. More to the north, and about halt as far as the last-

named mountains. Ben Wyvfs is seen, and then the shore line of

a The boat has been superseded bj a road-bridge across th** Spey.
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the Moray Firth reaches far away to the Ord of Caithness, with
the peak of Morven to the left of it.

Cawdor Castle and Burn. (7 m., Omnibus from Roual IfoH ; Tickets

for Castle issued at Cawdor P. 0. after 3 /».»*. Inn ; Cawdor Arms.)

This is an interesting detour. The road passes under the railway east of the
station, and in 1^ miles crosses the ri^er Nairn by a wooden bridge, pursuing
thence a somewhat circuitous route. The Castle, close to which is a comfortable
inn, is an ancient building strikingly picturesque in itself and its surroundings.
Through the grounds the side of the Burn is reached, and a path carried high
up along the edge of the rocks, which descend precipitously to the water's edge,
places the traveller at the head of the ravine, after about half-an-hour's walk.
Thence in another hour he will again reach the wooden bridge over the Nairn
river. The entire walk is one of about 12 miles. See " Northern Highlands."

About ten miles beyond Nairn, and five short of Inverness, is

Culloden. The village is about a mile to the left of the station,

and Drummossie Moor—the scene of the battle—more than twice
that distance further.

For Inverness, see p. 154.

Dunkeld to Blairgowrie and Braemar.

Dunkeld to Blairgowrie, 12 in. ; Bridge of Cally ( Temp. Inn), 18;
Persie Inn, 21 ; Spittal of Glenshee Hotel, 32 ; Braemar, 47.

Coach every morning. Time, abt. 8£ hrs. Fare, 15s. to 17s.

Highest point, 2,200 feet (beticeen Spittal of Glenshee and Braemar).

This route is fully described the reverse way on page 114. We
shall therefore only briefly mention herein the leading objects of

interest on the way.
The first part of the drive rather skirts than traverses the

Highlands. As far as Blairgowrie the road pursues an easterly

direction. From that town it turns due north, and between the

Persie Inn and the Spittal of Glenshee enters one of those deep-set

green valleys which characterise the region of the Eastern
Grampians.

Quitting Dunkeld by the opening between Craig-y-Barns and
Newtyle Hill the road passes near the shores of the lochs of Lows,
Craiglush, and Butterston, which appear successively on the right

hand. A few miles beyond the last, and connected with it by
the Lunan Burn is a fourth lake, Loch Clunie, wherein is a small

island containing the Castle of Clunie, the reputed birthplace of

the "admirable Crichton." A little way further are the Loch of
Drumellie and the village of Kinloch Marley (Inn), after

passing which Blairgowrie (hotels
—'buses— Queen's (B. & A.,

4s.), Boyal ; small Temperance, close by station) is soon

entered. The town has no particular interest, but a couple

of miles beyond it, after twice crossing the Fricht, we ascend

by the side of a rocky wood-enclosed ravine, through which
the stream winds most picturesquely. On the opposite bank is

Craighall (p. 135). Then we descend by a kind of terrace-road to

the Bridge of Colly, below which the Ardle Water joins the Black-

water in a remarkably pretty glen. Half-a-dozen miles further

Mount Blair rises to a height of 2,400 feet on the right hand, andand I
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soon after we reach the Splttal of Glenshee Hotel. Hence,
after a halt for lunch, we rise rapidly and steeply to the highest

point on the route, the col between the Cairrvwell mountain and
(ilasmeal, 2,200 feet above sea-level, and the highest pass traversed

by a carriage-road in Britain, except perhaps that which the new
road between Braemar and Loch Builg crosses. On the way is

the DeviVs Elbow (p. 114). Then we drop down to Braemar in

double quick time. The village itself and the heights of the Ben-
a-Bourd group beyond are well seen during the descent.

4 raigliall (4£ miles N. ; Lieut.-Gen. J. 0. Rattray), grounds open Tu.

and Fri.free, other days small fee. They are entered close to the bridge over the

Ericht, li m. on the way. The house stands on the top of a sheer cliff, 2U0/if. above
the Ericht. There is a very fine view from the Fog House. The ownership dates

back to the 11th cent. As to connexion with " Waverley," seep. 115.

tteecli Hedge, 4 miles S., near Meikleour (Marchioness of Lansdowne) ;

75 ft. high, \ m. long, planted year of Battle of Culloden, 1746.

Across the Ferry is Kindaveil Castle, and 2 miles beyond Meikleour by
road is Oargill Station.

(Maps opp. pp. 119, 135, 138.)

Hotels :

—

Breadalbane Aims, near station; Palace (B. & A, 3*. 6d.), opp.
station; Weem Hotel (good), \\m. away on the other side of the river; also

(smaller) -Station, opp. station ; Cameron's Temp.

P.O.—Open 7—8 ; Sun., 12.45—1.30. Chief desp. abt. 1.20, 4.25 ; Sun., 7 a.m. ;

del. 7.30 and 9 a.m. Tel. Off., 8 -8 ; Sun., 9—10 a.m.

Aberfeldy is a small town of about a thousand inhabitants,

of no special interest in itself, but finely situated. It is an
important halting-place for tourists, being a terminus of the

railway, and the commencement of the charming route by Loch
Tay to Killin, as well as of an interesting mountain highway to

Tummel Bridge and Kinloch Bannoch, and to Struan on the High-
land main line.

The Bridge of Aberfeldy is one of the works erected by General
Wade after the rebellion of '45 in order to lessen the dangers
arising from clanship by opening up the country and introducing
new blood into it. Close by it is a recently erected monu-
ment in commemoration of the assembling of the "Black
Watch " on this spot. Nearly a mile beyond the bridge is the Weem
Hotel, a nicely situated headquarters for those who wish to explore
the beauties of the neighbourhood. Visitors have the privilege of

entry to the park and gardens of Castle Menzies, a fine baronial
mansion, and to the walks on the Rock of Weem, which rises

behind the hotel and is covered from head to foot with fine timber.
From the hotel to the summit (800 feet above the valley) there is a
good path. The views are very beautiful. On the face of the
rock, 300 feet up, is St. David's Well, the original stonework of

which was a memorial of the ancient Menzies family, since removed
into the mausoleum of Sir Robert Menzies, where it may be seen.

The name "Weem" is suggestive, being synonymous with
" Pict's House."
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From the Weem Rock the walk may agreeably be extended to the top o(

Farragon (4 m. ; 2£ hrs. from Weem ; 2,559 ft.) by an obvious route; Fine
all-round view—Schiehallion very prominent—with the "Sugar-loaves" of

G-lencoc over its N. slope—Ben Nevis (far away to the right of it), ami lien

Alder, and to the left Ben Lawers (S.W.), Ben More (far away), Ben-y-Hoile
(S.), Ochils, Sidlaws (SB.), Braemar Mountains, Ben Vrackie, the' Cairn
Gorms, Ben-y-Gloe, Ben Alder, etc. In descending the route may be varied
as shown on the map, or you may continue over Ben Eagacli (2,259 ft.) to

the Perry at Erend of Loch Tummel. {Thin route not tried by writer.)

For the ascent of Schiehallion hence, see "Mountain" section.

Within a stroll of Aberfeldy are the Palls of Moness (ikl.,

3d. each over four), which have, perhaps, obtained a greater

celebrity than they can claim on their own merits, from their posi-

tion among what were in the days of Burns the Birks of Aberfeldy

.

The birks, or birches, have given way to rowans and other trees

of the soil, but the walk up the dell in which they grew is a very

enjoyable one. The grounds are entered opposite the Breadalbane
Arms Hotel. One and all they are more dependent on their sur-

roundings of rock, fern and foliage than on any striking beauty
of their own. Cross the stream by a wooden bridge soon after

entering, then cross a road and, again, the stream. The lowest

fall, of no great account, is a mile from the entrance ; the second,

a quarter- of-a-mile higher up, better ; and the third, half-a-mile

still higher, by zigzag path, sheer except for one ledge. Return
by a direct and gradual descent on the other side.

There is a beautiful Circular Drive from Aberfeldy or Weem
commencing along the Amulree road, diverging to Kennard Lodge on
Locli Kennard, thence descending to Grandtnlly Station, and reach-

ing home on either side of the Tay. (Total distance, 14 m.) The
charm of the drive is the view across the Tay valley to Schiehallion,

Farragon, and Ben Vrackie.

For'Aljerfeltty to Amulree ami Crielt", set-p. 80.

Aberfeldy or Weem (\\ m.) to Comrie, 5 m. ; Coshievillc
(inn), 6; White Bridge (pnb. ho.), 10; Tummel Bridge, 14;

Kinloch Rannoch, 21. (3-4 m. less by direct road from, White
Bridge to Kinloch Rannocli.)

—Comrie to Kenmore, 3 m.

This drive is through the fertile Tay valley as far as Comrie,
whence the remaining part, as well as the splendid drive up Glen
Lyon, is described on page 74.

Carriages for Kenmore cross a lord, and pedestrians a ferry at

Comrie.

Aberfeldy to Kenmore and Killin.

Aberfeldy to Kenmore (coach), 6£ m. ; Fernan (steamer), 10;

Ardtalnaitf, 13; Lawers, 14; Ardeonaig, 16; Killin Pier, 22;

Killin (train), 23; Killin Junction, 27.

Hotels at Kenmore, Killin, and Ardeonaig ; Temperance Hotels

at Lawers (c.t., B. & A., 3s.) and Feman.
loaches from Aberfeldy to Kenmore; express and other steamers
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hIoikj Locli Tay to Killin; tro ins from Killin, Pier to Killin

Junction in connexion with trains to Ohan, Callander, etc. See

yellow pa yes.

This has deservedly become one of the favourite tourist routes

of Scotland. The scenery is rich and varied, and the sail along

Loch Tay a delightful one. From Killin Junction passengers may
I westward to Dahnally, Loch Awe, and Oban, or southward

to Lochearnhead, Callander, and Stirling.

The Route. Between Aberfeldy and Kenmore the road is a

tine avenue passing through park-like scenery, of which the climax

is reached opposite the grounds and castle of Taymouth (p. 73).

A little short of this, looking up the glen of the Keltney Burn on

the right, we obtain a tine glimpse of Schiehallion. Then, after

passing a stone circle (p. 74) on the left, we obtain from the Fort,

a mile or so before Kenmore is reached, a justly celebrated view of

the Castle and surrounding scenery, including a portion of Loch
Ta\ and Ben Lawers. Visitors are admitted at the Fort to see the

view, but not to proceed to the Castle. At Kenmore is a large

bot.l, the Breadalbane Arms. The village is very picturesque and
nicely placed. The Episcopal church is a mile away (N. side of river).

Renmorr to Fortiiigal, €Uen tyon, Tumniel Bridge, Ac,
or the Falls oi* Acharn. All ttiese routes are described on pages 73, 74.

li <- innore to Killin, by the .south shore of Loch Tay. This route is rather

longer and more hilly than the one alongside the north shore. It passes the
Arhnrw {'2 in.), a picturesque cascade of about 50 feet in height and

owl seen from a small hermitage ^ m. from the road. The scene is celebrated

by Burnt. Hence the road passes ArdtaJnaig (6£ m.) and Ardeonaig (small

hotel, 9j nt.). presenting throughout fine views across the loch.

The pier at Kenmore is reached by a pretty lane on the Aber-

feldy side of the hotel. As we embark we may notice on a trimly

kept islet clo: c to the north shore of the lake the fragments of a

Priory. Sybilla, wife of Alexander I. of Scotland and daughter of

Eenry I. of England, was buried here. For the first two miles of

the sail Drummond Hill, richly wooded, rises abruptly from the

right-hand shore, while Ben Lawers, the presiding mountain of the

district, is conspicuous all the way on the same side, In 1J miles

we pass, on the south side, the Acharn glen, and 2 miles further pass
or call at Fernan pier {Temp. Hotel; coach to Glen Lyon) behind
which, through a dip, are Fortingall and the outlet of Glen Lyon.
The next piers, Ardtalnaiy (south) and Lawers (north, landing-
place for Ben Lawers ((food Temp. Hotel) are 3 to 4 miles beyond
Fernan and almost vis-a-vis. Hereabouts, the twin peaks of Ben
More and Stobinian come into view beyond the head of the lake.

Ardeonaig- ( inn ) is 2 miles further on the south shore, and from it

we have a direct course of 6 miles between shores richly wooded on
the south, and diversified on the north—on which side is a pretty

waterfall—to Killin Pier. Here taking train, in a mile we cross

the river (Lochay) and reach Killin Village Op. 72. Hotel
near Station ), and 1 miles further join the main line at Killin
Junction. On the road from the pier to the village are the

ruins of Finlarig Castle (p. 72.)

For the route from Killin to Killin Junction, see p. 72.
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Pitlochry to Loch Tummel and Kinloch Rannoch. (Map
opp. p. 138.) A charming, though hilly, cycling route, which may
profitably be continued to Rannoch Station (384 m.,p. 193), where
the cyclist is stuck. The road S. of the Tummel is very rough and
hilly.

Pitlochry to Garry Bridge (Killiecrankie) 3 m.; Loch Tummel
Inn, 10£; Tummel Bridge Inn, 14; Kinloch Rannoch, 21.

Mail-cart every morning to Tummel Bridge, is., Ret., 6s. : see

also Yellow Sheet. Coach to Kinloch Rannoch (7s. Gd.) and
Rannoch Station (39 m. ; 15s.) every morning.

Nowhere else in Scotland, and in only one or two instances in

England, can there be found 21 consecutive miles of high-road,
combining so much beauty and variety of scenery as the route we
are about to describe. The first eight miles, as far as the east end
of Loch Tummel, have already been dealt with in the circular walk
or drive from Pitlochry by the Queen's View and the Falls of

Tummel (p. 124).

The road may be agreeably diversified in returning by driving along the south
shore of Loch Tummel and passing just above the Tummel Falls {p. 125)—

a

lovely diversion ; road hilly, no inn on way.

Instead of dropping down to the Ferry at the end of Loch
Tummel, as in the route on page 124, we continue along the main
road well up above the loch to the X.och Tummel Znn, a small

but good little hostelry commanding a splendid view of the water
and its surroundings. Schiehallion continues to be monarch of

the scene, and, southwards, across the loch, is Farragon Hill

(2,559 ft.). Beyond the inn the road descends gradually through
a rich country, plentifully wooded, to Tummel Bridge Hotel.

Tummel Bridge to Keiimore, 12 m. ; or Weein, 12£, and
Atoerfeldy, 13J m. From Loch Tummel Inn about 2 miles may be saved by
crossing Bohally Ferry. A good road to these places strikes southwards from
Tummel Bridge over the pass between Schiehallion and the Farragon group of

hills. At White Bridge .on the top of the pass (1,262/*. and 4 to. on the way),
there is a poor little public-house, and at Coshieville (8 to.), a little inn.

From the latter place a road strikes westward up G-len Lyon to Fortingall (3
miles distant), where there is an hotel, from which the tourist may explore
Glen Lyon previous to visiting Kenmore and Loch Tay.
From White Bridge Schiehallion is easily ascended in 2 hours {see "Mountain

Section ").

The Route. Soon after quitting Tummel Bridge the road commences a long
ascent to White Bridge. During the latter part of it, an extensive retrospect is

presented over the lower hills fencing in Strath Tummel on the north, to the
flattish summits of the eastern Grampians, Ben-y-Gloe alone individualising
itself. A mile-and-a-half further the ravine of the Keltney Burn is reached,
above which, at a considerable elevation, we descend all the way to Coshieville.

The burn forms some pretty falls, and on the other side of it a glimpse is

afforded of Garth Castle, once the residence of the fierce " Wolf of Badenoch."
The Fortingall road strikes off to the right a few hundred yards short of the

Coshieville Inn, and in less than a mile further Comrie Castle and Ferry are

reached, the former an ivy-mantled ruin in a grove of sycamores, and the latter

the diverging point for Kenmore (p. 137), whither the road proceeds between
the Tay and the woods of Drummond Hill, passing very near Taymouth
Castle. For Weem and Aoerfeldy (p. 135) we descend the Tay valley from
Comrie
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Nearly a mile beyond Tunimel Bridge, a road branches off to the

right, up the hill to Struan. The Kinloch Bannoch road keeps

more or less near the Tummel all the way. The hills on both
sides are in late summer empurpled with heather-bloom, and the

channel of the river is bestrewn with rocks, forming in one place,

just below the road, some glorious rapids. Approaching Loch
Bannoch its sides are richly timbered.

Kinloch Rannoch (650 ft.), "Perthshire." [P.O. open 8—8;
Sun., 9—10. Del. abt. 10 a.m. ; d'esp., abt. 10.30 and 2. Hotels :—
Dundlastair (highly spoken of; B. & A., 4x. Qcl.), Bun Rannoch,
in village; Loch Rannoch, above loch, ^ m. W. of village] is a

remarkably healthy, picturesque and flourishing little village,

with excellent accommodation in hotels and lodging-houses.

Boats may be had on the loch, which is a few hundred yards
distant, and a good morning's dip may be enjoyed from the

pier. The lake is famous for the size of its trout, and contains

salmo ferox. The boats are inscribed with a notice forbidding

tourists to land on the north side of the loch. On the open space

in front of the hotel is a marble monument to " Dugald Buchanan,
schoolmaster, evangelist and sacred poet," of the last century.

Xioch Rannoch is nearly 10 miles long and one mile wide.

Its shores are abundantly wooded from end to end, but its regu-

larity of shape and the gradual slope of the hills on both sides

prevenl its displaying either grand or varied scenery. Its features

are rather rich than diversified, more pleasing than impressive.

The whole neighbourhood is, however, very delightful. The lake

is besl seen from those parts of the north shore whence Schiehal-

lion tonus the background. It is noted for its trout, and contains
salmo ferox. The hotels have boats for the use of visitors, who
may also fish a part of the Tummel. A mail-cart, with accommo-
dation for two or three, goes the circuit of the lake about 2 p.m.
The West Highland Railway is, however, now reached in 17^ miles.

I$«'ii Chnllach, 2,925 ft. A very pleasant half-day's round of 10 miles
m iy be made by striking N.W. from the north end of the village up Meall Dubh
( I.

1

, in.), 1,935 tt., and then working round in a kind of semi-circle to the top of

Bt a < hullach (5 in.), from which there is a splendid view of Loch Rannoch, the
"sugar-loaves" of G-lencoe, Schiehallion, and Strath Tummel. Descend along
the ridge almost due S., entering the higli road \% miles E. of the village.

Kinloch Rannoch to Struan, on the Highland Railway.

To Trinafour, 7 m.; Struan, 13. Mail-coach early every morning.
See yellow pages.

This route is described the reverse way on p. 127, and calls for

little notice here. Pedestrians may follow the new private road,
diverging from the main road 2f miles on the way, and rejoining
it one mile short of Trinafour. About this point the road attains
a height of 1,089 feet; trying for cyclists, who should always
enter this part of the district from Pitlochry. There is a grand
retrospect over Strath Tummel to Schiehallion. From Trinafour
the road turns eastwards and descends Glen Gow's Erichdie to

Struan. Small inn at Struan.
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Kinloch Rannoch to Pitlochry.

To Tummel Bridge Inn, 7 m. ; Loch Tummel Inn, 10^. ; Pitlochry,
21. Mail-cart daily front Tummel liridge, 4s. Co.vihto Pitlochry
avert) aft. See Yellow Sheet.

This route is also fully described the reverse way (p. V>S). The
pedestrian may save from one to two miles by crossing the ferry

at the east end of Loch Tummel, and proceeding thence by a hilly

carriage-road past the Falls of Tummel and over Glume Bridge
(one mile short of Pitlochry), a lovely walk. Schiehallion and Loch
Tummel are seen to the greatest advantage during the walk, and
the graceful form of Ben Vrackie fills up the distance eastwards
with great effect.

Kinloch Rannoch to Rannoch Station, 17£ m. (road) and
King's House (near Glencoe, path), 32 m. (Map opp. p. 75.)

Route describe! the reverse way, p. 212. Coach ubt. noun. General shop with
license at Rannoch. Very yood cycling.

The opening of the West Highland railway in 1894 has entirely changed the
character of this route. Rannoch Station is now a half-way house, and is

reached by an excellent road from Kinloch Rannoch. Beyond it, however, the
brack is still ill-defined for the first eight or nine miles.

The shores of Rannoch, which is 668 feet above the sea, are to a great extent
wooded. Our road is along the north side, and chiefly remarkable for the
splendid views of Schiehallion now and again revealed. A mile short of the end
of the loch ('J from Rannoch village and 1 beyond the old churchyard of Killi-

clionan) we cross the Ericht, which issues from the loch of that name 4 miles
away. Here at Camaserielit (the " bend of the Ericlit ' ) is a Refreshment
House, where tourists can put up. At the head of the loch is Rannoch Lodge
(S r R. Menzies"). Nearly I£ miles further the road crosses the (ratter riv
and in another mile Dwnan Lodge, beyond which it traverses a land of moss
and hag and brawling stream to Kamiocli Station. Beyond th\s \ou will

notice a small pool separated by a narrow belt of land from Loch Lydoch.
Bend to the left round this pool. On reaching B,ocli Lytlocli you will come
to a little recess where the water laps a shore of granite ground to powder.
Here you may have a lovely ".dip," after which gradually leave the shores of

the lake, but do not get on to the low hills on the right unless you find the
lower ground very swampy. After an hour's walk you may hit a regular tra k

about half-a-mile from the lake. This track soon passes a shepherd's lint
7 miles from the King's House. Hence there is a fair narrow tra k a!) the
way, keeping a western arm of Loch Lydoch anil the stream by which several
other moss-water lakes are connected with it from half-a-mile to a mile on the
left, and in 4 miles passing a shooting-lodge, from which the I4inji"s House
lain is reached by an iudiiferent cart-track in about an hour. The soenerj
for the last ten miles is the acme of desolation, only enlivened by the towering
masses of liuchaille Etive and other warders of Glencoe in front The inn lias

been much improved \\\v\ is very well spoken of.

Blair Atholl to Braemar, by Glen Tilt. (Map pp. p no.)

Blair Atholl to Forest Lodge (carriage-road), 8 m. ; Bynack Lodge
(bridle-path), 18 ; Linn of Dee (carriage-road), 24 ; Braemar, HO.

Highest point of route (10 m. from Blair Atholl) 1,550 feet ; 1,150

above Blair Atholl : 150 above Braemar. No route for cyclists.

Pony and guide, to Bynack, 20*., Braemar, '60s. ; two ponies

and guide, 55s. Carriages may be taken from Blair Atholl to Forest
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Lodge, and (if telegraphed for to Hroemar) from Bypiaek Lodge to

Braemar. Sleeping accommodation poxrible at Bynack Lodge.

This is the easiest route across the eastern Grampians, being

2 miles Bhorter. 1/200 feet lower, and not nearly so rough as the

alternative one from Aviemore to Braemar. To a pedestrian in

fair training the one possible difficulty which it formerly presented

the crossing of the Tarf— has been removed by the construction

of a substantial bridge from a fund privately subscribed in memory
of Mr. Bedford, who lost his life here in 1870, supplemented by a

contribution from the " Scottish Right of Way Society."

The Route. Turning out of the main highway beyond the

Bridge of Tilt and opposite the Glen Tilt Hotel, the road follows

the course of the stream for half-a-mile to the Old Bridge of Tilt,

which it crosses, and then keeps the stream on the right for a

mile-and-a-half, recrossing it at that distance. Pedestrians, how-
ever, should not cross the Old Bridge of Tilt, but continue up-
wards and cross the Fender Bridge, about ;500 feet above the Tilt,

descending again and rejoining the carriage-road about a mile

beyond the point where it has reciossed the stream. Hence the

two routes are identical.* For 1£ miles further they keep the

stream on the left, and then cross it a little beyond the Marble
Lodge. (So far the road has been narrow, well -wooded, and very

picturesque.) Hence we pursue a straight course with green moun-
tains of a pastoral " Lowland" character on both sides, and the

river below for many miles. The bridle-path begins at Forest
Xiodge, the principal shooting-box of the district, and pursues an
almost straight course as far as the new bridge over the Tarf.
The stream in descending from the desolate mountain wilderness

on the left leaps over a ledge of rock. In conjunction with

another burn which comes down from Glas Thalachan on the

right, a little further on, it forms the main waters of the Tilt,

which, considerably reduced in volume, is itself crossed about 2

miles further on in its descent from Loch Tilt. The highest part

of the route is now reached, and the track passes into Aberdeen-
shire. In another 2 miles Bynack Xiodg-s is reached, and the

carriage-road to Braemar commences. In front Ben Muich Dhua
and its crowd of dependent summits, almost equal in height, appear.
Prominent amongst them, and dropping precipitously into Glen Dee
is the Devil's Point. The Geldie Burn {see p. lib, I. 6) and the

River Dee itself are successively crossed, and three miles beyond
the bridge over the latter, the road again crosses the stream at

the Una of Dee, a narrow rock-ravine, through which the river

tumultuously plunges. Here the pedestrian track from Aviemore
converges, and the road, an excellent one, continues along the
south side of the river to Braemar, passing Inverey, and the
picturesque, richly wooded Linn of Corriemulzie (p. W'i).

For Braemar and the surrounding country, see page 110.

• The Lower Fender Falls are well seen from a path leading down from t lie

Cftrriage-rmitt \ in. beyond the Old Bridge.
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Kingussie to Fort William. (Map opp.i>. 75.)

Kingussie to Newtonmore (road), 3 m.; Drumgdsk Hotel, Laggan,
11; Loch Laggan Hotel, 18; Tulloch Station (West Highland
R'way), 31; Bridge of Bog Hotel, 36; Spean Bridge Hotel, 39;
Fort William, 49.

Mail-coach daily (once or twice") to Tnlloeb (lo.? c,J.) in connection with
(day) maiUtrains at Kingussie and the trains to Fort William anil Banayie.

Highest point 900 feet, between Laggan Bridge and Loch Laggan*

The scenery on the route is not of that surpassing interest which
is associated with some Scottish routes. It is, however, quite

sufficiently beautiful to claim attention all the way, and it has less

than usual of that upland featureless monotony which makes some
of the most celebrated Highland routes so wearisome. Every one
will join the train at either Tulloch or Roy Bridge, especially as

the beauties of Glen Spean are much better seen from the rail

than from the road.

The Boute. Quitting Kingussie, the traveller from the south
finds himself .retracing his steps, side by side with the railway,

for nearly 6 miles. At Newtonmore (p. 128) the road diverges to the
right from the old Highland coach-road, but still keeps to the valley,

along which it passes until the junction of the Trvim and the

Spey is reached. Here the valley of the Spey diverges to the west,

and the road continues along the north side of the stream all the

way to Laggan Bridge. The abundantly wooded Craig I>lui

(" black crag ") is a striking feature on the right. Glunie Caxtie,

the residence of the chief of the Macphersons and the whilom clan

Chattan, who figure so conspicuously in the "Fair Maid of Perth;'
1

is passed on the right 2 miles short of Ziagrg-an Bridge
(Drumgask Hotel, comfortable. For route over Corriyarrich to Fort

Augustus, see p. 128). A mile further the main valley of the Spey
is left for that of the X^Sashie, one of its tributaries. We bid

farewell to the Spey, that most rapid and changeful of important
Scotch rivers, with regret. In its long course of 100 miles, it

threads, if not the finest, some of the most varied and picturesque

of Scottish scenery. In the angle between it and the Mashie are

the remains of a British fort ("'Dim") said to be the strongest

in Scotland. Strath Mashie, in its turn, is soon left, and then
the road attains its greatest height near a point where the head-

. waters of the Spean, flowing northwards from the wild inhospit-

able regions of Ben Alder and Loch Ericht, describe an acute

angle and turn south-westwards to Loch Laggan. At the near end
of this lake stands the Loch Laggan Hotel, very picturesquely

placed, but not inexpensive.

From JiO.'li I.ajg-g-an Hotel the Corriy.irriek road to Fort Augustus
(21 m

; p 128') maj be reached by a track in 3 miles.

liooli £agg-an, 820 feet above sea-level, is 7 miles long,

from one to two thirds of a mile wide. It is flanked by lofty

mountains, which in turn rise steeply, and then recede from its
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margin. Its shores are in many places well wooded, and much
of the timber is of ancient growth. It has the peculiarity of pre-

senting in itself scenery of a much richer character than that of

the valley through which its waters find their outlet.

The old Kirk of Laggan, in ruins, is near the inn, and a little

way down the lake, on the opposite side, is Ardverikie, the shoot-

ing-lodge of Sir John Ramsden. The old house, burnt down in

1st:}, had some deer-stalking sketches drawn on the" walls by
Landseer. On the lake about here are two "wee " islets, on one
of which, says tradition, the Dalriad Fergus kept himself, and on
the other his dogs. Hence their names of King's and Dog's Isle,

[There is a grand mountain ramble, which, however, the writer cannot de-
scribe from experience, beginning exactly half-way along Loch Laggan, by the
farm of Aberurder, and thence by the right-hand side of the stream that issues
from l.orlian-4'oire up to Craig Meggie. Prom the outlet of the loch go

up the corrie ; then along the ridge to the summit (3,700 ft.) and down
i S. ) above and to the right of the Moy Corrie and Burn, rejoining the

road at Moy (light refreshment) a mile beyond the outlet of Loch Laggan
( 1 1 in. ; 4—5 firs.).

Beyond Loch Laggan the road passes for some 6 or 7 miles over
a pastoral, but somewhat dreary tract of moorland, wood and
cultivation not re-appearing until the waters of the Treig join the
SpeaD on its south side. Then the channel of the river becomes
ili\< <>itied with rock, and its sides are overhung with wood. We

vera] farmsteads, and some dozen miles beyond the outlet
ii Laggan reach Roy Bridge Inn.

lebrated Parallel Roads of Qlen Roy (p. 244) lie away to the
' be road here, and as the name indicates, up the valley of the Roy. A

t miles will put the tourist in a good position for seeing them. They
are simply level terraces on the mountain-side, corresponding to the successive
k-vels of lakes which in ancient times filled up I he ralley. A road leads up the

Dub-inch Lodge &ml Turret Bridge (9 m.).

Beyond Roy Bridge a level course is pursued to Spean Bridge,
on the far side of which is Spean Bridge Hotel, the chief
hostelry on the way. For the rest of the route see p. 193.

Hail Spean Bridge to Xnvergarry and Tort Augustus,
see p. 333.

For Port William, see page 243.

Aviemore to Braemar, by the Larig Ghru. (Map opp.

P, 146.)

Aviemore Hotel, or Station, to Coylum Bridge (road), 2 m.;
Pools of Dee (footpath), 12; Berry Lodge, 20; Linn of Dee
(road), 26; Braemar, 30. Height of Pas's, 2,7'50 feet.

arriage-road as f-.\r as Coylum Bridge, or, turning right at Inverdruie
aa far as Auldruie, 8 m. {see map).

This is about the longest day's march in the Highlands, and
the only one which enables the tourist to grasp the full grandeur

.
of the Eastern Grampians. There is no house of entertainment
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on the way, but at the keeper's cottage in Glen Derry, 10 miles

short of Braemar, light refreshment may be had. Between Coylum
Bridge, 2 miles from Aviemore, and the keeper's cottage, there is

no regularly occupied habitation whatever (see p. 116). The path
is good, bad, and indifferent by turns. From the keeper's cottage

there is a good carriage-road all the way to Braemar.
It is better to make the journey in this than in the reverse

direction, because in the latter case, should the traveller by any
chance get belated, he will have some difficulty in extricating him-
self from the mazes of Rothiemurchus Forest during the last part

of the walk, and should he find it necessary—as the writer did

after a Spring ascent of Ben Muich Dhui—to spend the night there,

he can only depend on having a " well-aired " bed, in the strictly

literal sense of the word ; whereas the last 6 miles of the road to

Braemar are quite unmistakable. The middle portion of the

route is excessively rough, but there can be no real difficulty about
finding the way, except in the Forest, through which the cart-

tracks and paths twist about in a manner which makes it impos-
sible to form any judgment as to the destination of any one of

them.

The Route. From Aviemore the road, after crossing the Spey
by an iron bridge, goes south of the river Druie past a neat new
church at Inverdruie (1 >n.), beyond which keep the left-hand

branch. At the small hamlet of Coylum Bilge, 2 miles on
the way, turn to the right just short of the bridge, where there is

a finger-post, and proceed for one-third of a mile by road, then by
a narrow and, in places, almost overgrown footpath, as close as

may be to the stream for another 2 miles, at the end of which,

at another guide-post, cross a foot-bridge, near Auldruie, 5 m.

Direct route from I,yiiwilg- Inn. When the Spey is low enough
(not often), a short cut may be made from Lynwilg to this foot-bridge Ford
the river at the northern extremity of ;i morass, dear to wild fowl, which, though
not seen from Lynwilg Inn, is only separateu from it by the railway and a fir-

plantation There is a house on the opposite side, of the ford. From it the road
goes east for a quarter-of-a-mile and then turns south, reaching in another l£

miles l,o<h an llilcan (p. 131). Proceeding along the north shore of the loch

we join in another 2 miles the main route from Aviemore at the foot-bridge

above mentioned. This rout'' is very little used.

Two deep depressions in the huge mountain-barrier now appear
before us. The left-hand one is our route. Beyond the foot-bridge

it crosses a greensward in front of a tenantless building,* and a

little further on breaks off into two cart-tracks, which must be

avoided. Close to the diverging point (guide-post ; end of carriage-

road) a rough foot-track bears away to the right through the heather,

parallel to and some distance above the stream. This is our path,

and here the rough walking begins, but the difficulty of finding the

way ceases. We are about half-way to the top of the pass, and
the mountain-walls on both sides prevent our straying any distance

* Posdblv, but improbably inhabited in the shooting season. Here turn sharp

left.
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from the path until we are far down the other side of it. For
half-an-hour or more we make our way through tough heather,

and past several flat-topped moraine heaps. Then we cross

the stream at the foot of its emergence from a short course

underneath rocks ; the mountains close in still more, presenting in

places bold rocky escarpments, and the path for 200 yards returns

to the east side of the stream. Before the top of the pass is

reached, a chaos of rough red granite boulders materially lessens

our rate of progress, the path across them being necessarily inter-

mittent. There are few passes in Great Britain which the

pedestrian is more truly glad to find himself at the top of. Once
there, he will probably feel that there is a rude grandeur and
wildness in the scene hardly to be surpassed in Scotland. The
col forms the division-line between the counties of Inverness and
Aberdeen. The prospect extends far away in both directions

—

northwards to the lone moorland between the Spey and Loch
Ness, and southward to the lofty heights which separate the basin

of the Dee from that of the Tay. The vista in the latter direction

is decidedly the finer of the two, and, as we descend, it becomes
still more striking. A great feature in it is Ben-y-Gloe, due S.

Ben Muieh Dhui occupies the whole of the eastern side of the

valley, but opposite to it, Braeriach & Cairn Tout, with its two
flanking peaks, the DeviVs Point (not unlike Honister Crag in

Cumberland) and Scuir Lochan Uaine ("Angel's Peak"), have
all separate claims on our admiration, the outline of the two
last-named being very bold ; in fact it is only by thus plunging
into the very heart of the Eastern Grampians that we can fairly

appreciate their vast proportions. In the interstices of the
boulders about here the beech fern and other polypodies find a

congenial home.
A short distance beyond the summit we reach the Pools of

Dee, a succession of icy-cold pools between which the water, as

in limestone countries, finds its way beneath the surface of the
ground. Near the lowest pool is a good halting-place, but the
pedestrian should not forget that he has still some six hours'

talking before him. Beyond the Pools, the path, which is

henceforth fairly marked, crosses this headwater of the Dee.

On the right-hand side, a little further on, the Garrachorry
Hum, which is really the main source of the Dee, conies down a

desolate valley between Cairn Toul and Braeriach. The latter

mountain is deeply scalloped at the top, bringing to one's mind
the wild corries of Skye and of the Pillar range south of Ennerdale.
For four miles or so after leaving the Pools of Dee the path

keeps along the valley. The DeviVs Point is passed on the right,

and beyond it Glen Geusachan, a short but deep valley, giving
an impression of intense desolation, opens on the same side.

From opposite this glen two tracks have hitherto been marked on
the maps, one continuing down Glen Dee, and the other bending
to the left round the southern shoulder of the Ben Muich Dhui
mass and dropping into Glen Lai Beg (" Little Glen Lui "), as it is

Highlands I. L
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called to distinguish it from the more important division of the
valley lower down. The Glen Dee route is at the best a sheep-
track, the commencement of which, at all events* is quite undis-

coverable. Care too is required in quitting the valley for the Glen
Lui route, which, however, though far from obvious at first, very
soon develops into an excellent pony-track of white granite, and
continues so till it reaches the oottom of the valley, a couple of

miles further. If the traveller fails to see it, he is probably too

low down for it. It keeps a stream and a lakelet or two at a

considerable distance on the right, and crosses the Lui Beg Burn by
a wooden bridge. From this point the actual summit of Ben
Muich Dhui is nearly but not quite visible at the head of the glen,

on the left. What we see has the appearance of a gracefully tapering
cone. Our path now keeps the stream on the right as far as Derry
Xiodgre, a shooting-box. At the keeper's lodge close by, which is

reached by crossing a foot-bridge, milk, &c. may be had. The path
then crosses the Glen Derry Burn and, passing to the right between
the grounds of Derry Lodge and the stream, enters the carriage-road

close to the south lodge-gate. Hence to Braemar the distance by the

Linn of Dee is 10 miles. The route is round about, and it is only
when the " family " are not at home that the corner can be cut off

by keeping on the left-hand side of the stream and crossing the

Victoria Bridge, as shown on the map. In any case, however, a

smaller angle may be avoided by taking a footpath beyond the
bridge over the Lui Water (2 m. beyond Derry Lodge), which leads

straight to the Linn of Dee. The last 6 miles from the Linn of

Dee to Braemar are described on p. 115. For Braemar, see

page 110.
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(Srantoum and $n$hkmxhM.
Address:—" G-rantown-on-Spey, N.B." Height above sea, 700 ft.

Hotels :

—

Grant Arms, first-class : Palace:— both family and tourist:

Strathspey ic.t. : B. & A.., 2s. 6d.) ; Grant's Temp. (c.T.). Country Hotels,
also, at Nethy Bridge, rebuilt (6 m,; 2?. ISO), Boat of Garten Station, 8; and
Carr Bridge (9$ *«.). The accommodation may be generally described as good
ami tlie charges reasonable.

..origins* at all the above places.

'l'lurc arc two Stations at Grantown—the Highland (for Perth and Inver-

ness).
J
m. from centre of town, and the G. N. of Scotland (for Aberdeen, etc.)

\\ in. ' Hums from the hotels meet trains.

P.O. in main street open 7-8; San. 12.40—1.4(1. Chief desp. abt. 11.15, 3.50,

and 9.50 ; Sun. 11.20. Del. 7, 9.30, 5. Tel. Off., 8—8 ; Sun., 9—10.

(wolf Links (J holes) at upper end of town. Season, 10*. Gd. ; Month, 7*. 6(/.

;

Week, 2s: 6tf. Club-house for ladies and gentlemen.

No district in Scotland has made such rapid advances in popu-
larity of late years as the upper parts of Spey-side, which may be

said to extend from some way north of Grantown to Kingussie—

a

reach of about 20 miles. Besides the hotel and inns, there is an
abundance of farm and lodging-house accommodation, which is

often bespoken early in the year. The cause of this is not so

much any extraordinary beauty of the surrounding scenery, which,
though uniformly interesting and enjoyable, only attains to

grandeur in the heights and recesses of the Cairn Gorms, as to

the remarkable purity and freshness of the air. The valley is

wide and open, without being monotonously flat, and its elevation

(700 to 750 feet) accounts for the bracing character of the climate,

the healthiness of which is further enhanced by an abundance of

pine woods.
The town, built mainly of granite, is airy and cheerful. Note

the very neat little Episcopal Church recently built. The Parish
Church contains oak panelling from Castle Grant and an oak
pulpit.

cic<l;ilks.

(1) Castle Grant (2 m. from centre of town. Open to visitors

Tuesday and Saturday ; every weekday when the family are from
iome. Order obtainable at the Estate Office in the town). From
be Square proceed by the wide North Eoad for half-a-mile, passing
>n the left the new Cottage Hospital erected by the late Earl of

seafield, and entering the grounds by a fine gateway and lodge.
The Castle only comes into view when we are close to it. It is a
nassive, plain, square structure, dating in part from the 15th
entury. The chief apartment is the Dining Room (47 by 27 feet).
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There are portraits and paintings by eminent artists, and a collec

tion of medieeval weapons. From the upper parts the views of th
Cairn Gorms and intervening country are very fine.

Close by the Castle, on the west side, is a fine avenue of lime
trees

The Visitor not returning direct to Grantown may quit the park either at
lodge just where the railway crosses the road, or a good half-mile further north
The latter route takes him into the main road 1^ miles short of the divergenci
for Lord Huntly's Cave (see below).

(2) lord Huntly's Cave. This is situated in a charming
little valley 3 miles north of the town. Proceed along the
Forres road (the route through the grounds of Castle Grant—if

open—is a pleasant alternative) till, a little past the third mile-

stone, you come to a stile on the right. The path then entered

upon crosses the railway and drops at once into the glen, at the

bottom of which you will see the cave on your left. It is merely
an opening formed by the debris of the cliff, which has some time
or other tumbled to pieces.

The cave derives its name from a tradition that it was a hiding-place of the

second Marquis of Huntly, who fought on the side of Charles I. against the

Covenanters, but fled before his brother-in-law, the Earl of Argyll.

The pleasantest way of returning is by a path down the glen,

which in a mile or so brings you into a by-road that ascends to

the right and joins the main road 2 miles north of Grantown.

If, instead of crossing the stile for the cave, you continue along the main road,

you come out in about a mile on to I>ava Moor ( l,UO'l ft.), anil may enjoy a

bracing walk to Dava station, 8 miles from Grantown.

JLocli-an-I>orl». This is 2 miles by road from Dava Station, and a favourite

resort with anglers, who may also enjoy free fishing in the stream—the Dorbnck
—flowing from it as far as the bridge opposite Dava Station, as well as in the

Auaboart Burn, which joins the Dorback close by the Bridge.

(3) The Ladies Walk begins § mile from the town at the

point where the road to the "Great North" Station reaches the

riverside. It passes through a wood overlooking the river, which

is very fine hereabouts, and in J mile enters the road leading to

Inverallan Churchyard, situated on the riverside 1^ mile S. of the

town. Here stood formerly the Parish Church of Grantown.

About the centre of the ground is St. Figafs Stone, with a rudely

carved Latin cross on both sides.

From Inverallan a path along the river side leads to .Boat of Kallit'urtli

(2\ m. from Grantown), where by ferry you may cross to the main road from

Grantown to Nethy Bridge. Length of walk, G in.

Grantown to Uethy Bridge. An interesting circular drive

or walk of 12 miles
;
good cycling. For the outward route we recom-

mend the Carr Bridge road (p. 149), which, however, is quitted at

(3 m.) Dulnain Bridge. Crossing this, the road affords a fine view of

the Cairn Gorms, which rise with great effect across the wide undu-

lating valley, the Cairn Gorm itself, with Bynack to the left of it,

being the chief heights. They are especially well seen when, after
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descending to ttie left (4£?».) from the main road, you cross the

railway bridge close to Broomhill Station.

Hie mam road (u.»t ilropping to the bridge) reaches in a short 5 miles further

tost i of fallen Station (good hotel; new bridge across Spey).

iwo miles from Boat of Garten, which (see map) lies somewhat off the direct

the road passes the conspicuous shooting lodge of Kinveachy, half-a-

' utile beyond which is LocJh Va, a pretty sheet of water down in a hollow.
* A\ itiiKMi' Ntatton is 3£ miles further (Hotel at Lynwilg, 2\ miles beyond).

\ large Hotel, close by the station, will be opened in 1001 {seep. 131).

From the railway bridge our road drops to the Spey and crosses

H it by a long wooden bridge, whence it is a long mile across the
to Hat to Nethy Bridge Station and hotel (seep. 150).

The return journey is along the road described on page 150
•fe ((xrantowu to the Cairn (iorms, etc.). The road crosses the Spey
'$ Bridge (Grantown) close to the G.N. of S. station.

Grantown to Carr Bridge. 9^ m. A very pleasant drive,

which may be varied by returning along the old North Road for

:; miles, and then, from near Kinveachy Lodge, bending back to

( ii antown by the Aviemore road, described above in small print.

Pedestrians may reach Boat of Garten station in 1| hoitrs from Carr Bridge,
cutting off the Kinveachy corner by a path that starts at a sawmill If miles S.

Bridge.
; »wn t" Carr Bridge by rail via Aviemore is 20 miles.

The Route.—The road goes south out of Grantown, below and
tn the left of the Highland station, and passing under the line in

1.4 miles. A like distance further, after skirting Gaich Wood, it

io Dulnain Bridge (small beer-sliop), a charming spot,

the river rushes far down below between wooded rocks.

og north of the river we pass, half-a-mile further, Muchrach
1 1 "use, and beyond it, 200 yards to the right, the fine old ruin
..) Miahnnh ( astle, built by Patrick Grant in 1598. Then (7 m.)

the old church and churchyard of Duthil—the latter for

three centuries the burial-place of the Grants, by whom two
mausoleums have been erected within the last fifty years. Then,

Og the Duthil Burn, we reach in 2£ miles

Carr Bridge (comfortable Hotel, 1 m. from station), a
picturesque village 800 ft. above the sea, and correspondingly
healthy. Here our road joins the old North Road to Inverness.
The old bridge, a time-worn arch, stripped of its parapets, still

-pans the stream a few yards above the modern bridge. There is

good tree fishing.

Freni rarr Bridge to Inverness the distance by road is 25 miles: /or rail

/>. 133. Th« most striking featuresare the Pass of KloelMl-muieii (5m„
I, a narrow opening in the rirlge separating the Dulnain from the Find-

lioru valleys : the Findhorn itself, which is crossed 1± short of the Freebum Inn
1 I" '•'. and in the intervening space pursues a winding course round Tomatin

id the scenery about Cragqie ( le in., inn'), where the Nairn is crossed.
For Cyclfftt«i this is a hilh road throughout, especially over Stochd-irior, with

-harp bend at Findhorri Bridge, and still worse over the Nairn at Draggle, beyond
« liicli, * in. past Daviot Church, an easy diversion mav be made bv Culloden
Moor (Cumberland Stone, l&m.), and back direct to Inverness, 10; thus
adding 3$ miles to the ilirect distance, nearly all down hill. Splendid views in
descending towards Inverness.
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Grantown to Bridge of Brown (10 m.) and Tomintoul (14).

This is a rough, but very interesting drive. Coach daily, mid-June to mid-
Sept., 3 hrs., abt. 3 p.m. At other times the only public- communication with
Tomintoul is by Ballindalloch (p. 113), whence a "mail-cart (3s. 6rf.) starts daily

on the arrival of the 10.15 train from Grantown, returning in the early morning.

The road from Grantown is over the Spey Bridge ; then to the
left across the line, after which it ascends some way above a burn,
on passing the source of which it is joined (6 to.) by a road that
comes up the side of the Allt-mor from Nethy Bridge. Hence is

a fine view across the extensive Nethy Forest to the Cairn Gorms,
with the Cairn Gorm it-elf and Ben Bynack to the left of it, across

Glen Nethy, as its strongest features. Two miles further our
highest point—about 1,450 feet—is reached, and we have a fine

view southward to the humpy ridge of Ben Avon. A rapid descent
to Bridge of Brown ( 1

,000 ft.)—the most romantic spot on the
route—succeeds. There are a few cottages scattered about, and
the place is a pleasant and sheltered spot for a picnic.

Just above the bridge the stream is contracted to the width of a few feet, and
lofty rocks overhang it. This is the "Linn of* Brown. It is best seen from
a bridge thrown across it.

Quitting the bridge we wind steeply up, and in a mile or so look

down into the fine open valley of the Avon, with Tomintoul mapped
out over the hill beyond. (For description see p. 113.)

Craig mor (5 to.) and Nethy Bridge, 7. By road to Nethy
Bridge is only 6 miles, but pedestrians should make the delightful

diversion up the wooded height called Craig-mor (about 1,200 ft.).

The road crosses Spey Bridge, passes the G.N. of S. station, and
proceeds through woods, on issuing from which nearly opposite

the road that strikes off square to Ballifurth Farm, take a path to

the left. This almost at once bears to the right and enters the

wood at a gate, joining, half-a-mile or so further, the track from
Nethy Bridge. Turning sharp to the left you reach in about
200 yards the top. The view thence extends over a wide reach of

Strathspey from Grantown to Boat of Garten and across Nethy
Forest to the Cairn Gorms.
The descent direct to Nethy Bridge* can hardly be missed. It

comes out of the wood near the Allt-mor stream, passes a couple

of farmsteads, and joins the road opposite the Established Church
of Abernethy, § mile north of the inn and station.

The Nethy Bridge Hotel (comparatively new, and good)

is close by the station. The village is placed on both sides of

the Nethy, which, above the bridge, flows through a picturesque

dingle, joining the Spey a mile further north. Many of the houses

are modern, and more or less occupied by visitors during the

season. There are many nice walks and drives such as to Craig-

mor (2 to., see above) ; Dorback Lodge, 7 to., by the north side of

the river by a new road through the hamlet of Causer ;
Bridge of

* P tO, Chief del. abt. 1045 ; Pesp., 11,20, 3.50.
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Brown and Tomintoul (14 m.) also by Causer, joining the Gran-

town route (above) after crossing the stream in 6 miles.

Loch Garten, a fine pine-girt sheet of water, 3 miles S.W.
;

left turn £ m. beyond bridge ; right branch at fork a mile further
;

right again in another 1| miles, and round north end of loch into

main road 1$ miles beyond it; whence back to Nethy Bridge,

:; miles, or on to Boat of Garten station, crossing the new bridge,

1 A miles, the whole being a round of 8 miles.

The finest excursions from Nethy Bridge, however, are those into

the Cairn Gorm region. A drive of 10 miles lands us at the foot

oi either Cairn Gorm or Bynack—both of them easy ascents. A
good pedestrian may push on over or round Bynack (there is a

path more or less distinct all the way) to Braemar, which is about

35 miles from Nethy Bridge, while carriage-folk may enjoy a

delightful round of about 22 miles by driving up Glen Nethy
to (iltinnore Lodge and returning over the Sluggan Pass. The
following deseription embraces all these routes :

—

Nethy Bridge to Revoan (see p. 152), 7 m. ; Crlenmore
Lodge. 10 ; top ol Sluggan Pass, 12£ ; Kincardine Church,
l.~>* ; Nethy Bridge, 22.

Kixoiiii to end of road towards Braemar, \\m.\ top of*

Bynack ridge, 3; ( Bynack, 4£) ; crossing of the Avon, 8;
Cwlea Berry Lodge, 15; Braemar (road), 26.

d this route there is no chance of refreshment between Nethy Bridge
L Ige, and the River Avon is not -easy to cross except in very

it her.

6-Ienmore Lodge to top of Cairn Gorm, \\ m.

From Qrantown add 6 m. (rail or road).

our road turns left out of the main road on the south side of

Nethy Bridge, and, passing through the village, enters Abernethy
I -in this part mostly of modern growth. In 3 miles it

mother road at right angles. Carriages turn to the left, and
half-a-mile further, opposite the entrance to Forest Lodge (Lady
Stamford i, still more abruptly to the right. Pedestrians may cut

ofl an acute angle by an obvious track (see map).

We now ascend, and at 4£ miles pass RynetUn, a keeper's lodge,

and the last place of habitation short of Glenmore Lodge or, on
the Braemar route, Glen Derry. The Nethy Forest, with its old

gnarled oaks and patriarchal pines, now appears to great advantage,
though it has been more than once devastated by fire, and in the

background the Cairn Gorm group completes a scene of striking

beauty.

From Kynettin our road drops to the left, becoming for half-a-

mi le little more than wheel-marks across a field. Then in the
\ alley it runs square into another road. (Pedestrians taking this

route in the reverse direction must be careful to turn up to the
left here, and not continue along the better marked road which
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crosses the river.) An up-and-down course brings us to (7 m.)
Revoan, unoccupied except in shooting season. On the right the
Herd's or Shepherd's Hill rises to 2,654 feet, the highest point
on our route being about 1,250 feet. In front the vista through
the little Pass of Revoan, formed by a shoulder of Cairn Gorm on
the one side, and the Nettin (Kincardine) Hills on the other, is

charming.

A short half-mile beyond Revoan the Bracmar route strikes oft* at an acute
angle to the left, and, rounding the northern buttress of Cairn Gorm, drops ti>

the Nethy—here a small mountain-stream. Carriages can go no further.

From this point l,oeii Avon may be reached in 5 rough miles straight
up the glen and over the watershed. The first part is tiresome and very
marshy. After that there is a broken track.

A well-marked path begins at the little bridge that spans the stream, and
ascends steeply to the ridge of Bynack (2,536 ft.), crossing it diagonally.

The ascent of Ben Bynack (3.574 ft.), which has two peaks—the
greater and less separated by a shallow depression—is obvious. About the
summit are groups of castle-like rocks. From it you may proceed to Loch
Avon, or by a steepish descent rejoin the Braemar route without going back
to the point at which you left it. The only risk about here arises from the
utter absence of accommodation for miles and miles round.
Bynack commands a close view of the Cairn Gorm, Ben-a-Bourd, and Ben

Avon with its singular excrescences. Ben Muich Dhui rises to the left of
Cairn Gorm, and farther away. The clean-cut mountain N.E. is Ben Rinnes,
near Ballindalloch. Otherwise in this direction and eastward the prospect
is dull and featureless, but north-westwards, over the wide pine-and-water-
diapered Strath Spey, the possibilities extend to Ross-shire and across the
Moray Firth to Sutherland and Caithness, the most pronounced height in

this direction being the conical Morven in Caithness.

The direct track to Braemar takes us a little bit up and down over the ridge,

and then down into a depression, which it threads with the conspicuous fortress-

like rocks of Bynack just above on the right. It is a longish trudge to the Avon,
which even here, so near its source, is a considerable stream from 10 to 15 yards
wide, anil at times unfordable. This is the best place for a halt for refreshments.
The height above sea at which we cross is about 2,200 feet, and beyond it,

continuing due south, we ascend a rough valley, passing to the left of two
lakelets and between the towering heights of Ben Voin and Ben-a-Chaoruinn.
From the watershed (about 2,350 ft.) 2 miles beyond the Avon, the path, not
always very clear, descends, with Corrie Etchachan, up which runs the path to
Ben Muich Dhui, on the right, and we are now on the route up that mountain
described on p. 273. At the keeper's cottage (Cilen Berry) milk, etc., may be
had, and thence it is 10 miles along a good road to Braemar {seep. 146).

On from Revoan to Glenmore Lodge and Cairn Gorm the
road descends the pretty V-shaped Pass of Revoan, at the top

of which is the charming little Green Loch—the colour is due to

the fine mica in suspension. In front is the Cairn Gorm range
extending to Braeriach. Ben Muich Dhui, although the highest
point on it, is unseen. The approach to Loch Morlich, a large

sheet of water with comparatively flat shores, is very charming.
Glenmore "Lodge (the Earl of Zetland) is J mile from its N.E.
corner. Visitors are usually permitted to stable their horses here,

and there is a prettily placed little outhouse in which they may
eat their lunch.

From the top of the Shepherd's Hill (Meal-a-Buchaille, 2,654 ft., 1,400

above and W. of the top of the pass) there is a very fine view of the Spey valley
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Tt extends N. to Grantown and tli i Cj\ mdale Hills ; S. to several miles beyond
Kingussie. Inverness way it is bounded by the bulky mass of Ben Wyvis (see

map p. 165). The hill is deer-forest.

We1

are now 1,050 feet above sea-level, and have a fair climb of 3,000 before

reaching the Summit of Cairn (Jorm. The going is perfectly easy, and
the ascent will probably take from 2 to 2£ hours. Starting from the east gate of

the lodge, we take a path that crosses the stream by a wooden bridge, and, half-

i milt' further, reaches the side of a brawling tributary, running down a narrow,

wooded little glen. In another § mile this burn, too, is crossed by a footbridge,

ami the path then winds upwards, passing to the right of and below an isolated

rook (An t' Aonach, 2,117 ft.). Hence, when the track ceases we have only to

keep well up the breast of the mountain till we gain the top. Indiscriminate

« andering is not unreasonably objected to. For the viewfrom the top and descents

tee p. 289.

From Glenmore Lodge to Aviemore Station is 6£ miles, good road ;

tn Lynwilg Hotel, 8f (see below').

From Glenmore Lodge we proceed for 1J miles, skirting Loch
Morlich, a somewhat rectangular sheet of water, and then turn to

the right along a road which after much rain is apt to be terribly

sloshy. This takes us through a wood to the Sluggan Pass, which
crosses the western spur of the Nettin (Kincardine) Hills. There is

only a slight rise on this side, but on the other the road descends
about 500 feet into the main road just 8. of Kincardine Church.
The pass is pretty, and during the descent we have a fine view
across Strathspey. Hence to Nethy Bridge is 6^ miles of no special

interest.

Cairn Gorm by Aviemore. This route involves less driving or

walking than the one last described, but is not nearly so interest-

ing. From Aviemore station to Glenmore, at the foot of Cairn
Gorm, is 6£ miles by good road, the way being across the river, left

branch at lnverdruie (1 m.) and, at Coylum Bridge (2r».),the right

hand one of three roads. Carriage-folk must send to Lynwilg
Hotel, 2| miles S. of Aviemore, for a carriage. The hotel at

Aviemore will be opened in 1901.

For the Ascent of Ben llnieli IHuii from Aviemore seep. 288. Ex-
cursion to Loeh-an-Eilean^p. 131.
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{Plan opp.p. 158.)

Special TTote.—Inverness itself and the country north of it

are fully described in the "Northern Highlands and Islands"
(" Scotland, Part II," 3s. 6d). We here merely give such a

description of the town and of the popular route from it by Loch
Maree and Gairloch as may suffice for circular tourists who are

going the round in the shortest possible time.

Railway Citation (ref. and dining-rooms) in the town.

instances :—Fort William, 63 m. ; Oban, 98 ; Aberdeen, 108 ; Blair Atholl,

82£; Pitlochry, 89£ ; Dunkeld, 102|; Perth, 118; Edinburgh, 165; Glasgow (by
land), 181 ; (by water), 213 ; London (by Forth Bridge), 561 ;

(by Carlisle), 568.

Tourist ticket, 60s.

Hotels.—First-class, Station, adjoining station ; Royal, opposite station
;

Caledonian, Waverley (Temp.) and West End (Temp.), Union Street, 2 min.
from station ; Palace, Victoria, by the river-side, J m. from station. Usual
prices (Bed & Att. from 4.s.).

Also Imperial, opposite station ; Glenalbim, across Suspension Bridge

;

Gellion's, High Street; Washington (Temp.), 3 min. from station. Peacock
Rest., High-st.

P.O. (Queen's Gate, 2 min. N.W. of station) open 7-9; Sun., 9-10 a.m. and
2.40-3.40 p.m. : chief del., 7 and 10.30 a.m. ; desp. 10.40 a.m. and 3.20 and 10 p.m. ;

Sun., 9.40 a.m. Tel. Off. open always.

I*iil>. Eta Mis :—Montague Row, across Bridge.

The STorthern Meeting Rifle Competition and (James are held
about the third week in September and last two days. Rooms should be secured
in advance.

Steamers {see Adverts.) to Aberdeen, Dundee, Leith, Liverpool, etc. (Messrs.
Langland's) ; Aberdeen (10s. ; Ret., 15s.), Leith (15s. ; Ret., 20s.), etc. abt. twice
a week ; to Fortrose daily (special cheap excursions, M., Th., Sat.).

Pop., 21,000. Mkt. Days, Tues. and Fri. *

droit* Course. See pink pages.

Inverness, as the only town of any real importance in the

northern division of the Highlands, and the converging point of

rail and water ways, has obtained a celebrity which, at first sight,

will probably be thought to exceed its merits. It is well placed on
the banks of the swift and clear-flowing Ness, and within a short

distance of the estuary of the river. The country around is rich

and pleasant, without possessing any extraordinary features. The
town is well-built, and wears a very modern look. It has an
abundant supply of good hotels. As a tourist-centre, however,
Inverness owes its chief attraction to the beautiful views obtained

from the higher levels close to the town itself, and from the hills

within easy reach of it. Amongst the former may be specially

mentioned the one from Godsman's Walk, beyond the Castle, and
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that from the Cemetery, which occupies the summit and western

side of Tom-na-Hurich (the "Fairies' Hill") in the centre of the

valley ; while no one who remains any time in the town should

omit to take the drive to Culloden Moor (5| m.), not only for

the historic interest of the locality, but also for the splendid

panoramic display of scenery which gradually unfolds itself during

the journey. All these scenes, and others in the neighbourhood
of Inverness, are described in detail in our other volume (Pt. II.).

Walk through the town. Those who have a few hours to

spend in Inverness will find the following as interesting a route as

they can take. From the station walk straight ahead down Union
Street, a thoroughfare of regular modern houses. Turn left

opposite the Caledonian Hotel, and proceed along Church Street

to its southern end. In the angle which the latter forms with

Bridge Street is a spire, once belonging to the jail, but now con-

taining the Town Clock. Almost opposite to this, in High Street,

stands the new Town Hall, a handsome Gothic building, of which
the chief apartment is a large and lofty Assembly Room. Close

by, in front of the Hall, are the only antiquities of Inverness, the

Glach-na-cudainn, or "stone of the tubs"—the "palladium," or,

as Scott puts it, the "charter-stone" of Inverness, and the Old
Cross. The latter has been restored by Sir Robert Finlay, M.P.
The former is so called from the water-carriers having deposited
their tubs or " water-stoups " upon it, while themselves rested,

before waterworks and reservoirs came into fashion. The stone
is placed underneath a modern fountain. The Old Cross bears
date 1685. High Street is the oldest part of Inverness.

From the Town Hall we advise the visitor to continue his walk
by way of Castle Street, which strikes upwards from the east side

of it. At the top, on the right hand, stands the Castle, a

modern red-sandstone building, used as a jail and county court.

Its predecessor was blown up by the troops of Prince Charles
Edward.

In tlie terrace in front a beautiful memorial, cast in bronze, to Flora Macdt nald
was unveiled in the autumn of 1899.

Four hundred yards beyond the Castle, a narrow opening on
the right introduces us to Godsman's Walk—the best view-

point in Inverness. It runs parallel to and high above the river,

and overlooks the islands. Beyond is the rich valley, with the

Cemetery hill (Tom-na-Harich) rising from its centre, and the
hills extending from Craig Phadrick to Loch Ness behind it. The
chief mountains visible are Ben Wyvis (N.W.) and Mealfourvonie
(S.W.). Hence, descending to the road, we may proceed to the
Islands—three in number, and connected by foot-bridges. They
are beautifully wooded, and traversed by pleasant walks. A
suspension-bridge crosses the main stream to the far shore,

whence it is best to proceed a little way up-stream and then bend
sharp to the right for Tom-na-Hurich (" the Fairies' Hill") on
which stands the Cemetery, open 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. on week-days,
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and 1 to 6 on Sundays. The hill is 200 feet high, and the chief

part of the Cemetery occupies its summit, which lias been
levelled. There are beautiful glimpses all round through the
trees. Note the stone inscribed to Lydia Jane Thomas (d. 1876),
and her husband (d. 1887). Issuing from it by the north gate, we
reach, in less than a mile,

uT be (Episcopal (fatbcbrnl of ^t. '^irbrcfo.

Open 9 a.m.—9 p.m. Choral service*:— ,S'////., 11, 6.30; Matins,
W. and F., 11; other weekdays, 10.15; Evensong, 5.30 (IF., 8);

Sat. (plain).

This is the chief architectural ornament of Inverness. It was
built about 1870 by Alex. Ross, a local architect. The style is

Decorated, and the building comprises nave with aisles, choir

with transepts, lady-chapel and chapter-house. The very slight

projection of the transepts beyond the aisles prevents the building,

as a whole, showing that gracefulness of form which one might
expect in a fabric of such recent date. Towers, which it is in-

tended to crown with spires, rise from its more northern angles,

for the church is built rather secundum jlumen than with any
regard to the points of the compass. The warm tint of the stone,

somewhat like that of Hereford, imparts a comfortable aspect both
inside and out. Inside, the appearance is light and pleasing, the

pulpit, of Caen stone, the attar, and the teredos variegated with
serpentine and alabaster, being specially noteworthy. The
windows are of stained glass. Under the N.W. tower is the

baptistery, with a guardian angel—a finely executed copy of a work
of Thorvaldsen in white marble over the font. The building cost

about £20,000, and contains sittings for upwards of 800 people.

The great annual event in Inverness is the Northern Meeting,

and celebration of the Games in September.

Inverness to Culloden Moor, 6^ m. by rail, see p. 157 and
Pt. II.

Inverness to Perth (by the Highland Railway) and
Stirling. (Maps opp. pp. 165, 75.)

Inverness to Aviemore, 34| m. ; Kingussie, 46^; Blair Atholl, 82-|

;

Pitlochry, mi; Bah'inluig Junction, 94*; (—Aberfeldu, 103) ; Dun-
held, 102* ; Perth, 118 ; Stirling, 151.

Refreshment rooms at Kingussie.

Pullman Sleeping-carriage (extra fare 5.s\) to Perth, by night train,

which does not run on Sats. On Sunday the only train is the mail

about 10 a.m., which runs via Forres.

All the places of popular resort on tliis journey having been described the

reverse way (pp. 118-153), we shall here confine ourselves to a mere snimnan of

the points of interest visible from the railway.
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I'm- the old route vil Nairn, 15m. ; Forres (Ref.-rm.\ 24£ : Qrantown, 47.^

;

and Uroomliill (for Nethy Bridge) to Aviemore, (>()£, with descriptions of those

places, sei /> L33 ; also "Scotland, Pt. II."

The new line branches to the left out of the old half-a-mile

from the station. Then it crosses the latter by a bridge and
ascends sharply to (6£ in.) Gulloden Moor Station, which is one
mile N.W. of the Cumberland Stone on the battlefield. Then by
a semicircular sweep about 4 miles in length it rises and crosses

the Nairn river by a viaduct 595 yards long (p. 132). A mile

further we may see on the river-side the Stones of ('lava, probably
representing a prehistoric Caledonian cemetery. At Da riot

(II m.) the line curves sharply to the S.E. and soon affords

splendid views—the broad back of Ben Wyvis in the rear and the

Cairn Gorms in front. For Moy (15 m.), Tomatin, " Freeburn
Inn," 19; and Carr Bridge. 28, see p. 132. The two routes re-

unite at Aviemore Station (first-class hotel), p. 131.

Here, between the railway and the mountains, lies the extensive

Forest of Rothiemurchus, across which are the Cairn Gorm
(round-topped), Ben Muich Dhui, lying back, and Braeriach

—

the V-shaped Larig Ghru pass to Braemar between the last

two. A couple of miles beyond Aviemore we pass on the
left the wooded hill of Kinrara, surmounted by the Duke of
Gordon Monument. Opposite to it is Locli Alvie, and a few miles
further, on the left-hand side, Loch lush, a pleasant-looking sheet

of water without any pretensions to grandeur. In the timber
about here there is a great preponderance of fir, as the name of

I be next station, Kingussie (the "head of the fir-wood "), suggests.

Here 5 minutes are allowed for refreshments. For the mail-route
hence to Fort William see p. 142. It runs parallel with the line,

on the right hand, for some miles, and then strikes away at right

angles up the Spey valley, which from the point of divergence
becomes much narrower. The railway now ascends by the Truim,
a tributary of the Spey and, about 15 miles beyond Kingussie,
reaches its highest point in the Pass of Drumochter, 1,484 feet

above the sea. A few miles short of this, opposite Dalwhinnie
(85 m.), a strip of Loch Fricht, the highest large lake in Scotland,
is seen on the right, hemmed in by lofty mountains. The pass
itself, which we are now crossing, is wild but featureless. Then
at Dalnaspidal (93 m.) Loch Garry is seen on the right and, lower
down, the river Garry is a refreshing spectacle on the other side.

From Struan, the next station (104 in.), the mail-route (p. 127) to

Kinloch Rannoch goes off* on the right and, over the depression
which it crosses, we have a good view of Schiehallion. Then,
appioaching Blair Atholl (p. 126) the scenery resumes a civilised

aspect, and 3 miles beyond that village we enter the Pass of
Killiecrankie, a full-length view of which is obtained (right) for a
moment as the train crosses a viaduct at the head of it, beyond
a short tunnel below which is the Soldier's Leap. Hence to

Pitlochry (p. 122) the scenery is very beautiful, but the view is

greatly obstructed by trees. Beyond Pitlochry the country is
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more open, and at Ballinluig Junction (for Aberfetdy) we debouch
on to the main Tay valley. The glorious surroundings of Dunkeld
and the village itself (p. 119) are seen from the line. Then we
pass through a tunnel beyond which Murthley Cattle appears on
the left through an avenue of trees. A few miles further we enter

Strathmore and, passing Stanley Junction, where the Aberdeen line

converges, and Scone Palace on the left, draw up at Perth (p. 17).-

For Verlli to Stirling- sec p. 75, and Map/*. 7">.

Inverness to Fort William and Oban, by the Caledonian
Canal. (Map. opp. p. 252.)

For Times, Distances, and Fares, see Yellow Sheet.

Route fully described the reverse ivay, p. 239, History of Canal,

p. 246.

Mr. MacBrayne's service of Royal Mail steamers is admirably
conducted, the boats themselves being roomy and furnished with
every appliance calculated to conduce to the traveller's comfort.
Good food is provided at moderate charges.

The starting-place of the steamer is at Muirtoion Locks, 1£ miles
from Inverness. Omnibuses from the different hotels convey
passengers to the morning through boat, and Mr. MacBrayne's
conveyance from Queensgate P.O. to the others.

Immediately after starting we pass the trimly kept terraces of

the Tom-na-Hurich Cemetery on the left and the Asylum on the

right. Then, going side-by-side with the river Ness, we enter in

5 miles Loch Dochfour, the northern arm of Loch Ness. On the

right are Dochfour House and Burial ground—marked by an
obelisk—and after entering Xioch TNTess at Bona Ferry, we have
Aldourie House, an ivied baronial mansion, on the left. On the

right the hills are of a ruddy hue, and, as we proceed, they
gradually develop into mountains. At Aldourie, Mealfourvonie,

shaped like a dishcover, comes into view. But there is nothing
specially noteworthy until the Temple Pier (good Hotel at

BrumnatTrochit, 1 in. 100 yds* distant) is reached. Here Glen
Urquhart slopes down to a pleasant bay on the right hand, and the

extensive but fragmentary ruin of Urquliart Castle acquires from
its position on a promontory a strikingly picturesque appearance.
A few miles further, after passing the narrow and beautiful defile

of Inverfarigaig, with the lion-shaped Black Rock at its entrance,

we reach Foyers, where within a mile are the Falls of Foyers,
at one time unquestionably one of the finest, if not the finest,

scene of their kind in the kingdom.

The quondam Kails, "lower" and "upper," are described on p. 251. The
whole scene about here has beeu much spoilt by the aluminium works
established six years ago.

The Foyers' Hotel (good, and charmingly placed), is 5 minutes' walk by
steep path from the pier, in the opposite direction to the splendid gorge in which

were the Falls, from the Lower of which it is a short mile distant by road and
path; from the Upper a long mile by road. This road affords charming
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drives—south-east to White Bridge Inn, 4£ m. ; and Loch Killin, 9 m. ; north,

above and alongside the loch to Inverfarigaig, 2 m., and Inverness, 18 m.

Opposite Foyers is Mealfourvonie, pronounced Mel/oorvony

(2,284 feet), the highest point in the mountain-girdle of Loch
Ness. The peaks far away in front are the Invergarry heights, Ben
Tue, etc. Six miles from Foyers, on the opposite side, we touch at

Invermoriaton (Hotel). Hence a road (p. 251) threads Glen Moriston,

a beautifully wooded valley, to Glen Shiel and the west coast.

Five miles further the end of Loch Ness is reached at Port
Augustus [Fort Augustus (first-class), Ghisholm Temp.] . The
fort has been metamorphosed into a Roman Catholic College (no
admission), in which character it presents an imposing appear-

ance. A church has been added at a cost of about £80,000.
Here there is a chain of locks requiring a full hour to get

through. The passenger who is so inclined has ample time to

walk as far as the Kyltra Loch, 2£ miles further. Fine view of

Ben Tee, Garry Forest, etc.

For Fort Augustus to Laggan (24 m.), see p. 128. New railway to Speau Bridge,
p. 333.

From Fort August u* a beautiful road skirts the north-west shore of the loch
throughout. Distances :—Fort Augustus to Invermoristoii {hotel, nee p. 250),

6£ m. ; »i iiihii.mI i-oeli ii (hotel), 19 ; Inverness, 34. G-ood cycling except
for a few miles approaching Druinnadroehit. The wooded cliffs above the
Alltsigh Burn (i>^ nK) remind one of those of the Windcliff near Chepstow and
Kinnoull Hill at Pertli (p. 78).

The summit-level of the canal (105 feet) is reached at Loch Oich,

a little short of which is the Cullochy Loch (Aberchalder). The
scenery round this loch is the most beautiful during the journey.
About half way up it, on the right hand, are the Village and Castle

of Inverg-arry (p. 247, good hotel) at the mouth of a wooded
glen, through which another and beautiful route passes to the
west coast, joining the Glen Moriston one at Clunie.

From the S. end of Loch Oich to the Laggan lock at the entrance
to Loch Lochy the distance is 1^ miles, a great part traversing a
beautiful and constantly improving larch avenue, and thence to the
south end of Loch Lochy, where is Gairlochy lock, 10 miles. As
we proceed along this loch, Ben Nevis comes in view in the left

front, presenting its precipitous and most impressive side. A
narrow valley on the right, just before the end of the loch is

reached, leads to Loch Arkaig. Banavie (Lochiel Arms, first-

class), is 7 miles from Gairlochy lock, and hence the through
passengers proceed by train to Fort William Station which adjoins
the pier (see p. 193), and for the new line Fort William and Banavie
to Mallaig (p. 328). Inverlochy Castle, an ancient stronghold, is

seen over the level ground on the left.

From Port William (p. 243), the course of Loch Linuhe,
which we now enter, is so straight that even from here the project-
ing hill on the island of Mull that marks its end opposite Oban
(Ben Creach 35 miles away) is visible.

The district of Ardgour is now passed on the right. It presents
two openings in the line of mountains that sink to the shore, the
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second and principal one being Inverscaddle, in which is Conagien
House (Lord Morton). The mountains assume large proportion;;

as we reach Ardgour itself (Inn), and then passing through the
Corran " Narrows" the steamer turns up Loch Leven by Onich to

Ballachulish pier (To/7, 3d., first-class Hotel, 1 m. beyond pier'.

Temp. House, across narrows on Onich side), affording a fine view
up the lower reach of Glencoe with its crowning height, Bidean-
nam-Bian, conspicuous. The Pap of Glencoe identifies itself.

For Ballachulish and the routes thence see p. 240.

Between Ballachulish and Oban the scenery is very grand. The
wide expanse of Loch Linnhe is flanked by a massive but some-
what straight range of mountains forming part of the Morven dis-

trict. Just opposite Loch Leven their shape and disposition is

particularly fine.

Continuing southward, Ardsheal House is noticeable on a

wooded tongue that projects into the loch ; then the hills Glencoe-
wards reappear ; we pass the island of Shuna, with a Castle at its

southern end, and then a rocky islet crowned by the remains of

Stalker Castle, once a hunting resort of James IV. South of this

we call at Appin pier (good temp, inn), beyond which, at the

point of the promontory, is a natural archway ; then comes the half

-

hidden entrance to the lovely Loch Creran on the left, and on the

right the long island of Lismore. Over the entrance to the next
arm—Loch Etive—a splendid view of the twin-peaked Ben Cruachan
is obtained with Bunstaffnage Castle on the south shore of the loch.

Then, passing the ivied ruin of Bunollie Castle, we enter Oban Bay
and in a few minutes disembark at Oban itself (p. 219).

A railway is being constructed from Ballachulish along the shore to Connel
Ferry (p. 71).

Inverness and Beauly to Balmacara, &c. Map p. 165.

"V* Do not attempt any of these routes without a copy of Bartholomew's half-

inch coloured contour map (sheet 20, 2s.).

Inverness to Beauly (rail), 10 m.; Stray (road), 20; Invercannich

Hotel (Temp.), 27J.

Invercannich to Fasnakyle Bridge
f
2^ m.; Loch Affric (end of

carriage-road), 12\ ; Aultbeath, 21; Croe Bridge (head of Loch
Duich),Sl]—Shiel Inn (Glen Shiel), 34;

—

Dornie (public-house),

38 ; Balmacara Hotel, 43.

Temple Pier (Loch Ness), to Invercannich, 15 m.

Mail-cart from Beauly to Invercannich every week-day abt. noon,

returning in the early morning in connection ivith mail both ways.

Fare, 4s.

Special Kote.—There is a carriage-road as far as Loch Affric Lodge

;

thence a good bridle-path to Aultbeath, continued by a path (public) to Croe

Bridge either up G-len Urivie and over the Pass of Beallach, or by Glen Leich

(Lichd). Also a path (7 m.) from Aultbeath to Cluny ou the Glen Shiel road.

All the glens described beyond Struy are deer-forest, and territorial claims are

I
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isserted. [ndeed, with such long distances to face and so little accoinnio-

. lat ni, there is ao great temptation to stray from the regular tracks. The hotel

at Luvercanuich (a good one) remains open as a Temperance House, and tourists

coming this waj can easily take their "cellar" with them from Beauty. There
is also an inn with a beer licence and accommodation for the night at Struy. Thu
distance between the nearest fully licensed houses (at Beauly and Glen Shicl) is

im\ over 50 miles. The delightful inn at Struy was also closed many years ago.

There isa Circular Route by coach running about twice a week to thv
Palls of Kilmorack, Druim, Beauly, etc. Pares, 6*. and 7.*. 6d. (See " Scotland 77.")

This is as fine a pedestrian route as any in Scotland. Strath

Glass is more or less beautiful throughout, and Glen Affric holds
the first position amongst the glens of Great Britain as distinctly

as Borrowdale stands at the head of her large, and the Derbyshire
and Staffordshire Dovedale of her small valleys. Glen Cannich
and Glen Strathfarrar, offshoots of Strath Glass, also rank high
among scenes of like character, but as the routes through them
are even more laborious than that through Glen Affric, there is no
gain and some loss in giving them the preference over the main
route herein described. The leading features of both, however,
will be given in their proper places. The scenery along Loch
Duich, also, at the far end of the Glen Affric route is of the

highest order.

Those who wish merely to see the beauty of the Cannich and
Affric glens, without crossing to the west coast, may obtain their

desire by stopping at the Invercannich (Glenaffric) Hotel, and pro-

ceeding thence some distance—from half-a-dozen to a dozen miles

—up them. A circular tour may be made to include them by using
the Caledonian Canal Steamer between Inverness and Drumna-
drochit (Temple pier), and driving or walking the distance (14 miles)

between that place and the Glen Affric Hotel at Invercannich.

For the Route from Inverness to Beauly, seep. 165.

At Beauly (Lovat Arms, %m. from Station; Priory (B.&A.,
3*.), close to station; P.O. chief del. abt. 7 and 10.45 a.m.;
desp. 9 a.m., and 2 and 4.15 p.m.), the only object of interest is

the old Priory, dating from 1230. It is at the end of the street,

| m, from the station. From the town our road crosses the line

at the station, and § m. further turns sharp to the right, close to

Lovat Bridge.

The Falls or rather Rapids of" Kilmorack are on the left hand,
2$ m. from Beauly. The river- the Glass is crossed bj a wooden bridge below
them, but for the best view enter a gate just beyond the Kilmorack graveyard,
and, after crossing a field, you will at once reach a spot from which the river is

seen to great advantage. Issuing from a narrow and deep gorge, the waters
rush down their widening channel with great impetuosity. The river-defile
above the falls is one of the finest in Scotland. There is usually a large volume
of water, and the rocks on either side are as bold as their varied drapery of
foliage is picturesque. Following a path upwards along the stream, we shall
'•ome out into the road (dose to a small cottage bright with flowers.

We have read somewhere thai on the Teivy in Cardiganshire a metal pot was
-inn- up above a, salmon-leap, into which the unsuspecting fish as often as not
leapt. The Kilmorack folk " cap " this tale. In days -one by. when the mass
was too far removed from the haunts of men to he worm preserving, they no.
only slung their pot over the fall, but also kept a lire lighted underneath it.

thus catching and cooking their fish at the same time.

Highlands I. M
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Beyond Kilmorack the road turns southward, still keeping well

above the river, which now follows a broken, tortuous course
round some craggy, wood-crowned islets. The whole scene is

rocky and sylvan to a degree. This part of the stream goes by
the name of the Druim (pronounced Dreem), and commences at a
larger islet than the rest, called Eilean Aigas, beyond which we
descend to a more open part of the valley, and passing through
the woods of Erchless soon reach the Bridge of Struy.

Struy to Stratbcarrou, by Glenstrathfarrar. Loch Alonar, east

end {rood), 15 m. ; Shepherd's Hat, west end {footpath), 21 ; Strathcarron Hotel, 38.

The only accommodation to be had on this route is at the Shepherd's Hut at

the west eud of Loch Mouar. All the beauty of Glenstrathfarrar lies in its

lower part, and can easily be comprehended in a few hours' expedition from
Struy. It is very fairly wooded, the birch as usual in this part of Scotland pre-
dominating. The mountains send down varied and steep slopes into it, the
most striking outline being perhaps Scuir-na-La.pich, on the south side of liOCb
Moiiar. At the far end of that lake, on the opposite side of the stream to the
track, there is a Shepherd's Hut, beyond which there is no house whatever until
Glencarron is reached. The first public-house is the Strathcarron Hotel, at the
head of Loch (Jarron. There are shooting-lodges at each end of Loch Monar.
One " col," (1,185 ft. 28 m.), is beyond Loch Calvie, another (1,250 ft.), 3 miles
short of the hotel. The easiest way is down to Attadale Station {p. 169), but
there is no inn there. The writer has not travelled this route.

Between Struy and Invercannich the scenery is of a more
peacefully pastoral character than along the lower reaches of the
river. Here the road is bordered by level fields and hedgerows,
from which rise hills of moderate elevation. The Glen Affric Hotel,

Invercannich, is situated close to the narrow outlet of Glen
Cannich, near the convergence of the road from Drumnadrochit
on the Caledonian Canal (15 m. distant).

There is a very charming circular walk of about 25 miles from Glen
Affric Hotel by road to Affric Lodge (13 m.) as described below, thence over the
bridge at the east end of Loch Affric by a rough path, apparently part of an old

dro7e-road, which in 4 or 5 miles joins an excellent pony-track at a deer-fence
not far from Congie, a single house, 3 miles beyond which are the Plodda Falls.

In another 1^ miles we reach Guisachan House (Lord Tweedmouth), from which
the distance back to Glen Affric Hotel is 6 miles by road, passing through the
pretty little village of Tomich and over Pasnakyle Bridge.

Invercanaicli to Balinacai-a, by Loch JLiuigard. and Oleii
Elcliaig-.

Invercannich to Loch Lungard (Shepherd's Cottage), 18 m. ; Killilan (Loch Long),

32 ; Ba.lmacara Hotel, 43. A bed can possibly be had at Loch Lungard ; refresh-

ments should be takenfrom Invercannich.

This is another of the beautiful cross-routes of Inverness-shire. Glen Can/iich

ranks next to Glen Affric in characteristic combination of mountain, stream,

and native wood. The word " Cannich " has reference to the cotton-grass which
grows on the rough green pastures of the glen. The waters at Invercannich
itself run through a narrow defile, neither long nor deep, but so placed that

the rising ground on either side of them shuts out the glen from Strath Glass.

A short climb, however, brings us in full sight of its lowest part, a wilderness

of rock, birch, heath, and pasture, threaded by a turbulent stream, and hemmed
in by mountains which grow higher and higher as far as the eye can trace their

peaks in front. A few miles' walk up the glen will enable the traveller

to appreciate its style, but if he lias time, lie should proceed 9 or 10 till he

get-; ag 1 view of L,ocb Mullarilocli, a nam iw sheet of water nearly 5 miles

long. The carriage-road passes along its northern shore, and ends at Luih-na-

I
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dampfi, ii "- western extremity. Then- are 3 Shooting Lodges on the way,

iMtu/l-, and Luib-na-damp'h. Two miles beyond Loch Mullardoch is Loch
Lungard, L£ miles long, at the Ear end oi which the Shepherds Cottage is reached.

There is a fair path after Leaving the carriage-road. The track now follows the

north sid tlir stream al some distance from it, and in 3 miles crosses the col

l, whence it rapidly descends into Glen Ekhaig, keeping the stream

I land on the left all the \va\ to Killilan, and thence coasting along the

n, .nil side of Loch l.»n<j to Dornie Fetry ( i>uh. ho.) and the road to Balmacam,
winch it reaches I.} miles short of the hotel.

The entrance to the Chisholms Pass, as the most beautiful

part of Glen Affric is called, is upwards of 2 miles beyond In-

vercannich. Here the road leaves Strath Glass, and climbs to the

right, displaying more effectively at every step the grandeur of

the glen. As we begin to look over the trees instead of through

them, wo catch glimpses of a rapid stream far below, rushing over

a rock; bed and fringed to the water's edge by trees of every

ption. The woods at first rise to the summits of the hills

od both sides, but are afterwards over-topped by the long moun-
tain -ridges which ascend through them from the level of Strath

to the culminating peaks of Mam Soul and Scour Ouran,
and a host of other summits, whose names are full of meaning
to the Celtic ear, but would hardly by any amount of spelling

reform be made anything but " gibberish " to the vulgar Saxon.
The Ordnance surveyors have shown but small mercy to the latter.

The besl view-point for Glen Affric is 1 miles from Inver-

cannich, where the road comes close to the water near the Dog-
Fall. The river-bits from all about this point are exquisite in

richness of colour and variety of rock contour. In places the

stream -coin, scarcely to stir as it passes over some deep black

pool over arched by threatening crag and drooping foliage. Then
n emerges into a bright, sunlit scene, edged by narrow belts of

emerald verdure and luxuriant tufts of fern, amongst which the

beautiful polypody species is specially notable—a very paradise on
a tine summer day. Those whose time will not permit them
to explore the glen farther, should at any rate ascend it to this

point. They si muld also explore the stream lower down. A road
Leads down to it.

Some miles short of Loch Beneveian (called by the Ordnance
Bewm-a-Mheadhoin, the "middle lake") road and river arrive at

the same level, still passing through groves of native wood, which
does not cease altogether until we have travelled about half-way
up Loch Affric, some 14 miles from Invercannich. On the shore
of i<och Affric it has a somewhat more formal appearance, con-
sisting more entirely of Scotch fir than lower down in the valley.

Both Beneveian and Affric (Abh-riabhach, the " greyish water ") are
beautiful lochs, about 3 miles in length, the latter having perhaps
the more distinct character of the two. At the east end of it is

Affric Lodge, a shooting-box belonging to Mrs. Chisholm. Here
the carriage-road ends, but there is an excellent bridle-path along
the north shore of the lake—at some distance from it—as far as
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the cottages of iVultbeath (" burn of the cattle"), 8 miles beyond
Affric Lodge. Here there is a keeper's cottage a little to the right

of the path, and half-a-mile further the path crosses a burn along
which, on the far side, our main route, up Glen Grivie, strikes to

the right. We are here 900 feet above the sea. The Glen Grivie
burn is the next one and the path soon crosses to it.

The route along the south side of Beit Attow by the river ('roe (more
distinct than our main route), continues for another furlong alongside the main
stream ; then, crossing another burn (at which a path strikes S. across a col

1,400//. high to O-len Shiel, 6 in.) it rises gradually for nearly 2 miles to a
shepherd's hut called €<unbaii, 1,10!) ft. above the sea, and said to be the highest
house in Ross-shire. Still ascending we reach in another short mile, the water-
shed (1,200,//.) between the eastern and western seas, and after a sharp descent
and a bit of level, drop several hundred feet very steeply into CHleii LielMl.
Hereabouts the scenery attains its wildest grandeur. Great care should be
taken in descending to keep well to the right or north side ; any other way is

dangerous. A fine waterfall enhances the scene At the foot of the steep part
the path crosses to the tS. side of the stream at a shepherd's hut, and thence con-
tinues to Morvicli (10 m. from Aultbeath), where it joins the Glen (irivie

route.

Glen Grivie ascends between bare mountains, that on the left

being Ben Attow, for nearly 4 miles to Loch Beallach.

The Falls ot'CJ-lomacli. From Loch lieallach a level, desolate valley strikes

to the right, and along it a rough track diverges a little short of the

loch. Follow this track, anil when it ceases, pick your way along the river-

side. (The ground has luckily been to some extent drained.) About 1 to lj

hour's walk will bring you to the top of the celebrated Falls of Glomach, the

highest and wildest in Scotland. Except after heavy vain they are apt to dis-

appoint the visitor, the depth of the fall being hardly sufficient compensation fof

the lack of picturesque surroundings. Glomach, in fact, can only be seen to

advantage when it can hardly be got at. There is but little accessory beauty
of fern or other foliage, though the tourist who is weary of his life will rind a
small mountain-ash overhanging the abyss, on which he may strive to carve
his initials higher up thau any previous 'tempter of fate.

From Glomach the tourist may make a rapid and difficult descent into Glen

ElchaUj, and thence pursue a track along the north side of the river Elchaig to

Loch Long and Eaimacara (5 or 6 hours' walkfrom Glomach), but the way is so

long and, to begin with, so wearisome, that we do not recommend it. Better

to take a fair but rough track, which, climbing for a little bit from the top

of the falls in a south-westerly direction, reaches in about 1J miles the top of

a glen which descends to Loch Duich. For about a mile this track keeps well

above and to the right of the stream, which it afterwards crosses twice, and
then hits the high-road from Shiel Inn to Balmacara within a quarter-of-a-mile

of Croe Bridge.

After leaving Xioch Beallach, our track ascends about 400 feet in

one mile to the top of the Pass of the same name (Beallach itself

signifies a " pass "), whence it makes a very rapid descent of

about 1,400 feet in 2 miles to the small alluvial strath at the head
of Loch Duich, joining the high-road from Shiel Inn to Balmacara

at Morvich, within a short distance of Croe Bridge, and 4 miles

from the top of the pass.

From the junction with the road the traveller may either pro-

ceed along the head of Loch Duich to Shiel Inn (p. '249), a

distance of 2J miles, or he may follow the north shore of Loch
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Duich to Dornie (7 miles) and Balmacara (12 miles). This part

of the excursion is described in connection with Balmacara (p. 219).

There is a road-side inn at Dornie, and a good hotel at Bal-

macara.

Inverness to Kyle of Lochalsh, Portree, and Stornoway,

by the Dingwall and Skye Railway, also to Loch Maree
and Gairloch.

^lail Route (daily) to Skye and Stornoway. Train leaves Inverness

15 a.m.

Inverness to Dingwall, 18£ m. ; Garve,3l; Auehnasheen, 17;
strum,' Ferry, 72; Kyle of Lochalsh, 82 ; Broadford (steamer), 90;
Portree, 110 ; Stornoway, 170.

Auehnasheen to Kinlochewe Hotel, 10 m. ; Loch Maree Hotel,

19; Gairloch Hotel, 29.

Refr.-rms. (ft Inverness, Dingwall, Auehnasheen, and Kyle of

Lochalsh.

The Skye Railway was opened in 1870, as far as Strome
Ferry and extended to its present terminus in 1898. It is interest-

in- throughout. The best part of the first half of the route is

from A.chterneed (Strathpeffer) to Loch Luichart. Then the

i from Auehnasheen to Kyle of Lochalsh is very fine, the

last part, where it skirts the shores of Loch Canon, grand, while

the sail from Lochalsh to Portree is, in bright weather, mag-
nificent.

The Route. Quitting Inverness the railway crosses the River

Ness and the northern outlet of the Caledonian Canal, after which
it skirts the southern shore of the Beauly Loch, a pretty salt-water

lake surrounded by verdant gently sloping hills. Sweeping round
the head of this loch, we cross the River Glass, which, during the

lust few miles of its course, threads a fertile, well-wooded district,

from the limits of which the mountainous region of Inverness-

Bhire and Ross-shire begins. The town of Beauly (10 in.) lies to

the right of the station, from which the line pursues a direction

due north, crossing after a few miles the outlet of another im-
portant Highland river, the Gonon, whose brimming waters bear
witness to the abundant rainfall of the district whence they flow.

Crowartt/ Firth now appears on the right—long, narrow, and
without any special feature of interest, except that the look of

Invergordon near the lower end is picturesque. The eccentric

county of Cromarty possesses only a very small portion of its

shores, though the county-town is upon them. Immediately
after passing the head of the firth we reach Ding-wall (Royal
(B. & A., 2.s. 9d.—with restaurant), close to station; National),

the capital of Ross-shire. It consists mainly of one long street,

extending westwards from the station, and contains a few modern
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buildings of some pretension, but is devoid of special attraction
for the tourist.

IMiift-wall to Stratlipelt'er (4 m.). A branch line strikes out of our
present route 2 miles beyond Dingwall and reaches, the same distance further,
Strathpeffer (Hotels :Sj>a, Strathpeffer, Ben Wyvis, White's Private, McGregor's
Private), noted for its pleasant scenery and its waters, which rival those of
Harrogate in flavour and efficacy. The town and its surroundings are fully
described in the " Northern Highlands." (" Scotland, Part II." ; 3*. 6d.)

At Dingwall the Skye railway bends sharply to the left and in

2 miles the Strathpeffer branch starts away on the left along the
valley, while our route begins to climb at once and, passing high
above the village (Achterneed Station), of which it affords an
excellent view, winds through deep cuttings and rocky hill-sides

to Carve (good Hotel, c.t. ; B. & A. Ss. Vd.), a small village at

which the mail-road to Ullapool diverges. Locli Garve, which the
railway skirts before reaching Garve Station, presents some very
pretty wooded landscapes on the right, amongst which is the
mansion of Strathgarve.

For Garve to Ullapool, see
" Part II." *

Beyond Garve the line crosses a bleak moorland for a few miles,

and then drops into the Conon basin on the shores of Loch
Xiuichart. The curve and central rock of this lake recall Loch
Lubnaig, near Callander, but the encircling hills are neither so

high nor so bold as those of the Perthshire loch. The sides

are beautifully fringed with birch, and at the head of the lake

glimpses are caught of a handsome Italian villa called Kinloch
Luichart Lodge. The view down the water from about here is

very pleasing.

After leaving Loch Luichart we cross, by an elegant girder

bridge, the tumultuous stream which flows from Loch Fannich,
and then by a circuitous route coast along and cross the middle
of Loch Culen, which describes the figure 8. Beyond it we enter

Strath Bran (the "valley of the drizzle"—a by no means inapt

name). It is a long and almost level stretch of scant pasturage
flanked by desolate-looking mountains. The southern peaks are

those of Scuir Vuillin, and on the north Ben Eigen rises between
us and Loch Fannich.
In crossing from the east to the west side of the mountains of

Inverness, Ross, and Sutherland, no matter from what point

between Fort William and the Dornoch Firth, there is always a

bleak and desolate stretch of moorland to be got over, and, speak-

ing generally, the further north we go the more extensive it

becomes. The cols by which the various routes—rail, road, or

foot-track—pass between the mountain-ranges are not on an

average more than 1,000 feet above sea-level, but even this elevation

combined with the natural sterility of the ground, is enough to

prevent any serious efforts at cultivation. These cols are nearer

to the western than the eastern coast. Consequently the descent

on the former side is considerably more abrupt than on the latter.

The streams flowing westward are little more than mountain-
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torrents. Those flowing eastward, however, after gathering the

contributions of a score or so of upland valleys, develop into

ample rivers which water verdant and fertile valleys before they

are lost in the "main of waters." Such streams are the Glass

and the Conon.

Strath Bran extends from Aclianault station (37 m.; quiet

hotel, fishing, etc.) for some 10 or 12 miles to and beyond
Achnasheen where there is a good hotel, and passengers for

Loch Maree and Gairloch change into the coach.

Aelmaslieeii to Kinlochewe Motel, 10 in. ; Loch Mare*
Hotel, 19; Grairloch Hotel, 29.

Coach daily in connection with morning train abt. noon (see Yellow Sheet); also

mail-car.

Deaoribed in detail iu Part II. "Northern Highlands" : is. (></.

This is the moat effective route for approaching Loch Maree, though the first

mil's of it, as far as the water-shed beyond Loch Bosque, are very dreary.

the east end of this loch are the shooting-lodges of Loch Rosque and
Ledgowan, and beyond the west end (5£ to.) a grotesque hill, shaped like a

recumbent face, Cairn-a-Crubie, is seen on the left. When the 'watershed
.. hed. the interest of the journey begins, and all the way to Gairloch it

never flags. Looking down Olen Docherty we get our first view of Loch
Maree, Lying deep-set and narrow between the craggy steeps of Ben Slioch

on the right and the white-topped mountains which cluster between the lake

Itself and Lqch Torridon on the left. The chief of the latter is Ben Eay. All

down the glen we keep the lake in view, but its shores are only reached two
miles beyond the comfortable hotel at Kinlochewe.
A steamer sails down the loch in connection with the coach {see Yellow Sheet ).

*s* Kinlochewe to Loeh Torridon, 12 m. Mail-carl every day
on arrival of coach from Auchnasheen. Fare, 'is. There is a small coffee-house

with little or no accommodation for visitors at Torridon, whence boats may be
hired to Shieldaig, in the Applecross district (8 m.from Torridon. p. 169).

This interesting route passes under the steep eastern scarp of Ben Eay, which
from the exposed quartz formation of its upper part has almost the appearance
of a snow mountain. Beyond it, on the same side, rises its fellow in height, and
almost in appearance, lien Liughach. Both these mountains send down steep
{insurmountable sides into Qlen Torridon, near the entrance to which, on the
left-hand side, is a strange muster of small grassy hillocks called Coir-na-ceud-
criaclt, the '" hollow of a hundred spoils" or CD the "march" or "boundary."

EiOen Torridon, which can only be seen by adopting this route either one
way or the other between Kinlochewe and Shieldaig, has a high reputation for

grandeur of scenery. It is a fine expansive arm of the sea, all but landlocked
near Shieldaig, and surrounded by bare, red-looking mountains of bold rather
than graceful outline, otherwise it is rather disappointing.

kinlochewe to Auclinasliellacli Station (Skye Railway),
13 m.. 4 firs. Tourists who wish to travel from Loch Maree to the Loch Alsh
district in a day, may avoid the somewhat dreary Auchnasheen circuit by cross-

ing the hills to Auchnashellach. A good road has lately been made by Lord
Wlmborne, but it is not public for carriages. Permission may be obtained from
('••.din Lodge by writing beforehand. It strikes to the left out of the Torridon
road, about 4 miles from Kinlochewe and, passing Loch Clare on the right,

Crosses the stream which connects that lake with Loch Coulan. From the side
of Loch Clare the line which forms the base of the quartz formation on Ben
Liughach, across the water, is singularly marked and regular. Some miles
beyond Loch Coulan the col is reached (about 1,000 ft., splendid view), whence
by a sharp descent, the road drops directly to Auchnashellach Station. Nearest
inn the Strathcarron Hotel, 5 m. (p. 168).

IiOCli Maree is a noble sheet of water, on which the steep and effective
mountain-slopes descending in one place directly to its margin, and in another
retiring behind an interspace of fir-clad hill or almost level pasture, confer au
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aspect of stateliness unsurpassed, perhaps, by auy other lake in Britain. The
epithet "savage," however, wliieh has been applied to it hy an eminent deseriber
of Scotch scenery, will scarcely be endorsed by a discriminating tourist.

For the first few miles the road skirts the water, traversing a wood of birch
and Mr. Slioch (13,27 ft.), rises grandly on the far side of the lake. On
our own side the first opening is Glen Urudie, descending from Ben Eay, whose
crest of bare white quartz gives it quite a snowy appearance. Beyond this

the road retires some distance from the margin of the lake and crosses an ex-
pause of low ground, which, when viewed close at hand, considerably detracts
from the beauty of the scenery. A little short of the Loch Maree Hotel the
water suddenly expands to twice its previous width, and the islands come into
prominent view. The largest is Eilean Subhainn (pronounced "Suinn") and
between it and the far side of the lake is Isle Maree, which is an ancient burial-
ground. Close to hie Iiory, the most westerly of the group, are the scant
remains of an old chapel.

The Loch Maree Hotel, is beautifully situated on the border of the lake-

and is the starting-place for the islands. Chargefor boats Zs. M. a, day and lunch
for each boatman. Beyond the hotel, after crossing the Garavaig Burn, whence
is a rough footpath to Poolewe (6 m., see " Part II."), the road strikes across the
low ridge which separates the fresh from the salt-water lake. During the
slight ascent there is a splendid retrospective view. Ben Airidh a Char (Arry-
khar) is now the prominent mountain on the other side of the lake.

The descent to G-airloch is very charming. On the left, 1£ miles beyond the
top of the ridge, are the Kerrie Falls, broken and picturesque—in the Valley of

the same name. Then, passing through a narrow, sylvan dingle, we reach "the

head of CJairloeli ("short lake ") close to the entrance to Flowerdale. The lake
is broad, and tame in its immediate surroundings. The hotel, finely placed
nearly a mile further, on the north shore, is a large one. There is excellent
bathing from a firm, sandy beach hard by. Further description "Pt. II."

A few miles beyond Auchnasheen, the descent through Glen
Carron to the west coast begins. The summit-level at this point

is nearly 650 feet above the sea. From it the line proceeds along
the south of the little Loch Scaven, and affords beautiful glimpses
into the depths of the ravine through which flows the Carron
burn. The new road from Kinlochewe is passed on the right at (59 m.)

Auchnashellach (p. 167) where the mountain amphitheatre is bold

and impressive. Close to this station, the handsome shooting-lodge

of Lord Wimborne rises from a nest of fir, on the left. Just beyond
this is Loch Doule, flanked by the steep slopes of Craig-an-Eilean
(the "rock of the island"), and a few miles further we reach

(64 7ii.) Stratlicarron Station ; Station Hotel hard by.

Stratlicarron to .Teaittown (I..oeliearroii) and Sliieluaig
or Applecross. .leantown {Lochcarron Hotel), 3%m; CoUrthill, 9 m ; Apple-
cross, 25 m;—Shieldaig 20 m.

Mail-gig to Jeantown and Shieldaig afternoons, returning Tu., Th., Sat. mornings).
Additional machines in connection with trains to andfrom Jeantown, which is the

head postal centre, and is called " Lochcarron."

Carriagefrom Jeantown to Applecross {mail-car does not carry passengers), 20s.

*** The five miles between Jeantown and Strome Perry, along the old coach
route on the north side of the loch are a charming alternative to the railway
route, and there is a very pleasant little Inn {StromeInn) at the Perry (N. side).

The peninsula of Applecross, to which these routes introduce the tourist,

is physically and socially almost entirely cut off from the outer world,—physi-

cally by a barrier of rugged mountains, and socially by the fact that the great

line of communication is along the opposite shore of Loch Carron, the only

ferry across which is at Strome—the railway terminus. Before the opening of

the railway there was communication by the feri-y and the north side of the

loch only, and Jeantown saw many more strange faces than it sees now.

The name Applecross, occurring in the midst of a profoundly Gaelic region
is remarkable. Respecting the theory that it arose from a tradition about apples
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growing with crosses on them in a monastery orchard, we surmise that the

name was Eather of the tradition, while Mr. Robertson's Abhir-Croisan "the
confluence of trouble," has nothing in history to support it. There is a small

Temperance Inn in the village.

By tar the finest thing in the peninsula is /teallach-nam-bo (the " pass of the

cattle "), about 18 miles from Strathcarron on the road to Applecross village,

and to this point, and no further, the tourist who wishes to economise time is

advised to travel, unless he intend to reach Loch Maree by way of Loch
Torridou, in which ease he will go the whole distance to Shieldaig, diverging
for 10 miles or so for the sake of the pass and Corrie-var,& little short of it.

In returning, an agreeable variation may be made by'walking from Jeantown to

Strome Fei-)-y (5 m. Inn), and there crossing Loch Canon to the hotel or railway
station. The whole excursion from Strathcarron to Strome, including the pass,

is one of about 35 miles.

From a point on the road near the hotelat Jeantown, the contour of the hills

as you look eastwards, assumes a grotesque facsimile of Wellington's profile in

every detail. Between Jeantown and Courthill is the Kishoi n Pass, a debris-

itrewn defile, whence you descend to the head of Loch Kishorn, cross the bridge

tnd follow the " corkscrew " road to the top of Beallacli-nam-bo. As
,

rou approach the top, the view down, with the steep cliffs on the right, and
the tiny stream winding across the dark heather to Loch Kishorn, is re-

markably fine, while the panoramic display westward from the summit is mag-
nificent. It extends over the island of Skye, whereon the Coolins and the Storr
Rock are prominent, to the long serrated line of the Harris Mountains. Close
under the eye is the comparatively flat country which forms the sea-board of

the Applecross and Gairloch districts. The finely-shaped mountain near at

hand on the right is Ben Vane.

A short cut from the end of the village into the Applecross road is very re-

munerative. Then pursue the mad till you get a good view down the glen.

The loads onwards from the top of the pass to Applecross itself, and from the
head of Loch Kishorn to Shieldaig call for no comment. From $l»iel<l»ii»-
i Inn ). a boat may be hired to the head of Loch Torridou (8 m.), whence a road
leads through Glen Torridon to Kinlochewe (13 m., see p. 162) ; or there is a good
path by the S. shore of the loch, passing Ben Damph Lodge, to the same place.

his/., s -9 in. There is also a path S.W. to Apitlccros^, ll/>/. Take a boat
direct across the loch or to Inverbane, l.i m. lower down.

To C*aii-locfi by coast is 24—26 m. :—Boat to Port Lair, 2m.\ path to Red
Point ( very bad going). 12; Gairloch (road), 2-1.

Between Strathcarron and Strome Ferry the railway follows the

windings of the southern margin of Loch Carron, passing (66im.),
Attadale Station, at the mouth of a verdant strath (Welling-

ton's nose—recumbent—is seen beyond the head of the loch), and
cutting its way through rocks which after rain send down a multi-

tude of cascades almost on to the line.

Xioch Carron. though it has never obtained special repute
among the inlets of the west coast, is one of the most beautiful of

them. Its scenery is of a softer type than that of the majority,

and in grandeur it ranks below Loch Hourn, Loch Nevis, and Loch
Luich, but in graceful simplicity it is second to none. The best

view of it is, perhaps, obtained from Strome itself, where the
hotel is charmingly situated, commanding a view of the whole
upper reach of the lake. The ferry has practically no connection
with the railway, but in former days the only carriage-route was
along the north side of the water, via Jeantown. On the opposite
side of the ferry are a good little inn and the picturesque ruins of

Strome Castle, whence it is a delightful drive to Jeantown (Loch-
carron, 5 m.).
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Strome Ferry to Balmacara Hotel.—Iioeli Al*li. (/<) 8 m. Mail-
curt (2.?. Gd.) every ajt. on arr. of train. The road after a few miles climbs to a
considerable height, and then works round a kind of terrace, at the end of which
there is a glorious prospect across the basin of Loch Long and Loch Duich to
the sharply peaked mountains of Kintail, of which the highest is Scour Ouran.
The view is improved by climbing a slight eminence on the left. Then the
road descends to Loch Alsh and Balmacara (p. 259.)

(b) The finest way to Balmacara is, however, by Duncraig, and thence
southwards across the hill. There is a read all the way, fully described the
reverse way on page 260. Taken in this direction the mail-road is followed for

1£ miles. Then, beyond a bridge over a burn, you turn to the right (corner may
be cut off by making for a farm from a point where the road becomes straight a
little short of the bridge, and crossing the burn by a foot-bridge. Then, beyond
Duncraig (4 m.), you turn up to the left, avoiding Plockton, and skirt a small
lake {Loch Lundie), descending from it to Duirinish (7 m.) whence a long
and obvious ascent takes you into the Kyle Akin road near its highest point, 1% in.

short of Balmacara Hotel (5± from Kyle Akin), p. 259.

From Strome we first skirt the "narrows" of Loch Carron,
through which the tide runs with great force (bathers be careful),

and then follow a winding course by a succession of cuttings and
embankments, passing just under Duncraig Castle, the mansion of

Sir K. J. Matheson, and obtaining from about Plockton (77 »/.)

magnificent views across the mouth of Loch Carrons to the
Applecross mountains and Skye. At Kyle of laochalsh the

station and pier are on the same ground. The " Highland
Railway Co.'s Hotel" (moderate charges) is 3 minutes' walk, over

the bridge.

For description of the village—quite a new creation

—

.see p. 263. Prom it a
ferry (fyl.) crosses to Kyle Akin, at which village the Portree steamer also

calls.

Blaven and the pinnacle of Scuir-na-Gillean on its right,

rise straight ahead ; on the left we look down to the narrow
strait of Kyle Akin, with its reefs and lighthouse. Raasay,
with its flat-topped little hill, rises a little to the right, and
over it, we descry the rock and "Old Man" of Storr. Receding
from us, on the same side, are the mountains of Applecross.

Such are the principal objects which, continually shifting

their relative positions, enchain our eyes almost all the way
to Portree. As we approach Broadford, pier (p. 262), the red

lumpy hills behind it hide for a while the more graceful outlines

of the Coolins ; but beyond it, as the boat rounds Scalpa, they
again appear, closer and with their bold rocky features more
distinctly displayed. The group of pyramidal heights far away to

the south-east are the mountains of Kintail at the far end of Loch
Duich, Scour Ouran amongst them. The sea about here is often

smooth as ice and steel-grey in colour, though on the west side of

Scalpa the redness, which characterises the strange-looking heaped
up mountains, spreads itself at times over the water. Loch
Sligachan, overlooked by Glamaig on the south, opens up as we
enter the Sound of Raasay. Raasay House occupies a lovely

greensward that contrasts finely with the rough, sombre-looking
hills behind it. A few miles further we bend sharp round to the

left and pass between steep cliffs to the pier of Portree (p. 270).

For Portree to Stornoway, see p. 277 ; to €}airloch,/>. 276.
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Railways and Stations: Tn addition to the main lines with termini
as shown mi the plan opposite: Caledonian ( L) l, for the S .: B5 for theN.): Glas-

gow and South Western ( E 5), and North British (C 6), Glasgow is traversed by
three 1 1 1

1
.

i
. rground railways; the Caledonian running E. and W. from the Central

Low-level Station : the North British K. and W. from Queen-st. Low-level and
the hisi, -id Subway, which takes a circular course from and to St. Enoch Square,
in front of St. Enoch Station, passing Kelvin Bridge (convenient for Gt. Western
Road and Kelvin dove Park ).

Hotels :

—

St. Enoch (Glasgow and South Western Station, St. Enoch
Square), Bed and Att. from is. ; Bkft. (t. d'h.), 3s. ; Dinner, 5s,; Central Station
(Caledonian Station. Cordon Street), same charges: North British Station,

adjoining Queen St. station of the N. B. Ely.), Bed and Att. from 4s.; Bkft., 3s.

:

Dinner, 4s. 6d. The above are first-class general hotels.

Windsor, St. Vincent Street ; Royal, George Square ; Grand, Sauchiehall
Street; Bath, Bath Street. All first-class family.

Family ami Commercial :

—

Alexandra, Bath Street; Victoria, George
Street West: Bridge Street Station, south end of Glasgow Bridge; Blythswood
(new ). i ,,i, it, ii. Steel's, Argyle street

; etc. (see plan).

Temperance:— Philp's Cockburn, Bath Street; Old Waverley, Buchanan
Street: Cranston's Waverley, Sauchiehall Street; etc.

Restaurants:—(I) General. At Central, St. Enoch, and Buchanan Street

Stations.

In and about Buchanan, Sauchiehall, and St. Vincent Streets :—

(a) Buchanan Street. Ferguson and Forrester's, 3G : Queen's, 70; White's,

7 Cordon Street.

(
l,

) St. Vincent Street : Assafn y's, 78 < tea, coffee, etc.) ; Brown's, 79.

(c) Sauchiehall street '.—Assafrey's, 171 : University, 345.

(d) Queen street : Sh wart's, 10 : Brown's, 60.

(e) West George Street : Watson and Ulan,-, 91.

I | Cordon Street. Grosvenor (soon (1903) to be re-opened after fire), opp.
Caledonian Station.

(2) Special. Cranston's t tea, coffee, etc.). 2 and 48 Queen Street, 2G Buchanan
Street. 13 Argyle Arcade, etc.; Lang's, 73 Queen Street (stand-up luncheons,
great variety of sandwiches, etc.).

(8) Commercial. In great number, near the railway stations, St. George's
Square, Argyle Street, ere.

Theatres, music Halls, and Hippodrome :

—

see Plan. Tram-
ways in all directions from intersection of Argyle Street, Union Street, and
Jamaica Street.

Photographic *tu\ Fine Art Repository : — A. Duthie, 233
Sauchiehall Street.

P.O.. >rge Square, open (5-10
; Sun. 8-9 a.m. Chief del., 6.45 and 10.15

1MB., 7.30 p.m. ; desp. 9.30 a.m.. 6.15 and 10 p.m. Tel. Oft", always open.

Pop. I 1901 ). 760,000. Partick and Govan (both practically Glasgow;, 132,(100.

Glasgow ranks in size as the second city in the kingdom. It

owes its prosperity in a great measure to the persistent energy of
itional character, which has displayed itself in utilising to

the utmost every facility offered by the site of the city for trade
and enterprise. The Clyde, which* a century ago was little more
than three feet deep at high-water, has become one of the chief
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ocean termini of the world. In it many of the finest vessels afloat

have been launched. On land the flaming chimneys and unsightly
refuse-heaps, however unsuitable to panegyric in a book like this,

give further proof of the native industry. The surrounding country
is a rich field of coal and iron ore.

Glasgow has been principally colonised and recruited by the Gaels of the
Western Highlands, with which district it is still closely united by the bond of

mutual dependence.* The wild hill-country stretching almost from the outskirts
of the city to Cape Wrath and the farthest Hebrides pours into Glasgow its flocks

and its hei-ds and'the abundant produce of its seas, receiving in return almost
every artificial requirement of life. On certain days of the week the wharves
adjoining the Broomielaw are crowded with merchandise destined for every
village and hamlet in the Highlands and islands accessible by steamer. In a
word, if Edinburgh supplies the country with the ornaments, Glasgow supplies

it with the necessities of existence. To enter more particularly into the com-
mercial aspect of Glasgow is foreign to our purpose.

From an architectural point of view Glasgow suffers a great deal in popular
estimation from its proximity to Edinburgh—"so doth the greater light obscure
the less." If it had no such uniquely beautiful neighbour to undergo comparison
with, it would more often be spoken and thought of as what it really is—one of

the best-built cities in the kingdom. For all that, the tourist whose stay in

Scotland is limited will not require many hours to exhaust all that is peculiarly

worth seeing in it. The newer part of the city, stretching west and north-west
from the business centre, has its counterpart, as far as style is concerned, in other
towns, though few, if any, can show such a fine array of large and handsome
buildings ; while the old part, lying east and north-east, has little picturesqueness
of design to atone for its grime and unsavouriness, or to make one wish that the

process of reconstruction, now going on, should be checked. The Cathedral, the

Necropolis, the new University, and the Broomielaw with its flotilla of steam-
boats, are perhaps the chief objects of interest, and by traversing the streets

lying between them, as indicated in the following description, the visitor will

carry away witli him an adequate impression of the characteristics of the com-
mercial metropolis of Scotland. A very fine modern thoroughfare is the Great
Western Road, reached by the handsome new Kelvin Bridge (tram or District

subway).

The Route. Commencing, say, at the junction of Argyle and
Buchanan Streets, follow the former to its eastern extremity at the
" Cross." It is one of the busiest thoroughfares in the kingdom

—

straight, wide, and irregular in its architecture. The further end
is called the Trongate. In it the old stunted steeple projecting

over the pavement on the south side belongs to the Tron
Church ; for the explanation of the name see p. 25. A little

beyond it is the Gross, whence diverge several streets whose names
are the only interesting points about them—the Galloivgate and
Saltmarket to wit. The latter runs south to the Albert Bridge,

the handsomest structure of its kind in the city, and built in 1871.

Close by is a Statue of William III. At the corner of Trongate
and High Street stood the prison, " a large building of hewn stone,

garnished with gratings of iron before the windows," wherein Kob
Koy so jauntily made light of the Bailie's threats to put an end to

his predatory career. All that remains is the crown-topped Steeple.

By the river-side, J-mile beyond the Trongate (go by London St. and return by
the Saltmarket), is Gi-lasgow Green, a gathering-place \'<>i sport ami re-

creation on weekdays, and for preachings of a most miscellaneous character on

* " In 160") Glasgow contained only six ' Macs' ; now they form a tenth part of

the population.'*
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Sunday. It is a1 its liveliest on Saturday afternoon. Towards the far end is the

irporation Art Gallery and Winter Garden ifnri. The Green also con-

tains a fine historic fountain, presented by Sir Henry Doulton, and a heavy

Nelson Column.

Hig-h Street, which we enter here, has been to a great extent

reconstructed of late years. In it we pass, on the right, the new
College Station of the N.B. railway. Beyond it the street bends

to the right a little and, passing a statue of Norman Macleod
(d. 1872) on the right and one of Sir James Lumsden in front

of the Boyal Infirmary, noticing also the fine New Barony Church,

we enter the precincts of the

—

(
r ;itlKbt7il.

Open 10 to 6; Adm. free, except Sun. and special services. Cab-fare from chief

stations, Is. Tram from end to end of George Street, \ mile away. Sunday Services,

1 1 and 2 ; also (July and A ug.) 6. No week-day services.

Total length (exterior), 320/?. ; width, 70; height, 90 (225 to top of spire).

This venerable building, dedicated to St. Mungo or Kentigern,

dates, as it now stands, from the end of the 12th century, but was
not completed till the 15th. Though inferior in general appear-
ance to its modern episcopal rival in Edinburgh (its spire is as in-

significant as that of St. Mary's is overpowering) it has details

unrivalled in Scotland. The Exterior, symmetrical to the verge

of monotony, shows one long line of roof, broken by a short tower
and spire. The aisles proceed from end to end with equal regula-

rity, though they too are broken by short transepts. They con-
tain about a dozen bays, all exactly alike, and the clerestory

windows above correspond in number and uniformity. The
general style is Early English. The height of the building is

increased to the eye by the aisles forming at the east end a first

floor, the basement being the exterior of the crypt. The Inte-
rior lias a very dim religious light in consequence of all the

windows being of stained glass; none of it more than forty

years old. The west and east ones—the latter presented by the
Queen—are noteworthy, and that in the south transept has a
delicate silvery tint. The fluted columns of the nave are light

and picturesque. The Choir is cut off by a carved screen, on
which are sculptures representing in grotesque fashion the seven
deadly sins. A splendid organ has recently been placed here.
Behind the choir is the Lady Chapel with the Chapter House
foading out of it. The central shaft of the latter is a striking
feature. Among the monuments is a modern one, on the right as
you enter, to the heroes who perished at Tel-el-Kebir.
The gem of the Cathedral is the Crypt, entered by steps on

either side of the screen, but this ha s been darkened to excess by
the painted windows. The pillars, 65 in number, surmounted by
delicately carved capitals and the most graceful of pointed
arches, afford a succession of charming vistas. Going down the
;out]i side we come to the Tomb of the Colquhouns of Luss,
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above which are two fine windows by Bertini, of Milan—" Woman
great is thy faith" and the Woman at the Well. At the south-east
corner is St. Mungo's Well, and at the south end the shrine of

that saint with his mutilated effigy. Then, returning up the

north side, we pass, perhaps, the two most expressive icindows of

all, representing St. Luke and St. John—the latter over the tomb
of Edward Irving, the divine (d. 1834), from a portrait of whom
the face of the Baptist is copied. All Bertini's windows have a

blue background with gold stars.

Returning, we may notice opposite the entrance door the colours

presented to the 93rd Highlanders by the Duke of Wellington.

The Churchyard is paved with gravestones. Issuing from it

you turn to the left and, after crossing the Molendinar Burn (now
covered in), may read an inscription on the far side consisting of

one sentence of upwards of a hundred words without a single full

stop, informing the public that it was erected by the merchants of

Glasgow to ensure comfortable interment of the past generation,

and as an inestimable boon to the " yet unborn " &c, &c. Alto-

gether the inscription is not an inappropriate introduction to the

Necropolis, at the foot of which it has a place.

Seen from a distance this extraordinary collection of tombstones and catacombs
lias a weird "nightmare" look, caused probably by its individual parts being
such an exaggeration of the size to which the eye is accustomed ;

—

" Not it major
imago" as the Latin poet puts it, when he describes the phantom of .Eneas' wife.

Temples, obelisks, etc., are as thick as blackberries.
When we come to close quarters, the feeling is increased. We wonder what

manner of men these were whose remains occupy such huge death-palace-, and
have so many tons of marble piled above them. Were they the possessors of the
honoured names inscribed on the several monuments, or is it all a delusion and
were they a race of monstrous Titans :

—

" Who for their sins in flesh atone,
By doing penance under stone."

Nature interposes little relief of shrub or other foliage to mitigate the over-
powering effect of this extraordinary monumental exhibition—"on horror's head
horrors accumulate." The crowning atrocity is the Doric column in memory of

John Knox (tf. 1572). Near it is the tomb of Sheridan Knowles ('/. 1862).

Amongst other memorials are those of Michael Scott, author of "Tom Cringle's

Log" (d. 1835): Edward Irving (d. 1834); Dr. Dick and Dr. Black. There is,

in clear weather, a fine view from the higher ground here.

From the Necropolis a return may be made by the upper part

of High Street and George Street into G-eorg-e Square, the

largest and handsomest open space in Glasgow. It is adorned
with a series of systematically arranged statues grouping round
the Scott Monument, a Doric column 80 feet high and surmounted
by a colossal statue of the poet. The statues consist of equestrian

ones of the Queen and the Prince Consort, by Marochetti, and
figures of numerous Scottish and other celebrities, including

Burns and Campbell, Sir John Moore and Lord Clyde, Sir Bobert

Peel, Livingston, and James Watt.* It is said that the last-named,

a native of Greenock, solved the practical application of the

* The last addition is the late Mr. Gladstone, opp. the Municipal Buildings.
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n am engine during a Sunday afternoon walk on Glasgow Green
in L765. The Municipal Buildings, which occupy the whole

easl Mde of the square, are the latest and greatest adornment of

this splendid area. They form a rectangle measuring 220 feet

both ways, and are emphasised by a central tower and four domes.
On the south side of the Square is the Cr.P.O.

Neither this nor anj other public building exhibits a clock.

The Royal Exchange in Queen Street, south of George
Square, is a tine building with a round lantern-tower. In Miller -

st.. which runs from the G.P.O. to Argyle-st., is the Mitchell
library (9.30a.m. 1<> H) p.m. free), containing nearly 70,000 volumes
of reference, and a magazine room with nearly 300 periodicals.

The finest display of business-buildings—banks, insurance, news-
paper offices, etc., in Glasgow—is about George Square, St. Vincent
Place, and Buchanan Street.

The West End. Starting again from George Square the
visitor is recommended to walk or take the tram along Sauchiehall

Street, proceeding thence to the West End Park, the University,

and the Great Western Koad. This is the finest part of modern
Glasgow, except the Square.

A little further we pass, on the right, the new Hippodrome
(formerly a monster panorama). About half-a-mile further, we
turn up to the right, and enter West End Park {Kelvin Grove).

Herein are the new corporation Art Galleries [10 till 6 (Sats.

till 10 j). in.) free. < 'atalogue, Bd.], which played such an important
part in the 1901 Exhibition. To this magnificent building the art

treasures have been removed from the old Corporation Galleries in

Sauchiehall-st. It contains a fine collection of Dutch, Flemish,
and Venetian pictures, and a display of sculpture in which the
che) d'mivre is a statue of Pitt by Flaxman ; also Wellington and
Scott by Chantrey.

Amongst the masters represented are Giorgione ("The woman taken in

adultery,") Palma Vecchio, Botticelli, Rubens, Ruysdael, Rembrandt (Man in
Armour ea ("St. Victor and Donor"), Alb. Ouyp ("Christ's entry into
Jerusalem"), Murillo, Mabuse, Oreswick,and Turner; also Mr. Colin Hunter's
well-known " Niagara Falls," and Whistler's popular portrait of Carlyle.

ontents of the Citj industrial Museum have also taken shelter under this
Besides what its name implies, this department boasts a Natural History

collection, strong in birds.

The handsome fountain in the park was erected in 1872 in
honour of Provost Stewart. From the Park, crossing the Kelvin,
we come to the University. This structure, one of the finest
modern achievements in Scotland, was designed by Sir Gilbert
Scott, and opened in 1870. It is Early English in general style,
and externally its chief feature is the splendid gateway-tower
which introduces effectively the Scotch baronial Gothic, and is sur-
mounted by a crocketed spire of 300 feet. Inside, the chief apart-
ment is the Common Hall, called the Bute Hall in honour of
the donor. There are also the Hunterian Library, in which is a
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valuable collection of Caxtons and other early books, and a
Museum with good geological and other specimens.

From the University return by Ashton Place, Byars Koad, and
the Great Western Koad [tram or District Subway, p. 171), crossing
the new Kelvin Bridge, erected in 1891 at a cost of £45,000.
The Great Western Road is a splendid suburban thoroughfare.
In it, 300 yards east of Kelvin Bridge, is St. Mary's Episcopal
Church (open, 11—6), a graceful work of the late Sir G. Scott,

with memorial windows by Clayton & Bell, Hardman, and others.
Note the three-light east window.

There is a good view of Glasgow from the University, but the
best one over the city is from the Queen's Park, 1J ra. south,
over Glasgow Bridge, and reached by " tram."

In 1894 the Camp Hill Estate was added to the Grounds, making the whole one
of the finest parks in the kingdom. Camp Hill was the site of Queen Mary's
camp in the disastrous skirmish—called the battle of Langside—between her
followers and the Regent Murray in May, 1568, just after the unfortunate lady's
escape from Lochleven Castle (p. 76). I.angside itself is at the S. extremity
of the Park.

&§oxt JTaufc (fcttrsious from (ilasrjoto.

There are not many short Land Excursions from Glasgow, but one specially

to be noted is that to Both.well CJastle, a fine Norman ruin on a sandstone
cliff: that overlooks a picturesque bend of the Clyde, somewhat spoilt by the
proximity of mills. (Admission Tit. and Fr., 9—5 : Tu. only, alien the family
are at the modern house.) Ret. fares from Glasgow (College Station) to Bothicell

Station, Is. Sd., Is. 2d. Samefrom Central Station, fjddingston, which may be
reached from either station, is equally near.

There is a pleasant-looking hotel close to Bothwell Station (N.B.), and the
entrance to the park, winch is jealously guarded by an endless wall, is nearly a
mile back on the Glasgow road

.

Ten minutes' walk across the park and past the far side of the house (Earl of

Home) then takes us to the Castle, which consists mainly of two or three massive
round towers (six-sided within), and a chapel built above three vaults. The
doorway and trefoiled windows of the latter display graceful architecture.

The timber around the Castle is very fine, especially ;i chimp of beech-trees

and a copper-beech.

The expedition may be extended to Hamilton Palare (abt. 3 m. further),

the grounds of which are open on the same days. They are rather like Chats-
worth without its scenery. Both these places are fully described in our volume
on the Lowlands ("Scotland III.").

The Kilpatrick Hills (10 m. by rail from Queen Street—low level—to

Kilpatrick Station; frequent trains in 30—35 mins.) are easily accessible and
afford beautiful views. The highest, Duticomb, is 1,313 feet above thesea and 4

miles N. of Kilpatrick or Bowling stations; but a smaller height, the shirks

(1,199 ft.) is not more than l\ miles from Kilpatrick. Upon the range are

several small lochs. The views are of a panoramic character and extend west-

ward down the Clyde past.Dumbarton Rock to the hills of the Holy Loch and
Loci) Eck. South-westwards across the hills of Renfrew to the mountains of

Arran and Ail sa Craig ; north and north-west to Loch Lomond, Ben Lomond,
and the mountains between it and Loch Long: east and north-east to the

Oampsie Pells, and farther away Ben Ledi and the Ben vorlich of Loch Earn,

Another pretty excursion is to C'ampsie Glen and *>Ils (from Queen-streei

-^High-level—12£ m, to Campsie Glen Station. Ret. hires, 3*. 3d.; 2s. 2-/., abu

6 I ruins n ,nui iii .)' —40 min.). From the station to the hamlet of
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{Crown fan) is g mile. There we enter the glen—an umbrageous, boulder-strewn

ravine, threaded \>\ the most picturesque of torrents, which forms a multitude

of small cataracts. There are two chief falls, the Lower and the Upper. In thi

latter the rock overhangs so much that one can gel behind the fall. Above we
n the high road m the height of L,000 Eeet, and by it descend to

Lennoxtown, :> little town with bleaching anil printing works, a mile

nearer Glasgow than Campsie Glen.

The Campsie Fells attain a heighl of 1,894 Eeet in Earl's Seat, 3£ miles N.

of Strathblane Station the next to Campsie Glen (16 m. from Glasgow). Black

72/M. •-'.! miles N. of Oampsie Glen station, 1 from the high road, com-
mands a tini' view west ami south-west.

Glasgow (or Edinburgh), to Lanark and the Falls of

Clyde. [See Map <>pi>. p- 37).

Glasgow to Lanark, 25 m.; Edinburgh to Lanark, 32 m. Fares
\<l. a mile. Circular Tour In/ Lanark, the Falls of Clyde,

mid Craignethan (wrongly called " Tillietudlem ,,

) Castle. Fares

from Edinburgh (lis. <6d. and Is. 6d.) and Glasgotv (8s. and 5s. (Wl.)
;

driver included, daily about 10.15 a.m. Cheap Fares to Lanark
and back also by aft. train abt . 2. For (>d. extra to the driver, the

k, be made by coach from Crossford to Lanark.

\.luii»«ioii b\ West I
. lays only), 6d. Tickets at Lanark Hotels

and Kirkfieldhank Eotel. Tin- North lioiiuv is closed to visitors.

tour is fully described in our volume on the Lowlands (
u Scotland

in:

Tourists using the Circular tickets issued by the Caledonian

my Bee the tails from the western or Corehouse side, which
better one for Bonnington Linn, but the worse for Corra

Linn. Those who wish lor a day's leisurely enjoyment, are

i to trust entirely to their legs after reaching Lanark
n, and to adopt the following route which will enable them
broil of 10 miles to see everything worth seeing. If they

; i -tied with the two most picturesque of the three falls, they
m I v wal k L or 5 miles. The charge for hiring from Lanark

is about 12*. 6d. for the round, and a considerable amount of

walking has to be done in any case. The " Clydesdale " is the

chief hotel at Lanark. There are others close by the station, and
the " Black Bull" (c.t. ; p. 178) on the direct way to Corra Linn.

CM the three Palls of the Clyde, Corra Linn is about 1£
milts, and Bonnington Linn, 2 miles south of Lanark; Stonebyres
Lmn. 2\ miles in the other direction. The most satisfactory route

is, perhaps, to commence with the two first-named, viewing them
from the near side of the river, and then, returning through
Lanark, to make a separate journey to Stonebyres, varying the

return route thence by crossing the viaduct over the Mouse Water
near to Cartland Crags. This is the route which we shall describe.

Tickets for the first half of it are purchased at the first gate
(see below), and not in the town.

Highlands I.
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(i.) To Corra Linn, and Bonnington Linn (admission 6d.

No Guides admitted). Carriages (7s. Qd.) can drive to within a

few hundreds yards of Corra Linn.

Proceeding from the station towards the centre of the town
take the first turn to the left, and a few yards further, one to the
right. At the end of this street, close to the Black Bull Inn (a

comfortable and well managed little hostelry), turn left again,

and where the road forks a few yards further on, follow the right-

hand branch. A charming view now discloses itself on the right

over the narrow sylvan glen through which the river flows, and in

front the clearly defined outline of Tinto Hill (p. 4) is seen.

Avoiding a turn to the right between two sandstone houses, you
soon commence a rapid descent, during which the road sweeps
suddenly round to the right, reaching, a little short of the bottom
of the valley, the first gate. Here you obtain your ticket, to be
given up after a few minutes' more walking at the second gate, at

which you can obtain any further information you may desire.

The forester who occupies the cottage at the gate is a most intelli-

gent and obliging man. The way on, however, is perfectly plain.

A path reaches in 200 yards Corra Linn. The full height of this

fall, which is somewhat broken, is 85 feet. It owes its peculiar

beauty as much to the bend of the river and the wood-crowned
wall of rock overhanging the abyss into which it plunges, as to

the volume of water and the height of the fall. A rather " crazy "

flight of steps descends to the lower level, but the scene is best

viewed from the side of an old Pavilion, erected in 1708, which,
through the folly of " trippers," has been allowed to fall into decay.

On the verge of the cliff above the falls are the ruins of an old

Castle, called Corra Castle.

Half-a-mile beyond Corra Linn, and approached by an equally

good path, is Bonnington Fall. Paths descending to the river-side

on the way lead to Wallace's Cave, a chamber only a few feet above
the water's edge, to which the hero is said to have gained access by
leaping across the channel, now of considerable width, but supposed
at that time to have been a mere " strid." The cavern has evidently

been partially blasted, and affords room for several people at once.

(2.) Bonnington linn is the first important cataract formed by
the Clyde in its descent from the bare hills of Lanarkshire. At it

the river sweeps round a rocky promontory, through an isthmus of

which an artificial channel has been cut and bridged over. The
height is 30 feet. A full-front view of the fall is not obtainable

irom this side, but enough is seen to enable the visitor to carry

away an adequate impression of its features, which are rather

picturesque than grand.

We have now no choice but to retrace our steps to Lanark,

which we shall probably reach at a convenient hour for lunch.

Both the "Black Bull"' and the "Clydesdale" lie on our direct

route through the town, whence, starting from its centre, we keep

the church and the latter hotel on our left hand, and reach after
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a mile's descent the bridge over the Clyde at Kirkfieldbank, having

been careful to follow the lower or left-hand branch of the road

where it forks about half-a-mile out of Lanark. Across the bridge.,

above which bhe stream is divided into three channels, there is an
inn. A lofty bridge, looking like a railway viaduct, and spanning

the narrow Mouse glen on the right, is the Cartland Bridge, which
we shall cross on our return journey.

Kii-Ufieldlmnk. to Corra Lima by the west (Core House)
*i«l«' of the river. 3 m. Tickets of admission by West Lodge, 2 m. from
Kirkfieldbank, everj weekday, seep. 177. Tourists by this route will have no
difficult} in finding their waj to the two falls. It passes through the grounds of

Touse and while it only affords a side riew of Corra Linn, places the

spectator directlj opposite Bonnington Linn.

<:;.! From Kirkfieldbank it is a short 1£ miles to Stonebyres
(Adm. 3d.; Temp. Refreshment House at Entrance Gate). The
road i- quitted some distance beyond the second milestone, and
:i few yards past a house which stands a little off it on the left

band. Crossing a field we enter a plantation which descends to

the river-bank, and then, striking back, reach good view-points

both above and below the fall. The water falls over three lofty

Ledges of took, in all 50 feet high. The main stream washes the
rock on the east side, and into it smaller streams leap crossways
from the nearer side. The volume is greater than at either of the

higher falls, having been increased by the contribution of the

Blouse Water, but the scene lacks the mystic force imparted to

Corra Linn by the bend of the river and the closely hanging rocks.

all thai the sylvan vista up-stream is very pleasing.

In returning turn to the left out of the main road at the sharp
bend after crossing the Kirkfieldbank bridge. In a few yards you
will cross the Mouse Water, a little way below an old narrow
bridge popularly ascribed to the Romans. Hence doubling round
hi every opportunity to the right, you will in a few minutes gain
the viaduct mentioned on our way to Stonebyres. It was built by
1'elford about ISoO, and is more than 120 feet in height. Looking
northwards over the parapet you command a bit of scenery as
lovely as it is unexpected—the narrowest and steepest of ravines,

with its sides so redundantly wooded that you can hardly detect
'lu stream below or the summit of the crags above. In winter,
after a hoar-frost, few things can be more delicately beautiful. The
rocks are called Cartland Crag-s and in a recess in them almost
under, and a little north of the bridge, Wallace is reputed to have
lain hid after he had killed the English sheriff, Haselrig. The
">-: ning is nowhere 3 feet wide, and the colossal frame of the
Cyclopean hero must have been sadly cramped.
The way hence to Lanark needs no description. It joins the

route by which we started for Stonebyres, about half-a-mile from
the town.

The route of the Caledonian Co."* Circular Tour continues from
Stonebyres to Crossford (Tillietudlem Hotel), 3 m. : thence (on foot) to
Craignetliait Castle (1) and Ti El let ml I. in Station (5i: theiuw
(24) to Glasgow. Lanark to Tillietn<llem, 7 m.
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M\t of %VVM
{Map opp. p. 188,

)

For fuller particulars respecting Arran see "Black's Shilling Guide to the
Clyde Estuary " by M. J. B. Baddeley and B. D. Jordan.

Glasgow to Arran. For Times and Fares see Monthly TVway
Time Tables and Daily Papers. For route down the Clyde and
round the Kyles of Bute see that of the " Columba " (p. 205).

The Ardrossaii service performed by both the Caledonian and the
Gr. and S.W. Railways, is a very fine and much-improved one. and the most
cor. enient for those who are tied for time, and whose only aim is to see Arran.
There are usually two services a day (three on Saturday ). Fares* : single, 4s. G</.,

2s. $d.\ ret., bs. 6d., 3s. Qd. C'alliiig-places on the Island :—Brodick, Lamlash.
King's f'ross, Whiting Bay. Time to Brodrick (40 min. short of Whiting Bay)
abt.

1
J hrs., 40 min. for 32 miles of rail, 40-45 min. for 11 of sea. The " Wavaar,"

a comfortable boat, runs daily between Gouroek and Campbeltown, calling at

Loch Ranza and Pirn Mill in Arran. There are other boats (mixed) plying
to Campbeltown, handy for such as wish to visit Loch Ranza either going or

returning. On particular days the passenger steamers make trips round the
island or visit Ailsa Craig.
Other day-trips to Arran (same calling-places on the island, with the addition

of Corrie) make the circuit of the Kyles of Bute on the outward journey following
the route of the "Columba 1

' (p. 205). Embarking-places, G-reenock (Princes
Pier), Gourock or Graigendoran.

Piers at Brodrick, Lamlash, anil Whiting Bay.

*
vS
* For the sail round the Island see p. 186.

The only part of the Arran scenery which is strong enough to

arrest the tourist's steps on his way to the Highlands of the main-
land, is that which lies between Loch Ranza, at the northern end
of the island, and Lamlash, about two-thirds of the way down the

eastern coast, the nucleus being the ridge which separates Glen
Eosa from Glen Sannox. All about this ridge the mountains
cluster with a rugged picturesqueness and abrupt boldness of out-

line nowhere surpassed in Great Britain, except in the sister

island of Skye, and we strongly advise the pedestrian who does
not fear a rough day's walking to begin with, to devote one or

two days to this part of the island.

The largest and most fashionably appointed hotel in the island

is the Douglas at Brodick, close to the pier. Pedestrians and
small parties, however, may with advantage proceed to Xtarnlash,
where are two smaller but comfortable hotels,* and thence travel

northwards through Brodick and over Goat Fell to Corrie, where
they will find an excellent hotel about half-way in point of size

and accommodation between the ones at Brodick and Lamlash.
There is also accommodation for some half-dozen visitors at the

Whiting- Bay Tun, about 3 miles south of Lamlash, but those

whose time is limited will find it just that distance further south
than there is any object in travelling. Xioch Ranza, which con-

' Lamlash, Ship : also Seltar's Temp
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tains a new good-class hotel, is twice as far northwards of the

cream of the scenery, though Scott's well-known lines:

—

• The sun ere yet he sunk behind
Ben-Ghoil the Mountain of the "Wind,"

Grave his grim peak a greeting kind.

\ii'l bade Loch Ranza smile,"

will tempi many a tourist to the sequestered little hill-girt bay on

which the village stands. The Xaag-g- Sun, close to the south coast,

is a favourite local resort, and those who are making the circuit of

the island an agreeable expedition of nearly 60 miles— should

decidedly stay there. The other inns are two small country ones
h>, hi ii and Blaekioater Foot, and one—rather larger and

very comfortable- at Shiskine ("Shedog"), about 8 miles from

Brodick. Between the last-named and Loch Ranza the shop at

Pirn Mill is the only place offering refreshment of any kind.

Arran is a favourite summer resort for the Glasgow people,
1 1,, re in hundreds at the end of the week, returning by the

raily boal on Monday morning. The island has abundant lodg-

ommodation of a primitive kind, a large proportion of the

house- being small one-storied cottages of two or three rooms,

with space often economised by the use of hammocks let into

the side-walls for bedroom accommodation. The business of

bathing is simplified by the bathers performing their toilettes in

Lngs, and adopting bathing costumes in which they may
proceed directly therefrom into the sea, from which they are

ted !>> no more formidable obstacle than the high-road. No
wondei thai in these days of fashionable and vulgar watering-

\' here people professedly in quest of relaxation live under
i rained and formal conditions than at their own homes,

the simplicity and natural beauty of Arran should ensure for it a

Bow of visitors. It is one of the few places of popular
>. sorl on which " Mrs. Grundy " has not yet been able to establish

a footing. We are sorry to add that in the best part of the island

suffer from the same disability. It is also an island of

wonder-, of which not the least are— where the shoals of people
who arrive at the end of every week in the summer find a shelter,

and what becomes of the natives at the same time.

["revellers on the "grand tour" of Scotland will hardly care to devote more
tlian a couple of days or so bo Arran. in which case they should visit the

«tween Lamlash and Loch Ranza—Brodick, Gflen Rosa, Goat Pell, Glen
Sannox. ( nrric. etc. For tin' benefit of tin- mure leisurely inclined we have added

i description of the tour of the island.

View of Arran in crossing from the mainland. The
most prominent feature during any of the passages outlined above,
is Goat l-'t //, which rises almost to a point. On the shore, between
U .md it. is Gorrie, and to the north of it lower hills extend to the

Cock of Arran, which has long lost any resemblance it may have
once possessed to the domestic fowl. South of Goat Fell is

Brodick Bay, and still further in the same direction the conical
hill called Holy Island rises from the sea opposite Lamlash. Far
away down the Clyde, and shaped as regularly as an Egyptian
pyramid, is Ailsa Craig, " statio Hotissima mergis." Our map will

be the best index to the other heights.
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Lamlash or Brodick to Corrie, by Goat Fell and Glen
Sannox.

To Brodick (carriage-road , 1 hr. Top of Goat Fell (pony-track
to within half-hour of summit), 3 hrs.; Col between Glen Rosa and
Glen Sannox, 4 hrs. ; Corrie, 6 hrs.

We have named six hours as being the time which a smart
pedestrian will require, but it is far better to give a whole day to

the excursion, and those who wish to catch the afternoon boats to

the mainland at Corrie should start very early, whether it be from
Lamlash or Brodick.
The ascent of Goat Fell may also be easily made from the

Corrie Hotel, although there is no continuous track. The descent
from the top of the mountain to the col between Glen Rosa and
Glen Sannox is along a sharp ridge sometimes requiring the use
of hands as well as feet. Those who do not like to encounter it

may reach Corrie in from 1 to 1£ hours, by the above track. The
Glen Sannox route is, however, by far the most interesting.

Should the weather be too misty for Goat Fell, Glen Rosa
should be visited. From it the col may be crossed into Glen
Sannox.

The Route. The Brodick road turns uphill from the shore
about a quarter-of-a-mile north of the Lamlash Hotel. Some
way off, on the right, are seen the old Kirk and Kirkyard of Kil-

bride. Proceeding along the main road, the top of the ridge

between Lamlash and Brodick is soon reached. During the
ascent a fine mountain-outline appears in front, Goat Fell on the

right playing the chief part. The sharply pointed peak forming a

centre-piece to the view is Cir Mhor (the " great corry "), looking

north and south down Glen Sannox and Glen Rosa respectively.

Our road then descends to the Brodick Pier and Hotel, where it

turns sharp to the left round Brodick Bay, passing the hamlet of

Invercloy, and the cottages of Glencloy, beautifully situated near
the woody margin of the bay.

Then a second stream—the combined waters of Glen Rosa and
Glen Shirag— is crossed. The road bends back, and in half-a-mile

reaches the stables and farm-buildings belonging to the castle

(Lady Hamilton). Passing through these and a shrubbery we cross

the Cnochan Burn, a little short of which pass through a gate

on the left, and follow a path that leads through a charming
dell and then crosses the burn by a wooden bridge. Soon
you come to the open moor. Hence to the top of the eastern

ridge of Goat Fell the track cannot be mistaken. It keeps the

Cnochan Burn on the left all the way, and in about a mile crosses

a smaller burn, which forms a good resting-place. At the top of

the ridge the path from Corrie is joined, and hence the route to the

summit of the mountain is over rough granite boulders, and in

places steep, though nowhere difficult. When the boulders appear

insuperable in front, " fetch a compass " slightly to the left.
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<^l«-ii Rosa. A detour of 4 miles (there and back) pats the traveller in

tiie best position Cor seeing this glen. Instead of crossing the last-named bridge

you keep on and, leaving the church on the left, cross the Shirag burn at a very

pretty Bpot and then, bent ling to the right again, reach the Olenrom Farm, beyond
w hich a plain track threads the green pastures of Glen SharU—as this lower part

of tlif valley La called. The great point of the walk is the marvellously quick

change afforded by it Into the wildest possible mountain scenery. In twenty
minutes the turn of the glen is reached at the foot of a little torrent, and unless

urn are going on over the col into Glen Sannox. you can fully comprehend Glen
Rosa from the little humps just beyond the crossing. The view is one of the

tines' of its kind.

Prom the turn of the glen a tine mountain ramble may be commenced
over /•' a Nuii < Noosh ) and Ben Tarsuin ; round or over Civ Mhor (Keervore) to

tin- "Saddle" between (Hen Sannox and Glen Iorsa ; over the Peak of the

Catties: thence past Oarlin's Leap to the Seat of Fergus, and down to the N. end

of Glen Sannox. The round from Brodick will take a full day, and it is best to

arrange to put up for the night at Oorrie. We have not travelled the latter part

beyond the Saddle—but we must remind tourists that every route around Glen

Sannox requires great care—this one, we an- told, especially so. In coming the

\ ay. there is a risk of mistaking Glen Iorsa for Glen Rosa.

The summit of Goat Tell (Ben Gobhar) consists of a confused

group of these boulders, whose perpendicular sides enable the

climber to find shelter from every wind that blows. The broad
belt of sea which surrounds the island gives an extent and variety

to the prospect which few mountains in Scotland can boast of.

Only on the western side, where the jagged ridges on the other

side of Glen Rosa rise to an almost equal height, is the view at

all curtailed. Northwards Loch Fyne stretches far away to the

Crinan Canal and the low hills of Argyllshire, over which, in a
north -westerly direction, the Paps of Jura are visible. Ben
Cruachan is in the remote distance, a little to the right of Loch
Fyne,* in which direction the western arm of the Kyles of Bute
extends. Then, further east, come the mountains grouped round
the heads of Loch Long and Loch Lomond. Ben Lomond rises

almost in a line with the Firth of Clyde, at the entrance to which
the (heat and Little Cumbrae Islands are visible, the white houses
of Millport gracefully fringing the snus little bay at the southern

end of the former. Due east is Ardrossan, with its neighbouring
chimneys and other signs of commercial activity, and further

south Ayr is recognisable by its lofty spire. Then over the
southern extremity of the island we note Ailsa Craig, backed by
the peninsula on which stand Stranraer and Portpatrick, while
south-west we look over Campbeltown and the Mull of Kintyre
to the Antrim coast. The Isle of Man is sometimes to be seen.

The most striking object close at hand is Glen Rosa, some 2,000
feet below—an emeraldine vale intersected by a silver thread.

is the waj by which we have ascended, and that which we are about to
describe, there are two practicable routes down the mountain,- the first to
Corrie along the eastern shoulder of the mountain, which is intermittent but
too simple to need description, ami the second down to <*leu Rosa, a route
which though trackless, cannot well be mistaken, and about which the writer
will only sa> that he found it, in ascending, too steep and fatiguing to justify
his recommending it lor a descent.

The descent to the col between Glen Rosa and Glen Sannox is

* Ben Nevis may possibly be seen over Cruacham
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by a narrow ridge called the Saddle. There is a track here and
there, and where the summit of the ridge is too sharp to follow

comfortably it is best to work round a little to the left. At first

the ridge goes northwards, having on the right the depression
which gives to Corrie its name, and which opens out on to the sea

about a mile south of that hamlet. Beyond this depression the
arm of the mountain stretching in a north-easterly direction

must be avoided, and a rapid descent made along the top of the
ridge in a north-westerly direction to the col, which is plainly

visible below, backed by the precipitous crags of Cir Mhor.
Hands as well as feet may be called into requisition during this

part of the descent, but there is no real danger. When the col is

reached there is some difficulty in finding a route down into Glen
Sannox, the rocks, though not high, being almost perpendicular.

A quite practicable route will, however, be found about 50 yards
short of the lowest part of the col,* and then a steep and tiresome
trudge through tough heather and deep ruts brings us to the side

of the stream, and gives us leisure to glance upwards and admire
the almost savage-looking corrie north of Cir Mhor (Keer Vore).

Cumberland tourists will be reminded of a very similar scene in

descending from the Pillar into Ennerdale.
There is a rough path down the valley on the left of the stream

which it is best to follow. Patches of broken and dry smooth turf

offer a welcome relief to the treacherous heather-paths.

Glen Sannox is not more than a couple of miles in length, but
within this short space, it presents a scene of wild grandeur
hardly surpassed in Scotland. The mountains rise steep, bare,

and jagged on both sides, the Saxon names for the western ridge

being Peaks of the Castles, and for the eastern the Maiden's Pap.
The glen has been likened to Glencoe, but resembles much more
nearly Glen Sligachan in Skye. Only, however, by looking up it

from near the sea, can the visitor receive an adequate impression
of its character, as its strong points lie at its head. The best

general view of it is obtained from the small elevations near the

road, about 2 miles north of the Corrie Hotel. Our present track

crosses the burn about half-a-mile from this road, and then passes

an old graveyard, in which the liking of the fuchsia for warm and
moist climates is strikingly exemplified. The path, which after

crossing the burn becomes a cart-track, joins the coast-road 1£
miles north of the Corrie Hotel, close to a little "pop" shop.

Steamers for Glasgow call at Corrie early in the afternoon on
every "lawful" day. There is also an early afternoon coach to

Brodick (6 m. ; see yellow sheet).

[f, as is often the ease, the route be taken from Corrie up Glen Sannox, it

must, be specially noted that there are two "Saddles" at the head of the glen,

the right-hand one, practically facing you as you take the general bend of the
gl^n, has a waterfall, and is to be religiously avoided. The next real "Saddle"
to the left as you face it is the one to be crossed. The "Saddle" still further

left is also to be avoided.

--' A. correspondent kindly assures us that the best and easiest path is about 200

yards west of the col, by an eroded dyke of greenstone almost parallel with the cot.
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N.B. If there is too much water in the burn and no bridge across it as was
the ease when we last visited the spot you may keep along the left side of the

stream and oome out on to the main road at Mid Sannox.

In the neighbourhood of Corrie are several large isolated blocks

ot granite testing on beds of red sandstone. How they got into

their present position is not very clear, but the geologist will re-

joice in this tint her evidence of the migratory habits of this

particular rock formation.

The walk about Corrie is to the Fallen Rooks on the shore nearly 4 miles

north. Quit the road at the brow of the hill between (Hen Sannox and North
and cross the stream of the latter by foot-bridge or stepping-

1'he path bends to the right, and then follows the shore all the way to

, .. which are a host od sandstone blocks of all shapes and sizes that have
broken loose from the cliff above, and now form a kind of ladder from top to

bottom. The coast all along here shows traces of similar disruption.

Corrie to Xioch Ranza, 9 m. An interesting morning walk.

There is fair inn accommodation at Loch Ranza, and the tourist
' bis lunch there and proceed by the Glasgow boat, which

calls on its return from Campbeltown in the afternoon.

\ttei- having the sea-shore at the outlet of the Sannox burn,

a good view up Glen Sannox, with the Peaks of the Castles

and the precipitous Maiden's Pap frowning over it on either side,

and looking- when the storm-cloud is swirling round them

—

almost terrific. Then from the col we descend a long heathy
valley to Loch Ranza, which comes into view beyond a bend in

the mad only a little short of it. The loch stretches about a mile
inland, and on a rock projecting from its western side stand the

ruins of the Castle two square towers supposed to have been
built as a royal hunting seat as far back as the days of the Bruce.

too, at that early date, was
"the solitary cell.

Where lone St. Bride's recluses dwell."

Nothing remains to mark the conventual retreat in which the
Maiil of Lorn,'

-

after abjuring for so many years, and with so

much resignation "the pomps and vanities of this wicked world,"
succumbed at la -t to her woman's nature.

I'nte and worn though it be, Scott's description of Loch Ranza
i faithful a piece of word-painting for us to attempt an

original one :
—

•'
I hi fair Loch Ranza StreamVI the early da.\ :

Thin wreaths of cottage smoke are upward curi'd
From the lone hamlet, which her inland bay
And circling mountains sever from the world;
\ii'l there the fisherman hissa.il unfmi'd
The goat-herd drove his kids to steep lien Ghoil,
Before the hut the dame her spindle twhTd.
Courting the sunbeam as she plied her toil."

The "goat-herd" and the "dame" may not now be seen
engaged in the occupations ascribed to them, but, however much
the letter of the description may have become obsolete, the spiriL

is still a true one.

N.K. There is a coach daily from Loch Ranza to (Hen Sannox and back in

connection with Greenock and Gouroek steamers (p. 188.)
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From Brodick round the Island.

N.B.—There arefrequent sea-trips round the islandfrom Glasgow (fares, 6s. 6d.
and bs.) to which this description will, to a great extent, apply.

To Lamlash, 3| m.\ King's Cross, 6 ; Whiting Bay Inn, 7 ; Kildonan Iim, 11£
Lagg Hotel, 17

;
(—Lamlash, 10.) Blackwater Foot Inn, 24 (—Shedog Inn, 2 >

Brodick Pier, 11.) Pirn Mill, 34J ; Lochranza Hotel, 41£ ; Corrie Hotel, 49 ;

Brodick Pier, 55. £ m. saved by omitting Kildonan.
A very pleasant two-days' drive or three-days' walk. Camage-folk will stay

the night at Lagg ; pedestrians at Lagg and Lochranza. The second day is a
long one, but level and easy walking.
The lesser round, returning from Blackwater Foot by Shedog, can be accom-

plished in a day, driving, and makes an easy two-days' walk. Visitors staying
at Lamlash have an easy day's round by returning from Lagg via Glen Scorrodale.
The round is interesting throughout, but to the pedestrian the long stretch

between Blackwater Foot and Lochranza may become a little monotonous.
In the all-round route the 500 ft. line is only over-topped between Lochranza

and Corrie, and in the cross-country routes for a mile between Brodick and
Blackwater Foot and two miles between Lamlash and Lagg. The roads are
variable for cyclists—apt to be not very smooth-going in the less frequented parts.

Coaclies run in connection with steamers between Brodick, Shedog, Machrie
Bay, and Blackwater Foot ; between Brodick and Corrie ; Lamlash and Lagg,
via King's Cross, "Whiting Bay, and Kildonan.

The route.—Between Brodick and Lamlash, there is a sharp rise

and fall—fine retrospect from summit. Pedestrians may choose
from either of the routes dotted brown on the map—the one direct

from Invercloy to nearly the top of the hill ; the other a cliff-walk

starting from near the Free Church and joining the the main road
close upon Lamlash.

Lamlash is a rustic and picturesque village with a pier (2d.)

that admits the fine pleasure-steamers at all states of the tide, a

rather uninviting foreshore, and a multitude of primitive lodgings
— hotels (see p. 180).

In another mile, 1 and 1J respectively, the road crosses the

BenUster and Monamore glens, affording pretty peeps both ways,
wooded with alder and ash trees. Then, ascending by the south

side of Lamlash Bay, we may note a quarry of deep-red sand-

stone. Goatfell and the rugged outline of Cir Mhor (Keervore)

come into view again.

From Ring-scross, so called from the story that the Bruce
crossed from this point to Carrick, we descend to Whiting- Bay
(small hotel) where is a neat Free Church. Hereabouts again the

fuchsias flourish. Coasting along we next cross Ashdale, a mile

or so up which is a pretty and conspicuous waterfall, after which,

as the road rises, Goat Fell, etc., again come into view. Here-

abouts is a grass slope strewn with boulders. Ailsa Craig, a

pyramid with a bit of its right base chopped off, stands out to sea.

To the left is Dippin Lodge, a shooting-box of the Duke of Hamil-
ton, on a verdant platform backed by woods. Hence the direct

road drops to and crowns a lovely little glen threaded by a burn of

many cataracts. . A bold face of rock up-stream is a feature.

Going round by Kil<loiian (%m. extra) we come to (1 m.) Kildonan Castle,

a plain two-storied keep, and, a little further, the inn (small). Then we rejoin

the main road, 1£ miles beyond the point at which we left it.
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The Strut';/ Rocks, forming a part of Bennan Head, are promi-

nent on the left front; then heading right, the road crosses a

cultivated upland, till on reaching the highest point (nearly 500 ft.)

a tine view across the Sound of Kilbrannan to the Mull of Kintyre

opens out. Campbeltown lies at the head of a little bay almost

opposite. Ailsa Craig is still a strong feature on the left. Then
conies a descent all the way to Lag-g- Hotel, where the country is

wooded with chestnut, beech, ash and other trees. This is the

eh id' resting-place in the South of Arran.

Half-a-mile away is what is called Ossian Mound, a hillock with a flagstaff,

re iclied through a gate that enters Clauchog Farm, and a footpath- The way
from the hotel to the sen is by a cart-track starting through a wood E. of the

bridge. In the second field beyond the wood, a little short of Torrylin Farm, on
i lie i"|i ni the cliff, you see a mound—a broken heap of tnrf. For the hill-road

hende to Lamlash, seep. 188.

One-and-a-half miles beyond Lagg we cross the Sliddery Burn,
a stony -bedded stream with bare mounds on either side, whence a

i -cent brings us to the hamlet of -liddery. On the left is

Torr Chaisteal (Castle Hill), a green mound on a fiat bit of shore.

It shows the remains of two sides, supposed to be of Norse origin.

Then the road drops to the shore and becomes more picturesque,

winding under the upper cliff, which is strewn with boulders and
bracken, with, here and there, little groups of alders. Next it

ascends and the sea lies almost directly below. Drumadoon Point

comes into view with a needle rock—a little "Old Man of Storr."

The hills in the N.W.—Ben Vrackie, etc.—come into view, and the

low-lying grounds of Blackwater Foot sprinkled with white cottages.

The little inn at Black-water Foot is now reached. For cross -

country road hence to Brodick, seep. 188.

This is the spol from which to visit the King's Caves, so called from a
legend that Robert Bruce, of whose name very free use has been made on the
island, abode here at his first visit. The distance is two miles and the way by
Drumadoon Farm and fields, making for the hollow right of Drumadoon
Promontory, alter rising from which descend to the beach and follow a path
along a grassy sward. There are several eaves"] the third opening is supported
hy a pillar. Thence pass through a natural arch into the principal cave—

a

Gothic arch uarrow in upper part, opening out in other caves. Then the rock
-noli changes, and a little gullj brings you on to the hill-side.

Bence you can cither continue to Tormore (1] »i.) or cross eastward to

Shiskine {Shedog Inn. good), 2£ ///.

The Standing Stone*— the most extensive pro-historic monument in
Arran arc a mile E. of Tormore on the S. side of the Machrie Water. There are
three, ii feet in height: a double-circle just above the house, with V2 in the
outer and about 8 in the inner ring—all of granite: also 2 belonging to an
avenue which led up to the circles and at the entrance to the avenue of Kistvaen.

Returning to the road shortcut—we cross in another half-mile
the XTCachrie Water (Brodick by road, 8 m.). At Auckagallon,
a mile further, is a mound with loose stones surrounded by up-
right ones. Note the deep-red sandstone rocks. Then we pass
the burying place of Auchincar, where also, in the middle of a field,

is a granite Standing Stone, 6 feet high. In another mile the road
crosses the narrow outlet of Glen Zorsa, the longest in Arran,
and threading some of its wildest scenery. Hereabouts are moraine-
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heaps, and close by is Dougrie Lodge, a shooting-box of Lady
Hamilton. Its gables and the stables in the wood are very pic-

turesque. Then, hugging the coast, we pass several small hamlets
at the foot of the big green heights of Ben Varren and Ben Vrackie.
The chief is Pirn Mill, where the Campbeltown steamers call.

Light refreshment may be had. Still clinging to the coast the
road comes in another 4 miles to Gata col Bay. Here the rocks
are a good deal contorted. One in front presents a true profile of
" Punch." Then, rounding Coillemore Point, we skirt the roman-
tic Xioch Ranza to the welcome inn at the head of it.

For Lochranza village and the way thence to Oorri-, seep. 185.

From Corrie to Brodick the road is level and follows the shore.

Brodick Pier to SUieaog Inn (Shiskine). 9 m., and Blat-kwater
JFoot, 11m. Coaches daily at cheap fares between Brodick, Shedog, Blackwater
Foot, and Mdehrie Buy. This direct route across the island ascends (lien Shurig,
and crosses (3 m.) a small pass called the String, at a height of about 600 feet.

descending to the Shedog Inn (good), and passing on the way, within \\ miles of

Standing Stones (p. 187). For the return, via Lagg (24 m., 35 in all) s?ep. 18tj.

Between Lamlasli and Lagg there are two other roads

—

(a) the old direct

one, 9 m., abt. 1200 ft., hilly but drivable ; (b) a wild hill-road by the Monamore
and Scorrodale Glens, 10 m., abt. 900.//.

&lj£ 3$lull of jlintgu.

The only object of interest to the tourist on this long and narrow promontory
—it measures 55 miles in length and from 7 to 10 in breadth—is Campbeltown
and its neighbourhood, famous for whiskey and golf. Many tourists will visit

it for the sake of the voyage, which is delightful and performed bj good
steamers, affording also an excellent panorama of the north and east sides of Arran.

(a) By the " S>av»ar " from Gourock to Cani^Skeltowia, 65 m., about
9.15 a.m. in 4 hours, starting back about 3. Times probably different on Friday.
The " Kinloch " and " Kintyre," mixed boats, also perform tins service.

(to) By new "turbine" steamer from Wemjs^ Bay (train from Glasgow
"Central" abt. 8.30) and Fairlie (train from St. Enoch abt. 9.15); arriving

Campbeltown abt. 12.15 ; starting back 2.45.

Both (a) and (b) admit of about 2 hours being spent ashore, and coaches
are run in connection with the famous golf links at Machrihanish, the return
fares being only a trifle more than those to Campbeltown—abt. 8s., inclusive.

For particulars, see yellow sheet.

The course from Greenock down the river part of the Clyde is described on
page 214. Then {see also p. 181), rouudiug Bute, we steer for the Cock of Arran
and Loch Ranza (p. 185), whence the description of the tour of the islam!

on p. 187 will enable the visitor to identify the objects seen on it. Pirnmill
and with (b) Maclirie Bay, are the calling places. Then, with (a) we cross

Kilbrannan Sound to Carradale, on the "Mull." An extensive view may lie

had from Ben Tuirc (1,491//., the summit of Kmtyre),5 miles away. Ireland is

a feature i» it, with the whaleback of Knocklayd over Ballycastle conspicuous.

Northward are Islay and the " Paps of Jura." In another 15 miles we enter
the picturesque harbour of

Campbeltown (Argyll, White Hart. Pop. abt. 8,000. Market-day, b\)

a well-built nourishing town, with, however, little of special interest. Dis-

tilleries, of course, abound. In the main street is an lona Cross, 400 years old,

with quaint carving.
Machriliaiiish, 5£ miles west of Campbeltown by the fertile ''Laggan

'

or "Hollow" of Kintyre, on its west coast, is famous for its golf-links, which are

said to be the "finest of all links." It lias a large Golfer's hotel ("UgadaU
Arms"), often crowded.
From Campbeltown totheactual Mull (1,309.//., fine view) is about 15 miles.

A coach leaves Campbeltown for Tarbert (35 m. ; 10*.) in connection with

the " Columba " (p. 209), abt. 6 a.m.
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Glasgow to Stirling and Edinburgh, by Loch Lomond
and the Trossachs. (Maps opp. pp. 218, 197, 49, 64, 5.)

Glasgow to Balloch {rail), 20 m.\ Inversnaid Hotel (steamer),

38 ; Stronaclachar Hotel (coach), 43 ; Trossachs pier (steamer), 49£

;

Hotel, 50%; Callander, 59; Stirling, 75; Edinburgh (by Larbert),

111 ; (/>// /•'.»/// Bnd^g) 115.

Besides the through tickets from Glasgow bo Edinburgh (21s.9d.-, 1st 01.;
17a. !»</., 3rd 01.") circular ones are issued, valid during the season, by which the
tourisl i dired from Stirling or the Trossachs to Glasgow, without
visiting Edinburgh. See Railway CoJs Programmes.

iri journej from Glasgow to Edinburgh occupies about 0£ hours.
> i hrough services a da] , leaving Glasgow ( (lueen Street, Low Level.

or V ntml Low Level) about 8.20 and 11.20 a.m. Passengers by the first may
ir journey for more than 15 hours at any calling-place on the way,—the

ihs and Stirling are perhaps the most remunerative for the time allowed.
I third service as far as Stronaclachar and (on Wed. <frjSal.)afourthas far

chs Bj the through services there is generally a break of from half

-

a n-houT to an hour at both Stronaclachar and the Trossachs. (See yellow pages.
)

'Hi: Route. The full description given the reverse way (commencing p. 45)

I am ' ssary for us to do more than indicate herein the chief points of

interest o*i the journey, which is also described in detail as far as fnversnaid on
i,;

The pedestrian has 1J hours at least for walking the 5 miles

between [nversnaid and Stronaclachar. The road commences by a

sharp rise (short cut by path), during which there is a beautiful re-

trospect across the loch and up the Inveruglas glen to Ben line.

The descent to Stronaclachar from the dreary little Loch Arklet is

slight, the level of Loch Katrine being nearly 350 feet higher than
thai of Loch Lomond. The charm of Loch Katrine is entirely

concentrated at its lower end, before reaching which Ben Venue
on the righl is the only strong feature. A mile short of the outlet-

id tin lake the steamer passes Ellen's Isle., the Silver Strand, and
on the right the Goblin's Cave, and then enters the beautiful little

bay in which is the rustic pier. Hence to the Hotel the road
through the best part of the Trossachs, affording exquisite

peeps of the steep and rocky Ben An on the left (p. 52) . From
the hotel the road skirts the northern shores of Loch Achray and
Loch Veitnachar, crossing the new Brig of Twk between the two,

and traversing the heathery ground at the foot of Ben Ledi during
the Last lew miles of its course to Callander (p. 48). One mile
short of that village it joins the Killin road at the foot of the
Pass nf Leny, just after crossing the Oban railway and the river

Leny. Met ween Callander and Stirling the chief objects of in-

ure Doune Castle on the right, and Dunblane Cathedral on
the left (p. 48). Then, making our last halt at the pleasant
watering-place of Bridge of Allan, we enter Stirling- between the
Castle Hack on the right, and the Wallace Monument on the left;

Pot Stirling see page 60. The routes thence to Edinburgh by
Larberl call for no further description than that given on page 46.
The Forth Bridge route passes Alloa (p. 63) and Dunfermline (42).

The former route takes us to either " Waverley " or " Princes St."
station, the latter to " Waverley" only.

Fur Hit AlM-rfo.vle route see p. 65. There is also a midday eoaeh between
Aberfnyle, Lake of Menteith and Tort of Menteitli Station.
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site wt$t pgMattfl §»mm-
For contoured map see p. 75.

Grlsusgonv to Craigeiidoraii, 23 m. ; diareloeliliead, 32; Arro-
cliar & Taroet, 42: Ardlui, 50; Crianlarich i/w'.-n/i.), 59; Tjh-
d i'u in, 64; Bridge of On-liy, 71£; Bannocli, 87; Tullocli, 10 1^ ;

Fort William, 122^ ; BanaVie, 124: Mallaig-, 164.

For Coaches:— Bridge of Orchy to BaUachulish ; Rannoch to Kinlooh
Rannoch, and Tulloch to Kingussie, see yellow pages.

Abt. 3 trains a day in 5f—6f hra. Fares to Ft. William, 16.?. Id. : %: l|rf.

Krt, 27.s. 3</. ; 15.*. Mallaig, 28*. Id. : 12*. l±d. AW. 38.v. \\d. : 22.v.

This line, which is a portion of the North British system, passes
through and affords commanding views of some of the finest

scenery in the Highlands, and in conjunction with the Callander
and Oban line, which it crosses at Crianlarich, the Loch Lomond
steamers and Mr. Mac-Brayne's steamers, adds indefinitely to the
number of Circular Tours. For the extension to Arisaig and
Mallaig seep. 328; Spean Bridge to Fort Augustus, 333.

The start is made from Queen Street Station (High-level) at

Glasgow, and the distance to Fort William is accomplished in

from 4 to 5 hours. The first portion of the new line, from
Craigendoran to Crianlarich, affords exquisite views of the Gare-
loch, Loch Long, Loch Lomond, and Glen Falloch. Thence,
until Glen Spean is reached, eighteen miles short of Fort William,
the route is over the wildest part of Argyllshire, and contrasts

strongly with the varied beauty of the first part. The last section

presents grand river " bits," and passes under the northern
precipice of Ben Nevis.

From Craig-endoran the line rises at once, and passing

Helensburgh Cemetery (I.) affords a fine view down the Clyde.

Greenock and Gourock are on the opposite side, and Boseneath
(Duke of Argyll) is seen across the Gareloch. Ascending still from
(25 m.) Upper Helensburgh, we see the beautiful Gareloch to

perfection. Row (26| m.) is passed, and (29) Shandon, the

Hydro' at which is almost concealed by the woods which form
part of its grounds. The rough mountains seen some distance

away in the left front are " Argyll's Bowling Green " (p. 21G).

Then (32 m.) comes Garelochhead (p. 218) seen to great advan-
tage. Still winding upwards we cross a very pretty glen near
Whistlefield, and look down upon loch Long, close to its

junction with Loch Goil. Hereabouts the " Cobbler "—Ben
Arthur— (2_>. 200), comes into view in the left front. The line

continues above the woods of Finnart and crosses a short glen,

beyond which, for a little while, the loch is lost sight of, but it soon
reappears as we cross the watershed between Loch Long and
Loch Lomond, and look down Glen Douglas with the solitary farm
of Tullich in its midst. Here the porphyry rock of the cuttings is

noticeable. Down below, on the opposite side, is Glencroe, with

Ardgarten House nestling among trees at its opening. The
" Cobbler " has meantime assumed his characteristic appearance—

a

large edition of the strange form on Helm Crag at Grasmere. He
may be seen both at work and at rest. Arrochar (p. 200) and the
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head of the loch look very charming below, and then we reach

( 12 in.) the joint Station of Arrochar and Tarbet,* approaching

which the famous Tarbet view of Ben Lomond is the striking

feature. Loch Long is changed for Loch Lomond in a very

short space. The Tarbet Hotel appears below, and the loch is

seen as far as the islands opposite Luss, with Mount Misery

(p. 197) at its far end. Across the loch is Inversnaid, with its

celebrated falls (p. 201), and a little further two rings show the

position of 'Rob Roy's Cave." The line then crosses Glen Sloy
at a \< tv picturesque part called Invcruglas. On an islet close by
is an old stronghold of the Macfarlanes. Then, after another
viaduct, beyond which we look down almost sheer into the loch,

through the only tunnel between Helensburgh and Fort
William—and this one little more than a bridge. The rock

hereabouts is mica-schist, and great engineering difficulties have
ncountered. On the road-side below, about 6 miles from

Tarbel is tin; Pulpit Rock—so called from the fact that it is used
nally by the Minister of Arrochar for the purpose indicated

by the name. The mountain on the left is Ben Vorlich.

At Ardlui (hotel, p. 190) the Station is almost on a level with
the loch, and from it commences the ascent of Glen Falloch.

The conspicuous house about 2 miles up, used to be the Inverarnon
Hotel. Then, sweeping round to the left, we cross, by the loftiest

viaduct on the line, Dubh Eas (the " Black Cataract"). Beyond
this we have a lovely retrospect of the windings of the Falloch
and the uppermost reach of Loch Lomond. On the right is seen
the upper part of the Falls of Falloch, below which, unseen, is Bob
Roy's Hath. The gnarled and stunted trees scattered here and
there indicate that we have now entered the old Caledonian
Forest, and the scenery for the next twenty miles preserves more
or less the same character. Ben More, with its twin peak,

Stobinian, is conspicuous on the right and then, from the
summit-level (5(53 ft.) the line drops slightly into the upland
wild valley of Strath Fillan, crossing the Callander and Oban
line just beyond Crianlarlch Station (p. 69 ; small hotel close by).

From about here is a glimpse of Loch Dochart on the right.

From Crianlarich the line rises rapidly along the north-west
side of the valley to Tyndrum, affording in the rear a fine view
of Hen More, with its dark green tlank dropping steeply to the

waters of Loch Dochart, and Stobinian, while on the left the fine

peak of Ben Lui is conspicuous. The lofty truncated cone that
conies into view in front about here is lieu Douran, which rises to

a height of 3,528 feet at the head of Glen Lyon—the longest and
one of the finest glens in Scotland (p. 74). Nearly three miles
be}und Crianlarich we have below, on the left, a scrap of building
that represents the Priory of St. Fillans—one of the oldest British
chinches—with its " Holy Pool," in which lunatics and epileptics

were either killed or cured. A mile further, also on the banks of

the stream, is Bail Righ—the "King's Field"—where in 1306

Note the tasteful floral display at this mnl other stations.
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Bruce baffled John of Lorn, grandson of the Ked Comyn, whom he
had murdered at Dumfries. Tyndrum has a first-class hotel

just below the station (3 win. down ; 5 up), and about the same
distance from its station on the Callander and Oban line, with
which we now part company, catching a glimpse of Lochan
Bhe as we diverge. Above Tyndrum the disused lead-mines are
conspicuous. Then by a wide curve, that may remind Swiss
tourists of some of the Alpine railways, we sweep round under
Ben Douran, crossing a tributary glen, up which a path leads

to the head of Loch Lyon, 6 miles distant. An isolated rock on
the left, at the head of Glenorchy, with a bit and a half of stick

on the top, is called " Thor's Hammer."
The next station is (71Jm.) Bridge of Orchy, station ref.-rm.

(licensed) 100 yds. distant, whence the distance to the Inveroran
Hotel, unseen from the railway, is 3 miles. The little hamlet
boasts two churches. A little further and we are looking across

Loch Tulla, with a lonesome islet, to the woody demesne of

Forest Lodge—a shooting-box of the Marquis of Breadalbane.
Farther away are the multitudinous peaks of the Black Mount
and Glenetive district—Ben Starav farthest away and highest.

At Achallader Castle—a scrap of ruin beyond the head of the

loch—the Massacre of Glencoe is said to have been planned.

Hereabouts Ben Nevis comes into view (N.W.). Note also the

"Soldiers' Trenches"—memorials of 1745. On the right hand
rise Ben Bui and Ben Achallader, and straight in front may be

recognised Ben Alder, to the left of the gap in which Loch
Ericht reposes.

The Moor of X&annocli, which we are now traversing, cannot
be called a cheerful spot. It is one vast area of peat, bog, and old

forest, intersected by a chain of lakes, and surrounded by grim,

boldly shaped mountains. Engineers found the same difficulty in

constructing the line across it as was experienced at Blea Moor on
the Settle and Carlisle section of the Midland Railway ; indeed,

to quote the author of " Mountain, Moor, and Loch " *—" as now
constructed the line virtually floats over the moor the per-

manent way has for its foundation a thick layer of brushwood,
making one of the most satisfactory stretches on the line."

Let us, however, glance a moment at the bright side of the

subject—more easily realised from a train than when on the tramp.
The same author writes eloquently:— "In winter the moor is

simply twenty miles square of a study in sepia ; but in summer
the brilliance of the colouring is marvellous. The purple heather,

the green mosses, the yellow grasses, and the rich brown of the

peat-hags, with here and there the delicate azure of the harebell—
by itself, all but unseen—combine to form a luminous mass of

lovely tints. The whole moor appears to be covered with one

colossal Turkey carpet, so rich and oriental is the colouring."

As we proceed, nearing Rannoch Sta., the perfect cone of

Schiehallion, perhaps the shapeliest mountain in all Scotland,

comes into view, 20 miles away to the right, and then, after a

* A cheap and admirably got up description of the line, 2*.
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glimpse of Loch Ltannoch (right) near the foot of Loch Lydoch,

Where the track (p. 242), from King's House to Loch Rannoeh
crosses, we come to Rarmoch Station (87 mi., 1000 i't. above

the sea). Close by is a small licensed refreshment-shop, and a

road has been made to the bead of Loch Rannoeh (0 mi.), by

which it is I7A- miles to the village of Xinloch Rannoeh
(see p. 13'.) and, for coach, yellow pages). In the other direction

if is 12 to If miles bo King's House (faint and rough track).

We now ascend to the highest point on the line (1,350 ft.) which is

nearly opposite Corrour Lodge, seen across the moor to the right.

This, with the exception of the Ben Nevis Observatory, is the highest

inhabited bouse in Scotland, being 1,723 feet above the sea.* From
about here the top of Ben Nevis may be seen a little N. of W., the

Sugarloaf mountains of Glencoe in the S.W., and Ben Alder, N.

Aft. r a peep ;,i Loch Ossian on the right, we descend till we
look down upon the south end of ILoch Treig—one of the most
remote lochs in Scotland—a deep trough 5£ miles long, and f wide,

through sleep barren mountains with a house or two at head.

From the head to the foot of the lake the line drops 500 feet, and
in one place looks almost sheer down into it. The rest of the

route is by the river-side as Ear as Spean Bridge. Just before

joining the Spean. the Treig forms fine rapids, and, looking down
the valley, we catch sight of the Morven hills in Mull. Then,
crossing the Spean, we turn sharp to the left and come to (104^ m.)

Tulloch Station (no inn or Tefr.-rm.), whence the mail-coach

for Kingussie (33m. distant). Close at hand is Inverlair Shoot-

ing Lodge in a larch plantation, opposite to which the river makes
lis. Then comes the Gorgeofthe Spean—grand after a good

downpour—and the Fallsof Monessie, with Roy Bridge Station
(110 ///. ; hotel close at hand) two miles further. Keppoeh, a place

close by, is the scene of the beginning of the tragedy described

on ji. 248. River and mountain views are very fine—Ben Nevis
prominent. Beyond this we again cross the Spean, and, after

noting another tine fall, reach Spean Bridge Station (113J m.\
Inverness. 57; Roy Bridge, •'!] ; Fort William, 9^; Imtel close at

hand, B. & A. from 3s. Cxi.: Din. t.d'h.. 3s. 6d.).T Between this

and fort William we quit the river, and the one imposing feature

is the huge northern precipice of Ben Nevis, which retains the
snow in its crevices all the year through. The famous "Long
Join/ " Distiller)/ is on the right as we approach Fort William.
The station at Fort William (p. 243) is close by the steamer-
pier, and for Banavie and Mallaig we retrace our course,

striking off at the north end of the town, near the partly

demolished fort, and crossing the Lochy close to the old Inver

-

lochy Castle. Then a short run across Corpach Moss, with a
glimpse of the modern Inverlochy Castle on the right, lands us at

Banavie (" Lochiel Arms," first-class).
For route en to Inverness see/;. 247 : to Mallaig, p. 32S.

* 33.'/. higher than the ''Cat and Fiddle," near Buxton, but 257 lower than
llumney House, Durham.

Eere the line ( in progress) to Port Augustus branches off ( p. 333).

Highlands I. O



(General Map opp. p. 218.)

There are many interesting routes from Glasgow to Obaii. We
will commence with a summary of those which are practicable
in a day's journey, and then briefly point out their relative merits
and conveniences.

Rail Stmr. Cell.

(«) By Stirling and Callander 116

22
72

16

93
74

150

Ttl.i Time*
m. hrs.

116! 4H4
93 5f-7

135

9f4
92;

115
134 10
172 13

100; various

Fares*
d. s. d.

13 2 to 7 44
17 0„ 10 6

15 9 „ 12 8

17 6 ., 14 9

13 0„ 7 6

17 C„ 13
10 —
13 2 „ 7 \\

(b) „ Loch Lomond and Crianlarich 62

(c) „ „ Fyne and Inveraray — 47
(d) „ „ Eck „ — 47

^ <?) „ Kyles of Bute and Crinan Canal 22

(/) „ >, » » Loch Awe 44
tg) „ Mull of Kintyre — — 22
(A) „ West H'land and Oal. R'ways. 100

* Approximate.
Changes* («) None.

(b) Train to steamer at Balloch ; steamer to coach at Ardlui ; coach to train
at Crianlarich.

(c) Steamer through to Inveraray, or train to steamer at Greenock or Gou-
rock ; steamer to coach at Inveraray ; coach to train at Dalmally.

(d) Steamer through to Dunoon, or train to steamer at Greenock or Gourock
;

steamer to coach at Dunoon ; coach to steamer at Inverchapel ; steamer to

coach at Locheckhead ; coach to steamer at Strachur ; steamer to coach at

Inveraray ; coach to train at Dalmally.

(<?) Steamer through to Ardrishaig, or train to steamer at Greenock or
Gourock; sea-steamer to canal-steamer at Ardrishaig; canal-steamer to sea-

steamer at Crinan.

(/) Steamer through to Ardrishaig, or train to steamer at Greenock or

Gourock ; steamer to coach at Ardrishaig ; coacli to steamer at Ford ; steamer
to train at Lochawe.

(g) Train to steamer at Greenock.

(h) North British to Caledonian railway at Crianlarich. A fine route for

those who have already travelled over the other portion of the Callander and
Uban railway between Callander and Crianlarich.

*$* For c, d, e, and ./'routes tourists may take train from Glasgow to Craigen-
doran ; thence steamer to Dunoon, where all the steamers call.

Hints as to Fares and Booking. Through tickets are

issued on all the routes. The "steerage" on the passenger boats is

comfortable enough, but few tourists will care to travel anything
but "cabin" on the mixed passenger and cargo boats. The ac-

commodation is universally good. The coach -fares run high, but

the steamer charges are very moderate, and the boats themselves
excellent, notably the "Columba," and the "Lord of the Isles,"

which rank amongst the finest of their kind afloat and run more
than 20 miles an hour.

*** There are a large number of Circular Tourw, combining two or more
of these routes, for which tickets are issued at somewhat reduced rates. Full

particulars will be found in the Official Guides published at the price of a few

peace by the railway and steamboat companies; also in the Official Guide (Qd.

and L$.) issued by Mr. MacBrayne, whose steamers traverse all the main water-

routes between Glasgow, Oban, Inverness, Skye, Lochinver, Stornoway, and the

rest of the Hebrides.
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Comparison of Routes. All these routes pass through

of a high order, and it would be presumptuous to recom-

mend absolute!} any particular one above another. Setting aside

erations oi time and money, the choice depends on in-

I taste and the opportunities the tourist may have already

I or be intending to enjoy, of seeing on another occasion

any particular part oi the district traversed by them. Loch
i d( served!} ranks as the "Queen" of Scottish lakes,

Bad those whose programme does not admit of their seeing

ing any other pari of their tour will probably choose the

>vhich includes a sail along its whole length, especially as

I pari of the journey, from Crianlarich to Oban, fully

maintains the high character of the firstpart, though the scenery

from the disadvantage of being looked at from a train.

mparative vrastnesa of Scottish landscape, however, gives it

an advantage, when seen from a railway, over the smaller -

of the sister country. The habitual traveller

Manchester to London, through the Peak district, passes

from time to time within view of the most exquisite morccaux of

one scenery with scarcely a suspicion of their existence, so

rapidly do they come and go, but in Scotland, by reason of the

occupied by each separate view and the comparatively slow
i 1 attained by trains as they labour up and down the

gradients, the tourist has almost leisure to contemplate
each particular scene of interest.

Those who have other opportunities of seeing Loch Lomond
and who like a "smack" of the sea with only a little risk of

s discomforts, will probably choose the Crinan
(anal route. By so doing they will see the Clyde to its greatest

advantage, and gain some inkling of the characteristic scenery of

as1 of Scotland, though south of Oban it does not rise

to that pitch of excellence which it attains farther north. The
Loch Awe variation upon this route is not unworthy of the extra

> -pent upon it, the sail up the loch itself with Ben
Cruachan towering in front the whole way, being especially fine.

iTt of the scenery visible from the Loch Awe route is

also embraced in the two which make Inveraray their "half-way
the descenl from the col between that town and Dalmally

commanding a splendid prospect of both lake and mountain.
Tin short cut from Dunoon to Inveraray by Loch Eck has much

ul scenery, of a somewhat more subdued cast, to compensate
for the large proportion of the time spent in changing conveyances.
The more adventurous journey, by the "goods and passenger "

boats round the Mull of Kintyre, is hardly to be recommended to

those who wish to acquaint themselves with the scenery between
Glasgow and Oban, inasmuch as a considerable portion of it is

performed in darkness. Otherwise, it forms the first stage of

the most glorious sail in the British Isles. The new route by the
"West Highland " gives the Gareloch, Loch Long, and the upper
part of Loch Lomond in one journey—a splendid route.
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For Glasgow to Oban by Loch Goti and Inveraray, seep. ^K',.

Cyclist n can choose between the Loch Lomond and Long Long routes. Tli

Loch Lomond runs the Lengtli of that loch from Vlexandria, L9m. ; by Luss (28)|

Inverbeg Inn (31), Tarbet (36), and Ardlui, 44^; to Grianlarich (53), where
joins the Callander and Oban route, p. 65 and pink pages: total distance, 96 ml
Pine running to Grianlarich. Bad and hilly and scarcely used between Tyndrun
(58 m.) and Dalmally (70). Rest variable.

The liOcli liOiig- (shorter) route passes through Helensburgh (24 m. ), Gareioch
head, 3l£ ; Arrochar, 49; over G-lencroe and round the head of Loch Fyne tcl

Inveraray, 71, and Dalmally, 87—93 in all. Stiff hill between Gareioch and Loch
Long: fine roads along Loch Long and Loch Fyne; very bad over Glenoroe ;

i

hilly from Inveraray to Dalmally.
*£* These routes are only 1£ miles apart at Tarbet and Arrochar.

Glasgow to Oban, by Stirling and Callander. {Bail.)

Glasgow to Stirling, 29 m. ; Callander, 45 ; Oban, 116.

Tli roii alt carriages attached to all trains.

The first part of this route, as far as Larbert, 21 miles from
Glasgow, calls for no description. The Campsie and Kilsyth Fells,

rising on the left hand nearly the whole distance, represent the

southern boundary of the Highland country, which, however, only

begins in earnest on the far side of them, among the upper waters

of the Forth. Just short of Larbert June, the "West Coast" route

from the South, and the joint North British and Caledonian route

from Edinburgh converge.

For a full description of the route onward, as far as Callander,

see p. 47, and from Callander to Oban, p. 65.

Glasgow to Oban, by Loch Lomond and Crianlarich,

Glasgotv (Queen St., or Central, both Low -lev el) to Balloch (train),

20 m.; Tarbet (steamer), 36; Ardlui (head of Loch Lomond), 42;

Crianlarich (coach), 51; Tyndrum (train), 56; Oban, 93.

There are generally two services a day connecting Glasgow and
Oban by this route, the times of which will be found in the Loch
Lomond table of our Yellow sheet. One afternoon service (two

on Saturday) also proceeds as far as Ardlui at the head of Loch
Lomond.
The steamei' service on Loch Lomond is well conducted, and refreshments

of all kinds are provided at moderate charges. The only objectionable feature is

the utterly indefensible "pier-dues" exacted from the traveller whenever he
sets foot, either in embarking or disembarking, on any one of the rough plank -

and-pile structures which serve us as landing-stages. The piers, it should be
added, do not belong to the Steamboat Company.
This is without doubt the finest of the land-routes from Glasgow to Oban.

Of course it may be varied by taking the West Highland E'way (p. 190) as far

as Crianlarich, and there changing.

The Route. The first part of the journey by either route (N. B.

or Cal.) is underground. Issuing from the tunnels, we soon reach
the Clyde near the end ,of the Forth and Clyde Canal and the
busy port of Bowling (10 in.). Four miles farther Dumbarton
(probably " the hill of Bretone ") is reached.

Dumbarton (Elephant, poor, c.T.; Pop. 20,000) is an onsavourj town
willi no possible interest for the tourist except that which is supplied by the
situation and history of its Castle. The double-crested hill (abt. Wbfeet) on
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which this structure stauds is a prominent object iu the sail dovvu the Clyde for

man\ miles. It is 1£ miles from the principal station, through the town and past
Denny's Shipbuilding Yard (much nearer from the East, Cal., station), and now

ii> occupied by modern barracks. The ascent is made by a flight of 365 (!)

steps in the cliff between the two summits, and through a narrow archway, on
either side of which are rudely carved heads of Wallace and his betrayer,
M< uteith. Prom the summit of the uigher crest, called ••Wallace's Seat" there

riexi over the Clyde and northwards to 13en Lomond and the neigh-
bouring outliers- of the Highlands. On the way up is the Armoury with a few
old swords from Bannockburn, &c.

iccounted doubtful whether Wallace ever was at Dumbarton, and the
storj may hare arisen from the fact that Menteith was governor of the town.
.Mary Queen of Scots, however, remained here for a few weeks on her journey
from her infant-home on the Lake of Menteith to the French Court, and during
her subsequent reign the apparently impregnable height was scaled and taken
in a night attack by a handful of men under Crawford of Jordanhill.
Should the steps be "too many" for you, stroll on to the disused pier just

beyond, wherV are a Refr.-room (temp.~), the engine built in 1824 for the paddle-
steamer /.< < n the lii'.i production of Sir Robert Napier—and a fine view up and

earn.

Tl iew from the town bridge Ben Lomond one way, the Castle
the other.

From Dumbarton the joint Balloch line branches north along

of the Leven, by which the waters of Loch Lomond find

theii way to the Clyde. The word "Leven" comes from two
rds signifying the "grey stream." Oddly enough, the

mosl Famous of the English Lakes is connected with salt water by
a river of the same name, and about the same length. In both
instances the names are true to reality, though in the case of the

Leven of Loch Lomond, the extensive bleaching and dyeing
businesses which are carried on by its side may some day destroy

the appropriateness. There is quite a forest of chimneys rising

round the chief centre of all this industry,

—

Alexandria by
name, and so called from a member of the Smollett family, to

which the country round owes, in no small degree, its prosperity

and its smoke. The novelist Smollett was born hereabouts in

L721, a fact which is commemorated by an obelisk in the village

of Renton, half-way between Dumbarton and Balloch.

At Balloch, where are two hotels (Colquhoun Arms, Tillychewan
inns. Temp.; c.t.; B. & A., 2s. Gd.), the train pulls up at the

steamboat pier, and the vessel starts at once, passing on the right

Balloch and Boturich Castles—the latter in front of a green height
.ailed Mount Misery, and several fine mansions on the left.

Duncruin, wooded to the top, rises a little beyond Mount Misery.
I'll.' toll beauty of Loch Lomond can hardly be appreciated

during the first few miles of the run. Its lowest expanse, south of

the islands, is somewhat straggling, and lacks character. The
length of the lake, as the crow flies, is 21 miles, but the zigzag
c 'se often pursued by the steamer at the commencement of

the voyage, increases tire distance to about 21. The extreme
width, from east to west, between the islands, is 5 miles, and
perhaps the best general view of the water and its surroundings is

obtained during the passage along the line of the islands between
Balloch and Balmaha. Some of the steamers, however, do not

call at Balmaha, but take a direct line to Luss.
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Loch Lomond has a just claim to the title of " Queen of the
Scottish Lakes." In individual features it is surpassed by other
lakes. It has neither the matchless depth and delicacy of colour-

ing which characterises the foot of Loch Katrine, nor the wild
grandeur of Loch Coruisk, nor the dignity of Loch Maree, but,

taken as a whole, it blends together in one scene a greater variety

of the elements which we admire in lake scenery than any other
Scottish loch. In one feature it stands unrivalled. That pecu-
liarly British enhancement of lake scenery which is imparted by
islands rising from the mid-waters is nowhere more exemplified

than on Loch Lomond. In this respect Killarney, Windermere,
Derwentwater, and Maree, must all yield the palm, while the Swiss
and other lakes of southern Europe, it is needless to add, have
nothing whatever to show in competition, unless those " triumphs
of the pastrycook's art"—as some one has aptly called the Borro-
mean Islands on Lake Maggiore—be accepted as representatives of

this particular element of beauty. In short, nothing except Ellen's

Isle on Loch Katrine has a chance of successful rivalry, and even
Ellen's Isle owes as much of its loveliness to the purple rocks and
silver " lurks " of the encircling mainland as to its own merits.

Xext to Loch Lomond, Lough Gill in County Sligo is perhaps the

most beautifully " islanded '* lake of the kingdom.

The largest of the islands, and the first we pass in our voyage
up the lake, is Inchmiirrin ("the grassy island"), utilised as a
deer-park by the Duke of Montrose, and containing at its southern
extremity the ruins of an old fortress of the Earls of Lennox,
whose ancient seat occupied the site of Boturich Castle. On the

side, almost opposite the south end of Inchnmrrin, the Fruin
Water enters the lake. In the glen through which it flows a terrific

combat is related to have taken place some two centuries ago
between the Macgregors and the Colquhouns, arising out of a series

of deeds of violence and reprisal on the part of the former, which,

had they been committed by ordinary men in an ordinary country,

would simply have, stamped the perpetrators as barbarians. Two
hundred of the Colquhouns were slain. Their widows passed by the

king in procession . and were avenged by the proscription of the names
and the confiscation of the lands of their husbands 9 murderers.

When the steamer does not call at Balmaha, it leaves lneh-

murrin on the right, and passes between the mainland and
Inchtavannach (see below) to Luss. The finest views, however,

are obtained when the course is along the line of islets from
Inehmurrin to Tuchcailloch (" island of women "), one of the most
picturesque of the group, and only separated from the mainland
try a narrow channel. It is finely wooded— chiefly with oak;. The
name is due to a nmue risting upon, the island. It also

contains an old bmying-place of the Macfarlanes.

In the view over the east side of the loch at its

widest pari is broken tajj a pyramidal hill called Dnmgoyn, and
forming one of the Camp ie Fells,
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Close to our first calling-place, Balniaha, is the small pass of

I he same name, once a favourite portal for highland raids on the

low country. Hence, bearing west, we pass a succession of the

larger Islands. Inchfad ("long island"), cultivated; Inehcruim
(" round island ") ; and Inchconnaehan ("dog island"). Behind
the last Darned are Inckmoan (" peat island ") and Inchtavannaeh

("monk's island," from its having contained a monastery), the

former flat and boggy; the latter richly wooded, and rising to a

greatei height (200 ft.) than any of its fellows. As we cross the

lake, ]',,n Lomond conies into more prominent view on the right

shore, and Ben Vorlich rises gracefully at its northern end.

Xtuss, our next calling-place, is a pleasant little village, at first

sight not unlike many that one sees on the shores of Swiss

Lakes. It contains a very reasonable hotel, and is a good
centre for iishing and visiting the islands (boats 2s. a day). The

louring height of Strone Brae (" the projecting hill ") on the

north, and only a few minutes' walk from the hotel, commands a

tine view of the lake, as also does the summit of Inchtavannaeh.
Fii >in Luss our course is northwards, past Inchlonaig (" marsh

island") to Rowardennan. On our Nvay thither the lake

narrows and the mountains close in. The Rowardennan Hotel

is the best Btarting-point for the ascent of Ben Lomond. (See

p. 306.

Rowardennan »<> Aberfoyle. Pedestrian route, (4-5 hrs.). This
walk is fully described the reverse way on pages 58 and 59. From the point at

which ir leaves the Ren Lomond track, 1.500 feet up the mountain, there is little

iv no path until the Dnchray Water is crossed, that is, for about 4 miles.

Follow the Ben Lomond track for nearly 2 miles, until it bends slightly to

the left and makes straight for the top of the mountain. Then strike due east

te almost level moor, looking down a small glen into Loch Lomond on
the right. In a short time you will reach a burn which descends eastwards
down a narrow little ravine. Keep this burn on the left—there is a narrow path

! there—until it turns away from the straight course. Then make right
[or the Duchray Water, "visible in front. Cross it by a wooden bridge
Li turns sharply to the right, and surmount the small ridge on the far

side. AJbout the summit a plain track commences and, crossing the channel of
- _n\\ Water Works, descends to the west end of Loch Ard, where it joins

th<' road from fnversnaid to Aber/ople, 5 miles short of the latter place.

The hotel ai Rowardennan is a few hundred yards from the pier.

1 lathers may enjoy a capital "dip" by crossing a field to a little

rocky promontory south of it. From the pier there is a ferry to

Inverbeg (inn, "> m. from Tarbet, 3 from Luss), whence a track
- through Glen Douglas to the high-road on the side of Loch

Long. The distance is 6 miles, and the height of the col 500 feet.

Between Rowardennan and Tarbet wre sail under the wesjtern

buttress of Ben Lomond, the "Craig Roy&ton" of Sir Walter
Scott, which two centuries ago echoed back the vengeance-cry of

the Macgregors:—
" Throughthe depths of Loch Katrine the steed shall career,
o'er the heights of Ren Lomond the galley shall steer,

Ami ; Iraig Royston like icicles melt,
Ere our wrongs be forgot or our vengeance unfelt."

A little abort of Tarbet is a cavity on the crag-side called Bob
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We cross the narrow isthmus which separates the head of h„.

^*8£3ff from the *-**« ** ^ ^iSS^u
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M
ier is Ji fair:size<i hotel with mfrdMe eftSrges, Loch •

i is fully described on page 207. Prom Arrochar the road- doubles round
,

ls '"'rt'iem extremity, and tlien skirts its western side for about 2 miles as
arftfiitnfe entrance to Gleneroe. The most striking feature about Um is Ben
,V'''V"; 7ly kn0wn asthe <*»*****. and so called from the sapp,
lescmhlance of ns rri'Tsy profile to the characteristic risage of that usefulM L.i S !..ii, Cobblers arc not ac'coiroted handsome as a class, and this one form

-
,%

<
option to the rule. Whether at - <-rk or at play -and' nature represent-- him

u- -"'' ; lie YiYiy bo recognised by his il[-u<vo fired 'countenance and snub nose.

There ~s a chanrung! walk from Arrocluif »p 4riie« toias over the n»'
(500 ft.) to Jt«v>r»«g-l»s Wafer and down that sfS &i» to Ldcfi Lomofid (5 m.);,
whence bacK by high road to farhet (4m.), or on to ArWui (4k). Mapj*>197i

Olencroe re a", wild mountain-pat®, loss bold and rugged than Grlencoi

but containing much in common with that- masterpiece of sterile g*»Hideur. Ii

strikes upwards from Loch Long to a height of .860 feet, by an ascent at first

gradual, but steep during the last mile or fwo, in which the road zigza
.r.iic top of the pass is a stone on'the right hand called "Best and be Thani fed

(7%m.) which had the .rood itfck to attract Wordswbrfchs attention, and was
•"canonised" forthwith. Looked at prosaically it is simply a milestone gone
wrong.
[From this point a rough carriage-road along Glen More strikes off bo the left,

and after a slight rise drops into the Lochgoilhead and St'. Catherines coach-
road (p." 206) near the head of ttelfs Glen (Glen Beg). The distance by it to

Lochgoilhead is about 6 miles, and to St. Catherine's io miles. For the pedestrian
it is a prettier than the coach-road we are now describing, and no longer.]
From "Rest and be< Thankful" the Inveraray road turns northward and.

passing between Ben line and a dreary sheet of water called Loch Resttt, descends
rapidly to Glen Kinglas, "grej head,'' a name probably derived from a moun-
tain on its south side, Ben Lochain (

2,05."> j'i. ). which bears a striking likenes i to

an old man's face, and, as seen from Irtveraray, is often mistaken for the 'J Cobbler."
About 3 miles down it the pedestrian may take the sroad to the left,

descending to, and crossing the stream, and proceeding thence to St. Cathe-
rine's. Close to a lodge about half-a-mile beyond the bridge the drive to

Ardkinglass House diverges on the right. Following the drive and passing
behind the house, you will reach St. Catherine's by a road which skirts the
shore of Loch Fyne all the way, and is rather shorter than the high-road.
At St. Catherine's there is a good inn,

The high-road to Inveraray reaches the shores of Loch Pyne near the
Cairndowftw, beyond which it makes a tiresome ciicnit round the head of the.

loch, whence Grlen Fyne extends northwards between Bpn Bute and Ben Lui.

Nearly 4 miles down the loch, on the western side, is Dunderawe Castle, a

burreted tower- (dose to the shore. Before reaching Inveraray another wide
circuit is made round, the little arm of Loch Pyne called, Lpch Shira. Then the
road skirting the base of Duniquoich., and passing a picturesque burial-ground
and the highland home of the Duke of Argyll, enters S iivevaraj (p. 203).

From Tarbet a deep depression in the hills on the left extends

to Arrochar at the head of Lpch Long, and: beyond it a glimpse
of the "Cobbler" (Bev Arthur) is caught. The summit of B.en
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Lomond, too, has re-appeared to the south-east, presenting from

about here a pyramidal form. Our course now lies between lofty

green hills, abundantly wooded up to a considerable height above

the w;it» - 'sedge, to Inversnaid (good Hotel), where there is a great

landing of passengers for Loch Katrine and the Trossachs (p. 182)..

i the pier, the Inversnaid Waterfall comes into view
south of the hotel, its proximity to which has not enhanced that

natural beauty which caused Wordsworth to sing so sweetly about
it half-a-century ago. Pleasant walks have now been made
above the fall, but when the poet met his "Highland girl" here,

the surroundings wore on a much humbler scale. Then

—

cabin small,

The lake, the bay, the waterfall

"

comprised the scene which the poet felt was "made for her—the

spirit of them all," and by whose inliuence he was himself led into

a momentary yearning to become a "shepherd," with the wee
of course, as a " shepherdess." Now, both poet and lassie

would, we fancy, prefer to feed their flocks in a more secluded

locality.

Opposite [nversnaid is the small glen of Inveruglas ("mouth of

the grey water"), on the north side of which a track leads to

Loch Sloy (3 in.), a narrow sheet of water closely hemmed in by
the precipitous sides of Ben Vorlich on the right, and Ben Dhu
on the left hand. On an islet in a little bay north of Inverngl as

stand the ruin oJ an old stronghold of the Macfarlanes, after

which we pass, on the east side of the water, about a mile above
Inversnaid, Eob Roy's Cave, a narrow opening close to the water's

edge, and onlj distinguishable bytwo circular marks on thefaceof
the rock. Tlte mountains on each side, still green and woody, now
approach yet nearer to one another, and a short distance before

reaching the narrowest part of the lake, we pass another islet,

crowned by another Macfarlane stronghold. In a few minutes more
the steamer is ••brought to" at the Ardlui pier—close to the

where the coach is waiting to take on the passengers to

Crianlarich. The hotel is a very fair one. The railway station

I

/». Jul i is close by.

\fter Leaving Ardlui, the coach passes, in 2 miles, Inveraman,
beyond which the road ascends G-len Falloeh, attaining its

greatest height (600 ft.) a little short of Crianlarich station. The
low.) pa] • of the glen is well wooded, and the river, which has a
somewhat sluggish course for some little distance before entering
Loch Lomond, runs swiftly over a rocky bed in its higher parts,
forming about 2}, miles above Inverarnan the Falls of Falloch,
Before reaching Crianlarich the nearer hills on the right drop
down to (lien Dochart, and disclose the huge mass of Ben More
audi its almost, in appearance, twin brother, Stobinian, on the
right. Bach resembles a pyramid with its top cut off.

For <ri.-Mil.-i rich (hotel close by) and the railway then ce fa Oban
t

.<ipe />. f>;

,'.. Fori William and Banavie, /'. 191.
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<"§m\ at tfte gste" §mtt.
< General Map opp. p. 218.)

Glasgow to Oban by the Kyles of Bute (or Loch Eck),

Loch Fyne, Inveraray, and Dalmally.

Main Route. Glasgow to Greenock (rail, Princes Pier), 25 m.;
Gourock, 26 ; Dunoon (steamer), 30; Rothesay, 40; Strachur, 90

;

Inveraray, 94; Dalmally (coach), 110; 0?;a?? jWi'Z), 125.

— Isoch Eck Route. Map oj^j. 7;. 204. Dunoon to Inver-

chapel (coach), 8 m. ; Locheckliead (steamer), 14; Strachur (coach),

19; Inveraray (steamer), 24. rotoZ distance from Glasgow to Oban,
92 ra.

Both Routes. Coach leaves Inveraray about 2 p.m., connect-

ing at Dalmally ivith train clue at Oban about 6.30.

The " Lord of the Isles," one of the fiuest of the Clyde steamers, leaves
G-lasgow daily about 7.20 and Greenock (Princes Pier) and Gourock (in connec-
tion with morning trains from Glasgow) about 2 hours later. It calls at
Dunoon, where passengers from Edinburgh and Glasgow by the 1ST. B. Railway
via Craigeudoran Pier may join it.

For the Loch Eck route passengers quit the "Lord of the Isles" at Dunoon
and rejoin it at Strachur.

The route of the " Lord of the Isles " is the same as that of the
" Columba " (p. 205), as far as the upper reach of Loch Fyne, which
commences opposite Ardrishaig.

Hence the distance to Inveraray is about 20 miles, and the loch

is from 1 to 1^ miles wide. The hills do not exceed 1,500 feet in

height on either side, and their outline is not at all striking. The
shores, however, are in places well, though not variously, wooded.
Almost at the entrance of this reach of the loch a sand-bank runs
out into the middle from the eastern shore. In 4 miles we pass Loch
Gair (" short loch") on the left, and, about the same distance

further on, the mansion of Minarcl on the same side. Further on
the granite-quarries of Crarae and Furnace, whence come the

paving-stones of Glasgow, are very noticeable. The towering
height far away beyond the head of the loch is Ben Lui, between
Tyndrum and Dalmally. At Strachur, 8 miles higher up the loch,

the Loch Eck route converges.

Xiocli Eck Konte. From Dunoon the coach take ~, the coast-route through
Kirn, Hunter's Quay—leafy and luxuriant—and Sandbank, whence it proceeds
round the head of the Holy Loch into the Echaig valley, whose waters connect
Loch Eck with the sea. At Inverchapel the passengers are transferred to the

little steamer " Fairy Queen," which conveys them the whole length of the loch.

Ti©c1i Eck is, in relation to its length (7 miles), the narrowest lake in

Scotland. Though so near the busy scenes of the Clyde, it has a completely ont-

of-the-worhl appearance, and except when the little steamer takes its freight of

passengers up and down it twice a day, its waters rest in their deep basin un-
disturbed.
The mountains on both sides are high, green, and steep, sinking directly into

the lake with little intervening space of pasture-land. A road hugs the eastern

shore, passing about half-way the Whistlefield Inn, whence the pedestrian may
reach Ardentinny on Loch Long in about S miles, climbing to a height of

550 feet on the way.
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From the upper end of the loch, where another coaeli is in waiting, it is nearly

five miles to Ktruc-liur, on tech Fj U6. The bottom of the valley is Hat and cul-

tivate,!, and ao greater height than 200 feet Is attained. The distance from the

kohurtothe pier is upwards of a mile; on tit© way are Stmchur
ad grounds. There is a time-honoured inn at Btraehur, and another

comfortable Little hostelry called "Creggans," close to th<

rian3 who do not catch the " Lord of the Isles" at Straohur, must walk
i

i m.\ FTotel),ai rr; across to Inveraray. The
>cti Pyne and presents a beautiful view of the town of Inveraray,

with the woody, tower-crowned hill of Duniquoioh on its right, and the bold,

eful, outline of Ben Oruachan over the gap of Glen Aray. Seen from n

little distance it wears a foreign look.

{Map opp. p. 204.)

Hotels: Argyll Arms, first-class, B. & A. from 4s.; George,

l». a- A., 3*. iul. ;' both c,T. ; Temperance (small). Pop., 720. P.O.,

del. aht. 7 a.m., 4 p.m. ; desp. 10 a.m., 2 and 9.30 p.m. Episc.

( 'kurch.

Lnwraray is one of the smallest and most insignificant of towns,

though it is not only the capital of a county, but also the principal

the Duke of Argyll, the centre of the vast area of "moun-
tain and flood," ruled over for many centuries by the MacCallum
Mor. It possesses a large hotel, the Argyll Anns, overlooking the

<1 near the entrance to the Castle, as well as a smaller one,

and has of late years been brought into a more prominent position

on (he thoroughfares of Scotland by the establishment of the
"Lord of the Isles" steamer-service. The town itself is very

picturesque!) situated on a fiat promontory at the foot of Glen
Aray, and immediately beneath the wood-covered slopes of Duni-
quoich. With one exception

—

Dornoch (pop. 514)—it may boast
khi mallest county-town in Britain.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the immediate neighbour-
hood of Inveraray is the abundance, variety, and size of the
timber. Oak, beech, fir, lime, and ash, one and all are represented

me of the finest specimens of their kind to be found in all

Scotland, and except, it may be, in the famous Yorkshire glades ot

Studley Royal, it would be difficult to match them in the north of

England.
A line of while houses extends from the pier along the south

aide of the bay to the ducal grounds. From it the wide main
; strikes al right angles.

Ihre is the ''Kirk." rec idelled in its interior by the
Argyll, in the garden of the I nion Bank, on the left and j i

behind the wall, i- a monum ; In memory of those members of the Clan
Oampbell who, having participated in the Duke oi Monmouth's rebellion in L685,
were overtaken and slain near this spot. Onthi opposite the end of

nturies old, and commemorative of
a distinguished Gaelic family with a terribVj long name. The Episcopal
Church, in the Tow n A wnne, contains a handsome brass bo the memory of the

This beautiful avenue of beeches, planted by the Marquis of
oid one of the features of Inveraray, runs at first parallel to the main
in extends about a mile, turning up at the end to an iron gate t>: w hi ill

the Deer Forest is entered. AJmo ; is the famous Marriage
Trcr. 901 tlie, I from iin- peculiaritj of it growth.
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Inveraray Castle. This ducal residence, more massive than
handsome in appearance, stands on the level ground at the mouth
of the Aray, well back from the bay, from which it is separated by
a spacious ornamental lawn and the high-road to Tarbet. The
building forms a square, with corner turrets and a raised pavilion
in its centre. The original structure has been somewhat altered

in design by the restoration which was effected after it was par-
tially burnt down in 1877. The tapestry is worth seeing. All the
pictures are portraits. By the kindness of the Duke of Argyll
visitors are allowed to pass through the grounds with certain

limitations.

Ascent of Duniquoicli ("Portress of the Cup"), 900 ft.; 2 hours' up
and down.
Everyone who has a few hours to spare at Inveraray should climb this beautiful

little wooded hill. The view from the top is not extensive, but it fixes on the
mind a perfect impression of everything worth remembering about the town and
neighbourhood. The best route is as follows :

—

Follow the Tarbet road till you see a short ladder climbing a low wall on the
left, a few hundred yards beyond the first milestone, which is a very short mile
from the town. On the way, a little beyond the bridge over the Aray, is a large

mound (with two beeches) on which executions took place when McCallum More
had power of life or death in the district. Just beyond is the ancient burial-

ground of Kilmalieu, which it is worth while to enter for the sake of its

picturesque and ruinous rusticity. Then, climbing the aforesaid ladder,

you ascend to the road above, up which, turning to the left when you
reach it, you continue for about 5 minutes. Then, after passing through one
gate, diverge to the right, through a second. Here two tracks commence. Take
the winding one to the right. This leads you by a path—which will remind
travellers in Monmouthshire of the walk up the Wyndeliff from Moss Cottage—to
the summit of Duniquoich, which, as the name implies, is marked by the ruins of

an old fort, a conspicuous object from below. The view is soon described. Loch
Fyne displays a part of its upper reach immediately below, and on a small pro-
montory, almost within a stone's throw, stands Inveraray. The church shoots
up its little spire with telling effect when seen from this elevation. Between
the town and the foot of the hill on which we stand, the eye maps out every
walk and shrubbery in the Castle grounds, through which, with slackened speed,
flows the Aray stream. Wood, evergreen and deciduous, climbs the hill to

within a few yards of the summit,—the trunks of the uppermost trees bent
almost double by successive " sou'-westers," and their lichen-covered branches
giving evidence of the intense moisture of the climate. The peaks of Ben
Cruachan appear almost in a line with the Aray Glen, and across Loch Fyne the
road is seen winding up Hell's Glen.
In descending, follow for a few yards the route by which you ascended, as far

as the little hollow just below the top. Then pursue a track which forms a con-
tinuation of your route up and, after winding down the hill through the woods.
crosses the Aray by a wooden bridge about half-a-mile above the Castle. Hence
the road back to the town through the Castle grounds is unmistakable.

From Inveraray the coach-road ascends Glen Aray, attaining

its greatest height (675 feet) in about 8 miles. For the first half

of this distance it passes through the splendid woodland district

we have already mentioned. The Aray on the right hand forms
several picturesque falls, which are best seen by entering the
Castle grounds at Inveraray, and continuing along them for 3

miles. Near the top of the pass is a small house, called Tay-na-.

faed, and when the summit is attained, a fine prospect across the

best part of Loch Awe, with the massive buttresses of Ben
Cruachan rising directly from its waters, bursts upon the view,
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To oiian i>> Portsonaclian. Pedestrians may shorten bhe distance
to Oban bj taking a rough track to the left, about a mile short -of the top of the

'site Tay-na-faed, where the road crosses oue of the small streams
which f.>.\n the head waters of the \iav. This track joins, in a short 3 miles,

ilong Locli A.we side, coming out just opposite bhe pretty lit I le episcopal
ehurch of Axdbrecknish, two miles north of Portsonachan, where there is a, ferry

and a good hotel mi each side of the water. Thence if Ls 8 miles to Taynuilt
Inn ami Station. Prom the latter the train may he. taken, or the walk prolonged
to Cum. i Ferry i 7 m.) or Oban (12Jm; ]>. 71 ). There are coaches now between

iiaii ami Taynuilt in connection with circular tours from Oban, seepp.

224, 238.

From its highest point the road descends rapidly to Cladich
(10 in.), where it joins the one from Portsonachan along Loch
Awe side, and continues through pleasant woods past the old Cladich

pier. Thence, after keeping awhile near the shores of the lake, we
climb a few hundred feet to an incongruous-looking monument—

a

Grecian temple in honour of a Gaelic poet. The retrospect from
: >ch Awe is very charming, though the immediate Eore

ground is ragged and shapeless. In another 1-^ miles we reach Dal-
niiilltj Station, which is half-a-mile short of Dalmaliy Hotel.
During the last part of the journey Ben Lui presents an imposing
appearanoe on the right, and the valley scenery between Loch Awe
and the convergence of the Lochy and Orchy glens is very

ring.

For Dalmally and the .rate thence to Oban, seep. 70.

" dMurotoa " §ontt.

( Map opp. /'. 218. For Times see Yellow Sheet.)

Glasgow to Oban and Banavie, by the Kyles of Bute,

Loch Fyne, and the Crinan Canal (or Loch Awe).

Main Route. Glasgow to Greenock (Princes Pier, 25m., rail)

i i an rock, 26; Dunoon (steamer), 30 ;—(Glasgow to Dunoon, rid

Craigendoran, 33)

—

Rothesay, 40; Ardrishaig, 74; Crinan, 83;
Oban, 115.

Trains leave Glasgow (Central, St. Enoch, or Queen Street Station)

from 8 to 8.30, Edinburgh between 7 and 7.30, connecting with the

tteamer ax stated below.

"Columba" leaves Glasgow abt. 7 a.m. : Greenock (both piers), 9-
'.t.lO; Gourock, 9.20 ; Dunoon, 9.30

—

arriving at Ardrishaig about
12. 10 noon, whence Oban is readied at 4.50 p.m.; Ballachulish, 0.40;

Fort WilliamlAO; Banavie, 8.10 p.m.

Loch Awe Route.—Ardrishaig to Ford (coach), 16 m.; Loch
Awe Station and hotel (steamer), 38

; [—Dalmally (rail), 41.] Oban
{train), 60.

1 •
.

I rdrishaig as above.—Coach leaves Ardrishaig about 1 p.m., con-
necting with steamer on Loch Awe. which is due at Loch Awe Sta-
tion in time for the train reaching Oban about 0.30.

The " Columba " steamship is for the purposes which she serves, that is, for
iuland-sea sailing, one of the finest vessels afloat, being considerably larger than
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I lie ' Lona," whicli some years ago enjoyed such a high and wide reputation oil

the route between Glasgow and Ardi-ishaig, and is now doing a second service on
the same route. Like all the vessels which sail under the colours of Mr.
afacBrayne, she is admirably fitted out, and affords the best accommodation at

remarkably low fares. She starts from Glasgow every morning at 7 o'clock, but
the great majority of " tourist " passengers embark at Greenock, Gourock, or
Dunoon according as they have travelled from Glasgow along the south or north
side of the Clyde. Those who travel by the Glasgow and South-Western route
from "St. Enoch," leave the train close to Princes' Pier, at Greenock, which is

connected with the station by a covered way. Caledonian passengers starting
from the Central Station or from Edinburgh join at Gourock, where the train
draws up on the -pier. Passengers by North British route from Queen Street
or Edinburgh embark at Craigendoran Pier, near Helensburgh, and join the
" Columba " at Dunoon.

The S&oute. The Glasgoiv <& South-W&siem route i'rom

Glasgow passes high up above the Clyde, and commands an ex-

tensive view northwards. The Caledonian keeps lower down, and
nearer to the river, passing through Port Glasgow. The 'River

route has nothing of special interest between Glasgow and Greenock
except Dumbarton Castle. About 6 miles from Glasgow Elderslie,

the birthplace of Wallace, and the old town of Renfrew, are passed
on the left. At Boiviing, 6 miles further, on the right hand, the
Forth and Clyde Canal joins the river, which now widens con-
siderably, and in three more miles receives its first tributary of

real Highland water—the Leven, which flows from Loch Lomond.
Close to the estuary Dumbarton Castle (p. 186) stands on its

double-crested rock, not unlike the humps on a camel's back.

As we descend the river, the thud of the shipbuilder's hammer
reminds us ever and anon of the trade to which it owes "so much
of its celebrity. Soon we pass Port Glasgoiv on the left. The
prefix is now a misnomer, but until the upper channel of the river

was deepened, and the Broomielaw water converted from a ford

into an anchorage for the ships of nations, Port Glasgow was in

reality what its name implies.

Trains and steamer meet at Greenock and Gourock, and then
the beauties of the Clyde commence at once, with as scrupulous a

regard to time and circumstance as the avalanches which the

landlord of the Wengern Alp summons from the glittering slopes

of the Jung Frau at the termination of the daily dejeuner 6 la

fourchette. On the far side of the river, Helensburgh, with its long

sea-frontage, shines in the morning light. On the left of our track

the white houses and clear atmosphere of Gourock contrast happily
Avith the grimness and smoke of Greenock. Beyond Helensburgh
the Gareloch opens, revealing quite a little colony o*f pleasant-

looking villas, and making us envy the Glasgow merchant his un-
rivalled suburbs. As we proceed the feeling increases. Loch
^ong1 appears, its narrow water-way springing, as it were, at one
bound into the wildest recesses of the Highlands. British scenery

is remarkable for the suddenness with which it breaks upon the

view. A man breakfasts, we will say, at a reasonable hour, in the

very vortex of Manchester smoke and turmoil. By two o'clock he
may be lunching amid the evergreen fells and sparkling becks of

Grasmere, and then, as an appetiser for dinner, be inhaling the
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wild " c" that sweeps the swarth summit oi' lielvellyn.

Tin 1 i-iiizeii of St. Mungo, however, beats his Manchester friend

hollow. He may do a full day's business, jump into the 4 o'clock

illoch, and by 8 o'clock be lighting his pipe on the top

of Ben Lomond, waiting to see the sun set, and directing his gaze,

league after l< ague, over a scene as innocent of human existence as

. Or if primitive simplicity be his ideal of happi-

,
• strolls down to "St. Enoch" or the "Central," takes the

to Irdrossan, and at 7 is tumbling about.like a por-

poise in the blue Land-locked waters of Lamlash, within half-a-dozen
miles ol a scene w b.i< !i might draw tears from the eyes of Salvator.

sxtremity of the entrance to Loch Long the

Holy Iiocli extends a short arm, which receives at its upper end

the waters of Loch Eok. Lofty hills rise from its shores, and give

it in dull weather a dark and forbidding aspect. At Kilmun
{inn), on its eastern shore, are the scanty ruins of a collegiate

church, founded in the fifteenth century, whence, probably, the

loch received its name.
A little farther, on the left, is the prominent white lighthouse at

Clock Point, round which the channel of the Clyde sweeps south-

ward.-, disclosing a characteristic view' of the mountains of Arran,

dominated by the sharp peak of Goat Fell. Then, at short

intervals, the steamer calls at Kirn, 3)unoon,* and Innellan, the

presenting an almost unbroken sea-frontage of villas

and otl !hief Hotels:—Kirn, Queen's;

Dunoon, Argyll, M'ColVs, Grown, Royal; Innellan, Royal. On
a mound near the pier at Dunoon are the remains of the old

which existed in the days of the Bruce. The Cloch
Lighthouse, 80 feet high and sho ight visible for 12 miles,

i- a prominent object hereabouts on the south shore. Tourists

may wonder at the va >t number of people who, during this part of

the journey, arc availing themselves of the " Columba's " spacious
accommodation, and some, perhaps, may be disappointed to find

that the great 3teamef is not, after all, merely an express-mail
. mining for the sole benefit of long-distance passengers like

but also the popular "parly" of Glasgow and the
hundreds of whose toiling inhabitants take the return trip

from Glasgow or Greenock to Ardrishaig and intermediate piers

daily. The idea of thus hitting off the requirements of all ranks
of society, gratifying the upper class with a comfortable con-
sciousness that it is doing the "correct thing," and at the same
time giving the lower the advantage of excellent accommodation
at singularly low Tares (the return "fore-cabin" to Ardrishaig is

only 3s. Qd.), was little short of a stroke of genius on the part of

the originators, Messrs. Hutcheson and Co., and it is admirably
sustained by Mr. MacBrayne. Were it not for this happy combi-
nation there could be no "Columba" or "Lord of the Isles.'

As it is, the two classes of society lend each other mutual aid,

and derive a corresponding amount of mutual advantage.

* For Dmiooii, &c, seep. 218.
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Beyond lnnellan we round Toward Point and Lighthouse, and in a
few minutes enter the cheerful little bay of Rothesay, steering our
course carefully through the flotilla of sailing and row-boats whieh
lie at anchor on its calm surface.

Rothesay is to the other Clyde watering-places what Brighton
is to Hastings, Worthing, and the other Sussex watering-places.

Heavily freighted steamers ply between it and Glasgow at every
hour of the day, and in bright summer weather the pier is a scene
of ceaseless activity from morning till night. The situation and
surrounding scenery, without attaining to grandeur, are very
picturesque. The town itself circles round the sharp curves of the
bay, and climbs the gentle heights above.

The principal hotels are the Royal, Bute Arms, and Victoria, close

to the pier, and the Queerta (c.t.; B. & A., 4s.), some way north
of it. The Gleriburn Hydro, rebuilt, is beautifully situated on the

south side of the bay. A very pleasant peculiarity of Rothesay is

the purity and depth of the water close to the shore. The
climate is remarkable for its evenness, the town being protected

from the south-west by low hills. There is a good view up Loch
Striven (p. 209.)

Kotlsosay Castle is in the centre of the town, a short distance from
the pier. Its low situation prevents it from being conspicuous. It is an ivy-

clad ruin with towers at its angles, surrounded by a moat and cont lining a

spacious inner court. It dates from the eleventh century, but was rebuilt

in the fourteenth. In the thirteenth the original castle was reduced by Maco,
King of Norway. Robert III., contemporary with Richard II. and Henry
IV.. died within its walls. The present building owes its destruction to

Cromwell and the Argyll family. Admission by the gate-house on the side nearest

the harbour, from 10 to 6. No charge.

Tourists who break their journey for a night or two at Rothesay will rind all

they waut to know about the Island of Bute in the local Guide Books. The most
interesting short excursion is to Jlarone Hill, 530 feet above the sea, and 1£
miles from the town. The best route up and down is as follows :

—

Proceed inland from the pier past the Temperance Hotel. Go round two
sides of the Castle and from the end of Mill Street take the road across the
island for a long half-mile. Then (350 yds.) turn down-hill to the left and take
a track that goes steeply up-hill to the right. This leads to a farm, beyohd
which a lane goes left, then right till an obvious track to the top presents itself.

X.B. There is an alternative path to the left, \ mile beyond Mill Street.

.From the summit the greater part of the Island of Bute is visible, and the
seas and mountains around it. The Arran heights are prominent, with Loch
Fyne and the Mull of Kintyre to the north of them. The view eastward is

bounded by the hills on the far side of the harbour, but a strip of Ben Lomond
is seen over Rothesay ; S. it extends to the middle of America, and the Clyde coast

to beyond Ardrossan.
In descending, follow the course of the wall westwards for a short distance,

and then cross it, taking a path which passes a farm and then joins a zigzag-

road descending to the shores of Loch Fad. Just beyond the gate at winch you
first left the road in ascending, take a footpath to the right, which follows the

course of a brooklet, crosses the dam at the end of Loch Fad, and joins another
road close to the Old Kirk and Kirkyard, where are the ruins of an old Chapel

dedicated to the Virgin, and the burial-vault of the Bute family. By this road

the town is re-entered in a few minutes. The excursion will take about 2 hours.

There is also a pleasant walk along the shore road northwards to Port
Kauaiatyiie, a rising watering-place, about 2 miles distant (fair-sized Hydro" ),

Crown, P.H. The walk or drive may be continued to the west side of the island,

and thence back again by the direct road across it. (See Maj>.) The whole

distance is 10 miles.
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Leaving Rothesay the " Columba" passes Port Bannatyne and
the Kyles of Bute, passing the wider entrance to Loch

Striven, (
.) miles long and flanked by lofty green hills, on the way.

The Kyles sweep. at a sharp curve round the lonely moorland,
upwards of 1,000 feet in height, which constitutes the northern

pari of the island of Bute. They vary from half-a-mile to a mile in

width, in two places contracting to a few hundred yards.

The hills on both sides are green to the top. The cul-de-

sac appearance of the channel in front adds the zest of

curiosity to the beauty of the scenery, but the general effect is

disappoint those who have indulged in very high expecta-

tion- about this part of the voyage. The most picturesque

portion of the Kyles is their northern end, where they sweep
round 1>\ the entrance to Loch Ridden a little short of which we
eall at Colintraive (Hotel, whence there is a fine drive along the

loch-side to the pleasant little Glendaruel Inn, 8 m., continued by
a just cyclable road to Strachar, 24, p. 203).

From 4«len<lariiel it is about 12 miles to Lochgilphead by Otter Ferry
. tied in LOm.from Onnidalc Pier, which lias communication bj

,\ ii !i Rothesaj ), and 17, to Dunoon (see map). Roads of the roughest.

Hereabouts several islets contract the channel to very narrow
On one is a ruined castle of the Argylls. Then we pass

Glencaladhr House (ivied, with a fine tower).

The shore of the mainland is pleasantly wooded as we reach
Tigrh-na-bruaich {Royal, B. & A., 3s. (Sd.); Tighnabruaich,
5 min. from pier), which contains a long line of villas and good
hotel accommodation. Beyond it is Karnes (Hotel). Thence, as

the steamer turns southward again, the Arran mountains re-appear

straight ahead. A few miles further we round Ardlamont Point,

beyond which are the house and wood which were the scene of the
i mont mystery," and make straight across Loch Fyne for

Tarbert (Columba, good ; Maclean's Commercial). Places of this

name are numerous in Scotland. It means an isthmus.
bhe lochs on each side approach so near to one another as almost to
the peninsula oi Kintyre into an island. An old castle, once a residence
iruce, in ruins, overlooks the harbour. Tarbert is the diverging-pointfor

i-la> and Campbeltown, A coach, in connection with the Columba, run;;

11 of Kintyre to Oampteltovm (35 ;/'.
; p. 181).

fslsg.
:

Si Tarbert (roach), 1 m. ; Port Ellen (steamer daily except M.& Th.),

36 ; Port Askaig (M. <c Th. only), 33. Returning from Port Ellen, every morning
* Port Askaig, Tu. <{• F. only, inconnection with the" Columba "

on %tr iftuni to Glasgow. Fares from Glasgow :

—

Saloon 12s. 6d. ; return pj.v.

Sd. Mail-cart between Port Ellen and Port Aslcaig.

S rUyrefrom Glasgow and Greenock M. & Th.afts.to Port Ellen.
/'•

.
•' F. a/ts.; to Port Askaig Th., returning /•'.

; to Port Charlotte M.,
rig Tu.

M
i
>> Oculars consult Mr. MacBrayne's Official Guide. 6d. and 1?.

pleasant s-ail from West Tarbert to either port in Isla\ occupies from 3^
to 4 hours, calls being made at several places iu Weit Loch Tarbert a fair -

Mocked water girdled by grassy hills—and ai the i land of Gigho
'

• e-a, hard"g"). Thence in crossing there is a good view of the Paps of
Jura and, southward, to the Mull of Kintyre and, may be, Fair Head in Antrim.
From Port Ellen (H7iite Hart, [slay. Golf, fine' course, 4 m. away) 'buses

Highlands I. P
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run to Bowmore (10 m.; 2s. Bd.) and Bridge ml (U m.; 2s. 6d.), but
mam visitors will remain a night and visit the Mull of Oa (6 m., 400 ft.)
whence there is a splendid all-round view, Ireland conspicuous, and the care
with the appalling name Slaoch Mhaol Doraldh on the same peninsula at the
south end of Lochindaal—an arm of the sea that almosi cuts the island in two.
Then, proceeding to Bridgend (Bridgend Hotel), they will take advantage
of the good hotel accommodation there to visit the other interesting spots of

the island and drive or walk to Port Askaig (9 m. Hotel ) seeing on the
way the islet of Pinlagan on which are the ruins of an old castle of the Lords
of the Isles. From Port Askaig there is a ferrj (J m.) to Jura, and the Paps
maybe ascended. Port Ellen-, Bridgend, and Port Askaig, most picturesque of
all, are the nest headquarters. Inns also at Port Charlotte and Bowmore.

Between Tarbert and Ardrishaig there is no particular fresh

feature of interest, unless it be the prospect up the higher reach
of Loch Fyne and the view of Ben Cruachan, whose two peaks are

distinct objects in the far north on a clear day.

Ardrishaig (Finlay's Royal Hotel) lies a little way up Loch
Clilp, a small offshoot of Loch Fyne. It is in no way remarkable
except as the place at which passengers change their conveyance,

and northward and southward-bound tourists cross one another's

path on their journey to and from Oban respectively. Between
half-past twelve and one o'clock Ardrishaig is the liveliest of

places ; what it is at other times is known to few. The principal

residential locality in the neighbourhood is Iiochgrilphead
(Argyll (c.t.; B. & A., 4s.), Star), 2 miles away, with a con-

siderable sea-frontage of houses. Dunoon by Otter Fern/. 28 m.

(p. 209.)

To Oban, by Ford (10 />/.) and Locli Awe Mi a f ion (38 m.). The
coach, an open cross-seated wagonette, leaves the pier at Ardrisliaig at once.
There is nothing remarkable in the scenery during the first part of the r

which tor some distance proceeds parallel to, and a little below the Crinan
Canal, leaving tlie village of Lochgilphead on the right. A glance at the
contour lines on the map will showthe tourist that there i a greal and con*
tinuous tract of comparatively low country south of Ben Cruachan, which
mountain, strictly speaking, is the commencement of the Highland district in

this direction. The name and reputation of Loch A.we often lead visitors to

form erroneous anticipations of its characteristic scenery, and they an- corre-

spondingly disappointed when they find that, with the sole exception of Ben
Cruachan. there is nothing either wild or majestic about its shores. It is a
Windermere with one head instead of three, and is unquestionably more com-
pletely a river-lake than its English counterpart, to which, howevi
inferior in beauty and variety of mountain background. For all that

up it is most enjoyable.
Some distance beyond Lochgilphead the road crosses a wide level trad

apparently reclaimed from the sea. The first halt is made ai a small inn on the
ieft hand at Kilmichael GIctssary,5 miles from Ardrishaig. Beyond this the
interest increases, and the village of Kilmartin, where is the half-way house,
is very pictui'esquel^ situated. Its churchyard contains several old crosses.

Beyond it the road ascends to tl - of Craigenteiiive, leaving on the
left hand Carnarerie Castle, another relic ol tlii di \ i tation wrought l>.\ the

Argyll invasion of 1685. Loch Ederline, a small and bj no moans unattractiyi
sheet of water, is passed on the right and then the coach unloads its passengesi
close to the little pier at the south end of Loch Awe aud nearb a mile beyofld

the Ford Hotel. The drive has occupied about 2 hours, and the sail up the loch

if all goes well, will take about the same i ime,

Loch Aw<; is about 23 miles long, and ijowhen more than three rjin

ol :, mile i road. 11 hore are \\ led and diversified throughout.
winding character ;eld permits man.v miles of water to be visible at ones.

Contran to tin general rule ol lake scenery, Loch A ire has its boldest featnri
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at its foot. According to Professor Ueikie, however, this pecuUaritj is com
u modern, the original out How of the lake ba i ing b( en at its southern

end, whence its waters flowed into the Sound of Jura. Even an ignoramus in

physical geographj will be surprised al the presenl position of the outlet of the

u he reaclv

The islands and shores of Loch Awe are adorned with oianj remnants of

I ,; in which the pier is situated, we pass on the

right Fincharn Cast* i
Littli stronghold of the Macdonalds now a

ruin. \> the end of the first reach, we co bo Innis Erith, which contains
i church and some tombstones Opposit) tins is Poi't-in-

Nticri'icli, with an Angler's Inn. Then sure reach the island o1 Innis Connel,
i with the ivy-covered ruins of Ardconnel Castle. Here it is that the oft-

i

ti bad its origin
whether from the extent of territory occupied by that clan, or from a formula

i'h the chiefs sought to inspire their followers with self-reliance in dis-
from the adventures of a certain ill-treated

lie." who fleeing before ber pursuers, found i1 a long I rudge tiil ber
i'm, we must leave the tourist to decide for bimself. Cwo

the Falls of Blairgour are jusl invisible on the right, and then,

I
winding course of 6 or 7 miles, we halt at the Portsonachan
i/and Taychreggan. There are good Hotels on both sides of

th)' larger one on the east. Both are very pleasant sojourning

1 a the east side, there is a hilly road by Cladich
l3m.),andfromTay< i teLonthewestsidejOnetoTWynKitt

, after ascentling to Eilchrenan, vyhere is the grave of the
ii Mor, ancestor of the Duke of Argyll, affords a splendid view of

id then de cends the charming GlenNant {for coaches, seep. 224).
tr ction of the Inveraray route is the retrospect of Ben Cruachan

-onaehan the bolder features of Loch Vwe come into greater

I

''>. to i lie scene. The first one ol

i

mains of a Monaster! . and
iria j . :iml to justify its name. Westward of this

>,-,

,

v, arm bj which the loch finds its outlet into Loch B1

torth of [uisliail, and a Innis Fraoch
rather conceals, I a castle om e

ug to tin' elan Macnaughton. The li northwards, is devoid of
ud leaving ' to occupy their

place in the Dalmally and Oban Roul eland on the pier of
V\»«> station, and in close proximity to the Loch Aire Hotel, a beauti-

leservedlj favourite bouse.

Oban, seepage 70.

Dhe Crinan Canal, which commences .lose to Hie pier at
Vrdrishaig, is 9 miles long. The " Linnet,'.'* a boat of the little but
;ood class, into which the touri; bimself, takes a full

•J hours to accomplish the distance, aboul half the time being
spent in getting through 10 locks. I to !:5. The scenery on the way
ia quiel and unassuming. Kilmorj Castle i- seen across the water

rting, and in two miles we pass on the right the pleasantly
placed little town of Lochgilphead (seep. 210) with the County
Poorhouse and Asylum 'behind it, and on our Left the ivied man-
sion of A.uchindarroch (" Field of the Oaks ") appears. The lui it -

w»y house i- the Cairnbaan ///;/, Temp., and from this point
o.:\ walk either about a, mile or the i-est oi the distance

t(T€rinan. The highest lock (No. 8) is soon reached, and on

ke cycles. Good road foe ,- .
. li-

,

,, < \ v,\Cf
ent i>.\ the luggage
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both sides of it are traces of the last breakdown of the bank,
which occurred in 1859. Passing a wee loch on the right, we soon
emerge on to the side of Crinan Marsh, 5,000 acres in extent, with
the mansion and woods of Poltalloch on the far side. Here most
passengers re-embark. Looking ahead, we see the Island of

Scarba and, to the right of it, the peaks of Mull—Ben More the
one most to the left. The canal, running close under the woods
and knolls of Knapdale on the left, skirts the marsh all the way
to Loch Crinan, on reaching which and bending round to the
right the peak of Cruachan is to be seen in clear weather just over
Poltalloch. A rock called with fair regard to truth the " Lion
couchant," juts out from the far shore. A little farther ahead
stands Duntroon Castle—of no interest—and we are at Crinan
(new hotel).

On entering the sea-steamer, dinner is served. Returning on
to deck, we are probably about opposite Craignish Point, looking

down the Sound of Jura to the Paps, and all but opposite

the gulf or rather strait of Corrievreckan, through which Colonsay
is sometimes seen. The strait opposite Craignish Point is called

Varus Mor, the "Great Door." The tide all about here rushes
with great velocity and shows remarkable contrasts. At one
moment we may be sailing through, as it were, a sheet of glass

;

the next we are in a truceless war of wavelets. The flow that

comes directly through the narrow straits of Corrievreckan is

naturally beforehand with that which has to work its way round
the southern coasts of Jura and Islay, and it is not without much
turmoil and conflict that the two adjust their difference of level.

Scarba, north of Corrievreckan, is a haunt of red-deer. Our
course is between it and Luing, from the south end of which a

glimpse of Cruachan may again be had. Lunga comes next on
the left. Half-way up Luing are a model farm, and three little

rocks that from their similarity as you approach them are called

the " Cobblers of Lorn." Then we pass the Fladda Lighthouse
occupying a skerry on the left, and the dark cliffs of Mull come out

in strong relief in front ; the bold-shaped mountain behind them
is Ben Talla. At Easdale (Insliaig Pari- Hotel near; trout-

fishing) our course is through a very narrow channel, and the

place where the sea broke into and ruined the slate-quarries is

seen close at hand on the island of Seil. Other quarries have
been excavated.

Beyond Seil Loch Feochan opens finely on the right, and looking

up it we get a splendid view of the twin peaks of Cruachan. Then as

the Sound of Kerrera, with Gylen Castle on a bay at the S. end of

the island, is entered, the white villas of Oban just rise over the

water in front, with the mountains south of Glencoe forming a

background. The modern Castle of Gallanach is on the right

;

Dunollie Castle appears in front ; the Hutcheson obelisk is con-

spicuous on Kerrera, and we " moor our bark" to the unsightly

object which Oban calls its pier. For Oban, see page 219.
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Glasgow to Oban, Skye, and Stornoway, by the " Clay-

more " and " Clansman."

Approximate Times: Glasgow Id Oban {train to Greenock), I'd

Voberm&hj [Mull], 21 hrs.; Balmacara [Loch Alsh), 28 hrs.

;

Bfoadford {Skye), 30 hrs. ; Portree, 32 hrs.; Stornoway, 10 hrs.

ibove times being dependent on the quantity of goods to be put

rteacli calliuj aol in anj waj giiaranteed. As a matter of

c boats usually reach Oban between 6 and 7 in the morning, Tobermory
: artree noi before midnight, and stornoway some time on bhe

: u i Q-la •
. For the yariaUen i of the route between

md Storuowaj see p. 240.

Approximate bares: Cabin, Glasgow to Oban, 10s.; Tobermory,

Balmacara, 22*.; Broadford, 23s. ; Portree, 24s.; Stornoway,
, turn tickets, half as much again. Rail to Greenock ( Is. '-UL

;

[)d.) not included.

tickets are issued al about half the above prices,and Deck tickets

or, but fe\v tourists will care to travel anything but " first class

"

oats. The cabin accommodation is wry goodj being of the same
as that oi onging to the same owner

.! Dhe number i owever, being limited, it is

• beforehand in thi months. There are several

ladies' cabin, and a deck cabin.

.. Grlasgo a1 noon on Monday, and at the same hour on Thurs-
5 o'clock from Glasgow reach Greenock in ample time for

This i- unquestionably the grandest sail to be found anywhere
round our native shores, [ndeed, except round the magnificent

)i Norway, ii is doubtful whether there can be anywhere a

of similar length, capable of presenting such a succession

buresque combinations of land and water, such a changeful,

g line of l> breaking wave and broken shore," as this iO

sail from the very centre of one of our greatest hives of

industry, to the Little sea-girt capital of the far-off "iron-grey
Hebrides." Tourists who wish to see something of the inner life

as well as the scenery of Ihe people whose land they are visiting,

will prefer this Leisurely -nil by the luggage-boat a hundredfold

to the hurry-scurry scampers of the fasl passenger-boats through
the sinii cenes. In the latter we see no new phases of human
nature. The characters in our day's drama are just the same as

the on left at home, except that we see them under
conditions less favourable to their attractiveness. The speed and
shortness of the journey does not give our insular frigidity time
to thaw. Besides, the scenery is too good to be hurried over
It is all very well to get through the straightness of the Caledonian
C&rral as fast as paddle-wheels will revolve and locks permit, but
the longest summer day may be spent between Oban and Portree
without the eye becoming wearied, or the sense of the* beautiful
(limited. In fact, the only disadvantage of the slow boats is that
darkness often comes on before we have fairly passed the best of

the scenery, but even then the blackest night can hardly dispel
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that feeling of keen interest which is kept alive by the con-
sciousness that we are still steering our tortuous way through
narrow kyles and solemn aill-flankecl sounds, over waters seldom
flawed by aught but the passage of a steamer or two, or the wings
of the seagull. If we look steadily we can always detect the
line of separation between the dark sky and the still darker
mountains, and at times the traek of the steamer gleams with
phosphorescent light. Seldom, too, is the voyage from Glasgow
to Stornoway accomplished without the occurrence of some
little episode, the memory of which remains fixed in our minds
for years to come—some sad parting or joyous meeting of kith-

and-kin—a simple picture of human interest set in Nature's
choicest framework. The swift passenger-boats, crowded with
conventional tourists, warranted to perform the whole journey
by daylight, and running in connection with a sumptuous
"table d'hote" at the end of it, have no such refreshing asso-

ciations as these.

The Route. Leaving the town pier at Greenock between 6 and 7

o'clock, we have a clear run to Oban without stopping. The
white houses of Gourock contrasting strongly with the smoke
and chimneys of Greenock, and the Cloch Lighthouse beyond are

passed on the left, and opposite to them the entrances to Gareloch,

Loch Long, and the Holy Loch. On this side the coast bristles

with villas and esplanades, behind which the transition to lonely

mountain-heights is strikingly rapid. On the left hand after an
interval comes Wemyss Say, recognisable by the red tinge of its

houses and rocks, and a little beyond it, past Toward Point, the

Kyles of Bute open out, and we catch a glimpse of Rothesay. Then
on the left are two islands whose minister was wont to pray for the
" Great and Little Cumbrae and the adjacent islands of Great
Britain and Ireland." On the Little Cumbrae is a lighthouse.

Millport, the capital of the Cumbraes, skirts the shore of a snug
little bay on the south side of the larger island. It contains a

college and a collegiate church conspicuous by its spire. LjOcIi

Fyne now stretches far northwards on the right hand, and in front

the mountainous island of Arran, culminating in the peak of Goat
Fc!<

, rises nobly before us. If daylight permits we shall see

Brodick to the south of Goat Fell. Lamlash lies behind the

conical height of Holy Island. The lights blazing bright on the

Ayrshire coast proceed from ironworks near Ardrossan. Then
we pass the island of Pladda off the south-east corner of Arran,

distinguishable by its lighthouse, but it is probably too late to

catch anything more than a vague, shadowy glimpse of the lonely

gull-haunted Ailsa Craig, which we leave on the port beam.
Ailsa Craig is from some points a perfect pyramid, with this ad-

vantage over the pyramids of Egypt, that it is twice their height,

attaining an elevation of 1,100 feet. Its position, half-way between

Glasgow and Belfast, has given it the nickname of " Paddy's

Milestone," and it was surely a happy thought of a certain Glas-

gow merchant, yclept Craig, who, being blessed with more daughters
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than he could tind I hristian names for, iu desperation hit upon

By this time most of the passengers have "turned in," and it

id onlj dling of the boat that tells them they have

la Inland, and are rounding the XVluU of Xintyre. To
md of Sanda we are in par, indebted lor the existence of the

''Clansman," as the old boat of that name ran aground
shores ma ago.

passengers see much of the scenery between the Mull of

Kintyre and Oban, but the sail in the fresh morning air up the

narrow Sound of Jura, with its long seaboard of desolate hills,

and onl\ a cottage here and there to give it any human association,

• dently intere ting to make one rise a few hours earlier than
The •• Lagg [nil," marked on our map, is closed.

ijig about Jura the chairman of the Annual Gathering in 1899 said,

island liad 2,000 inhabitanl Then no steamer, except on
lletl Then was no policeman no lock-up, no post office, no tele-

>v there was never anj sickness. Now things are changed.
e a pier and a md a policeman; two post offices and a

la population of six or seven hundred." Whether this includes
iiiil not say.

I ticet" about the same time "remote parishes in the
. practically identical in doctrine but no

hospital, no medical man, ami no nurse. Some of these Hebrideau
are the honu i and from them the typhus epidemics of

Jied." These remarks apply more
r Hebrides.

h ma,\ b< q, after passing Loch Crinan on the

we reach the scene where

Answers to Corrievreckan's roar."

In many respects there is a unique character about this part

oi the voyage. The battle of the tides produces strange effects on
of the water. In one place it is smooth, grey, and

polished, as a sheet of burnished steel : in another, a troubled area
il bing \\a .

i

Scarba is the haunt of the red doer, which are very probably
visible at this early hour. Now we thread our way through the

rocky little archipelago between Crinan and Oban. Easdale and
rrie u pass d on the right, and the lofty basalt

cliffs forming the south coast-line of the h!<ni<l of Midi come into

prominent view in front.

Northward of Crinan the course is fully described in the
"Columba Route," p. 212, except that we do not touch ai Kasdale.

For a description of Oban, see p. 219, mid for the rest of the

voyage to Portree and Stornoioay, pp. 253 271).

<-las«a,v and Obau to the Western LslaiMls (Oiit«r Hebrides) b
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Glasgow to Inveraray by Lochgoilhead.

Glasgow to Greenock (rait to Princes Pier from St. Enoch), 25 in.
;

Gourock (rail from Central), 26 ; Lochgoilhead (steamer), 41 ; St.

Catherine's (coach), 50; Inveraray (ferry), 52.

Fares:—Glasgow to Lochgoilhead, 2s., Is. 6d. ; Lochgoilhead to

Inveraray, 4s. fid., 4s.

This route does not permit of the tourist proceeding by public conveyance
beyond Inveraray on the same day. The time occupied is about 5| hours. The
trains leave Glasgow about 10 a.m. (see yellow sheet, p. 13). There are other
steamers to Lochgoilhead during the day, but there is no further connection
with Inveraray. For cyclists the road part is as bad as it is short.

The Lochgoilhead Route is an excellent alternative one from
Glasgow to Inveraray and Oban, the scenery of Loch Goil itself

and that of Hell's Glen being very good.

The Route. From Gourock, the steamer crosses the Clyde to

Kilcreggan, a popular watering-place at the foot of the peninsula
between Gareloch and Loch Long. Thence, after calling at Cove,

a continuation of Kilcreggan, it crosses the mouth of Loch Long to

Blairmore, another pleasant seaside resort, rising almost from the
water's edge and backed by green hills of considerable height.

The Firth of Clyde and its numerous branches are lined hereabouts
by villas of various styles of architecture—Baronial, Italian, and
Gothic ; otherwise the scenery is of a somewhat sombre cast.

Four miles beyond Blairmore, on the same side of the loch, we
reach Ardentinny (the "Height of the fire," so called from the
fires lighted in honour of the god Bel). Hence a cross-country

road strikes up Glen Einart, and over the col, at the head of it, to

the Whistlefield Inn on Loch Eck. The distance is about 5 miles,

and the col 550 feet high, the descent on the Loch Eck side being
abrupt.

About Ardentinny the hill-sides are abundantly clothed with
larch. North of it Loch Long contracts to a width of less than a

mile, and Xioch Goil branches out through a narrow and rocky
opening on the left. The latter loch is about 6 miles long, and
from half to three-quarters of a mile wide, the narrowest part

being about where it debouches on to Loch Long. It has a some-
what serpentine shape, and is closely hemmed in by dark, severe-

looking mountains, those on the east side, between it and the

large loch, being facetiously termed "Argyll's Bowling Green."
What little comic element there is about the history of this

locality seems to be all connected with the name of Argyll. It

was in reference to the milestones in this neighbourhood that the

grateful populace passed a special vote of thanks to

" His Grace the Duke of Argyll,

For giving them stones to rub against at the end of every mile."

The only calling-place between the entrance of the loch and its

head is Carrick Castle, an oblong keep projecting into the lake
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On the Left hand side of a deep come. There are a pier and an
hotel close to the ruin, and a fair show of houses close at hand.

Loch Gk>il, we may here remark, is not {he lake which inspired

Campbell to write "Lord CJllin's Daughter," however applicable

the epithets " dark " and " stormy " may be to its waters. l> Ulva's

H the west coast of the island of Mull, and Loch Gyle

or Loch na-Keal, as it is more properly called, is the arm of the

m;i which all but cuts that island into two parts.

Xiochgoilhead is a peaceful, picturesque village, fringing the

of the lake. It contains a good little hotel and a church.

From it the road onward proceeds for nearly 3 miles along the

Level pari of the valley, crossing the main stream a little way out

of the village. At the end of the 3 miles the valley forks and
i strikes up the right-hand branch to the "Best and be

Thankful " stone nt the head of Glencroe, about 6 miles from
ilhead (/>. ISO). By this route tourists may make their way

to Arrochar or Tarbet, descending the whole length of Glencroe
on the \\u\

.

The Inveraray route now climbs steeplyfor a short distance into

Hell's Glen. Pedestrians may cut off a corner to start with by
an obvious track, and another a few miles further on, where the
road zigzags down the steep descent to Loch Fyne. The glen is

narrow and striking, and the col 720 feet above the sea. The east-

>ch Fyne is joined about 2£ miles short of the com-
fortable inn at St. Catherine's, whence coach-passengers are

ferried across to Inveraray at once. Small boats may be hired
hilli] - :;! any time.

Glasgow to Arrochar (Loch Long) and Tarbet.

to Greenock {Princes Pier), or Gourock (train), 25 m.—
ngendoran Pier, 22 m. ; Crdigendoran Pier to

>ck, 4.)

—

Arrochar (steamer), 51; Tarbet (coach), 53.

Fares: -Glasgow to Arrochar and bar!,, 2s, Gd., 2s. For the

Round, returning by Loch Lomond and Balloch, 7s., 5s. Seeyeltoic

The i irrochar about 12.30 and a coach conveys passengers thence
to Tarbet on Loch Lomond, in connection with afternoon steamer down the

1 Iralgendoran, Greenock (Princes Pier) and Gourock in
connection with trains leaving Glasgow (Cal., G. & S.W. and N.B. ) about 10 a.m.

-ail i'roin Greenock or Gourock as far as the point where
\,vc\\ (ioil diverges is the same as the one described in the last

route, excepl that the places of call are somewhat different,

Dunoon. Kirn, Hunter's Quay, Blairmore, and Goulport being all

touched at by one boat or other. From the last-named place the
usually go direct to Arrochar.
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The upper portion of Siocii Xaong is marked by sombre and im-
pressive, Inn rather monotonous scenery, an effect chiefly due to

the straightness of its shore-lines and the regularity with which
the mountains on both sides sink to them. The water, after

passing the entrance of Loch Goil, is nowhere much more than
half-a-mile wide, and it is flanked on both sides by steep green
slopes, rising in places to a height of 2,500 feet. The new West
Highland Hallway (p. 190) runs high np above its eastern shore.

On approaching Arrochar (hotel; also Temp.-House) a line view
of the Cobbler, rising over Glencroe, is obtained. For the coach-

road from Arrochar to Inveraray, see p. 200.

Glasgow (Queen-st., Low-level) bo Craigendoran Pier, 22 m.
;

(

—

Helensburgh, 23; Garelochhead, 32; Dunoon, 31; Rothesay,
:i. &c.

Trains to Craigendoran Pier and Helensburgh (Is. 9d., is.) ; Steamers from
Craigendoran Pier to Dunoon, Rothesay, Garelochhead, &c, in connection.

This is one of the favourite steamer-routes on the Clyde, and is worked b\ a

fine iieet. Passengers leaving Glasgow about 8 a.m. may join the " Columba

"

or '-Lord of the Isles" at Dunoon.

For the line as far as Dumbarton see p. 188. At Cardross Castle, the site of

which is -i miles further, the Bruce died in 1329. Then we come to Craigen-
doran Pier, ami a mile further to

Heleushurgh (Hotels:— Queen's, § m. from station, \ni. from Craigen-
doran ; imperial, near station.)

This is one of bhe largest watering-plades on the Clyde, and the highest up
the ri \ er. ft abounds in small villas ami lodging-houses, much frequented b\

. people, and contains a monument, in the form of an obelisk, to Henry
Bell, the first navigator of bhe Clyde. It lies just opposite Greenock a sua.:

facing a crow. Steamer inn'. 10 times a day.

from Helensburgh to tie.' nearest point on Loch Lomond it is about 5 m.

A pleasant road skirts Hie Gari Loch to | [ m.) Abandon Hydro', a large
and well-situated establishment, and thence to Garelochhead (i;-A //'.: com-
fortable hotel) and Whistlefield ¥m» (7^/n.) to the shoresof Loch Long,
beside whioh it continues to Arrochar (16^ ///., above). There is also -,•,

i' steamers (abt. 6 a, day) between Craigendoran and Garelochhead,
and twice a day between Greenock and Garelochhead; also a good service oi

brains from Glasgow (Queen St.. low-level) to Garelochhead.

Craigendoran Pier to I>uiio<>u. The boats call at Kilcreggan
(M, in.) and liirn (8J m.). These ami many other places that line the shore

are delightful summer resorts, calling for no special notice beyond that given in

local guide-books,

Dunoon. Hotels : Argyll, h\ bhe water-side, and close to the piei
j

.!/ CWs,with private grounds; Crown; Caledonian Te-tnp. (C.T.; B.&A., 2s.6d.)\

restaurant opp.pier. Over and above the attractions of its pleasant

site this busy watering-place is the most convenient on the Clyde for da;

excursions, amongsi which may lie specially noted the circular tour by

[uveraray and Loch lick, and that by Loch Long and Loch Lomond." Kirn,
where the same steamers stop as at Dunoon, is a good mile away and lias a

smaller but very lair house, the Queen's, and at Hunter's Quay, half-a mile

further, there is an bote', the Royal Marine, in high favour with yachtsnv a.

/'or continuation to Rothesay nee p. 207.

\ bronze statu oi " Highland Mary " was unveiled on .Inly 21sl I89H btye

centenary of the death of Burns.
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Hotels

iWerial §& m^V^'^T^ 25 Marine /Te^,
lBHaepJUBBoiBflenp.j 34. Central,^



i \iap of District opp. /> 236,

Ref.-rm, ai Stat ion.

Hotels. First-clans Tourist : Alexandra, Great Western, Stutio?).

inn, in a line with the bay, the two former, a little north of the main
ml out of the town, the two latter in the main street, all facing the

aigard (formerly Grand), well up the hill; Columba, facing the north
pin- ; 'buses to trains ami steal u rs.

e hotels during the season is from 2s. Gd. to 3s. table d'hote

o 5.v. dinner ; bed and attendance from 4.<. or 4.s. 6d.

Tourist and Commercial : King's Anns <ct. >, Queen's, Imperial

ing the bay ; Royal (C.T.), Ajgyl] Sq. ; Argyll, close to

er. Tariff of this group, 20 to 25 per cent, lower. Crown (smaller and
everal smaller bouses. B. & A. at C.T. houses, 3s. 2d~.)

Temperance opold,on Esplanade; Victoria, Argyll Square;
. B. a \ ,

•"

Epiac. «'h.. George-st. ; IJ. <'. Cath., Oorran Esplanade.

P.O.. uear the station, open 1 10. Sun., 9-10. Del. 7, 9A5 (July, Aug., Sep.),

5.15, 12.20, :;..
r
>n. 6.20. Sunday to callers, 9—10; no despatch.

Tel. On*. 7 [0;Sunday,2 10 a.m. and 4 5 p.m. Branch P.O., N. end
. Albany Terrace. I knj>.. 5 500.

lioai ing : Sailing yachts, Is. 6d. 3s. or.; row boats, 2d. & Is.

I T.'iiiis, Steamers and Coaches, see Yellow Sheet, p. 20.

- unfinished Hydro' the "Colossus" of Oban- -crowns the most
prominent of the rocky steeps that rise from the town. It is a disfigurement

and what might otherwise be a splendid promenade in front of it is

:m equally huge circular building', supposed to

the l lolosseum at Rome, has just been stuck up on same bill, N. of the

for what purpose "naebody kens." The hotel accommodation.
illy, is ol a character to suit all tastes and the charges about

of popular summer resorts. There are also a fair number
j,a1 which visitors, who Lave the sense and opportunity to come

fore the crush, will be welcomed on very reasonable terms.

t.oll* at I'oll-a-.Uhinister, holes. Visitors, Is. day; 2s. Cxi. wk. ; 5s. mth. :

ion, up old road to Oonnel. "Mb " is Gaelic for " V."

The situation of Oban itself is exceedingly pretty. To describe

md or magnificent, because it happens to be within sight

mountains of Mull and Morven, and from its highest parts

I ;«n Cruachan and the southern barriers of Gleneoe may be seen,

is to convey a very wrong impression. As the name Obe-an sug-

fche town follows the outline of a little bay, eminently
picturesque by nature, but, except perhaps in the ruins of Dunollie

which are more than half nature—owing less than
nothing to -art. Behind it is a green valley encircled by low hills

and sprinkled with bold bosses of rock. The woods of Dunollie
autiful and varied, the rest are mostly fir-plantings.

The island of Kerrera, extending north and south in front of

the town, and leaving a channel from half-a-mile to a mile in

width, is the making of the place as a harbour, and is effective in

itself, though it rather spoils the distant view from the main part
of the town.
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It is only some sixty years since Oban was described as a
" village, with a roadstead containing a small complement of

shipping and boats, and a respectable-looking range of white-
washed houses fronting the harbour." It now contains a resident

population of over 5,000, and is the busiest place not only in

Argyllshire but in all the western Highlands. This pre-eminence
it owes entirely to its physical advantages, which render it by sea

and land the most accessible spot, north of Glasgow, on the west
coast of Scotland. Both road and rail find their natural terminus
here, and the depth and sheltered position of the harbour enables
vessels of all sorts to drop anchor with safety within a few yards
of the shore. In the summer it forms a favourite anchorage for

private yachts ; besides which the convergence of the great water-

way from Inverness in the north-east and the Sound of Mull in

the north-west, with the open Atlantic in the sonth-west, throws
open a variety of sea-routes which cannot be equalled in number
and beauty at any other place round our coasts.

Over and above its physical advantages of situation, Oban is

well and reasonably served by the railway and steamboat com-
panies whose lines here converge, giving visitors the opportunity
of making daily excursions in almost every direction. Besides

being the central point on the through routes to and from Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Skye, Gairloch, Stornoway, etc., Oban
offers several circular day-tours. Chief amongst these is the
Staffa and Iona trip ; then there is the Glencoe excursion,

Avhich may be accomplished by Ballachulish direct, both going
and returning, or with the addition of Loch Etive, Glen Etive and
the upper part of Glencoe. The Melfort and Loch Awe round
is also a deservedly popular one, and the round by T&ynuilt,

Portsonachan, and Loch Awe is an easy and delightful excursion.

The season at Oban attains its climax at the time of the sports

and regatta, about the second week in September.
As to the town itself, many good and tasteful buildings have

been erected during the last dozen years, including the

Municipal Buildings (1897) in Albany-st., just S. of Station, and
the " Corran " has been extended by the "Alexandra" Esplanade.

The "mischief" of the place is the Old Pier, which remains as

unsightly and almost as inconvenient a structure as it was forty

years ago, and the space close to it has been further obstructed

by the erection of one or two hotels. The red-brick chimney of

an otherwise excellent establishment, in the middle of the town,

is a philistinism. What Oban wants is united enterprise.

Wnb foints.

1. Upper Part of Town. There is a fine view from the front of the

Hydro' skeleton, but access to it both by road and path is denied, and the

nearest approach to it is by one of the roads above the Craigard Hotel (see plun)

to where the drive-gate was intended to stand. The view across the Sound
of Mull is very fine, but as there are only two mountains in the island which
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the Orduauce Surveyors have thought worthy of Saxou orthography, it is

iame them. The chief one—Ben More shows a peak to the loft

two most prominent ones (" Dun-da-Chaoithe " and-'Sgurr Dears"
. ami Scour Derg) and much farther away. Northwards the view ex-

teudsto the mountains between Loch ('reran and G-lencoe. The two peaks of

Ben Cm into view if you climb a little behind the Hydro'. For
si plan.

.'. Pulpit Hill (half-alto-hour's walk there and back). Start by the street

side of the station (Shore Street), cross the line by the bridge,

n you reach the water-side again, turn sharply up a lane on the left,

I path. This takes von to a new drive that threads a, narrow
mmgly named " Olenmore"). Taking the second turn to the

1

1

: along this, and then, keeping as high as possible, you pass

on to an open space called the Pulpit Hill, whence
there is a splendid view over the town and northwards and westwards, the

Sound of Mull reaching Ear away to the north-west. The peaks of Ben Crua-

e also conspicuous in the east. Returning to the drive you will find

vorks round till it passes through the larches just, under the view-

t 'out inning south along the drive instead of turning right for the Pulpit

Hill yon will reach the shore afeout 2 miles from Oban at the Kerrera l'-ri ij,

whence is n pleasant walk hack by the water-side—with a horrid wall in the

begin with and then a beech avenue.

The Coast Road southward from Oban comes to an end in a loug 3 miles
at the lodge of Gallanach Cattle—a modern building of no interest. It is a
plea-ant walk, and visitors are sometimes allowed to proceed beyond the lodge.

pond Gallanach a Pre-Iiistoric Port, looking like a rubbish-heap,
was opened out some time back, its contents have been removed.

r.\ taking a path g m. beyond the Eerrera Ferry, you may cross the
low hills by the he. id of Qlen Shellach, the Reservoir, and the ruined but
picturesque ('lunch oj Kilbride into the Melfort road, hitting it 2§ m. out of

Oban and $ m. short of the turn for Loch Nell (^>. 211).

:•:. Dunollie Castle (1 m. north. Adm. free, M., W., /<'.), of no
account whatever in itself, gives the key-note to the beauty of

Oban. Ivy and situation combine to make it the most effective

ruin in Scotland. It rises from a pedestal of rock at the north
end of Oban Bay, and is in the grounds of Dunollie House, a plain

modern mansion in the possession of the McDougaU family,

descendants of the Lords of Lorn, by whom the Castle was built.

The Entrance Lodge is reached by going northwards along the
main street and taking the left branch where the road forks at

l\ Church. About three-quarters of the way up the
tit shady drive we pass a detached column of pudding

rock called the Dog- Stone, from the table that Fingal was wont
his dog to it as, even at that early date, "dogs were not

allowed." Beyond it, a short climb lands us on the level of the
Castle, which is merely the remnant of a square keep commanding
a very line view across Loch Linnhe to the mountains of Mull and
Morven and down Kerrera Hound as far as the Paps of Jura.
Close below are a flourishing kitchen-garden and a pebbly little

bay.

tenskellacli
I roll. There isa road

Llach Farm (2 m.) and thence paths right and left to the sh<
jervoir respectively. A coach usuallj I i mnd of the Glen and
i' 'n during thepnorning.
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(fearaxom
i See p. 20 of yellow sheet.

)

1. Kerrera {Public feii'y, 2 m, S. of town ; id. for one, reduction for more.
I'nratc boat from ferry opp. Or. Western Hotel, Is.; small steamer from Rail-

way Pier every aft. round the island in 2 hrs., 2s.). This island, pronounced
Kerrera,, lies Low opposite Oban, but attainsa height of 617 feet towards its south
end. The Obelisk at its north end is hi honour of the late David Hutcheson (see

below). It is a pleasant walk by the left of the station, over the railway and
along the shore to the ferry, after crossing which a road, soon bending to the
left {see map), takes you just under the top of the island and on to the ruins of

CJ-yleii Castle, an old McDougall fortress, commanding a wide view south-
wards. It is a long 2 miles south of the Ferry. Awhile back there were said to

be 50 males to 51 females on Kerrera, and a local guide-book pathetically asked :

'• What will become of her ?
"

2. Dunstaffnage Castle (Coach morn, and aft., Is. 6d. ; also

steam-launch abt. same hour* and fares), situated on a peninsula
opposite the entrance to Loch Etive, and about 4 miles north-east

of Oban, is much larger than Dunollie.

The way from Oban is along the Dalmally road (same as to

Dunollie) to a point 70 yards beyond the third milestone, whence
a farm-road doubles round a little inlet. 1| miles on the way the

Pennyfuir Cemetery (adm. 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) is passed on the

left. Among several graceful monuments is one marking the

grave of David Hutcheson, originator of the famous West-coast

steamers. It is a fac-simile of St. Martin"* Cross at lona. From
it Dunstaffnage Castle may be seen over the wall.

Tite present ruin [adm. M.) was a stronghold of the Lords of Lorn,
but is now a possession of the Crown. It consists of a rectangular

court, built on a pudding-stone rock. The entrance is by a flight of

steps [key at cottage hard by), and then a ladder enables you almost
to make the circuit of the walls, on which are guns taken from the

Spanish Armada. The view—a very fine one—extends eastward
over the narrows of Loch Etive, with the two little white inns on
either side, to the peaks of Ben Cruachan and Ben Chochuill

;

westward to the heights of Mull and Morven. An ugly fisherman's

cottage, with a doorway dated 1725, disfigures the interior.

Well-authenticated traditions, which associate the site of this Castle with the

earliest records of Scottish historj . give an additional zest to the excm-siou. Of
ginal building a fire in 1715 caused the last remnant to disappear, but the

present one is many centuries old. for more than three centm-ies, commencing
about A.D. 300, Dunstaffnage was (he scat of the Scottish Government, and
contained the famous Coronation Stone, afterwards removed to Scone, and
: hence to Westminster.
An old Latin couplet with regard to this stone was thus translated by Scott :

" Unless the iatts be faithless found
And prophet's voice be vain,

Where'er (his monument is found
The s< Lsh race shall reign."

Prophecies arc as a rule casih fulfilled, ami the truth of this one was amph
instrated when .lames VI. of Scotland became James I. of England.

In a wood entered by a gate on the left, 100 yards short of the Castle, is ai
old ivy-smothered chapel, containing a monument to Sir Angus Campbell and
his lady.

:;. EiOcli Well, 4$m.,- Connel Perry, 10 ; Oban, 15 (coach if 4 o> ">y<».<<

•"»•.(;</.). Starting alone the Melforl road a long ascent is made, and :i corre-
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i

|cscent bcgii in ibout2£ni. (At 2 miles pedestrians should continue
ph-wire, and I lien I urn id

i
i>> carl I rack leading to

ii i- turning to the left, the track be the smith-west

Looh Nell is unmistakable.) Jusi beyond istone, a peep
1 1 reals Ben Lui in the distance, and thi n we

mco to Dunach [louse on the right, and, turning left at the bottom
Feochan Hotel I Temp.) and, \m. further, reach Loch Nell.

suddenly obtained up it

mty chief! ackground afforded by the

iruaehan." The lake itself is slig d with oak and hazel,

3 here and there abrupt. There is a tiny islet at each end.

rnor of the lake, lefl of the road, is the Serpent or Saurian
; like a relaxed S. [t was opened by

in 1871, anda flint instrument, burned bones, and oharcoa]
md in it. Beyond it the road rises along the N.W. side of the lake

r losing sight of it in about a mile, traverses a hun>P3
chool-house at the N. end oi Lochnell is a monolith

. left at the farm of Barranrioch, and joins

the old road from Conn ban, I

.', tn. short of the latter
|

road on
ro Conm ice back to Oban, passes, 3 m. short of Oban, the
farm-road to Dunstaff age (p. 222).

Conne I I'errv.'i.iw.; Lertaig, P.O.. 8£ ; Beregoninm, 9 ; Ba.rca.l-
<liiM- Castle, II ; Sliian Ferry (».), 12; (HT.), 12£; Port Appin, H£.

/•'. // v dut s :—( 'onm ,'. 2d. each ; minimum, Zd. ; Shettn, 3d. each ; min., 6d.

Launch daily to Connel (N. pier), in connection with circular drw by

>nm, Glen Salack, etc. (incl. fare, 8s. 6d.) For Glen Salach, etc., set

'This i- a charmiug excursion and ma) be taken in either direction, the
minimum of walkiug Is best perhaps to take train or steamer

M hunt from Appin, as in this way you
- better than in the other. Those who return to Connel Fern

should go as far as Barcaldine, and these who prefer walking to Gonnel and
Di frhage should start by the old road, which goes east

-n tlirough Argyle Square and, at the Parish Church, is the left

e wires b sideitall the way and. after rising to
into the new road a little short of the ferry, affording a fine

viewduri cent os ing Connel Ferry (Inns) the so-called Falls
of Lorn (j>. 218) are on the right, Tl aboul low tide. The
viaduct of the Ballaehulish railway, now in progress, is also above the ferry.

Prom - lie ferry a straighi flat road over the Moss ofAchnacree.
atory (private) is conspicuous on the far side oJ Lrd-

inucknish Bay, leads to the bamlet of Letlaig-, and the daintiest little BN»sl
CMHcei eer crag, whose scree has been converted
i'v hard work into a garden full of bloom and beauty below -in the early summer

garden of "Gul," such as one expects to find in the luxuriant
tb Devon rather thr.n on the rocl • board of Argyll. The maker

ler ol this little Paradise was John Campbell, ( friend of Pro-
kckie.a Highlander who maintained one oi tfie besi traditions oi his

the tranger. Under lus guidance you might climb the little
garden to a hole in the rock overshadowed by agyca

i cvoss to the schoolroom sanctum so adroitly con-
•au hardly tell which pari is natural and which artificial. In
ou1 oi m oak-tree on which, said Mr. Campbell, the Bruce once

1 through the little window, with the waves a few feel below, ro
tning view. Mr. Campbell died in

'

Bei-egoniuin is i m. further, I to reach i1 yon taki ck oppo-
il I'd mound, m latives

DunmaeKiiioeliaii, and fabled to be the site of a Pictisli city.

mi Mr. Miller, in his "Guide to
hal there is no evidence in favour of Wrsnb

\ v ryll. The hunil and si
1 "" tlie summit, are noi attributed to the volcanic agencies of

constitute a. Vitrified Fort, and the 1101
I nd especiall;

rular arrangement. There is a well near this end.
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Dropping to the road again from this end there are two ways to Barcaldine,
which is visible from Beregonium. Take: the one to the left, turning right
again in f m. Barcaldine Castle is a mile away, and reached by a branch
road to the right. It is a fifteenth-century ruin in the usiial Scottish style. A
good flight of stairs leads to the top, whence the view over Loch Creran is

singularly beautiful. The north side of the loch is diversified with charmingly
wooded knolls, which stand out in graceful relief to the mountains behind. The
remains of two stone circles may be seen in a field a little south-east of the
castle. Barcaldine modern Castle is close by.

%* Those who return to Conuel should continue by the road east from
Barcaldine, and join the Creagan Perry road from Oban to Ballachulish in £ m.
The coach-route skirts Loch Creran, and then turns south through CSlen
Salacli, which leads back to Loch Etive side, on which is the ivy-mantled
ruin of Avtlclialt.au Priory-, a Cistercian foundation of the 13th cent.
Returning to the main road from Barcaldine, we reach in a mile Shian

(South) Ferry, where the entrance to Loch Creran is crossed. From the
north side an old cart-track reaches the pier at Appin in 1£ miles. The inn
at Appin (Temp., %m. north of pier) is comfortable and reasonable.

(ilen Lonaii. A very pleasant 12-mile walk (allow at least 4 hrs.) may be
enjoyed by taking the Glen Lonan route to Taynuilt {see map). The glen affords
soft, but very charming scenery. The map may be a trifle at fault. At the head
of Loch Nell climb Deadh Choimhead (1,255/?.).

IToitgcr feursioua.
(flee Yellow sheet.

)

(1) Oban, Taynuilt, Portsonachan, and X.oeh Awe
(" Glen Nant " route). Map opp. p. 236.

\ oh inning excursion taken in either direction. (1) Rail to Taynuilt, 13»(.

;

coach to Taychreggan and Portsonachan, 21^ m. : steamer to Loch Awe, 28 m. ;

train to Oban, 50 m. (2) Exactly the reverse. For the rail between Oban and
Loch Awe see p. 232 ; the sail between Loch Awe, Portsonachan and Tay-
chreggan, p. 211. Coaches from, Taynuilt or Loch Aire in connection with trains

that leave Oban about 9.30 and 12.30.' Fare for the round. 9s., 7s. 9d.

Glen Brant, up which the coaching part of the route goes, is a
charming glen flanked by low wooded hills. In 3 miles we reach
the Tailor's Leap, where, beneath a fall, two rocks on either side

of the stream almost meet. Two rustic foot-bridges span the burn.

Then the road ascends to open country, affording a splendid view

of Cruachan, with Ben Lui, Ben Buie, and Ben Ime rising boldly

in the left front, with Loch Tromlee (\p. 223) half-a-mile away on
the left. On the same side we may note trees of the Old Cale-

donian Forest. At Xilchrenan (7 m., small inn) is the grave of

the great McCallum Mor, ancestor of the Duke of Argyll. It is a

modern flat tomb, in front of the old stone at the E. end of the

church, outside. The inscription is,
—" Cailean Mor, slain in the

Sreang of Lome, a.d. 1294." Hence the descent to Taychreggan
is delightful, as are the two hotels on either side of the water. The
" Portsonachan " is the larger of the t\\ 1

1

(2) Oban to Ford by the Pass of IWtelfort (coach) ; re-

turning- to X»och Awe (steamer) and Oban (rail). Mapp.218.
Oban to Kilniuver, 8 m. ; Kilmelfort, 16 : Kintraw, 24 ; Ford, 30. Good

Hotel at Cviljail (Kihnel/ort).

Coach every morning in connection with, afternoon steamer down Loch Awe, and
train from Lock Awe Station to Oban. Fares for the round, abt. 17s. and \r>*. 6d.

An additional Coacli to Cuilfail and back.
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The road portion of this route has no pretension to grandeur. The hills

nowhere along it exceed 1,200 feet in height, but it threads a succession of

woody glens, and skirts a couple of picturesque sea-lochs, and taken in con-

I nection with the sail down Loch Awe and the return by train from Loch Awe
station to Oban, forms a by no means uninteresting portion of a very interesting

day's tour. According to the time-bill the entire circuit takes about ten hours.

For the route as far as the head of Iioch Feocliani (3Jra.) see

p. 222. Thence the road skirts the south shore of the loch as far as

Kilninrer, whence it ascends Glen Euchar, and after crossing the

wood-fringed River Euchar, and affording a view of Mull, passes

through another prettily wooded glen, succeeded by a bare upland

valley, to the beautiful Pass of Melfort. This is a deep, narrow

ravine, finely flanked by rock and wood, and quite the bonne bouche

of the journey. The road goes high above it, and then drops to

the Cuilfail Hotel (mail-coach to Lochgilphead daily, 23 m., 6s.),

a comfortable house. Thence, skirting Loch Melfort, and then the

shore -line of the sea itself, we find our prospect blocked westward

by the islands of Shuna and Luing, after which the road goes across

country, passing at Kintraw the head of Loch Craignish, over

whose isle-studded waters we look southwards to the mountains of

Jura. Hence there is nothing noteworthy until we join the

Ardrishaig and Ford Road, 2 miles south of the latter place, and
descend the pleasant little Craigenterrive Pass to Loch Awe. The
village of Ford (Hotel, at which a fair lunch may be had) is a

mile short of the lake.

For the sail up Loch Awe, see page 210.

The return coach leaves Ford about 1.30 p.m., after the arrival

of the boat which sails up the lake in connection with the morning
train from Oban.

(3) Oban to Staffa and Iona. {Map opposite p. 253.)

A voyage of about ninety miles occupying 10 hours, more or less. Ample time
is allowed to examine the attractions of the two islands. Passengers are landed
in small boats. Fare for the round, 155., inclusive of everything except re-

freshments. Luncheon, 10-2, 2s. ; Dinner, after leaving Staffa, 3s. Steamer
starts at 8 a.m.
This voyage, a very enjoyable one in fairly quiet weather, makes the circuit

of the island of Mull. The outward journey is by the Sound of Mull on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the return route being round the south side of

the island ; on the other days of the week the reverse route is adopted. During
the sail through the Sound there is little fear of a disagreeably rough sea, but
for the rest of the way the traveller must take his chance.

(a) Starting by the Sound of Mull. For (b) see p. 228.

As far as Tobermory, the route is described on page 252.

Thence, passing the Ru-na-gal Lighthouse (opposite Ben Hiant)
and, beyond it, Bloody Bay, so-called from a skirmish between the

Macleods and Macleans in the 15th century, we double Ardmore
Point, the most northerly in Mull and have a lovely retrospect

up Loch Sunart, with Ben Resipol (2,774 ft.) showing a fine out-

line over its far end. Leaving Ardnamurchan Point and Lighthouse
considerably to the right, we look northwards to the sharp Scuir

Highlands I. Q
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of Eigg, the towering peaks of Eum, and between them the Coolin
pinnacles of Skye visible in clear weather. Beyond and to the
left of Eum is Canna, and looking between it and the " sandy
Coll " (close) we may detect the Ben More of South Uist, 60 miles
distant. South of Coll is Tiree. On Mull itself Glengorm Castle, a
modern mansion, "open to all the airts the wind can blaw," is

conspicuous. Beyond the next bay come Calgary Bay and
Castle, and then our attention is fixed on a group of rocks of an
astonishingly artificial appearance, similar to that of a line of

fortifications. These are the Treshnish Isles and form a link

in the chain of basalt trap rocks which extends from the Giant's
Causeway to the Shiant Isles, north of Skye. One of them is

called from its extraordinary shape the Dutchman's Cap. The
Paps of Jura may now be descried in the distance. Opposite
Treshnish, between us and Mull, are Viva and Gometray, which
appear as one island and hide Loch-na-Keal, the "Loch Gyle"
of Campbell's pathetic ballad. The poet held a tutorship for

some time near the west coast of Mull. On another islet, Inch
Kenneth, which comes into view on the left after we have passed
Gometray, Johnson and Boswell were, in 1773, comforted with
true Highland hospitality for the physical sufferings which they
had endured in the neighbourhood of Ardnamurchan Point. Their
host was Sir Allan Maclean.
The Island of Staffa, which we now reach, rises from the open

sea some distance outside the entrance to Loch-na-Keal. It does

not consist merely of the closely-packed basaltic columns and the

vaulted roof with which pictures have made everybody so familiar.

It is a mile-and-a-half in circumference, and the northern part of

it is grassy. The exact spot upon it at which we land depends
upon the weather, and is fixed by the boatmen, who come over

from Gometray to meet the steamer. Sometimes the rough rocks

at the north end of the island form our landing-stage, and when
we have scrambled up these we walk over the greensward to its

southern end, where it attains its greatest height and displays its

most remarkable scenery. At other times we are either rowed
directly into Fingal's Cave or landed at a point a little short of it,

and close to the Scallop or Clam Shell Cave, which is shaped and
ribbed like the hull of a boat. Close to it a stair has been built

by which, when the landing has been at the north end, we descend

to the basaltic causeway leading from the Clam Shell to Fingal's

Cave or, when we have landed on the Causeway, ascend to the top

of the island. This causeway is the same in character as the

Giant's Causeway in Ireland. Working our way over the columns
which form it, and which would seem to have been sliced off

horizontally, we pass the Herdsman or Buchaille, an islet, at

high water, of slight basalt columns, and turning sharply round

the southern point of the island enter Fingal's Cave. When the

weather does not admit of the cave being entered by boat, we can

reach its inmost recesses by a natural gallery running along its

eastern side.
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Fingal's Cave does not disappoint our hopes. It is the most
wonderful piece of scenery of its kind in the kingdom ; its height

is about 60 feet, and its length about 200 feet. Sharp-cut columns
of dark basalt, with six or more sides, and clustering together so

as to form one continuous colonnade, support a rough roof whence
hong stalactites white with lime. Below, the water charges with

a booming resonance the sides and ends of the cave, or laps

them with a gentle ebb and flow. It is pellucid and exquisitely

green in colour. In many parts around the wave-washed columns
show a pink tinge. Adopting the favourite similitude of a cathe-

dral choir, we need little stretch of fancy to fix the details, even

to a little smooth-faced block of stone, facing us, which might
stui id for the notice-board of the anthem for the day—to be sung
by the waves, let us add, and not, as is too often the case, by
the visitors. Human voices more in accord than those of a
" scratch " assemblage of exhilarated tourists one may hear

everywhere and every day, but the "diapason of the deep," as it

sounds in Fingal's Cave, is a thing to be enjoyed, perhaps, only

once or twice in a lifetime. The Gaelic name of the cave, Uaimh
Binn, signifies the " musical cave," but it was given before tourists

i( sorted to it. There are other caves to the west of Fingal's, but

invisible from its entrance, notably the Boat Cave, which has a

splendid portico, and Mackinnon* Care, in which the " dark and
undisturbed repose " of the cormorant is still practically unbroken,
except during the few moments of the steamer's passage.

The Island of Zona (St. Columba, Temp.; Argyll, Temp.,
3o.v. a week ; both small and satisfactory) lies 8 miles S. of Staffa.

Its interest is entirely historical, the surface being barren and
Its area is about 4 square miles, and it is separated

from Mull by the Sound of Iona, itself about a mile wide, and,
owing to the granite sand, of a lovely green colour. It is also

called Icolmkill ("the island of Columba's Church"), or, now
and then, simply "I," showing that it is in native regard pre-
» mmrntly the island of the neighbourhood.

ad and Ireland rest under great mutual obligation to each other, as is

. tlir fact that while St. Patrick, the evangeliser of Ireland, was a
in. St. Columba, the evangeliser of Scotland, was an Irishman. The

latter, dissatisfied with his native land, took to the sea, and landed at Iona in the
sixth century. Here he founded a monastery, and converted sundry neighbour-
ing kings. The monastery was destroyed by Danish and Norse invaders about
300 years after its erection, and the present cathedral is some centuries later.

After quitting the boat* the visitor passes, on the way to the
cathedral, the Nunnery of St. Mary, of which a considerable por-
tion remains. It is 6 centuries old ; notice the effigy of the last

Abbess (d. 1543). Thence he proceeds by the Straid-na-Marbh
("street of the dead"), as it is significantly called, and past a
Celtic monument called Maclean's Cross, 11 feet high and beauti-
fully carved. It is said to be the oldest in Scotland, but hardly
looks it. Beyond it, we reach a Burial Ground, the oldest in

• Visitors are conducted by a most competent guide.
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Scotland, and dedicated ot St. Oran, whose Chapel, a small
building of rough early architecture with a fine Norman door-
way with chevron mouldings, it contains. It is said to have
been built by Queen Margaret in 1080.* The arch over St.

Oran's grave has a touch of the Byzantine style. Within and
without the chapel are tombs of untold antiquity, though none
so old as Columba's time, lately ranged in rows of kings,

chieftains, and men of lower degree. The last king said to

have been buried here was Macbeth (but see p. 105). In this

chapel is the tomb of Ronald, Scott's hero in the " Lord of the
Isles." His real and less poetical name was Angus Og, and
he was with Bruce at Bannockburn. There is also that of

McQuaie, " chief of Ulva's Isle."

Onward, towards the Cathedral, we pass the Celtic Cross of St.

Martin, 12 feet high, bolder than Maclean's in its carving, but
overgrown with lichen. St. Martin was a military saint who
divided his cloak with a beggar. The most modern cross in Iona
is one erected by the Duke of Argyll, owner of the island, in

honour of the late Duchess.

The Cathedral of St. Mary is seven centuries old. It

has Norman and Early Pointed details. Its shape is cruciform,

and fragments of every part remain. The tower rises above four

pointed arches to a height of 75 feet. It is square and plain.

Notice the tracery of the square windows of later date, also, in

the chancel in an iron cage, " St. Columba's pillow," and the

flamboyant east window, repaired 20 years ago ; also the tombs of

two abbots, and, in the middle of the church, that of the warrior,

Macleod of Macleod. Of the nave little more than a Pointed
archway remains, with remnants of the cloister and refectory to

the left. Of the chapter-house two Norman arches, with double
dog-tooth carving, remain. The cathedral was in 1898 presented by
the Duke of Argyll to the Church of Scotland.

Those who stay longer on the island may either walk round it (abt. 10 /«.), or

cross to Spouting Cave (l£ m.).

Quitting Iona, the steamer proceeds round the south shore of

Mull (for details see beloiv), passing near the Carsaig Arches, fine

openings in the trap rock. The coast-scenery is fine all the

way, especially in the neighbourhood of Loch Buie, where the

columnar basaltic formation reappears, attaining a height of

about 1,000 feet, and backed by green mountains which rise to

more than double that height. In returning to Oban, we enter

the Sound of Kerrera at its south end. There is a fine view of

Ben Cruachan and the Paps of Jura on the way.

(b) To Zona and Staffa, by the south shore of Mull (sioift

steamer Tu., Th., Sat.).

Sailing southward, as in the route to Crinan, through the Sound

Seep. 19, "St. Margaret's Chapel, Edinburgh.
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of Kerrera, we pass (3 m.) Gallanach House, a modern building in

a grassy glade on the mainland, and then, doubling the southern

end of Kerrera, have a good view of the ivied ruin of Gylen Castle

(5. 222), on the shore of Kerrera. Southward, the little clachan

bridge connecting the island of Seil with the mainland may be

Been for a few moments, and as we get further out the noble

peaks of Cruachan cut the horizon behind us. The little bracket-

Bhaped island on the right is Bach Island— a fishing bank—
and the chief peak visible in Mull is Ben Talla. The high

ground south-west is Scarba, beyond which, in clear weather, are

seen the Paps of Jura—first one, then two, then three. On
the near side of Scarba is the Fladda Lighthouse, and, west-

ward of it, the Garve ("Rough") Isles, or "Isles of the Sea."

Ben Nevis may just be detected far away up Loch Linnhe ; the

Sugarloaf of Glencoe to the left, and Ben Lui to the right of Ben
Cruachan. Then, steaming close under the towering deeply

riven cliffs of Mull, we pass Lord Lovatfs Cave, and the charming
Ziocn Bute, the shores of which would, in more accessible

regions, make a popular watering-place. At the head of the

loch are the ruins of Moy Castle, where Johnson and Boswell

were entertained, and Locli Bide House, the modern seat of the

Macleans of Loch Buie. Ben Buie rises steeply to a height of

2,354 feet, and to the right of it, farther away, is Ben Creach

(2,289 feet), and the peak of Ben More (3,185 feet) rises left of the

former.

Leaving Loch Buie behind us, we probably, after getting a peep

at Ben More, make a call off Carsaig Bay, on the shore of which
are Innamore Lodge and Pennycross House. Carsaig is the " Castle

Dare " of Mr. Black's novel. In the background are nice little

wood -environed waterfalls. Beyond this the Ross (promontory)

of Mull extends for about 15 miles, with an average breadth of 4

miles. The cliffs at first attain a height of 800 feet, but soon be-

1 ome much lower. Hereabouts' the line of division between the

basalt and the freestone, standing along the face of the rock, is

clearly seen, the former capping the latter. Beyond Carsaig, a
small opening in the rock indicates the Nuns' Cave, whence the

freestone used in building Iona Cathedral is said to have been
obtained. The neighbourhood is strong in fossils.

A little further, at the promontory, we can see through the Car-

saig Arches, two in number, and basalt in formation. Then comes
;i pretty waterfall ; Ben More returns to view, and southward rises

Colonsay in front of Islay. Hence our course is past a sharp cliff

called Gorry's Leap, between the Boss and the Torran Rocks, & reef

\\ hich extends 12 miles south-westward to the DhuHearteach Light-
house, visible in clear weather. The west end of the Boss is wholly
of granite, and, entering the Sound of Zona, no one can fail to

remark the lovely colour of the water, caused by the blue sky
aivl the bright granite bed of the sea.

For Iona, Staffa, and the return voyage we must refer our readers to
the previous description (pp, 225—8),
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(4) By Loch Etive, Glen Etive, and Glencoe to Balla-

chulish, returning by Loch Linnhe. (See also p. 240.) Maps
opp. pp. 236, 253, 231.

Oban to Ach-na-Cloich (train) 9£ m. ; Taynuilt (steamer), 13

;

Lochetivehead, 24; Glencoe (road, coach), 37; Clachaig Inn, 45
Ballachulish Hotel, 52 ; Pier, 53 ; Oban (steamer), 78.

Fare for the round, 1st CI. and Cabin, 19s. 6c?.; 18s. Sd., including

driver's and guard's fee.

This tour is one of the finest from Oban. It may be made in either direction.

It includes the whole of the grand and yet diversified scenery of Loch Etive,
and the entire length of G-lencoe. Taking Locli Etive first, tourists leave Oban
by train about 9.30 a.m., and reach Oban again by steamer from Ballachulish
about 7 p.m. In the other direction they leave Oban by steamer for Ballachulish
about 6 a.m., and get back by train about 6.30. As far as times are concerned,
the outward journey is most conveniently made by the former service, and for

that very reason many tourists will, in the height of the season, choose the
latter. There is a second service between Oban and the head of Loch Etive.

Quitting Oban the railway makes a wide sweep up the hill- side

behind the town, revealing on the left hand a fine view across Loch
Linnhe to the mountains of Mull ; then, overlooking Dunstaffnage
Castle (p. 222) on the same side, it descends to Connel Ferry
Station and the side of Iioch Etive. Just here the loch contracts

into a narrow channel through which, when the tide is low, its

waters twist and swirl about most tumultuously. The scene is

called the Falls of Xiora or Connel.* Thence skirting the loch we
reach Ach-na-Cloich (no inn). Here is the tiny pier whence the

excellent little steamer starts. Lunch, etc., is provided on board.

Between Connel Ferry and Taynuilt the shores of the lake are

low. We pass Ardchattan Priory (p. 224) opposite Ach-na-cloich.
In front the mass of Ben Cruachan, towering directly from the
sea-level and gracefully draped with wood in its lower skirts,

gives a special attraction to the sail. Beyond Taynuilt the lake,

as it turns northwards, narrows suddenly, and during the rest of

its course is closely hemmed in by wild and rugged mountains,
whose sides are intersected by a succession of short and deep
glens. On the right Ben Cruachan presents its rockiest side.

Beyond it several mountain - streams fall into the lake, the

largest being the Glenkinglas burn. Then, on the same side,

some way back, Ben-a-Chochuil and, at the head of the loch,

Ben Starav (3,541 ft., very steep). On the opposite side of the

lake the hills rise with equal abruptness, but not to so great an
elevation, till right ahead the two Buchaille Etives form an almost
perfect semicircle, and to the left of them Bidean-nam-Bian, the

crowning height of Argyllshire, presently appears. Towards its

head the loch again narrows considerably, and we are landed in

a small boat on to a stony strand.

The coach-drive to the Glencoe road involves an ascent of

between 800 and 900 feet in a dozen miles. The Buchaille Etive

(" Shepherds of Etive") group, lying in the angle formed by Glen

* Hereabouts the Ballachulish railway is being carried across (see^. 328).
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Etive and Glencoe, blocks up the front prospect during the first

part of it. The Etive Water and its tributaries form some fine

rapids near Dalness Lodge, which stands in a small grove with a
rich garden—a veritable oasis. From Dalness a mountain-track

strikes off to the left between Bidean-nam-Bian, the crowning
summit of Glencoe, and Buchaille Etive, joining the main road
through Glencoe in about 4 miles, after crossing a col of 1,484

feet. By adopting this the pedestrian saves 6 miles.

Our road next passes under a fine purple boss on the right,

called " Sunny Peak," beyond which a tributary valley opens to

Stob Ghavar (3,655 ft.). Then, with the crags of Buchaille Etive

on the left, we enter the Glencoe road a mile west of King's
House Inn (greatly improved). There is usually an al-fresco

refreshment-stall here. Far ahead, across the Black Moor of
Rannoch, the peak of Schiehallion is seen— in shape like

Snowdon from Portmadoc.

Kingsbouse Inn to Fort William by tbe Devil's Staircase.
25//;., 10 hrs. This track diverges to the right from the Ballachulish road 3 miles
from Kiugshouse, and not far from a shooting-lodge on the same side. It first

climbs to a height of 1,800 feet, and then descends to Kinlochmore at the head of

Loch Leveu. From the highest part there is a fine mountain panorama. At
Kinlochmore there are two houses, and thence a cart-track, passing several
farmsteads, goes all the way to Fort William. Near Kinlochmore the Rev.
Mr. Mackonochie perished in the winter snows of 1887-8. No inn on the way.

Hence the first part of the way to Ballachulish is bare and un-
inviting. Then Glencoe begins. The best view of it is obtained

from a parapet called the " Study," about 5 miles from "Kings-
house," and a short distance beyond the watershed, which is 1,011

ft. above the sea. There are many valleys in Scotland which may
vie with Glencoe in sterility and desolation, but none in the com-
bination of those two attributes with that ruggedness which is

produced by the preponderance of bare rock. The three towering
crags on the left are "Faith, Hope and Charity." Just below
the " Study " is a pyramidal cairn of rough stones set up in

memory of the late Dugald Stuart of Dalness. Some way down
the glen we notice Ossiarfs Cave, a narrow slit high up on the left,

and then, beyond a farmstead, we come to Loch Triochatan. The
Glencoe Inn is placed at an angle of the glen and near the scene of

the massacre,—a green, hillocky spot marked by a rude dwelling
or two. Between 2 and 3 miles further the shores of Loch Leven
are reached near Invercoe Bridge. The peaked summit on the
right hand, overlooking the loch, is the Pap of Glencoe. Between
Invercoe and Ballachulish Hotel (first-class) the road is spoilt

from a picturesque point of view by the vast and busy slate-

quarries of Ballachulish village, after passing which, however, it

again reaches a high degree of unmarred beauty. The pier at
Ballachulish is nearly a mile beyond the hotel. For return to
Oban, seep. 160.
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©to to (Stoflmtr m& Mhxfaixqlx.

{General Map opp. p. 218.)

" Oycle run from Oban to Dalinally very enjoyable."

The routes from Oban southwards to Glasgow and Edinburgh
have been so fully described the reverse way (page 183), that we
shall here confine ourselves to a brief recapitulation of the prin-
cipal objects of interest in each. The journey is practicable in

one day by any of the following (the figures apply to Glasgow) :

—

Rail Stmr. Cch. Ttl. Time* 1st.

Fares.*
3rd.

m. m. m. m. hrs. s. d. s. d.

(a) By Callander and Stirling 116 — — 116 4£-5 13 2 7 %
(b) „ Crianlarich & Loch Lomond 62 22 9 93 7 17 10 6

(c) „ Inveraray and Loch Fyne . 47 72 16 135 9
I

9

4

16 12 6

(d) „ „ „ Loch Eck 47 16 29 92 17 6 15
(e) „ Crinan Canal & Kyles of Bute 22 93 — 115 13 7 6

(f ) „ Loch Awe „ „ 44 80 16 140 17 6 13

(g) „ Mull of Kintyre 22 150 — 172 15 10 — —
(h) „ C'larich & West H'land R'way 101 — — 101 5-5| 13 2 7 H

* Approximate.

Edinburgh passengers take train thither from Gourock, Greenock or Glasgow
by every route, except (a), which conveys them direct to Edinburgh in from 4^ to

51 hours, and (h), on which they change carriages at Crianlarich, and are there
dependent on the train connections. Leaving Oban abt. 8 a.m. they may also

adopt (b) as far as Inversnaid, proceeding thence by Loch Katrine and Stirling.

A comparison of these routes, as regards scenery and facilities of travel, will

be found on p. 195. It is, therefore, only necessary for us to briefly describe
them here.

Oban to Glasgow or Edinburgh by Crianlarich and
Stirling (train all the way), or by Crianlarich and Loch
Lomond (train, coach and steamer). Maps opp.^. 224, 70, 58, 5.

Oban to Dalmally, 25 m. ; Tyndrum, 37 ; Crianlarich, 42

;

Killin June, 52 ; Lochearnhead, 59 ; Callander, 71 ; Stirling, 87;
Edinburgh, 123 ; Glasgow, 116.

—Crianlarich to Ardlui (coach), 9 m. ; Balloch (steamer), 31

;

Glasgow (train), 51, or (train through from Crianlarich to

Glasgoto), 59.

Ref.-rins. at Dalmally (down platform'), Callander and Stirling.—Full de-

scription the reverse way, pp. 65 and 45.

There are about 6 trains a -day. Through carriages are run to Glasgow by
every train.

For the Loch Lomoud route (p. 14 of yellow sheet}, passengers leave Oban about
8 a.m. and 12.30 noon, reaching Glasgow at about 5 and 8 p.m. By the first

service nearly an hour is allowed at Ardlui.

Quitting Oban the railway takes a wide sweep up the hill,

affording a fine view on the left of Loch Linnhe and the mountains
of Mull. Then, leaving Dunstaffnage Castle on the same side, it

descends to Loch Etive, whose shore it skirts for a great part of

the way to Taynuilt (13 m.). Ben Cruachan is a grand object in

front, and from about Taynuilt there is a momentary view of the

twin " Buchaille Etives " up the narrowing loch.
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Tayiinilt to Ballachulisli, 26 m. (p. 241). A very interesting walk.

The ferry over Loch Etive is crossed at Bunawe, where are large quarries.

Thence a road leads over low hills to Loch Creran (8 m.), which is also

aroased by a ferryat a point where the water contracts into a strait near the

head of the loch. Here (11 m.) is a public-house. Hence the road proceeds up Glen

tor 7 miles to a farm called Salachail, passing through some lovely woods
on the way, a favourite habitat of the beech fern. Prom Salachail the route,

becoming a mere track, rises to the left from the main valley, and in another

two miles crosses a col (1,300/?.), whence it makes a steep descent of half-a-mile

to the Laroch Burn, which it crosses at once. During the descent, Ben Nevis is

seen Straight ahead, and lofty mountains rise on both sides of the track, which
then drops more gradually to the village of Ballachulish (23£ m.), keeping
the burn on the right all the way. From the village to the Hotel of

Ballachulish (p. 240), it is about 2±'miles by high road, skirting Loch Leven all

the way. For other hotels seep. 240.

From Taynuilt the line proceeds through the Passes of Awe and
Brander, crossing the River Awe in about 2 miles, and then skirt-

ing the steep southern flank of Ben Cruachan, with first the rapid

river and then the still lake of Awe on the right, to Iioch Awe
Station, before reaching which the main expanse of the lake

comes into view on the same side. The hills across the lake lack

character, but its surface is beautifully diversified with islands,

and its shores with wood. Beyond Loch Awe Station the line

turns eastwards, and crosses the end of the lake at the foot of

Glenstrae, affording a complete view of Kilchurn Castle (p. 70).

At this point the long ascent to Tyndrum is commenced, the line

reaching Dalmally Station in less than 2 miles.

For the coach route to Inveraray in connection with the " Lord of
the Isles" to Glasgow, seep. 235.

Dalmally to Inveroran, 15 m.
This road diverges from Glen Lochy, up which the railway passes, at Inver-

lochy, 2^ miles beyond Dalmally station. Thence it ascends Glen Orchy, keeping
the River Orchy on the left hand, and passing some fine falls of the same name
about half-way. At the Bridge of Orchy (station, see p. 1 92), 3 miles short of

Inveroran, the road from Tyndrum is joined, just beneath the northern
extremity of Ben Douran (3,267 ft.). For the Tyndrum route, see p. 245.

Quitting Dalmally the line, rising considerably above the valley,

affords a fine view over that part of it in which Glen Lochy and
Glen Orchy unite their waters. The highest peak of Ben Cruachan,
hitherto invisible, rises above the lofty buttresses of the same
mountain, which may have been mistaken for the summit-ridge
when seen from the other side of Dalmally. On the right of the

line Ben Lui rises steep and high. Towards Tyndrum a bleak
and level upland strath is traversed, and on reaching that station

Ben More and its twin brother Stobinian show their triangular

peaks in front to great advantage. The road to Ballachulish
descends the depression on the left, to all appearance blocked by
the precipitous table-topped Ben Douran. Along the same valley
comes the West Highland Bailway (p. 190), which runs almost
parallel with our line to Crianlarich, where we pass under it.

The stations are J mile apart. We are now in Glen Dochart.
To Glasgow by Locli Lomond. For train by Loch Lomond and

Loch Long see p. 245. From Crianlarich the coach-road climbs by a short
pitch to the head of Glen Falloch, whence it descends easily to Inveiarnan
ruid the Ardlui Hotel, the former 2 miles short of the latter. On both
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sides of the glen are green and steep mountains, and about half-way down
it the stream makes some fine falls through a rocky ravine. At Ai-cllui
we embark upon the Loch Lomond steamer. The lake is very narrow at its

upper end, and closely flanked by green hills richly draped with wood. About
a mile down it on the right hand is the Pulpit Rock, so called from the
occasional use to which it is put by the minister of Arrochar, and half-a-mile
short of Inversnaid is Rob Roi/s Cave, an opening on the left only discover-
able by two white rings painted on the rock outside. For the rest of
the journey to Glasgow see page 54, and for a full description of X.ocIi
Lomond, page 198.

Beyond Crianlarich the railway passes between Ben More and
Loch Dochart, the latter containing a castled islet which once
served the Bruce for a retreat after a skirmish with the Lord of

Lorn. Then passing Luib Station (1J m. short of the hotel) , we climb
to Killin Junction, where the branch line to Killin Village and
Pier diverges. (For description of route, see p. 71.)

Continuing upwards, we now gain a beautiful view of the upper
reach of Loch Tay with Killin at its head, and the mountain-
ridge of which Ben Lawers is the crowning summit rising finely in

the rear. In two miles the highest point on our route is reached
(948 feet above sea-level). Then we rapidly descend Glen Ogle, a
wilder but less extensive valley than Glen Dochart. The line

hugs the slope of the hills which form its western flank, and
passes at a great height above the head of Loch Earn (p. 68),

affording a full and beautiful view of that fine sheet of water, with
Ben Vorlich rising nobly from its southern shore. Lochearn-
head Station is considerably beyond the lake and 2 miles distant

from the hotel. At it the road reaches the level of the railway.

For the coach and railway-route hence to St. Fillan's and Crieff,

see p. 67.

From Lochearnhead the descent is continued for a mile to the

King's House, the point of divergence for Balquhidder—2 miles
distant (p. 66). Passengers wishing to quit the railway here must
give notice to the guard at Lochearnhead. They may rejoin it at

the next station, Strathyre, after a walk of 6 miles described the

reverse way on p. 66. There is an inn at King's House, but none
at Balquhidder. The basin in which Loch Voil lies is visible from
the line, but not the lake itself.

We now enter Strathyre, passing the village of that name, at

which there is a station and an inn or two (one Temp.), and reaching
in another mile Loch Lubnaig. The road, to be preferred on the

score of scenery, skirts the eastern, and the rail the western side

of the lake, which is divided into two reaches by a steep rock about
the middle.

Between Loch Lubnaig and Callander is the Pass ofLeny, which
is also best seen from the road. On the right Ben Ledi shows its

most abrupt side from head to foot, and on the left the Leny
rushes through a most picturesque gorge to the open country

beyond, in which it joins the more tranquil stream of the Teith

descending from Loch Vennachar and the Trossachs. Close to the

meeting of the waters lies Callander (p. 48).

For the route on to Stirling, Edinburgh, and Glasgow, see p. 169,
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Oban to Glasgow by Dalmally, Inveraray, and (1) Loch

Fyne ("Lord of the Isles" Route), or (2) Loch Eck. Maps

opp. pp. 236, 204, 218.

Loch Pyne Route. Oban to Dalmally (rail), 25 m.; Inveraray

(coach), 41; Rothesay (steamer) , 97 ; Dunoon, 107 ; Gourock, 111;

Greenock, 113 ; Glasgow, 135.

Loch Eck Route. Inveraray to Strachur (steamer), 4 m.

;

LocheckJiead (coach), 10; Inverchapel (steamer) , 16; Dunoon (coach),

24. Total distance from Glasgoio to Oban, 92 m.

Full description the reverse way, p. 202.

Passengers by either of these routes leave Oban about 9.30 a.m., and join the
'• Lord of the Isles" at Inveraray, whence, by the Loch Fyne route, they keep
the steamer throughout to Glasgow, or take train at Gourock or Greenock. For
the Loch Eck route they simply cross Loch Fyne to Strachur and rejoin the
M Lord of the Isles " at Dunoon.

The railway to Dalmally is described in the foregoing route.

The coach, which starts from the hotel, half-a-mile distant,

picks up the passengers at Dalmally Station, where there is a

refreshment room. Thence the road traverses at first a bleak,

humpy moor, passing on the left a conspicuous monument,
wherein Greek art does honour to Gaelic poetry. From it there

is a beautiful view of the lowest reach of Loch Awe, studded with
islands. The road then descends to the shore of the lake and the

hamlet of Cladich, whence it rises again steeply to the watershed
hetween Loch Awe and Loch Fyne, developing during the ascent

a glorious retrospect of Ben Cruachan. A gradual descent to

Inveraray follows, the last few miles being through a richly wooded
country in the policies of the Duke of Argyll. The beautiful

Ara;/ Burn makes a fine fall, which is well seen from a bridge

close to the road, 3 miles short of Inveraray, for a description

of which little town, see p. 203.

Inveraray to Glasgow by Lochgoilhead.
Inveraray to St. Catherine's (ferry), 2 m.; Lochgoilhead (coach), 11; Greenock

(steamer), 30; Glasgow (train), 52.

Fares to Lochgoilhead, is. ; Glasgow, 6s. 6d., 6s. Leacs Inveraray abt. 10.30 a.m.

Tlirough service to Glasgow (8* hrs.), see yellow sheet.

This interesting route is fully described the reverse way on page 216. Its
most salient features are the ascent of Hell's Glen from St. Catherine's,
and the sail down Loch Goil. The former climbs to a height of 720 feet, and then

rapidly to the valley, which, during the last 3 miles to Lochgoilhead, is

almost level. Pedestrians will find this a more interesting route to Arrochar
and Tarbet, on Loch Lomond, than either the coach-road round the head of Loch

- the short cut into that road at the foot of Glenkinglas vid St. Cathe-
rine's. In following it they must take a by-road, which strikes up a valley to
the left at the foot of the descent from Hell's Glen, 6 miles from St. Catherine's.
This road rises in 3 miles to the " Rest and be Thankful" stone at the head of
Gleucroe, where it joins the following route. The full distance from St. Cathe-
rine's to Arrochar is 16 miles, to Tarbet, 18 m.

For Loch Goil and the route to Glasgow, seepage 216.
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Inveraray to Arrochar, Tarbet and Glasgow, by Loch
Lomond.

Inveraray to Cairndow Inn, 10. m ; Arrochar, 22 ; Tarbet, 24 ; Glasgow, 60.

These routes, as far as Tarbet, are fully described the reverse way on page 200 ;

thence to Glasgow, on page 54. From Arrochar to Glasgow on page 217.

Pedestrians should cross the ferry from Inveraray to St. Catherine's (2 m.
Ferry-boat, Is., twice a day. Private boats for Is. at any time). Thence they may
proceed either by Glenkinglas or by Hell's Glen (p. 217) to the top of Glencroe,
where the two routes meet.

The main road passes under Duniquoich Hill, and makes a wide circuit round
the head of Loch Fyne to Cairndow Inn, whence it proceeds up Glenkinglas by a
straight road for several miles. Then, bending to the right, it rises to the " Best
and be Thankful" stone at the head of Glencroe (860 ft. above Loch Fyne), after
which it descends the whole length of Glencroe and, rounding the head of Loch
Long, crosses the narrow isthmus between Arrochar and Tarbet. The last part
of the route is the finest.

From Inveraray the "Lord of the Isles" starts at once, crossing

Loch Fyne to Strachur in 15 minutes.

Locli Eck Route. At Strachur, where are two comfortable inns, the
coach is waiting to convey passengers to Locheckhead, an hour's drive. Thence
the little lake-steamer takes them to Inverchapel at the foot of the lake. (For
a description of Loch Eck, see page 202.) The drive from Inverchapel to Dunoon
occupies nearly an hour-and a-half, the road skirting the western margin of the
Holy Loch.

From Strachur the " Lord of the Isles " sails the length of

Loch Fyne, at the lower end of which the Arran mountains
present an outline of considerable boldness and at the same
time thoroughly graceful. The immediate shores of the loch,

sloping gradually to the higher hills which lie further back,

are well timbered, but nowhere either abrupt or grand, except
about the head of the loch, some miles beyond which Ben Lui
rises impressively, while from the western side of the water, about
Strachur, the noble peaks of Ben Cruachan, seen above the lower
range of hills between Loch Fyne and Loch Awe, have an
imposing appearance. Ardrishaig, whence starts the " Columba,"
is passed on the right nearly 20 miles from Strachur. Then
we round Ardlamont Point and turn northwards up the Kyles
of Bute (p. 208), making our first call at the long sea-front-

ing village of Tighnabruaich, whence, passing through the

narrowest and most beautiful part of the Kyles,-we turn south
again to Rothesay. Hence our course is up the Clyde, through
a scene teeming with life and animation, if it happen to be a

fine summer afternoon. At Dunoon we pick up passengers from
the Loch Eck route and soon after, reach Gourock and Greenock,

at either of which piers passengers may disembark and proceed

by train to Glasgow ; or they may remain on the steamer all

the way : or they may cross by steamer from Dunoon to Craigen-

doran, and thence take train.
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Oban to Glasgow by Crinan Canal (or Loch Awe), Loch

Fyne, and the Kyles of Bute. " Columba " Route. Map opp.

p. 218.

iviain Route. Oban to Crinan (steamer), 32 m. ; Ardrishaig,

11 ; Rothesay, 77; Dunoon, 87; Gourock, 91; Greenock, 93; Glas-

gow, 115. Fully described reverse way, p. 205.

Steamer Leaves Oban about 8.30 a.m. ; Crinan ("Linnet") abt. 10.20 ; Ardrishaig,

( ( !olumba "
), 1 p.m. ; reaching ftothesay about 3.30 ; Dunoon, 4.10 ; Gourock,

.nock. 1.45 ; and Glasgow, 6.45. Passengers disembarking at Gourock
or Greenock {Princes Pier) reach Glasgow between 5.20 and 6.0; from Dunoon

Edinburgh), 6.15 ; Edinburgh, abt. 7.10. See yellow sheet.

Loch A.we Route. Oban to Loch Awe (rail), 22 m. ; Ford (steamer), 44;

Ardrishaig, 60; Glasgow, 134. Through Fare, 1st CI., 17s. 6d. ; 3rd (Ca&ia on

I oeh I "- ). 13a. ( J/igj 0/ £oc/j Awe, o/>p. ^. 211.)

1
1ku i about 8 a.m. ; Loch Awe (steamer), 9.5 ; Ford (coach), 3 ;

a Ardrishaig (where the night is spent) soon after 5 (for route on see

The first part of the voyage is between Kerrera and the main-

land. Then, opposite the entrance to Loch Feochan, we have a

fine v Lew of the peaks of Ben Cruachan. The first stopping-place

is Easdale {p. 212), where we go through a narrow channel

between the island of that name and the larger one of Seil. Then
Luiiii), an island 6 miles long, is passed on the left, beyond which
and a multitude of rocky islets on the starboard, is

" Scarba's isle, whose tortured shore
Still rings to Corrievreckan's roar,"

a description more poetical than true. Scarba contains red-deer.

Conflicting tides produce most remarkable contrasts in the sur-

face of the sea about here. In some places it is smooth and grey

as polished marble, in others as rough as weathered granite.

Beyond Corrievreckan the island of Jura stretches southwards,
brought to an end by its twin "Paps," but the steamer turns

landwards into the snug little bay of Crinan. Here the pas-

sengers quickly transfer themselves to the neat and trim little

" Linnet," which goes puffing along the Crinan Canal for the next
9 miles. About 2J hours are allowed to travellers in this direction

between Crinan (new Tourist Hotel) and Ardrishaig, and pas-

sengers may very easily walk from the first lock on the way (3 m.
from Crinan) to No. 5 lock opposite the Cairnbaan Hotel
{Temp.), there being 9 locks on the way, taking about J of an
hour to get through, though the distance is only a mile. A little

short of Ardrishaig, we pass Lochgilphead on the right.

Loch Awe Route. (More fully described the reverse way on p. 210.) The
rail to Loch Atce Station is described on page 232. Close to the station is a good
and beautifully situated hotel under the same proprietorship as the old-estab-
lished one at Dalrually. The pier adjoins the platform, and the steamer starts
at once, affording a good view of Kilchurn Castle (p. 70) on the left. Opposite
to it is Ardanasaig House, and, on the other (E.) side of the loch, Innistrynich
Mouse. Oladich and Ardvreckish House in succession. On the way we pass

Chonain ("Isle of Does"). Jnnis Fraoch ("Heather Isle"), very small
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and containing the remains of an old castle, and Innishail ("Isle of Eepose"),
so called from an old churchyard upon it. The last-named islet also contains
the ruins of a monastery and chapel.

Our first calls are at (6£m.) Portsonaclian and Taychreggan (p. 211),
beyond which there is nothing of special interest, except" the winding shores of
the lake, until some way beyond Blairgour Falls (unseen) on the left, we pass Innis
Chonel, whereon are the most considerable ruins in the neighbourhood, except
those of Kilchurn. Then comes Port-in-Shervick (Anglers' Inn), opposite
to which is Innis Errith, with more ruins and gravestones. Last of all, just
before reaching the little pier at Ford, we pass Finchain Castle on the left
hand. The "machine" is waiting for the boat at the pier, but the inn is a
mile further ou the way. Beyond it we hurry up the Ci-aigenterrive Pass by
the shores of little Loch Ederline, and, after a few minutes' breathing space at
the strikingly situated little village of Kilmartiii, we pass on through a
comparatively uninteresting country to Lochgilphead and Ardrisliaig; {Royal
Hotel).

At Ardrishaig- we get on board the " Columba," which has
just arrived with its crowd of passengers, either northward-bound
or simply out for a day-trip from Glasgow and the Clyde. When
once under weigh and well out on Loch Fyne, we may contrast
the peaks of Ben Cruachan in the far north with those of the
Arran mountains in the south. Otherwise the low hills which
flank the loch on both sides are somewhat devoid of character.

At Tarbert the steamer calls for Islay and Campbeltown passen-
gers, and thence our route is identical with that of the "Lord of

the Isles" (p. 236).

Oban to Greenock and Glasgow by the Mull of Kintyre.

Oban to Greenock, 130 ra. ; Glasgoio, 150. Time to Greenock,
12 hrs. ; Glasgoio, uncertain. Fare (cabin), 10s. to Greenock.

Oban dep. frequently between Mon. night and Fr. morn.

This service is performed by the well-known steamers of Mr. MacBrayne
and by others which call at Oban for goods and passengers on the return
journey from the Hebrides. Pleasant as the voyage is, the tourist who is tied for

time must not forget that punctuality cannot be depended upon, the hours of
calling at the different ports varying in accordance with the quantity and
character of the cargo which has to be dealt with during the week's voyage..
The boats will not leave Oban before the times advertised ; how long after can
be guessed from telegrams.

The route, which we have fully described the reverse way, on
page 212, is the same as that of the faster steamer service (p. 237)

as far as Crinan, after which it goes the length of the Sound of
Jura, passing between the islands of Jura and Islay, and the Mull

of Kintyre. The most prominent objects during this part of the

voyage are the Paps of Jura, which attain a height of nearly 2,600

feet at the southern end of the island. Doubling the Mull of Kin-
tyre we see the cliffs of Rathlin Island and Fairhead, a dozen
miles away on the right, the latter forming part of the rocky coast

of Antrim. Ailsa Craig shoots up its regular pyramid from the

mid-waters of the Firth of Clyde, up which we sail, leaving little

Pladda, with its lighthouse, Holy Island and Arran on the left

hand, and then entering the narrower portion of the firth between

Bute and the Cumbraes. The mountains of Arran, culminating

in the peak of Goatfell, are the strong features in the view all the
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way from the Mull to this point, a little beyond which we re-

join the fast-steamer track at the entrance to the Kyles of Bute

between Rothesay and Wemgss Bay. Greenock is 15 miles further,

and our first calling-place since leaving Oban. Here the goods

steamers stop a considerable time, and passengers by them take

train to Glasgow.

Oban to Inverness, by the Caledonian Canal. Maps opp.
jip. 253 and 252.

Oban to Ballachitlish, 24 m. ; Fort William, 35 ; Banavie, 38 ; Fort

Augustus, 67 ; Inverness, 98. Fort William to Banavie by rail.

For intermediate calling-places, times and fares, see " Yellow

Sheets
Cycling- :—Oban to Connel Ferry, 5 m.; South Shian (ferry), 11; Appin

Ok, ll£: Ballachulish Hotel (ferry), 28 ; Oorran Hotel, 32 ; Fort William
(p. 243), 40; Spean Bridge Hotel, 50; Laggan Lock (cross canal), 63; Inver-
garry Hotel (p. 248), 65£ ; Aberchalder (recross canal), 68; Fort Augustus
\p. 260), 73. Surface moderate to very good. No hills of account. On to
Inverness (107 m. from Oban), p. 159.

This route forms a continuation of the one by the Crinan Canal

(p. 205) from Glasgow to Oban. Through tickets are issued from
Glasgow to Inverness, cabin, 33s. 6d. ; steerage, 15s. The scenery
is good throughout, and in places reaches a very high standard of

beauty, though in point of variety and picturesque combination it

is distinctly inferior to that on the sea-route from Oban to Skye
and Gairloch. The almost undeviating straight line by which the
Great Glen of Scotland, as the course of the Caledonian Canal is

called, pierces the mountainous country all round it, imparts to

the route as a whole a character of sameness, and prevents its

best features showing to full advantage. It is a river without its

windings. The steamer's track is only four miles longer than the
crow's.

*
ft
* From various stations on the Caledonian Canal there are splendid routes

through the glens of Inverness-shire and Ross-shire to the West coast and Skye.
Of late years the land traffic in this direction has been almost entirely mono-
polised by the Dingwall and Skye railway, and the routes to the south of it,

which at one time obtained a fair share of the tourist's attention, have suffered
an almost utter neglect of their supei'ior beauty. Glen Affric, Glen Cannich,
and Glen Shiel display scenery of a very high order, and the visitor who has
seen none of these carries home with him an inadequate impression of that
peculiar glen-scenery in which Scotland stands unrivalled. The desolation
which has lately fallen upon these old-fashioned routes has naturally lessened
the accommodation to be met with upon them, but even now comfortable
carriage-drives may be taken from Iuvergarry or Invermoriston through Glen
Shiel to Shiel Inn and Glenelg or Balmacara, while a good pedestrian, staying
a night at the Glen Affric Hotel (p. 159) may have a splendid walk by quitting
the steamer at Drumnadrochit, and traversing Glen Affric and Glen Grivie to
any one of the three above-named places ; though the longer route to Glen
Affric by Inverness and Beauly {p. 159) is much to be preferred for scenery.
The cross-country route from Fort William or Banavie to Arisaig, on the

contrary, has come into greater favour of late. There is hardly a finer one in
Scotland. The Mallaig Railway (p. 328) has made this route one of the main
ones of Scotland.

The Route.—There is an almost statuesque grandeur about Loch
Li.mne between Oban and Fort William. Quitting the pier we
pass between the north end of Kerrera, on which the Hutcheson
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obelisk is conspicuous, and—on the right—the Dogstone and
Dunollie Castle (p. 221). Then, on the latter side, Loch Etive
opens, and two miles up it we catch sight of the more extensive
but less picturesque Dunstaffnage Castle (p. 222) with the sharp
peaks of Ben Cruachan towering beyond it. The widest channel
of Loch Linnhe is then separated from us by the long, low and
pastoral island of Lismore (the " big garden ") composed almost
entirely of limestone. Beyond and above the latter rise the hills

of Morven. On the mainland is the Lochnell (" lake of the swans ")

Observatory, and on the same side, a little further, the entrance to

the charming Loch Creran is almost hidden by the island of

Eriska, whereon is the modern Eriska House. On Lismore, just

opposite this, the rude Scandinavian watch-tower, called Tirafour
Castle stands out and, as we proceed, a natural archway—resem-
bling that called the Giant's Leg in Shetland—is seen on the right.

Just beyond it we call at Appin (good Temp. Hotel, ^ m.) opposite the

end of Lismore, after leaving which, two ruins, Stalker Castle—
isolated—and Shuna Castle, at the south end of the island of the

same name, with Appin House behind it, add to the picturesque-

ness of the scene on the right. The two conspicuous heights in

the right front are the ones on the near side of Ballachulish

—

Scour Derg and Scour Dhonil. Then, as we pass on to the full

expanse of the loch, Ben Nevis with its dull level top, looking as

if it might have had its shoulders worn down by performing the

duty of Atlas, comes into view straight ahead. Eastwards the

mountains which rise between the basins of Loch Creran and
Loch Leven do full justice to their height, and westwards, across

Loch Linnhe, there is an almost unbroken chain of lofty sum-
mits, presenting their most striking outline—the "Saddle" in

particular—just as the steamer approaches Ballachulish pier,

a little way up Loch Leven. Some way short of this, Ardsheal

House on a wooded tongue of land enlists our admiration. The
mountains of Glencoe, of which the chief is Bidean-nam-Bian,
and the most striking the Pap of Glencoe, now come into view.

The Ballachulish Hotel occupies a truly beautiful site a mile

beyond the pier. Here the toll, exacted by the land-owner, is 3d.

There is a smaller hotel, the Loch Leven (Temp.), equally good in

situation, on the north side of the water. The two are separated

by a ferry. The word Ballachulish signifies the " town on
the strait," and aptly expresses the situation on the narrow
entrance to Loch Leven, through which the tide rushes with

great impetuosity. P.O., Del., noon; Desp., 9.30 a.m.

Main Route continued p. 242.

(fcunxmnB from galladjulisjj.

(Map opp. p. 231.)

(1) ©lencoe and back (18 in.) by coach.* Fare, 5s. Gd. Open convey-

ances leaves Ballachulish pier on the arrival of the morning steamer from

Oban, and return in time for the afternoon one which reaches Oban about 7.

Ample time is allowed at Ballachulish both going and returning for refresh-

* Rail (p. 334) as far as slate-quarries (2£ m.).
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ments. The glen is traversed to within 2 miles of the " Study." Passengers
proceeding thither on foot can return by the afternoon coach (if there is one).

Best to walk back to Glencoe Inn.

Leaving Ballachulish Pier the road skirts Loch Leven for nearly 3 miles to the

Ballachulish Slate Quarries, a teeming hive of industry, but an effectual marrer
of the picturesque. In front is the Pap of Glencoe, the northern warder of the
glen itself, which is entered in another mile at Invercoe Bridge. Here the road
turns to the south-west, and for 3 more miles ascends gradually the wider and
more cultivated part of the valley to (7 in. ) Glencoe Inn, a little short of which on
the right hand a knob of rock on a green mound, feathered with alders, is

pointed out as the "Signal Rock" from which the order was given for the

massacre, Hence the road turns east, and the wilder features of the glen reveal
themselves at once. Cultivation almost ceases, and the trees, or rather stumps,
may be counted on the angers. The mountains come down in almost sheer rocky
deolivities on both sides, broken by deep ravines. The highest, if not the
steepest of them, is Bidean-nam-Bian, on the south side. Presently the desolate

Loch Triochatan is reached, beyond which, after passing the last farm, the ascent
is in places verj abrupt. High up on the left is the Chancellor's Nose; on the
right Ossian's Shower-bath and Ossian's Cave. The best view of the glen is

obtained by looking down from a stone parapet at the top of a steep slope
about 4 miles beyond the Clachaig Inn. This point is called the Study.
From it the three bluffs

—

Faith, Hope and Charity—are the features. Just below
it is a rough stone pyramid, in memory of Dugald Stuart of Dalness.
The word Glencoe signifies the " valley of -weeping," and the appositeness of

the name is proved by the fact that the scene is much more impressive in storm
than in sunshine.

(2) Crleucoe, Crlenetive and Oban. Ballachulish Pier to Hotel
(coach), 1 m.; Glencoe Inn, 7 ; Lochetivehead, 28 ; Taynuilt (steamer), 40; Ach-na-
C/oich, 44 ; Oban (rail), 53. Fare, inclusive, 19s. M.; 185. M.
Coach leaves Ballachulish Pier on arrival of morning boat from Oban; Balht-

chnlis/i Hotel, 9.45. Steamer reaches Ach-na-Cloich in time for afternoon train to

Oban, arriving about 6.30.

This is a reversal of the day's excursion from Oban described on page 230.

As far as the " Study " the route is identical with the one set forth in the fore-

going description. Thence to the turn for Glen Etive (1 m. shoi-t of Kingshouse
Inn, good) the way is long and dreary and possessed of no strong feature, except
the towering mass of Buchaille Etive on the right hand. At the turn there is an
"al fresco" refreshment house. For the rest the description of the reverse route
will suffice.

(3) Ballachulish to Kingshouse Inn (16 /«.), Inveroran (25 ;

Hotel), and Bridge of Orcliy Station (28). Coach daily after arrival of
morning' boat from Oban, and in connection with evening train to Glasgow. To
Kingshouse, see above. Note the graceful peak of Schiehallion across the moor.
The next stage is over the wild and dreary Blackmount Deer Forest. At Inver-
oran the waters of Loch Tulla afford a welcome relief.

(1) Ballachulish to Fort William by road, 12 m. Inn at Corran
Ferry, 4 m. on the way. No views are gained on this route which are not seen
with equal advantage from the steamer.

Loiterers at Ballachulish may, with advantage, climb some way up the hills
behind the hotel for the beautiful vista of the upper reach of Loch Leven. A nice
mountain walk is up the green slope on to the ridges of Scour Berg and
Scour Bhonil. For routes see map.

( 6) liallachulish to Taynuilt by Glen Creran and Bnnawe.
Ballachulish Hotel to Salachail Farm (Glen Creran),!^ m.; Creagan Ferry (public-
house), 14,- Bunawe Feivy, 24; Taynuilt (Station or Hotel), 25.

This is a charming walk, and has been described the reverse way on page 232.
The mountain-track between Loch Leven and Glen Creran strikes to the right out
of the Glencoe road on the near side of the bridge over the Laroch Burn, close
to the slate-quarries. Thence it climbs by the side of the burn, which it crosses
about 3 miles higher up, reaching the col immediately afterwards. There is a
retrospect of Ben Nevis during the ascent, and from the col a rapid drop is made
to Saiachail Farm in Glen Creran. The bottom of Glen Creran is pleasantly
wooded and a fair road winds through the trees to Loch Creran, which is crossed

Highlands I.i R
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at Creagan Ferry (for new railway see p. 334). There is a public-house at the
crossing ; thence the south shore of the water is skirted for about 2 miles, after
which the road turns south and ascends Glen Salach (p. 224) to the low col

(516 ft.) between Loch Creran and Loch Etive. The descent to the latter is

rapid, and the road, crossing a burn, reaches the shore a couple of miles
short of Bunawe Ferry, the south side of which is about a mile from Taynuilt

(p. 71).

Kingsliouse Inn to Rannocli Station (13 ?n.) and Kinlocli
Ramioch, 31m. (Map opp. p. 75.) Coach from Rannoch Station to Kinloch
Rannoch and Pitlochry. See yellow sheet.

The walking part of this excursion is dreary, and in the last part almost
trackless. An early start must be made to catch the coach.
For the first 3 miles, as far as a moorland Shooting Lodge, there is a cart-track.

Then for 4 more, a narrow but firm footpath through the heather to a shepherd's
hut, beyond which the track is intermittent all the way to Rannoch Station.

The track is fully described the reverse way on page 140.

The Route. The cart-track to the shooting-lodge quits the high road a few
yards on the G-lencoe side of Kingshouse, and traverses the dreary Moor of
Rannoch, which is almost entirely without interest, except to the sportsman,
from end to end. At the Shooting Lodge (1 hr.) it becomes a good pony or foot-

track. In another half-hour, where this path branches just short of a small
marshy pool, take the right fork, and a short distance further, where it descends
to a slight grassy depression, through which a stream flows, avoid going down
the stream, and keep straight across by an old sheep-fold. Loch Lydoch, a
long sheet of water Avith sparsely wooded islands, stretches out its western arm
to within about half-a-mile on the right, and 1£ hours after leaving the shooting
lodge the path passes in front of a shepherd's hut (Tigh-na-Cruach, " House of

the Stack "), beyond which there is no habitation for some 6 miles. The track
continues to be distinctly marked for one or two miles. When it becomes
intermittent, the best direction is to make for the far corner of Loch Lydoch,
keeping well up on the higher ground if the lower is found very boggy. The
dead trunks of trees, charred and gaunt, might have served Dore for a model
about here. A little short of the end of the loch a delightful plunge may be had
from a beach of granite gravel. The loch, when viewed from here, is very
pleasing. At its eastern extremity ii a narrow belt of land succeeded by a
marshy pool, round which the path now winds. On the left is the desolate hill-

region called the Black Corries. Just beyond the foot is Rannocli Station
(p. 193). For route on seep. 140.

Route continued from p. 240.—Turning northwards again from
Ballachulish we pass or call at Onich, and continuing by the

lighthouse and through the Corran "Narroivs" we touch at

Ardgour (Corran), which is beautifully placed on a promontory,
and contains a comfortable hotel opposite the pier. Bathers will

note the beautiful shingle beach. There is also a neat little hotel,

the " Nether Lochaber," at Corran across the ferry.

Ardgour to Strontian (I<och Sunart,|ww. Stron-tee-an, Hotel), 15 m. ;

Salen {Hotel), 25.

Mail-cart every aft. to Strontian, returning every morning. Fare, 5s. Steamer

from Salen to Oban, Wed. and Sat. early morn.

The route retraces the shore of Loch Linnhe as far as Inversanda (7 m.),

and then crosses the low depression between that loch and l^ocn Sunart,
a beautiful winding sea-loch, at the head of which is Strontian (hotel).

The mines which gave its name to the mineral Strontianite are in Glen

Strontian, nearly 1,000 feet above the sea.

Hence the shore-road to Salcn (not to be confused with Salen on the Sound

of Mull ; small hotel) is delightful and very shady. Salen is charmingly placed

on the richly wooded shore of a V-shaped bay. From it a road leads to (2£ m.)

the foot of Loch Shiel (p. 329) at Acharacle (Loch Shiel Hotel ;Ard-
healach Temp. Inn), whence the pedestrian may reach Kinlocli Ailort
p. 331) in about 20 miles. A mail stea m-la unch.conveying 20 passengers now
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plies from the pier at Acharaclo (1 m. higher up than the new and handsome
Bhiel Bridge) to dilenftniian at the head of the loch, 18 /»., where the mails are

transferred to the West Highland Railway, hut see />. 329, where the sail down the

Loch is described. P.O.. desp. from A.cbaracle abt. 9 a.m. ; del. 3.30 p.m.

Tlie coast-road, richly wooded at first, is continued from Salen by Mingary
ii 1 195 James I\

r

. received the submission of the island chieftains,

to Ardnamurchan Point (25 m.), passing behind Ben Hiantand (18 m.)

the \ Ulage of Kilclioan (inn), at which the Tiree mail-boat calls (M., W., F.

from Oban : To., Th., Sat. to Oban).

Between Ardgour and Fort William we pass on the left the wide

opening of Inverscaddle, in which is Conaglen House (Earl of

Morton), at the foot of the Conaglen deer-forest. The next

opening on the same side is Stronchreggan. Ben Nevis has
reappeared on the right and assumes a more imposing appearance

as we draw nearer to it, but still it fails to assert its sovereignty,

and what top it has soon disappears behind a minor hill.

Main Route continued p. 246.

lott Wttttxm.

Station ( Refr.-rm.) and Steamer-pier adjoining.

Distances :—(Rail) Glasgow, 122£ m. (3rd class fare, 9s. 1^/.); Edinburgh
( 11.*. 7$d. ), 166 ; London, 560. (Sea), Ballachulish, 11 ; Oban, 35 ; Glasgow, 150 ;

Inverness, 63.

Golf :—On hill-side ; 9holes: nocharge. Bowling-green : 6d. day, 2s. wk.

Hotels:

—

Slut ion (first-class), on the hill just above station and pier;

Alexandra, \m. N. of station and just out of town : West End (enlarged). S. end
of town : Chevalier, close by station : Caledonian, Palace, Imperial, Ben Nevis, in

main street. Waverley Temp., close to station, etc.

P.O. ( 1902, sul iject to change) open 7—9, Sun. 9—10 ; desp. abt. 5.30, 8.5 a.m.,

l.ff, 3.50 p.m. : del., 7, 10.50, 4.35; also by mail-boats. TV1. Off., open 7—10
;

Sun., 9—10. I»©i>., abt. 2,000.

Port William is not in itself a prepossessing town. It has,

however, been greatly improved during the last few years, and is,

by reason of its central and picturesque situation, as well as the
proximity of Ben Nevis, a favourite tourist resort. It is well sup-
plied with hotels, with a generally moderate tariff, and is lighted

by electricity. The West Highland Railway has, of course, given
it a tremendous fillip.

The town owes its name to the fort, which stands at its northern
end, but has been almost destroyed by the railway-works. This
tort was erected in the time of William III. as a caution to

Jacobite chieftains.

Fort William contains a striking example of the worthier appre-
ciation of church architecture latterly evinced by the Scotch
people, in a beautiful little Episcopal Chapel (perhaps the most
beautiful for its size in Scotland) on the right-hand side and near
the north end of the street. Its granite pillars bear witness to
the richness of the surrounding country in that rock. Enter by
the S. porch. Note the baptistery, the font, the groined roof, the
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polished granite pillars, painted oak ceiling, the chancel, the
panelled reredos, the pulpit, the organ, the font, mosaic paving,
and the carving of the S. porch door. All the coloured windows
are presentation ones. Schools, corresponding in style, have also

been erected, and there is another handsome new church.

One or two commonplace obelisks in or near the town tell their own tale. A
walk parallel with the main street and some way above it affords a good view.

At the S. end of the town is the I<ow Level Observatory built in 1890,
in connection with the one on Ben Nevis.

For the ascent of Ben Nevis, see "Mountain Section." The summit is not
seen from the town, being hidden by a minor height.

<* leu Nevis. Coach there and back (16 m.), after arrival of first train

;

Pare, 4s. Qd. Those who have a few hours to spare at Tort William should
walk or drive up Glen Nevis. To reach it proceed northwards along the
Banavie road, as far as the bridge over the river Nevis, one mile distant from
the pier. Do not cross the bridge but take the by-road through the wood on
the east side of the stream. In a few minutes you turn southwards up the glen,
and require no further direction. To fully grasp the scenery j'ou must go as
far as the bend at Achriach (5 ?«.), whence the contrast between the cultivation
of the lower part—or strath—and the savage wildness of the upper is very
striking. On the way (3 m.) is a Rocking-stone that has ceased to rock, and, a
mile further, a thousand feet above the road, a vitrified fort, Dunvardhall, which
is worth visiting for the view from it {see map).

At Achriach the river is crossed by two bridges, from which the fine falls are
well seen ; much finer, however, are the Upper Falls. 3 miles further, beyond the
end of the road, recently made, in the wildest part of the glen, where the Ben sends
down a huge and steep shoulder on the east, and southward one of his satellites,

Scuir Varn, presents quite a snowy appearance, similar to that of the quartz-
topped Ben Eay and others in the vicinity of Loch Torridon and Loch Maree.
The light and colour effects about here are very striking. For these falls follow
a track till it branches into two. A few yards up the left-hand one are the Falls.

Here is a cul-de-sac, except that there is a wild track (unexplored by the writer)
over a col (1,320 /f.) to Locli Treig (head 800 ; p. 193) where are a farmhouse
or two. Distance, 10 m. Hence it is 8 miles by road along the east side of the
loch to Tulloch Station (p. 245).

Fort William or Banavie to Arisaig and Mallaig, p. 328.

Fort William or Banavie to Glasgow and Edinburgh,
by the " West Highland Bailway "

; also to Kingussie.

Distances :— Roy Bridge, 12£ m. (— Kingussie, by coach, 50) ; Rannoch,
35£ (— Kinloch Rannoch, by coach, 53; Pitlochry, 74); Grianlarich, 63£
(— Callander, 92 ; Stirling, 108 ; Edinburgh, 145 ; Oban, 105.) ; Glasgow, 122£ ;

Edinburgh, 166.

*
s
* For distances from Banavie add 2£ miles.

Fares :—2d. and Id. a mile. Glasgow, 16s. Id., 9s. \\d.; Edinburgh, 21s. Id.,

lis. 7±d. Map opp. p. 190.

This route has been so fully described in the reverse direction (p. 190) that

we shall here only give a summary of it.

Cycling :—Avery good road to Kingussie (700/7.), especially for the first and
last dozen miles. Highest point (880 ft.), 2 m. short of Moy, 20 m.

From Banavie or Fort William, after passing the " Long John "

Distillery, we have splendid views of the northern precipices of

Ben Nevis. Then, between Spean Bridge (9 m.), Roy Bridge
and Tulloch (18) the features are the Falls and Gorge of the Spean,

and the Parallel Roads, traceable on both sides of the line.
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V* O f tliese Parallel Roads the principal ones are three in Glen Roy,

commencing 2 miles N. of Roy Bridge station, and extending with scarcely any
break on either side of Hie river to Ualriach Shooting Lodge (9 m.), up to

which there is a driving road. They may be well seen, however, by proceeding

about hall tin- distance, till you have the dip on the N. side of Bolmntine Hill

(nearl] 2,000 fL > on your left. They run very close to each other at an average

height of 1,000 Eeet above the sea (700 above Roy Bridge), there being only

a difference of 300 feet between the highest point of the uppermost and the

lowest of the nethermost. Here and there they are 20 yards or more in width,

and twice or thrice that distance apart.

The others are in the main Spean glen, visible from the line between Roy
Bridge and Tulloch stations, and in Glen Clou, between (Hen Roy and Loch
Lochy.
The theory suggested by Agassiz for this geological phenomenon is that the

Spean glen was once crossed by a barrier of ice and so formed a lake, which was
lowered by the breaking of the dam at three distinct periods. The so-called

"roads" are, of course, simply natural terraces.

*
s* From Turret Bridge (750 ft.) just beyond Dalriach Lodge, you may (a)

cross the ridge (1,172//.) to the head of OSengloy (3 m.), and descend" that
valley to Glenfintaig Lodge and Spean Bridge or G-airlochy (new station and
Canal ) 13 or 14 in. ; or (b) you may follow the path to the col at the head of Glen
Roy (1,250 ft.) ; 14 in. from Roy Bridge, and, 4 miles further, join the Corri-
yarick route (p. 12K) at Mrlyorva, where the carriage-road ends, 11 m. from
JLaggan (Drumyask Hotel ; 29 m. from inn to inn and hardly worth the candle).

Tulloch to Laggan (26 m.) and Kingussie (37), by Coach, 12s. M.

The coaches run in connection with the morning trains both ways. There is

no hotel at Tulloch.
Thence to Loch Laggan the road is mostly through moorland pasture. Loch

Layyan is described on page 142. At its far end (18 m. from Tulloch) is the Loch
Laggan Hotel, beyond which we traverse a well-wooded defile and drop gradu-
ally to the Spey valley, the longest in Scotland. From Z<aggan ISridge
(Drumyask Hotel), the road to Newtonmore (35 m.) and Kingussie is sufficiently

described on p. 142.

At Tulloch (18 to.) the rail turns abruptly to the right, at a
point where the stream-scenery is particularly interesting. Then
it ascends rapidly on the left-hand side of Xioch Treig, of which
lake it commands a complete view. Then, reaching the water-
shed (1,350 ft.), whence is seen Corrour Lodge, bar one the highest
inhabited house in Britain (p. 193), and affording a fine view of the
Glencoe mountains. Next, it drops to Sannoch, and for many
miles crosses the Moor of that name, emerging through the
Caledonian Forest into civilisation again at Bridge of Orchy
(51 m.\ coach communication with Ballachulish

;
yellov: pages).

Beyond this Ben Douran is the feature. We make a huge sweep
round its base, and then ascend to Tyndrum (58J m.), whence
to Crianlarich (63£ to. ; Ref.-rm.) the line runs more or less
parallel with the Callander and Oban branch of the Caledonian.
A slight rise from Crianlarich lands us at the head of Glen
Falloch, in winding down which some of the loveliest views on
the route present themselves (p. 191). Ardlui (72£ m.) is next
reached, and here we may transfer ourselves to the Loch Lomond
steamer (p. 234), or proceed along the shore of the lake to (80£ to.)

Tarbet and Arrochar—splendid views of Ben Lomond and the
11 Cobbler "—thence cross to Loch Long, and skirt that loch at a
prodigious height to Gareloch Head (90£ m.) and Craigendoran
(100)—lovely views of the Gareloch—and Glasgow.
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Main Route continued from p. 243. From Fort William we
take train (see p. 193) to Banavie, 2%m. Here the canal-steamer
is waiting for the morning boat. Those who arrive by the evening
one stay the night either here or at Fort William. The Banavie
Hotel (greatly enlarged) is well situated and first-class. It looks

across Corpach Moss to Ben Nevis, the finest feature of which,
the northern precipice, is seen in silhouette across Corpach Moss.
P.O., del. abt. 10.45 and 6.20 (callers) ; desp. 7.40 a.m. and
12.50 (2.30 Oct. to June).

The Caledonian Canal was first opened in 1822, after half a

century of consideration and twenty years of construction. The
engineer was Telford. In a few years, however, its use was aban-
doned in consequence of difficulties arising from the imperfect
execution of the original plan. Its restoration was commenced
in 1843, and it was finally opened in its present condition in

1847. The Great Glen of Scotland, through which it runs, con-

sists of a chain of lakes, Loch Ness, Loch Oich, and Loch Lochy,
connected by shallow streams, and to render it available for pur-

poses of navigation these lakes had to be united by artificial

channels measuring altogether 23 miles in length. The summit-
level of the glen is 100 feet above sea-level—the height of Loch
Oich above high-water mark at Corpach—and the total distance

from Corpach to Inverness is 60£ miles.

From Banavie to Corwacli, where the canal enters salt water, is a long
mile by road or canal-side. Going underneath the new Mallaig railway to start

with, the canal descends by a series of locks called " Neptune's Staircase."

Corpacli (snug little hotel) is decidedly picturesque. It commands the upper
reach of Loch Linnhe and the length of Loch Eil, Ben Nevis and the most
attractive view of Fort William, across the water. Its importance is attested by
the possession of "West Highland Colosseum."

Just in front of Kilmallie Church, \ mile beyond Corpach, is a conspicuous
obelisk in memory of Col. Cameron of the 92nd Highlanders, who fell at Quatre
Bras—" famous in life and glorious in death." The beech-girt circular old grave-
yard is interesting.

An interesting drive or cycle-ride from Banavie is to the I>arlt Mile, 12 m.,

between Loch Lochy and liOcli Arkaig. It is an avenue of beech. The
road (poor) continues along the north shore of the loch to its west end, where it

enters CJlen Dessery (25 m. from Banavie), whence it is 10 miles to the farm of

tioitrlies at the foot of the " Pap " of Loch Nevis and the head of the lake of the
same name and almost as much further by Glen Meadall; to Inverie (p. 258),

the communication with which remote spot will probably be much easier when
the Mallaig railway is open than it is at present. From Sourlies to the col at the

head of Glen Meadall the path rises 1,700 feet between Mel Buie and Mel Vasiter.

Direct Ascent of Ben Nevis from Banavie.

Up to the point beyond the loch (Mel-an-t'Suie) at which the

Fort William track (p. 285) is met, the following are the direc-

tions :

—

Follow the Fort William road across the suspension bridge, then turn left past

the " Long John " Distillery. Here a stone bridge crosses a stream. Get into the

bed, if dry, of this stream, or on to the bank next distillery by any convenient
method. It may be necessary for this purpose sometimes to go through or round
the distillery buildings. Go below railway arcli or over level crossing above,

according to the size of the stream. The road then passes the distillery reservoir,

and, a little after, a gate is met in the deer-fence skirting the road at this point.
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Go through this into open ground, after reaching which follow the course of

the stream—in bad weather do not attempt to leave it. A little after passing the

deer-fence the stream divides into two channels. Be sure to take the one to the

right, and keep it on your left, till (3£ miles from Banavie) you come to the loch

( Mel-an-t'Suie |. The* route is slightly circuitous and in places pretty boggy, but
it, La softer to the foot than the stony track, marked N

' Pony-track " on the map.
The stream should be followed till the loch is reached. Then cross it and take the

left or east shore of the loch, and keeping 50 to 100 yards above it, the close shore

being boggy. The regular track (p. 285) is joined just beyond the farther end of

the lake. This, of course, has just to be followed to the top.

In June, 1899, a race took place from Banavie to the top of the Ben and back-
For particulars, see p. 281. This race is expected to become an annual event.

Leaving Banavie we have a full-length view of Ben Nevis
across a level and uninteresting moss, through which the river

Lochy flows, passing on the far side of it old Inverlochy Castle

(p. 232), and the conspicuous new Inverlochy (" Torlundie ")
Castle (Lord Abinger). The huge northern precipices of the

mountain from this side give it a more imposing aspect than it

possesses from other points of view. Streaks of snow may
generally be seen lurking in the crevices throughout the summer,
but, except for "the say of the thing," they impart no character

to the scene. In less than 7 miles we reach Gairlochy Lock,
erst Loch Lochy Lock, a combination of words which issued as

uncomfortably from the southerner's lips as the kilt and plaid

sit on his body. Here Glen Spean converges on the right, and we
are within a mile of Gairlochy station on the new railway (p. 333).

Iiocta lochy, which is here entered, is 10 miles long and is

flanked by steep green mountains. A little way up its western
side Loch Arkaig is connected with it by a short stream. The latter

is a fine sheet of water, 12 miles in length. By a road along its

north shore the striking scenery of Loch Nevis may be reached,

but there are no inns and scarcely any communication by sea.

On the road between the two lochs

—

Arkaig- and Lochy—is the
Mil-dubh, " Dark Mile," so-called from the density of the foliage.

A cave hereabouts is said to have been one of Prince Charlie's

resting-places after Culloden. On the opposite (east) side of the
loch is Inverloy Lodge, beautifully placed.

At the upper end of Loch Lochy the Ziaggan Locks are passed,
and 2 miles further the canal, after passing through a long and
gracefully curving avenue of larch, widens out into Xioch Oicli,
close by the Invergarry station of the new railway (3 m. from the
village. Here we have, perhaps, the most beautiful bit of scenery
on the whole canal route,—that of Invergarry. The old Castle,

whose interior was burnt by the "butcher" Cumberland in 1746,
though in itself nothing more than the stereotyped " oblong-
square shell," is so charmingly situated above the margin of the
water on a green and rocky knoll, with a background of rich
forest foliage, as to add a special piquancy to what is in all

other respects a delightful prospect. Just beyond is the modern
mansion of the owner, Mrs. Ellice, and, 2 miles S., close to an
ivied cottage, a monument erected by one of its former owners,
Macdonell by name, to hand down to posterity the memory of the
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"ample and summary vengeance"—so runs the inscription

—

which was inflicted on the murderers of the Keppoch family by
the chief of the clan, Lord M'Donell and Aross. The Keppoch
family were two brothers, who, on their return from finishing their

education in France, were murdered by seven of their kinsmen
for the sake of their inheritance. The monument consists of

seven stone heads surmounting a pyramid, and the spring beneath
it is called Tobar-nan-Ceann—the "Well of the Heads." The
Invergarry Hotel (rebuilt) is a delightful hostelry. The peaked
hill on the left is Ben Tee, chief "tee" of "Glengarry's
golf-ground." The walk through the Castle grounds is most
charming; see p. 335.

The steamer does not call at Invergarry itself, and the tourist

who wishes to stay there must disembark either at the Laggan
Lock, at the north end of Loch Lochy, or at Cullochy Lock, at

the north end of Loch Oich. The distance is 4 miles from Laggan
and 3 from Cullochy, and there is a good road from both places.

This part of the Caledonian Canal abounds in reminiscences of " Prince
Charlie." Botli before and after the disastrous enterprise which terminated at
Culloden, he spent a night at Invergarry Castle ; and Aberchalder, at the north
end of Loch Oich, witnessed the gathering of his forces at the outset of the
campaign.

For Wallt from Invergarry see p. 335.

Invergarry to tlie West Coast l>y Glen Sliiel.

Invergarry Hotel to Tomdoun Hotel, 10 m.; Clunie Inn, 22; Shiel House Inn,Zi
(

—

Glenelg Inn, over Mam R«ttacha?i,43m.) ; Domie (public-house), 44 ; Balmacara
Hotel (Loch Alsh), 49 ; Kyle of Lochalsh, 55.

This route to the West Coast is second only in scenery to the one through
Strathglass and Glen Affric, over which it has the advantage of being prac-
ticable for carriages throughout. For cyclists the roughest and hilliest bit is

between Tomdoun and Clunie. Hence a short climb and long descent to Shiel ; a
very stiff rise and fall 4 miles further and a long ditto beyond Balmacara. For
G-lenelg a very heavy pull over Mam Rattachan. The finest parts of the route
are the first few miles from Invergarry, and from about half-way down Glen
Shiel to Balmacara. The intervening portion is somewhat dull aud featureless,

but not more so than the corresponding portion of all the other routes to the
west coast. Between Tomdoun and Clunie the road attains a height of 1,425 feet

above sea-level, and between Clunie and Shiel Inn close upon 900 feet.

From Invergarry Hotel we proceed by a road beautifully fringed with birch
and other trees through Glen Garry for nearly 3 miles to J-ocli €tarry, a charm-
ing sheet of water some 4 miles in length and thoroughly Highland in character.
Its whole expanse, surrounded by an amphitheatre of receding mountains, is

well seen from its eastern extremity, whence the road tracks its northern shore
and, 2 miles beyond its head, reaches the Tomdoun Hotel (rebuilt and good).

*** From Tomdoun a road follows the course of the Garry to Loch Quoich and
locli Mourn Head, a distance of 16 or 17 miles. The watershed is reached
between Loch Quoich and Loch Hourn, and is 691 feet above sea-level. During
the descent the rocks show striking evidence of glacial action. The scenery
around Loch Hourn is amongst the finest of its kind in Scotland. Lofty and
steep mountains encompass the water, their bases beautifully feathered with
trees of native growth. Thei-e is no accommodation at Loch Hourn Head,
whence a path along the south side of the loch leads to Skiary (2 m.), where
a boat may be got. and Barrisdale (6), and then across a depression in the

hills (1,100 ft.) to Inverie, on Loch Nevis (Temp. Inn with a bed or

two.), where the "Claymore" usually calls on the outward journey on Friday
afternoon. At other times a boat may be engaged across the loch to Mallaig
or Tarfoet (see p. 332). The only path on the north side is one through the

depi-ession at the back of the hills which rise from the water's-edge. It reaches
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the looh at Arnlsdale (7 m. ; 3 good hours' walk). The path clearly defined,

ascends and descends by numerous zigzags at "fearful angles," not excelled by

nilartype in Scotland—precipitous walls of rock on either hand, their

by trees, mostly conifers, and a broad brawling stream tumbling
.1 cascade and water-slide along the bottom, where is one poor little

Good entertainment at the cottage of Mrs. Murchison, Corran,

l m. farther S.E. Loch Hoarn and the road from Arnisdale to Qlenelg
( 12 //(.). a beautiful one, arc described onp. 25$.

Between Tomdoun and Clunie the road climb? the ridge separating Glen
Garry from Glen Moriston, crossing on the way a tributary stream of the latter

between two scraggy-looking sheets of water. On descending to the Clunie
I mi (730./?.) the tourist may enjoy the doubtful pleasure of reflecting that he is

about as far removed from the haunts of men as it is possible to be in our tight

little island. The distance of the Clunie Inn from its market town—Inverness

—

is computed at 52 miles. Barrenness, almost without relief, appears on every side.

The road from Invermoriston converges a little short of the inn. From a mile
E. of the inn you may' in 6 miles cross by intermittent track to Aultfoeatli
(]' bit), passing between Cralic (3,673 ft.) and Scour Cathran (3,614) on the
right, and Chest-a-Doo (3,218) on the left. Height of col 1,300/?., 600 above Clunie.
Our route now rises for a couple of miles to the head-waters of G-lenShiel.

The mountains close in rapidly with slopes of dark-green and peaks of pyramidal
outline. The glen is long and narrow, and the steep hill-sides very green.

The steep slopes which these mountains present to the eye, and the imposing
aspect which they acquire from being seen from the dead level of the sea,

formerly led to a great exaggeration of their height. If they are not 4,000 feet,

they look it. On the north they culminate in Scour Ouran (3,505/?.), opposite
to which, on the south side, is the Saddle (3,517).

Sliicl In ii is a snug well-to-do hostelry near the head of Loch Duich, dear
to the fisherman and apt to be monopolised by him to an extent which somewhat

- from the comfort of the ordinary tourist. Near it is a deep, black pool
in the river, affectionately called the "ink-pot." Crossing the river in front of

the inn, we reach the head of Loch Duich. As this lake is best seen and oftenest
visited from its lower end, we have described it in the reverse route {p. 261).

*
#* To GUenelg. The road proceeding straight on past the inn climbs in three

miles to the summit of Mam Raf taclian (1,070 feet above sea-level) by a zig-

nggy course, during which it presents grand views across Loch Duich. On the
other side it descends more gently into a wider valley opening on to the Sound
of Skat, and flanked on its southern side by the sharp-cut summit of Ben Screel.

Near to the water's edge is the Glenelg Hotel {see p. 257). Swift steamers
from Oban to Gairloch call three times a week each Way. The "Claymore" and
'• Clansman " also call on their way to Stornoway on the evenings of Tuesday
and Friday, returning on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
From Shiel Inn to Balmacara the road skirts todi Duicli {p. 261),

passing the hamlet of Invershiel, and working round by a circuit of nearly two
miles to the north-eastern shore of the same lake. At the public-house at
Borate, i mile short of which the view from the brow of the hill is splendid,

ea by a ferry the entrance of Loch Long, and thence, at more or less dis-

tance from the north side of Loch Alsh, reaches the Balmacara Hotel
(good), f£ miles from the Donne Ferry. This part of the route is more fully

d the reverse way. At Balmacara swift steamers, plying from Obau to
Gairloch, call early in the afternoon of Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays,

ttg on alternate days. The " Claymore "and " Clansman " also call on
•ward journey to Skye and Stornowav on the evenings of Tuesday and

Friday, returning on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Strome Ferry is 8 miles away
( Mail-cut daily.)

5kye road is continued from Balmacara to Kyle of Loclialsli
Station and Hotel (pp. 263, 170), 6 m., almost double the bee-line, and
very hilly. The hotel, enlarged, is in the hands of the Railway Co.

From Cullochy Locks (Aberchalder), at the foot of Loch Oich,
the descenl commences to Loch Ness. The distance is five miles,
and during the last two of them there are upwards of half-a-dozen
locks, causing a delay of more than an hour, and enabling pas-
sengers to walk along the tow-path, if so inclined, and reach Fort
Augustus well in advance of the steamer.
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Port Augustus (Lovat Arms (first-class), Chisholni's Temp.) is a
small village, deriving its name from a fort erected after the rebellion

of 1715 and at which Johnson and Boswell called on their way to

Skye in 1773. The building has latterly been almost completely
swallowed up in a very fine and costly Gothic structure constituting

a Benedictine College and Monastery. The several parts—College,

Monastery, Hospice, and Scriptorium—are connected by Early
English Cloisters, the work of Pugin, and a baronial tower adds
greatly to the general effect. Visitors are no longer admitted. A
splendid Church was added in 1894 at a cost of £80,000 (see

p. 159). There is a fine peal of bells. (For Raihvay see p. 334.)

Iioch Ness, which we now enter, is 24 miles long, and
from 1 to 1£ wide. Its depth is such as to prevent its ever

freezing. It is flanked by mountains throughout, opening up
somewhat at its northern end and richly fringed with wood.
There is nothing grand about the character of its scenery, and its

unbroken straightness robs it of the charm of variety. For all

that, it is unquestionably beautiful, and the speed at which the

steamer ploughs its waters prevents its sameness from Jbecoming

tiresome. As we sail down it the western side is at first richly

and variously wooded, while the eastern is more abrupt and footed

with scree. In 5 miles the peep up Glen Moriston at Inver-
moriston on the left is one of the most attractive in the day's

journey. There is a fair inn (Invermoriston Hotel) a mile from
the pier. For Cycling see pp. 159 and 248.

The river-view from the bridge near the hotel is very fine. The hill opposite

is called the " Pig's Snout." The old burial-ground hard by and entered through
an avenue of limes is eminently picturesque.

Invermoriston to tlie West Coast l>y Olen Sliiel. Invermoriston
to Torgoyle, 9 m. ; Clunie Inn, 25 ; Shiel Inn, 37 ; (

—

Glenelg Inn, by Mam Ratta-
chan, 46) Balmacara Hotel, 52.

From Clunie this route is identical with the previously described one from
Invergarry (p. 248). The first part of it is beautifully enriched with birch and
fir, and presents many a happy blending of wood and water. After that the
scenery becomes bare and uninteresting, and does not regain any distinctive

character until it enters Glen Shiel a few miles beyond Clunie Inn. At
Torgoyle the public road crosses to the S. side of the river, to recross 6 miles
further opposite the shooting lodge of Ceannacroc. Three long miles further ic

reaches Loch Clunie, a long and narrow lake devoid of interest, 3 miles beyond
which the road from Invergarry converges. This route escapes the sharp
intermediate rise between Tomdoun and Clunie.

The mountain on the left some miles north of Invermoriston is

Mealfourvonie, pronounced Mel/oo?-vony (2,284 feet) and meaning
the " round hill of the cold upland." It is the crowning summit
of the hills immediately enclosing Loch Ness. A long strip of

water descending on its southern side is part of the Alltsigh burn

—

a splendid bit of cliff and woodland, reminding one somewhat of

the Windcliff and Kinnoull Hill. It is the scene of a character-

istic act of Highland vengeance— the wholesale burning of a

family in a church—a proceeding dignified by the name of "the
Raid of Killiechrist."

Opposite Mealfourvonie is the sylvan glen containing the Falls
of Foyers, once the finest in the kingdom (seep. 158), which,
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however, are not seen from the steamer. The aluminium works

have taken all the romance from the scenery.

The whole neighbourhood of Foyers is abundantly clothed with

fine ami varied wood, in the centre of which is the hotel, 5 minutes'

climb from the pier, while the framework of foliage, through which
glimpses across ihe lake are often gained, gives that addition of

coquettish variety to the scene which it lacks when beheld from
the surface of the lake.

Two miles north of Foyers and on the same side is Inver-
farigaig, a deep defile which would seem to have formed part of

the route of the crest-fallen Pretender on his flight fromCulloden.
At its entrance is a "lion-shaped" hill, called the Black Rock.
The steamer then crosses the loch to the Temple p/gr at Drum-
nadrochit. As we approach this, we pass perhaps the most
picturesque bit on Loch Ness—the fine but fragmentary ruin of

Urquhart Castle, standing on an almost isolated rock which pro-

jects into the lake. It was besieged by Edward I. Behind it is

an ample bay receiving the waters of Glen Urquhart. The Drum-
nadrochit Hotel, an excellent house, 1J miles from the pier.

A long 2 miles from the hotel and reached by passing Balnacaan,
the seat of the Earl of Seatield, head of the clan Grant, are the

charming Falls of the Divach, and above them DivacJi Cottaqe—
strongly recommended as a "mooning" retreat. The more
actively inclined may, however, continue the route to the top of

Mealfourvonie (2,284 ft., 7—8 m. from Drumnadrochit). The
route is pointed out from the hotel, and the excursion is most
easy and enjoyable.

Dm in iia «l rocli i t to Invercannieh, 13 in. Fair cycling.

A good road leads up G-len Urquhart to Strathglass and the G-lenaffric

Hotel, forming the shortest route to Strath Auric from the south. Glen Urquhart
has none of the characteristic beauty of the wilder parts of Inverness-shire, as
is evidenced by the fact that it actually produces wheat. The first or lowest
mart < well populated) is the most picturesque. Thence it rises gradually to the
ndge which forms the eastern flank of Strathglass, descending obliquely through
a wood into Strathglass, and crossing the River Glass close to the Crlen Affric
Hotel ( Temp., good) at Invercannieh. For G-len Affric, see p. 163. About half-
w.iv between Drumnadrochit and Invercannieh, and beyond Loch Meikle, which
lias somewhat the look of an ornamental sheet of water, the road forks. Take
the right-hand branch.

North of Temple Pier the scenery expands, and the hills
diminish in height. A pier has been erected at Abriachan, a
prettily placed hamlet, 4 miles on the way. Then, passing AIdourie
Souse, a fine baronial mansion amongst woods on the right, we
reach Bona Ferry and enter Loch Dochfour, as the northern bay
of Loch Ness is called. On its west shore is Dochfour House,
Italian in style, and an obelisk that marks a burying-ground. The
Dolgarroch lock takes us into the canal again, and keeping the
river Ness on the right, we wind along a well-cultivated corn-
Lrrowiug valley between the Asylum and the Tom-na-Hurich
cemetery (p. 155) to Inverness. For a description of the town, die,
sec p. 154. The Muirtown lock (inn) a little short of which
passengers land, is 1£ miles from it. 'Buses to the hotels.
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Oban to Skye, Gairloch, Stornoway, &c. (Map opp. p. 253.)

Oban to Tobermory (Island of Mull) 28m. ; Mallaig, 63; Glenelg,

85 ; Balmacara, 90 ; Kyle of Lochalsh, 93 ; Broadford, 100 ; Portree,

120; Stornoway (direct), 180 m;

—

Portree to Gairloch, 30; Ullapool,

60 ; Lochinver, 90.

(1) By swift passenger steamer {July, Aug., and Sept.), 3 times
a week (7m., Th., Sat.) to Portree and Gairlocli, calling at Craignure
Lochaline, Salen (Mull), Tobermory, Mallaig, Armadale, Glenelg, Balmacara,
Kyle of Lochalsh, Kyle Akin, and Broadford.
The boat leaves Oban about 7 a.m. and, when the Loch Scavaig detour is

included {Tu. only), reaches Portree about 6, and Gairloch about 8.30 p.m.;
otherwise two hours earlier.

For times and fares see " Yellow Sheet"

(2) By mixed passenger and cargo boats {Claymore and Clansman)-
Every Tuesday and Friday not before 8 a.m., arriving at Portree about midnight
and at Stornoway on Wednesday and Saturday at a time dependent on the
course of the voyage beyond Portree.

Cabin fares:—Oban to Tobermory, 5s. ; Mallaig, lis. ; Glenelg, 12s. ; Balmacara,
13s. ; Kyle of Lochalsh (Kyle Akin), 14s. ; Broadford, 15s. ; Portree, 16s. ; Gair-
loch, 21s. ; Ullapool, 21s. ; Lochinver, 21s. ; Stornoway, 21s.

*#* The above " callings " are subject to variation. See " Yellow Sheet."

Mr. David MacBrayne's Official Guide {price 6d.) should be consulted for
further information as to fares, circular routes, &c. For general remarks see

page 213.

Leaving Oban we have the Dog-stone and Dunollie Castle (p. 221)
on the right, and then passing between Kerrera, on which is the

Hutcheson Obelisk (p. 222), and the green Maiden Isle, we make
straight across Loch Linnhe. Behind us, at the entrance to Loch
Etive, is Dunstaffnage Castle, and in the distance rise the twin
peaks of Ben Cruachan, the one almost obscuring the other,

while, as we proceed, we may notice, considerably to the left of

Ben Cruachan, a pinnacled peak. This is one of the Buchaille

Etives, or " Sugarloaf mountains of Glencoe." A little square-

topped hill in Morven in our right front is the Table of Lome.
Ben Nevis, far away up Loch Linnhe, is first to the right of

Lismore, then over it. Then we pass between the lighthouse at

the south end of the long low island of Lismore and the Lady's
Bock, covered at high-water, a circumstance of which a member
of the Maclean clan availed himself, some three-and-a-half

centuries ago, in order to get rid of his wife. The lady, however,
was found and rescued, and her would-be murderer was assas-

sinated by her brother. The residence of this loving pair was
Duart Castle, a square tower on a small promontory of Mull,

which we pass a little beyond the rock, and, beyond it, the modern
Duart Castle.

On Duart Point is a Beacon I,i« lit in memory of Win. Black, the novelist

{p. 279).

We now enter the Sound of Mull. Our first call is at

Craig-nure, just beyond which Ben Nevis disappears behind
the hills of Morven. Hence we cross to Loch Aline, passing on the

way the ruin of Ardtornish Castle. Here the Lords of the Isles

held of old their "parliaments," and, according to Sir Walter
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Scott, their festive gatherings. In the present shell of a building,

it is difficult for the passer-by to see anything more than yet

another of the thousand-and-one little square strongholds which
testify to the turbulence of former times in this part of Scotland.

About Ardtornish on the same side some basalt cliffs fringed

with wood vary the characteristic monotony of the coast-scenery

in this part of the Sound, and a little further on there is a
charming but momentary peep up Xioch Aline, just before we
stop at the pier of that name. Hotel 1 in. up. An ancient and a
modern castle—the latter with a campanile—are seen at the far

end of the loch, beyond which the top of Ben Kesipol is just

visible. Don't miss it

!

The next stopping-place to Loch Aline is Salen (Hotel in

village), the best head-quarters for exploring the island of Mull.

This island is almost entirely mountain and pasture, and has but
little wood or rock in its interior to relieve the universal green-

ness, a peculiarity which is also encouraged by a very heavy
rainfall. Mull has, of course, its Ben More (or "big mountain")
3,169 feet high, and visible over the valley behind Salen, whence,
however, the conical Ben Talla is far the most conspicuous height.

Ascent of Ben More (3,1G9 ft.) From Salen to the foot (Dishaig) 7 m.

;

tin u<-> up (mil down, 3£-4£ hours.
N.li.—Get Bartholomew's map of Mull (2 m. to inch), Sheet 10 ; 2s.

Ben More is in itself a fine mountain, and its position as the crowning height
of Mull, several hundred feet higher than any other mountain nearer to it than
Ben \ ,'\ is or Hen Cruachan, makes it one of the best view-points within reach
of Oban. The ascent is not difficult.

Route:—A lew yards west of the inn at Salen the road turns to the left, and a
little afterwards, bending up to the right, crosses the low col that separates the
sound of Mull from Loch-na-Keal ; the distance from sea to sea being not more
than three miles.

At 2£ miles from Salen a road goes off to the right and winds along the north
shore of Loch-na-Keal—the " Loch Gyle " of Campbell's pathetic ballad, but if

we may venture on an opinion—neither "dark" nor exceptionally "stormy."
Tli is road leads also, by ferry, to "Ulva's rocky isle," or, keeping to the mainland,
it works round alongside or near the coast to Kilninian (15 m.), Calgary, and
Dervaig (25 m.; inn). It affords good examples of the combined land-and-sea
views on which we have already commented.
Our road continues direct for a mile, and then, crossing the River Baa, turns

abruptly to the right at Knock. By ascending for a few yards the steep hill that
confronts us at the turn we shall get a view up Loch Haa—a. very fine fishing
loch containing salmo-ferox, but strictly preserved. At its lower end is Gleriforsa
IId'i*,', near to which we may have already noticed, through the trees, the
mausoleum. The other house on the water-side, east of our view-point, is Ben
More Lodge, and beyond the head of the loch the remarkable cone of Ben Talla

This part of the island is the Glenforsa Deer Forest. There is—for Mull—
an unusual display of wood in this little nook.
The rest of our way—3-3£ miles— is along the south shore of Loch-na-Keal, but

for some time the heights of Ben Creach and Ben Fad hide the summit of Ben
More from us. There is no particular point at which to leave the road, but some

r ,,i |
,,. bend of the road opposite the islet of Eorsa it is best to strike

op to the left and make for a bit of rocky excrescence about 1,500 feet up. After
climbing a little beyond this you will see the top of the Ben in front. The best
way thither is obvious : make for the foot of the steep uppermost part, and then

intways to the right till you are on the ridge. A twenty minutes' trudge
usidering that it is rather steep and consists almost entirely

•tli and <a<y-going, briugs you to the top, and to a view
which quite atones for its poverty of foreground by depth, extent, and contrast
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of land and sea. Northward the sharp-notched Coolins of Skye bound the view
;

a little to the left of them are the peaks of Rum, and in a line with them the
sheer-topped Scuir of Eigg. Away to the north-west, over or just clear of Coll,

rise the hills of South TJist, " Hekla," " Ben More," etc., and Barra, and between
us and Ooll are the fantastic Treshnish Isles. Staffa is a dot upon the sea, and
south of it is Iona. The most prominent heights southward are the Paps of Jura,
to the right of which is the lower-lying Islay, and nearer at hand Scarba and
Colonsay. The twin peaks of Ben Cruachan, with Ben Lui to the right of them,
" rule the roost " eastward, and in the north-east Ben Nevis rears his great hump-
back above smaller but more graceful heights. Between it and Cruachan the
Sugar-Loaves of Glencoe (Buchaille Etive) are easily recognised.

Close at hand we look almost straight down to the head of Loch Scridan (to

which a rough descent may be made) and the desolate glen which goes inland
from it. The white houses of Oban are seen due east, more than twenty miles
away. A sharp rocky ridge close at hand, and belonging, if we recollect right, to
Ben Pad, is a telling feature in the scene. To Kinloch Inn at the head of Loch
Scridan would be about 5 miles. The inn is 12 miles from Bunessan (18£ Iona)
by good road, and about 13 from Salen bypass (1,088 ft.) B. of Ben More and
dropping to Loch Baa.

It was the writer's good fortune to be on the top of Ben More during a gorgeous
sunset in June. Close at hand there floated a gossamer veil of mist, through
which the sea and the far-off western skies ever and anon appeared, and reflecting

the most varied and delicate tints. In those days of prolonged twilight there is

time enough to see the sun fairly to bed and still get down to the road again
without risk of losing the way through darkness.

Aros Castle, another ruined stronghold of the Lord of the Isles,

rises beyond Salen, and six miles or so further, passing a small
island, we enter Tobermory Harbour, where the mixed boats require

the best part of an hour to take on and off cargo. The fast ones
only stay long enough to land and pick up passengers.

A little tump that rises above the moorland of Morven is called " She-an "

(Sithean). It was a favourite resort of Norman Macleod, whose ancestors once
resided at Fuinartj, on the shore, almost opposite Salen and the original of his
" Manse in the Highlands."

Tobermory ("The Well of Mary." Hotels:

—

Mishnish and
Royal, Temp., by the shore, close by pier), the capital of

Mull, lines the western shore of the bay on which it stands,—

a

semi-circular one with a girdle of low, wood-fringed hills. Besides

the communication by all through-boats threading the Sound of

Mull, Tobermory has a special mail-boat plying daily between it

and Oban. There is a fine cascade a few minutes' walk up the

little dell at the far end of the village. On the opposite side

of the bay is Aros House, a modern residence, close to which is the

Aros burn, with two waterfalls, one visible from the pier. A shore

path (1J m.) leads to it.

The circuit of Mull by road is 95 miles :—Tobermory to Salen (hotel), 10 ;

Lochdonhead, 24 (road good so far) ; Kinloch Inn (over pass 658 ft., rough), 41 ;

[— Bunessan Inn, 53 ; Iona, 60 (good)] road junction at head of Loch-na-Keal, 63

(Salen, 66) ; Kilninian Oh., 76 ; Dervaig Inn 87 ; Tobermory, 95. Very hilly after

Kilninian Church.

Tobermory to Saleu (I.ocli Sunart), 15 m. ; Twice a week (Tu. &
Fr. ) the Mull mail-boat leaving Oban about noon proceeds up Loch Sunart to

Salen, returning so as to reach Tobermory by 8 a.m. the following day. Oban to

Salen, 8s.; ret., 12s.; steerage, 4s.; 6s.). The sail past the islands, through the

narrows and between the richly wooded shores of Loch Sunart, is most charming.
Note Glen Cripesdale with its house, on the Morven side. There is a fair little

hotel (1 m. from pier) at Salen. For way on to Loch ftliiel, Strontiaii, or

A runa in urchaii, seep. 242. Prom the inn to the landing-stage of the mail
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steam-launch on Loch Shield p. 329) is 2£ miles. Make your bargain as to

mce beforehand.

Quitting Tobermory, we may notice the basaltic formation

before reaching Ru-na-gal Lighthouse on the left and the entrance

to Loch Sunart on the right. The breeze very likely freshens

and the sea becomes more frisky as we look ahead to the open
Atlantic. To the left, high up on the bleak moorland, and
" lour square to every wind that blows," is a modern residence,

Glengorm House; on the right, Ben Hiant (1,729 ft.) and Mingary
Castle ; behind, Ben Resipol (2,774 ft.). Then as we issue from the

Sound. Ardnamurchan Lighthouse, occupying the most westerly and
one of the most exposed rocks in Scotland, stands out to sea. Before

we round this point, an entirely fresh prospect opens before us, which
with the gracious permission of Father Neptune, not always ac-

corded, we shall not be slow to appreciate. Due north, and almost
close at hand, rises the level island of Muich (" Muck ") ; to the

right of it, Eigg (pron. " Egg ") with its basaltic Scuir ending in a
precipice at its eastern extremity. Over and beyond Muich and to

the left of Eigg are the mountains of Rum, characterised by a
peaked outline, while, filling up the gap between them and Eigg,

the Cuchullins of Skye are plainly visible. To the right is a suc-

cession of mainland heights. About here the finest part of the

voyage commences. The relative position of the islands is con-
stantly changing, and is of course additionally subject to the

route taken by the particular steamer on which we are travelling.

Nearly all go direct to Arisaig, passing on the way the little

hamlet of Fascadale, and affording the most remarkable view of

the extraordinary basalt Scuir of Eigg ; one or two, however, call

off Eigg', on the way. This remarkable island is, to a consider-

able extent, under cultivation. The Scuir of Eigg is, by reason
of its extraordinary shape, the most conspicuous object for miles
and miles round. It consists of a mass of basaltic shafts, rising

from a steep rocky base. At the north side of the island is a

long line of cliff presenting a similar phenomenon, but not
attaining so great a height.

Eigg possesses its " chamber of horrors " in the form of a cave
near its south-east shore, in which, within the last 60 years, a
large number of skeletons might have been seen bleaching. The
tale runs that upwards of two centuries ago the Macleods of Skye,
having been disappointed in a predatory expedition to the island,

which resulted in their being tied down and sent adrift in their

returned in increased numbers to revenge themselves. The
Macdonalds by clan—retired to the cave, whither the

Macleods, having traced them, lighted a huge fire at its entrance,
and so suffocated them. Happy, indeed, is the country which has
no history !

Prom I the swift boat steers north for Loch Scavaig, it passes the
\i Bleat and Loch Slapin on the right hand, and on the left the

mountainous Rum and Canna, on which Compass Hill is said to be so strongly
Impregnated with magnetic ircr as to affect the compasses of passing vessels.

Scavaig and Coruisk see pp. 255, 256. The return is round the Point of
into the course pursued by the other boats.
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As the shores of Eigg recede, the peaks of Rum and the Cuchul-
lins become more distinct, and the Sound of Sleat opens in

front. The last-named is bounded on the west by the long and
almost straight south-eastern shore of Skye, from which rise hills

of no great height or variety of outline. The mainland, how-
ever, assumes noble proportions, and, before the Cuchullins have
disappeared behind the promontory of Sleat, Loch Nevis opens
on the right. Loch Nevis—or the " loch of Heaven "—so called

to distinguish it from its next neighbour, Xioch Kourn, the
" loch of Hell," is certainly the more cheerful loch of the two,

but the difference in scenery by no means corresponds with that

suggested by the two names. Both are grand specimens of west-

coast scenery, and they are marked by similar characteristics

—

lofty dark mountains, descending in abrupt slopes to the water's

edge, and mysterious distances through which the eye can only
imagine the long inner reaches winding inland between hill-

ranges only far enough apart to leave room for the ceaseless ebb
and flow of the tide. (For Loch Hourn, see p. 258.)

Passing Loch Nevis the steamer enters the Sound of Sleat, and
pays its first respects to Skye at Armadale. Here is Armadale
Castle, the modern seat of the Macdonald family, who share

with the Macleods of Dunvegan the distinction of being the chief

landed proprietors in the island. Both places are marked by an
abundance of wood, very unusual in Skye, and at Armadale the

moist warmth of the climate is attested by the luxuriant growth of

the fuchsias.

Our next calling - place with some of the steamers is Isle
Ornsay (Inn), immediately opposite Loch Hourn, a short length

only of which lake is visible. Ben Screel, from here saddle-

shaped, rises directly from its northern shore to a height of

3,193 feet.

From Isle Ovnsay a short cut of 9 miles may be made across to Broadford, but
its adoption involves the loss of the best scenery of the voyage, and the road
itself crosses the worst of Skye scenery.

From Isle Ornsay the view up Loch Hourn is most impressive.

On the Skye side the hills on the left sink and reveal again the

Cuchullin range, with Blaven prominent at its right. The Sound
narrows as we cross it to the bay and strath of Glenelgr (Hotel),

near to which are the old Bernera Barracks in ruins.
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Map opp. p. 253.

This corner of Inverness-shire is one of the most characteristically beautiful
parts of the Highlands. By the great majority of tourists, however, its beauty
is only surmised from the limited view which they obtain of it during the passing
of tin- numerous strainers which run between Oban, SkyOj Q-airloch and Storno-
wa\ . The hotel accommodation is certainly limited, the inn at Glenelg—a good
and fair-sized one—being the only place in the district itself at which visitors

may depend upon being housed. The distance of G-lenelg from Shiel House Inn
on Loch Duich Q». 237) is 9 miles, and the Balmacara Hotel on the north side of

Loch Alsh is still nearer by sea, the distance being accomplished in 20 minutes
by the hist steamers, which call at both places on every voyage, going north on
Tuesday . Thursday and Saturday, and south on the alternate days. The " Clay-
more " and " Clansman " also call at both places ou their outward and return
trips.

Ctlenelg itself requires no description as a village. The hotel is pleasantly

situated a short distance from the little stone pier, to which passengers are
conveyed from the steamers in commodious boats, and beyond the correspond-
ingly small kirk. The Bernera Barracks, a little way north of it, and now in

ruins, are another reminder of the difficulties which the present dynasty at first

experienced with the Highland clans. Passing a little way to the left of them
and crossing the river by some stepping-stones you may join the old mail-road
to Kyle Rhea Ferry and SIcye. The walk to the ferry (2 m.) is very
picturesque. Those who cross it may experience a momentary uncertainty as to

their late when they reach the turn, as it were, of the two tides, which run in

opposite directions through the strait. From the far side the road ascends by
the side of a long and desolate valley from the "col" of which it descends more
gradually to the Kyle Akin and Broadford road, which it strikes opposite a
road-side house of call, 4 miles short of Broadford. There is an extensive view
of the sea and the Skye mountains during the descent, and in one part the deep
ravine of a very pretty burn on the left hand. The walk is to be recommended
M a variety to those who are already familiar with the magnificent sea-route
between Glenelg and Broadford. The full distance is about 13 miles.

<;ia*veii ( 1,296 ft., 3 in. from tfie hotel). This little mountain amply repays
the trouble of getting up it, because it commands a view in three directions,
northwards over Loch Alsh, eastwards up Loch Long, and southwards down the

oi Sleat. To the west Ben-na-Caillich, in Skye, towers over the far side
ol the Kyle. To reach the foot, go northwards from the hotel to the point where
the Kyle Rhea road strikes off to the left; then pursue a cart-track past some
shielings, beyond which the ascent, first marked by a path and then rathei
Bloppj in parts, but presenting no difficulty, commences. The top is marked by
a cairn. The view is as above outlined. Perhaps the sweetest part of it is the
vista up Loch Long, an arm of Loch Alsh winding far away into the wild moun-
tain-land north of Kintail. The superior heights near Mam Rattachan hide
Loch Duich,and Ben-na-Caillich hides the Coolins. Over Loch Alsh, Balmacara

In returning you may descend to a valley which is crossed by the Kyla
Uhea road considerably west of the point at which you crossed that road in
OOming up.

Highlands I. B
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Pictlsli TonoiN of <wlei»olg; (2|—3 m.from hotel). These are the m«
complete of their kind ou the mainland, though they are far Less so than thai I

Mousa in Shetland. Follow the road southwards as far as the bridge over th
Glenbeg stream (1 m.). Instead of crossing this, keep along the road up the glei

The first tower is in a field on the right of the road, and the second on a hilloc!

a few hundred yards further, left of the road. Being fac-similes, a description
of the first will suffice. The shape is circular, and about a third of the circuit!

ference remains. The interior diameter is about 30 feet, and the height of th
wall from 30 to 35 feet ; its total width at the base 12 feet, but here the masonr
is broken by an intra-mural passage extending all the way round and graduall;
tapering upwards, till towards the top the double wall becomes a single one, o
correspondingly less width to the space which the passage occupies below. Th
double parts are held together by slabs of slate placed horizontally so as to forn
floors. Inside, the wall is upright ; outside, it leans inward. There are nc

indications of cement having been used, but the stones are laid in courses. Nar
l

row slits admit light from the inside only. Altogether, the only common-sens*
theory as to the origin of these and the thousand and one other remnants of ;

.

similar kind, which exist all over the north of Scotland, is that they were buili

for protection, either of person or gear, or both.

«lenelg; to Arnisdale, 11 m. (road) ; and I.oclilioiu-itlicnd, 18 m
(road, seep. 248). This is the excursion from Glenelg, and as fine a one as any ii

Scotland. The road to Arnisdale is a somewhat rough one from the point oi

view of a carriage-proprietor, who naturally prefers to send his machines ovei
the smoother route by Mam Eattachan to Shiel Inn—also a very fine route, de-

scribed on p. 250. Except by boat there is no way of seeing the upper reach oi

Loch Hourn, as the footpath connecting Arnisdale with the head of the loch
goes up a valley which is separated from the water by an intervening line of

low hills. Consequently, care should be taken to choose such hours as will

admit of accommodating the row down the loch and back again to the state of

the tide. There is one poor licensed house at Arnisdale ( p. 249), but this

district has not, so far, taken advantage of its tourist possibilities either as

regards inns or boats, except in asking an unreasonable remuneration for the
hire of the latter. With a favourable tide and two rowers. 8s. may be con-
sidered a fair charge. If the tide does not admit of the row being continued
to the head of the loch, it is fully worth while to proceed as far as the narrow
tide-way about 2 miles short of it. There is a footpath from Corran along the
middle reach of the loch, and by a little clambering after it ceases a fair view
of the upper reach may be obtained.

Good walkers may proceed from the head of the loch by road, past Loch
Quoich, to Tomdoun Hotel (p. 248, 17 m.), on the way to Invergarry
(see p. 247).

There is also a horse-path along the south side of the upper reach of the loch,

connecting Lochhournhead with Inverie on Loch Nevis, but, as the public
communication witli the outer world enjoyed by Inverie is confined to about one
call a week on the part of the " Claymore " or " Clansman " at all sorts of hours,

this route is of no service to the tourist, unless he hire a boat (seep. 249).

Route. The road is identical with the one to the Pictish Towers (see above) as

far as the bridge over the Glenbeg stream, which must be crossed. Here, amid
trees on the right, is the shooting box of Ellanreoch. From it the ascent begins

at once and continues for some time, soon commanding a view across the SoiiBJi

of Sleat, closely confined on the far side by the isolated group of mountains which

lie between Kyle Akin and Isle Ornsay. In the retrospect the mountains of

Applecross, beyond Loch Carrou. are seen. Soon, as we proceed over the high

ground, the sheer-topped Scuir of Eigg (p. 255) appears and, to the right of it,

the boldly outlined hills of Bum. Then, as the entrance to Loch Hoarn cornea

into view in front, about 5 miles on our way, the serrated peaks of the Coolitis

rise grandly over Isle Ornsay. In descending to Loch Hourn we pass through

a birch-wood, and, as soon as the trees permit, a splendid view of the middle

roach of the loch bursts upon the eye over some railings to the right of the road.

A grander sheet of water and a finer outline of hills are seldom comprised in the
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oi Ben Screel, richly clothed with scrub in their lower

m the left, and in another mile or two we reach Ami*-
dale . row of] the Loch.

lt«-n s<-r«'«'l may be climbed from tiere bj the green corrie whioli

l»
( >iiit, whence, bending bo the left, the steep upper slope of the

A e bave not made the ascent.

. Lochhournhead diverges to the left between Arnisdale and
n it mile further, but, as before stated, is separated from the loch by

an Intervening ridge (set />. 249). Good entertainment at Mrs. Murchison's.

Lrnisdale, we proceed down the middle reach ol

Locli iloin-ii. Die mountain-shapes in front and i\ fine,

eel in the rear, tn a couple of miles a sharp turn to the
upper and narrow reach of the loch, half-way up which

thi bide be unfavourable w< musl slop. There is

i hundred yards away, on the north shore, where milk may pro-
hail, and from which, by ascendii g the rocky little eminence beyond,
itain as good a view as can be de ired of I his port ion of the lake. I is

ristics are steep shores richly clothed withnative wood and diversified

towards the west to bold mountain-peaks. 'The scenery
from this point to the head of the lake is of the same kind. The commanding

the head are Ben Buie (2,870 ft.) and Scour Morar (3,365 ft. ). The
road to Tomdoun Hotel and Invergarrj {seep. 247) commences. about a
ond the head, and is reached by the horse-track which, as before men-

tioned, follows the south side of the loch.

Glenelg to Invermoriston or Envergarry on <li<' <';«ir-

donlan (anal. Glenelg to Shiel Inn (Kintail), 9 m.; Gtunie Inn. 21;
Hotel, 37; Invermoriston Inn, 4G.) Tomdoun Hotel, 31; Invergxri-y

leads are fully described the reverse way on pages 24S and 250. Their
are the splendid view from Mam Rattocliun (1,072 ft.) 2 miles short of

Shiel Inn: the deep valley of Glen Shiel, and the beautiful wooded scenery
during the hist few miles either to Invermoriston or Invergarry. The central
portion for some miles on either side of the Clunie Inn is bleak and ut:interest-

•om shiel Inn the pedestrian may visit the Falls of Glorrtach ami cross to

unich and Beauly, or Drumnadroehit, as described in the next d&our—
I dmacara (p. 261).

At Kyle Rhea, just below Glenelg, the old Skye Ferry, now but
little used, crosses our course. Hereabouts the meeting of the

they s weep round the shores of Skye, makes rowing
ition a difficult if not a dangerous matter for inexperienced

hands. Beyond the Kyles the water again expands into Loch
Alsh. an apparently land-locked lake, on the far side of which is

at Jiotel of Balmacara. The scenery all along this
1 the voyage is of a very distinct character, and gains con-
ibly in impressiveness, if, as is often the case with the slow

i rs, it is la-si -ecu in the twilight. There is not so much
individual beauty about the mountain amphitheatre, but the rapid
changes in the disposition of sea and land, the confusion of

; and mainland, and the sudden opening up of unexpected
channels, when a minute before we seemed to be sailing into a

cul-de-sac, give the scene the character of a labyrinth. We
know the particulars of the catastrophe which overtook
(rwegian king, Haco, in these waters, on his retreat after the
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battle of Largs, six centuries ago, but it is not difficult to imagine
the bewilderment of the unfortunate monarch when he found him-
self entrapped in such a troubled and unconventional sea,

between two dangerous channels, with tides rushing to and fro

through them at the rate of eight miles an hour. The wonder is,

not that he failed to get out, but how he ever managed to get

in. Still more wonderful, however, was his previous exploit of

dragging some of his vessels over the isthmus between the West
and East Loch Tarbert, thus early demonstrating the effeminacy
of the present age in desiring a canal between those places.

While crossing the loch we may notice at its eastern end,

where it branches into two other lochs—Duich and Long—the

crumbling ruin of Eilean Donan (the " small island-fort "), and,
to the left of it, the table-topped Ben Killilan, at the head of

Loch Long.

The Monument on the north shore of the loch west of the

landing-place was put up by Sir Roderick Murchison in honour
of his ancestor, Donald Murchison, who for ten years collected

the rents of the proscribed Earl of Seaforth during the stormy
period of "the '45."

Balmacara Hotel (1 m. E. of landing-stage (Map p. 165).

Post arr. abt. 3.45 p.m., dep. 8.40 a.m. Tel. Off., 8-8., Sun. 9-10) is

the best centre for exploring the beauties of the Loch Alsh and the

Kintail district, of which only a very vague idea can be obtained
from the steamer-traok. The gem of this district is Loch Duich.
a salt-water lake, which, though it is really a continuation of

Loch Alsh, lies at such a sharp angle, and is entered by so

narrow a strait, that it is not visible until it is actually reached.

For this reason it has all the characteristics, except the tidal one,

of an inland lake. It is best visited in a boat from Balmacara,
but before starting the tide-table must be carefully consulted. It

is also seen to great advantage in either of the two following

walks, and a beautiful glimpse of it is obtained from the mail-

road between Balmacara and Strome Ferry (see below). The
" Clansman " or " Claymore " calls at its entrance, Totaig, on the

return journey about Tuesday or Thursday.

Balmacara to Strome Ferry, 8 m. by mail-road ; mail-cart daily, 2s. Cd.

This road crosses the high ground between Loch Alsh and Loch Carron. It

climbs from the Kintail road, 1^ miles from Balmacara. affording after its first

rise a beautiful retrospect over Loch Duich, Loch Alsh (Hotel), and their sur-

rounding heights. Thence for some distance the road winds round the hill-side

to avoid the depression over which the telegraph-wires pursue a more direct

course. Then it drops again into a green valley, whence another and a smaller

ascent is made to the summit of the ridge which overlooks Loch Carron. The
Strome Ferry Hotel is beautifully situated on an eminence overlooking the lake,

and close to the Railway Station and Pier. {See also p. 165.)

Balmacara to Strome Ferry l>y I>micraig, 12 m.

This route, though longer, is a delightful alternative to the direct road. The

prospect obtained from it over the sea to the Skye mountains is one of the finest

in Scotland, and the rock scenery about Duncraig is grand.
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Follow the Kyle Akin road tor If miles and then, near the top of a long ascent,

where the wood ceases, take the right-hand branch (the left drops to Kyle
of Loehalsh, 6 in. from Balmacara). After a mile of dull moorland, the

road makes a long descent through a beautiful wood of native birch, on issuing

from which it affords a splendid view across the outlet of Loch Carron to the

Applecross and Skye mountains. Then, 4£ m., it crosses a burn just above the

Little hamlet of Duirinish, and bends back to the right. A few yards further,

oes off square to the right. This is the best to take. (The one straight

on goes to Plockton, a fishing village with a little country inn and a rail-

way station ( p. 170), and by turning ou>t of it, right, in about a mile you mas
rejoin the first-named.) Hence to Duncraig we have a reclaimed wilderness.
Oats and potatoes flourish beside a loch overshadowed by a fine wooded crag.

Past the loch, the road—a fine one—follows a serpentine course, and seems to
absolutely reverse its direction. Below is the hamlet of Plockton. Winding
round again, however, we make pretty direct for the mansion of Duncraig
(Sir Kenneth Matheson, Bart.), a handsome modern building with a tower.
From the road it is almost hidden amongst trees, and on nearing it we turn up
to the right, keeping the shrubbery—rich in rhododendron, laurel, and ever-
greens generally—on the left. Soon nature unadorned reasserts herself, and the
road, looking down on the sea, passes beneath the magnificent crags ("Castle"
crags) which give the place its name. They tower to a great height, and are
richly clothed with heather and birch. Issuing on to less interesting ground,
we may notice a remarkable raised bench at the foot of the next hill. Our road
passes this hill, and we may cut off a dull corner by crossing a footbridge at a
little farm, and following up the farm-track alongside the stream. This brings
us into the Balmacara mail-road, \\ miles short of Strome Ferry (p. 169).

»#* The two last-described routes combine to make a first-class circular drive
of 20 miles (2£ less omitting the hotel at Strome).

Balmacara to Iiivcrcaiiiiic.lt (Stratli CSiass). Balmacara Hotel
to Dornie (public-house), 5 m. ; Croe Bridge (head of Loch Duich), 12 ; Aultbeath, 22 ;

Loch Affric (east end), 31 ; CAenaffric Hotel (Invercaunich), 43.

There is a carriage-road to Croe Bridge ; thence a footpath to the east end of

Loch Affric, and a carriage-road for the rest of the way to Invercaunich. As to

accommodation, or rather the want of it, the tourist is specially referred to the
notes on p. 161, &c.

This is one of the finest long walks in Scotland, but it is only practicable for

good pedestrians. The part of it between Croe Bridge and Invercaunich is

fully described the reverse way on page 158. In that portion, thei*efore, we
shall merely give such details as are necessary to make the way clear. The
walking distance may be reduced to 31 miles by' hiring to Croe Bridge.

Between Balmacara and Dornie there is nothing calling for special remark.
The road leaves Loch Alsh some distance on the right, and green hills rise on
the opposite side. At Dornie the outlet of Loch Long is ferried over. A road
skirts its western shore, by which the Palls of Gdomach may be reached, but the
way is not nearly so good as the one which we shall describe further on in this
route. By it the distance is 18 miles from Balmacara (by Killilan, 11).

Prom Dornie. where the Port of Eilean Dorian on a projecting rock is a most
picturesque object, we pursue a hilly road with many twists and turns along
r Lie north-east side of Locli Duich. Nothing in the Highlands is much finer
than this lake. It is hemmed in on every side by steep hills, those at its head

in conical form considerably higher than the others. The prevailing
colour is ,iark green, and the shores are abundantly fringed with wood, of

Eeed it, one is hidden from the view and the other, which
threads Glen Shiel, so closely flanked by abrupt mountains as to be barely
visible. The regularity of its shore and sky-lines somewhat impairs the effect of

from a purely artistic point of view, but the details which compose its

so strikinglj good thatthej will bear being looked at for along
tin'' without wearying the eye. There is a grand view from the top of Keppoch
lull, 2 miles beyond Dornie. Tmoerinate Bridge, about half-way up the loch, is
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a charming spot. Beyond it we pass the most populous part of the loch-side,

the village of Kintail. The road then turns northward and crosses the Croe
water some way beyond a little inlet of the lake in that direction.

*
;
..« For the Falls of Cwlomai-'ii take a track to the left before crossing- the

bridge. This passes by the farm of Linassie, and keeps the river on the right
till some way beyond the convergence of the stream descending from the Pass
of Beallach. Then crossing and recroS6ingthe stream, it bends rightand climbs
high up above it, diverging slightly to the left about a mile beyond theiast
crossing, and passing over a stretch of moorland in a north-easterly direction

till it descends to the Q-lomach stream a little above the Falls. For the descrip-

tion of the Fall, see mage 159. A return may be made to Balmacara down Qten
Elchaig and by a road along the north shore of Loch Long. The first part of

the walk is very steep and rough, the glen of the G-lomach Water being uncom-
fortably narrow. The nearest way on to Invercannich is to follow the stream
upwards tor 4 miles and join the main .route close to Loch Beallach. There is

a rough track during the latter part of the way.

To reach Glen Affile and 1 nrercannich, leave the main road at Croe Bridge
and, passing on the right the entrance to the glen through which the river Croe
flows, ascend the next glen on the same side. The track up this glen climbs steeply

to the top of the Pass of Bvallacli (1,700/?.). A mile beyond the top Loch
Beallach and the convergence of the G-lomach track are passed, and then the
path descends continuously to Anltbeath. Hence leave the cottages of Coulavie
on the right, and take the north side of Loch Affric. The carriage-road from
Affric Lodge at the east end of the lake needs no description beyond that already
given on page 158. No effort should be spared to reach Invercannich before
dark, not from any danger of losing the way, but to avoid missing the magni-
ficent scenery of Glen Affric.

Balmacara to Iiivermoriston or Tnverffarry (on tlie
Caledonian Canal). Baknaeara to Shiel Inn (py north side of Loch Dutch),

15 to. (by south side), 12 to. Beyond Shiel Inn the route is identical with that
from Glenelg (p. 246).

Carriages are taken along the north side of Loch Duich, as described in the
previous route, to Croe Bridge, whence they skirt the head of the Loch to

Shiel fun.

Pedestrians may ferry over at Dornie to Totaig; (ale-house) on the south
side of Loch Duich, whence there is a shore-road affording beautiful views
across and up the lake, and joining the Mam Rattachan route from Glenelg
close to Shiel Inn. This is the easier route for cyclists.

From Balmacara the steamer turns hard a-port for Kyle
Akin. This strait, named after the aforesaid Haco, connects
Loch Alsh with the wider waters north of it, between Skye and
the mainland. Only the swift steamers have noAv the advantage
of comprehensive views, as night has always, except in the very)

long days, fairly closed in by the time the mixed boats reach this

part of the voyage. But there is a keen sense of romance about

Kyle Akin, even in the dark. The lighthouse at the extremity

of the reefs which abut from the mainland, presenting in turn its

red and white lights, is an object whose full effect is lost in the day-

time; but, however much or little visible, Kyle Akin affords one of

the most picturesque groupings of natural and artificial objects in

Scotland. On a rock to the left of the narrow water-way stand

the few stones which constitute Castle Moil—said to have been

built by a Danish princess nicknamed " Saucy Mary,'
1 who took

toll from all passing vessels.
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The extension of the Skye railway to Kyle of Lochalsh, as

!, minus on the mainland side of the kyle is called (see p. 170),

seteel a t inns formation in the character of Kyle Aldn,

which, up to a comparatively short time back, was merely a

lonely strait with a ferry-house inn at the end of a land journey

of over fifty miles, on one side, and a rustic village with an old

castle and a comfortable inn on the other. The opening of the

Skye railway as far as Stromc Ferry in 1870 quickened it into

animation, but it was not till the extension was finished in 1897
that it breathed continuously. Now it is one of the chief ports

for the whole of Skye and the Lews. On the business (E.) side

a small community, with shops, a bank, and a first-class hotel,

yet homely, belonging to the Kailway Company (see p. 170),

has sprung into existence, while the other—pleasure—side has
benefited by having its undoubted attractions made so much more
accessible.

Our -first call is at Kyle of Xcochalsh pier, on which also

the railway station (ref.-rm.) stands (hotel, enlarged, in hands
of Railway Co., 3 min. walk, over the bridge), and where there

is a considerable interchange of passengers.

The coast on this side, though broken and romantic, is not
adapted for pleasure purposes. You can cross by ferry (%d.), from
one to the other old pier, to the village of Kyle Akin (Hotels

:

Wring's Anns, Kyleakin, good, now in same proprietorship), which
lines the Skye shore, commands a lovely view, has a good steamer
pier, and a splendid shingle beach for bathing. A strip of green,

part of which affords facilities for golf, extends between the
houses and the sea.

The Cyclist will find Kyle Akin or Broadford the best starting-place for a
tour in Skye. The roads are very fair and, considering the wildness of the
country, not over hilly. Distances:—Kyle Akin to Broadford Hotel (/>. 264),
s to.; dull, with fine views: better by steamer. Sligacltan Hotel (/j. 272),

23 ; some stiff ups and downs. Portree (p. 270), 33 ; sharp rise at first, then

— Portree to Ilia Hotel (#.273), 15m.; Quiraing, 21 ; Staffin {Inn),
•J l. Pair to ins, whence rise of 800 ft. to Quiraing. Leave cycle at Uig.

Prom l r i«- round by Kilmalnag to KtafHn (17 m.;p. 273) is bad going

Portree to Hunvegan (23 to. ; p. 274), a variable and very dull road.

Danvegan to Sligachan (23 to.; p. 323), the finest road-route in Skye;
mil hilly, but worth all the trouble.

We maj here remark that the number of mile-stones in Skye is only
quailed bj the absence of any information upon them.

Between Kyle Akin and Broadford a low belt of dull moorland,
relieved by a strip of cultivation along the shore, stretches across
Sk-vc, forming a kind of isthmus for the promontory of Sleat.
r.rliinil it the Cuchullins again come into view, Blaven being now
the most prominent of the group. It rises to a fine irregular cone,
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and few mountains in Scotland display such noble proportions.
Stretching eastward from it is a line of red, angular summits
looking more like huge artificial lumps than ordinary productions
of nature. On the right Loch Carron opens with fine effect, dis-

playing to its north the mountains of Applecross. In front are

Scalpa and Raasay, the latter marked by the table-topped Duncan
Hill, to the right of which is seen the Storr Rock far away in the
north of Skye. At Broadford (p. 267) there is a good hotel, and
a commodious pier.

The sail from Broadford to Portree is fully described on page
170. For Portree itself, see p. 270 ; for the sail on to Gairloch,

p. 276 ; for Ullapool, Lochinver, and Stornoway, p. 277.

Oban to the Outer Hebrides and West Coast of Skye,
seep. 316.
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• lint still Salvator's soul had kindled to paint .Skye."

For Cycling Notes, see p. 263.

General Description.—The scenery of the Island of Skye
(lilt cvs more than any other in Britain from that with which man-
kind are familiar in the ordinary walks of life, and for this reason

it is popularly called " savage." The epithet may be justified on
the ground that the island presents Nature's counterpart both to

the nobility and the meanness of the savage. The tourist who
visits it will do well to remember, in choosing his routes, the won-
derful contrast of beauty and ugliness which it presents. Even
Alexander Smith, one of its most devoted admirers, and the author
of the most eloquent description which has hitherto been given of

it, was constrained to write thus of one part of the island :—" We
" passed through a very dismal district of country. It was pre-
" cisely to the eye what the croak of the raven is to the ear. It

" was an utter desolation, in which Nature seemed deteriorated

p and at her worst. Winter could not possibly sadden the region
;

" no spring could quicken it into flowers. The hills wore but for
" ornament the white streak of the torrent ; the rocky soil clothed
" itself with no heather. . . . Labour was resultless ; it went
" no further than itself—it was like a song without an echo."
There are parts in Skye which even the picturesque and imagi-
native pen of Mr. William Black, with all the beautifying forces

of atmospheric phenomena which it knows so well how to bring
into full play, could hardly redeem from the "abomination of

desolation," if we may be excused for perverting the original

meaning of an expression. It is our aim in guiding the tourist's

steps through the island to enable him as far as possible to avoid
these scenes, whose "loneliness loads the heart," and whose
" desert tires the eye."

The attractiveness of Skye rests entirely on the scenery obtained
from two or three routes through it, and the ever-changing dispo-
sition of its wild mountains and sea-inlets as seen in sailing round
its shores.

The hotel accommodation on the island has greatly improved duriner
20 or 25 years. Portree, as the chief place, has the largest houses—

'Royal ' .iii.l others, while the somewhat smaller ones at Broadford and
Sligachan arc equally good in their way. Of Kyleakin we have alreadv
spokeu (p. 263). At Dunvegan, too, Uig, or even Staffin, no tourist need deem

i unfortunate in having to spend the night.
St map of *k.v<>. as a whole, is Bartholomew's A inch to the mile, in

I.loured contours (Sheet 19; 2s.).

The route of routes is the one from Broadford to Sligachan,—
conveniently continued to Portree—by Lochs Scavaig and Coruisk
and Grien Sligachan. For the pedestrian to take to his legs short
of Broadford is waste of time.
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Equally popular with this is the Quiraing excursion, but except
for the unique rock scenery of the Quiraing itself and the descent
to Uig the route is dull and monotonous, presenting in parts the
worst features of the island.

Kyle Akin is one of the most picturesque spots on the Scottish
coast.

Dunvegan, on the west coast, is a good deal visited, but the mail-
road to it from Portree (22 m.) is very dull, and there is no public
conveyance to it by the more interesting route from Sligachan. It

may, however, be reached in a circuitous manner by mail-boat
from Portree three days a week (see p. 324)—a charming sail.

The ascent of " Scuir-na-Gillean " from the Sligachan Inn is

perhaps the roughest piece of ordinary mountaineering to be
obtained in Scotland. Other peaks of the Coolins, which are
only climbed by experienced climbers or cragsmen, present greater

difficulties. The Storr Kock also amply repays the trouble of

climbing it. A great part of the route, however, is characteristically

dull.
" Corry-na-Creich " to the north, and " Hart-o'-Corry " to the

south of Scuir-na-Gillean are amongst the wildest and grandest
scenes of their kind in Britain.

Those who from any cause are prevented from adopting the
Loch Coruisk route between Broadford and Sligachan, will find a

frequent change of scene and great diversity of colour and outline

in the walk by the main road (15 m.) between these places. It

skirts the sea-shore during the greater part of the distance.

We hope the above remarks will not be considered unduly
dogmatic. We have given utterance to more decided opinions

than usual, because we have always found on our way to Skye that

tourists visiting the island for the first time are exceptionally be-

wildered as to the best places to stop at and the best routes to

travel.

Good walkers should undoubtedly begin at Broadford and take

the Loch Coruisk route. Even those who cannot manage more
than their 8 or 10 miles in a day, may adopt this route by driving

to Torrin and taking a boat round Strathaird Point to Loch
Scavaig, whence the walk over Drumhain (abt. 1,000 feet) to

Sligachan is 8 miles. Those who trust entirely to carriages

and ponies should make Portree their head-quarters. From it

public waggonettes start every morning to Sligachan, affording

ample time for the pony expedition to Loch Coruisk and back.

Similar accommodation is afforded to the Quiraing.

Two or three days is the time usually spent by visitors in

the island. That period may be best turned to account as

follows :

—

Day 1. Broadford to Sligachan by Loch Coruisk.

„ 2. Ascend Scuir-na-GUkan (or visit Corry-na-Creich) and walk or ride

to Portree.

„ 3. Public waggonette to the Quiraing, or climb the Storr Hock.
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Broadford to Sligachan and Portree.

Broadford to Torrin (conveyance), 6 m. ; Loch Scavaig, close to

Comtek, 20; Drumhain (walk), 22; SUgaeham Inn, 28.

Charges: Carriage to Torrin at usraal posting rates; Boat witli 2 rowers

to /.<W/ Satnii>; ati-l back, L8s. : with I rowers, 24s.

V.irialioiis: (a) Boat from Torrin to Kihnnree (3 to.), abt. 3s. ; walk to

Camamnary, 3J m. : Boat to /.<W/ Scavaig and back, 10s.

(h) Boat across Loch Slapin (£to.), 2s. Walk by Kilmaree to Camamnary,
i m. : and round the promontory to /.<«// Coruisk, 8m.

Remarks. A party is made up on most days at the Broadford
Hotel, whereby the individual expense is much reduced, and the

whole can be done with not more than a mile's walking by return-

ing by boat and carriage to Broadford. Cyclists can only send on
their machines by boat from Broadford to Portree.

Those who elect to walk from the far side of Loch Slapin, or

from Kilmaree, 2 miles lower down the same loch, to Camasunary*
may possibly find the boats at Camasunary engaged, in which
case they must walk on either round the promontory, on which is

the " bad step " (see description), or by the head of Glen Slky

and Drumhain ((5 m.) to get a view of Coruisk, in the latter case

retracing their steps into Glen Sligachan.

It is still necessary, we regret to say, to make a special bargain
beforehand with the Skye boatmen.
A word of caution with regard to the last part of the journey

—

that between Loch Coruisk and Sligachan Inn—is not uncalled
for. From the top of Drumhain, the col separating Coruisk from
Glen Sligachan, there is a clear view all the way down the glen,

and an apparently unbroken and unmistakable path. Conse-
quently, tourists often linger till late on this wild vantage ground,
admiring the close peeps which it commands into the wildest

parts of the Coolins, and quite unconcerned about the rest of

the walk, so plain does the path appear. When once, however, the
bottom of the glen is reached, this track is found to be frequently
interrupted by small patches of boggy ground, which defy the skill

of the rough mountain-road maker, and afford after dark no trace

whatever of the traffic daily passing over them. Then, should he
fail to hit the track again on the far side of one of these patches,
the tourist may wander on for hours through a veritable " slough
of despond," and if the light of the Sligachan Inn, welcome as
solitary, gleams through the darkness before midnight, he is more
fortunate than many have been.
The formation is granitic, and the glen is like that of Sannox in Arnni

onl] Longer ami worse.

With regard to the glen itself the following is extracted from
tl\o Visitors' Book at the Sligachan Hotel:

—

• Did achody ken
Sic an awi'u' glen,

\VP it- mosses and mires and rid

t'.ur ainst within
The Sligachan Inn,

We forget \ni 'a 'a but the mid
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The Route.—The road from Broadford to Torrin passes
through a poor, though by no means the poorest, part of the
island. On the left are bare moorland undulations ; on the right

a pair of red, lumpy hills, outliers, but in no way representatives

of the grand forms of the Coolins, which rise behind them. Then
we pass the roofless old kirk and burying-place of Kilchrist (" Strath
Kirk" on the map), containing amongst other monuments an
elaborate screen erected in memory of sundry members of the
Mackinnon clan, who had been carried thither one by one for

their last repose. Blaven, perhaps the finest mountain in Skye,
now comes into prominent view on the right, and the shores of

Loch Slapin are soon reached near Kilbride. The lake has no
special features except its numerous caves. The principal one is

the so-called Spar Cave, on the western shore. The interest which
this cave once derived from its stalactites has vanished, and it is

now more comfortably omitted from the day's programme, espe-

cially as a grope through it involves the loss of valuable time.

Doubling Strathaird Point we have a fine view of the Scuir of

Eigg and the mountainous Rum, with Canna beyond it. Then,
passing the islet of Soay, we enter Loch Scavaig.

Pedestrian Route rid Kilmaree.—After crossing Loch Slapin (or being
rowed down it to a point a mile short of Kilmaree) you take the road southwards,
and then, after passing the entrance to Strathaird House and descending past
the Free Kirk, cross a bridge and turn to the right—not by the side of the stream
but obliquely, so as to gain the regular path, which avoids the bogs at the bottom
by keeping along the hill-side. Where this path crosses the col (abt. 550 /If.) there
is a landmark, beyond which a steep and rough descent leads to the flat strath at

the head of the sandy little bay on which is the solitary little farm-house of

Camasunary, amid a few acres of cultivated land. Here light refreshment
may be had, and a boat probably be hired (charge, 8.?.).

*** Prom Cainasunary it is 8 miles direct along the depression under the al-

most sheer rocks of Blaven to the Sligachan Inn. Those who wish to walk to Loch
Coruisk will find a narrow path from the far side of the stream at Camasunary,
working round the steepand rocky headland at a considerable elevation above the
sea. The distance is not more than 2 miles, but the walking is of the roughest
description, and a little short of the end there is a place called the "Bad Step,"
where for a few yards the rocks shelve so steeply down as to render progress im-
possible except by a sharp ridge which must be taken sideways, with the feet

across its edge and the back leaning against the rocks above. The sea is about
60 feet below. At low tide, we are told, the " Step " may be avoided.

Iioch Scavaig-, as seen by those who enter it from the open
sea, approximates as nearly to the sublime in scenery as any-

thing in Britain. Visitors who approach it from the northern, or

land side, and see it from its head, can form little idea of its

peculiar beauty, inasmuch as they have all the mountain part of

the prospect either beside or behind them. Though many of the

details belong equally to Loch Coruisk, which is only a quarter

of a mile distant and occupies the same basin, so distinct a

character is imparted to Scavaig by its more open position and the

constant motion of the sea-waves, that the mind receives quite a

different impression from the two lakes. The purity and brightness

of the yellow sand which forms the bed of Scavaig causes its

waters in sunny weather to assume a rich green hue, while the
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con nun breaking of the waves on the rocky shore gives it an
air of life and vigour which contrasts strikingly with the unbroken
repose oi fche waters of Loch Coruisk, grimly dark or softly blue,

Recording as the Cuchullin peaks above are wrapped in cloud or

basking in sunshine. In other respects we may conveniently

include the two lakes in the same description. Coruisk occupies,

as it were, a deep recess in this beautiful chamber of Nature
;

Bcavaig forms the threshold ; the walls are the same towering
hypersthene rocks, not without scattered patches of verdure, but

so steep as only here and there to afford a footing for the most
adventurous of climbers, and shooting up into all manner of shapes,

which together form the most fantastic sky-line in the country.

For all that, the Coruisk of Turner, as it appears in editions of

Sir Walter Scott's poems, bears no resemblance to the real

lake, and even the established licence of a great poet can hardly
excuse such rash statements as are made in the well-known
lines

—

" The wildest glen but this can show
Some touch of Nature's genial glow ;

On high Ben More green mosses grow,
And heath-bells bud in deep G-lencroe,

And copse on Cruchan-Ben
;

But here, above, around, below,
On mountain, or in glen,

Nor tree, nor shrub, nor plant, nor flower,

Nor ought of vegetative power
The weary eye may ken.

For all is rocks at random thrown,
Black waves, bare crags and banks of stone,

As if were here denied
The summer sun, the spring's sweet dew,
That clothe with many a varied hue

The bleakest mountain side."

These lines, and the wood-cut accompanying them, presumably
made to match, have been the key-note to almost all descriptions

of Loch Coruisk. As a matter of fact, the tourist may easily walk
all along the side of the loch, gathering wild flowers as he goes

;

lie may comfortably bathe in it, and we have ourselves gathered
beech-ferns among the surrounding rocks. "Cruchan-Ben" has
far less vegetation in its upper regions, while in comparison with
the higher part of Ben Nevis, the basin of Loch Coruisk is a

veritable " Garden of Gul."
The so-called "Mad Stream" is also to a great extent imaginary.

It falls into Loch Scavaig near the landing-place and to the west
of the stream which connects the two lochs. Only after heavy rain

do the waters descend with any impetuosity.

Landing on the rough ground between the two lakes, we proceed
by a path which climbs above the eastern end of Loch Coruisk, and
commands a full view of its expanse and its rock amphitheatre.
Here, in fine weather, is the best place for the mid-day halt, after

which we may resume our climb, rough but not very long, to the
summit of the Drumhain col (1,050 ft. ), leaving Loch Dh

u

—a small
tributary water of Coruisk—on the left.
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Hence, by walking along the ridge to the left for about 20
minutes, we may obtain a line view into Hart o' Corry, the wildest

recess among the Coolins. Being more shut in than its rival,

Corry-na-Creich, on the north side of the same hills, it presents a
more complete picture of gloom and desolation. Round it are the
deep-scored precipices and jagged pinnacles extending from Scuir-

na-Gillean on the right to Bruch-na-Fray on the left, and from its

basin issues the stream which flows through Glen Sligachan.
From the top of Drumhain the path may be traced apparently

all the way down Glen Sligachan, but, for reasons before given,

its appearance is deceptive: "Trust it not; it is fooling thee;"
and do not linger on Drumhain so as to have less than 1J or 2

hours of good daylight for the rest of the journey. The descent
into the glen is steep, and at the bottom of it you join the path
from Camasunary near a small loch. The rest of the way is rough
walking, and unpleasant after a "posh." Scuir-na-GiUean, with
its graceful peak, somewhat resembling a crocketed spire, mono-
polises the left side of the valley. Blaven presents a magnificent
appearance to the south, and on the right we pass successively the

smooth red slopes of Marscoiv and Glanmrig.

The Sligrachan Hotel standing isolated from other habitations

at the head of the rather mournful-looking Loch Sligachan, and at

the junction of the Portree, Broadford, and Dunvegan roads, is a

capital house, and smacks more of the genuine Boniface, and less

of the "la-di-da" flavour than the majority of such places in

Scotland. Post arr. abt. 1.30 p.m. ; desp*, 7.20 p.m. Tel. Office

(8-8; Sun., 9-10) adjoinin<i hotel.

Sligachan is to Scotland what Wasdfyle Head is to England and Penygwryi
was to Wales—the climber's Elysium.

^tixXttt.
Hotels.—Royal (good class), overlooking the harbour ; Portree, Caledonidm

in the street leading away from the harbour ; Murine Temp., a smaller house

close to the pier.

Mail Steamer (from Kyle of Lochalsh) arr. abt. 4.30 p.m.: dep. abt. 7.15

a.m. For other steamers to and from Oban, Gairloch, Ullapool, Lochinver,

Stornoway, Dunvegan, and the Outer Hebrides, see yellow sheets.

r.O. box closes abt. 6.15 a.m.; Del. abt. 7.30 p.m. Tel.-Off., 8—8 ; Sun., 9—10.

iTfail-ears to IMmvegaii (21 /«., 5s.), abt. 7.45 p.m., returning 5 p.m.: to

Uig- (15 m.,. 2s. 9d.) abt. 7.45 p.m., returning 3 a.m.; to Sligaelian (9£ m.,

2s. ('.(/.) abt. 7.30 p.m., returning 9.25 p.m.

Portree (the "King's Harbour"—so called from a visit of

James V.) is considerably the most considerable place in Skyfej

containing fully 1,000 inhabitants. It consists of a harbour frontage,

one short street leading out of it, and an incomplete square. The

hotel accommodation has been much improved of late years, and

the charges are not unreasonable. The village has no beauty in

itself, but it is prettily situated at the head of and some way above

the harbour. The immediate environs are sparsely wooded, but a

rocky knoll on the south side, from the foot of which bathers may
enjoy a good plunge, is covered with trees. The entrance to the
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flanked by two ateep green hills, and the island of

$ i itward view. .V, we enter the harbour on a

be encompassing hills cast intensely darkshadows
:,;\ time the softer aspects of the scene go far to

,, ,,. impression of gloom.
•

, - in Skye for carriage-people, and pedes-

I
:i tlic only suitable starting-point for the Storr

:. boal ( xcursion to Prince Charles' Cave in the Sound
also a favourite one. For Loch Coruisk Broadford is

irting-point, but public conveyances leave Portree for

. y morning, returning at night after allowing

fair time for the excursion on pony or foot to that lake and other

favourite scenes among the Cuchullins. There is also a daily mail-

c;iri to Dunvegan (22 m.), bul the journeyis across a very dull and
country, and the i; ;1 pari is done in the night.

The pleasantest stroll in the immediate neighbourhood of Portree

is along the north shore of the harbour to the summit of the hill

called Essie (1,025 ft.), which overlooks its entrance. Hence is a

line \iiw of tbe mainland as well as of the Cuchullin hills and Hie

.Ik will take about two hours. The route is

akable. Notice the waterfall on the way, close to Portree.

Excursions from Portree *

Portree to Prince Charles' Cave (by boat), 5 m. ; minimum
I boat, 10s. A bargain should be struck before starting.

There ;
- nothing really worth seeing in Prince Charles' Cave it-

id the climb up into it is dirty and disagreeable. An inspec-

tion only gives evidence of the sorry plight the Prince must have
been in when he made it his home for some time after the fatal

Culloden. The row along the coast to it, however, is a very
sting one, though the view is narrowed to the width of the

Sound by the adjacent hills all the way. The Cave, blocked by
a stone and bearing an inscription outside, lies to the north of

the harbour and on the way to the foot of the Storr Rock, to

which point the boat may be taken on, but the ascent from the

severe one.

Portree to Sligachan and I»och Coruisk.—Portree to

\n (coach), 10 m. ; Camasunary (}>ony), 18 ; Loeli Seavaig;
21; Loch Coruisk (foot), 22; Foot of Drumliohi (Glen
m) 25; Sligaeham. (jpowyji 30<; Povttee, 401

plied with milestones with nothing on them.
chan, returning

. 5*. Pony and yiiide to Camasunary, YZs. Bom
ony an I guith to Cor lisl by Drumhain, l I ..

. ing the< 'amasunarj
i • and crossing the Drranfc ol to tin mores of the hike.
hi. returning by the same way

;

ad ini]
,

... ,,.,

properly, the whole of Drnnih'a inland
lole in returning.

Storr Kock.««- ; , 312; Souii-ii»<;ill<'aii. p. 30&
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The Route.—There is nothing calling for special comment on
the way from Portree to Sligachan Hotel (p. 270). The road
ascends during the first part of the journey and descends sharply
during the latter, affording fine front views of Glen Sligachan
and its surrounding mountains, including Scuir-na-Gillean, and
retrospective ones of the Storr Rock. Sligachan Hotel, p. 263.

Sligq.cli.an: Inn to Corry-na-Creicli (pony-track) 5 m. Pony, 6s.

;

(Snide, 5s.

Corry-na-Creich is second only to Hart o' Corry among the wild corries of the
Cuchnllins. It is approached by following the westerly road from Sligachan for
a few yards and then striking off to the left. The rest of the way is by a narrow
track to the right of a burn and across a rough moor. The corry opens on to
this moor from a grand mural semicircle of hills of which the principal is Bruch-
na-Fray. The name Corry-na-Creich signifies the "hollow of the booty," or, it

may be, "march" or "boundary," from the spot having been a rendezvous for
the wild cattle driven there by freebooters. Four or five hours should be
allowed for the expedition.

Sligachan to Struan Inn (I>ocli Bracadale), 14 m. ; and Dun-
vegan, 25. Carriage and pair (including driver), 42s.

This is a far more interesting route to Dunvegan than that from Portree
(p. 274). It is fully described the reverse way on p. 323. Ascending from
Sligachan, we have a fine view of the Coolins, after which we drop to Drynoch,
with the famous Talisker Distillery at the head of Loch Harport on the left.

Theuce, as we zigzag up to the highest point on our route—500 feet—a grand
view of the Coolin range is disclosed, and our road takes us round the little Loch
Struan to Struan J/in, rising again from which we look across Iiocli Braca-
dale (mail-boat between Oban and Outer Hebrides calls G times a week: "Dunara
Castle," at Struan, once a week. See yellow pages), to Macleod's Maidens, three
basaltic stacks rising sheer out of the water. Here, and at Talisker Head, the
rocks rise to a great height. The rest of the way is across the Isthmus of

Durinish to Dunvegan (p. 322).

At Sligachan we leave Loch Sligachan and the road along its

south side to Broadford (15 m., an interesting drive along the sea-

shore), and enter at once the rough pony-track up Glen Sligachan,

one of the wildest valleys in Scotland, and a portion of Lord Mac-
donald's deer forest. The tourist who has a little time to spare

may with interest follow the course of a little burn on the left for

half-a-mile or so, looking down the deep rude ravine through
which it flows. On warm evenings beware of midges !

Glen Sligachan is bounded by Scuir-na-Gillean on the right for

the first four miles, while on the other rise the smooth, steep and red

slopes of Glamaig and Marscow. The former is as regular in its con-

tour as if it consisted of sand dropped from a gigantic hour-glass.

The path is here and there broken by little green patches of

bog, but there is no difficulty in following it. Before the col is

reached separating Glen Sligachan from the Camasunary water,

and just beyond the entrance to Hart-o' -Corry, the direct path to

Coruisk, over Drumhain, is seen climbing the hill on the right.

The Camasunary track continues between the splendid rock-front

of Blaven and two small lochs, beyond which is a small level area

varied with a patch or two of oats, and the farm-house of Cama-
sunary close to the sea-shore.

Pedestrians with a tolerable nerve may walk the 2 miles from Camasunary to

Loch Coruisk by crossing the stream and following a rough track round the
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rocky promontory which separates Oamasunary from the picturesque arm oi

Loch Scavaig. The track climbs high up above the sea and in one place a nar-

row edge of rock has to be crossed after the manner described on page 268.

Riders who take a boat at Camasunary will do best to meet
their ponies again at the foot of Drumhain in Glen Sligachan.

The walk to this place from the Scavaig landing-place is rough
and rather steep in places, but the distance, which is not more
than 3 miles, is easily accomplished in from 1£ to 2 hours. For
a complete description of Loch Coruisk, and the return route to

Slii/iicJuui, seep. 269.

Portree to Quiraing and back.

Portree to Uig, 15 in. ; (Juiruiiui (foot of), 21; Stajin (late

Steinsclioll) Inn, 24.

Conveyances to Uig every morning after breakfast. Return fare, 8s. Ditto
Uig to Quiraing, in connection, 5s. Pedestrians should ride to Uig. Mail-car,

p. 270.

A good dinner is provided at Uig Hotel, at which, as well as Staffin, travellers

may find comfortable quarters for the night.

The journey may be extended by taking the circular coast-route

from Uig by Duntulm Castle (about 17 m.), the road along which
is much more interesting than between Portree and Uig. Pedes-
trians may also return from Staffin to Portree by a path leading

over the level of the lower cliff and passing close under the Storr

Rock (see below).

The Route.—For the first half-dozen miles the road presents

absolutely no feature of interest. On the right the ground, clothed

with rank grass and heather that flowers but feebly, rises gradually

to the line of the upper cliff, the eastern and unseen side of which
forms the headlong precipices of the Storr Rock. This tract is

intersected by numerous lateral valleys, in which are more than
one "bothy" hamlet, occupied by the real aborigines. Presently,

after passing the divergence of the Dunvegan road, we reach Loch
Snizort, close to the narrowest part of which and about nine miles

from Portree, was once Kingsburgh House, where Prince Charles
found brief shelter under a real roof—Flora Macdonald's —during
his wanderings after Culloden. Here, too, 27 years afterwards,
his chivalrous protectress, who had in the interval subsided into
:i comfortable matron, entertained Johnson and Boswell.
The road now ascends a longish hill, from the top of which the

\ lew across Uig Bay and over the sea to the distant hills of Harris
is some atonement for the dreariness which has hitherto charac-
terised our route. Uig- (the " corner," or " nook "—a very appro-
priate name) is a pleasant little village, with all the modern con-
\. no nees of post and telegraph offices. The steamer " Dunara
Castle," from Glasgow, which takes the west side of Skye, calls

here once a week.

Coast Route (17 m.
; Wayside Inns at Cilmuir, t; ;//.; Kilnnlui-\ 11).

! from Uig to Duntulm Castle rises a little rapid!) ami passes in about
7 miles the village of Kilmuir, where is Flora Macdonald's grave, in a deserted-

Highlands I. T
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looking- burying-ground up a lane on right. There is a huge modern monument
to that heroine. Duntulm itself occupies a bold rocky position, somewhat similar

to that of Dunluce Castle (9£m.) on the Antrim coast, between Portrush and the
Giant's Causeway. It consists of bare walls, and in former days was the principal

residence of the Macdonalds. The road thence to Staffin (late Steinscholl, which
is off the road, and not touched in the round) affords fine views over the sea to the
mainland, and presents a good opportunity of inspecting the wonderful basaltic

formations which mark this portion of the Skye coast. It passes (14 m.) Flodi-
garry House, inhabited by a descendant of Flora Macdonald, and then between
Quiraing and Loch Staffin (see p. 325). The road is bad from Flodigarry to the
foot of the Quiraing.

The road from Uig to Quiraing makes a very sharp angle, and
ascends very steeply inland near a small burn. Pedestrians cut

off the corner. In about 5 miles passengers leave their con-

veyances and pursue a grass-track which leads to the centre of

Quiraing. Any number of young urchins are at hand to act as

guides and to assist short-winded tourists who may feel parts of

the walk too steep to accomplish unaided.

Quiraing (Guith-fhir-Fhinn, "recess of the men of Fingal") is

perhaps, the most eccentric piece of scenery in the kingdom, and
as such it will always command a constant flow of visitors

during the season. As to its real merits from a picturesque point

of view, we must leave the tourist to judge for himself. We have
seldom heard two consecutive opinions alike. It consists of an
assemblage of rocks of almost every conceivable shape, from a flat

table to a sharp needle. The fresh verdure which, as at the Storr

Rock, fills up all available interstices, is a really beautiful feature,

not brought out in photographs ; but the rocks themselves are apt
to disappoint those whose expectations are raised by pictorial art.

The material of which they are composed, technically called

amygdaloidal trap, has a black crumbly appearance, suggestive of

cinders or the " slag " of a mining district, and has neither colour
nor solidity to recommend it. The Table, flat and grass-grown at

the top, rises inside a ring of these heaps—giants, as they might
be, sitting round. Westwards, a continuous line of rock close at

hand prevents any distant view, but to the south and east strips of

sea and land are seen through the openings between the rocks, ex-

tending far away down the island, and across to the mountains of

the mainland.
From the Staffin Inn, 3J miles further, boats may be

obtained, and the columnar rocks ("staves") which surround
Loch Staffin seen to advantage. A picturesque waterfall, very con-

spicuous from the sea, descends from the top of the cliff, 2J m.
S.E. on the coast-track to Portree.

The return journey to Portree calls for no comment.

Staftin Inn to Portree by coast-track, abt. 17 rn. This route used
to have a bad reputation for Skye bog, and the writer has not himself travelled
it further north than the spot marked " Red Gate" on the map. A correspon-
dent, however, kindly writes that it is a " well-defined and firm footpath." In

any case, let the traveller beware how he loses it. It commands fine views
across the sea to the mainland, and strays very little from the coast until it

passes in 10 miles under the pinnacles and precipices of the Storr, whence it is

hard to follow here and there, but is described in the " Ascent of the Storr" (/?,
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aea on you arc sure to lose it a mile or two short of Portree,

gjj 1IM i,. on the wav we pass above the recently developed Diatomite (French

Gfe) i Works, which reach down to the shore.

Portree to Dnnvegan, 23 m. Inn, Ediribane, Win. Mail-cart every

on 5s., arriving very late. There is nothing to recommend this route

till vou reach Dunvegan itself, where the Castle, mixed old and modern, is

picturesque in itself and in its position, a mile north of the hotel. For

description see p. 322.

The steamers "Dunara Castle" and " Hebridean " call at Dunvegan weekly,

and there is a daily mail-boat from Oban, as well as a tri-weekly one from
Portree by the outer islands. See Yellow Sheet and MacBrayne's Time Tables.

Portree to Inverness, by Kyle of Lochalsh.

Portree to Uroadford (steamer), 20 m. ; Kyle of Loclialsh 28
;

Achnasheen (rail), 64; Dingwall, 1)2; Inverness, 110.

Fares:— Portree to Kyle of Lochalsh, cabin, 5s. ; steerage, 2s. 6d.

Kyle of Lochalsh to Inverness, 13s. 8d., 6s. lOd.

Mail-steamer every week-day morning abt. 7.15. Bet. -mis., at

Kyle of Lochalsh, Achnasheen, and Dingwall.

Route fully described reverse way, p. 165.

Nothing can be finer than the all-round prospect during the

voyage from Portree to Kyle Akin. As we sail through the
Sound of Raasay, passing the beautifully verdant grounds of Raa-
say House, Blaven rises in front and Scuir-na-Gillean peers

over the hills on the right. The route then passes between the
islands of Raasay and Scalpa. The trio of pyramidal summits far

away in front beyond the latter are the mountains of Kintail at

the head of Loch Duich,—Scour Ouran amongst them. After

rounding Scalpa we touch at Broadford, and then steer straight

for Kyle of Lochalsh. The Storr Rock bounds the view to the
north, rising over Raasay and to the right of the singular table-

topped height called Duncan Hill. On the left front are the
mountains of Applecross. The entrance to Loch Carron on the
left is very fine. Then we enter the straits, calling at the village

of Kyle Akin (right), and at once crossing to Kyle of Xiochalsh,
(jp. 263) walk a few yards from the pier to the railway platform
(Pej.-rtiis.). The line (p. 169) after skirting the south shore of Loch
Canon and passing the old terminus at Strome Ferry ascends
Glen Carron, passing on the way the shooting - lodge of Lord
Wimborne at Auchnashellach. Thence it rises to Achnasheen,
where the coach-road from Gairloch by Loch Maree converges.

enery for the next 10 miles or so is dreary and uninterest-
I'lun, crossing the rapid stream which issues from Loch

Fannich, we descend to Loeh Luichart, a pretty sheet of water
with wooded shores, beyond which the railway crosses another
shorl length of moorland. At Garve the coach-road from
Qllapoo] converges on the left. Loch Garve is then passed on

me side, and Strathpeffer appears some way below on the
right, (hi the left air the slopes of Ben Wyvis. At Dingwall
if main Highland line from Wick is joined, and between Ding-
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wall and Inverness the railway passes through a rich, arable
district, crossing the Conon and Beauly rivers, and skirting the
head of the Cromarty Firth and the south shore of Loch Beauly.
For Inverness see page 154.

Portree, to Gairloch, Loch Maree, and Achnasheen.

See Yellow Sheet.

Portree to Gairloch (steamer), 30 m. Gairloch to Loch Maree Hotel
(Talladale), 10 m. ; Kinlochcwe (Hotel), 19; Achnasheen, 29.

Steamer (from Oban for Gairloch) leaves Portree Tu., Th., and
Sat. afts. ;

" Claymore " about midnight on Fridays.

Coach every morning from Gairloch to Achnasheen, reaching
Achnasheen in time for the afternoon trains in both directions,

Through to Inverness, 1st class, 16s. 9d. ; 3rd class, IBs.

There is also a delightful alternative route from Gairlocb by coach to Tollie;
s.s. " Mabel," up Loch Maree to Ehu Noa ; thence coach to Auehnasheen (V<?
" Scotland II." and yellow pages ).

The sail occupies about two hours and presents tine views on both
sides. Issuing from Portree Harbour we proceed through the
Sound of Rdascfy with the island of that name on the right, and
passing on the opposite side Prince Charles' Cave—a, narrow open-
ing close to a diminutive streamlet—and the foot of the Starr

Bock. Then the low rocky islet of Rona is passed on the right, and
Loch Staffin and the Quiraing rocks appear some way further north
on the receding shore of Skye. After passing the lighthouse at

the north end of Rona, the entrance to Loch Torridon is seen on
the right, but the upper reach of the lake, from which it derives

its reputation for scenery, is not visible. Slioch rises in the
distance, Ben Alligin nearer at hand. A few miles further we enter

the Gairloch (" short lake") and disembark nearly a mile from
the hotel (first-class).

Gairloch and its surroundings and the route from it to Auehna-
sheen, taken the reverse way, are described on pages 167, 168,

and with much greater detail in our "Northern Highlands"

—

" Scotland, Part II." Here we give a brief summary.

Quitting Gairloch, the road passes the entrance to FlowerdqM
and through a little pass into Kerriesdale, which contains a lovely

little group of waterfalls on the right. Hence it climbs to a low

col, from the summit of which a glorious view of Xioch Maree
and its islands bursts suddenly on the eye. The shores of the lake

are reached at Talladale, where the Xioch XVEaree Hotel is

beautifully situated. Then for a while the shore of the lake is

left and a rather dull fiat crossed, but the road resumes its beauty

at the Bridge of Grudie, beneath which a burn descends from the

wild recesses of Ben Eay. Slioch displays his boldest front on the

far (N.) side of the lake, 2 miles beyond whose upper end, Rhu Noa
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(steamer-pier), we reach the Kinlochewe Hotel. For Routes

page 167. During the rest of tne way to Achnasheen
(good hotel) the view is entirely retrospective, and for the last few

miles beyond the head of Glen Docherty the characteristic " water-

shed " dreariness is relieved by the shooting-lodges of Lodh Bosque
and Ledgowan. For the route hence to Inverness, see p. 16o.

.jjovtrcc to .^tornofoaji.

(1) Direct, 60 m.

(2) By Ullapool (60 m.), and Lochinver (95 m.), 110 m.

(3) By Poolewe (46 m.), and Anltbea (50 m.), 90 m.

(1) By Gairloch (30 m.)
t
75 m.

(5) By Lochmaddy (60 m.), and Tarbert (90 m.), 130 tit.

Mr. MacBrayne's steamers ( " Clansman " and " Claymore") make this run twice
a week (Tu. and Pr., nights, see Yellow PdtyeS), generally railing- at various
ports oil the way ; -Ullapool, Lochinver, Gairloch, Anltbea, Poolewe, once a
week. By far the most interesting of these detours is that by Ullapool and
Lochinver. By Gairloch, Anltbea, and Poolewe, little is to be seen to greater

advantage than from the direct route. Un Saturdays in July and August, the
Kyle-i>l-Lochalsh ami Portree boat usually runs on to Lochinver, returning early

on Monday morning.

(1) Direct. This is about the same as the Gairloch route

(p. '276) till the Storr Kock is passed. Soon afterwards the coast

of Skye recedes, the Quiraing being passed at a distance of about
7 miles, too far to appreciate the beautiful rocks about Aird
Point. The next land lying near the track is the basaltic

Shiant Isles, half-way between Portree and Stornoway, and said

to belong to the same ridge as Staffa and the Giant's Causeway.
Stornoway lies on a low isthmus and presents no striking fea-

ture, unless it be the modern Castle, as we approach it.

(2) By Ullapool and Iiochinver. The steamer-track, after

passing the Storr Bock, is about midway between the Stornoway
direct and the Gairloch routes

; too far from Loch Staffin and the
Qtiiraing to admit an inspection of their details. As a set-off, we
have a tine longitudinal panorama of the Eoss and Sutherland
mountains, best comprehended, however, afterwards in crossing to
Siornoway. The first prominent group is that between Loch
Torridon and Loch Maree, in which the peaks of Ben Alligin and
the ridge of Baeish-ven, with the commanding crest of Ben
Slioeh on the far side of Loch Maree are conspicuous. The

everaJ miles inland is at first very tame—chiefly notable
for a long gradual slope, as even as a back-board at a ladies'
school, rising from the southern shore of the Gair Loch. Beyond

some the entrances to Loch Ewe and Loch Cruinard,
north of which the mountains come much nearer to the coast,

.' ><. forming the arc of a circle, and Ben Ghobhlach being
icuous on either side of the deep-set Little Loch Broom just
we enter (big) loch Broom, which is finely flanked on

the north side by Jlcu More Coigach. On a sandy promontory
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some way up the inner reach of this loch stands Ullapool *

(Hotels :

—

Caledonian, Royal ; Coach every weekday in connection
with mail-train at Garve (32 m.) abt. 1.30), which, though only
a village, is the chief place of resort in that most eccentric

dot-and-go-one county, Cromarty. Thence issuing from the
loch, we repass Ben More on the right and, skirting the Tanerq
and Summer Isles, enter the little inlet of Loch Znver at the

north of Enard Bay. The Gulag Hotel is close to the pier. It

was formerly a seat of the Duke of Sutherland. Beyond it lies

the pleasant-looking little village. The hills immediately around
are of slight elevation, but a few miles inland the wide moorland
is broken by some of the- most isolated and singular-looking

peaks in Scotland. Chief amongst them is Suilven, the " Sugar
Loaf," which to the eye appears perfectly insurmountable. It

is, however, sometimes climbed. Its fellows are Canisp, to the

left, and Coulmore and Coulbeg further south.

*.,,* Eor a full description of Ullapool and Lochinver and land routes from them
see " Scotland, Part II., Northern Highlands," 3v. 6c?.

Starting from Lochinver or Ullapool,—the captain calls at which
he likes first,—we cross the Minch direct to Stornoway. As we
get fairly out to sea, should the atmosphere be clear, a rough
broken line of mainland mountains rises behind us, extending
from near Cape Wrath to Gairloch and Applecross,—such an
array as can, perhaps, nowhere else be seen in Britain. In front

the peaks of Harris grow more and more distinct to the eye, and
southward the north coast of Skye with the now familiar outline

of the Storr Rock bounds the view. Stornoway lies low, and there

are no high hills to mark its locality. As, however, we draw near
enough to it to distinguish separate objects on the shore, we shall

probably find a strong detachment of natives awaiting our arrival

—a ragged, ruddy-faced assemblage, red as the boiled lobsters in

which they trade, or their sunsets of which we have read so much,
and, alas ! seen so little. Strangely at variance with their rough
unshorn exterior is the smooth softness of their speech.

(3) By Aultbea and Poolewe.—This diversion calls for no

description. It skirts the low-lying shores near the Gair Loch, to

which we have already called attention, and then strikes straight

across to Stornoway.

(4) For the Gairloch Route see p. 276.

* This beautifully situated village is making a praiseworthy effort to attract

the attention which it deserves. A railway from Garve would open up one of

the must beautiful districts in the north of Scotland.
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Mall-Mteainer arr. from Kyle of Lochalsh, daily (except Sun.) abt. 8 p.m.

Starts back 11 p.m. (except Sats.). Del. abt. 9.20. Box closes 10.30 p.m. (del. in

London 8.15 a.m. next daj but one).

Tel. Off. open 7. 3d— St.

(Hotels, Imperial, Lews, Royal ; Fjpisc. Church) is by far the

most important place in the Hebrides, and has made considerable

advance in civilisation during the last few years, having shown a
greater amount of public spirit than the generality of Scottish
towns which lay themselves open for the reception of tourists.

It can now boast of suburban roads and villas and several neat
churches ; also the Nicholson Institute with a fine clock-tower.

The visitor whose stay is limited to a few hours may wander
about promiscuously, and if it be a clear summer night on
the outskirts, transport himself in fancy to the genial clime
of the Sunny South. Not quite so if he happens to take his

walk along the quays during the herring season—May and June.
Its own herring - fleet numbers about 700 boats. The hotel

accommodation is not what is called " first-class," but on an island

whose inhabitants, till 20 years ago, resented the introduction of

chimneys as an encroachment on their domestic comfort and
means of livelihood, the fastidiousness of the modern tourist, who,
as a rule, expects to live in twice as fine style when he is out as

when he is at home, cannot expect to be gratified. The Imperial
is the chief hotel. These three hotels are the only licensed houses
in the island, and strong, but happily, so far, ineffectual, efforts

are annually made to deprive them of their licenses. The Lews
people arc not by nature of a lively disposition, any more than
their country is of a cheerful aspect. With enforced teetotalism,

the island would be to most visitors a mausoleum.

Vs The Lite Sir James Matheson and his Lady, assisted by the steamboat
proprietors, have been the chief eivilisers of the Lews. Her Ladyship, we were
once told bj a resident minister, greatly prejudiced her popularity among the
tenantry, bj supplying their houses with chimneys. There was a reason for this.

The Lews "crofter" re-thatched his bothy once a year, and the old straw,
thoroughly impregnated and rotted with its twelve months' dose of carbon from
the hearth below, made excellent manure.

Perhaps no writer of fiction ever waved the fairy wand of fancy
more fascinatingly than the late William Black. To his lively

imagination Stornoway and the Lews generally owe a magnetic
attraction which, though it would be churlish to try to shift the
needle altogether, the matter-of-fact guide-book writer is bound
to accept with considerable reservation. We, too, standing on
the topmost heights of Skye, have seen sunset streaming over the
wild western sea and kindling into short-lived flame the mountain

t Harris, while the lower heath-lands of the Lews floated
aerial 1y ant!

, as it were, in a soft transparency on the flushed expanse
of waters, but—we have seen such sights from other vantage
points of our sea-girt land, and writing of Stornoway, we must
describe it as it appears to the visitor ninety-nine times out of a
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hundred, merely giving it the advantage of a fine day. From this

prosaic point of view, Stornoway itself is, except for its fine

natural harbour, an uninteresting town with but little to detain

the tourist either in itself or its vicinity. Those who visit it

simply for the sail, regardless of business or sport, usually march
away from the steamer up one or other of the two sea-fronting

streets, and then after going through a kind of quadrille,—" up
and down, cross and recross, lady's chain, &c,"—meet again to

ask, with more interest than before, what time the steamer starts

back. If it be Wednesday's boat, the time will very likely be

short, counted by hours, but the other weekly boat, arriving some
time on Saturday, does not get up steam again till Monday
afternoon.

The population of Stornoway is about 4,000, mostly fishermen
" to trade."

A few hours are best spent in the neighbourhood of the Castle
(Donald Matheson, Esq.), a modern building in the Tudor style,

built on elevated ground at the east end of the bay, and the only
edifice of any note in the neighbourhood. The grounds have to

a great extent been planted with trees and shrubs, protected from
the furious Atlantic winds by the low barrier of hills which cuts

off Stornoway from the rest of the island. Visitors are kindly

admitted to the grounds and conservatories.

Stornoway to G-arynahine and Callernish, 30 m. there and buck.

Ca rriage-road. Mail waggonette Tu., Th., and Sat., returning same day.

For those who have a clay to spare at Stornoway this is the best expedition.
It may be continued, by adding one or two days, to Calloway, Barvds, and the
Butt of Lews, along a road skirting the west shore of the island, but to most
tourists one day of the characteristic scenery of the Lews will be sufficient. The
absolute treelessness, the long undulating areas of stunted heath and bog, and
the lack of picturesque or definite outline make it a land of real pleasure to the
sportsman only.

Quitting the town, we turn left out of the north road to Barvas in about a
mile, and some way further we leave the south road on the left, passing, on the
same side, as we ascend, the loch which supplies Stornoway with water, and
very soon reaching the highest point on our route. Hence, with gentle un-
dulations over the higher ground, we proceed some miles until a descent is made
to the other side of the island. During the rest of the journey we have a wide
and boggy wilderness on the left, dotted with countless lakelets and backed by
the loftier hills which rise to the south of Loch Roag. The <iarynahine Inn
(Temp. ; IS m. from Stornotoay) is a surprisingly good one, considering its

remoteness,—a fact which may be accounted for by the number of " goodlye
salmons " to be caught in the neighbouring stream by sportsmen residing at it.

The Stones of Callernish are two miles beyond the inn, on a mound
overlooking Loch Roag. They do not run so large as those at many similar

remains in Britain,—notably Stonehenge and Avebury,—but they are more
numerous, and sufficiently uninterfered with to mark the cruciform shape of

the temple. In the centre is a circle containing the principal stone, upwards of

15 feet high.
William Black calls these stones Tuivsachan, " stones of mourning," and adds

that the name given them by the islanders is Firbhrdge, "false men."
The return to Stornoway is by the same route.

Barvas (or "Barabhas"), principally known through the interest attached
to the "Princess of Thule," is 13 miles N.W. of Stornoway. In the faeigliboilr-

IioimI are more or less tumble-down old brochs, like those of MbUsa and (lloielg

( p. 258).
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Stornoway or Gairloch to Portree, Kyle of Lochalsh,

and Oban.

Gairloch to Portree, 30 m.\ 2 hours -[Stornoway to Portree, 60

;

T> hours;) Broadford, 50 (the daily mail-boat, Sats. excepted, leaves

Stornoicay abt. 11 p.m., and sails direct to Kyle of Lochalsh, arr.,

} .") a.m.) ; Balmacara, 60; Glenelg, 65; Armadale (Skye), 80;
Tobermory, 117; Oban, 145.

Fd/Y.s' (/>// /)r^ steamer):—Gairloch to Portree, 6s.; Kyle of
Lochalsh, 10s.; Balmacara, IBs. ; Mallaig, 15s.; Tobermory, 21s.;

Oban, 26s. Steerage about half-price.

(By mixed "passenger and cargo boat)

:

—Stornoicay to Portree, 6s.

;

Balmacara, 10s. ; Tobermory, 17s. 6cZ. ; Otaw, 21s. ; Glasgow, 30s.

These routes have been so fully described in the outward
journey (p. 252) that we shall only pause to note down the chief

points of interest on the return.

From Stornoway the steamer-route passes the basaltic Shiant
Islands on the right, and converges with the Gairloch track after

reaching the coast of Skye. Much closer views are afforded of

Quiraing and Loch Siaffi/n from the former than the latter course.

The Storr Rock and Prince Charles' Cave are equally well seen

from both. Between Portree and Broadford we sail through
the Sound of Raasay and to the left of the Island of Scalpa,

obtaining a succession of glorious mountain views. Blare it

appears in all his majesty in front, and the sharp peak of

Scuir-na-Gillean is seen from various points. After leaving
Broadford the Storr Kock re-appears over Baasay in the rear,

and a fine view across to the entrance of Loch Carron and the

mountains of Applecross and Loch Alsh opens up on the left.

The three pyramid-shaped summits, which we first see a long
way ahead before reaching Broadford, are the mountains at the
head of Loch Duich,—Scour Ouran amongst them. Behind
Broadford is a chain of huge red and lumpish-looking heights,

whieh for a time obscure the far more beautiful Cuchullin range.
The latter, however, soon re-appears over the miserable-looking
tract of boggy moor which, redeemed only from utter desola-

tion by a border of cultivated land along the shore, stretches
from sea to sea in this part of Skye. Passing through Kyle
Akin and Kyle of Lochalsh (jp. 263) with its picturesque
Lighthouse and castle, we enter the almost land-locked Loch
Alsh, whence, after calling at Balmacara, we sail out again
through the narrow and lonely-looking strait of Kyle Rhea into
the Sound of Sleat, turning hard a-port as we approach Glenelg.
This is perhaps the mosf impressive part of the voyage. (For a

ption of Balmacara and Glenelg and the route's thence to the
il. see pp. 257-262.)

From Glenelg we cross the Sound to Isle Ornsay (a calling-
g&ce with some of the steamers only). Again the Cuchullins
appear on the right, and the outer reach of Loch Houru, over-
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looked by the solemn and stately peak of Ben Screel, is passed
on the left. Our next call is probably at Armadale, whose Castle
(the modern mansion of the Macdonalds of Skye) and sur-

rounding woods are anything but typical of the general scenery
of the island. The wonderful basaltic Scuir of Eigg (p. 255),
in front all the way from Glenelg, becomes a more and more
prominent object in front, and Loch Nevis, less stern but
more graceful than Loch Hourn, opens on the left, the peaks
of Rum rising in striking outline from the sea on the right.

The boat occasionally takes a plunge into the middle reach
of Loch Nevis, calling at Inverie. In so doing it discloses a

scene of great beauty. The sharp peak at the head of the
loch is called the "Pap" a name by which the natives generally

escape from the troublesome responsibility of making Gaelic
names intelligible to the southerner. Then comes XVXallaig-,

the terminus of the West Highland Eailway (p. 332). When
Eigg is not visited, we make straight for Ardnamurchan,
whose lighthouse is visible standing out to sea long before we
reach it. Muich (pron. "Muck"), a low uninteresting island,

lies some way to the right of our course, the mountainous Rum
to the north of it, and away in front the dull level of the
" sandy Coll " rises from mid-ocean. Ardnamurchan Point,

where even the Zephyr at times forgets his wonted gentleness, is

the " crisis " of the voyage, and many voyagers exult with an
unutterable joy when, a little beyond it, the island of Mull throws
out a friendly arm between them and the Atlantic billows.

Mingary Castle and the entrance to Loch Smart are noticeable

on the left, and then, past a new lighthouse, we turn sharply

into the untroubled waters of Tobermory bay. Here the

captains of the "Clansman" and "Claymore" have perhaps their

only opportunity of exchanging compliments all the season.

(For Tobermory, see p. 254.) Beyond it Salen is called at

on the right, at the head of whose glen the Ben of Mull
rises green and lofty. Then an exquisite,* but almost momentary,
peep is obtained up Loch Aline on the left, just after calling

at Loch Aline pier. The famous (!) Ardtornish Castle rises from
the water's edge on the same side, and the glorious twin peaks
of Ben Cruachan pierce the sky in front. The equally inglorious

Ben Nevis may possibly be caught sight of as we enter the noble

estuary of Loch Linnhe, crossing which, between Lismore and the

Lady's Rock (p. 253), we enter Oban Bay by the narrow passage

between the island of Kerrera and Dunollie Castle. Between the

latter and the town is a little columnar rock called the Dog Stone,

because Fingal was wont, it is said, to tie his dog to it.

For Oban and the routes on to Glasgow, see pp. 219, 232.

I
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INI>K\.
Heighl Height

Et Page ft. Page

Ben Nevis . . hoc. 284 Ben Vorlich . . 3224 305

Ben Muich Dhui 4296 286 Ben Lomond . . 3192 306

Braei iach . 1248 290 Ben More (Mull) . 3169 253
Cairn Toul . . 4241 290 Scuir-na-Gillean . 3167 308
Cairn Gorm . . 408 I 286 Mount Keen . . 3070 9:;

Ben Lawns . . 3984 291 Ben-y-Hone
Mam Soul . . 3862 293 (Chonzie) . . 3043 71

Ben More Ben Ledi . . . 2875 309
(Perthsh.) . . 3843 294 Goat Fell (Arran) 2866 183

Lochnagar . . 37G8 295 Morrone Hill . . 2819 110
Ben Lui . . . 3708 297 Ben Vrackie . . 2757 312
Craig Meggie Farragon . . . 2559 136

(L. Laggan) . 3700 143 Mount Blair . . 2441 88
Ben-y-Gloe . . 3671 298 Ben Venue . . 2393 52
Ben Cruachan . 3650 299 Ben Cleuch. . . 2363 64
Ben Bynack 3574 152 Storr Rock . . 2341 312
Schiehallion 3547 304 Mealfourvonie . . 2284 251
Scour Ouran . 3505 293 Kingussie Hills .

— 129
Ben Attow . . 3383 293

For the ascent of the following smaller heights refer to the index :- Arthur's
Seat (Edinburgh), Barone Hill (Isle of Bute). Ben .1'// (Trossachs), Birnam
Hill, Craiganda?voch (Ballater), Craigour ( Pitlochry), Duniguoieh (Inveraray),

Eildon //ills (Melrose), Essie Hill (Portree), Kinnoull ami Moncreiffe Hill.-,

(Perth), Knock of Crieff, Meiler (Loch Tav), Stronaclachieh (Killin), Tulach
(Blair Atlmll), Weem Rock (Aberfeldy).

A table of the heights of Scottish mountains generally will be

found in the " Introduction," as well as a few general remarks
on local mountaineering.
The greatest impediment to the hill-climber in Scotland arises

from the excessive distance of many of the summits best worth
clinihing from human habitation. Several of the excursions
require a full day to accomplish, and if any unlooked-for accident

occur to upset the time calculations made before starting, the
tourist will not improbably find himself in a position to sing with
the •• heir of Armandave—

"

"To-night the heath must he my bed,
A bracken eurtaiii for my head,"

—

and unless, like that tuneful young lover, he have the thought of
Man's" sympathy to console him, he will pass an uncom-
fortable night.

Bearing in mind this contingency and the possible ill results of
a night's exposure, the writer does not consider himself justified
in describing the following ascents without premising the authority
on which each description is given.

First as to personal experience;—the following is a list of
those mountains over 2000 feet in height which the writer has
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himself climbed :—Ben Nevis, Ben Muich Dhui, Cairn Gorm,
Ben Lawers, Lochnagar, Ben Cruachan, Ben Bynac, Schie-

hallion, Ben Vorlich (Loch Earn), Ben Lui, Ben Lomond, Ben
More (Mull), Scuir - na - Gillean, Ben Ledi, Goat Fell (Arran),

Morrone Hill, Ben Vrackie, Farragon, Mount Blair, and the

Storr Bock.
For the other descriptions, though all are partly due to personal observation in

the immediate environs or on the lower skirts of the mountains describes, we
must mainly tender our thanks to friends and others who have kindly given us

the result of their own experience.
For direct ascent from Banavie, seep. 246.

BEN NEVIS. 4,406 ft. Map p. 243.

Special Coach to Achintee abt. 9 a.m., getting back for

afternoon train.

From Fort William to Acldntee (road), 2 m.; summit (pong-track),

7 ;
3—4 hrs. ; from Banavie, 8 m. Guide, 6s., Pong, 15s.

Permits for pong -track [see below), 3s. Pedestrians, Is.

Ben Nevis lias within the last year or two added to its attractions that of
" Record Performances." The last two were accomplished by Mr. Win. Macdonald,
of the Leith Gymnasium, who did the distance, up and down from Fort William,
in 2 hrs. 27 niin., beating the previous record by 28 minutes, and by Mr. Win. Swan,
of Fort William, who in October, 1898, beat Macdonald by 7 minutes, having
occupied 2 hrs. 20 inin. on the journey. In the competition from Banavie ( p. 247),
which took place in June, 1899, Hugh Kennedy, Torcastle, won with a time of

2 hrs. 43 min ; Macdonald (above) being second with 3£ hours. Ten started.

Banavie is the harder course.

The "Ladies' Record" belongs to Miss Elizabeth Tait, postwoman at Corrour
(p. 193), who, in July, 1902, accomplished the ascent in half-a-minute under the
two hours; Miss Cameron, of Achnacarry, running a good second, in 3§ minutes
more. Only two started.

Formerly the ascent of Ben Nevis was a great trial of physical

endurance, not so much from the actual height of the mountain,
but on account of the long unbroken tug up 1,500 feet of loose

scree—so steep as only just to admit of a safe footing and of very
little halting—by which the uppermost plateau was reached.
Now, however, comparatively speaking, " the rough ways are

made smooth." In the year 1883, an Observatory having been
erected on the top of the mountain by the Scottish Meteorological

Society, a good pony-track, at a gradient never exceeding 1 in 5,

was made from the farm-house of Achintee, at the entrance to

Glen Nevis (about 2 miles on the way), and this is now practically

the only route used by tourists, except that, coming from Banavie,

a little saving may be effected by following the old pony-track
thence as far as the loch (Meall an t' Suidhe, " Mel-an-t'-Suie ").

About a hundred yards from the Observatory, a Temperance
Hotel was erected two or three years ago and has since then been

enlarged so as to accommodate about 15 sleepers. There is room
for ladies, and the telegraph enables visitors to ascertain their

chances before starting. Charge for luncheon, 3s. ; bed and
breakfast, 10s. Qd. ; tea, 2s. Qd. More than one, 2s.

Though Ben Nevis is emphatically the "Ben" of Scotland,

there can be no doubt that setting aside the ease of the climb

and the interest attached to the Observatory, where observa-
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tions are being constantly taken, that its ascent is not so

remunerative as that of many other Scotch mountains

—

notaM\ those frontier heights which afford on one side a pano-

ramic view of cultivated lowland, as a set-off to the long array

of huge hill-tops on the other, or a great diversity of sea and
land. Mountains, which delight us with their striking outline

when seen from below, lose their individuality when once we
have overtopped them, and Ben Nevis has no beauty in itself to

compensate tor this loss. In fact, the view is much more beautiful

during the lower part of the way up and from the top of

Mel-an-t'-Suie, because the details of the picturesque foreground
afforded by Loch Eil, Loch Limine, and Glen Nevis are near
enough to be seen in detail, and the loftier heights retain their shape.

Higher up the going is monotonous and affords no such delight

to the real climber as is derived from the Penygwryd ascent of

Snowdon or any one of the ascents of Scafell Pike or Ben Cruachan.

Route :—Achintee Farm is reached by turning to the right out
of the main road on the far side of Nevis Bridge (1 mile north of
the pier at Fort William). Thence a by-road goes 1£ miles by or

near the river-side to Achintee, where the track, unmistakable,
begins. At first it ascends gradually round the south side of

Mel-an-t'-Suie, with occasional zigzags, and a constantly expand-
ing view—specially pretty to the south-west, in which direction

a verdant hollow with a lake appears—till it* comes to the plateau
at the south end of the loch, east of which it almost reaches the
old track. The steepness of this track it escapes by making two
long sweeping zigzags from Jth to J mile south of it. There is

a good back view over Glen Nevis and Loch Linnhe, and from the

angle of one zigzag Goat Fell in Arran appears far away, due south.

It is some time, however, before the distant view opens all round,

by reason of the height of the mountains that face Glen Nevis in that
direct ion . East and north-eastwards the peaks of Bum come into view
across the sea, and the jagged Coolin heights to the right of them.
The last part of the ascent is across a wilderness of huge

boulders, which have a sharp metallic ring about them, testifying to

their volcanic origin.

View fronvthe Top.*—The extent of this naturally depends
on the state of the atmosphere. If it be clear, the sky-line is

Eormed by a countless array of surging mountain-tops, broken
•id there by the ocean-plain. The near and pleasing

I li Eil (the entire length of which is visible),

Linnhe, and Loci] Lochy. Lefl and right of E. are parts of
Loch Laggan and Loch Lydoch the former in front of Craig-dhu
,//. 129) and the Spey vajley. It would be equally confusing
and unprofitable to give anything like a catalogue of the mountain
panorama. Loofced at from this superior height, individual

lose ili.it peculiarity of form which enables the spectator to
'. them from lower elevations. The principal landmarks

i peal ; !n n ('ruachan southwards, with the Paps

'Unit panorama is published by Shearer & Sons of Stirling: price 1*.
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of Jura on their right and Ben Lui and Ben Lomond (lower on
their left) ; next the two similar peaks of Ben More and Stobinian
(over Crianlarich) ; Ben Vorlich (Loch Earn), S.E. ; Ben Lawers
and the always recognisable cone of Schiehallion. To the
left of this are Loch Ossian and the West Highland Railway,
crossing the wild Corrour Forest (seep. 193). Then all the way
round by E. and N. the outline is distinctly dull, the Cairngorm
group (E.N.E.), Ben Muich Dhui and " his brethren " being
absolutely featureless. N.N.E. Melfourvonie is like a small dish-

cover. Ross-shire comes as a relief and shows a bolder sky-line

in Scuir-na-Lapaich, Ben Attow, Scour Ouran and Ben Screel.

Then over the near end of Loch Eil, the Cuchullin Hills of Skye,
and over its far end, a strip of sea bounded by the mountains of

Rum, and with the sharp Scuir of Eigg to the left of it. In the
north-west, just right of the Coolins, Scuir-na-Ciche (locally the
" Pap "), at the head of Loch Nevis, is a landmark. S.W. the Mull
Ben More is the chief height. Colonsay and Islay are also visible.

The finest things close at hand are the profound chasms,
in which patches of snow remain the summer through, and
the precipices that form the northern bulwark of the mountain,
while, if we proceed to a far cairn and look down from it we shall

see the spectacle—rare in Great Britain— of a col so precipitous

in character as to be apparently insurmountable.
For ordinary climbers there is no alternative route down except

the old one.

BEN MUICH DHUI, 4,296 ft.; AND CAIRN GORM,
4,084 ft. Map p. 146.

From Braemar to Ben Mulch Dhui, 18 m. ; Cairn Gorm, 22.

Pony dud guide to Ben Muich Dhui and back, about 20s.

From Aviemore Hotel to Cairn Gorm, 11 ra. ; Ben Mulch Dhui
(direct), 13

;
(by Cairn Gorm), 15. No ponies by this route. From

Lynwilg Inn add 2 miles.

The walking distance from Aviemore to Cairn Gorm may be reduced to

3 miles by driving to Glenmore Lodge (6^ /«.), see p. 153.

Total distance between Braemar and Aviemore (over Ben Muich
Dhui only), 31m.; (over Ben Muich Dhui and Cairn Gorm), 34,

Time :
—A long day whatever route be chosen.

From Braemar the walking or riding distance may be reduced to about 16

miles up and down (6-8 hrs. ) by driving to and from Derry Lodge in Glen Derry
(10 m. from Braemar). In this way also good pedestrians reaching Derry Lodge
early in the forenoon may comfortably accomplish the journey over both moun-
tains and down to Aviemore by sunset, but for reasons stated on page 116 they

should be careful to be clear of Rothiemurchus Forest before nightfall.

" Over the hills and far away" is the motto of the tourist who
undertakes this journey—more so than on any other favourite

one in Scotland. He can reduce neither time nor distance to

narrower limits than those indicated by the above figures, and,

when his day's work is over, he will require neither rocking nor

sleeping draught to make him enjoy a full allowance of " Nature's
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sweel restorer." We strongly advise him to include both summits

in the day's journey, because from neither of them, taken sepa-

rately, is the view strong enough to afford fair compensation for

the Laboriousness of the ascent, but he who walks across the plateau

trom top to top has the satisfaction of knowing that he has seen

some of t he best the Eastern Grampians can show. From Braemar,
Ben Muich Dhui is taken first ; from Aviemore, Cairn Gorm.

1. Ascent from Braemar. Braemar being itself 1,100 feet

above sea-level, the actual height to be climbed from it to the top

of Ben Muich Dhui is not much more than 3,000 feet,— about the

same as that of Scafell above Keswick or Wasdale Head. The
first 10 miles of the route, as far as Derry Lodge, are described in

the direct Braemar and Aviemore route on page 116. From Derry
Lodge you may proceed by either of the valleys which converge
there :

—

(a) The shortest and finest way is by the Lui Bey Burn,
By this route the summit is little more than 6 miles distant, and
you avoid the detestable sloppiness of parts of the Glen Derry
track. From the keeper's (" Lui Beg ") Lodge, which is reached
nearly half-a-mile beyond the entrance to Derry Lodge by crossing

both streams, you recross the Lui Beg Burn, and continue along

the Aviemore track for 1J miles, and then, a furlong short of the

foot-bridge, diverge by a path up the valley for 1^ miles to a fork

in the stream, whence the best route is up the ridge between the

two branches of the stream, skirting the precipices above Lochan
Uaine, where the ground is for a bit very rough, and then making
straight for the summit. On the way the ridge of Cairn-a-Vaim
and the Devil's Point are striking features in a grand scene.
Another way from the fork of the streams is up the right-hand branch into

tin' Glen Derry track (see map).

(b) The pony -track from Derry Lodge ascends by the side of the

Glen Derry Bum all the way to Loch Etchachan (6 m.), crossing

the stream twice and bearing away to the left, still along the side

of the stream about two-thirds of the distance. Glen Derry is a
desolate valley whose writhen, stunted timber maintains a hope-
less struggle with the elements. The last half-mile or so up to

the loch is steep, and so far the view has been limited to the
somewhat dull valley we have been traversing. On the opposite
side of Loch Etchachan the ground rises very steeply, but the
track bends away still more to the left and climbs to the plateau
of the mountain by the side of the streamlet which feeds the loch.
The Lui Beg valley opens on the left, and to the north, 4 miles
away, rises the Cairn Gorm over a depression, at the bottom of
which, unseen, lies Loch Avon. Behind us, eastwards, the lofty
table-land of Ben-a-Bourd rises to a height almost equal to that
on which we are standing, The remaining half-mile or more of
the ascent is over comparatively level ground.

2. Ascent from Aviemore Hotel about 13 m. We give
below the direct ascents of both Cairn Gorm and Ben Mac
Dhui. The easiest exclusion is up and down the Cairn Gorm
by Glenmore Lodge (p. 153). For the best circular route we
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recommend the ascent of Ben Mac Dhui ; then the plateau walk to
Cairn Gorm, whence descend to Glenmore Lodge, which is 8J miles
by good road from Lynwilg Inn. The whole round is one of

about 30 miles, and will take a full day. It is best taken in

this direction, because you thus have the easiest part last. The
map will, we hope, be of exceptional use in traversing these wild
mountain solitudes. The writer has twice explored them, but
the fact of snow having lain deep on the ground on both occa-
sions may have prevented him from noting objects which, if seen,
would be useful landmarks. In any case a careful study of the
map and good local advice should be superadded to the instruc-
tions herein contained.

(a) Aviemore to Ben ZVIuich Dhui (13 m., 5 hrs.), Cairn
Gorm (17 m., Q% hrs.), Glenmore Xiodge (22 m., 8^ hrs.),

Aviemore (31 m., 12 hrs.). Good walking.
The first five or six miles through the Forest of Rothiemurchus

are described in the direct Aviemore and Braemar route (j?. 140).

Climbers of Ben Muich Dhui should leave that track about 1J miles
after entering the " rough foot-track" (foot of p. 144) and where
the ground begins to rise in earnest on the left hand, just beyond
the first summit, Castle Hill. The finer but more difficult route

is by ascending along the edge of the crag of the Lurcher's Bock,
and following its ridge to its southern end. This route gives

admirable views into and along the Larig Ghru, and across it to

the east face of Braeriach. An easier, but longer, route is obtained

by turning eastward from the Larig Ghru to the south of Castle

Hill and of the notch that separates it from the Lurcher's Bock

;

this notch or " Eag " is a remarkable bit of wild rock scenery, by
the way. We thus reach the east slope of the Lurcher's Bock, and
get easy foot-tracks ascending the valley of the Allt Creag-na-

Leacainn. At the head of this valley these two routes converge,

and the summit-cairn is in view, 2J miles away to the south. The
way is tiresome, and it is 6 long miles from the beginning of the

steep part of the climb, at the edge of the forest, to the top of Ben
Muich Dhui. The summit of the mountain is a vast wilderness

of red granite.

View from the Top. This cannot be had all at once, the

wide extent of almost level ground on nearly every side of the

actual summit hiding the depression which would otherwise foi

the foreground. A short walk to the west, however, enables us to

look down into the depths of the Larig Pass, on the other side of

which the towering forms of Braeriach, Cairn Toul and the Devil's

Point together constitute the most imposing mountain spectacle

in the Eastern Grampians. The wild corry near the summit of

Braeriach, and the long steep slope of Cairn Toul are specially

fine. Otherwise these two summits, being almost as high as Ben

Muich Dhui, greatly obstruct the prospect, which, taken as a

whole, is of far too straggling and indefinite a character to com-

pare favourably with those from most mountains of its relative

pre-eminence. Westward, over the expanse of Strathspey, the
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Monadh Liath range—high moorland—between that valley and the

Caledonian Canal is seen. Northwards, over Cairn Gorm, the

prospecl may extend to Morven (a cone), in Caithness, the

Sutherland bills and the Orkneys, while in the south-west there

is a possible glimpse of Ben Nevis. Due south Ben-y-Gloe is the

commanding height, and south-eastwards Lochnagar rises pre-

eminent among the Braemar Highlands. A portion of the Dee
and its tributary valleys are included in the panorama. The
eastward prospect is monotonous.
The easiest walk between Ben lluioli Dlmi and Cairn

Gorm involves a dip of only a few hundred feet. The two peaks lie

almost due north and south, but the ridge trends somewhat to the west,
skirting the head of several depressions which converge at the south-west
end of l.nrli Aran, or A'an, where, near the stream, is the Clach-shian, or
" Shelter Stone." * This strange natural asylum, the only possible protection
igainst wind and rain for miles round, is formed of three blocks of granite, the
1 irgest of which has casually tumbled on to the top of two smaller ones. In the
primitive dwelling so formed half-a-dozen persons can find shelter. The streams
loscend from above in a succession of cataracts, by whose rocky sides the ridge
between Ben Muicli Dhui and Cairn Gorm may be reached. As aresting-pla.ee
for tourists traveiling the route we are now describing, the stone suffers from the
disadvantage of involving an extra up and down journey of 1,500 feet each way,
or a circuit of several miles by the foot of Loch Avon, and into the track from
Glen Derry to Nethy Bridge (p. 117).

The view from Cairn Gorm is obstructed southward by Ben Muich Dhui, but
Cairntoul and Braeriach are visible S.W., to the right of " Dhui," though the
Larig Pass is hidden by the great plateau. As compensation Cairn Gorm offers

a much fuller prospect northwards and over Strathspey. Ben Rinnes is a con-
spicuous figure N.E., as is the far-off cone of Morven, in Caithness, due N. Loch
Avon, S.E., is not seen from the summit-cairn.

(b) Aviemore to Cairngorm direct by Larig Ghru, 12 m. For
route beyond Aviemore (2£ m.) see p. 153. An alternative descent is

by (a) route without diverging to Ben Muich Dhui (see dotted lines

on map.)

Descents from Ben XVIuich Dhui. (1.) To Braemar, strike

eastwards across the table-land and dropdown to Loch Etchachan.
Follow the course of the burn issuing therefrom, for 6 miles to

Berry Lodge, where the carriage-road by the Linn of Bee com-
mences :—or, by a shorter and steeper route descend Glen Lui Beg
to Derry Lodge (see p. 287). For the rest of the way, see p. 146.

(2.) To Aviemore. Keep along the ridge parallel to and above
the Larig Bass till you reach the edge of Rothiermirchus Forest at

the bottom of the steep part. For the rest of the way, see p. 117.

The name Ben Muich Dhui, which by-the-bye is spelt in half-a-
dozen ways, means probably "the mountain of the black sow."
It possibly originated at a time when wild boars were more common
than tourists on British mountains, a period of which the frequent
occurrence of the prefix " swin " and " grise " in the English Lake
District similarly preserves the memory. Cairn Gorm signifies
" blue mountain " and has no special appropriateness. The rock
crystals to be found here and there among the debris of the district,

and called Cairngorm Stones, arc mostly of a yellowish brown colour.

worth while todiveige a little to the §asl so as to look down upon Loch
idtheSheltei Stoae, especially fine from a " chimney M overlooking the

mosl westerly point of the loch just north of the Feith Buie.

Highlands I. U
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BRAERIACH, 4,248 ft., and CAIRN TOUL, 4,241 ft.

Map opp. p. 146.

*
s* The access to those heights is by road, marked "private," and the ascents

are in all respects much more comfortably and pleasantly made before the com-
mencement of the shooting and stalking season, during which period the
tenants not unreasonably object to promiscuous wandering. At that time
Sunday is the most convenient day for the excursion.

Braeriach, 12 m. ; and Cairn Toul, 16 ; from Aviemore.
A hard and full day's work.

1. (a) Follow the Glen Eunach driving road, which turns S. just

short of Coylum Bridge, to the first bothy (7Jra.), where the Allt-na-

Beinne Beg joins the Beinne-Mor. The road crosses the Beinne
Beg by a bridge newly shown on the O.S., and the bothy is imme-
diately beyond the bridge and on the west of the road. Right
opposite the bothy turn to the east, keeping on the north side of

the stream and gradually bearing away from it on the higher
ground, which will be drier and less boggy than close to the

stream. The north face of Braeriacli has three great corries,

separated from each other by two buttresses. Our way is up the

western of these buttresses, and when we have reached a point

due N. of this western buttress, we cross the stream and
follow the ridge of the buttress. This is decidedly rough, but
quite safe. In a mile from the stream we look down on our right

on to the loch in the western corrie, and shortly after arrive on the
general plateau of the mountain. Rising ground to our left, at

the head of the middle corrie, hides the summit, but by working
to the south round this we see the summit to the E.S.E., and less

than half-a-mile away.
The cairn marking the summit of Braeriach stands close to

the edge of the Garrachorry, and this edge or the ridge may be

followed round to Cairn Toul, the real source of the Dee being

passed on the way.

(6) Start from the first bothy as directed in 1 (a), but follow the Beinne Beg
to its source, crossing to the south side of the stream opposite to the eastern
burl ivss. The Ooire Beinne is a delightful open stretch of greensward, frequented
by red-deer. From its eastern corner a steep and rough but easy track lead- up
to the ridge of Sron-na-Leirg, which can be followed southwards and then west-

wards on to the main mass of Braeriach. The views into and across the Larig
and the G-arbh Coire during the latter part of the walk are very fine. The

i versal of tins route makes an easy and pleasant descent from Braeriach.

ir) Follow the Glen Eunach driving-road to the first bothy. Looking along

tern side of the near corner of Braeriach, a long somewhat Hat shoulder is

seen dropping from the west side of the western corrie towards the mouth of the

Beinne Beg. By following the course of the Beinne Beg for nearly half-a-mile
<

• lower end of this shoulder may be reached, and the shoulder itself followed

southwards for about a mile. This will bring us to an altitude of about 2,500 feet,

and we may get on to the zigzag path, which we see in front of us. This leads P
the plateau, above and a lit lie west of the western corrie containing the loch. The

summit may then be reached by crossing the plateau due E. for about a, mile.

2. For route between Kingussie and Braeriach, seep. 130.

3. Cairn Toul from Aviemore ; 15m. A long and hard day's

work. The view is similar to that from Ben Muich Dhui, except

that the two mountains are mutual "obstructives" S.W. & N.E.

respectively. While the N.E. and E. is blocked by Ben Muich
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Phui from Cairn Toul and Braeriach, the south comes out much
more strongly, the most imposing feature in that direction being

the Ben-y-Gloe group.

((/) Follow the Glen Eunach driving-road to the upper bothy

('.))! in.), which is within ^ mile of the lake. The driving-road

anas a little further on, but at the bothy a path leaves it and
ascends on the left, crossing several streams, and gradually
bcaiing off into the eastern corrie, Corrie Dhonndail. This
path is rough and steep, but perfectly plain, and at the top of

the corrie rises by a very steep but easy scramble to the

plateau. Then a walk of just under a mile due E. will bring

us to the edge of the southern scallop of the Garrachorry. The
view of the corrie is very striking, coming as it does so suddenly
and unexpectedly. In mist the approach must be made with care,

as we rise to the edge of the corrie. This edge may now be fol-

lowed to the right hand as far as the summit of Cairn Toul. This
involves the ascent and descent of the Ang-el's Peak, which gives

250 feet additional up and down. This is very well worth doing,

as the view from it of Braeriach, Cairn Toul, Lochan Uainc and
the Garrachorry is very fine. But both it and the upper part of

Cairn Toul are piles of granite blocks, and the going is very rough
and heavy. Cairn Toul has two cairns, about a furlong apart,

the northern one, which we first reach, being the higher.

(/») At the head of Oorrie Dhonndail two streams unite, falling together over
the rock that is ascended by the steep but easy scramble just mentioned. The
DOrthern of these two streams may be followed to its source. Half-a-mile more
of very easy walking- j n the same direction, N.E., will take us over the low ridge
and down to the real •• Wells of" I>ee," the true sources of that rrrer. These
are small well-eyes rising from the granite detritus with which the great plateau
is covered. About \ mile to the east is the edge of the Garrachorry, and this may
he followed either way to < aim Tan! or Jtraerinrli, the summits of which
are in full view. In going to the latter the head of the great fall of the Dee is

passed.

BEN LAWERS, 3,984 ft. Map p. 135.

From Ben Lawers Hotel (Temp.) to the top and back, 4-5 hrs.

Ponies may lie taken to within half-an-hour of the .summit. Charge,

porty (i)itl guide, 5s. each.

Ben Lawers or the " echoing mountain " is, considering its

great height, as easy a mountain to ascend as any in Scotland,

amounted by a huge cairn, erected in 1878, and enabling
the climber to boast of having stood 1,000 feet above sea-level in
bis native land. Only the last tew hundred feet of the ascent
aie at all steep. The Ben Lawers Hotel, which is the only place
from which tin ascent can be conveniently made, is itself 000 feet

above the sea. Those who do not care to make the whole ascent
may with advantage climb the subsidiary height of Meiler (/J.73),

a l)i nit a third of the way up, and just above the hotel.

The ascent.- Follow the Kenmore road for a few hundred
yards as far as the first burn, just beyond which take to the open
tell, and climb with the burn close by mi the left hand, [n about
K> minutes alter ; hotel you tfilloroas a wall b\ a. stile.

Hence proceed straight forward, leaving the fir-planted Meiler
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(Meal-odhar) some way on the left, and still keeping the burn on
the same side. The top of Ben Lawers is seen, also to the left of

the general direction of the route up. To reach it scale the

eastern ridge a considerable distance from the summit, so as to

avoid the steep slope which intervenes in the direct course thereto.

On attaining this ridge follow it all the way up. Below, on the

right hand, you will look across the deep valley through whieh
the Lawers Burn flows, to a lofty range of steep hills beyond.

There is a very fine and extensive view, including the full length

of Loch Tay with Killin and Kenmore at either end. Southwards
the Loch Earn Ben Vorlich is the conspicuous height, and to the
right of it the twin peaks of Ben More and Stobinian. On the
north-east rises Schiehallion with its cone modified into a long
ridge on the eastern side, and, far away beyond it, the flat-topped

summits of the Eastern Grampians,—Braeriach, Cairn Toul, and
Ben Muich Dhui rising slightly above the general elevation.

N.W., over the Black Moor of Rannoch, the equally flat top of

Ben Nevis may be discerned, and the same distance S. of W. Ben
Cruachan is recognisable by its sharp peaks, with Ben Douran
(flat-top peak) to the right of them and much nearer. To the left

of the latter, and rather nearer, Ben Lui is seen. Ben Ledi is

almost due south, and Ben Lomond farther away to the right,

just left of Ben More. The upper part of Glencoe is visible, with
the Sugarloaves (Buchaille Etive) on its left; also N.E., over the

right shoulder of Schiehallion, the further part of Glen Tilt. In
clear weather the eye may range S.E. over and to the left of the

Ochils to the twin Lomond Peaks of Fife and North Berwick
Law, the Bass Rock, and Largo Law, in the order named.
The rough and crumbling schist formation of which the higher

part of Ben Lawers consists is very favourable to the growth of

rare plants—including gentian and many kinds of saxifrage—and
the traveller who is a botanist as well as a climber will prolong his

stay on the mountain-slopes with great satisfaction. It is said that

there are more Alpine plants than on any other Scottish mountain.
In descendinrj, the route may be varied by taking a rougli and

rather steep shoulder considerably to the west of the route by
which we have described the ascent, and overlooking the depres-

sion which separates Ben Lawers from the next mountain, Ben
Glas. From the bottom of this shoulder cross the compara-
tively level and, perhaps, swampy ground to Meiler, whence you
may descend almost in a bee-line to the hotel.

An easy and delightful descent is direct for Killin over Ben Glas, entering

the road near Edramucky {
j>. 72). Splendid views.

During an ascent of Ben Lawers made in January, 1881, the

writer and two friends were fortunate enough to witness the

atmospheric phenomenon called " IJlloa's Circle." A keen frost

prevailed at the time, and the mountain was one vast snow-field.

The last part of the ascent had been made in a mist, over which,

however, as the travellers scaled the ridge overlooking the Lawers
Burn, the sun obtained a partial victory. Above the deep depres-

sion through which the burn flows the mist still hovered, only
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fitfully disclosing the sky-line of thesteep cliffs beyond. Suddenly
thc\ ;iw on the top of these cliffs their own figures faithfully

represented by ;i dark shadow, and surrounded by a rainbow's

timed halo. As they proceeded, the phantoms kept step for

step, reproducing I heir every movement, and always in a direct

line opposite the sun. The apparition continued for ten minutes
or more until the travellers had so far advanced as to be above
the line of the sun and the mist. It is akin, we believe, to the
Brocken Spectre of Saxony, from which it differs in not materially

exaggerating the size of the figures it represents. A few days
afterwards we witnessed a fainter display of the same phenomenon
from Tulach Hill, over Blair Atholl.

Ham Soul (3,862 ft.), Scour Oman (3,505 ft.), and Ken
Attow (8,383 ft.). (Seemapopp. p. 165.)

Distancefrom nearest Inns. Clunie Inn to Mam Soul, 12 m. (

—

Glen Affric Hotel,

lii.) Clunie Inn to Ben Attow, 9 m. Shiel Inn to Scour Ouran, 5 m.

Special Note. The greater part of these mountains, the crowning peaks
of one of the wildest districts of Scotland, is included in the vast deer-forests of

Eoss and Inverness-shires. Consequently access may be forbidden in the
shooting season. Mam Soul is part of the Affaric Forest, but Scour Ouran is

open from Shiel Inn. An easier way of doing Mam Soul is to drive from Glen
Affric Inn < p. L58) as far as Affric Lodge.

Ham Soul. Between Clunie Inn and Mam Soul the ridge separating Glen-
sliicl from Glengrivie has to be crossed. Both these valleys are 700 feet above
sea-level, and the col between them rises to a height of 1,300 feet. The track
leaves the main road about a mile east of Clunie Inn, and climbs between the
mountains of Chest-a-Dhu (3,218 ft.) on the left, and Cralic (3,673 ft.) on the
right. Glen Grime is entered half-a-mile west of the keeper's lodge of Aultbeath
(7 in. /rum Clunie Inn), whence an ascent of 2,000 feet is made in 2 miles to the
ridge, of which Mam Soul itself and its fellow peak, Cairn Bige, are the cul-

minating points. These mountains are made up of steep grassy ridges. Cairn
ffiige is 15 feet higher than Mam Soul, from which it is separated by a depres-
sion of about 400 feet and a distance of one mile, the direction being a little

east of due north. From it a descent may be made in about 2 hours to the
Shooting Lodge of Luib-na-damph at the head of Loch Mullardoeh (p. 159),
whence the distance down Glen Cdnnich to the Grien Affric Hotel {Temp.)
in Strathglass, is about It miles. The general direction to Luib-na-damph
is north-easterly along a lateral ridge of the mountain.
The view from Mum Soul extends all across Scotland from the Moray Firth to

the Minch. It also embraces a, multitude of mountain-tops which we must
leave the tourist to identify from the map. In descending the mountain a
variation may he made by tracking the course of the burn which commences in

the depression a little way south of the summit. By this route the track from
strathe/lass to Balmacara (p. 163) is joined opposite_the centre of Loch Affric,

t& mill's easi of Aultbeath, and l(j west of the (lien Affiic Hotel. This, too. is

the way up for those who start from Glen Affric Hotel. The path,
ncing -'}, •'! miles beyond Affric Lodge,is indistinct at the beginning, but

afterwards quite good and clear. Tt leads by zigzag to the very top, or you may
the ridge on the right between the summit and Scuir na Lapaich (3401

feet), which is 2£ miles S.E. of Mam Soul. Along the ridge it is easy going.

p is a wider spreading of this ridge, where two lateral ridges join it. On
it is a large cairn, with shelter for two inside, and, 50 feet below, an iron-roofed
hut, where watchers live to drive back the sheep which cross into the forest
"'•m the Glen Cannich side.
The time for the whole excursion, supposing a trap taken to the boat-house

about a mile short of Glen Affric Lodge, would be about 12 hours. From boat-
house to top, 31—1. Down by Luib-na-Damph, 5.

1—6.

lt<>n Attow. The Gaelic name for this is Bein Fhada, the " long mountain,"
and the term is appropriate, n extends from east bo west from Aultbeath to
the alluvial strath at the north-east end of Loch Duich, and is easily ascended
either from Aultbeath {see above), or from Camban, another cottage, 2 miles
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aputliTwest of Aubbeath on the track which leads to Loch Duich by. Glencrpe.
The best way from Clunie Jnn is to follow the Mam Soul track, as above, as far

as the top of the ridgje between (Hen Clunie and G ten G-rivie, and then to walk
round the northern slopes of the Chest-a-Dhu as soon as you can do so without
making any material ascent. Thence descending a few hundred feet von will
cross the Fionn Burn to Camban. From Camban you will easily climb to the
ridge of Ben Attow and reach the top in about 1 J hours.

In descending you may follow the north-eastern shouldter of the mountain,
and join the Strathglass and Balmaeara track (p. 1G0), about 3£ miles west of

Aultbeath, and near the south end of Loch Beallach.

Scour Oiu-aii is the grandest mountain in this part of Scotland. Its fine
conical summit is a conspicuous object from all points winch admit of a com-
prehensive view of the district. To ascend it from Shiel Inn, cross the bridge
and follow a path up Glenshiel for about two miles, and then climb by a burn
and along the top of a ridge, bending slightly to the right in a direction rather
south of east. The whole ascent is steep, but easy up the main ridge. The view from
the top over Loch Duich to the Island of Skye and the outer Hebrides is very fine.

The flattop of Ben Nevis is seen 30 mile-; away, S.S.E., with possibly Ben Cruachan
to the right of it, nearly twice the distance. Ben More in Mull is about as far

in a S.S.W. direction. An equally steep descent may be made from a point
£ mile N. along the ridge in Glen Lichd, which is entered 3.^ miles S.B. of Croe
Bridge {p. 164). This descent, however, is over a deer-forest.

*$* The above descriptions are from personal investigation of the country
all round and from information kindly given by two gentlemen, one of whom
was engaged on the Ordnance Survey of the district.

BEN MORE (Perthshire), 3,843 ft. Map p. 65.

Ben X&ore, in conjunction with its twin height, Ben A'an
(3,827 ft.), otherwise called Stohinian, is the most conspicuous
mountain in Perthshire. The two are separated by a V-shaped
depression, and form, when seen from either the east or the west,

a pair of almost similar triangles, the only difference being that

while the apex of Ben A'an, the more southerly of the two, is cut

off by a short and perfectly straight line, that of Ben More itself

is slightly rounded.
From 4 to 5 hours should be allowed for the walk up and down

from the point at which the high-road through Glen Dochart is

left. The ascent is best commenced near the place where the

burn threading the hollow on the east side of the mountain is

crossed

—

i.e., about 1^ miles from Luib Station, 2J from Luib Motel,

and 5J from Grianlarich Hotel. Hence the shortest way up is by
the ridge all the way, a climb of unrelieved steepness. An easier

plan is to follow more or less the course of the burn until the

eastern ridge of the mountain is gained, whence turning sharply

to the right, a steep pitch leads directly to the top. The view
thence comprises an endless array of mountain-tops, prominent
amongst which are Ben Lui and Ben Cruachan to the west ; Ben
Ime, The Cobbler, Ben Vorlich (Dumbartonshire), and Ben
Lomond to the south ; Ben Ledi, Ben Vorlich (Loch Earn), and
Ben Lawers south-west, west and north-west respectively ; Ben
Douran, and the mountains of Glen Lyon to the north. The
softer features of the scene are Loch Tay and Loch Voil. As a

whole, the prospect is of a somewhat monotonous character.

The tourist may make his way down into the valley at the west

end of Loch Voil, but of this route the writer has neither personal

experience nor trustworthy information.
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LOCHNAGAR, 3,768 ft. Map p. 114.

From Braemar, 4-5 hrs. ; Ballater 4-5 Ars, ;
fnrcrcaitld Inn (2 w.

//•r>/» Balmoral), 3£- 1 ftrs.

Ponies may be taken from Braemar or Ballater. Charge for

pony and guide, about 25s.

lochnag-ar (so called from the lakelet of Lochnagar, the
" goat's lake," beneath its northern precipice) is a singularly for-

tunate mountain. It is the highest point of Great Britain (except
Ben Muich Dhui) ever trodden by Royalty, and Byron has sung
its praises. Hence it has derived a fictitious interest which may
possibly make the genuine lover of Nature somewhat sceptical as

to its real merits. In sober truth, however, Lochnagar is a finely-

shaped mountain, and its ascent is both pleasant and remunera-
tive. Looked at from near Balmoral its sharply-marked outline

is not unlike that of Cader Idris as seen from between Dolgelley
and Barmouth.
The ascent of Lochnagar may be easily made from any one of

the three starting-points above named.

1. Prom Ballater there is a good carriage-road for the first 9

miles, as far as the Prince of Wales's shooting Lodge, formerly,

but no longer, appropriately called the " Hut," passing round
which and through a planting behind, the climber ascends by a
trimly kept granite walk, with a burn on the left to the col, where
the Balmoral route converges, the whole distance to the top being
12 to 13 miles. This route, however, is monotonous, the beauty
of ( Men Muick, through which the carriage-part of the route passes,

having been, except for the first few miles, greatly exaggerated.

2. From Balmoral. The ascent from here is the shortest

and easiest, but its feasibility depends on the " whereabouts " of

Royalty and the amenities of deerstalking. From the little shop
at Crathie, which is reached from the Invercauld Arm* by crossing

the Dee beyond the Castle, and then turning up the broad road
to the left, there is a drive through the fir-wood, to the open
moorland of Glen Gelder. Two miles beyond the wood and oppo-
site a lodge the road becomes a conspicuous and well-kept pony-
track, continuing to ascend the left-hand side of the glen till

it joins the Ballater route on the top of the col mentioned in

the foregoing description. Hence it turns up the ridge of the
mountain to the right, becoming in another twenty minutes or
so a steep zigzag, marked, where the character of the ground

not admit of a gravel causeway, by two parallel ruts a few
yards apart. The summit is an hour's walk from the col.

When the privilege of using this direct road is withheld, the
summit may be reached by making a somewhat wide detour from
the shop at Crathie to the col. Instead of passing in front of the
.shop, follow a broad road to the left, which passes the Free Church,

cognised by its spire. Ascend by this road for upwards of
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half-a-rnile, till you reach a gate across it, opposite to and about
100 yards from a small farm. Here take a rough track to the right
and follow for some distance the low ridge which separates you
from Glen Gelder, on looking down into which you will see the
conspicuous track above described. The col is straight ahead
and equally well denned.
The landlord at the Invercauld Arms has a direct route by

which the summit may be gained in 2^ hours, but this, we
believe, is strictly forbidden at times.

• *v* The tourist should, in all cases, carefully assure himself before setting
out of what he may and what he may not do, or he runs the risk of undergoing
a great deal of useless exertion.

3. From Braemar. This is the popular route up the moun-
tain, and though rougher than the other two, it is more interest-

ing than either. It also has the advantage of being always open.
Perhaps the most satisfactory plan of all is to ascend from
Braemar and to descend to Balmoral. A carriage may be taken
as far as the foot of Loch Callater (5 m.).* The following descrip-

tion is partly derived from the information of others.

Follow the Blairgowrie high-road on the east of the Clunie
Water for 2 miles. Then, after crossing the bridge over the Calla-

ter Burn, turn up Glen Callater. The road goes side by side with
the burn, crossing it about half-way to the Lodge at the foot of

Loch Callater. Hence a track on the left starts upwards, bearing

in a little time to the right, round the shoulder of the hill. Pre-

sently Cairn Taggart (3,430 ft.) comes into view in front, and after

a short drop and rise the path, easily missed at this point (seemap),

bends sharply to the right, so as to work round the mountain,
and crossing the ridge nearly half-a-mile south of the summit.
Beyond it we look down a desolate glen on the right to the Dubh
Loch ("Black Water"), which is 2,100 feet above sea-level. After

this the path leads in a fairly direct line to the summit of Loch-
nagar, which, however, is not visible for some time to come. We
must first pass the Cairn of Cornbreach, whereon the main ridge,

which has been on the left since we crossed it south of Cairn Tag-
gart, is again surmounted. On the left, over the escarpment of

the mountain, appear Lochan-an-Eoin (the " Bird Loch ") and the

Sandy Loch, and then the two peaks of Lochnagar, looking down
upon the tarn which gives the mountain its name, are easily

attained.

View from the top. The foreground shows but little variety,

the only break in the general barrenness being supplied by the

Dee valley, a strip of which is visible near Balmoral. The
distant prospect, however, is enhanced by the contrast between
the rich lowlands of Aberdeenshire, reaching away to the German
Ocean, and the wild assemblage of billowy mountain-heights,
which stretch as far as the eye can travel in every other direc-

* The Callater road is bad and the bridge impassable by vehicles. Cross by
ford.
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i! tion. To the north-west, the giant family of Ben Muich Dhui
il closes the view. Northwards there is no material object, except
11 atmosphere, to obstruct the view over Ben Rinnes and the
H Moray Firth to the headlands of Caithness. In the north-east
d the prominent hill is Morven, a featureless height, beyond and

a little to the left of Ballater. Mount Keen is conspicuous in

the east. Beyond it the hills dwindle down to the plain of

Forfar and the Ochils, between which arid Ben Muich Dhui,
Ben Lawers, Schiehallion, with its graceful peak, and Ben-y-
Gloe rise above their fellows.

The Descents to Balmoral or Ballater are amongst the

easiest and most unmistakable of their kind. Where there is

not a pony-track of granite dust visible miles away, the route

is shown by two parallel ruts a few yards apart. At first it

gigzags steeply down the eastern ridge of the mountain. In

about half-an-hour the col is reached, whence the Balmoral-bound
tourist must use his own discretion as to how far he proceeds

by the direct track on the far side of the Gehler Burn. He
maybe sent " over the hills and far away" to the right. For
Ballater he must descend to the right by the track which leaves

the Balmoral route a few yards beyond the col, and which he may
reach from the exact col by a little green footpath. The track

joins the Glen Muick road at the "Hut," a shooting box of

the King. Thence to Ballater the distance is 9 miles. About a

third of the way a wooded ravine is entered, in the midst of

which is the romantic Linn of Muick, containing a picturesque

waterfall. Before reaching Ballater the road takes a wide sweep
to the right necessitated by a corresponding bend of the river

Dee.

The route down to Braemar keeps westward along the ridge

for about 1£ miles, until the smaller Dubh Loch and Loch-an-
Eoin appear down below on the right in a line with each other.

Thence it turns slightly to the left for another 1^ miles, keep-

ing the ridge about a quarter of a mile on the right, and re-

erossing it rather more than that distance south of Cairn Tag-
gart. Then the track turns right and again left, finally descend-
ing to the carriage-road close to Loch Callater Lodge, and at the

north-west extremity of the lake of the same name. Hence to

Braemar the distance is 5 miles.

BEN LUI, 3,708 ft. Map p. 65.

From Dalmally to top, abt. 7 m. Time, up and down, (5-7 hrs.

Ben Lui is a fine mountain, steep but not difficult to ascend.
The view from the top is grand and varied to the west, but
monotonous in other directions. The best route is to ascend
directly from the foot of the mountain, and to return by the
minor height, Ben-a-Clee (3,008 ft.) which lies west of the main
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one. From the latter a gradual descent along a grassy ridgi

leads almost straight back to Dalmally.

Route. Follow the Tyndrum road till it reaches the river-

side a little over 4 miles from Dalmally. Then cross the stream
just beyond the junction of the burn which comes under the
railway. Cross the railway-bridge and climb at once to the
bottom of the hollow or corrie, in front. Then, crossing the
burn, attack the steep green slope at once, avoiding the scree

on both sides and gaining the ridge at the left extremity of the
four rocky humps which rise in succession to the actual top.

The walk over these humps is rough, but the view on either side

is a welcome relief to the wearisomeness of the long grass-slope.

The top of the mountain, which is not visible till you are within
2 minutes' walk of it, is marked by a large cairn.

The view is most extensive. Westwards it comprises the mass
of Ben Cruachan, the twin peaks being both visible. Behind and
to the left are the mountains of Mull and a wide stretch of sea,

from which rise the Paps of Jura. Southward are the heights

between Loch Lomond, Loch Long and Loch Fyne, of which
Ben Ime is the biggest. Part of the upper and narrower reach
of Loch Lomond is seen backed by Ben Lomond, between which
and the twin triangular peaks of Ben More and Stobinian Ben
Ledi is the most noteworthy summit. Ben Lawers is in the
distance to the left of Ben More, and then all the way round to

the west again the horizon is a broken line of huge hill-tops,

amongst which, in a direction a little west of north, the flat,

bulky brow of Ben Nevis may be distinguished. The precipitous

eastward drop of Ben Lui is very grand as seen from the summit.

Descent. Make for the col westwards between Ben Lui and
Ben-a-Clee ; climb the latter—about 400 feet above the col—and]

then proceed due west in the direction of Dalmally. The slope

is very gradual at first, and never very steep. A little short of

the railway you reach a farm (" Socach "), whence a road crosses

the iine and enters the main road 2J miles short of the hotel.

There is a very pretty little glen on the right just after crossing

the railway.

CRAIG MEGGIE, 3,700 ft.; p. 143.

BEN-Y-GLOE, 3,671 feet. Map p. 140.

From Blair Atholl 7-8 krs., up and down. Pony and Guide, 15s.

The Ben-y-Gloe (the "mountain of the mist") group oQ
summits attains a greater height than any other in the Eastern

Grampians, except that of which Ben Muich Dhui is the culmi-

nating point, and the double peak of Lochnagar. Consequently
it commands an uninterrupted view to the south and east, anal

in other directions a prospect only obstructed by the hills above

named, and by Ben Alder and Ben Lawers in the west and south-
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pectively. The ascent From Blair Atholi, which is il elf

ea level, is long and somewhat complicated, but

not difficult. In outline, as seen from a distance, Ben-y-Gloe is

the boldest of all the Eastern Grampians.

The Route. Follow the pedestrian track up Glen Tilt, as

described on page L40, as far as the Fender Bridge. Instead of

crossing this, proceed by the road wrhich ascends the right-hand
side of the burn, and after passing through a wood about a mile

long, turn up a track opposite Loch Moraifi on the left to Monzie
(pron. Monee) Farm, 3 miles from the Glen Tilt Hotel. Here
inquiries should be made as to the route onward, which brings

you in 2 miles to or near the "Shooting Lodge" (l,f;()0 /','.).

Thence bear to the right up the glen and cross the stream about
the bend, and mount to a " Saddle," whence it is down and up
across another Saddle to the top.

Another route, reported easier, is to continue for nearly .2 miles up the road
beyond the divergence for Monzie Farm, ami thence take the east side of Carn
Math (see map). The distance from Monzie Farm bo the bop of Ben-y-G-loe is

spput 6 miles.

The mountain has two summits. From the minor one there is

| splendid vista down Killiecrankie. The general view comprises
the Ben Muich Dhui group due north, Lochnagar north-east, Ben
Alder, Sehiehallion and Ben Lawers in the west and south-west.

Rather east of south the prospect extends down the Ardle glen

to Strathmore and the Sidlaw Hills.

The ridge of Ben-y-Grloe continues northwards till it drops into Glen Tilt, a
mile short of the point at which the Tarf is crossed

( p. Ill ). Those who wish to

vary the descent in any way should .satisfy themselves as to the manner in which
this can be dune before starting'. It is a "far cry" to the nearest place of enter-

tainment on the other side of the mountain.
In descending you may make almost due S. for Loch Valican as far as the bed

of the stream, down which, after the first tributary, a track can be found, gradu-
ally enlarging into a peat-road (capital bathing-pools down this valley).

BEN CRUACHAN, 3,689 ft. (Eastern Peak); 3,611 ft.

(Western Peak). Map p. 236.

From Loch Awe Hotel to the Eastern Beak, 3-4 hours. From
Taynuilt Hotel to the Western Beak (3,611 ft.), 3-4 hours.

\ station is open at Oruachan Falls, 3 in. from Loch Awe.

Ben Cruachan is one of the grandest and most conspicuous
of Scottish mountains. In a tour through the country its twin
peaks form a prominent feature in the landscape far oftener than
Ben Nevis is seen at all. Placed as an outpost of the long and
vast array of "huge hill-tops," which extend away northwards into

Sutherland, it commands a southern prospect only limited by the
curve of the earth or the thickness of the atmosphere, while in

other directions the belt of loch and valley lying immediately
underneath it, enables the eye to jump, as it were, over intervening

.
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space, and grasp the depth as well as the outline of the objects

beyond. The fault of the views is, perhaps, the remoteness of

the nearest valley scenery, caused by the wide area covered by the
mountain itself.

Strange to say, although Ben Cruachan lies close to a most
popular tourist thoroughfare, the conditions of its ascent are very
imperfectly appreciated. Trusting to the information which he
receives below, the tourist starts for his climb with as little antici-

pation of hard work, as if he were going up Skiddaw from Keswick,
or Snowdon from Llanberis. It is not only the steepness of the
lower slopes of the mountain, but also the roughness of the upper
which calls for this extra exertion. The peaks themselves and
the ground surrounding them for a long distance are a stony
wilderness, over which no two successive steps admit of the same
muscular tension. We make these preliminary remarks with no
desire to deter the tourist from what is really a delightful excur-
sion, but to impress upon him the necessity of giving plenty of;

time to it. Alpine climbers may laugh, but we would caution

ordinary people against making the ascent of Ben Cruachan a half-

day's job. Experto crede.

Of the two peaks, which are a long half-mile apart, the Dalmally
(or Eastern one) is the higher by about 40 feet. It naturally

commands a finer eastern prospect than its smaller brother, but
the latter, lying immediately above the beautiful lower reach of

Loch Etive, which it obscures from the higher peak, affords ample
compensation to those who choose the less ambitious and some-
what easier climb. Except for the chaotic grandeur of the ridge

between the two peaks, the panoramic view would have been:

greatly improved had Nature thought fit to merge them into one.];

As they stand, they are like two envious brothers, striving for

ascendancy, and each rejoicing more in the other's loss than in

his own gain.

An element of confusion was once introduced into the ascent of

Ben Cruachan by the one-inch Ordnance Survey strangely omitting

to give the altitude of the higher (Dalmally) peak, thereby making
it appear that the mountain is single-topped, and that the lower

peak, at the Taynuilt end, is the actual summit. The actual

height of the Dalmally Peak, as given in the six-inch survey, is

3,089 feet. It is now also given on the one-inch.

1. From Loch Awe Hotel or Station to the highest
peak (Cruachan Burn route), 3—4 hrs. This is the more
usual route and avoids the "dip" in the one next described.

Leave the Oban road about 7 miles from Dalmally and 3 from
Loch Awe Station, a yard or two beyond the point at which the

Cruachan Burn (for Falls see p. 70), passing under the rail and

road, falls into the loch. Thence ascending steeply through a

wood you will reach a bare and desolate hollow, and, about 1£

miles after leaving the road, come to a shepherd's bridge across

the burn. From this point a prominent shoulder of the mountain,
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Mel Cuanail, is a good mile away on the left, connected by a ridge

with the highest peak. Turning to the left, make for this ridge,

keeping near the branch of the burn that comes down from it.

Oner on it you have only to bend to the right along it and so

climb as best you can to the top. This ridge is invisible till you
get sonic distance up the bare and desolate hollow, and several

I

small burns tempt you up on the left. Fairly boggy.
»e* The writer has not himself ascended by this route and onlj gives the

descript ion as a rough sketch of w hat he has heard from i hose who have.

2. From Dalmally or Xioch Awe to Taynuilt over Ben
Cruachan, 6-7 hours. Sound-winded pedestrians with a fair

capacity for climbing may add greatly to the interest of the
excursion, and very little to the fatigue of it by following

the main ridge of the mountain almost the entire way from Loch
Awe or Dalmally to Taynuilt, or vice versa. This plan has
several advantages, the chief one of which is that it brings before

the eye every feature of the mountain in succession, affording a

much more changeful and protracted prospect than the ordinary
route.

The Route.—From Dalmally take the Oban route for 2J miles, as

far as the bridge over the river Sirae, beyond which cross a boggy
moor to a farm-house called Castles.* The ridge which has con-

fronted you all the way from Dalmally is not Ben Cruachan itself,

but an eastern buttress of it. The actual top lies about 1^ miles

further back, and is not visible until the top of this first ridge is

gained. This may be done by climbing either of the green slopes

which shoot up before you, as you stand in front of the "Castles."

They enclose a deep valley between them, and form a triple peak
at its head. Another valley and another offshoot of Ben Cruachan
appear to the left.

From the " Castles " make for the stream in front and follow its

course upwards for a short distance till it forks. Cross the

right-hand branch by a foot-bridge and then, if you have chosen
the right-hand slope, attack it at once ; if the left, follow the

stream again (the left-hand branch) as far as a second fork, and
there commence the steep ascent. This route up the left hand
slope is not quite so steep to begin with as the other, but it

is rather longer. There can be no losing the way in either case,

as the top of the ridge is kept throughout, and the two routes

converge on the highest of the three peaks at the head of the

valley. During the ascent the retrospect over the pleasant little

Dalmally strath, with its church popping up above the trees, and
the noble outline of Ben Lui in the background, tempts us to

indulge in many a halt, and if we gain our beacon point ahead in

much less than three hours from Dalmally, we have done well.

Another long and laborious hour is required to place us on the top

m Loch Awe Station follow the Dalmally road for a mile, and then walk
he north side of the bum till you join the Dalmally route in the field

beyond "Castles." Quarry-works and tram-lines make this bit confusing. "G-o
as you please."

_
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of Ben Cruachan. There it stands far away in front and separated
by a mile-and-a-half of country which would send our bootmaker
into a delirium of delight. First comes a sharp descent of a few
hundred feet over ground thinly strewn with boulders, and then a
causeway of granite blocks, enough, if cut into conformable shapes,
to pave the streets of London. On the left, at the foot of a steep

rocky slope, the Cruachan Burn slips down its lonely glen.

Beyond it Loch Awe meanders river-like mile upon mile, through
what appears from its surface to be hills of no inconsiderable
stature, but from this towering height are mere undulating
plains. Those who have seen Windermere from High- street may
fancy that they look upon its Scottish counterpart from this

point. But the scene illustrates the faults as well as the virtues

of Scottish scenery. The lake itself winds away to its furthest

end in a succession of the most graceful curves that give it

a far better title to the epithet " river-lake " than Windermere
possesses, and its shores are nowhere barren or uninteresting,

but the surrounding country straggles far and wide, wearing a

sort of slipshod characterless look which contrasts strikingly

with the compact beauty of English lakeland.

A strip of the upper reach of Loch Etive gives a partial anima-
tion to the otherwise desolate scene northwards, while in front

and close at hand a " huge nameless rock " seems as if it would
defy even a mountain sheep to obtain food or footing on its jagged
edges. Our route onward, after descending to a small col, lies to

the left of this rock, and then on to the ridge once more, present-

ing no particular difficulty until the foot of the last steep pitch is

reached, where a sheer drop of considerable depth must be avoided
by dipping for a few yards down a little gully on the left, two or

three feet wide, and working round by the chinks of a sloping

block of granite. Before the summit is reached another ddtour in

the same direction is necessitated by the size and upright position

of some of the boulders.

View from the Top. A great part of this has been already

described during our long ascent. The whole of the upper reach

of Loch Etive has disclosed itself, and beyond it rise Buchaille

Etive, the southern warder of Glencoe, and Bidean-nam-Bian, the

crowning height of the same district. The flat bulky brow of

Ben Nevis cuts the northern horizon, and then comes Loch Linnhe,
backed by the hills of Morven and Ardgour. The other peak of

Ben Cruachan cuts short a deal of the western view, but beyond
it Mull and its Sound are seen, and the Atlantic in the distance.

In the south-west the Paps of Jura are prominent, and the Arran
Peaks rise out of the Firth of Clyde farther south. Then, veering

eastwards, the eye traces the outlines of the Cobbler, Ben Lomond
and Ben Vorlich to the right, and Ben More to the left of the

comparatively close at hand Ben Lui. Further away, and rather

north of east, are Ben Lawers and the sharp peak of Schiehallion,

succeeded by Ben Alder and, may be, a shade, almost blending

with the sky, of Ben Muich Dhui and his companion heights.
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Neither Oban nor Dalmally is visible. Loch Nell, seen south of

the Taynuilt Teak, with the salt-water Loch Feochan behind
it, looks very pretty.

Such as wish to return to Loch A\v<> Station or Dalmally by the
Ordinary rente must make then- way down by one of the ridges into the glen
which has been so long visible during the ascent. Once there they musl keep
the burn on the Left, and they will reach the high-road after a final steep drop
rough a wood, at a point 3 miles from Loch Awe station, and 7 Eroni Dalmally.

The road onward to the western (Taynuilt) peak is a further

test of one's bootmaker's qualities. Nonconformity is still the creed
of the earth's crust. The dip, however, is only 200 or 300 feet,

and the journey will not last more than half-an -hour. The view
is perhaps finer from this peak than from the higher one, in-

asmuch as it is obstructed by nothing westwards, whereas the
Dalmally top has buttresses of nearly equal height on both sides

of it. Oban is still hidden by the low hills just in front of it,

but a wide prospect opens up over the loch beyond, with its

islands great and small, the mountains of Mull crowned by Ben
More being a strong feature. Dunstaffnage Castle, too, on the
south shore of Loch Etive, is visible.

The Descent for Taynuilt now commences at once. Turn
left down the ridge, and from the foot of the rough part of it

bear away to the right, following a downward course towards the

narrow part of Loch Etive at Bunawe. Where the slope into the

Pass of Awe on the left ceases to be uncomfortably steep, turn
again in that direction, and, bearing back, enter the high road by
a farm-track, which joins it a few yards east of the Bridge of
Aire, after passing under the railway. From the bridge to the
Taynuilt Hotel is 2£ miles.

3. From Taynuilt to Dalmally over Ben Cruachan.

After the foregoing description, it is only necessary to give the
salient points of the route taken in this direction. The way
generally recommended is by the burn, about § mile beyond the
Bridge of Awe, but this is cruelly and unnecessarily steep to

begin with. A more comfortable way is as follows :

—

Turn sharp to the left up the farm-road just beyond the Bridge
of Aire ('>}, in. from Taynuilt) ; then work back round the slope of

the hill, breaking its steepness by a considerable detour. From
the top of the steepest part bend to the right. You will soon
see the Taynuilt peak high up on the left. Make for the bottom
of the steep part of its southern spur, on reaching which climb
up the boulders. From the summit you will see the higher and
still steeper Dalmally peak a long half-mile to the east. The way
to it is still over rough granite boulders. Having attained it,

you may descend by the ridge into the desolate valley beyond on
hi. and make your way down the Cruacharj Burn (as de-

soribed in the aseenl from Daimallyi.
To reach Dalmallj direct continue along the ridge eastward,

making a small detour to the right at first to avoid the perpen-
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dicular blocks, and another in the same direction a little way
further, where the direct route seems blocked by a little precipice.

Continue along the ridge, and then skirt the right-hand side of a
wild rocky projection stretching northwards. Beyond this, cross

a little col and ascend the steepish boulder-strewn height beyond.
From the top of this Dalmally appears in front, 5 or 6 miles
away, and you may reach it by continuing along the ridge straight

in front of you, or by working round to the right over another
height or two of equal elevation, but separated by very shallow
depressions, and dropping down the next green ridge. The two
routes converge at a foot-bridge close to the confluence of two
burns, about half-a-mile short of a farm-house called the Castles.

From the foot-bridge, if you want to reach loch Awe Hotel,
keep the side of the stream till you join the high-road a mile
north of the station and hotel ; for Dalmally, pass in front of

the Castles and across the rough moor to the bridge over the

River Strae, 2 miles short of the village.

SCHIEHALLION, 3,547 ft. Map p. 138.

From Kinloch Rannoch, 2 to 3 hrs. From Tummel Bridge, 3 to

4 hrs. From Weem or Aberfeldy, 4 to 5 hrs.

Whether to look at or from, Schiehallion is one of the finest of

Scottish mountains. As seen from other eminences its cone is

always a graceful and distinctive object in the view, while its

commanding position over the strath which extends from Loch

.

Tummel to Loch Rannoch imparts to the view from it a diversity

that contrasts strongly with that obtained from many Scotch
mountains of greater altitude. The ascent may be included in a

walk between any of the three places mentioned above, and good
pedestrians need not be afraid to make it in the course of the walk
from Kinloch Rannoch to Pitlochry or vice versa. There is good
accommodation at the end of any of the routes.

1. From Kinloch Rannoch. Cross the river at the village,

and proceed along the road for two miles to the farmhouse of

Tempar. Hence ascend by the Tempar Burn until you are under-

neath the cone, and then climb to the summit. The last part is

fairly but not awkwardly steep.

2. From Tummel Bridge, (a) Follow the Aberfeldy road for

four miles until the by-road from Kinloch Rannoch converges

beyond Loch Kinardochy, and |- m. short of the little public-house

at White Bridge. Thence skirting the north side of the little hill

behind the public-house proceed due westwards, and climb by the

ridge all the way to the top. (b) See 4.

An alternative route is to proceed from White Bridge for about 2 miles on the

Kinloch Rannoch road, and then turn up for the ridge at the Braes of Poss farm,

where cycles may lie left.

3. From Weem, Follow the Tummel Bridge road (p. 136) for

about 8 miles until the course of the Keltney Burn strikes away to
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th<> left, and a farmhouse comes into sight a Little way ahead on

the left oJ the road. From this point cross a small tributary burn,

and proceed by the side <>l the Keltney Burn for about l.\ miles.

At the point where the latter bends still more to the left go
straight on up the ridge till you reach the top. It is a rough
climb.

4. From Pitlochry. This is also the shortest way from
Turamel Sridge, the two converging at the Daloist Mill. Take
the mail-car (p. 138) or Kannoch coach from Pitlochry to Bohally
Ferry, l.\ miles E. of Tummel Bridge; cross the lorry, and make
for the mill at Daloist, and just beyond cross the road from
Tummel Bridge, and, passing through a gate by the mill-stream,

follow a path for about 2 miles to the farm Tigh-an-t-socaich.
Thence follow a burn a short distance, and then cross it, and
make for the ridge. Time, 5 hours up and down from Bohally.

View from the Top. The feature of this is Loch Tummel
and the glen beyond it, through which the river Tummel makes
its way into the Garry, near Pitlochry, and beyond which Ben
Vrackie rises to a graceful peak. In the opposite direction a part
of Loch Rannoch is seen, and the " sugar-loaf " mountains at

the head of Glencoe. Northwards over Strath Tummel, the dull

line of the Eastern Grampians is only relieved by Ben-y-Gloe,
rearing itself on the far side of Glen Tilt which is visible above
Forest Lodge. The loftier mass of Ben Lawers shuts out a good
deal of the prospect southwards.

The Descents need little description. For Kinloch Rannoch
—steep and rough during the first part—take a north-westerly
direction, and descend to the road by the Tempar Burn ; for

Tummel Bridge (a) follow the eastern ridge as nearly as may be
all the way to White Bridge, where you hit the high-road 4 miles
from your destination, and after a slight intermediate rise, or (b)

follow the route described in ascent 4 ; for Weern, direct your
course a little south of east, reaching in about 2| miles the Kelt-
ney Burn, by following which you will join the high-road near
the top of the pass, and about 8 miles from the Weeni Hotel and
9 miles from Aberfeld/y. For Pitlochry it is well to remember that
the Kannoch and Pitlochry coach passes Tummel Bridge Hotel
about 3.3'). Of course, there may not be room.

BEN VORLICH (Loch Earn), 3,224 ft, Map p. 79.

From Lochearnhead Hotel, 2£-3 hrs. Also practicable, but tire-

acme, from Kingshouse Inn.

This mountain, which is such a conspicuous object during the
railway journey from Stirling to Perth, presents no difficulty.

Follow the south-shore road of Loch Earn as far as Ardmrlich
House, (p. 81) and Burn (4 m. from Lochearnhead Hotel). Thence

Highlands I. X
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ascend on the near side of the burn until you can conveniently
mount the ridge on the right hand. By this ridge you will easily

reach the summit.
The view spreads eastwards down Strathearn and across Strath

allan to the Ochils. Southward Stirling Castle and the mazy
Forth are seen. In the south-west Ben Ledi and Ben Lomond
play prominent parts, but not so prominent as Ben More, with its

two truncated cones, a little north of west. Close below we have a
broadside view of Loch Earn, and over the hills on the other side

of the lake Ben Lawers rises high and massive, with Ben Chonzie
(Ben-y-Hone) nearer at hand to the right. The full length of

Loch Voil is seen westward.
An interesting but very up-and-down descent may be made to

the Kingshouse Inn, and the tourist who does not mind a few extra

miles' walk may avoid the last intermediate rise by dropping down
+the valley to Loch Lubnaig and Callander.

BEN LOMOND, 3,192 ft. Map p. 197.

From Rowardennan, 2-3 hrs. From Inversnaid, 2^-3^ hrs. From
Aberfoyle, 3J-4J hrs.

Pony and guide from Rowardennan, 10s. (8s. to stayers at hotel) :

Guide only, 6s. & 5s.

Next to Ben Nevis, Ben Lomond is the favourite mountain
climb of Scotland—a distinction due as much to its remu-
nerative character as to the accessibility of the mountain itself.

Kising from the outskirts of the Highland country, and command-
ing a large portion of the most famous of Highland lochs, Ben
Lomond affords a beauty and diversity of prospect with which few
of its rivals, greater or less in height, can successfully compete.
The easiest and best ascent of Ben Lomond is that from

Kowardennan, though active pedestrians will enjoy the more
laborious, but less hackneyed one from Aberfoyle. The route

from Inversnaid is more shut in than the other two. We recom-
mend an ascent from either of the two first mentioned places and
a descent to Inversnaid. By this plan the best of the scenery is

kept in front more than by any other. In any case the tourist who
wishes to economise time should choose a different route for the

descen from the one by which he goes up.

The Ascent. (1) From Rowardennan. The pony-track, a

rough one, commences opposite the hotel and climbs for some
distance in a direction considerably to the right of the summit.
On surmounting the ridge between Loch Lomond and the Loch
Ard valley, about 1,500 feet above sea-level, it turns northwards
and proceeds in a more or less direct line for the rest of the way,

at first by a gradual ascent over a boggy moorland, where the route

is not particularly well marked, and then slightly zigzagging by a

steeper pitch to the top of the mountain.
(2) From Inversnaid. Cross the Inversnaid Burn and proceed

through the wood for about 3 miles to the farm-stead of Roivchoish,
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keeping near the shore of the lake all the way. From Rowchoish
the asc< al is fceep for about a third of the way up ; after which it

is more gradual until the foot of the cone is reached. The
direction from Rowchoish is first to the left and then, on gaining

the ridge, to the right, working round the depression of the Culness

burn on the Left.

(3) From Aberfoyle. This ascent is commenced by a walk of

mon than I miles along a carriage-road to the west end of Loch
Ard, as described on page 57 in the route from Aberfoyle to

Bowardennan. Directions for the ascent are given on page 58.

View from the top. The best point about the view from
Ben Lomond is that it includes a large extent of lowland as

well as of highland country. Loch Lomond is, of course, a

striking feature, but hardly to such an extent as would be antici-

pated from its relative position, and the extent of its surface

visible. The mountain rises from the side and not from one end
of the lake, and consequently there is no lake-vista, if we may use
the term,—such as charms the eye of the traveller who sees Loch
Awe from Ben Cruachan j Loch Tummel from Ben Vrackie

;

Windermere from High-street, or Thirimere from Saddleback. The
lower end of Loch Lomond, again, as seen from Ben Lomond
presents a straggling appearance, the component parts of the view
lacking proportion. Perhaps the most beautiful object in the
prospect is Loch Ard, the full length of which is seen cradled in

an amphitheatre of beautifully wooded hills.

The mountain-view commences in the south-west with the
] teaks of Arran, which rise above and below the lowest reach of

the Clyde ; then, as the eye traces the horizon from left to right,

it encounters nothing but a succession of bristling hill-tops

till Ben Venue and Ben Ledi sink down to the plain of the Forth
almost due east. Across the lake Ben Vorlich, Ben Ime, and the
fantastic " Cobbler " are seen close at hand. Beyond them in the
distance rise the twin peaks of Ben Cruachan. Ben Lui is just
>ver the head of the lake, and to the right of it the triangular

Barest of Ben More asserts itself more than any other mountain
in the panorama. Between the last two and nearer to the former
the top slice of Ben Nevis may possibly be seen. The Loch Earn

orlich vi>es to the left of Ben Venue, and further away, in a
direction more north, Ben Lawers rears himself conspicuously
abov,- his fellows. If the sun is lighting up the landscape in

ith-east, the windings of the Forth through its rich and
atrath are a great relief to the eye, which may be somewhat

1 with the heavy monotony of the northward prospect.
In this direction (S.E.) the Castles of Edinburgh and Stirling and
the Firth of Forth are also visible. Southwards the so-called Low-
lands rise to a height of more than 2,000 feet in the isolated
i into Hill and in other heights which cluster round St. Mary's
Loch, and the cradle of the Clyde. Far away W.S.W., consider-
ably to the right of Arran, the Paps of Jura may be detected.
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The Descent. (1) To Rowardenuan.—Follow the ridge which
for a short distance takes a south-easterly direction and then goes
nearly due south for almost 2 miles. If the weather be misty
take care neither to drop down too soon on the right nor to get

among the burns which descend to Aberfoyle on the left. On the

less steep part of the mountain the track is often rather vague.

(2) To Invcrsnaid.—Take the general direction of the Tarbet
Hotel, which is visible from the top over the western buttress of

the mountain. When the hotel disappears, continue in the same
direction over the comparatively level ground as far as the ridge

;

thence bend to the right and keep to the ridge until Rowchoish is

in a line with Tarbet. The descent to Rowchoish is simple. Hence
a track, in places indistinct, runs parallel to the shore all the

way to Inversnaid (3 ?».). Hug the shore.

(3) To Aberfoyle.—We have never made this descent, and we
cannot speak with certainty about the first part of it. It is com-
menced by following the Rowardennan track for about half-a-mile,

as far as the bottom of the steep part, after which we believe there

is no difficulty in descending the ridge, as marked on the map, to

the shieling at Comer, whence pursue the track to the west end of

Loch Ard, where you will enter the carriage-road fully 4 miles

short of the " Bailie Nicol Jarvie " at Aberfoyle.

BEN MORE (MULL), 3,185 ft., p. 253.

SCUIR-NA-GILLEAN (Isle of Skye), 3,183 ft.

" Peak of the Young Men," Map p. 267.

From HUgachan Hotel, up and down, 5-6 hours.

The Cuchullin, alias the Coolin Hills, are the roughest
mountains to climb in Scotland. Practically, Scuir-na-Grillean is

the only one ascended by tourists. The ascent is in some ways a
remarkable one. Though, perhaps, the hardest of ordinary ones
in Britain, it does not absolutely require a guide. Far better,

however, to take one, and no sensible tourist will go up alone, nor
think of making the excursion in anything but clear and trustworthy
weather. The route is excessively steep in places, but its rocky
character, making it often resemble a rude staircase, renders slopes

which would otherwise be almost impossible to climb comparatively
easy. It is commenced by following the road westward from the

inn for a short distance, after which a low spur of the mountain
is crossed, followed by a slight descent, and a rough steep climb

to the ridge which extends eastwards from the summit. From
this ridge the summit is gained by a continuous scramble up
rocks, so rough and steep that hands as well as feet have to be

constantly used. Sticks of any sort should be left behind when
the base of the cone is reached. A little short of the summit a
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bourder, larger than the rest, requires extra care, as a false step

would be disastrous. The top itself is a crag of limited area, on

reaching which the climber may feel somewhat apprehensive as to

liow he shall get down again. The descent, however, will probably

be found easier than the ascent.

From the summit the view is more extensive and wild than
varied. There is no pleasant greenery of wood or vale to relieve

the sterner features of the foreground, but for this is substituted

an extraordinary boldness and grandeur of rock-scenery, while the

wide expanse of sea, backed by striking mountain-shapes, and
varied h\ the most irregular of coast-lines, atones for the lack of

coiii rast in vegetation. Eastward, immediately beneath, the eye
looks down into the rock-strewn depths of Hart-o'-Corry, beyond
which the rival peaks of Bruch-na-Fray and Scuir-na-Banatich

rise to almost as great a height as Scuir-na-Gillean itself. To
the south-east the neighbouring craggy height of Blaven has a

magnilicent appearance, and to the right of that mountain the
soa appears, with Eigg and other islands rising from it. North-
wards, the Storr Bock, with the needle-shaped Man of Storr on
its right, is seen, and to the left of the same mountain, far away

the ocean, rise the hills of Harris. The coast of the main-
land presents a long broken line of rugged peaks. Portree, partly

visible, is between us and the Storr.

Pinnacle" route for which a guide (16.«.) is necessary, "gives .1 pleasant

taste of rock-climbing with rope."

The Circular Tour of the t'oolin* can only be mentioned out of

deference to the more experienced members of the Alpine dub.

*** To experienced nuumtaineers our description of this particular mountain
iiar ridiculous. We arc writing, however, for ordinary people like our-
uid in so doing, we wish to emphasize the fact that the ascent, though
iugh with proper precautions, is not one in which a mistake i

rectified, or carelessness attended bj a slight penalty. In 1870, a gentleman
rtaren fc>£ darkness near the top and lost his life. Another serious

it occurred a few years back. Verb. sap.

.' writer saw from Sciiir-ita-Uiilcan one of the few remain-
les in Scotland. The following extract is from the papers of June,

as trapped a fe\, days ago m Skyi . Fl measured oeariysevei
in tip to tip of the wings. A 'ew of these fine birds still breed in two
parte of the island, but several of theta have been trapped within the

last few days."

BEN LF,DI, 2,875 ft. Map p. 49.

l-'r>'ni ('nlhiiidtT, 2£ to 3 hrs. Pony and guide, about 10s,

Robertson, in his "Gaelic Topography of Scotland," tells

this mountain wasrdedicated to the god " Bel" or " Baal,' 3

dippers were wont to assemble on it annually on the
v !a\. and to receive from their Druids the "need fire" with

which th.y rekindled their domestic iires, having previously put
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them out for the purpose. Its smooth green summit, like that of

High Street, in Westmorland, where annual fairs used to be held,

was certainly well suited to the ceremony. Modern civilisation

and hurry-scurry have quite knocked out of the head and minds
of the people all thought of holding such grand hill-gatherings
now-a-days, and the tram-car and the tea-garden have superseded
the fell-stick and the mountain-top. Wales, appropriately enough,
supplies us with the longest survival of this time-honoured
custom. On the first Sunday in August, the swarthy toilers of

the Merthyr district were wont, till a few years back, to climb
the two -thousand-five-hundred-odd feet which lie between them
and the fine red-sandstone summit of the Brecon Beacon.

The name Ben Ledi is possibly from the Gaelic Bein Ledia,
meaning the " Hill of God."

Ascents. The ascent of Ben Ledi is easy throughout, and
the view from the top has that peculiar charm which characterises

the frontier heights of mountain districts.

(a) The easiest route is by the Trossachs road as far as Coilan-
toglc Farm, a good 2^ miles from Callander (rather shorter by
the pleasanter route, p. 49), and thence along the ridge over
slopes of alternate heather and bracken to the summit. This way
calls for no further description. A far more interesting one is the
following :

—

(b) By the Pass of Leny. Follow the Lochearnhead road for

nearly three miles, as far as the northern end of the pass (p. 65).

Then, where the road, rail, and river are close together, cross the

river by an iron bridge, and the rail at a level crossing. A rough
foot-track strikes sharply up the knoll on the left hand at once.

Ascend by this, bending to the right round the knoll, the top

of which is crowned by a small cairn. Hence is a beautiful little

view in both directions. Northwards the lower reach of Loch Lubnaig
is seen, and southwards through the woody dingle of the Leny
Pass appear the Teith and Callander Bridge, as truly Turneresque
a prospect as any in Britain. The bridge continues to be a more
or less prominent feature in the scene during the whole ascent.

The rocky escarpment of Ben Ledi itself now appears directly

before us. Beneath it you will notice a few yards of a winding
track about a quarter-of-a-mile ahead. Make for this track, and
when you have climbed it, turn to the left so as to get on to the

main ridge at the south end of the scarp and nearly a mile from
the summit. About the point where the ridge is gained there are

some iron railings. Looking back during this part of the climb

you may see, through a dip in the hills on the far side of Loch
Lubnaig, the crowning height of Ben Lawers. To the right of it,

and nearer at hand, is the Loch Earn Ben Vorlich. Southward'
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the Teith valley opens out to Stirling, the Wallace Monument on
its lofty pedestal of rock and greenwood, and—if the day be clear

—to the Castle of Edinburgh, Arthur's Seat and the Pentlands.

When once the ridge is gained, turn to the right and an easy
grass-slope fakes you to the top of the mountain. The view is

fine and more varied than that from the generality of Scotch
summits. Callander Bridge is still, perhaps, its most telling

feature. Beyond it the windings of the Forth may be seen with
the Ochil range on their left. Nearer at hand are Doune Castle

and Dunblane Cathedral. Eastwards, over the uplands of Uam-
var, the prospect is somewhat monotonous and only relieved by the

Vich heather-tints, when that plant is in bloom. In the north and
west rises an endless billowy range of Highland hills. Ben Lomond
displays by no means his most pleasing outline, being conspicuous
by three small lumps. To the left of him Goat Fell, in Arran, may
be discerned, and to the right of him the " Cobbler" somewhat re-

sembles in profile a cat's head, the ears being prominent. Then
further north rise the two peaks of Ben Cruachan, some way apart

as seen from here. Ben Nevis, whose real height is never appre-
ciated except by those who climb it, shows a curved outline termi-

nated southwards by a peak, in the extreme distance and beyond
the triangular-shaped summits of Ben More and Stobinian. The
two last named, almost close at hand, are easily recognised by
the V-shaped depression between them. Ben Lawers is the most
prominent peak northwards, and to the right of it the tame outline

of the Ben Muich Dhui group cuts the horizon.

The lakes visible are Lubnaig, Menteith, Vennachar, Achray,
and the upper and most uninteresting end of Katrine. Beyond
Vennachar and Katrine respectively, the tarns of Drunkie and
Arklet are seen.

Descents. The simplest and most direct descent is down the
ridge southwards to Coilantogle Farm, 1\ miles from Callander, on
the Trossachs road. Thence the pleasantest route into Callander
is by the bridge which crosses the river nearly a mile below Loch
Vennachar, and past the shell of the Hydro', whence a short field-

cut takes you close by the junction of the Teith and the Leny to

Callander Bridge.

Those who wish to extend their walk may keep along the ridge
of the mountain a few hundred yards northwards and then descend
south-westward to the farmstead of Achnahard in Glen Finglas,
visible all the way. Hence a cart-road leads to the Brig of Turk,
Duncraggan, 7 miles from Callander and 1£ from the Trossachs
Hotel. This circuit will require an additional two hours.
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GOAT FELL (Isle of Arran), 2,866 ft. See page 188.

BEN VRACKIE, 2,757 ft. Map p. 138.

From Pitlochry, 3J-4J Itrs., up and down. Pony and Guide, 15s.

This is quite a ladies' excursion from Pitlochry, and as pretty

and remunerative a one as any in Scotland. It may be turned
into a tour by descending to Killiecrankie Station and returning

to Pitlochry through the Pass of Killiecrankie—an easy walk of

5 or 6 hours.

In starting from Pitlochry take either of the roads leading up to

Moulin (p. 123). At Moulin take the left-hand turn behind the inn4
and continue along the road, which soon degenerates into a rough
cart-track, till trees and cultivation are left behind (f hr., 1,100 ft.).

The cart-track continues, but corners are cut off by climbing
alongside a broken-down wall to a depression a mile further, in

which there is a gate. Then (a) you may either keep to the cart-

track and drop 100 feet to a valley from which, by the side of a
wire fence, you gain the ridge nearly a mile south of the summit,
or (b), you may follow a track to the left, which enables you, with-

out descending, to gain the top by a steep green hollow just south
of it. We recommend (a) for the ascent, and (h) for the descent.

The strong points of the view, which is an exceedingly delight-

ful one, are the Garry valley up and down, and the vista up the

Pass of Tuinmel—the latter, however, not so perfect as from
Craigour [p. 123)—to Loch Tuinmel, Loch Rannoch and, in clear

weather, the Buchaille Etives, or " Sugar-loaf mountains of

Glencoe." Schiehallion rising on the left, above Strath Tummel, is

a fine object, and some way to the left of it is Ben Lawers with the

twin peaks of Ben More peeping over its left shoulder, and the

Loch Earn Ben Vorlich still more to the left. The two masses of

Ben-y-Gloe block a deal of the northward prospect, but between
them one of the Muich Dhui group may be detected. To the right

of them Lochnagar and Glasmeal are the chief heights, and south-

ward, in clear weather, Arthur's Seat may be seen just left of the

Ochils.

The descent to Killiecrankie is due west, and rather steep at first.

The distance is nearly 3 miles, and another 4 from Killiecrankie

to Pitlochry (or 3 to Blair Atholi). There is no inn at Killie-

crankie.

MOUNT BLAIR, 2,441 ft. See p. 88.

THE STORE ROCK (Isle of Skye), 2,341 ft. Map p. 273.

From Portree, up and down, 7-8 hrs. Ponies can be to hen to the

bottom of the cliff, 1% miles from the top.

Climbing about the hills north of Portree is, owing to tkeir pe-

culiar character, laborious work, and were it not for the excep-

tional strength of the view from the Storr Rock, we should not
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adriee tourists to ascend it. The distance from Portree to the

summit is accounted seven miles. The path is for the most part

rough, and at times swampy, and for a time is objectionable to the

tourists in the 3ame way that a high-priced claret has been said by

I'litu !< to iic objectionable to a country farmer, viz., in getting him
no forrarder." To accomplish the journey there and back in

r-fvch hours requires very lair walking, and the sooner in the day
a atari is made the better, certainly not later than mid-day. We
offer these words of warning, because the comparatively small

height of the Storr Rock, and its apparently small distance from
Portree, arc apt to create an erroneous impression of the time and
fatigue of the journey.

These drawbacks arc more than compensated for by the excel-

lence of the prospect from the summit.

There is probably no finer mountain and sea-view in the north
of Scotland. Its exceptional attractiveness is due to the fact that,

as in the prospect from Goat Fell, in Arran, the distance is to a
giv.n extent separated from the foreground by a wide belt of sea,

itseU' saved from wearisomeness by the rocky islands and islets

with which it is studded. There is no huddled-up array of inter-

vening mountains to prevent the eye from grasping depth and
height as well as distance. Further, the top story of the Storr

Rock is a soft, velvety, greensward—a charming spot to spend
hours, even to pic-nic upon—be the day warm and bright, and the
wind no stronger than the gentle Zephyr. In bad weather, it is as

foolish as it is discomfiting to attempt the ascent.

The foot of the rock, or rather of its lower cliff, may also be
reached in a row-boat from Portree, by prolonging the excursion
to Prince Charlie's Cave some two miles. A landing is effected

on the stony beach, whence the ascent is very steep nearly all the
way, the climber during the last part of it taking his: choice be-

tween the Portree route, as described below, and a ditour round the
north side of ihe rock ; 1| hours should be allowed for the climb.

Che broken swampy character of the country all about the Storr Bock
h i. particularly unsuitable one for '-fancy" excursions, and the only

other expedition in this direction that is at all fcolecable is the coast-track to

lioll run, described on page 261.

The Ascent. Leave Portree by the lane which strikes away
from the north side of the square past the new church. In less
than halt a-milego through the gateway fronting you, leaving

rmhou se on the Left, and taking the cart-track which bends
bo the fight, and. alter passing through two more gates, take the
left turn. A few yarn.-, further leave the farm-track and follow

• ipaih. which begins U\ cro sing a tumble down wall fence,

urough which there appear to be two or three paths;
hose to the lefl and keep the right-hand one, which starts

almost parallel with another old wall. This is the track to the
Sioir. and is fairly traceable throughout. It passes over the near.)
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of the dreary-looking hills in front, leaving two higher ones, which
form part of the original upper cliff, on the left hand. From the
summit of this hill the Storr, recognisable by its square-cut top
and its Needle Bock, the veritable " Old Man of Storr," appears in

front, while the peak and ridge of Scuir-na-Gillean have a very
imposing presence in the rear. The path now descends again to

within a short distance of Loch Fadda, the first of two desolate

tarns lying in the bed of the valley between the two cliffs ; the
other, Loch Lethan, is passed shortly afterwards. The question
is now at what point to climb the upper cliff of which the Storr
itself forms the crown. The best plan is to leave the pony-track
at the far end of Loch Lethan and make away to the left over a
succession of grassy humps for a stony little ravine, whence the
ridge of the cliff begins to rise steeply for the mountain-top. A
scanty rill flows down this ravine into Loch Lethan. The climb
up is short and steep, but its roughness makes it quite feasible.

Once on the top you have only to mount the long grass-slope

which bends round the tremendous black precipices forming the

seaward front of the hills. From the fresh green hillocks below
rise the Old Man, very gaunt and bony in his proportions, and a

host of humble dependents. Many tourists who shrink from the

fatigue of the Storr itself would enjoy a visit to the worthy
old gentleman's verdant al fresco dwelling, and they may ride

their ponies to his very door step —let them, however, take their

own provisions !

View from the Top. — This is chiefly remarkable for the

extent and variety of the land-and-sea outline. There is sea in

almost every direction, fringed by picturesque shore-lines.

Northward, the prospect extends into Sutherland on the right, and
to the Butt of Lewis on the left. In a line with Stornoway rise

the basaltic Shiant Islands, the boldly peaked hills to the left of

which belong to Harris. Still further in the same direction, North
and South Uist stretch away till they become undistinguishable

from the sea. Southwards, and only far enough to allow a full

view of their stature, the Coolins lift their deep-riven ridges to

the sky. Over the hollow to the left of them, the strip of level-

topped ridge is a part of the Scuir of Eigg. Then Blaven rises

conspicuous over the remaining Skye mountains. Turning to the

mainland, such a long array of hill-tops greets the eye as would
make enumeration tedious, if not impossible. The chain extends

from the Lochinver Sugarloaf (Suilven), in the north, to Scour
Ouran (the highest of three pyramidal peaks) in the south, num-
bering in its course the hills of Lochs Maree and Torridon, of

Applecross and Loch Alsh. A long, level promontory, north-east-

wards, intervenes between the Gairloch and Loch Ewe. Baasay,

with its square-topped table (called Duncan Hill), is just below,

and over its southern extremity are the Straits of Kyle Akin, the

prospect in this direction being of a most picturesque character.

Looking westward again, you will see two other perfectly flat-
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topped hills. These are " Macleod's Tables." Macleocl of Macleod

is of Dunvegan Castle, and in these parts "monarch of all

ho surveys." His ancestors entertained Doctor Johnson, and
i making Tables of his highest hills, he has also Maidens

out at sea, just beyond the point south of the Tables. The
Tables, as landmarks, are as much beloved by mariners out at

sea as the Maidens are feared for their treachery.

Those who wish to proceed to Steinscholl must descend the mountain from
the cliff, which goes on northward, and regain, as well as they can, the pony-
route which they left at Loch Lethan (seep- 2G1).

In the Descent to Portree a variety may be made by pro-

ceeding beyond the little stony ravine, and over the next brow of

the cliff till you come to a hollow in it, beyond which it rises again

abruptly to some steep rocks. From the hollow the way is plain

enough down a moderately steep heathery slope, towards the

bottom of which it is best to keep well up the side of the hill for a

little time, making for a triangular-looking boulder which rests

isolated on the moor some way ahead. On the way to it you cross

a little patch of the greenest grass, and beyond it you reach the

pony-track in the vicinity of Loch Fadda. If you linger on the

road till darkness comes on, you will lose your way in the last few
miles.
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Every one visiting these islands should provide him with Bartholomew's
coloured contoured maps of them, 2s. each. Sheets 14 and 18 contain all that is

described in this section ; Sheet 23, the " Lews ;" and Sheet 19, Skye.

The ocean area measuring about 100 miles N. to S. by
60 E. to W., which is traversed in a visit to the Outer Hebrides,
deserves a far greater measure of patronage from tourists than it

has hitherto obtained. In variety of landscapes and seascapes
combined there is nothing in Europe to surpass it except the coast

of Norway, and perhaps the land-hugging route from Oban to

Gairloch and Lochinver.
Our little sketch-map opposite shows all this area except the

portion of Harris and Lewis between Tarbert and Stornoway.
Over this bit there is no regular steamer-route, and the scenery

towards Stornoway drops off greatly in interest. The splendid

trips between Oban, the east side of Skye, Gairloch, Ullapool,

Lochinver, and Stornoway are described in other parts of this

volume. We are now dealing with the west coast of Skye and all

the outer islands except Lewis (the "Lews ").

The means of communication between Glasgow and Oban
with these outlying parts has of late years been greatly increased,

mainly owing to additional mail-services having been put on from
Oban. Embarking at Glasgow or Greenock, the tourist may enjoy
five or six days' sail in these attractive regions for just as little or

much more than three pound ten as he chooses. From Oban he
can get an excellent notion of the district in two days. Consider-

ing the contingencies of bad weather, darkness, and other draw-
backs, he may profitably double or treble that allowance.

Except for sportsmen, with whom the hotels are usually well

filled throughout the season, the islands themselves offer few
inducements to linger on them. The walking is monotonous, and
cyclists will find such a large proportion of the roadways metalled

with fine sand that, perhaps, the pleasantest method of progression

is to tie your shoes and stockings to the machine and push it.

The various routes are described in the following pages.

The mail-boats leave Oban every week-day morning. Another
boat leaves Portree three times a week. Both services call at

Dan vegan in Skye, and Lochmaddy in North Uist, affording

opportunities for a change from one to the other. If you stick to

the same boat, you are back in Oban in the afternoon or evening

of the day after leaving it. Otherwise, to get the best of the

scenery in the shortest time, we recommend the following round

:

First day (Tu., Th., or Sat.), Oban to Lunvegan or Lochmaddy by

mail-steamer ; second day (IF., F., or M.), Dunvegan or Loch-

maddy to Tarbert and Portree by mail-steamer, whence the return

to Oban may be made by the swift steamer running through tbe

day on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, or by the Clansman ami

Claymore, which leave Portree on Monday and Thursday not
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before 8 p.m., and Kyle of Lochalsh at 4 a.m. on Tuesday ajad

! The latter may involve fehe loe iol the magnifii

between Portre< and Kyle of Lochalsh. Better to give a full day
to Portree, visiting either Sligachan or the Quiraing, and proceed

by the daylight boal the following day.

The great object is fco travel the circuit of Skye, and with this

in view the outward, not the return, journey should always be
taken direct to Dunvegan.

It may be added that the ideal month tor these trips is June.
There is, of course, no midnight sun, but you can read pour

newspaper without artificial light at 11 p.m., and there is no
darkness. Then it is truly delightful to glide "o'er the smooth
waters of a summer sea; "but should the " Ruffian Boreas once
wage the gentle Thetis," the tourist who wishes to enjoy his trip

will probably elect to "bide a wee" at Dunvegan, or some other
port en route. If not forestalled he will find good accommo
at any of the principal calling-places—Dunvegan, Lochmaddy,
Tarbcrt, Lochboisdale, or Castle Bay (Barra). It is always best to

telegraph in advance.
Those who simply wish to see Skye may leave the boat at

Dunvegan, and cross the island to Sligachan, as described on
page 323.

1. Oban to Skye (West Coast) and the Outer Hebrides.
A two dsvys" round by mail-steamer Floieerdale or Staffa, daily; also by

Hebrides every Tuesday, reaching Obau on return journey Fridaj afternoon.
For times see yellow pages. The mail-steamers hitherto have left l .'ban at 6 a.m.,

and the Hebrides after the arrival of the mid-day train.

Faros for the two-days' Round from Oban by mail-steamer, 30*. and (steer-

age), lis. 6c/. The journey may be broken at any calling-place.

The Floteerdale is a larger boat than the Stqffu, and the best days to

start are Tuesday and Saturday, when the outward journey gets you toD
in daylight and the vessel calls at Rum and Oanna. On Thursday you have the

daylight, but not the best views of Rum and Oanna. On other days, when the
steamer crosses direct from Tobermory to the Outer islands, the best pan
route, between Skye and Eigg is apt to be performed, if not in darkness, at any
rate while you are in your "bunk."

The Route. To Ardnamurchan Point, see p. 252. Thence,
when the outer trip is direct to Castlebay, wc strike out of the

northerly and more beautiful route and pass a few miles north of

the " Sandy Coll " (p. 326). Northward is a fine view of Eigg,

Rum, Canna (comparatively low), and the distant Skye. Presently
peaks are seen rising from the sea to the north-east. These are

Hecla and Ben More in South Uist—each about 2,000 feet high.

Southwards the land sinks away to the islet of Mingulay and
Barra Head—the southern extremity of the group—the Outer
Hebrides, or " Long Island," as the various islands—Lewis, Harris,

North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Barra, and numberless tiny

islets are collectively called. They extend from north to south
130 miles, but except Lewis, the most northerly one, which has a
width of 25 miles, their width seldom exceeds a few miles, and
they are so deeply intersected with innumerable channels and
fords that it is almost impossible to get out of sight of salt-water.
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The only liills oJ' any importance are those of South Uist, already mentioned,
and nf Harris -the latter well seen in crossing from Skye to Stornoway (p. 277)
and attaining a height of 2,439 feet in Mullafheas, and from 2,000 to 2,4UU in

several others. The Geological formation of all this long chain of islands

is similar to that of the west coast of Sutherland—" archsean " gneiss -a form of

granite of which the chief characteristics are barrenness, and lakelets.

Of the islands between this long chain and the mainland. Hum consists of a
belt of old red sandstone encircling the wild ami bare heights of Allival,

Askival, and Scuir-na-G-illean— the last-named more usually called Ben More.
(We fancy that each island claims its " Big Ben.") These heights are formed of

greenstone (trap). Eigij owes its peculiar appearance to its basaltic Scuir, the
upper part of which is of columnar structure, similar to but less regular than
that of the Giant's Causeway and Loch Staffin (p. 274), resting on "pitchstone
porphyry overlying a forest of petrified trees of an extinct flora geologically

termed Pinites Eiggensis."

The etymologist may notice the apparently Norse origin of most of the
mountains we have named— e.g., Hekla, Ullaval, Hellival (Harris), Allival,

Askival ("val" seems euphonic for " mheall "—" mell " in the north of England-
while "hell" signifies "clear"). It would be interesting to intelligibly connect
these names with certain ones in the English Lake District where Norse nomen-
clature is strong—Helvellyn, 111 Bell, Ullswater, TJlpha, to wit.

There is only one road-x-oote through the outer group of islands, and that
takes the west side through South List, Benbecula, and North Uist, which for

some hours on either side of low water are connected by the South Ford (1 mile)
between S. Uist and Benbecula, and the North Lord (4 miles), between Benbecula
and North Uist. These fords are across the sands and among reefs.

The road-distances are:—Loehboisdale to Howmore, P.O., 12 m.: Creagorry
(inn and P.O.), 21 ; Gramisdale Inn, 27 ; Oarinish ( inn and P.O.), 31 ; Lochmaddy.
42. Creagorry and Gramisdale are both in Benbecula, a central island connected
with South Uist by the South and North Fords, as above. On the north side of

the latter is Carinish, with an inn and P.O. The Lochmaddy postal delivery

extends S. to Creagorry.

The interior of these islands is of little interest to the ordinary tourist, and
cyclists should abjure them, the routes being to a great extent over fords and
sand. The inns, except those at Stornoway and Castlebay, are almost exclusively
used by sportsmen. In Lewis alone there are said to be 600 fresh-water lochs

—

all yielding more or less sport, the trout being of a dark colour. The principal
Hotels are :—In Karra, Castlebay, a stay at winch is necessary to secure the
best fishing on the island ; in Soutli Uist, Loehboisdale, with lochs innumer-
able open to visitors, and a golf-course on the western side of the island ; in

1$( nuccula, Creagorry at the South Ford, reached by ferry-boat from the
Dunaia Castle or Hebrides, both of which steamers call at Loch Carnan, a few
miles away, or by driving from Loehboisdale or Lochmaddy. Fishing
in all the lochs of Benbecula, etc. There is also a smaller but highly
spoken of house at the North Ford, (.ii-amisdalc Inn, 15 miles' drive from Loch-
maddy (27 from Loehboisdale), the last 4 across the sands and among the reefs

of the Ford—a novel experience. Brown trout-fishing in abundance. Macculloch
gives us a paradox about this district:—"The sea is all islands, and the

land all lakes : that which is not rock is sand, and that which is not mud is bog,

and that which is not bog is lake, and that which is not lake is sea"—the whole
a "labyrinth." Hereabouts, too, one may observe crofter life under its most
primitive conditions.

On North Uist, which is quite as much a maze of rock, loch, and bog as any
other part of these islands, the Lochmaddy Hotel—an excellent one—occupies a

somewhat exposed position on the eastern side. MacBrayne's mail-boats from
Oban call every evening, and that from Portree three afternoons a week (Tu.,

Th., Sat.), proceeding to Dunvegan and calling at Lochmaddy on the return
journey towards noon (M., W., F.). Fares from Portree to Lochmaddy, 7s. ; ret.,

10s. M. : steerage, 3s. M. A stay at the hotel secures fishing over a large number
of good lochs, but for others permission is required.

For tin' hotels of the Lews see p. 279 ; Harris, 325.

All these islands, Harris and southward, are rocky on the E. ; on the W. they

are sandy but fertile. N. Uist, though so scantily populated about Lochmaddy
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and not populated at all in the middle, has some r>
(
oiH) inhabitants, chiefly on the

The scenery is somewhat tame on the whole, but one or more shapely

peaks are always in sight, and the lochs, with few exceptions, are picturesquely

rock-girt and contain numerous islets.

The chiei products of the islands are sheep, fish, and sea-birds bhe last-named
in marvellous numbers and variety gulls, guillemots, auks, puffins (the Labrador
auk), mergansers (the diving duck), Irittiwakes, etc. The natives eat or traffic in

3, bodies, and feathers of these birds.

Fishing-.
R«-<. Steamer fares from Oban :—Castle Bay or Lochboisdale,

B2& G(/. ; Lochmaddy, 305.

Barra. < hie or two pools, but no fishing worth mention, except on salt-water.

N. Hist. For anglers, May, June, and the latter half of September are

probably the pick of the season. The fly is the only legitimate lure, though there
is. we helieve, no positive enactment against spinning. The angler's real diffi-

culty here is wind. Sometimes insufficient, it is quite as often too strong, and
then fishing is next to impossible.

IiOchmaddy. Hotel, good; 73s. Gd. a week. Expenses, including a. gillie,

and carriage to and from distant waters, need not cost more than 16s. to 18s.

a day all told. Small Inn at Oarinish. (Also a clean little Inn at Tigharry
(P.I ).) on W. coast, convenient for one or two lochs, and with primitive larder. )

No river-fishing, but hotel guests can fish several good lochs ; and even on the
few days of slighter luck in a week which the local system of rotation involves,

the judicious rambler never need come home with an empty creel. The best lochs
are : -Stromore, which yields good lake-trout, and, when the sea trout-are in, tine

fishing : Loch-an-doon (named from stone fort on one island), which allows you a

dozen trout as a good day's sport, ranging from 1\ to 3 lbs.; Loch Ifuna, where
enormous numbers of trout rise and take the fly well—weight, 1 J lbs. and under ;

a good day will yield some five dozen (about 15 lbs.). The special lochs, Oban-
ma-Fiadh and Skealter, are under favourable conditions first-rate for sea-trout,

with a good chance of salmon ; and this holds also of certain sea-pools (tidal).

South Uist. IiOCliboisttale. Hold, good; G3.v. a week. The fishing
is more compact than at Lochmaddy, and carriage-expenses less. All waters on
one list, and no special lochs. There are fish in plenty, but increased number of

rods of late years interleave your good days with poor ones. The sea-trout when
in humour afford really good sport. Only fly-fishing allowed.

Lochboisdale and Lochmaddy arc rivals, each with champions. We cannot
Undertake to say which is the more fishful.

Benbecula (Gramisdale Inn, North Ford; clieap, good cooking). Good
brown-trout fishing. Good Temp. Inn (2 beds) between S. Uist and Benbecula.

Visitors at these Anglers' Hotels are most impartially treated. Beginning at

the bottom of the list they gradually work upwards as their predecessors leave
and their successors arrive.

Entering Castle Bay (Barra), if it be in the early summer,
we may be surprised at the bustle and business going on, the place
being, during Slay and June, a kind of herring metropolis. The
fine old ruin of the Castle of the Macneils is seen from the approach-
ing boat ; and besides the big hotel there is a very fair inn.
The island is in wild picturesqueness of the rough and uncouth

order the first place south of Harris.
Amid a whole colony of crofters' bothies of the old Hebridean

order—an oblong enclosure of rough and big stones without any
( feinent, with a thatch roof tied down by cords and old fishing-nets,
and a hole to let the smoke out—many well-built stone cottages
have sprung up. The shores are lined with heaps of herring-
barrels, and the bay bristles with " sixerns " from all parts, and little

boats, amid which are two or three steamers waiting their freights.
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For a comprehensive view climb the rough ridge behind the
hotel, till, in about 20 minutes, you come to a wee cairn whence
the bay and the village are seen, and another loch and village

away south. A glimpse of the western sea is also obtained, and, if

you walk on another 20 minutes in a N.W. direction, you have a
long range of the western shore below, broken by promontories
into sandy bays. Southward the cliffs of Mingulay, on the west
side, rise to a height of 800 feet. The highest point in Barra is

Heavel, 1,260 ft., 14; miles N.E. of Castleway.
From Barra to Xiochboisdalc (hotel) the distance is 20 miles.

There is nothing special about either Locliboisdale or Lochmaddy
(35 miles apart).

The former is far the more picturesque place of the two.

Between the two the most interesting objects are Loch Ei/nort,

Ben More (2,034. ft.), and Hekla (1,988). Loch Skipport and Loch
Carnan (for Benbecula) are calling-places.

From Loch Maddy the Oban (MacBrayne's) boat crosses to

Sunveg'an, and thence, at or after midnight, commences its return

journey by the route we are about to describe the reverse way

—

from Oban to Dunvegan. The Dnnara Castle, which leaves

Glasgow on Thursdays, calls at Obbe and Tarbert in Harris, the

latter being the most northerly point in its trip. The Hebrides,

which sails from Glasgow on Monday and Oban on Tuesday,
makes Carnan its most northerly place of call. There is no
regular communication between Tarbert and Stornoway.

2. Oban to Dunvegan and Lochmaddy (155) direct (abt.

130 m., 20s.; ret., BOs.: steerage, 7s. M. ; ret., lis. %d.). Maps
pp. 253, 316.

By this route we pass close by Ardnamurchan Point (so far see

p. 255) and thence pursue pretty much the course of the fast

steamer to Gairloch almost to Eigg, on approaching which island,

we strike away between it and Muck (Muic " the sea-pig—porpoise

island" (Thursday's boat pursues a more southerly and rather less

interesting course, passing round the habitationless S.W. shore of

Rum and joining the route we describe near Canna). A call is occa-

sionally made at Muck, whence we make straight for Rum. The
verdure-cinctured bay and crofter village of Laiy on the N.W. side

of Eigg are a relief to the general sternness of the scene, and as we
pass between the two islands a very fine view of Skye opens out.

The Coolins are straight ahead, and between them and the Bed
Hills of Broadford (on the right) is a perfect pyramid—Glasven
More (1,852 ft.). Pyramidal, too, in outline are the two "Paps"
of Loch Nevis, which appear on the right as soon as we get clear of

Eigg, while to the N.E. up the Sound of Sleat, Ben Screel (two

peaks, one sharp, the other round) is the most conspicuous height,

with the " Saddle" to the right of it. In clear weather the flat

top of Ben Nevis may be detected 50 miles away, a little S. of E.

and filling up the gap of Glenfinnan beyond Arisaig.

The shore of Rum along which we next coast presents a most
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desolate appearance (for remarks on Geology, etc., see p. 318).

Wordsworth's well-known description of the abode of the " Solitary "

on Blea Tarn—"one lonely dwelling, one abode, no more," applies

with tenfold force to the white-washed little cottage visible at the

foot of a stern corry at the south-east corner of the island.

Rum is the most mountainous of all these islands except Skye,

and certainly the most barren. Except at Kinloch, just round the

little bay called Loch Scresort, whereon are the new and imposing
mansion of the proprietor, Mr. Bullough, several other houses and
the only clump of trees in the island—sycamore— it consists

entirely of rugged masses of rock and scree, rising to the most
boldly defined outline in the Hebrides. Except in the two instances

named there is no habitation. The island measures about 8 miles

by 7, and the population is under 100. About 97 per cent, of the

area is forest and moorland, the game comprising deer, grouse,

woodcock and snipe and wildfowl. On the small lochs there is

excellent fishing ; the whole, however, is private.

The north of Bum is much less mountainous, but scarcely more
cheerful than the south. There is a house called Kilmory and an
old burial-ground at the outlet of the Kilmory stream. Then we
go due west to Canna, the little harbour, pier, and verdant slope

of which island seem like a return to civilisation. The island

measures about 6 miles by 1J, and its western extremity is a fine

cliff from 400 to 600 feet high. The population is about 60, and
close by the harbour is a new and handsome B.C. Church on
Norman lines, with an apse and a gabled tower—the latter wearing
a domestic appearance. The high ground at the N.E. of this

island is Compass Hill, so called from its possessing the by no
means unique property of diverting the compass, owing it is said

to the quantity of iron in the basaltic rock of which it consists.

A small cleft or stack stands out close to the mouth of the harbour,
and there is a caverned rock, "whereby hangs a tale."

All along this part of our route we have a magnificent view
of the southern outliers of the Coolin Hills, which form one
huge peaked rampart over the south-west shore of Skye. The
chief peaks visible, commencing from the S., are: Garsven, "the
Echoing Mountain " (2,934 ft.) and Scuir-nan-Eag (3,037) ; these

overlook on their far side Loch Coruisk ; Doo Vor (3,120) ; Scuir
Derg (3,233), the highest of the group ; and Scuir Banatich (3,167).

We give the names, Anglicised in pronunciation, from a list which
may be seen at the Sligachan Hotel—made out by Mr. Douglas, of

Edinburgh—and which does not quite coincide in nomenclature
with the Ordnance sheet. For Gaelic equivalents and map, see

pp. 264, 267.

The Coolin Hills are often likened to the Lofoden range in Norway,
which from their greater extent--a prickly backbone of some 60 miles in length

ot course present a more varied aspect, whereas the area occupied by the
Ooolins measures not more than 8 by 1(6, if we include Blaveii) miles. On an
average they equal or surpass the Lofodens—having, at least, twelve distinct
peak- ranging from 3,000 to 3,250 feet in height, and their compactness and com-
parative isolation imparts to them an impressiveness it is difficult to over-rate.

Highlands I. T
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They have no tame side. Prom every point of the compass they rear their vast
splintered mass to the sky in alternate peak and corry, almost but by no means
quite destitute of vegetation (see note on Loch Oortiisk, p. 2G8), and from no
outward point are they seen to greater advantage than from the course taken by
the vessel we are now sailing in.

Looking due west, the chief heights of South Uist—Hekla and
Ben More, both about 2,000 feet—break the line of the horizon.

Passing, away to the right, the islet of Soay and Loch Brittle

and Loch Eynort, we have on the right the promontory which
contains the celebrated Talisker Whiskey Distillery (p. 324). The
exact spot is at Carbost, near the head of Loch Harport. Both the

Hebrides and the Dunara Castle call there once a week. North of

Talisker an isolated rock bears an extraordinary likeness to a
castle.

Our next calling-place is Loch Bracadale, a wide inlet, from the

N.E. side of which rise the twin heights, Helvel Mor and Helvel
Beg, called from their singular shape Macleod's Tables. Entering
the loch, we see across the comparatively low ground N.E. the

Storr Rock—a round lump with a precipice on its S. side. Siocli

Bracadale has no special feature of interest. Issuing from it

round Idrigill point—fine cliffs, with green ledges—we pass three

peaked stacks—one three times the size of the others— called

Macleod's Maidens. Meanwhile the N.W. flank of the Coolins,

including the peak of Scuir-na-Gillean, has appeared. The cliffs

now become higher and more impressive, especially when, after

doubling a boldly outlined promontory that forms an arm of

Moonen Bay, we turn into Xioch Pooltiel, where they attain a
sheer height of about 600 feet, and display basaltic columns,
caves, and arches—Nature's Gothic. Otherwise, Loch Pooltiel is

a quiet sheet of water, with green pastures and some well-to-do-

looking houses on its shores. Northward the same scenery con-

tinues on an equally impressive scale, the cliffs forming huge
bastions. In one place there is the semblance of four mutilated

colossal figures. Here and there are little green ledges—haunts
of the sea-birds. Then, rounding Dunvegan Head (abt. 600 ft.),

we enter the spacious inlet of Bunvegran, sailing up which we
have the Coolins again conspicuous in front, with the other bare

Sligachan hills to the left of them, while looking back N.W. we
see the fine outline of Harris. Dunvegan Castle—a striking but

rather bare-looking frontage—soon attracts attention, and passing

it we draw up at the small pier, which is five minutes' walk from
the hotel—itself a small but comfortable house, with a fair amount
of sleeping accommodation.

In or near the village the sole object of interest is the Castle,
which stands a mile N. of the hotel (£ m. from the pier), between

the road and the loch, and is now reached by a bridge over a tiny

channel. It is the ancestral seat of Macleod of Macleod, but in

the tourist season is now generally let as a shooting-lodge. It is

certainly one of the oldest inhabited houses in Scotland, dating in

part from the ninth century. The walls of this part are from nine

to twelve feet thick, and "contain many secret rooms and

I
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passages." Sir Walter Scott, as well as Johnson and Boswell,

were here entertained. The woods round the Castle have grown
up since Dr. Johnson's visit.

The interior contains many relics—a remnant of the "Fairy
Flag," so called from its having secured victory tor the Macleods
on three occasions when the battle seemed adverse to them, and
said to have been originally a banner of the Knights Templars

;

the claymore and drinking cup of llorie More (Sir Roderick
Macleod), the latter of which, "a magnum of three bottles," has
to be rilled and emptied by each successive heir on his coming of

age ; also another vessel, which Scott describes as —
• A Eebridean drinking cup of ancient and curious workmanship, with which

tlic horn of Rorie More, recorded by Dr. Johnson, is not to be compared, and
which is 'one of the greatest curiosities in Scotland.'"

The opportunity of seeing these relics depends, of course, on the
permission of the occupier for the time being.

DmiTfgan to Portree, 22 m. ; mail ear, see yellow pages. (Map, p. 280).
Does not await arrival of Oban steamer. Roadside inn at Edinbane, 9 m. This
route is decidedly dull and awkward in its timing. People who wish to see Skye
arc advised to take the following one.

I>inive<>aii *o Mlift'iteliaii, 25 m,; small inn at Struan on Loch Braca-
dale, 10 in. No public conveyance. Maps opp. pp. 280, 253.

This is the finest road-route through Skye, not excepting the one from Broad-
ford to Sligachan. It is a pity that there is no through public communication,
which would enable visitors to traverse it on, say, alternate days, with such a
connection as would make Sligachan the central point, and the journey between
Portree or Broadford and Dunvegan feasible in one day. Verb. sap.

The road as a whole is a fair one for carriages, and quite practicable for

eyclists. Those who would choose the most interesting part of it for walking
are advised to hire to the little inn at Struan, and do the remaining fifteen miles
on foot, the ten miles beyond Struan being the pleasantest part of the journey.
The road starts alongside the loch with the now familiar Macleod's Tables in

the right front. The milestones, such as they are, seem to indicate an older route,
inland from Dunvegan, and forming two sides of a triangle. Being almost
entirely illegible, however, you can only count them in passing. This old road is

joined in two miles, after passing the Free Church, and soon after we are at the
liead of one of the inlets of I.ocli I5ra«'adal<% which is the chief feature of the
scene for some miles. In five miles we cross a picturesque ivied bridge over Glen
me, and, a mile further, breast a hill from the summit of which (171 ft.) the
Doolins are visible in front and the Storr Rock over the dull moorland on the
left; then a descent brings us over a boggy and somewhat thickly populated
flat Stnmn More—after rising again from which and bearing to the left the
(bad makes a long descent to sea-level, crossing the valley at the head of Loch Beg
—a little off-shoot of Loch Bracadale. Here a very acute V is formed. By
descending to the little Struan Inn, which lies off and below the road on the
edge of the loch a mile short of the bend, we may get put across in a boat and
ascend by a steep path through a sprinkling of bothies into the road again—
saving a good mile.
From the sea-level the road ascends by a winding course to a height of 400 feet

in I miles, \\ miles further, after a depression, to its highest point (500 ft.),

whence it makes a long well-engmeered descent almost to sea-level again in Glen
DTynoch. From the upland part of this reach we have the finest views on the
journey. Our immediate surroundings are more like breezy southern downs with
pleasant combes, descending to Loch Harport, than the usual Skye scenery, and
in front there is a magnificent near view of the Ooolins—Scuir-na-Gillean with its

sharp-cut spire-like peak to the left; Scuir - na -Vasteir and Bruch-na- Frith,
between which and Scuir Hulim lies Oorry-na-Creich (p. 272). a projecting- ridge
uist in front, and Scuir-na-Banatich forming the right flank. About 5 miles
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from Struan, Blaven comes into view to the left of Scuir-na-Gillean. Between
Struan aud Glen Drynoch there is only one dwelling—a small half-way cottage.

The descent to Glen Dr3 rnoch is fine. Loch Harport comes into view below
on the right, and looking over it we see Carbost and a chimney of the famous
Talisker distillery, which is the chief employer of labour hereabouts, making the
wilderness smile.

In descending the road makes a long sweep in order to cross the gorge of a small
river, which it does by a bridge said to be the highest in Skye ; then it continues
to twist down to Drynoch Lodge, where the valley road from Carbost comes in,

and whence it gradually ascends Crlen Drynoch, in no way remarkable, the
Coolin giants being hidden by a featureless lower projection. After ascending
some 250 feet the road drops quickly to the ever-welcome Mligaclian Inn (see

p. 272). Eight hours is a fair time allowance for this walk.

Main route continued. From Dunvegan to Lochmaddy is

25 miles across the Little Minch, which occasionally rivals its big

brother farther north in liveliness. Except the bold hills of

Harris, which face us all the way down Dunvegan Loch, there is

little to remark on the journey.

Lochmaddy (deservedly popular sportsmen's Hotel close by
the pier. Engage rooms beforehand) is one of the principal places

in the Outer Hebrides. It has County Buildings, a Workhouse
and a Golf Course. In picturesqueness of site it is inferior to

Tarbert, Lochboisdale and Castlebay, and such as are not on sport

intent can hardly be advised to make a long stay at it. Arriving

late in the evening, as is usually the case on our present sail, we
may either proceed at once and continue on our round for Loch-
boisdale, &c, or, if we have secured accommodation, stay the night

and proceed by the mail-boat which leaves towards noon for

Tarbert (Harris) and Portree—one of the finest of all the routes

we are describing.

**.* Should accommodation at Lochmaddy be uncertain, the tourist might put
in the night at Dunvegan, and leave by the same steamer in the early morning.

A delightful sea-bathe may be enjoyed within a few minutes' walk of the hotel

before breakfast, and then a walk of two or three miles into the interior may
profitably occupy the time before the arrival of the Portree steamer. The
country is undulating but not mountainous, sprinkled with lochs of all shapes
and sizes. For hints as to Angling, see p. 319. For those who wisli to explore the
interior, it is essential to purchase Bartholomew's coloured half-inch map of Uist
and Barra (Sheet 18). Cyclists will find a part of the roads sand, best fitted for

bare-foot walking.

LOCHMADDY to TARBERT (HARRIS) and PORTREE.
Distances :—Rodel, 15 m. ; Tarbert, 35 ; Staffin, 67 ; Portree,

85. Fares :—7s. (steerage, 3s. 6d.) ; ret., 10s. Qd.

From Lochmaddy we coast along North Uist, passing the " Dogs
of Maddy " (Gaelic, "madadh,"a dog), as three little pyramids
rising near the mouth of the loch are called, and the lighthouse on
Weaver's Point. Then the islet-studded Sound of Harris is on our

left, and we put into the snug little Loch Rodel, on the shores

of which is a church of unknown age, burnt down but rebuilt

within the last fifty years.

Hence we skirt a wild, broken shore to East Loch Tarbert,

sailing up which we have the finest and at the same time, in the
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foreground, most cheerful scenery of Harris. At the N.W.
extremity of the loch is the village, or rather hamlet, of Tarbert,
picturesquely placed on a narrow channel, with slopes on either

side so steep that vessels drawing 10 or 12 feet can almost touch
the shore. The isthmus separating East from West Loch
Tarbert is not half-a-mile wide. To the N. and N.W. is the wild
deer-forest of Harris, with mountains rising to a height of over

2,400 feet. The highest, Mullafheas (2,439 ft.) presents, as we
approach the pier, an almost razor-edged form.

There is good salmon and 1 rout-fisliing- in Harris, but the great majority
of the lochs are strictly private or subject to special permission. The chief pro-

prietor of the latter is Lady Farquhar. By staying at the Tarbert Hotel
(the only one on the island) the angler has the run of a few lochs—the three
"Lacisdales" in particular. Terms, hotel charges and fishing, about 10*'. a day.

From Tarbert to St 01*110way, by road winding through these stony
wildernesses, is .36 miles. No regular direct communication. There is a good-
class sportsman's hotel at Tarbert, near the pier.

The sail from Tarbert to Portree is one of the most delightful in

this beautiful region—open sea as much as the most inveterate

lover of the briny can desire, and yet bold and varied landscape in

almost every direction. Our course is usually through the narrow
Sound of Scalpay, the island of that name affording protection to

the loch from the East. As we cross, the sharp-pointed cliff to the

S. is An Cannaich beyond Dunvegan Head and at the entrance to

Loch Pooltiel. Then, approaching the north end of Skye, we pass

a small group of basaltic islets—one of the chain that crops up
here and there between the Giant's Causeway in Antrim and the

Shiant Isles, a dozen miles N. of our present course. They present

a strangely artificial appearance—one, a mere " clett," is called

Lord Macdonald's Table—showing that the lord of Southern Skye
had at some time or other managed to outflank his powerful rival,

the Macleod of the north.

The extreme north of Skye is a low undulating district, abun-
dantly sprinkled with crofters' holdings. The chief village is

Kilmaliuui. Looking straight ahead we have a splendid view of

the mainland mountain-region of Lochs Torridon and Maree,
extending as far north as Ben More, Coigach, near Ullapool. In
the middle Slioch shows a broad, flat top over Maree.
From the north of Skye to Portree, a run of 22 miles, the

scenery is extremely interesting, our course keeping closer to the

coast than any other. At the Point of Aird the basaltic rocks
are suggestive of the most beautiful Gothic architecture. Then we
pass on the right, opposite an islet, the modern Flodigarry, residence
of Col. Macdonald, a descendant of " Flora," beyond which the
Quiraing, with its table-top and environing rocks, is seen to great

advantage. Here our course is through Staffin Bay, which pre-
sents quite a homely appearance. The conspicuous building is a
shooting box (the inn lies behind). Issuing from it, with Staffin

fsland on the left, we soon pass the columnar rocks and waterfall
which are so much photographed. The waterfall is the outlet of
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Loch Mealt and is 150 feet high. A little north of it is the Kilt

Rock, so called for obvious reasons. We are now sailing below
an undercliff of about 200 feet high, and at some distance from the
range of hills that extends from near Uig to close on Portree, cul-

minating in the Storr Rock (p. 312), which, with its " Old Man "

is the most striking feature on this part of our route. About five

miles short of it we pass the works of a new industry, called
" Diotomite " or French clay.

Beyond the Storr the cliffs are succeeded by steep green slopes

lasting all the way to Portree, in which, three miles beyond the
Storr, is " Prince Charlie's Cave " (see p. 271). It is hard to detect

and of no interest. In another four miles we enter Portree
Harbour.

OBAN TO OBAN BY THE "HEBRIDES."
The Hebrides—& new and well-fitted boat in the place of the old Hebridean-

leaves Glasgow every Monday and Oban every Tuesday at noon, reaching Oban,
rii'i Oolonsay (p. 327), on the return journey on Friday afternoon. With the
addition of Coll, Tiree, and a number of smaller places, some of them of very
minor importance, chiefly in Skye and North and South Uist, it follows pretty
much the routes of the Oban mail-steamers already described. Coll and Tiree
are also reached three times a week (M., W., & F.) by mail-steamer leaving Oban
on arrival of morning mail, and proceeding to Bunessan in Mull, whence it

returns on the following days.

The " sandy " Coll, as it is well called by Sir Walter, is the
flattest and least varied of the Hebrides. Though more than a
dozen miles long, it nowhere attains a height of 140 feet. It is

very healthy, however, and affords good fishing on a few tiny

lochs. At the one village, Arinagour—a name that smacks of
" arena "—is the Coll Hotel, a very fair one. Close by the landing-

place and on the most considerable inlet of the island, visitors can
enjoy boating and fishing ad lib.

Tiree (or Tyree), only separated from Coll by a narrow channel,

is a larger island, and rises on its west side to a height of 388 feet,

i.e., Ben Hough. It has, however, no special attraction for the

tourist. The calling-place in Tiree and the postal telegraph office

is " Scarinish—Oban." It has one inn

—

Brown's (Temp.).

From Tiree we join the mail steamer (from Oban) route at Bum
(p. 320), and then, striking across to Skye, call at the little island

of Soay under the Coolins, Carbost, and Colbost, in addition to

Dunvegan (p. 322). It is a very fine sail up Loch Harport (map,

p. 165) to Carbost, where is the Talisker Distillery (p. 324), right

face to face with the Coolins from Scuir-na-Gillean to Scuir-na-

Banatich.

From Dunveg-an, where the vessel is due on Wednesday after-

noon or evening, she crosses to Loch Eport in North Uist, some
miles S. of Loch Maddy, and thence proceeds south to Lochbois-

dale and Barra (p. 319), pursuing pretty much the same course

as the mail-boat, and returning to Oban and Glasgow by Tiree

and Coll.

The steamer Dunara Castle, which leaves Glasgow at noon on
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Thursday, follows pretty much the same route as the Hebrides.

Both boats call at Colonsay ; whence, instead of going by Oban,
the Dunara Castle calls at Iona and Bunessan (Mull) on its way
to Tiree. Thence it sails direct to Skve. where it touches at

Carbost, Struan, Colbost, Dunvegan, Stein, and (Jig (p. 273); then
crossing to Tarbert (Harris), and returning by the usual route via

Lochmaddy, Lochboisdale and Barra to Tiree, Colonsay, and
Glasgow. Fare for the Bound (from Glasgow), including meals,
65s. Sunday is spent at Tarbert. GlasgoAv is reached again on
the Wednesday.

Colonsay (Scalasaig Hotel, good), a comparatively flat and
fertile island, attaining in its N.W. corner a height of 470 feet,

and offering the attractions of a remarkably mild climate, good
sport both with gun and rod, fine cliff scenery, and excellent sea-

bathing. On the N.W. side of the island, at the foot of the
highest cliff, is "Pigs' Paradise"—a greensward reached by a
narrow cleft in the rocks. United to Colonsay for a couple of

hours on each side of low tide is Oronsay, whereon are monastic
ruins of the 14th century, and an Iona Cross said to be the oldest

in Scotland. The islands are named after St. Columba and his

companion St. Oran, who visited them before they proceeded to

Iona. They are together 10 miles long, and the hotel is on the
east coast, about half-way down, 7 or 8 miles from the Oronsay
ruins. There is also an 18-hole Golf-course.

M. pub.
"Lone outpost of the storrn-swept Hebrides."

By Hebrides or Dunara Castle once or twice a month during the summer.
Fare for the trip from Glasgow (including meals), £1 4s.

This island is a good 50 miles west of Harris. Over and above the

novelty of the expedition, its chief attractions to the tourist are

the grand cliffs of the islands and the countless multitudes of sea-

birds which make them their home. There are 16 or 17 islands,

large and small, the largest, on which stands the village, being
about 2 miles long. As the vessel approaches, the appearance of

the birds flying about the turreted cliffs is somewhat like a snow-
storm. The highest cliff is Connaghir on the north side a little

N.E. of the village. The population numbers about 75 and is

now much better housed than formerly, the islands having been
bought by Macleod of Macleod, and dwellings with zinc roofs

having superseded the old mud-huts. Fowling, carried on in a

fashion which strikes terror into the heart of the observer, is the
chief occupation of the inhabitants. The Fulmar Petrel, valued
foi its oil, feathers and down, is a speciality of this island and
Shetland. The natives' most valued possession is a rope. Fish
and seafowl form their "menu."

The Dunara Castle which loaves Glasgow every Thursday (Greenock, 7 p.m.),
I>ut does not call at Oban, also makes periodical trips to St. Kilda, and oft( n remains

1 1 er Sunday.
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Introductory. Of making railways in Scotland there is no
end. Within the last eight or nine years, we have had the West
Highland from Craigendoran to Banavie and Mallaig, and the

direct route from Aviemore to Inverness opened ; the Skye line

extended from Strome Ferry to Kyle of Loehalsh ; a competing
route between Glasgow and Loch Lomond constructed ; the Black
Isle, north of Inverness, invaded by the iron horse ; besides several

smaller branches completed. The only line that has hung fire is

that from Spean Bridge to Fort Augustus. 25 w., an independent
line, which is likely, however, to be worked by the •'Highland.''

A third extension of the same system from Fort William to

Ballachulish has also passed the Parliamentary-powers stage.

The Caledonian Company have in hand a branch from the

Callander and Oban line, commencing at Connel Ferry and end-

ing at Ballachulish. which, it is exjDected, will be opened before the

rush of the present season (1903). It has even been seriously pro-

posed to make a railway from Ballachulish. across the '• Narrows"
at Corran, through Glen Tarbert. and along the north shore of

Loch Sunart to Kilchoan and (?) Ardnamurchan Lighthouse, the

object being to give an alternative route from the line of the Great
Glen (Caledonian Canal) to the populous regions of the West
Coast ! Possibly, in a few years' time, the school-inspector who
required his examinees to •"draw a map of the Shetland Islands,

showing their railways and canals." may not have to look so

foolish as on the occasion when he first propounded the puzzle.

There can be no doubt that the extensions now in progress

will help to develop touring in the Highlands. Already the

Aviemore and Inverness direct line has shortened the time to the

northern capital by an hour, besides introducing the tourist to

some hitherto almost unknown scenery. The Spean Bridge and
Fort Augustus extension will not do much in this way, nor yet

will the Connel Ferry, Ballachulish and Fort William, because

both these lines run along sea and canal routes already as well

known as any in Scotland. The Mallaig line, however, has opened
out one of the finest districts in Scotland, previously traversed by

a mail-waggonette only, and from a scenic point of view forms a

worthy termination of the unsurpassed "West Highland."

FuRT WILLIAM (OR BANAVIE ! TO ARISAIG AND
MALLAIG.

FH^tanevs :—Corpach, 3;«.: Loelieil^i'k-, 10 : Gleufiunan. 1"
: Kinloch Ailort,

26 : Arisaig, 14 ; Morar, 30 ; Mallaig, 42.

The line branches out of the present Fort William and Banavie

extension a little short of the Banavie terminus, which will be

maintained, partly for the sake of its direct connection with the
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start rig-place of the canal-steamer at the top of "Neptune's

Staircase" (p. 159). Almost at once it crosses the canal, at

the foot of the " Staircase " and the Banavie Hotel, by a swing-

bridge, beyond which it continues, between the canal and the road,

to Corpach Station (smaM hotel close by); Banavie Hotel. 1 m.
;

tee p. 246). Hard by is Corpach Pier, where salt water ends and
the canal begins. The view down the upper reach of Loch Linnhe
between Fort William and Corpach is very good, but the feature

of the scene is the retrospect of Ben Nevis, which comes into view
as we traverse Corpach Moss between Fort William and Banavie,
and may be seen from almost any point as far as the top of the

rise beyond Glenfinnan. It is a huge monster, but its northern
precipice, seldom without snow in its crevices, shows to great

advantage. Just beyond Corpach we pass, on the right and in

front of Kilmallie church, the obelisk to Col. Cameron, who fell at

Quatre Bras (see p. 246), and then our course is between the

road and the loch all the way to Locheilside Station,

If miles short of the head of Loch Eil. On the way, i miles

beyond Corpach, we may notice, through the trees at the

opening of Glen Suilag, Fassfern House, where Prince Charlie

spent the night of the 23rd of August, 1745, and which was the

residence of Sir Ewan Cameron, father of the Colonel above
mentioned. Looking up the glen we may see Guilvan (3,224 ft.),

the summit of the ridge between Loch Eil and Loch Arkaig.

lioch Eil is itself a dull sheet of water. Leaving it we traverse a

wide and desolate strath abounding in bog-myrtle, and in 2 miles

cross for the first time the road-route to Arisaig, 1J miles short of

the head of Loch Shiel and Prince Charlie's Monument, and in

the pleasant glen of the Gallop, which flows into the loch.

I.ocli Nliiel is one of the longest, narrowest, and, except in its lowest reach,
where it takes the form of a spreading river, loneliest lochs in Scotland. Barring
Killary Harbour in the West of Ireland, it. perhaps, more nearly resembles a

Norwegian fiord than any sheet of water in the country. There is no continuous
road on either side. and. till an alteration in the mail-route to Moidart and Salen
caused a steam-launch to lie placed upon it. all that could lie seen of the upper
reach, 10 miles long, was the glimpse from the Fort William and Arisaig mail-

road. The mail-boat runs down the loch in the afternoon ( fare is., ret. 6.<. 6</.;

distance. 17-18 m. pier to pier). The terminal pier at Acharacle is 2£ miles
from Salen Inn, Loch Sunart,/>. 242. What used to be Shiel Bridge Inn is now
a shooting-lodge, but a new hotel, the Loehshiel, has been built at Acharacle,
near the steamer-pier {see bfloir).

The first ten miles of our route is between lofty and very steep green moun-
tains, wooded at their feet, the only breaks of any account being GlenaladaU
(Mr. J. A. Macdonald—a hiding-place of Prince Charlie), with a shooting-box on
the right, and Olen Scamodale on the left, just opposite one another. Then we
wind through the " Narrows," and pass a wee islet with the ruin of a chapel
( st. Finnan's) and a grave-yard on it. The shore spreads out into moss
'•all at the pier of Dalalea. On the south side Ben Resipol rears his fine form.
< >ld crosses and moraine-heaps are observable, and. noting the red-roofed cottages,

in a comparatively populous district at the pier of Acharacle. The
MM) to Salen is over a col, 200 feet up. The boat returns in the morning.

This makes a most delightful two days' trip—rail and steamer, with only two
miles of road— from Oban, Fort William', or Banavie. MacBrayne's steamer (the
Midi mail-boat) calls twice a week (In. «fc Fri. evens.) at Salen. starting back
i it her at once or very early next morning, and remaining at Tobermory till 8 a.m.
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At the outlet of Glenfinnan the engineering difficulties of the
line commence, and they last with very slight intermission to the
terminus at Mallaig. The river Finnan is crossed by a viaduct
nearly J mile long and 100 feet high. It has 21 spans, runs at a
slight curve, and is, we are told, the only viaduct constructed of

concrete in the world. Half-a-mile S., on the edge of the loch and
close by the road, is Prince Charlie's Monument marking the spot
on which the unfortunate " Pretender " landed on the 19th of

August, 1745, in the presence of nearly a thousand members of the
Cameron and Macdonald clans. It also commemorates his depar-
ture from the same district, 13 months later.

The monument has a suitable inscription and is surmounted by a statue of the
Prince. In itself it is as ugly an erection as can well be imagined, somewhat
resembling an old lighthouse ; but its situation, on a strath winch forms a con-
tinuation of the level of the loch and contrasts finely with the abrupt slopes of

the surrounding hills, is sufficiently striking. On the road, hard by, is a hand-
some modern R.O. chapel.

Only a few miles of Loch Shiel are visible, but the mountains
on either side—Ben Oer Beg on the right and Mell-na-Craig-lac on
the left—are impressive. Then we come at once to Glenfinnan
Station, which is within a stone's throw of the Stage House Hotel,

a very fair hostelry.

From Stage House it is a rough ten-mile walk over a "col" 1,586 feet high
to Glen Dessary at the head of Iiocli Arkaig (seep. 246). Track for first

3 miles.

Beyond Glenfinnan river, rail and road keep company to a height

of nearly 400 feet (Stage House is about 200. The road gradients are,

of course, far steeper than the railway ones) and then the descent to

Loch Eilt commences. Hereabouts the line again crosses the main
road, which descends steeply to the north shore, while the rail sweeps
down more gradually to the south shore, reaching the level 1J
miles along it. This part of the route is very beautiful, the hills

which flank the valley, on the right especially, displaying singu-

larly graceful slopes, broken with rock, cut into little ravines, and
clothed with bracken as well as heather. loch Eilt is a long,

narrow sheet of water, with silvan islets and a most picturesque

diversity of outline. In its narrowest part a fir-clad islet divides

the water into two channels with charming effect. From its

western end the river Aylort commences a perturbed course to the

loch of the same name. The fine mountain rising from the south

side of it is called the Stack.

From half-a-mile beyond the west end of Loch Eilt a track strikes up the Allt-

na-Oriche, leading in 6 or 7 miles to Iioch Morar (pron. Mor-ax) across which
it is 1£ miles (row-boat) to South Tarbet and 1 mile on to the Tarbet Inn on
Loch Nevis (p. 256). It climbs nearly 1,000 feet and commands a full-length

view of Little Loch Beoraid.

Beyond the loch the road passes, on the right, a conspicuous
heap of stones, ivied and in a grove of dwarf oaks.

At the end of Loch Eilt the railway crosses the Kiver Ailort,

which flows out of the loch and, immediately after, the road, con-
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fcinuea N. of the latter for .another couple of miles to Kinloch
Ailort Station, which is above and about | mile distant from

the hotel—a very welcome and comfortable hostelry. Nearly a

mile S. of it is Inverailort Lodge (Mrs. Jas. Head, proprietress of

the splendid fishing in Loch Eilt and the River Ailort; also of the

Inverailort shootings). Loch Ailort also affords very good sea-

fishing, and crabs and lobsters are caught.

It is a delightful summer day's excursion past the lodge, and thence by very hilly

foot path above the winding shore of the loch to Roahven (6 m.)and Qleimig
Bay, on the Sound of Arisaig (8), where, at the school, the path turns due S.

lip Glen T^ig and crosses, at a height of 400 feet, a small depression in the bills

between the open sea and Loch Moidart, descending to the kyles of that loch and
following its northern shore to Kiiiloeliiiioiilart (14 in. ; P.O. ; no inn),

whence byroad it is 5 miles to Sliiel Bridge (no ton), and nearly 9 to the
Salen Inn on L.ocli Sunart {seep. 242).

I* inlo<*limoi<larl House is a fine modern mansion in the place of a
previous one, which sheltered Prince Charlie for nearly a month while he was
gathering his clans, and as a punishment was burnt down by the Hanoverian
troops. The scenery all about here is very pleasant, as it also is about Shiel

Bridge, whence a good road leads down-stream (N. side) to l>oi*liu House, a
modern mansion of Lord Howard of Grlossop, overlooking the south channel of

Loch Moidart. On a low promontory just beyond is Castle Tirim, a
pentagonal fortress, with buildings on two sides and a dead wall all round, all

the windows looking into the court inside. "Ranald, from whom are sprung
the Clanranalds and G-lengarrys, died in 1836 in his own mansion of Tirim."

For the sail up Loch Sliiel, see p. 329.

Opposite the Kinlochailort Hotel the line passes through a tunnel

160 yards long. Other short tunnels follow, but from the embank-
ments between there is a lovely view over the apparently land-

locked Xaoch Ailort. The chief mountain, due S., is Roahven
(" Fros-beinn," 2,876 feet).

The road for several miles beyond Kinloch Ailort is very winding
and hilly, and a good deal cut up by the heavy work incidental to

the construction of the line—a series of miniature Klondykes
having been put up for the accommodation of the navvies. The
line crosses it several times, and then the two part company, the

road taking the north and the rail the south side of the sombre
little Black Loch. Beyond the loch the Arnobol Burn is crossed

by a six-span viaduct. From about here the Scuir of Eigg, sheer

as a house-wall, and the bold peaks of Bum are conspicuous objects

out at sea. Then we reach the shore of Loch-an-Uamh ("Lake
of the Cave "), at the head of which there is another picturesque

viaduct commanding a fine view.

At the head of this loch Prince Charlie landed from the Danielle, July 25th,

1745. The cave is passed on the right of the road. Here, too, he embarked
1 1 months later. He first put up in Borrodale (below).

Then, after four short tunnels and a long cutting, we reach
Beasdale Station.

The road hereabouts is very tortuous, bending back round the; rocky height of
Druim Fiaclach ("the back-tooth ridge"), beyond which is a marshy hollow.
Pedestrians may cut off a corner by crossing Glen Beasdale on stepping-stones.
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Next we come to the longest tunnel—346 yards—and a viaduct
over the Borrodale Burn with a span of 127 feet, " the longest yet

attempted in concrete, except one, a road- bridge somewhere over
the Danube." Below and beyond the road is Arisaig House, the
mansion of Mr. Nicolson, the chief proprietor hereabouts—hence
the ornamentation of the viaduct. The country we are now
traversing is surprisingly well wooded—conifers and rhododendrons
abound in the grounds of Arisaig House and the climate is almost
Devonian. Within half-a-mile of the bridge a fine view of the house,

Loch-an-Uamh and the Koshven heights beyond is obtained. Then
a cutting f-mile long is entered, followed by an embankment over

a moss, in crossing which we are for a while upwards of 300 feet

above the sea. Then, crossing the Droch-na-Larach Burn, we get

another fine view of Eigg and Rum—this time with the addition

of Skye. More woods and we are at Arisaig- Station.

Arisaig- Village and Hotel (rebuilt) lie below the station.

The village is pleasantly situated at the head of an inlet

—

Loch-
na-Cilltan—protected by a multitude of rocky islets—haunts
of the seal. The pier, whence small boats put off to meet the
steamer, is 4J miles from the hotel.

From Arisaig the line sweeps round to the right, and runs
nearly due N. to its terminus at Mallaig. The country traversed

is not in itself of the same interest as that we have just described

—a part of it is hag and moss. The views seaward, however, are

fine. The one interesting point is the crossing of the Morar
(pron. Mbr-ar) River, a salmon stream half-a-mile long, which
connects Loch Morar, 11\ miles long, and said to be the deepest in

Scotland, with the sea. Just above the bridge are picturesque

falls, and below, on the left, the road crosses the stream by a

wooden bridge on stone buttresses. The Pap of Loch Nevis is just

seen over the falls.

This road, from Arisaig to Mallaig, cannot be recommended to cyclists either

for quality or scenery. There is a good little hotel—usually full—about GO.s. a
week—at Olasnacardocli, on the brow of the hill, a mile short of Mallaig.

A branch road runs up the N. side of Loch Morar to South Tarbet, and then
cuts across the istlimus to Tarbet. Inn on Loch Nevis.

Just beyond the viaduct is Blorar Station (39 m. from Fort

William), whence it is all cutting and bank to XVXallaig, where is

an island platform and abundant accommodation for fish and
goods traffic. For the last mile the line runs at the foot of the

low cliffs. The pier has a quay-frontage of about 500 feet.

Mallaig has superseded the inconvenient Arisaig jas a calling-

place with all the West Highland steamers. See yellow pages

7 and 10.

Eastward from Mallaig a foot-track leads to the hamlet of Mallaij£iiior<>
(2 in.), from the hill on the near side of which the view is fine and extensive, 'but

here the track stops.

A fine walk or drive from Mallaig; (hilly and rough for cyclists)—or take

train to Morar Station, 3£ m., is to JLocli Morar, the full beauty of which
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may bo seen by quitting the main road beyond the station, and following thi

rough road along the north side of the loeli to the top of a miniature pass

2J miles from the station. On the way, just as we reach the loch, is the new
Morar Church, the nearest church of any kind to Mallaig. The district of Morar
is nearly 20 miles long, and its scanty population are mainly Roman Catholics.

A first-class hotel has just been built in the village, which in

itself is of rather a ragged and primitive kind. The hotel
commands a splendid view up Loch Nevis and across the Sound
of Sleat to Skye and the Coolins—Blaven and the Red Hills of

Broadford conspicuous ; also, westward, to Eigg and Rum, and,
S.W., to Ardnamurchan lighthouse.

SPEAN BRIDGE TO INVERGARRY AND
FORT AUGUSTUS.

Distances:—Gairlochy, 3 m. ; Invergarry, 15; Aberchalder, 19; Port
Augustus, 23 ; Pier, 24.

This extension of the West Highlands runs so near the routes already described
from Spean Bridge and along the Caledonian Canal (/>. 24(5) that a separate
description is hardly needed. It is, as described in the Glasgow Evening Citizen,

"one extended cutting along the hill-sides. Its construction will, we hope,
encourage tourists to explore, more than is at present the case, the beautiful
country lying between the Caledonian Canal and the West Coast. Even cyclists

need not be afraid. In combination with the steamer-service along the canal,

too, it should afford a variety of tours which visitors have not so far enjoyed."

Quitting the West Highland main line at Spean Bridge (p. 193),

the new line crosses the Fort William road in half-a-mile and, in

less than a mile, the Spean by a viaduct a hundred yards long.

For a couple of miles further it follows the beautiful wooded
banks of the river, passing High Bridge, by which the old

military road from Fort William to Fort Augustus was carried

over the stream, and where the first shot of the rebellion of '45

was fired. The bed of the river all about here is deep and rocky,

and the steepness of its banks has necessitated the erection of

several retaining walls.

The first station is Gairlochy (3 m.; f mile from the
Gairlochy Lock and tiny inn on the canal). Close by are the
bridge and Falls, or rather Rapids, of Mucomir, half-a-mile short
of the meeting of the Spean and the Lochy.

Bending sharp to the right the line turns north-east, and for

the next 10 miles runs well up above the shore of Loch Lochy,
diverging only to follow the course of the Blackwater up Glen-

fintaig, as far as the bridge by which the road from Spean Bridge
to Fort Augustus crosses. Beyond this it crosses the river Gloy,
and then skirts the road for a considerable distance, affording a
good view across Loch Lochy of the wooded depression through
which the waters of Loch Arkaig discharge themselves into the
loch and in which is the "Dark Mile" (p. 247). Our line now
rises and, passing above Letterfinlay, reaches its highest point
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about 250 feet above the loch (350 above the sea), eight miles
from Spean Bridge. Hence it chops gradually to Laggan Locks,
beyond which it crosses the watershed of the Great Glen (100 ft.)

and then skirts the east side of Loch Oich for its entire length,

4 miles. Invergarry Station is at the south end of the loch
and 3 miles from the village. On the opposite side the richly

wooded opening of Glen Garry and Invergarry Castle, with Ben
Tee (2,956 ft.) rising grandly to the south of it, constitute the
finest scene on the route.

Near the north end of Loch Oich is the only tunnel on the line,

and that is less than 70 yards long (19 m.). Here, too, close to

the Cullochy Locks (p. 248) is Aberchalder Station, which is the
same distance from Invergarry as Invergarry Station. Beyond
it the line and the road quit the canal and are for a short
distance separated from it by a low hill. Approaching Fort
Augustus, Xioch Wess comes into view, with Mealfourvonie

(p. 251) about half-way up, on its left side. At Fort Augustus
the railway again approaches the canal, immediately on the south
side of which is Tort Augustus Station. It then crosses the

canal by a swing -bridge at the top of the chain of locks stepping

down to Loch Ness. Next it skirts the face of the historic Battery
Bock, on which were planted the cannon with which Prince Charlie

reduced the ancient fort from which the village takes its name,
and on the site of which now stands the beautiful monastery of St.

Benedict. The terminus is the Pier station on the shore of Loch
Ness. The line throughout is worthy of the "West Highland's"
reputation. For the village, see p. 250.

On by boat, to Inverness,/?. 250. Road (cycling), p. 159.

C0NNEL FERRY (6 m. from Oban) to BALLACHULISH,
28£ m.

This new line, like the last described, only calls for a brief

notice in these pages, because it runs either through or parallel

to routes already described in full, viz. ;—Connel to Ledaig
(Benderloch) on page 223, and the sea-route from Oban to

Inverness, 239. The only divergence is between Benderloch and
Creagan stations, where the line skirts Loch Creran for nearly

five miles, and gets back to the shore of Loch Linnhe in another

four. It is to be worked by the Caledonian Company, and is

expected to be opened during the present season (July, 1903).

The huge slate-quarries of Ballachulish are a principal cause

of its construction.

Quitting the Callander and Oban line on the Oban side of

Connel Ferry Station, the new railway at once crosses the

narrows of Loch Etive below the Falls (or Rapids, pp. 230 and

71) by a cantilever bridge, almost an exact miniature of the

Forth Bridge, with a span of 500 feet. The intermediate stations

are:

—

Benderloch, 3 m.; Creagan, 9£ ; Ajyrin, 13; Duror, 19;
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Kintallen, 2)5; and Ballachulish Ferry, 26. Between the first two

named the line affords a view, across the water, of the Loch Nell

Observatory, and close to the latter it passes Ledaig and Bere-

gohium (p. 223), both on the right. This is the "ruin-mound,
once the splendid Selma, the palace-stronghold of Fingal "

[credat Judaus Apella! "Tell that to the Marines !"). A little

over a mile further, also on the right, rises the " black keep "

of Barcaldine (p. 223). At Creag-an, Loch Creran, after being-

skirted for four miles, is crossed at its narrowest part, the Ferry.

The low islets in this loch are a favourite nesting-place of the

white sea-swallows, and on their rocky edges, the seals, such as

one used to see on the reefs of Arisaig before it was superseded

by Mallaig, occasionally appear. Thence, bending back to Appin,
we follow the shore of Loch Linnhe all the way to Ballachulish,

getting a fine view across the water to the mountains of Morven,
between Kingairloch and Ardgour. The Castles Stalker and
Shuna {p. 160) are conspicuous from beyond Appin, and the

prospect is particularly fine as we take the last bend round to

Ballachulish Ferry, looking up to the Corran Narrows. Balla-
chulish Perry Station is a little behind the hotel, and
2£ miles short of the terminus. There are small inns at Creagan

(^ in. from station) and Duror. Both have six- days' licenses, and
two or three bedrooms.

FOYERS.
(See pp. 2.")0 and 158.)

Opposite Mealfourvonie, we call at the Pier of Foyers (Foyers Hotel, good
and pleasantly placed, \ m. up through the wood). The Aluminium Works
erected some years back have caused an unfortunate scar in the hill-side behind
them, and the falls are greatly dependent on the recent character of the weather,
as the works have first call on the supply above. The gorge, however, retains
all its pristine; beauty. To reach it from the hotel, follow the road south, which
is shortly joined by a zigzag road up from the pier, for nearly a mile, where a
gate introduces you to a path which winds steeply down to the Lower Pall, close
by which one can judge from time to time of the quantity of water diverted.
Then, returning, we proceed by a new patli which, a little way beyond the
aforesaid gate that opens on to the path leading direct to the Lower Falls, is

entered through a wooden gate. This path leads down round the edge of the
recipice and affords a tine view of the gorge and the rapids, and joins the road
from the pier leading to the old Mansion House a little east of the bridge over
the river.

In order to ensure a constant supply of water for the Aluminium Works, the
Company have erected an embankment at the west end of Loch Garth, which
has had the effect of joining it with Loch Farraline and making two previously
small lochs into one sheet of water nearly five miles long.

P. 247.

—

Invergarry. A charming walk. (The road, after leaving the
hotel, misses the lovely river-scenery between it and the loch (Garry.) Well-kept
paths open, through the kindness of the proprietress, to visitors, skirt the stream
on both sides, and may be reached from the roar] by wicket-gate or stone step-
stile at various points. You can enter 100 yards beyond the hotel, and proceed
for 3 miles through rock and wood by alternating pool and rapid to a foot
suspension-bridge, just below the exit of the river from the loch, whence the view
"J 1 through the singularly narrow gorge, by which the river escapes from the
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loch, and which contains two voluminous falls, and doun along the route we havo
just come, is enchanting.

Hence we may either return by the other side of the stream all the way to
t*arry Bridge, £ m., below the hotel—there are two intermediate bridges—
or, by an obvious bend back, to the road, entering it about 2£ miles from the hotel.

The grounds of Invergarry House (Mrs. Ellice) are also open to
visitors ( Sundays included ) during the absence of the family. They are, perhaps,
the most beautiful spot on the shores of the canal from end to end. Cross the
bridge below the hotel, and enter by the first gate. Keep round to the left of the
House till you descend to the loch-side, and by a trim path reach the old Castle

(p. 247). Then return by a higher route that passes just in front of the House.
Allow 1A to 2 hours for the walk.

dbhthtrgli Castk, $;uu]uctmg fall.

The only handsome room in the Castle is the Banqueting Hall erected

in 1434, probably on the site of a much earlier building. It occupies the south
side of the quadrangle called Palace Square, and formed a part of the old

Royal Palace adjoining. In 1437 James II. was proclaimed King here,

and iu 1440 the youthful brothers William and David Douglas were entertained
at a banquet called "Ye black dinner," previous to a mock trial (at which the
young King was forced to preside), and afterwards executed. Here, too, in 1633
Charles I. held his Coronation Banquet, and in 1648 Cromwell was entertained
by the Marquis of Argyle. After the Union of 1707, the Hall was disused for

it's original purpose and became the Garrison Hospital, nor was it till 1883 that
the restoration was even thought of. Then it was undertaken by the late

Mr. William Nelson, and carried out with the result of its transformation into

one of the finest apartments in Edinburgh.
The hall is 84 feet long by 30 wide, and its main features are its walls and

open timber roof", the rafters of which are, at their base, adorned with the
armorial bearings of the Governors of the Castle from 1107 to 1805. The
windows N. and S. contain those of the Scottish kings from Malcolm
Canmore, 1057, to James VI., 1567, and other celebrities, and in a small window
of the west gable are the Royal Arms of Scotland.

The fireplace at the east end has been restored. It is adorned with
emblematical figures and richly decorated.

The arms and armour, of which there are some sixty sets suspended
from the walls, were brought from the old Armoury, supplemented with a large

number sent from the Tower of London. They date from the sixteenth century
(abt. 1570) to the Battle of Waterloo—one set also of swords and scabbards from
Balaclava. There are also Scottish colours hanging from the gallery ; a brass

gun on a carriage captured by the Gordon Highlanders in India, 1895 ; and the
gun-carriage on which the remains of the late Queen Victoria were carried from
Osborne to Cowes ou Feb. 1st, 1901.

*#* A complete Catalogue of all these treasures is contained in the
description of the "Banqueting Hall, Edinburgh Castle," published at the Hall
itself. 1902. Price M.
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N.B.—Where more than one page is referred to, that on which a locality

is particularly described is given first.

Telegraph Stations are indicated by an asterisk.

square brackets are required to complete the address

should be added in all cases.

The names enclosed in
" N. B." (North Britain)

Abbey Craig, 63

Abbotsford [Galashiels], 41

Aberchalder, 159, 248, 334
•Aberdeen, 100
*Aberdour, 95

•Aberfeldy, 135, 75

•Aberfoyle [Stirling], 57, 199

Abergeldie Castle, 108
•Abernethy, 76
•Aboyne [Aberdeensh.], 105
Abriachan, 251
A'Chailleach, 131
•Achanalt [Ross-sh.], 167
•Acharacle, 329
Acharn, Falls of, 137, 74
Achinner Lodge, 80
]Achnacroich, 230
*Achnasheen,

|

*Achiiasheen [Ross-sh.], 167, 275
Achfiach, Falls of, 244
Achterneed,166
Affric Lodge, 163
Ailnach Gorge, 113
Ailsa Craig, 214
Aird, Point of, 325
Airlie Castle, 87
Aldbar, 92
Aldourie House, 251
•Alexandria, 197
•Alford, 104
IJlargue, 104
•Alloa, 63
Alloway Kirk, 14
Allt Mor, 131
Alltsigh Burn, 159, 250
•Alyth, 87
Am Bodach, 131
^Amulree [Dunkeld], 80
Angel's Peak, 145
•Annan, 10 *
•Appin [Argyllsh.], 240
*Applecross [Lochcarron], 168
'Arbroath, 85
Ardchnttan Priory, 224
Ardconnel Castle, 211
^Ardentiuny [Greenock], 216
Ardeonaig [Perthsh.], 137, 71
•Ardgour [Argvllsh.], 242
Ardlamont Point, 209
Ardlui [Loch Lomond], 191, 234

Ardnamurohan, 255

Ardoch, 79

•Ardrishaig [Argyllsh.], 210. 238
•Ardrossan. 180
Ardtalnaig [Perthsh.], 137
Ardtornish Castle, 252
Ardveich Castle, 81

Ardverikie, 143
Ardvorlich, 81
Argyll, Duke of, 203, 228
Argyll's Bowling Green, 216
Auldruie, 144, 117
Arinagour, 326
*Arisaig [Fort William], 332
Armadale, 256, 282
Arnisdale, 249, 258
Arnobol Burn, 331
Aros Castle, 254
Arran, Isle of, 180
*Arrocbar [LochL'd], 200, 218, M
Arthur's Seat, 34
Atholl Sow. 127
Attadale, 169
*Auchmithie [Arbroath], 85

*Anchnasheen, see " Achuasheen rt

*Auchnashellach, 167, 168
•Auchterarder, 75
Auld Dinnie, 105
Aultbeath, 164, 249
•Aviemore [Inverness-sh.1, 131,

117, 287, 290, 153
Awe, River, 70
*Ayr, 13

Bachnagairn, 91

Bad Step, 268
Balgownie, Brig, 102

*Ballachulish [Argyllsh.], 240,33.)

*Ballater [Aberdeensh.], 106, 89, 91

*Ballindalloch [Banffsh.], 113

*Ballinlmg [Perthsh.], 121, 158

*Balloch [Alexandria], 55, 197

Balinacara [^Lochalsh], 260, 249,

Balmaha, 199 [170, 165

Balmoral, 109, 295
Balnacaan,251
*Balquhidder [Locliearnlie;i(l], 67

*Banavie [Pt. William], 24(1, 329,

*Banchory, 105, 93 [159,193
*Baunockburn (Battle-field), 62

Barcaldine Castle, 223
Barone Hill, 208

Highlands I.
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Barra [*Gistlebay, Oban], 319
Barrisdale, 248
*Barvas, 280
Bass Kock, 6

Beallach Pass (Kiutail), 164, 262
Beallach-iiam-bo (Applecross), 169

„ (Locli Katrine), 51
Beasdale, 331
*Beattock, 4
•Beauly, 161
Bedford Memorial Br., 141
Beecb Hedge, 135
Bell Bock, 85
Beltie Burn, 105
Bemerside, 40
Ben A'n, 52

„ Alder, 128

„ Arthur, 190

„ Attow, 293

„ Bynac, 152

„ Chonzie, 71

„ Chulloch, 139

„ Cleuch, 63, 64
„ Cruaclian,299
„ Douran, 192, 245
„ Eagach, 136

„ Eay, 168

„ Ime, 200

„ lawers, 291, 73

„ Ledi, 309

„ Liughach, 167

„ Lomond, 306, 59

„ Lui, 297

„ More (Mull), 253

„ „ (Perth), 294
„ Muich IMnii, 286

„ Nevis, 284, 246

„ „ from Banavie, 246

„ Resipol, 253

„ Screel, 259

„ Tarsnin, 183

„ Tuirc, 188

„ Vane, 169

„ Venue, 52

„ Vorlich (Loch Earn), 305

„ „ ( „ Lomond), 201

„ Vrackie, 312

„ -y-Gloe. 298
„ -\-Hone, 71

Benbecula, 318, 319
Bennan Head, 187
Beregonium. 223
Bernera Barracks, 257
*Bervie [Fordoun], 86

*Berwick-on-Tweed, 6

Bideau-nam-Bian,
Ki i nam [Perthsh.], 119

Black Mile, 247
*Blackford [Perthsh.], 75
Black Mount, 192
Black Spout, Pitlochry, 123
Blackwater Foot, 187
Black, William, 252, 279
*Blair Atltoll, 126, 299
Blairgour Fall, 211

-Blairgowrie, 134, 115
*Blairmore [Argyllsh.], 216
Blaven, 268
Bloody Bay, 225
Boar of Badenoch, 127
*Boat of Garten [Inverness-sh.], 133
Bochastle, 49, 65

Bohally.Ferrv, 138
Bona Ferry, 158, 251
Bonnington Linn, 178
Bonskeid, 124
Borrodale, 331
Bore stone, 62

Bothwell Castle, 176
Boturich Castle, 198
*Bowmore [Argyllshire], 210
Braan Fall (Dunkeld), 121
Bracklinn Falls, 49
Braedownie, 91
*Braeinar, 110, 88
Braeriaen, 29U, 130
Braid Hills, 17

Brander, Pass of, 70, 233
*Brecliin, 92, 108
*Bridge of Allan, 47, 189

„ Awe, 70, 303

„ Balgay, 74

„ Brown, 50
* „ Cally (Blairgowrie), 88, 115
* „ Dun (Montrose), 91

„ Dye, 105, 94
* „ Earn, 76

„ Feugh, 105, 94

„ Garry, 123

„ Grudie, 276

„ Laggan, 130, 142
* „ Orchy, 192, 233, 245
* „ Roy [Inverness-sh.], 244
*Bridgend [Argyllshire], 210
Brig of Balgownie, 102

„ „ Don, 102

„ „ Doon, 14
* „ „ Turk [Callander], 50
*Broadford [I. of Skye], 265, 267
*Brodiclt [I. of Arran], 180, 182
Broomhill Sta., 133
*Broughty Ferry [Dundee], 85
Bruar, Falls of, 126
Bruch-na-Fray, 270
Buchaille Etive, 230
*Buchlyvie [Stirling], 56
Bunawe, 241
Burn of the Vat, 107
Burn, The (North Esk), 93

Burns Monuments, 11, 14, 28, 13

*Burntisland, 95

Bute, Island of, 208
Bute, Kyles of, 236, 209
*Butterston, 134
Bynack Lodge, 116, 141

Caenlochan Glen, 8!

Cairnbaan, 211, 237
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•Oairndow, 200, 236

Cairn Bige, 293

„ Fhreiceadain, 130

„ Germ, 286, 151

„ Mairg, 130

„ o' Moimt, 94, 105

„ of Cornbreach, 296

„ Sgulain, 131

„ Taggart, 296

„ Toul, 290
Cairnwell, 135, 114
Caldron Linn, 64
Caledonian Canal, 246, 158

Calgary Bay, 226
•Callamier, 48, 234
Callernish, Stones of, 280
Cally Bridge, 89

Camasericht, 140
Camasunary, 268, 272
Camban, 293, 164
Cambuskenneth Abbey, 62

Cambus o' May, 106
Camp Hill, 176
•Campbeltown, 188
Campsie Fells and Glen, 176, 56

*Canna Island, 321
*Cannich, 162, 251
Capel Mount, 91, 108
*Carbost, 322
Oargill, 86
Carinish, 318
•Carlisle, 3

Carnaverie Castle, 210
Cam Ban, 130
•Carnoustie, 85

Oarradale, 188
*Carr Bridge, 149. 132
•Carrick Castle, 216
Carron Water, 94
Carsaig Arches, 229
Carse of Gowrie, 82
*Carstair8, 4
Cartland Crags, 179

Castle Campbell, 63

„ Grant, 147, 133

„ Menzies, 135

„ Moil, 262

„ Tirim, 331
Castlefoay [Oban], 319, 318
Oatacol Bay, 188
Caterthuns, The, 92
Causer, 151
Cawdor Castle, 134
Causeway Head, 47, 62
Chisholms Pass, 1G3
fttr Mlior, 184

I Clachan of Aberfoyle," 57
Cladich, 205
Clattering Bridge, 94
Clava, Stones of, 157
*Clova, [Kirriernuir], 90
Clunie, Castle of, 134
Climie Inn, 249, 259, 293
Clyde, Falls of, 177
Cobbler, The, 200, 190

Cock Bridge, 104, 109
Ooilacreach Inn, 108
Coilantogle, 49
Coir-na-ceud-crcich, 167

„ -nan-TJriskin, 53

Oolbost, 326
*Colintraivc [Argyllsh.], 209
*Coll, Island [Oban], 320
Colonel's Bed, 112
*Colonsay [Greenock], 327
Compass Hill, 321
*Comrie [Crieff], 80, 67, 71

Castle, 138
*Connel Ferry [Argyll-sh.], 223, 71, 335
Cona Glen, 243
Conon, River, 165
Coolin (Cuchullin) Hills, 321, 308
Corndavon Lodge, 109
*Corpach [*Ft. William], 246, 329
Corra Linn, 178
Corran, 259
•Corrle [I. of Arran], 180,184
Oorrie Dhonndail, 291
Corriemulzie Falls, 112
Corrievreckan, 212
Corriyarrick, 128, 245
Corrour Lodge, 193
Corry-na-Creich, 272
•Cortachy, 90
Cosack, 163
Coshieville, 138
•Coupar Angus, 86
•Cove, 216 .

Coylum Bridge, 117, 132, 153
Craigandarroch, 107
Craig Beg, 128
Craig Dhu, 129
#Craigendoran, 217
Craigenterrive, 210, 238
Craig Hall, 135, 115
Craig Ohoinnich, 111
Oraig-Meallachocaire, 130
Craiglush, 134
Craig Meggie, 143
Craig-mor. 150
Craignethan, 179
*Craignure [Argyllsh.], 252

Craigour, 123
Craig Royston, 199

Craig-y-Barns, 120
Craskie, 163
Crathes Castla, 105

*Crathie [Ballater], 109

Creagan, 335, 242

•Creagorry, 318
•Crianlai'ich [Ferthsh.], 69, 233, 191,

245
•Cried*, 79

„ Junction, 75

*Crinan, 237

„ Canal, 211, 237

Croe Bridge, 164
Cruachan Falls, 70, 300
Cruaidbleac, 129
Cuilfail Hotel [*Kilmelford], 225
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Culblean, 107

Cullochy, 248, 334
Culloden. 157, 132
Cumbrae Isles, 214
Cycling :—General approaches and
main through routes, pink pages.
Edinburgh to Melrose, etc., 37; Aber-
foyle, Inversnaid, 52, 57 ; Stirling to

Oban, 65 ; OriefE and Lochearnhead,
67 and 79 ; Kenmore, Fortingal, etc.,

74; Don Valley, 104; Dee Valley,

104 ; Perth and Inverness, 118 ; Pit-

lochry, Struan and Rannoch, 138-9
;

G-rantown, Nethy Bridge, 148 ; Carr
Bridge and Inverness, 149; Inverness
to the West, 160, 165 ; Arran, 186 ;

Glasgow to Oban, 196; Orinan Canal,
211; Glasgow to Inveraray, by Loch
Goil, 216 ; Oban to Fort Augustus,
and Inverness, 239, 159 ; Caledonian
Canal to West Coast, 248 ; Mull, 254
Skye, 263, 323 ; Outer Hebrides, 318.

D
Dalalca, 329
-Dalkeith. 36

*Dalmally, 69
*Dalmeny, 44, 76

Dalnacardoch, 129
Dalnashaugh [-Balliudalloch], 113
••Dalnaspidal, 127
Dalness Lodge, 231
*Dalwhinni'e [Inverness-sh.], 127
Dark Mile, 247
Dava [Grantown], 148
-Daviot, 132
Demyat, 62
Derry Lodge, 116, 146
Devil's Cauldron, 67

„ Elbow, 114

„ Mill, 64

„ Point, 115, 145

„ Staircase, 231
Dim Hearteach L.H., 229
*Dingwall, 165, 275
-Dinnet, 106, 108
Divie, river, 133
Divach, 251
Dochfour House, 251

Dog Stone, 221
*Dolgarroch, 251
-Dollar, 63
Don Valley, 104
Dorback Lodge, 150

Dornie [Lochalsh], 165, 249, 261

-Doune [Perthshire], 48
Druim Caillich, 129

„ Fiaclach, 331

„ (Strath Glass), 162
Drum Castle, 105
Druingask, 128
Drumhain, 269
Drumlanrig, 12
Drummond Castle, 79

Drummond Hill, 73, 137
Drummossie Moor, 134
*Drumnadrochit [Inverness], 251, 158

Drumochter, 127, 157
Dryburgh Abbey, 39

Duart Castle, 252
Dubh Loch, 107
Dubton, 94
Duchray water, 199
Duirinish, 261, 170
Duke Murdoch's Castle, 58
*Dulnain Bridge, 149

-'Dumbarton, 196
^Dumfries, 11
Duuan Bay, 85

-Dunbar, 6

*Dunblane, 48
Duncraggan, 50
Duncraig, 261, 170
-Dundee, 83
Dundurn, 81
-Dunfermline, 42

Dunfillan, 81
Duniquoich, 204
Dunira, 81
*Dnnkeld, 119
Dunmacsniochan, 223

Dunnottar Castle, 95
Dunollie Castle, 221
-'Dunoon, 218, 207
-Dunphail, 133
Dunsinane Hill, 82, 86
Dunstaffnage Castle, 222
-Duntulm Castle, 274
Dunvardhall, 244
*Duiivega« [I. of Skye], 322, 275

-Durham, 5

-Duror, 334
Duthil, 149
Dye Valley, 105

Dyke Head, 90

*Easdale [Oban], 212
-Eassie, 89
*Ecclefechan,3
Edendon Lodge, 129
Edinample, 81, 67
-Edinbane [Portree], 322, 275

-Edinburgh, 17

„ Advocates' Library, 25

„ Albert Memorial, 32

„ Antiquarian Museum, 33

„ Arthur's Seat, 34

„ Botanic Gardens, 32

„ Burns' Monument, 28

„ Calton Hill, 29

„ Canongate, 26

„ Castle, 18

„ City Cross, 25

„ „ Museum,
„ County Buildings, 25

„ Cowgate, 22

„ Dean Bridge, 32

„ Donaldson's Hospital, 32
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Edinburgh—cont.

„ Fettes College, 32

., Free Church Assembly Hall, 21

„ Grassmarket, 21

„ Grey Friar's Church, 22

., Heart of Midlothian, 24

„ Heriot's Hospital, 22

„ Heriot Watt College, 22

„ Holyrood, 27

„ General Assembly Hall, 21

„ Knox' House, 26

„ Lawumarket, 22

„ Medical School, 22

„ Moray House, 2G

„ Museum, 22

„ National Gallery, 30

„ Nat. Portrait Gallery, 33

„ Newhaven, 33

„ New Royal Infirmary, 22

„ Parliament House, 2*5

„ Princes Street, 29

„ Queeusberrv House, 26

., Queen's Drive, 34

„ Royal Institution, 30

„ Salisbury Crags, 34

„ Scott Monument, 30

„ Scott's House, 32

„ Signet Library, 25

„ St. Giles' Cathedral, 22

„ St. Mary's Cathedral, 31

„ Statue Gallery, 30

„ Stewart's Hospital, 32

„ Tron Church, 25

„ University, 22

„ White Horse Inn (old), 26
Edramuckie, 72

•Eclzell [Brechin], 92, 105
*Eigg, Isle of, 255, 320
Eildon Hills, 39

Eilean Donan, 261

Elcho Castle, 82
*Elderslie, 206
Ellen's Isle, 53

Ellenreoach, 258
English Lakes, 2

Erisca, 240

1

Essie Hill,"271

*Falkirk, 47
Fallen Rocks, 185
Palls of Acharn, 74, 137

„ „ Blairgonr, 211

„ „ Braan, 121

„ „ Bruar, 126

„ „ Cly<le, 177

„ „ Cruachau, 70

„ „ Divach, 251

„ „ Fender, 141

„ „ Foyers, 335, 250, 158
„ „ Garawalt, 111

„ „ ftlomach, 164, 262

„ „ Kilmorack, 161

„ „ Lochay, 72
„ „ Lora, 71, 230

Falls of Moness, 136

„ „ Mucomir, 333

„ „ Orchy, 233

„ „ Tummel, 125

„ „ Turret, 80
Farragon, 136
Paskally, 123

Pasfernhouse, 829
Pasnakyle, 162
Pearder Bridge, 113
Fender, Bridge and Burn, 141

Feruan (Fearnan) [Perthsh.] 137, 73
*Fettercairn, [Laurencekirk], 105, 94
Fetteresso Castle. 94
Feughside, 105
Fiueastle Glen, 124
Fincharn Castle, 211
Findhorn Glen, 133, 149
Findon, 95

Finella, 86
Fingal's Cave, 227

„ Grave, 72
Finlarig Castle, 72,84
Fishing :—Outer Hebrides, 319, 325
Flodigarrv, 325
Flowerdal'e, 168
*Ford [Lochgilphead], 210, 225
Forest Lodge, 141
*Forfar, 89
*Forres, 133
*Fort Augustus [Inverness

shire], 250, 159, 128, 334
•Fort William, 243
Forter Castle, 88
Forth Bridge, 43, 76

*Fortingal [Aberfeldy], 74, 71, 137
*Foyers, 335, 158, 250
Freeburn Inn, 132, 149
Fuinary, 254

Gaick Lodge, 129
*«airloeh [Ross-shire], 168, 276

*Gairlochy [Fort William], 247, 333
Gairnshiel, 104
*d}alaslii«-ls, 37

Gannochy Bridge, 93

Garawalt Falls, 111

Gareloch, 190, 218
Q-arrachorry Burn, 145,- 291

Garry Bridge, 123

„ River, 123, 127

Garth Castle, 138

*Garve, 166, 275

Garvnahine Inn [Stornoway], 280
*G-igha Island, 2U9

Girdleness, 101

Glamaig, 270
Glands Castle, 89
"ttlasgow, 171

„ Cathedral, 173

,, Museums, 175

„ Necropolis, 174

„ Art Galleries, 175

„ Univei-sity, 175
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Glas Meal, 114
Glas-na-Cardoch, 332

Glass River, 161

Glasven, 257
Glassalt Shiel, 107, 91

Glen AiTric, 163, 293
Glen Almond, 80

„ Aray, 204

„ Artney, 80

„ Avon, 113

„ Brerechan, 125

„ Callater, 296, 91

„ Cannich, 162

„ Carron,168
„ Coe, 231, 211

„ Clova, 90, 108

„ Creran, 241, 233

,, Croe, 200

„ Dee, 116, 146

„ Derry, 287, 152

„ Dessary, 246, 330

„ Dochart, 69, 234

„ Docherty, 167

„ Doll, 90, 114

„ Douglas, 190

„ Dryroch, 324

,, Eagles, 75

„ Elcliaig, 163

„ Erichdie, 139

„ Etive, 230

„ Euchar,' 225

„ Eunach, 132

„ Fallocli, 201, 191

„ Farg, 76

„ Feochan, 225

„ Feshie, 129

„ Finnan, 329, 243

„ Fruin, 198

„ Fyne, 200

„ Gairn, 108

„ Garry, 248

„ Gelder, 295

„ Geldie, 129

„ Geilsachan, 145

„ Glov, 245

„ Grivie, 164, 293

„ Grudie, 168

„ Gninach, 131

„ Iorsa, 187

„ Isla, 87. 114

„ Kinglas, 200

„ Lednock, 80, 71

„ Lichd, 164

„ Lochay, 72

„ Lochy, 247, 159

„ Loin, 200

„ Louan, 224

„ Lui, 145

„ I.yon, 74

„ Mark, 108, 93

„ Mcikle, 251

„ Monamore, 188

„ Moriston 250, 159

„ Muick, 91, 107

„ Want, 224, 211

Glen Wevis, 244

„ Ogle, 68

„ Orchy, 233

„ Prosen, 90

„ Quoich, 111

„ Roma, 183

„ Roy, 245

„ Salach, 224, 242

„ Samiox, 184

„ Scorradale, 188

„ Shaut, 183

„ Shee, 134, 88, 114

„ Shellacb, 221

„ Shiel, 249

„ Shirag, 182

„ Sligachan, 272
„ Spean, 193

„ Strae,233

,, Strathfarrar, 162

„ Tana, 105

„ Tilt, 115, 141

„ Torridon, 167

„ Tromie, 129

„ Truim, 129

„ Urquhart, 251
Glencallop, 329
Glencaladhr House, 209
:;••Glendaruel, 209
*Glenelg; [Lochalsh], 257, 249
*Glenfarg, 76
*Glenfinuan [Ft. William], 330, 243
Grlengorm Castle, 226, 255
*Glenlivet [Ballindalloch], 113
Glenmore Lodge, 152, 288
*Glenmoriston [Inverness], 250
Glenuig Bay, 331

Glomacli, Falls of, 164, 262
Goat Fell, 183
Goblin's Cave, 53
Godsman's Walk, 155
Golf, pink pages, etc.

Gometray, 226
Gorry's Leap, 229
*Gouroek [Greenosk], 206
Gramisdale, 318, 319
Grandtullv, 122, 136
*Graiitovm, 147
Green Loch, 152
*Greenoelt, 14
Gretna Green, 10
Grudie, Bridge of, 276
*Guardbridge. 95

Guisachan, 162

-Guthrie [Forfarsli.], 91

Gylen Castle, 229

Hamilton Palace, 176

Hart o'Corry, 270
'Harris [Portree], 325

*Hawick, 9

Hawthornden, 36
Hebrides, Outer, 316
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•Helensburgh, 218

Hells <i l«'ii, 217, 235

High Bridge, 333

Hillside, 85

Holy Island, 181

Holy Loch, 207

Howmore, 318

•Hunter's Quay [Greenock], 218

Hutchison Obelisk, 222

Inchaffray Abbey, 79

Inch Garvie, 44
Inchcape Rock, 85

Inchrory, 113, 104

•Innellan (Greenock), 207
Innergelilie Burn, 71

Innerpeffray, 79

Innerwick,*72, 73
Innis Chonel, 211

•Insh, 131, 130

Inverailort, 331

•Inveraray, 203, 235

Inverarnan, 201

Inverbeg, 196
Invercannich or *Cannich [Beauly],

162, 251
Invercauld, 111

Inverchapel, 202
Inverchroskie, 125
Invercloy, 182

Inverdruie, 131

Inverey, 112
inverfarigaig, 158, 252
•Invcrgarry [Inverness-sh.], 247,

335, 159, 262, 258
Inverie, 248
Inverinate Bridge, 261
*Inverkeithing, 95

Inverlochy Castle, 193

Invermark, 93

Invernieran, 74
Invermoriston (see •Glenmoriston),

250, 159
•Inverness, 154
Inveroran [Tyndrum], 192,241,233
Inverscaddle, 243
*Inversnai(l [Dumbartonsh.], 201,

Invernglas, 200 [54
•lona [Oban], 227
Islay, Isle of, 209
Isle Maree, 168
•Isle Ornsay [Broadford], 256

Jeantown [* Lochcarron, Ross-sh.],

Jock's Path, 90 [168
•Jura, Isle of, 215

Keltney Burn, 74, 138
•Kenmore [Aberfeldy], 137

Keppoch Hill, 261
Kerrera, Isle of, 222
Eerriesdale, 168,276
Kerrie Falls, 168

Kilbrannan Sound, 188

Kilbride (Arran), 182
(Skye), 268

> Eilchoan, 243
Kilchrist, 268
Kilchurn Castle, 70
•Kilchrenan, 224
•Kilcreggan, 218
•KMonan, 186
Kildrummy, 104
Killiecrankie, Pass of, 125,123
v i Hii. [Perthsh.], 72, 137

Killilan, 163
Kilmallie, 246
Kilmaluag (*Duntulm), 325, 273
Kilmaree, 267, 268
^Kilmarnock, 13
*Kilmartin [Lochgilphead], 210, 238
•Kilmelfort, [Lochgilphead], 225
Kilmichael, 210
Kilmorack Falls, 161
•Kilmuir, 273
•Kilmun [Argyll-sh.], 207
•Kilninver, 225
Kilpatrick Hills, 176
Kilpurney Hill, 84
Kilt Rock, 325
Kilvaxter, 273
Kincardine Castle, 94
•Kincraig, 131

Kinfauns Castle, 82
Kingsburgh House, 273
•King's Cross [Arran], 186
King's House (Balquhidder), 67

„ (Glencoe),231,l40
•Kingussie, 128
•Kinloch Ailort [Ft. William], 331, 242

•Kinloohewe [Auchnasheen, 167, 277
Kinlochiel [Fort William], 329
Kinloch Marley, 134

Moidart or •Moidart, 331

Itiiiloeli Rannocn [Perthsh.],

139, 242, 304

Kinnaird Castle, 91

Kinnell Vine, 72
Kinnoull Hill, 78
Kinrara Hill, 131

•Kinross, 76, 65

Kintail [Lochalsh], 262
Kintraw, 225

Kinveachy, 149

Kirkfieldbank, 179
•Kirkmichael [Perthshire], 125

•Kirn [Greenock], 218, 207
•Kirriemuir, 89
Kishorn Pass, 169

Knapdale, 212
Knaps of Fafernie, 91, 114
Knock of Crieff, 80
•Kyle Akin [Invernoss-sh.], 262
• „ of JLocli Alsli, 263, 170
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Kyles of Rhea, 257, 259

Bute, 209, 236

*Ladybank Junction, 95

"'Ladder, The," 94, 108

Lady's Rock, 252
Lady Willoughby's Crag, 48

Lagg [*Kilmorie, I. of Arran], 181, 188,

187
*Laggan (Bridge), 128, 142, 245

Laggan Lock, 247
Laig, 820
Lake of Menteith, 56

»Lamla»b [I. of Arran], 186, 180

-Lanark, 177

Langside, 176

*Larbert, 47
Larig Ghru, 143, 116

Laroch Burn, 233
* Laurencekirk, 94
*Lawers [Perthsh.], 73, 137

Leader Glen, 40
Ledard Falls, 58
*Ledaig [Argyllshire], 223

Lednock Glen, 80
*Xeitli 15,16
*Lennoxtown, 177, 56

*Leuchars, 95
Leven, River, 197

Liddesdale, 9

*Xinlithgow, 46

Linn of Brown, 150

„ „ CoiTiemulzie, 112

„ ., Dee, 115, 141

„ „ Muich, 107, 91

„ „ Quoich, 111

*Lismore, 240
Little Loch Broom, 277
Littleport Hill, 81

Lix Toll, 3, Pink
Loch A'an, 289

,, Achray, 51

„ Affric, 163

„ Ailort, 330, 331

„ Aline, 253

„ Alvie, 131

„ Alsh, 259

„ -an-Coire, 143

„ -au-Dorb, 148

„ -an-Eilean, 131

„ -an-TJamh, 331

„ an t' Seilach, 129

„ Ard, 58

„ Arkaig, 246

„ Arklet, 54

„ Avon, 289, 152

„ Awe, 210, 237, 70

„ Beallach, 164

„ Beneveian, 163

„ Bracadale, $22, 323

„ Brandy, 90

„ Broom, 277

Loch Buie, 229

„ Builg, 112

„ Butterston, 134
„ Callater, 296

„ Calvie, 162

„ Carron, 1 69, 264

„ Chon, 58

„ Clare, 167

„ Clunie, 134

„ Corwislt, 268, 271

„ Craignish. 225

„ Creran, 240, 233
„ Culen, 166

„ Dochart, 69, 234

„ Dochfour, 251

„ Doule, 168

,, Drunkie, 57

„ Diiicli, 261,249
„ Earn, 68, 81

„ Eck, 202, 236

„ Ederline, 210, 238
„ Eil, 329, 246

„ Bilt, 330

„ Ericht, 128

„ Etchachan, 287

„ Etive, 230
„ Eunach, 132

„ Pad, 208

„ Feochan, 225

„ Fyne, 200, 202, 210
„ Garry, 248

• ,, Garten, 151

„ Garve, 166

„ Ctoil, 216

„ Harport, 324

„ II oh s ii. 258, 249

„ -in-daaJ, 210
„ lush, 131, 157

„ Inver, 278
„ Iubhair, 69

„ Katrine, 53

„ Kennard, 136

„ Kinord. 107

„ Kishorn, 169

„ Laggan, 142, 245

„ Lee, 93

„ leven, (Argyll), 241, 160

„ leven (Kinross), 76

„ I. i i. ii Ik-. 239, 160

„ Lochy, 247, 333

„ Lomond, 198, 54

„ Long, 190, 218, 206

„ „ (Kintail), 257, 164

„ Lubnaig, 66

„ Luichart, 166, 275

„ Lungard, 163

„ Lydoch, 140, 242

„ Lyon, 74

„ miaree, 167,276

„ Meikle, 251

„ Mel-an-t'-Suie, 247, 285

„ Melfort, 225

„ Monar, 162

„ Morar, 330, 332, 333

,, Morlich, 153
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Looh Moy, 132

.. Muick, 107, 91

., Mullardoch, 162

,, -na-Oilltan, 332

„ -na-Keal, 226

„ Nell, 223

„ Ness, 250,158

„ Nevis, 256

„ of Craiglusli, 121, 134

„ of Lows, 121

„ Oich, 247, 159, 333

„ Ordie, 121

„ Ossian, 193

„ Tooltiel, 322

„ Quoicb, 248

„ Raiiiio<;li,139, 242

„ Ranza, 185

„ Hidden, 209

„ Roag, 280

„ Rodel, 324

„ Rosque, 167

„ Scavaig, 268

„ Shiel, 329, 330

„ Slapin, 268

„ Sligachan, 170,270

„ Sloy, 201

„ Snizort, 273

„ Staffin, 325, 274

„ Striven, 209

„ Sunart, 254, 242

„ Tav, 73, 137

„ Ton 167, 276

„ Treig, 193, 245

,, Triochatan, 241, 231

„ Tromlee,224
„ Tiimmel, 124, 138

„ Vennachar, 50

„ Va, 149

„ Voil, 66

„ Vrotten, 130
*I,ochalsh, 259 [70
*IiOClia\v<* Station, [Argyllsl^.],

Lochay Bridge, 72
•Lochboisdale [Oban], 319,318
*I.oclieariilieau [Perthsh.], 67,

*Lochee, 84 [234
Locbeilside, 329
*Locbgilphead, 210
•Lochgoilliead [Greenock], 217
Lochbonrnbead, 248, 259
•toeliinver [Lairg], 277
Loeblee, 93
•Loclimaddy, 324, 319
*Locbmaree [Ross-sh.], 276, 168
Locli nag ar, 295
•Lochranza, [Greenock], 185, 180
•Lockerbie. 4

Logierait, 122
" Long John," 193, 244
Lora, Falls of, 71, 230
Lord Huntly's Cave, 148
Lovat's Cave," 229

•Luib, 69,234
Luib-na-damph, 293, 163
Lui Beg, 116, 146

Luirgan, 80
•Lumphanan, 105

Lunan Church. 85

Lurcher's Rock, 288
*Luss [Loch Lomond], 199, 54
Lynwilg [*Aviemore], 117, 288, 144
Lyon, River, 74

Macbeth, 105, 228
Macdonald (Flora's) Grave, 273
*Machrihanisb, 188
Macleod's Maidens, 322

Tables, 322
Mad Stream, 269
Maiden's Pap, 185
Maiden Isle, 252
*MaUaig, 332
Mam Rattachan, 249

„ Soul, 293
Mar Lodge, 112
Marble Lodge, 141, 116
Marscow, 270
Mashie River, 142
*Mauchline, 13

Mealfourvonie, 251

Meggerney Castle, 74
Meigle, Stones of, 87
Meiler, 73
Melfort, Pass of, 225
Melgarva,, 245
*Melrose, 37
Menteitb, 55

•Millport, 214
Minch, The, 278
Mingary, 243, 254
Mingulay Cliffs, 317
Minigaig Pass, 130

Monboddo House, 94
Moncreiffe Hill, 78
Monega Hill, 88. 114
Moness, Falls of, 136
*Montr«se, 85
Monzie Castle, 79
Moor of Rannoch, 192, 140, 242
Morar, 332, 333
Mordaunt Top, 78, 76

Morrone Hill, 110
Morven, 91

Argyll, 240
Morvich, 164
Mossgiel, 13

Moulin ['Pitlochry ], 122, 123

Mount Blair, 88

„ Keen, 93, 108

„ Misery, 197

Mouse Water, 179

Moy, 132, 143

Muckrach House, 149

Mucomir Falls, 333

Muic (Mack), Isle, 320
Muick, Falls of, 107
*Muirtown, 251

Mull, Isle of, 252-4

„ of Kintyve, 188, 238
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Mullafbeas, 325
•Murthley, 119

•Muthill, 79

Iff

*Nairn, 133
Neptune's Staircase, 329
•Nethy Britlge, 150
•Newhaven, 33
Newport, 85

*Newtonmore [Kingussie] 128
•Newtyle, 84
Nithsdale, 12
North Esk, Kiver, 92
Voiih Uist, 318, 319

*Oban, 219
Ochil Hills, 63
Ochtertyre, 80
Old Man of Storr, 314
*Onich, 242
Orchy River, 233
Ormidale, 209
Oronsay, 827
Ossian's Hall, 120
*Otter Perry, 209
Outer Hebrides, 316

*Paisley, 80
Pananich Wells, 108
Paps of Jura, 210
Parallel Roads of Glen Roy, 245, 143
Pass of Aberfoyle, 58

„ Awe, 70

„ Ballater, 107

„ Beallach, 164, 262

„ Brander, 70

„ Killiecrankie, 125, 157
„ Leny, 66, 234
,. Melfort, 225

Peak of the Castles, 184
Pennycross Ho., 229
Pennyfuir Cemetery, 222
Persi'e Inn, 115,88'

•Perth, 77
Pictish Towers of Glenelg, 258
" Pigs' Paradise," 327
*Pirn Mill, 188
Pitlochry, 122
Pladda, Isle, 214
*Plockton [Ross-sh.], 261, 170
Plodda Palls, 162
*Polmont, 47
Boloskie, 125
Poltalloch, 212
Poolewe [Ross-shire], 278
Pools of Dee, 145, 117
Port Appin [see *Appin]
* „ Askaig, 210
* „ Bannatyne [Rothesay], 208
* „ Ellen [Argyllsh.], 209
* „ of Menteith [Stirling], 55

Port-in-Sherrich, 211, 238
Portuacraig, 124
*Povtree, 270
*Portsonachan, 224, 211, 23*
*Portobello, 6, 10
*Prestonpans, 6

Prince Charlie, 271, 331, 329
,» „ Monument, 330

Priory of St. Fillans, 191

Queen's Drives, 34, 111

„ View, 124

„ Well, 93,108
*Queensferry, 44
<{n

i

iai ng-, 274
Quoich, Linn of, 111

*Raasay [Kyle]. 170
Randolph's Leap, 133
Rannoch Station [Perth-sh.]

193, 242, 245

„ Moor, 192, 245
Redcastle, 85
Red Head, 85
Reekie Linn, 87
Relugas, 133
-Renfrew, 206
*Renton, 197
Rescobie Loch, 91
" Rest and be thankful," 200
Restennet Priory, 91
Revoan, Pass of, 152
Rob Roy's Cave, 191, 201

„ Grave, 67
Rock of Weem, 135
Roshven, 331
Kosl in 34

Ross of Mull, 229
'--Rothesay, 208, 236
Rothiemurchus, 116, 144
*Row ("Roo"), 190
Rowardennan [Loch Lomond], 199, 54,

306
Rowchoish, 306
*Roy Bridge [Kingussie], 193, 244
*Rum, Isle of, 321, 318
Rumbling Bridge (Dnnkeld), 121
* „ [Stirling], 64
Ru-n^i-gal, 254

S

•St. Andrews, 96
• „ Boswell's, 9, 39
* „ Catherine's [Argyllsh], 200, 217

„ Figat's Stone, 148

„ Pittick's Church, 95

„ Port 95
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•St. Fillans [Perth-sh.], 81, 67

„ Kilda, 327
« „ Ninian's, 62

„ Orau's Chapel, 228

„ Serf's Island, 76

Salachail,233, 241

Salen [*Aros, I. of Mull], 253
* „ [Sunart], 255, 242, 329

Salisbury Crags, 34

Sanda, Isle, 215
Sanquhar, 12
Scalasaig, 327

*Scalpay (Harris), 325

Scarba, Isle, 215
Schiehallion, 304
Scone Palace, 78

Scour Derg, 241

„ Donill, 241

„ Oman. 293

Scuir of Eigg, 255

„ -na-Banatich, 321

„ -na-CUllean, 308

„ -na-Lapich, 162

Settle and Carlisle Line, 8

Sgor-an-dubh (The "Scuir"), 130

*Shandou, 218, 190
Shedog, 188
Shelterstone, 289
Sheriffmuir, 48
Shepherd's Hill, 152

Shian Ferry, 224
Shiant Isles, 277
Shiel Bridge, 243

Shiel Inn,*Glenshiel [Loch Alsh],249,

164, 293
*Shieldaig [Ross-shirel, 169

*Shiskine, 187, 188

Shuna, Isle of, 160
Sidlaw Hill, 82
Skiary, 248
Skye, Isle of, 265

„ Railway, 165

Slack Burn, 94

Sleat, Sound of, 256

*Sligaclian [I. of Skye], 270, 272,

308
Slioch, 168
Slochd-mor, 149
Slochd Muich, 132

Slug of Auchrannie, S7

Sluggan Pass, 153

Sma' Glen, 80
Sound of Mull, 252
South Uist, 318, 319

Spar Cave, 268

•Speau Bridge [Inverness-sh.],

193, 244, 143, 333

Spey River, 128, 142 [114, 135, 88

Spittal of *Glenshee [Blairgowrie],

Sput Rollo, 71
SI atta, Isle of, 226

•Staffin [Portree], 325, 274
Stage House, 330
Stalker Castle, 160
Standing Stones (Arran), 187

Stanley Junction, 86, 118
Steinscholl (Staffln), 274
Stirling, 59
Stobinian, 294
Stoneb.vres Linn, 179
Stonehaven, 94, 86

Stones of Callernish, 280
Stornoway, 279
Storr Rock, 312
Strachan, 105, 94
Strachur [Argyllshire], 203
Strath Ardle, 125

„ Bran, 166, 167

„ Glass, 161i

„ Mashie, 128
„ More, 89, 118

„ Tummel, 74, 128
Strathaird Point, 268
Strathallan, 79
•Strathcarron [Ross-sh.],167, 168
Strathdon, 104
Strathmore, 118
Strathpeffer, 166
Strathyre [Stirling], 66, 284
String, the, 188
Strome Ferry, 169, 275
Strome Inn, 169
Stronaclachar [Inversnaid], 54
Stronaclachich, 72
Strone Armaltie, 52
Strontian [Argyll-sh.], 242
Struan [Perth-sh.], 127, 139
Struan (Skye), 323
Struy [Beauly], 162
Sunny Peak, 231
Sweno's Stone, 133

Table of Lome, 252
Talisker [*Oarbost, Portree], 324

Talladale, 276
Tanar, Water of. 105

Tarbert {see "Harris"), 325
* „ [Loch Pyne], 209 [245

*Tarl>et [Loch Lomond], 54, 191, 200

(Loch Nevis), 330, 332

Tarf. River, 141, 116

Tarfside [Brechin]. 93, 108

Tay Bridge, 84,82
Tay River, 121, 78
Taychreggan[*Portsonachan],224,211
Tayinlone, 322, 275

Tayraouth Castle, 73

Tay-na-faed, 204
Taynuilt, 70

Tayport, 85

Teith, River, 65

Temple Pier, 158, 251

Tenandry Oh., 123
Thornhill, 12

*Thornton Junction, 95

*Tigh-na-Bruaich [Argyll-sh.], 209

Tillicoultry, 63
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Tillietudlem, 179

Tilt River, 141, 116
Tinto Hill, 4

Tirafour-Castle, 240
*Tiree [Oban], 326
^Tobermory, 254
Tolmount, 90, 114
Tomachastle Hill, 80

*Tomatin, 132, 149
*Tomdoun Hotel, 248, 258
-Tomich, 162
*Tomhitoul [Ballindalloch], 113, 109,

104, 150
Tom-na-Hurich, 156

Torgoyle, 250
Torlum Hill, 80
Torrin, 268
*Torphins [Aberdeensh.], 105

Totaig, 260, 262
Treshnish Isles, 226
*Trossaelis [Perth-sh.], 51
Tulach Hill, 127
Tulehan, 114
Tullocli Station (*Roy Bridge),

193, 245
Tummel Bridge [Pitlochry], 138,74,137

Palls of, 125

River. 122, 124

Turret Falls, 80

*Tyndrum [Perthshire], 69, 192

U
*Uig [Portree], 273
riSt

'g; j
319, 318

*Ullapool [Ross-shire], 278
Ulloa's Circle, 292
*Ulva (Perry), 226
TJrie House, 94
Urquhart Castle, 158, 251
Urrard House, 126

Vat, The, 107

Victoria Bridge, 146,111

in/"'

Hi (

W
104Wallace Monuments, 62,

Waterloo Pillar, 9

Weem [*Aberfeldy], 135, 75

Wells of Bee, 291 (aw "Pools of Bee")
*Wemyss Bay, 214
West HiglilaiHl Railway, 190

West Water, 92

Whistlefield, 202, 218
White Bridge, 75, 138

Inn, 1 59

*\V biting Bay [I. of Arran], 186, 180

»¥ork,
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Caledonian .
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Cockermouth, Keswick

Penrith
Furness .
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Great Northern (Ireland)

London and North-Western

Railways.
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o

13

10
11

6

14

9

SwillyLondonderry, Lough
and Letterkenny

Midland
Midland Great Western (Ire

land) ....
North British

West Clare .

Page

Steamers.
Caithness, Orkney, & Shetland
Carron Line (London and

Scotland) ....
Loch Lomond

Loch Tay
MacBrayne's
Highlands)

Ullswater

Derbyshire (Peak Dis-
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Hotels.

I
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" Mediterranean Resorts"
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24, 55-88

. 51-55

80
28

23

25

35
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39

Place.

Callander
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Hydropathics. Shortest

Name. Telegraphic Address. Page
Callander . . . Callander Hydro*, Callander 24
Windermere . . Hydro', Windermere . . 25



[Otels In England and Wales.

Place.

Aberystwytb
Aberdovey
Ambleside

Bakewell .

Barmouth
>

»

Beddg-elert
Bideford .

Bowness .

Buttermere
Buxton

Exeter . ,

Grasmere

Haweswater

Name of Hotel.

Shortest

Telegraphic Address.

. Queen's . . .

. Trefeddian . .

. Queen's, Saluta-

tion, Waterhead
. Rutland Arms . .

. Inveruga . . .

. Orielton Hall . '.

. Prince Llewelyn .

. New Inn . . .

. Royal ....

. Tanton's . . .

. (See Windermere)
. Buttermere . . Buttermere Hotel . .

. Balmoral (Private) Balmoral, Buxton . .

. Crescent . . . Crescent Hotel, Buxton
. George .... George Hotel, Buxton
. Private Apartments
. New London . .

. Prince of Wales .

. Moss Grove
. Rothay ,

. Bampton Grange

Queen's, Aberystwyth . .

Trefeddian Hotel, A'dovey

Queen's, Ambleside

Rutland Arms, B'well . .

Inveruga, Barmouth . .

Orielton, Barmouth . .

Llewelyn Hotel, B'gelert .

Ascott, Hotel, Bideford
Royal Hotel, Bideford
Tanton's, Bideford . .

Pagi

5

Ilfracombe . . Granville

Keswick . . Keswick . . .

Lodore . . .

Portinscale

Queen's . . .

,, Boarding House
langrdale (Great) Dungeon Ghyll

Iilanfairfecban

lynmouth
Xiynton

Matlock Batb
Menai Bridge
Minebead
Porlock . .

Thirlmere
•»

Torquay . .

Trefriw . .

Ullswater

Pople, Exeter . . . .

Prince Hotel, Grasmere .

Moss Grove, Grasmere
Rothay, Grasmere . . .

Nearest, Penrith, 4 m.. .

Dun Bull, Mardale Nearest, Shap, 7m. . . .

. Granville, Ilfracombe . .

. Wivell, Hotel, Keswick .

. Lodore Hotel, Keswick

. Harker, Portinscale . .

. Queen's, L'fechan . . .

. Gatchell, L'fechan . . .

. Nearest at Elterwater, 2£m.

. Lyndale, Lynmouth . .

. Cottage Hotel, Lynton . .

. Baker, Hotel, Lynton . .

. Holman, Lynton . . .

. New Bath, Matlock . .

. V'toria Hotel, Menaibdge.
Metropole, Minehead . .

Di

Lyndale
Cottage .

Royal Castle .

Valley of Rocks
New Bath . .

Victoria . . .

Metropole

52
r,4

28

29

28

u

27
26
2f>

28

30*

37
36
38 in,

39
39

30

4C

41

41 * Abe

521 Mie

54 Ikei

:-« toei

3! Ichi

35 iiJl

3/ kit

Ship Ship, Porlock

,

King'ri Head . . Keswick, 5wr . . ...
Nag's Head . . Grasmere, 4 to

Grand ... . Grand Hotel, Torquay . .

Belle Vue . . . Bellevue, Trefriw . . .

Howtown . . . Nearest atPooleyBr., 4 m.
Ullswater . . . Bownass, Glenridding . .

hie;

hll<



Place.

Windermere
Name of Hotel.

. Belsfield . .

. Crown . .

f
Old England

(Bowness)

. Rigg's • • •

. Royal (Bowness)

Shortest

Telegraphic Address. Paye

B' field Hotel, W'mere . .44
Kiggscrown, W'mere . . 44

Old England, B'ness-on-

W'mere 45
Bigg, Hotel, Windermere . 44
Boyal Hotel, B'ness-on-

W'mere 45

Swan(NewbyBri.) Revell, Newby Bridge 46

Hotels in Ireland

ficbi

Donegal

Dublin

Londonderry

iligo . . .

3

3 :

!

Aberdeen
Yberdeensbire
Yberfeldy
Iberfoyle
lebanault
irdlui . .

lultbea
Iviemore
3all*chu ish
3allater
Salmacara
Janavle
lirnam . .

Ualr Atholl
Boat of Garten
Iraemar . .

>» • •

allander
>nnkeld . .

Slievemore (Du-

gort)

G eneolumbki'le
Porte alon

Kosapenna
Metropole
Shelbourne
Imperial
Ulster .

Victoria .

Slievemore Hotel, Dugort . 45

Hotel, Carrck, Donegal .

Hotel, Portsalon ....
Kosapenna, Carrigart . .

Metropole, Dublin . . .

Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin

.

Imperial, Londonderry
Ulster Hotel, Londonderry
Victoria, Sligo . . .

Hotels In Scotland.

Palace ....
Cruden Bay . .

Weem . . . .

Bailie Nicol Jarvie
Achanault . .

Ardlui . . . .

Aultbta ....
Aviemore . .

Ballachulish . .

Invercauld . . .

Balmacara . . .

Banavie . . .

Birnam . . . .

Atholl Arms . .

Station . . . .

Fife Arms . . .

Invercauld Arms

.

Caledonian Temp.
Fisher's. . .

Palace, Aberdeen . .

C'n Bay, Port Erroll .

Weem Hotel. AbtrMdy
Blair, Aberfoyle . . .

Hotel, Achanault . .

Dodds, Ardlui . . .

Hotel, Aultbea . . .

Aviemore
Hotel, Ballachulish .

Invercauld Arms, Ballat

Sinclair, H'tel, Lochal
Menzies, Banavie . .

Cesari, Birnam . . .

Hotel, Blairatholl . .

Hotel, Boat-of-Garten .

Fife Arms, Braemar
Gregor, Braemar . .

Temp. Hotel, Callander
Fisher's Hotel. D'keld

5Q
47
47
49
48
50
50
51

56
57
58
58
58
59
55
59
60
62
62
61
63
63
64
65
66
66
66



Place.

Edinburgh
ti

Garelochhead
Garve . .

Grantown
Inverness

Kingussie
KinlochBannoch Dunalastair
Lanark
Loch Awe

Xoch Earn
Xioch Katrine
Iioch Ness
Oban

Pitlocbry

St. Fillans
Scourie
Skye (Zsle of)

Stratbpeffer
Strathspey

Name of Hotel.

Darling's

Roxburghe .

Garelochhead
Garve . .

Grant Anns.
Caledonian .

Palace . .

Royal . .

Waverley Temp.
West-End Temp.
Wolfen den's

Clydesdale .

Loch Awe . .

Portsonachan .

Taychreggan .

Lochearnhead .

Trossachs . .

Drumnadrochit
Alexandra .

Great Western
King's Arms
Fi-her's . . .

Moulin . . .

Scotland's . .

Drummond Arms
Scourie . . .

Broadford . .

Spa ....
Nethy Bridge .

Shortest

Tele<jraphi< Address. Pagt

Darling's Hotel l Edin- ) 6^
Roxburghe Hotel | burgh ] Cu

Hotel, Garelochhead
Hotel, Garve ....
Grant Arms, Grantown
Cal. Hotel, Inverness . . 70
Palace, Inverness ... 71^

Royal Hotel, Inverness . 72

Waverley, Inverness . . 7^
Westend Hotel, Inverness. 7a
Wolfenden, Kingussie . . 74

Dunalastair Hotel,K'lochR. 75

, Clydesdale Hotel, Lanark 74
Fraser, Lochawe ... 76

Cameron, Portsonachan . 77

Taychreggan, P'sonachan . 77

Hotel, Lochearnhead . . 7f
Hotel, Trossachs . . . . 7|
Hotel, Drumnadrochit . . 79

. Alexandra, Oban . . . 8J
. Western, Oban .... 82

. King's Arms, Oban ... 83

Fisher's, Pitlochry . . . 84

Moulin Hotel, Pitlochry . 8f

. Scotland, Pitlochry . . . 8j

. Carmichael, H'l, St. Fillans Si

Ross, Scourie . . . • 8
r

. Ross, Hotel, Broadford . 81

. Wallace, Stratbpeffer . . »
. Hotel, Netlw Bridge . . 8



CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.TOURS XKT SCOTLAND.
To meet the requirements of the Tourist traffic to Scotland the Caledonian Railway

Company have arrangtd a system of Tours—over 150 in number— by Rail, Steamer, and
Coach, comprehending almost every place of interest either for scenery or historical
association in Scotland, including—

Aberdeen. Arbroath, Ardrossan, Ayr, Ballachulish, Balloch, Brechin,
Edznll, Callander, Crieff, Comrie, Dumbarton, Dumfries, Dundee, oun-
keld, Edinburg-h. P- rf*r Glasg-ow, Gourock, Greenock, Inverness,
Inverarav, L^tadhille. Moffat, Montrose, Nairn, Oban, Fort-Wil jiam.
Paisley, Peebles Perth. Rothesay, Stirling:, St Fillans, Strathpeffer.
The Trosachs, Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond, Loch Eck, Loch Earn, Loch Tay,
Loch Awe, Caledonian Canal, Glencoe, Iona, Staffa, Skye, Balmoral, Braemar,

Arran, Bute, The Firth of Clyde, The Falls oj Clyde, &c, &c.

t£T For details Tourists are recommended to procure a copy of the "West Coast Illus-
trated Guide," Price 8r'., the Caledonian Company's "Tourist Guide," Price 3d., and of
he Company's Descriptive Guide, entitled "Through Scotland," Price Id.
Tickets for Tours are issued at the Company's Booking Offices in all the chief Towns.

The Tourist Season generally extends from June to September inclusive.

The Caledonian Company also issue Tourist Tickets to the Lake District of England, the
I$le oj Man, North Wales, We>t of England, South Coast of England, Connemara, the Lakes
ofKillarnev, Belfast, and the North of Ireland, dkc.

The Company's Trains from and to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Carlisle, Liverpool, Manchester,
London (Euston), &c, connect on the Clyde with the Caledonian Steam-Packet Co 's Fleet of
Steamers, also with the Steamers "Columba," "Iona," "Lord of the Isles," "Claymore,"
" Clansman," " Hebridean," Turbine Steamers " King Edward," and " Queen Alexandra,"
"Davar," 'Adder," &c, to and from Dunoon, Innellan, Rothesay, Largs, Millport,
the Kyles of Bute, Arran, Campbeltown, Ardrishaig, Inveraray, Loch Goil, Loch Long,
the West Highlands. Belfast, Isle of Man, &c , &c.

By this Company's Line Passengers from London (Euston). Liverpool, and other places in
England Edinburgh ( Princes Stre ti, Glasgow (Central), &c.,have the choice of " THREE
ROUTES " to the Estuary of the Clyde and West Highlands. &c. &c, viz. :—

Vid GOUROCK, Vid WEMYSS BAY, Vid ARDROSSAN.
The Trains run direct on to Piers and alongside Steamers at Gourock and Ardrossan.

Reserved Compartments for Ladies travelling alone.
Express Trains from Glasgow Central Low Level) to Balloch in connection with Loch

Lomond Steamers.

An Improved Train Service is run between Edinburgh (Princes Street) and Glasgow
Central)—the journey being performed by Express Trains in a Vttle over the hour.

An Express Service of Trains is also run from Edinburgh (Princes Street) and Glasgow
(Buchanan Street) to Stirling, Bridge of AUan. Dunblane, Callander, Oban, Ballachuiish,
Fort William, Crieff, Comrie, St. Fillans, Perth, Dundee, Forfar, Arbroath, Montrose,
Brechin Edzell, Aberdeen, Inverness, and the North, and vice versd.

First and Third Class bv all Trains.

The CALEDONIAN, in conjunction with the LONDON and NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY, forms the

WEST COAST (Royal Mail) ROUTE between SCOTLAND I ENGLAND.
I

EDINBURGH (Princes Street m 8 hours.
LONDON (Euston) and \ GLASGOW (Central) . . . . in 8 hours.

I ABERDEEN in 11} hours.
Direct Trains run from and to

Qlasgow (Central), Edinburgh (Princes St.), Ardrossan, Kilmarnock, Gourock ,

Greenock. Paisley, BalUch, Dumbarton, Stranraer, Stirling, Oban, Perth, Dundee,
Forfar, Arbroath, Brechin, Montrose, Aberdeen, Inverness, and other placesin Scot-
land, to and from London (Euston), Cambridge, Oxford, Leamington, Birming-
ham, Bristol, Bath, Cardiff, Exeter, Torq >ay, Plymouth, Liverpool, Manchester,
Buxton, Cheshr, Preston, Penrith ( for Lake District), Leeds, Bradford, &c, Ac.

Corridor .Dining Trains are run between Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool, and London
—Morning and Afternoon Day Expresses. Corridor Sleeping Cars on Trains between
London, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Pfrth and Aberdf en—Night Expresses. Pillows and Rugs
avail ible at nominal Rates. Lavatory Carriages (First and Third Class) on Irincipal Routes.
Omnibuses for the me of Family Parties are provided when previously ordered, in Glasgow,
Liverpool, Manchester, London, 4c,

For full particulars of Trains, Fares, etc., see the Caledonian Railway Company's Time Tables.

Central Station Hotel. Glasgow, and Caledonian Station Hotel,
Edinburgh, under the Management of the Company. Access from the Platforms.

G'.asgow, 1904. R. MILLAR, General Manager.



GLASGOW & SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.
SCOTLAND and ENGLAND.

THE Glasgow & South-Western Railway Co. gives a Direct Route
between Scotland and England, connecting at Carlisle with the

Midland Railway, the principal termini being St. Enoch, Glasgow,
and St. Paacras, London; and a Fnll and Expeditions Service is given
between Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock, Ayr, Ardrossan, Kilmarnock, Dumfries,
Ac, and Liverpool, Manchester, Bradford, Leeds, Sheffield, Fristol, Bath,
Birmingham, London, &c.
Dining Cars (Fir*t and Third Class) by the Morning and Afternoon

Expresses, and Sleeping Cars by the N.ght Expresses, in each direction,
between Glasgow (St. Enoch) and London (St. Pancra?).
New and improved Corridor Carriages, with Lavatory accommoda-

tion, by the Morning, Afternoon, aud Evening Expresses.
Passengers between Scotland and Eogland by thip, the most Picturesque

Route, pass through the heart of the Burns Country, and holders of
Tourist Tickets to and from Glasgow, or North thereof, are allowed to travel
vid Ayr (Burns' Birthplace). Tickets are also valid for break of journey at
Dumfries (Burns* Burial-place).

CLYDE WATERING PLACES.
The Glasgow & South-Western Company possess three routes to the Pirth

of Clyde, viz., im Greenock Princes Pier, via Ardroasan, and vid Fairlie
;

aid these will be founi the most convenient for passengers to the numerous
Watering Places and to the Western Highlands and Islands of Scotland, to and
from which places regular connections are maintained by the Company's
magnificent Fleet of Steamer*, " Glan Sannox," " Juno," " Jupiter," " Mars,"
"Mercury," " Neptune." "Minerva," " Glen Rosa," 4c, and also by the
"Oolumba," "Lord of the Isles," "Isle of Arran," " Strathmore," Turbice
Steamers, " Queen Alexandra," and " King Edward." Connections are also
given to Belfast, vid A.rdro«san, vid Greenock, vid, Ayr, and vid Stranraer, and
to Portrush, vid Ardrossan, and vid Stranraer, and to the Isle of Man vi/t

Ardrossan.
The Company's trains run alongside the steamers at Greenock, Ardrossan,

Fairlie, and Stranraer.

ISLAND OF ARRAN, MILLPORT, and CAMPBELTOWN.
The most direct and expeditious route to the far-famed Island of Arran

j

ia by the Company's new swift Paddle Steamer, " Glen Sannox," vid
Ardrossan; and to Millport, Campbeltown, &c, -vid Fairlie, where the
Company's trains run alongside the steamer?.

AYRSHIRE COAST and THE LAND O' BURNS.
Passengers desirous of visiting the Ayrshire Coast Towns and places on the

Company's line, which are full of assoc ations of th<i Poet Burns, and famous
in history and romance, will find that the Company provide an excel ent service

of Express Trains from Glasgow and Paisley, composed of carriages < f the
most modern type, to Kilwinning, Steven'ton. Saltcoats, Ardrossan, West \
Kilbride, Fairlie, Largs, Irvine, Troon, Prestwick, and Ajr, all of which

\

places can be reached within the hour. There is also a service of Fast Trains
to Maybole, Girvan, Pinmore, Pinwherry, Barrhill, New Luce, and Stranraer.
From Stranraer Steamboat connections are formed to Ireland vid Larne, the
open sea passage being only 80 minutes.

FAMOUS GOLFING LINKS.
Golfers will find Links of the highest order at Bridge of Weir, Kil-

malcolm, Johnstone, Sevenston, West Kilbride, Largs, Bogside, Gailes,

Barassie, Troon, Prestwick and Turnberry ( irvan). For descriptive notes
on the various Links served by the Company's trains, see the Guide to the
Golfing Resorts issued by the Company free of charge.

HOTELS.
The Company have Hotels at Glasgow (Pt Enoch), Ayr, and Dum-

fries, under their own management. These Hotels will be found replete
with all modfirn conveniences and comforts ; excellent cu sine and a
moderate tariff existing throughout.

Glasoow. 190 k DAVID COOPER, General Manage*.



NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY.
GLASGOW AND EDINBURGH AND ENGLAND,

Vid the East Coast Royal Mail Express Route.

EXPRESS TRAINS are run daily from Glasgow (Queen Street) and Edinburgh
; waverley) to Bkrwick, Newcastle. Sunderland, Tynemouth. Scarborough, Harro-
gate, York, Leeds, Nottingham, Peterborough, London (King's Cross;, Ac, and vice

vena.
Dining- and Luncheon Corridor Car Trains —First and Third Class Corridor

Dining and Luncheon Cars are run daily between Edinburgh (Waverley) and London
King's Cross).
Comfortable and commodious Corridor Saloons, provided with single and double trans-

Terse Sleeping Berths and Lavatories are run daily on the Night Express Trains from
Glasgow (Queen Street), Edinburgh (Waverley), to Newcastle, York, and London
{King's Cross), &c, and vice versa.
A Special Attendant accompanies the Sleeping Saloons, and light refreshments can be had,

<n route, at moderate charges. Berths can be secured in advance.

GLASGOW AND EDINBURGH AND ENGLAND,
Via the Waverley Tourist and Midland Route.

EXPRESS TRAINS are run daily from Glasgow (Queen Street) and Edinburgh
<Warerley) to Carlisle, Manchestkr, Liverpool, Leeds Sheffield, Birmingham,
Bristol, Bournemouth, Bath, Bradford, Huddersfield, Cardiff, Plymouth, London
St. Pancras), dec , and vice versa
Express Trains, with sleeping Cars and Sleeping Carriages (with special Attendant), and

First and Third Class Lavatory Carriages, are run to and from Edinburgh by this route
Berths can be secured in advance.

First and Third Class Dining: and Luncheon Corridor Car Trains.—
Corridor Trains, containing First and Third Class Dining and Luncheon Saloons, are run
daily between Edinburgh (Waverley) and London (St. Pancras).

THE MOST DIRECT AND POPULAR ROUTE TO THE WEST
HIGHLANDS, OBAN, &c., is by the West Highland Line, by which there is an ample
•and expeditious service of trains, having Through Carriages from Glasgow to Fort William
and vice versa, and connecting at Oban, Fort William, Banavie. and Mallaig. with Mr. Davi
MacBrayne's Steamers to and from the Hebrides, Inverness, Caledonian Canal. &c.

Stornoway and Isle of Lewis, Portree and Isle of Skye, and other
"Western Islands.—The extension of the West Highland Railway, from Fort William to
Mallaig, has shoitened the route to the Isles of Skye, Lewis, and other Western Islands,
and trains connect at Mallaig with steamers to and from Stornoway. Portree, &c.

EXPRESS T SAINS are run at frequent intervals between Glasgow (Queen Street)
and Edinburgh (Waverley), passengers having choice of two Routes, viz., vid Falkirk and
Linlithgow, or vid Coatbridge and Airdrie.

TO THE WEST COAST, via CRAIOENDORAN.-Fast Steamers sail

from and to craigendoran Pier in connection with the Company's Trains, which run along*
side the Pier; thereby affording convenient and ready access to the various Watering
Places on the Clyde, Greenock, The Gareloch, Loch Long, Holy Loch. Rothesay. K\les of
Bute, &c. These Steamers also connect during the summer with the " Columba,"
" Iona," " Lord of the Isles," and Steamer for Arran and Campbeltown.
The North British Rail-way Company's Hotels at Edinburgh (Waverley

Station), 'Glasgow (Qu<-en Street Station), and Perth (General Station) adjoin the
Stations, and pass-ngers will find them replete with every comfort. The Hotel Porters meet
all trains and carry luggage to and from the Hotels free of charge.

*.* The Glasgow Station Hotel will remain closed for a few months for alteration and refurn-
ishing, and wnen this nas been completed, it will be reopened nnder the direct management
of the North British Railway Company. Due announcement will be made of the reopening.

RAIL, COACH, AND STEAMER CIHCULAR TOURS.
To Firth of Clyde, Aberfoyle, Trossachs, Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond, Inverness,

Caledonian Canal, Fort William, Oban, Mallaig, and West Highlands.

Tickets for Circular Tours, embracing the above-mentioned places, are issued at Glasgow
\Queen Street), and all other principal Stations on the North British Railway.
For particulars of Tours, Fares, and general arrangements, see the Conu>any'B Time

Tables and Tourist Programme, and for descriptive notices of the districts embraced in the
Company's system, see the " North British Railway Tourist Guide," copies of which
may be obtained from any of the Station masters, or from Mr. D. Deughars, Superintendent
of the Line. Edinburgh.

Edinburgh, May, 1904. W. P. JACKSON, General Manager.



MIDLANDARAILWAY.
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LONDON AND NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.
ROYAL MAIL ROUTE

BETWEEN

ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND SCOTLAND.
Through Express Trains are run at frequent intervals between

London, Birmingham, Liverpool, Ma"chester, Pre3ton, the English Lake
District, North, South, and Central Wales, Carlisle, Scotland, and Ireland,
with connections to and from the manufacturing districts of South Stafford,
shire, Chester, Holyhead, Bolton, Blackburn, Bradford, Halifax, Leeds, and
the manufacturing districts of Yorkshire.
Many of the Express Trains between London and the North call at Willesden

Junction, and special Train service* are in operation between
Willesden and Victoria, Willesden and the Crystal Palace and Croydon,
Willesden and Kensington (for Waterloo and the London and South- Western
Railway), Willesnen and Southall, c nnecting with the Lines South of the
Thames, and between Willesden, Broad street, Kew, and Richmond.
Sleeping Saloons are provided by the night trains between London

and Liverpool, Manchester, Holyhead, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Stranraer, Perth,
and Aberdeen.
Breakfast, Luncheon, Tea, and Dining- Cars are run on

the principal trains between London and Liverpool, Manchester, Holyhead,
•Birmingham and Wolverhampton.
Corridor Trains, wltn Refreshment and Dining: Cars,

between London and Edinburgh and GIs-jow.
XiUggage collected, forwarded in advance, and delivered at a charge of

Is. per Package.
Rugs and Pillows for Passengers.-Pillows and Rug* may be

obtained by Passengers travelling by the night trains. Charge, 6d. each for
Rug or Pillow.
Hotel Accommodation.— London (Euston Hotel), Liverpool

(North-Western Hotel), Birmingham (Queen's Hotel), Preston (Park Hotel),
Crewe (Crewe Arms), Glasgow (Central Station Hotel), Edinburgh
(Caledonian Station Hotel), Perth (General Station Hotel), Dublin (North-
western Hotel), Holyhead (Station Hotel), Greenore, Bletchlet (North-
western Hotel). The accommodation provided at these Hotels is of the
highest standard, and the charges will be found reasonable.
Hot or Cold Luncheons in baskets, are provided at the principal

Stations, the charge being 3s. including Beer or Wine, anrl 2s. 6d. without.
Tea Baskets containing a Pot of Tea Bread and Butter, and Cake,

can be obtained at Preston, Lancaster, Llandudno Junction, Builth Road,
Crewe, Birmingham (New Street), Coventry, Rugby, and Northampton,
price Is. each.
Hourly Express Train Service between Liverpool and

Manchester, performing the journey in *0 minutes.
Through Express Trains between Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,

Hull, York, and Newca»tle-on- Tyne.
Through Express Trains between Liverpool, Manchester, Cardiff

,

Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, and the West of England.
TOURIST TICKETS

are issued during the season from the Company's principal stations to

Scotland, The English Lake District, Ireland, Worth,
South, and Central Wales, Malvern. Buxton. Scarboro',
Harrogate, southport Blackpool, Morecambe, Isle of
Man, Isle of Wight, Jersey, Guernsey, and other Tourist
Resorts.

FREDERICK HARRISON, General Manager.
London, Euston Station, 1904.



10

COCKERMOUTH, KESWICK,
AND

PEN RITH RA ILWAY.

DERWENTWATER, DLLSWATER, THIRLMERE,

BUTTERMERE, CRUMMOCK, AND

BASSENTHWAITE LAKES,

IMMEDIATE access by this Kailway is obtained to all parts of

the Cumberland Lake District.

The trains connect with the Main-line Trains of the London
and North-Western Company and with the trains of the North-
Eastern Company at Penrith, and at Cockermouth with those of

the London and North- Western and Maryport and Carlisle

Companies for West Cumberland.
Through Train connections also with the Furness Kailway at

Whitchurch.
Through Trains run between London lEuston) and Keswick,

Cockermouth and stations beyond, calling at the principal stations

on the Main Line.

DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS
Coaches run between Penrith Station and Pooley Bridge
connecting with the Ullswater Steam Navigation Company's
Boats to and from Patterdale.

Coaches also run between Troutbeck Station and Patterdale
(Ullswater) in connection with the trains to and from Keswick
and Penrith, and Stations beyond.
From Keswick Station Coaches run daily to Windermere,

Ambleside, Grasmere, Borrowdale, and Buttermere. The
journey to Buttermere is over Honister Pass, and allows

passengers the opportunity of visiting Barrow, Lodore, and Scale

Force Waterfalls.

Through Booking's with all principal railway stations.

Week-end Tickets to important visiting and other places.

Circular and Local Tourist Tickets issued from
Cockermouth, Keswick, and other stations, and Pleasure
Party Tickets between local stations.

Day and Half-day Excursion Tickets to im-
portant local Stations.

Particulars in special announcements, or on application.

P. THOMPSON, Secretary and Gen. Manager,



FURNESS RAILWAY.
TWENTY COACH AND STEAM YACHT

TOURS THROUGH THE EHGLISH LAKELAHD.
DAILY DURING

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST & SEPTEMBER.
l.-OTJTBR CIRCULAR TOUR,
embracing Windermere Lake, Furnesa
Abbey, and Coniston.—Fare from 5s. 3d.J-INWER CIRCULAR TOUR,
embracing Furness Abbey, Coniston Lake
(.Qondolai, and Crake Valley.—Fare from
3*. 3d.

•'-ORANGE & WINDERMERECIRCULAR TOUR, embracing
Grange, Arnside, Kendal, and Winder-
mere Lake.— Fare from 2s. 9*.

* -MIDDLE CIRCULAR TOUR,
embracing Windermere Lake, the Crake
Valley, and Coniston Lake.—Fare from
5». 9d.

5.-RBD BANK & GRASMERE
TOUR, vid Ambleside and Skelwith
Force, returning vid Rydal Water.—Fare
from 2s. 9d.
-THIHLMERE, GRASMERE,
& WINDERMERE TOUR, vid
Ambleside, Clappersgate, and Red Bank,
and round Thirlmere Lake.—Fare from 5s.

7.—THE FO<IR LAKES C R-CULAR TOUR, viz. : — Coniston,
Grasmere. Rydal, and Windermere.—
Fare from 5s. 9d.

*.—CONISTON to CONISTON
TOUR, vid Red Bank, Grasmere, and
Ambleside, returning by Coach to Conis-
ton.— Kare from 4a. 6d.

9.-TARN HOWS TOUR, vid Amble-
side and Coniston, returning by Tilber-
thwaite and Klterwater.— Fare from 4s. 6d.

10.—ROUND THE LAN1DALES
& DUNGEON GHYLL TOUR,
via Ambleside, Colwith Force, Grasmere,
and Rydal.

ll.-ULLSWATQR TOUR, vid
Ambleside, Kirkstone Pass, and Brother*
Water, returning vid the Vale of Trout
beck and Lowwood.—Fare from 5s. 6d.

12.-DER -ENTWATER (KES-
W'CK) TOUR, vid Ambleside, Gras-
mere. and Thirlmere.— Fare from 6«.

13.-THE FIVE LAKES CIR-CUL R TOUR, viz. Windermere,
Rydal, Grasmere, Thirlmere and Derwent-
water.— Fare from Us. 6d.

14.—WASTWATER TOUR, rid Sea-
scale and Gosforth.— Fare from 4s. 6<Z.

15.-The ilX LAKES CIRCULARTOUR. viz. vVindermere, Rydal, Gras-
mere, rhirlm«re, Derwentwater, and Ulls-
water.—Fare from 12s.

16.-THE DUD DON VALLEY
TO j R, vid Broughton in-Furneas,
Ulpha, and Seathwaite.—Fare from 3*. 9d

17.-The I'HiEE VATERfALLS
TO U R (Colwith, Dungeon Ghyll and
Skelwith) vid Coniston and theLangdales.
—Fare from 3.< 9d.

18.-ENNERDALE LAKE and
CALOBR ABBEY TOUR, vid
Seascale, Gosforth, and Cold Fell.—Fare
from 4s. 6<t.

19.-ACR033 the PERRY TOUR,
vid Lane Side. Esthwaite Water, Hawks-
head, and xtorrs Hall.—Fare from 3#. 6d.

20—CARTMEL PRIoRT ANDNEWSY- oRCOGE TOUR, vid
Windermere (Lake Side), Backbarrow
Falls, Holker Park, and Grange.—Fare
from 3s.Fare from 5s

For further particulars see " Tours through Lakeland" Pamphlets, to

be had gratis at all Furnesa Railway Stations ; of Mr. F. J. Ramsden, Super-
intendent of the Line, Barrow-in-Furne-s ; at Me -era. Thos. Cook & Sons'
Offices; and the Polytechnic Institute, Regent Street, W., or Messrs. W. H,
Smith & Sons' principal Bookstalls (price id.).

The PALETTE ALBUM, illustrating the aboi-e Tours, in colours,

can be obtained at the. principal tLailway Bookstalls, price 6d.

Picture Post Cards of the lake Di trtct may be obtained at any
Station on the Furness Railway, and ou the Company's riteam«-rs ; also at
Furness Abbey Hotel and the principal Bookstalls. Reduced price, 12

Cards for 6d.

BARROW and FLEETWOOD (for BLACKPOOL) per Faddle
-Steamer, Lady Margaret.—On and from Satur< ay, May 21st, until September
30tb, the ( ommodious and Fast Paddle Steamer, Lady Margaret (or other
Steamer) will sail twice daily between Barrow and FUt-t vood (f jt Blackpool).

BARROW and HEYSHAM (for lVlORECAMBE).-During June,
July, August, and September. Per Fast Paddle S earner, Lady Evelyn
lengthened 30 feet, with other impoitant structural alterations). See
Special Announcements.

Further information respecting the sailings, fares, &c rca be obtained of Mr. F. J-

Ramsd n, Superintendent of the Line, Barrow, at all Furness Railway Stations, also from
Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son's Blackpool and other Agencies. ALFRED ASLETT
Babbow-in-Furness, May, 1904. Secretary & General Manager,
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The English Lake District from

an American Point

of View*

Extract from a letter addressed to Mr.

Baddeley by Mr* Albert Matthews, Boston,

Mass,, U.S. :-

"In conclusion, I must ask leave to express myself

very freely in regard to the amazing attractiveness of

the English Lake District. I am familiar with most of

the countries of Europe, including Italy and Greece ; I

have travelled extensively in my own country, and am
familiar with the most beautiful parts of New England,.

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina, and

I know the Rocky Mountains, which lie within the

borders of Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah; but never,

anywhere in Europe or America, have I found a district

so limited in space, and which yet contains so much

beauty and so much variety in scenery as does your Lake

District. It is something truly marvellous. Again and

again have I been obliged, when I wished to think of

something in this country which would compare in

grandeur with some of the higher valleys and passes in

that district, to go to the Rocky Mountains, and yet we

have in New England mountains six thousand feet high,

and in the Carolinas seven thousand feet high."
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CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS.
The British Riviera.

DELIGHTFUL SPRING AND SUMMER RESORTS.

BORTH.
TOWYN

ABERYSTWYTH

BARMOUTH .

ABERDOVEY .

Magnificent Sea and Mountain
Scenuy, combined with bracing
Climate. Temperature in Winter
and Spring is higher than that
of most Watering Places in the

South and West of England.
CRICCIETH

accent to the Railway. PWLLHELI
BATHING. COACHING. FISHING (Sea, River, Lakeh
BOATING. GOLFING. MOUNTAINEERING.

Tourist, Week-End, and Ten Days' Tickets (1st,

2nd, and 3rd CJa9s from the principal Towns in England) are

issued throughout the year to the Cambrian Coast.

Daily Express Train Service, with Through Car-
nages from London, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-

pool, Sheffield, &c, to the Cambrian Coast.

Cheap Day Tickets at greatly Reduced Fares be-

tween all Cambrtan Coast Stations during the Summer.

EXCELLENT CAMPING & MANOEUVRING GROUNDS AT TOWYN,
provided with good Water Supply.

Cambrian Railways' Publications :— "Cardigan Bay
Illustiated," "Picturesque Wales," "A Souvenir of Wild
Wales" (Price 6d.), "List of Farmhouses and Seaside
Lodgings " (Price Id.).

The above, together with Tourist Programmes, Time Tables, Ac. and all
information, can be obtained at the undermentioned District Offices of the

Company, or from Mr. W. H. Gough, Traffic Super.ntendent, Oswes'ry.
Birmingham: 137 Corp -ration Street. I Birkenhead: 10* Victoria Road, New
Sheffield: Messra. Dean & Dawson, Brighton.

7Haymarket. ' Cardiff: The Exchange.
Bradford

: Mews. Dean & D.wson, • Leei s : Mr. L. H. Sykea, 46 Boar Lina.
79 Market Street. Manchester : 5 Beach lid., Chorlton-com-

Of.r,H\M: Mr. L. R Stanton, 112 Union St |
Hardy.

C. S. DENNISS,
OiwjssTRT, April, 1904. Secretary and General Manager.
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GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
(XXL iff

THE ROYAL MAIL ROUTE between
ENGLAND and BELFAST and the

NORTH OF IRELAND via KINGSTOWN;
and thh Company's trains also work in connection with the

Express Services via Dublin (North Wall) and via

Greenore,

BREAKFAST AND DINING CARS
run between Dublin and Belfast.

The Principal Seaside and Health Resorts
and Golfing: Centres of Ireland are situated on

this Company's System.

At Bundoran, Rostrevor, and Warrenpoint,
there are FIRST-CLASS HOTELS owned and
managed by the Company.

This Company's Line is the Direct Route for the

County Doneg-al via Strabane or via Derry. % ,

From Dublin there are Interesting; Day Trips
to the Valley of the Boyne, Howth, A.c.

The Company have issued a new Illustrated guide, entitled
" Northern Ireland," which should be in the hands of every
person planning an Excursion in Ireland. Copies can be
obtained from the Superintendent of the Line, Amiens Street

Station, Dublin, or at any of the Company's Stations or

Agencies, price 1*., or by post, Is. 2d.

The Company's Tourist Programmes and
Time Tables

are supplied Free on Application to the Superintendent of
the Line, Amiens Street Terminus, Dublin, or at the

Company's Offices, 2 Charing Cross, London ; 4 Hodson Court,
Corporation Street, Manchester; or Imperial Chambers, 62
Dale Street, Liverpool.

Dublin, 1904. HENRY PLEWS,
General Man<t</er~



MIDLAND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY OF IRELAND.

CONNEMARA, GALWAY, ACHILL,
AND THE WEST.

CIRCULAR TOUR TICKETS
Issued from DUBLIN (Broadstone Station) embracing Galway, Recess,
Olifden, Lptterfrack, Leenane, Westport, Mallaranny, and Achill, in-
cluding Coupons for the Tourist Car between Olifden and Westport, and
between Achill Station and Dugort. Reduced Fares for Parties of Two
to Four Passengers. Extra Coupons issued for Extended Tours from
Dublin (Broadstone) to the North and South of Ireland.

TOURIST TICKETS
Are issued during the Tourist Season at the principal Stations in England
and Scotland, and at the Offices of the Steam Packet Companies and
Tourist Agencies for Connemara and Achill.

EXCURSION TICKETS
Are issued on Saturdays, First, Second and Third Class, at slightly over
Single Fares, from Broadstone to Galway, Resess, Clifden, Westport,
Mallaranny, Achill, &c, available for return up to the last Train on the
following Monday evenings. These Tickets are not available by the
Down and Up Limited Mails.

CYCLING IN CONNEMARA AND ACHILL.
Tourists can take Train to Achill, Mallaranny or Westport, and cycle
thence to Galway, via Louisburgh, Dhulough, Delphi, Leenane. Letter-
frack, Clifden, Recess, and Oughterard returning to Dublin by Train

;

or take Train to Galway and cycle up to Westport and Achill, returning
to Dublin by Tram. Cycle Tours can also be made from Railway Hotel,
Recess, up the Inagh Valley to Kvlemore, Letterfrack, Leenane, thence to
Clonbur, or from Recess to Oashel, Rounds*one, Clifden, and back to
Recess via Ballynahinch. From Mallaranny Hotel, Tourists can cycle or
take Train to Achill, and spend the day on the Island, visiting Dugort,
which is 9 miles from the Station. The roads throughout Connemara and
the West of Ireland are excellent for cycling. Bicycles are carried by
Rail as Passengers' Luggage:—Up to 50 miles, 6d.; 100 miles, 9d.; 150
miles, Is. (owner's risk).

THE RAILWAY COMPANY'S HOTELS
At Mallaranny, Co. Mayo, and at Recess (Connemara), Co. Galway, are
furnished with every modern comfort and convenience for Visitors.

Electric Light throughout. Billiard Rooms, Baths, &c. Terms Moderate.
Sea-water Baths, Hot and Cold, are attached to the Mallaranny Hotel.
Tourist Cars run from June 1st to September 30th, between Olifden and

Westport, passing through Letterfrack for Renvyle, Kylemore and
Leenane ; and during the same period the Midland Orrat Western Rail-
way Co.'s Tourist Cars will run between Achill and Dugort, di-tanoe,
9 miles. Fare, 2s 6d. Steamers ply on Galway Bay, during the Tourist
Season, to Arran Islands, to Ballyvauehan, and also on Lou*h Corrib.
Application for Time Tables, New Illustrated Tourist Guide to Conne-

mara (price 6d.), Tourist Programmes, and information as to Fares,
Routes, and Hotels, &c., may be made at the Irish Railways' Tourist
Office, 2 Charing Cross, London, where Railway Tickets can be purchased

;

to the Co.'s Agents—Mr. J. Hoey, 50 Castle Street, Liverpool; and Mr.
J. F. Ritson, 180 Buchanan Street, Glastrow ; or to the undersigned,

Broadstont Station, Dublin JOSEPH TATLOW, Manager,
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VISIT KILKEE,

SPANISH POINT, LAHINCH,
AND

LISDOONVARNA,
AND THE

UNRIVALLED CLIFF AND COAST SCENERY OF

WEST CLARE.

THE DIRECT ROUTE TO

THESE FAMOUS HEALTH AND PLEASURE RESORTS

IS BY THE ,

WEST I SOUTH CLARE RAILWAYS,

From ENNIS to ENNISTYMON (for Lisdoonvarna),

LAHINCH (for the Golf Greens and the Cliffs of Moher),

MILTOWN MALBAY (for Spanish Point), and KILKEE.

THROUGH TOURIST TICKETS are issued at the principal

Railway Stations in Ireland and England; also at the Offices of

Thos. Cook ds Son; Dean <b Dawson; and at the Irish Railway
Companies' Tourist Office, 2 Charing Cross, London, S. W.

For information as to Fares, Routes, Hotels, Golfing, Fishing, &c,
apply to—

PATRICK SULLIVAN, Manager.

West Clare Railway, Ennis, 1904.
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LONDONDERRY AND LOUGH S WILLY AND LETTERKENNY RAILWAYS

AND CARNDONAGH AND BURTONPORT EXTENSIONS.

DIRECT ROUTE to the far-famed Highlands of Donegal.

Tourist Resorts:—Buncrana, Ballodiffin, Culdaff, Malin, Rathmullan, Porttalon
Rosapenna, Carrigart, Dunfanaghy, Gweedore, Dungloe, Gartan

(Churchhill), FaXcarragh & Burtonport.

Excellent Hotels, Salt Water and Medicinal Baths, Golf Links, Good Fish-
ing and Shooting, Magnificent Scenery.
Trains from Londonderry to Fahan, Buncrana and Carndonaeh, and

Burtonport, in connection with Mail Trains from Larne, Belfast, and Dublin.
Char-a-banc to and from Rosapenna, and Coach ti and from Portsalon and

Rathmullan daily.

THROUGH BOOKINGS from L. and N.W. and Midland Railway Stations,
at London Office, 2 Charing Cross, alsoT. Cook &Son, McOrea & McFarland's,
Royal Avenue, Belfast, and Stations on G.N., and B. and N.O. Railways.

R. S. MOORE, Traffic Manager, Londonderry

LOCH-LOMOND.
"QUEEN OF SCOTTISH LAKES."

THE DUMBARTON AND BALLOCH JOINT LINE COM-
MITTEE'S FIRST-CLASS SALOON STEAMERS sail from

Balloch Pier, calling frequently at all Loch-Lomond Piers, also in

connection with Loch-Lomond and Loch-Long- Tours, Trossachs

and Aberfoyle Tours, Trossachs and Callander Tours, &c, &c.

The most direct and picturesque route to Oban and Fort William

vi& Loch Lomond, Ardlui, and Crianlarich.

For Train and Steamboat hours see Caledonian and North British

Railway Time Tables. Apply to both Companies' Station-masters,

or to Wm. J. Fraser, Secretary & Manager, 21 Hope Street, Glasgow.

LOCH TAY STEAMERS.
STEAMERS sail daily on Loch Tay from Killin Pier on arrival of principal

trains from Edinburgh, Glasgow, Oban, Fort William, &c. via Crianlarich,
and from Kenmore in connexion with Highland Railway trains at Aberfeldy,
thus maintaining regular through transit between both Railways.

Tickets for the grand Circular Tours of Loch Tay sold at all the

principal Railway Stations in the Kingdom.

For further information see Time Tables and Monthly Sailings Bill, or apply
t0_ JOHW P. STEWART, Manager and Sec.,

Loch Tay Steamboat Company, Limited,

KENMORE, PERTHSHIRE.
2



ULLSWATER.
"The English Lucerne."

THE ROYAL MAIL STEAM YACHTS
Of the Ullswater Navigation & Transit Co., Limited, will ply on
Lake Ullswater (weather permitting and Sundays excepted), from

Easter to October 7th, 1905.

•*

STEAMBOAT FARES
Single. Rktorn.

t>„, „_ 1st CI. 2ndCL 1st CL 2nd CI.
Between ,. d. ,. d . ,. d . ,. d .

Poolby Bridge and Howtown 10 09 16 13
Howtown and Patterdalb 16 10 20 16
Pooley Bridge and Patterdalb ... 20 16 30 20

Children under 12, half-price.

Pleasure parties of not less than ten will be taken at halfretwrn fare
for the double journey, on one day's notice being given to the Secretary
or Captain, except by the boats leaving Patterdale at 1.40 p.m. and
Pooley Bridge at 2.55 p.m.

SEASON TICKETS, £1 each; MONTHLY TICKETS, 15s. each;
WEEKLY TICKETS, 1st Class, 6s. 6d. , 2nd Class, is. 6d.

COACH FARES
Between Penrith and Pooley Bridge, Single, 2s. ; Return, 2s. 6d.

(Coachman's Fee included).

Coaches for Ullswater (Patterdale) leave Ambleside, Bowness, and
Windermere, daily during the season. Fares—From Ambleside :

Single, 3s. 6d. ; Return, 5s. From Bowness and Windermere

:

Single 6s. ; Return, 8s. 6d. From Patterdale to Ambleside :—Single, 5s.

;

Return, 6s. 6d. j,

TRAIN SERVICE.
The following Railways afford communication with Ullswater, by

Express Tiain Service to Penrith (the station for Ullswater), viz.,

London and Nor. West. Ry. ; Caledonian Ry. ; Nor. East. Ry. ; Mid-
land Ry. (vid Appleby); Gt/ North. Ry. ; and Gt.'East. Ry. (vid York
and Darlington) ; and the Gt. West. Ry. ; Gt. Cent. Ry. ; Lane, and
York. Ry. ; Nor. Brit. Ry. ; and the Glas. and Sou. West. Ry. ; in

conjunction with the L and N. W. Ry.
Tourist Tickets to Penrith (the station for Ullswater), are issued at the

principal stations of the above lines, commencing May 1st. The holders of Tourist Tickets
to and from Scotland on the L. and N.W. System, are allowed to break their journey (either
way) at Penrith, in order to visit Ullswater.

Cheap Week-end Tickets are also issued on the same Railways to Penrith, every
Friday and Saturday, available for return on the following Monday or Tuesday.
Circular Tour Tickets are issued on the C K and V. Kailwav (from Keswick and

Cockermouth), and also on the L. and N.W., and Furness Railways, embracing TJUswater.
For further particulars as to Fares. Trains, &c.,to Penrith, see announcements of above-

named Railway Companies and Tourist Programmes.
Guide to Ullswater, over seventy Illustrations and Maps, post free, 7id.

Illustrated Hotel and Lodgings Guide, post free, lid.

For further information see the Company's Time Tables and Sailings Bill, or apply to

WILLIAM SCOTT, Sec. U- N. & T. Co., Public Offices, Penrith.
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CAITHNESS, ORKNEY, AND SHETLAND STEAMERS.

The North of Scotland and Orkney and Shetland Steam Navigation

Company's Steamships, St. Rogwahl, St. Nicholas, St. Ninian,
St. Clair, St. Ola, St. Giles, and Earl of Zetland, are intended to

sail during the SUMMER MONTHS as under, but the arrangements
are subject to alteration from month to month :

—

From Leith (Albert Dock) and from Aberdeen every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

From Leith to Lerwick every Tues.
and Fri., and from Aberdeen evjry
Mon., Wed., Thurs., and Fri.

To Scalloway and West Side of Shet-
land every Monday.

To Kirkwail every Tues. and Fii.

To Stromness every Monday.
To St. Margaret's Hope every week.
To Thurso every Monday.
To Wick every Monday and Friday.
To Stornoway, every Monday (during
May and June).

Returning South :

—

From Lerwick every Monday, Tues-
day, Thursday, and Saturday.

From Scalloway every Wed. evening.
From Kirkwall every Tues. and Fri.

From Stromness every Thursday.
From St. Margaret's Hope every
Thursday.

From Stornoway every Wed. (during
May and June).

From Thurso every Wednesday.
From Wick every Wed. and Sat.

Scrabstek (Thurso), Scapa, and Stromness.—The Mail Steamer, St. Ola,
daily (Sunday excepted) leaves Stromness at 9.10 a.m., Scapa at 10.40 a.m., and
touches at Hoxa, South Ronaldshay, on the voyage to Scrabster. Leaves
Scrabster the same evening at 4.5 p.m., or immediately after receiving the
Orkney Mails on board, direct for Scapa.

Passage Fares.—Scrabster to Scapa and Stromness, Cabin, 7s., Second
Cabin, 4s.; Stromness to Scapa, Cabin, 2s. 6d., Second Cabin, Is. 6d.; Scapa to
Hoxa and Stromness, Cabin, 2s. 6d., Second Cabin, Is. 6d. ; Stromness to Hoxa,
Cabin, 4s., Second Cabin, 2s. 6d.; Hoxa to Scrabster, Cabin, 5s., Second Cabin, 3s.

Return Tickets issued to orfrom Orkney and Shetland by the other Vessa's belonging to the
Company are NOT AVAILABLE by the Mail Steamer plying between Orkney and the
Mainland.

PASSAGE FARES.
From Albert Dock, Leith.

1st 2nd
Cabin

7s. 4s.To Aberdeen ....
To Wick
To Thurso
To St. Margaret's Hope
To Stromness . . .

To Kirkwall ....
To Lerwick ....
To Scalloway ....
From Scalloway to places on West Side
From Lerwick to places in North Isles

18s.

20s.

20s.

Cabin.

Od.
9s. Od.

9s. Od.

9s. Od.
9s. Od.

9s. Od.

. 10s. 6d.

. 10s. 6d.

From Aberdeen.
1st

Cabin.

To Leith . .

To Wick . .

To Thurso . .

To St. Margaret
To Stromness.
To Kirkwall .

To Lerwick .

To Scalloway

.

7s.

12s.

12s.

s Hope 16s.

16s.

16s.

21s.

21s.

5s.

6s.

2nd
Cabin.

4s. Od,
7s. Od.

7s. Od.
7s. Od.
7s. Od.

7s. Od.
8s. 6d.
8s. 6d.

2s. 6d.
3s. Od.

|^~ Return Tickets available to return within three Calendar Months, are issued
at the rate of a Single Fare and a half, with liberty to the holders to break the
iourney at any of the Ports of Call.

First-class Hotel accommodation at Hillswick, Lerwick, Scalloway,
Kirkwall, Stromness, Wick, and Thurso.

For further particulars, including days and hours of sailing, see Monthly
Railing Bills, which may be had on application to George Hourston. Agent,
1 Tower Place, Leith. Charles Merrtlees, Manager, Aberdeen.
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SUMMER TOURS in SCOTLAND
THE ROTA1 ROUTE.

GLASGOW and the HIGHLANDS
By DAVID M VCBRAYNE'S ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Columba Mountaineer
Iona Carabinier
Grenadier Gairlochy
Fusilier Glengarry
Chevalier Glencoe
Gondolier Lochawe

Lochness Claymore Glendale
Lochiel Clansman Staffa

Linnet Cavalier Ethel
Gairlochy Pioneer Handa
Gael Sheila Cygnet

Lapwing
Fingal
Plover
Brenda
Texa
Mabel

NEW STEAMER BUILDING.
Kyles of Bute, Tarbert, and Ardrlshaig,

Conveying Passengers via Crinan and Caledonian Canals for

Oban, Staffa and Iona, Ballachulish, Glencoe, Fort-William,
Fort Angnstus, Inverness, Loch Awe, Loch Lomond, Loch

Katrine, The Trossachs, Loch Tay, Loch Earn, Loch
Scavaig, Loch Coruisk, Mull, Skye, Gairloch, Loch Maree,

Lochinver, The Hebrides, Stornoway, Islay, &c.

OFFICIAL GUIDE-BOOK,
Including Tourist Programme, Illustrated, 6d.

TOURIST PROGRAMME,
Which contains Time Tables, Map, and List of Fares, including all

information regarding

A day's sail to Ardrlshaig and back by "Columba" or "Iona,"
Tours by the Swift Steamers through the West Highlands, and
A Week's Trip by the " Claymore," " Clansman," " Cavalier," &c.

will be sent free on application to the Owner,

DAVID MACBRAYNE, 119 Hope Street, GLASGOW.
Telegraphic Address—" Macbrayne, Glasgow. '
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tffaglisf* yalus.

WINDERMERE HYDRO.,
BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE.

5 mins. from

BOWNESS
PIER.

'Bus from
W'mere Station.

For Prospectus,

d§ aPP lv—
ml MANAGER.

GEO. HOLLAND,
HOUSE! AGENT,

Lake View Villas, Board & Lodging Houses,
BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE.

WITH OR WITHOUT ATTENDANCE, LINEN <k PLATE.
Elevated Site, Grand Views of Lake and Mountains. Terraced

Gardens. Five minutes' walk to Bowness Pier. Excellent Steamer
Service. 'Bus to all Trains at Windermere (L. & N. W,) Station.

LIST OF HOUSES TO LET ON APPLICATION.
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EDINBURGH
HYDROPATHIC

SLATEFORD, MIDLOTHIAN.

Telegraphic

Address

—

Hydropathic,
Slateford."

Telephone—
No. 1425.

In a lovely Country District, immediately beyond the Western
Boundary of the City.

Fine Bracing Air off the Pentland Hills equal

to that of Braemar.

EXTENSIVE GROUNDS.
The Largest and Finest Lawns in Scotland for Croquet

Lawn Tennis, and Bowls.

HALF-MILE CYCLE COURSE, &c.

TOURNAMENTS FOR LAWN TENNIS AND
CROQUET.

DARK ROOM FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
COMPLETE SYSTEM OF BATHS.

SWIMMING BATH, 50x22 feet.

Terms from £2 12s. 6d. per week.

Frequent Service to City (in 20 Minutes), Fare, 3d.
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CJKmwjgjr dmbts to Stoiknb, fa.
AIL AT MET PRICES.

" So far ahead of any other series of Guide Books, that there can scarcely be

said to be a good second to it."

—

Saturday Review.

''This work (.Scotland, Part I.) will do more to open up the outlying and
secluded glens of Scotland than any influence yet exerted by literature."

Dundee Advertiser .

" In clearness and accuracy of cartography this series is nnapproached."
Academy.

"Every one who has had occasion to consult Mr. Baddeley's Guide Books
knows how largely their value depends on the 'thoroughness' of the author's

personal examination of the routes traversed and described. Indeed his acquain-

tance with the by-ways of travel is amazing, and the present edition of ' Scotland

'

surpasses all its predecessors in accuracy and exhaustiveness of detail."

Scottish Geographical Magazine.

From " The Times;' 28th July, 1900.

"We are not surprised that Mr. Baddeley's Scotland, Part L, has reached

a ninth edition. It has all the best features of the guides with which Mr.

Baddeley's name is associated—systematic, careful and discriminating and well

up-to-date. Twenty more pages have been added to this edition, giving new
railways, while there are 49 admirable maps by Bartholomew."

From the " Daily Telegraph? 30th July, 1901.

" Mr. Baddeley's guide-books are well known to every tourist in the British

Tsles, whether he travels by coach, cycle, or rail, or prefers the laborious delights

of tramping afoot. They are as accurate as human fallibility can make them,
they are bountifully supplied with excellent coloured maps which show every
road, and the descriptions of scenery are written with good literary taste—

a

happy medium between the baldness of some guide-books and the stilted jargon
of others."

SCOTLAND I., ED1NBUBGH AND GLASGOW AND THE
HIGHLANDS as far as Aberdeen, Inverness, and Stornowav. 50 Maps
and Plans. 6s. G</.

SCOTLAND II., NORTHERN BIGHLANDS, Inverness and Aberdeen
to Cape Wrath and John O'Groats. 14 Maps and Plans. 3s. Gd.

SCOTLAND HI., THE LOWLANDS, including Edinburgh and Glasgow
jis in Part 1. 20 Maps and Plans. 4s.

ORKNEY AND SHETLAND, 9 .Maps and Flans. Is. 6d, cloth ; Is. paper

ENGLISH LAKES, 1G Maps and Plans. 5s.

YORKSHIRE, 30 Maps and Plans, 5s. (in parts, 3s. and 2s. 6tf. ).

DERBYSHIRE (Peak), 10 Maps and Plans. 3s. (id.

EASTERN COUNTIES, 21 Maps and Plans. 3s. Gd.

SURREY AND SUSSEX, 19 Maps and Plans. 3.s\ Gd.

CORNWALL AND DEVON (North), 23 Maps and Plans. 3s. 6(/.

CORNWALL AND DEVON (South), 22 Maps and Plans, 4*.

ISLE OF WIGHT, S Maps and Plans. 2s. Gd.

WALES (North), 33 Maps and Plans, 5s. (in parts, 3s. and 2s. Gd.)

WALES (South), 19 Maps and Plans. 3s. Gd.

IRELAND (North), 20 Maps and Plans. 4.?.

IRELAND (South), 26 Maps and Plans. 5s.

*

Edited by M. J. B. Badokley, B.A., and 0. 8. Ward, M.A.

Maps by BARTTJOI.OMEW.
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Fourth Edition. 537 pp., with New Map, 6s.

Also Published j Part I# g0UTH Europe. ) Each Volume

TwoPurts:- \ Part II. North Africa and Islands,
j

S

price?S^ed?

MEDITERRANEAN
WINTER RESORTS.

A Complete and Practical Guide to the Principal

Health and Pleasure Resorts on the Shores of the Mediterranean.

With Special Articles on the Principal Invalid Stations

by Resident English Physicians.

By E. A. REYNOLDS-BALL, B.A., F.R.G.S.
Author of "Cairo of To-day," " Jerusalem," &c.

A special feature in this Edition are the Chapters on new
and rising Winter Stations, such as Biskra, Helouan, Luxor
and Assouan in North Africa ; Ospedaletti, Bapallo, Spezia in

Italy, and Syracuse and Taormina in Sicily.

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS.
." Written with trustworthy knowledge and a light hand."— World.

"Remarkably few errors. In this Mr. Keynolds-Ball is far ahead
of Baedeker."

—

Queen.

"Readers may feel assured of its impartiality, and can confide

in its advice. "

—

Scotsman.
1

' Within its limits one of the best books of the kind that has come
under our notice."

—

Lancet.

"Special care appears to have been taken by the Author to give the
most recent and reliable information. "

—

Field.

"It is easily seen that the author writes from personal experience,
and we have not detected a single error throughout the book. We have
no hesitation in saying that this small compact handbook should be
found on the study table of every practitioner."

—

Practitioner.

" Contains a larger amount of practical information respecting these
Health Resorts than any other work dealing with this subject. The
facts are presented in a very interesting manner, and the excellent

arrangement makes reference easy. It will prove a valuable handbook
for physicians as well as for invalids."

—

Medical Annual.

London : KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, & CO., Ltd.,
Charing Cross Road, W.C.

Paris: THE GALIGNANI LIBRARY, 224, Rue de Rivoli.

Also on Sale at the Bookstalls of the Principal French Railway Stations, and
at the Continental Offices of Messrs. THOMAS COOK & SON, and HENRY
GAZE & SONS. Limited.
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ESTABLISHED
1867.

On the main route
to Kelvmgrove

Parfc,

Art Galleries, and
the University.

TELEPHONES,
National, 583

(Douglas).
Corporation 658.

A. DUTHIE,
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND FINE ART DEALER,

426 & 428 SAUCHIEHALL STREET,
GLASGOW.

I>bOtO0CapbS of Glasgow and the Clyde, Loch Lomond, the
Trossachs, Edinburgh, &c. Best views. Various sizes.

The largest selection in Scotland.

Etchings, JSr\Qtavti\Q8 f ftbotogravures, &c. f from 120.
60, to £10 10S., of the Principal and Latest Works of Peter
Graham, R.A., John Pettie, E.A., Joseph Farquharson, A.R.A.,
John McWhirter, R.A., and other eminent Scottish Artists.

HutOtgpeS, CarbOtlS, &C, from Is. to £2 20. of repre-

sentative pictures by Rembrandt, Corot, Millet, Josef Israels,

Greuze, &c.

IReprOOUCttOltS in various styles of the principal pictures in

the National Gallery, London ; Scottish National Gallery,

Edinburgh ; Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool ; Glasgow Cor-
poiation, and other Collections.

fJOllECr'S flMattnOtEpeS of the Works of Sir E. Burne-Jones,
G. F. Watts, D. G. Rossetti, Albert Moore, &c.

ARTISTIC PICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY.
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BAKEWELL
THE RUTLAND ARMS HOTE]
UNDER new management, entirely refurnished and internally

constructed and improved. Fishing free to visitors in the river 'R

seven miles. Good stabliog. Posting. Only three miles from Haddon :

Chatsworth. Good Golf Links within ten minutes' walk.

TERMS VERY MODERATE.

Proprietor, T. TYA.GK.(Late of the New Bath Hotel, Matlock Bat

Telephone .- No. 12, Bakewell. 'BUS AT STATION.

BUXTON".
THE GEORGE FAMILY HOTElj,
A First-class House, adjoining the Baths and Pavilion Gardens;

near the Church and Railway Station ; Suites of Eooms, without

staircases, for Invalids ; Public Dining and Drawing Boomfl[
Private Sitting Rooms ; Billiard, Reading, and Smoke Roor
Every convenience pertaining to a good modern Hotel.

Moderate Terms. The House is detached, and has a splei

situation ; well sheltered.

ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT.
For Terms apply to W. F. MILL, Proprit

T EI

E

phone, No. 0448.

Telegrams.—"Crescent Hotel, Buxton."

ORESCENT HOTEL.

FIRST CLASS. Beet situation. Covered Colonnade to Baths,

Gardens, Opera House, &c. Suites of apaitments for

Families. Rooms on ground-floor level if required.

Lighted throughout by Electricity.

TABLE D'HOTE AT SEPARATE TABLES. NEW LOUNGE.

EXCELLENT CUISINE. CHOICE WINES. BILLIARDS.

Motional Telephone No. 20. CHAS. J. SMILTER, Proprietor.
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Town

BALMORAL PRIVATE HOTEL.
MARLBOROUGH ROAD.

BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED NEAR MINERAL BATHS,
GARDENS, STATION, 4c.

Comfortably Heated during "Winter.

'elegrams-" Balmoral, Buxton." Telephone No. 0481-

Proprietress, Mrs. LEE (Late of Ilkley).

ma.til.ock: bath..

THE NEW BATH HOTEL.
A FIRST-CLASS Family and Residential Hotel, with all

t*- modern Improvements and every Comfort, standing in its

wn extensive and Ornamental Grounds. Situated in the most

licturesque part of the Peak of Derbyshire. During the summer
(riving parties daily to Haddon Hall, Chatswoitb, and Dovedale.

iood Fishing in the District.

TENNIS. CROQUET.

GOLF LINKS ON THE DRY LIMESTONE GROUNO
CLOSE TO THE HOTEL.

/IOTOR HOUSE, with Pit. Certificated Repairer.

Large Natural Tepid Swimming Bath in the Hotel.

Stabling and Coach Houses,
initary arrangements perfect. Ten n inutes from Railway

Station. Omnibus meets all Trains.

TARIFF ON APPLICATION.

National Telephone, No. 39.
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«

Central for the whole of North Devon, including Westward
Ho ! Clovelly, Hartland, Bude, Ilfracombe, and Lynton.

Four-in-hand Coaches in the Season to above places.

Adjoining Bail-
way Station with
private entrance
from platform.

ROYAL HOTEL, R̂iver Torridge
and

Old BridgeBIDEFORD.
THE MOST MODERN HOTEL IN WEST OF ENGLAND.

Ventilation St Sanitary
Arrangements Perfect.

I

il
1

*"*(&3CZ "* CONTINENTAL COURTYARD
Completely sheltered from E. & N.E. winds.

Delightful
Summer and
Winter Re-
sort— mild,
yet bracing
and healthy.

Hot & Cold
BATHS.

French
md German

spoken.

First-class

dorses and

Carriages,

Finest

Stabling and

Lock-up

Coach-house

in

Devonshire.

CHARLES KINGSLEY S ROOM.

For situation the Royal is probably unequalled in the North of

Devon, and from its size and the admirable way in which it is fitted out

must be regarded as one of the best Hotels in the West of England. It

stands amid the interesting spots and charming scenery made notorious

by Westward Ho I and is within easy distance of the many romantic
nooks with which the North Devon coast abounds. A portion of the

Hotel, built a.d. 1688, was formerly the mansion of a merchant prince,

and retains the magnificent oak staircase and suite of state rooms, the

ceilings of which are said to be of the grandest in the country, being the

work of Italian artists 200 years ago. In the Drawing Room (see block)

Charles Kingsley wrote a portion of Westward Ho I and on one of the

panels hangs a portrait (said to be by Van Dyck) of John Strange, the

grandfather of Rose Salterne (the fickle "Rose of the Torridge")
immortalised in Westward Ho I— Vide Public Press.

" Bidbford.—Chiefly remarkable for having a first-rate hotel."
Ptmeh, Oct. 5, 1888.

i.
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NEW INN FAMILY HOTEL
The Oldest, Largest, and Principal Hotel in the Town.

PRIVATE SITTING ROOMS WITH EXCELLENT VIEWS.
The house is pleasantly situated in the centre of the town,

overlooking the river Torridge, and other Hotels.

Proprietor of the Clovelly and Bude Coaches in connection
with the L. & S., W. Railway.

HOT AND COLD BATHS. BILLIA.RDS, TWO TABLES.

H. ASCOTT, Proprietor,

TANTON'S HOTEL.
(Unrivalled Position.)

The best centre for visitors to North Devon, Kingsley and
Tennyson countries.

" Most comfortable hotel in every way."

—

Sporting and Dramatic.

Famous for its First-class Cuisine. Moderate Tariff and "En
Pension" terms.

W. GIDDIE, Proprietor.

ILFRACOMBE,

Granville Boarding Establishment.

MAGNIFICENT SEA AND LAND VIEWS.

FINEST DRAWING-ROOM IN THE TOWN

45 BEDROOMS. BATHS. BILLIARDS.

BIJOU O-ITIDE O-ZR-A-TIS-

W. B. FOSTEB, Proprietor.
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NEW LONDON HOTEL,
EXETER.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL.

Patronised by H.M. the King, when Prince of Wales, and
T.R.H. the Duke and Duchess of York,

ADJOINING NORTHERNHAY PARK and NEAR THE
CATHEDRAL AND STATIONS.

Charming Old English Courtyard as Lounge.

TABLE D'HOTE. PERFECT CUISINE. NIGHT PORTER.

Hotel Omnibuses and Cabs.

Posting, Stabling, and Motor Garage.

Telegrams to "POPLE, EXETER."

FAX*MOTJOPJEL.

GHEEfl BflfJK HOTEL.
IS beautifully situated, with charming- views of the Harbour,

Pendennis and St. Mawes' Castles ; and is replete with
every Homely Accommodation for Families and Gentlemen.
Hot and Cold Baths. Ladies' Drawing Room. Billiard Room.
Posting in all its branches. High-class Hotel with Moderate
Tariff. Visitors taken en pension during Winter Months.
Hotel 'Bus meets all Trains and Steamers.

M. MITCHELL, Proprietress,'



LYNTON, NORTH DEVON.

ROYAL m CASTLE

t^m^j^m !

- JeJ\WilifipPiPHHIBP

iTRONISED by the English and Continental Royal Families. First-class

Hotel, especially favourite and attractive. Table d'hote. Reading and

'rawing Rooms. New Lounge. Smoking and Billiard Rooms, all facing the

ea. Magnificent Views and Ornamental Grounds of Nine Acres. Electric

ight throughout. Charmingly situated.

MOTOR GARAGE AND PETROL.
For Tariff apply MANAGERESS.

wftegrams: "Castle, Lynton."

LYNTON, NORTH DEVON.

The Valley of Rocks Hotel.
"\ Largest & Principal.

Situated in

own Magnificent
Grounds.

600 feet above
and facing Sea.

Electric Light.

J. W. HOLMAN.
Resident Owner.

Telegrams:
" Holman, LynUm."



LYNTON COTTAGE HOTEL
Late Residence op Sir 0. Smith.

LYNTON, NORTH DEVON.

SHELTERED AND SUNNY.
rnHIS Hotel is uniquely and picturesquely situated in its own beautifully wooded grounds
A five hundred feet above the sea, commanding unsurpassed land and marine views. Re-
plete with every modern convenience and home comfortB.

HUNTING. GOLF. BILLIARDS. CHOICE WINES. POSTING.
Two miles Private Trout Fishing- for Hotel Visitors.

Telegrams: " Cottage Hotel, Lynton." EDWARD HOLE, Proprietor.

LYNMOUTH, NORTH DEVON.

THE LYNDALE HOTEL.
ENGLISH SWITZERLAND.

FIEST- CLASS and old established. Facing the Bristol

Channel, two minutes' walk from the beach, and overlooking

the Kiver Lyn. Fitted with electric light and modern improve-

ments. Good smoking and billiard rooms.

SALMON AND TROUT FISHING.
Coaches run from the Hotel to Ilfracombe, Minehead, &c.

ALL CHARGES STRICTLY MODERATE.
Mrs. TOM S. BEVAN, Proprietress.

Telegraphic Address; "Ltnpalb, Ltnmottth,"
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MINEHEAD.

Hotel Metropole
The Largest and Most Modern Hotel

in Minehead.

Standing in its own Grounds of Several Acres.

Re-decorated and partly re-fdrnished. Electric Light

in Every Room. Heated throughout. Directly Facing

the Sea, Five Minutes from Golf Links (18 holes), One

Minute from Station.

I GOOD BATHING.

SPLENDID TENNIS and

CROQUET LAWNS.

COACHING, &c,

FIRST - CLASS STABLING.

Central for Meets of Devon and Somerset Staghounds,

and other Packs.

Manager

HOT
Telegrams: " Metropole, Minehead."
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FORZiOCK.
(IN CENTRE OF STAG HUNTING DISTRICT.)

Visitors, Tourists and Families, will find Every Accommodation

combined with Moderate Charges.

Great- Western Railway Coaches from Minehead, also Lynton and
Lynmoutb, call daily at this old-established Hotel.

Posting in all its Branches.
GOOD STABLES J^JSTJD LOOSES BOXES.

WTLLIAM ROOK, Proprietor.

TORQU

GRAND HOTEL
BEST POSITION.

FACING SEA. NEAREST STATION

NORTH WALES, Part II.

PRICE ... 2s. 6d. NET.

New Edition for 1904 Now Ready.

North Wales, Parts L & II. in one Volume, price 5s. net.

London: DULAU & CO., 37 Soho Square, W.
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?
E HOMELAND HANDBOOKS.

No. Cloth. Taper.
1. TONBRIDGE FOR THE ANGLER. THE HOLIDAY-

MAKER, AND THU RESIDENT
2. TUNBRIDGE WELLS OF 10-DAY
3. "LONDON TOWN." By Eric Hammond
4. "LYONESE": THE ISLES OF SCILLY
5. "WOLFE-LAND": THE WESTERHAM DISTRICT,

KENT. By Gibson Thompson
6. "KENT'S CAPITAL": MAIDSTONE. Second Edition

7. CROYDON, NEW AND OLD. Second Edition, with Map
8. DARTMOOR AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
9. ROCHESTER & CHATHAM WITH PEN & CAMERA
10. REIGATE AND REDHILL
11. 'SURREY'S CAPITAL": GUIGDFORD & DISTRICT
12. DULVERTON AND DISTRICT: THE COUNTRY

OF THE WILD RED DEER
13. FARNHAM AND ITS SURROUNDINGS. Intro-

duction by the late Edna Lyall. Map
14. GODALMING AND ITS SORROUNDINGS
15. TEIGNMOUTH AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
16. HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS. With Plan ...

17. EPSOM AND ITS SUBROUNDINGS (1902)

18. MINEHEAD, PORLOCK, AND DUNSTER: THE
SEABOAkD OF JiXMOOR

19. CRANBROOK: THE TOWN OF THE KENTISH
WEALD. 2nd Ed. (1902), with Map. By S. Martin...

20. DAWLISH & THE ESIUARY OF THE EXE (1902)

21. bT. ALBANS: ITS ABBEY & ITS SURROUNDINGS
22. BROMLEY, BECKENHAM AND CH1SLEHURST
23. EXETER AND THE CATHEDRAL
24. KINGSTON -UPON -THAMES AND SURBITON ...

25. EVESHAM AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD, INCLUD-
ING BROADWAY. With Map

26. PETWORTH & MID-WEST SUSSEX. With Map
27. NEWQUAY, THE VALE OF LANHERNE A PER-

RANZABULOE. By Fannie Goddard. "W .th Map (1903)

28. HASLEMERE AND HINDHEAD ...

29. TAUNTON AND TAUNTON DEANE
30. LITTLEHAMPTON. ARUNDEL, AND AMBERLEY
31. TAVISTOCK AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
32. PLYMOUTH : THE METROPOLIS OF THE WEST
33. THl!> CHALFONT COUNTRY
34. DUNSTABLE : THE DOWNS & THE DISTRICT...
35. THE QUANTOCK HILLS
36. OXTED. LIMPSFIELD, AND EDENBRIDGE

WEEK-ENDS IN DICKENS. LAND. With Map ...

WEEK-ENDS IN HOP LAND. With Map
Handbooks for to any other Towns and' Districts are in active preparation.

1/- . 6d.

1/- . .. 6d.

1/- . . 6d.

)/6 . .. 6d.

1/6 • . 1/-

1/- . .. 6d.

1/6 . .. 6d.

1/6 . .. 6d.

1/6 . .. «d.
1/- • .. 6d.

1/6 . .. 6d.

1/6 • . 6d.

2/- . .. 1/-

1/3 • . 6d.

1/6 • . 6d.

1/6 • . 6*.

1/6 . 9d.

1/- • • 6d.

1/6 • . 6d.

1/2 .. . 6d.

2/6 . .. 1/-

2/6 . • 1/-

1/- • . 6d.

2/6 . .. 1/-

1/6 .. 1/-

1/- • • —

1/- • .. 6d.

2/6 . • 1/-

2/6 . • 1/-

1/- . . 6d.

1/- .. . 6d.

1/- •• . 6d.

1/6 . . 1'-

2/- . • 1/-

2/6 . . —
1/- •• . 6d.
— .. . 9d.
— .. • 9d.

THETOELAND ASSOCIATION, Ltd., 22 Bride Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.
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AMELESIDE.
The principal centre of tne English lake District.

THE SALUTATION HOTEL, THE QUEEN'S HOTEL,

& THE WATERHEAD HOTEL,
(Standing on the margin of Windermere Lake)

Are replete with every comfort and convenience, and offer First-c'ass

Accommodation to Families and Tourists.

GOLF LINKS WITHISV SHORT DISTANCE.
Tailor's Four-in-Hand Stage Coaches leave the Hotels and Waterhead
Pier several times daily for KESWICK, CONI3TON, ULLSWATER, and

THE LANGDALES, returning in time for Table d'Ho e.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. GOOD STABLING.
For Tariff and Information apply to—

THOMAS TATLOB, Proprietor.

BUTTERMERE HOTEL
SPLENDIDLY SITUATED.

OVERLOOKING BUTTERMERE AND CRUMMOCK LAKES.
CENTRAL FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING-

GOOD FISHING AND BOATING.

COACHES DAILY FROM KESWICK, via HONISTER PASS.

TARIFF MODERATE.
Postal Address

:

Telegraphic Address :

BUTTERMERE, OOCKERMOUTH. BUTTERMERE HOTEL.

JAMES EDMONDSON, Proprietor.

VA.I.B O JS* GrRASMERE.
BALDRY'S "MOSS GROVE

"

FIRST-CLASS PRIVATE HOTEL.
(100 yards North of the Church).

Coffee-room and Public Drawing-room recently Enlarged.

THIS Hotel has been established to provide visitors to the Lake Distri

with high-class accommodation at a reasonable tariff, paiticulars of

•which will be forwarded on application to E. H. Baldry, Proprietor.

Coaches to all parts of the Lake District, char-a-bancs run to and from

the Hotel, and meet all the Steamers at Waterhead Pier.

Carriages Ordered and Parties met by Appointment.

E. H. BALDRY, Proprietor.

I
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COWPERTHWAITE'S

PRINCE OF WALES
HOTEL,

Patronised by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, The Duke of Connaught,
and the Nobility.

Delightfully situated on the shore of the Lake, within two minutes
1

walk of Dove Cottage, the early home of Wordsworth, and svx minutes'

walk of Gras-mere Church.

" The loveliest spot that man hath ever found."—Wobdsworth.

VIEW OK HOTEL FROM THE LAKE.

Coaches Daily to Keswick, Ullswater, Lau»dales, Ooniston, "Winder-

mere, and round Tuirlmere. Direct pony-tracksto Eisedale Tarn, Borrowdale,
Darwentwater, Ullswater, and the tops ef Helvellyn and Fairfield.

Communication by Through Trains :

—

FromLondon (byL. &N. W. R. to Windermere, and thenee by eoaeh), in 7£ krg.

„ „ (by Midland &Fnrness Railways, and up Lake Windermere), infiihrs.

J. COWPERTHWAITE,
PROFRtETOB.

Telegraph: " Prince Hotel, Grasmere."
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GRASMERE.
"The loveliest spot that ever man hath found."—Wordsworth.

The ROTHAY HOTEL,
MOST CENTRAL Hotel in the Lake District, with extensive

Grounds. Adjoining the Church.

Now recognised as the Coaching Centre. Coaches to Coniston

(Ruskin's home and burial-place), Ullswater, Keswick, and the

Langdales, daily.

NEW GOLF LINKS JUST OPENED.
Best Centre for Climbers.

J, COWPERTHWAITE, Proprietor.

UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT.

PRINCEof WALES LAKE HOTEL
The only Hotel situated near the Lake, with extensive grounds

sloping to the water's edge.

Omnibus meets all Furncss C*'s Steamers at Ambleside.

TARIFF ON APPLICATION.

DUNGEON GHYLL HOTELS,
GREAT LANGDALE, near Ambleside.

Close to Dungeon Ghyll and the Langdale Pikes.

MOST conveniently situated for the ascent of Scafell and
Bow fell ; or for crossing the Passes to Wastwater, Borrow-

dale, &c. The best Guides, Conveyances, and Mountain Ponies,

may be had at the Hotels (old and new) ; also all information

respecting mountains and mountain passes.

JOS. YOUDELL, Proprietor.
The " New Hotel " holds the Official Appointment of the General

Tourist's Club. It is also Head-quarters of the C T. C.
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THE DUN BULL HOTEL
IKEARPALE.

The ONLY Hotel on Haweswater (the Highest Lake in England).

Strongly recommended by medical men for fine, bracing climate.

This Hotel is tituated at the foot of Higtt Street and Nan Bield Pass, and
is admittedly the best centre for ascents on to hills lying between Ullswater
and Lake Windermere. Within easy reach of

SMALL-WATER, BLEA-WATER, HAYES-WATER,
In which and Contributing Streams Excellent Fishing may

be had Free.

Book to Shap or Penrith (L. & N.W.). Paitits met on receipt
of Letter or Wire.

Postal Address: "Mardale, Pehrith." TARIFF ON APPLICATION
Proprietor, HARRY USHER.

CROWN AND MITRE HOTEL.
BAMPTON GRANGE, HAWESWATER.

The only Hotel in the fine Mountain District lying between Shap,

Haweswater and Mardale, and Ullswater.

BRACING AIR. CHARMING SCENERY.
GOOD FISHING in River Lowther, and Little Water Tarn, Ac.

Parties met at Penrith and Shap Station (L. d'N.W.)
when required.

Postal Address : " GEORGE CLARK,
Bampton Grange, Hawebwater, Nr. Penrith."

Telegrams to "Clarke, Hotel, Bampton Grange."

BOOKSELLER & STATIONER,
GRASMERE.

Depot for all the best GUIDE BOOKS and MAPS of the
LAKE DISTRICT.

H Xarge Stocfe of Xocal ^Literature,
Including all the latest editions of the Lake Poets and other

Authors.

PHOTOGRAPHS, ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
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^Special Boarding Terms, October 1st to July 1st

TARIFF ON APPLICATION.
1
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KING'S HEAD HOTEL,
THIRLSPOT, near GRASMERE.

On the main road from Keswick (5£ miles) to Windermere (15£
miles) and the nearest to Keswick on the grand new Circular Drive
of Thirlmere ; H miles from the Great Dam, and close by the
" Castle Rock of Triermain.

"

Shortest Ascent of Helvellyn on Keswick side. Guide, 5s.;

Pony, 5*.

BEAUTIFUL SCENERY. COMFORT. BED and BREAKFAST, 4s.

JAMES EASTON, Proprietor.

THIRLMERE.

NAG'S HEAD HOTEL,
WYTHBURN, near GRASMERE.

On main road from Windermere (13 miles) to Keswick (8 miles),

and the splendid Circular Tour of Thirlmere.

Shortest and easiest ascent of Helvellyn. Horses and
mountain-ponies. \

COFFEE-ROOM ENLARGED. COMFORT A MODERATE CHARGES.

EDWARD EASTON, Proprietor.
Laie JANE EASTON.

HOWTOWN HOTEL.
Postal Address—POOLEY BRIDGE, PENRITH.

HOWTOWN is situate I by the side of the beautiful bay at the end of the
first reach » f UUswater. It is 4 miles from Pooley Bridge (nearest

Tel. Off.), 6 f om Patterdale, 9 from Penrith Station, 5 from the majestic
" H'gh street," and. 1? hours' walk from Haweswater.

Th9 Hotel has recently been enlarged and undergone extensive alterations.

It now affords every accommodation for visitors, is entirely under new
management, with every comfort of home guaranteed.

There is excellent Trout Fishing in the Lakp, also in the Streams close by
:

Boats can be hired from the Hotel. Steamer Pier is within three minut
walk from Hotel. Ste imboat calls 8 times daily.

Parties taken in to Board and Lodge on
Reasonable Terms.
WALTER BA1DAY, Proprietor.
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Tariff on Application*
Table d'Hote, 7.30 p.m.

ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT.

9 S5

a p

Conveyances to all Parts of the District.

BILLIARDS, BOATS, <ko.
o a
G3 OS
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RIGG^sThOTELS.

RIGG'S WINDERMERE HOTEL
WINDERMERE.

Nearest Hotel in the Lake District to the West Coast
Boute to Scotland.

Convenient to Windermere Railway Station (L. & N. W. Railway).

Telephone No. 6. Telegram*: " Riggs, Windermere."

* RIGG'S CROWN HOTEL,
BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE.

Stands on an eminence, close to Lake, Steamer and Boating Piers.

Telephone No. 3. Telegrams : " Crown, Windermere."

*RIGG'S BELSFIELD HOTEL,
BOWNESS-ON-WINDBRMERE.

Standing in extensive grounds, clo3e to Lake, Steamer and
Boating Piers.

Refurnished throughout by Waring & Gillow, Ltd.

Telephone No. 23. Telegrams: "Belsfield, Windermere

* NEAREST HOTELS TO GOLF LINKS.

All the Hotels have the Electric Light throughout, and have

situations which command the finest views of Lake, Mountain,

and Landscape Scenery.

Four-in-Hand Coaches leave the Hotels daily during the

Summer Seasoa for all Farts of the District.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Tariffs will be forwarded on application

—

RICHARD RIGG, Proprietor.
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Billiards, Hot and Cold Baths, Lawn Tennis, &c.

SPLENDID GOUF COURSE

JS fc'S

u a

o *,

Four-in-Hand Coaches daily throughout the
season to Coniston, Grasmere, Keswick,

Ullswater, and the district generally.

(Z) Omnibuses attend all Trains at Windermere^ Station ; also at the Steamboat Pier, the Boats from
C^p Lake Side (terminus of the Midland and Furness

route) and Ambleside.

£ < a

« ®
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SWAN HOTEL, NEWBY
BRIDGE.

At the foot of WINDERMERE LAKE.
Within a mile of Lake Side Station and Steamboat Pier of

the Furness Railway

.

ONE of the oldest Hostelries in the English Lake District,
and patronised for a century past by the Celebrities of the

day, the good old fashioned style being studiously retained by the
present Prop ietor. Tariff economically arranged. One of the
most charming Retreats in the Lake District. For Boating, Fishing,
lovely Walks and Drives, and for retirement, this Hotel is un-
surpassed in the district.

GOLF LINKS (9 Holes) 10 Minutes from Hotel.

EDWIN WATJGH pays—" Home-like and well furnished."
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE says—" The gem of the Lakes."
Guides generally say—" One of the loveliest beauty-spots."

IMPROVED SERVICE OF THROUGH TRAINS
Spacious Coffee Room. Table d'hote (Separate Tables).

LUNCHEONS AND AFTERNOON TEAS A SPECIALITY,

Postal Address : "Swan Hotel, Newby Bridge, Ulverston."

Telegrams: "Revell, Newby Bridge."

"^^TM- T- X^X3"VJE3X.X«9
Proprietor*

Jfrelanfr,

THE SLIEVEMORE HOTEljDUeORT, AGHILL ISLAND
CO. MAYO, IRELAND.

"DEMODELLED and enlarged to meet the requirements caused by the11 New Railway to the Island, promoted by Mr. A. J. Balfour. Situated
in thei mi"ediate vicinity of the Grand Mountains of Slievemore and (Jrou-
gur un, and the Menawn " Cattiedral " Cliffs ; close to the Bathing-strands and
the Seal Ca"e3 of Dusort. The cooling breeze from the Atlantic in summer
makes the air of Achill most charming, and people suffering from dyspepsia
or nervous exhaustion are greatly benefited by a short stay in the Island.
The trips to the adjacent islands by boat are very interesting to the anti-

quarian, naturalist, and pleasure seeker. Good white and brown trout-fishing
and shooting now attached to the Hotel.

Long Cars meet the Trains at Achill Sound to convey the visitors through to

Dugort. Special arrangements can be made if visitors will correspond with the
Proprietor.
T«LB«*Awr3 : "Dvciobt Achill." JOHI? SBBSIOAV.
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ROSAPENNA HOTEL,
CARRIGART, Co. DONEGAL,

Gloriously situated on the Bossgull Peninsula, one of the most romintic parts of

THE DONEGAL HIGHLANDS.
This Hotel provides High-class Accommodation, and contains over Seventy

Bedrooms a«d spacious Public Rooms, Billiard, Smoking, and Drawing
Rooms.
SALMON FI3HING Free to Hotel Visitors. SEA & TROUT FISHING.
THE GOLF LINKS, considered the finest natural Course, Eighteen

Holts m a circuit ot 3j miles, encircle the Hotel.

LAWN TENNIS COURT. BOATING. Excellent and safe SEA
BA.THI1nG. Boxes provided. Strand over Three Miles.

Specially-fitted Cycle Store Room. Da<k-room for Photographers.
Ample Accommodation for Motors.

" COAST LINE MOTORWAY."
COVERED MOTOR COACHES will leave STRABANE (Gt. N.

Rly. btation) at 10.30 a.m. ^very Week-day, travelling via Letterkenny,
Kilinacrenan, Milford, Carrigart, to ROSAPENNA HOTEL, from 1st July
until further notice.

MOTOR COACHES will also leave ROSAPENNA every Morning at
10.30 a.m., leturning by the above Route 1o bTRABANE in connection with
the Limited Mail (dep. 3.38 p.m.) for Dublin and Belfast.

For fmther particulars see " Coast Line Motorway " Time Table.

"CHAR-A-BANC SERVICE."
From 1st June to end ofSeptember.

A CHAR-A-BANC will run Daily (Sundays excepted) between
ROSAPENNA HOIEL and OREESLOUGH STATION (Letterkenny &
Burtonport Railway) in connection with the 9.47 a.m. Up Train to London-
derry and the 12.10 p.m. Down Train from Londonderry.

Postal and Telegraph Office, Carrigart, County Donegal.

Terms, &c, on application to THE MANAGER.

COUNTY DONEGAL.
Fox&^fs^x.oht Hotel

(ON LOUGH SWILLY).

THIS excellent Hotel, which affords first-class accommoda-
tion and every comfort to families, Golfers, and other

tourists, is magnificently situated, with southern aspect, and
commands sea and mountain views of matchless beauty. The
Golf Links (18 holes) are the most sporting and picturesque in

the country. Good Lake and Sea Fishiug. Boating, Bathing,
Tennis, Croquet, Billiards, Cycle Store, &c.

Route via Londonderry and Rathmullen : thence by Coach
daily on arrival of midday Steamer.

Telegrams: " Hotet,, portsalon." For particulars apply Manager.
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SHELBODRNE HOTEL,

CHARMING SITUATION OVERLOOKING STEPHEN'S
GREEN PARK.

MOST CENTRAL POSITION.

MODERATE CHARGES.

CHOICEST CUISINE & WINES,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and PASSENGER LIFT.

SHELBOURNE HOTEL,
DUBLIN.
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HOTEL METROPOLE,
SACKVILLE STREET. DUBLIN.

Telegrams :
" Metropole Dublin. '

Contains all MODERN ARRANGEMENTS to

secure the Comfort of Visitors.

Spacious Accommodation. Excellent Cnisine and Wines.

Passenger Lift to all Floors.

Electric Light throughout. Moderate Charges.

THE HOTEL METROPOLE SOUVENIR GUIDE
Sent Free on Application.

Cr. J. CAPSEY, Manager.
4
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GLENCOLUMBKJLLE HOTEL,
CARRICK, CO. DONEGAL.

TOURISTS AND ANGLERS will find the above a most com-

fortable Hotel, situated in the centre of the best cliff scenery

in the British Isles, and within easy reach of the famous cliffs of

Slieve League, Glen Head, and Muckross.

GOOD SALMON, SEA TROUT, & BROWN TROUT FISHING,

FREE TO GUESTS AT THE HOTEL,

Two Rivers and several Lakes, all quite close to Hotel.

LONDONDERRY.

IMPERIAL HOTEL.
FIKST-CLASS Family and Commercial. Occupies an

elevated and healthful position within the old walls,

close to the old Cathedral, County Court House, and best

shops. Most central for all kinds of business. "Not being
within reach," no disturbance by night from chimes of large

clock, or disagreeable odours from the river.

TflOS. MARSHALL HEGAN, Proprietor.

ULSTER HOTEL,
GUILDHALL STREET and POST-OFFICE STREET,

(Opposite G. P. 0.),

This First-class Family and Commercial Hotel is situated in the
best part of the city, directly opposite the Post

Office and Guildhall.

CHARGES MODERATE. PERFECT SANITATION.
Omnibus Attends all Trains.

Telephone, 163. Miss KELLY, Proprietress.
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victorIa^Ihotel
(FIRST CLASS),

PATRONISED BY ALL THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.
TOUEISTS, Anglers, and Families will find every convenience,

combined with cleanliness and moderate charges.

PRIVATE ROOMS, LADIES' SITTING ROOMS.
BATHS— HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER.

Gentlemen staying at this Hotel have the privilege of Free
Fishing for Salmon and Trout on Lough Gill. Boats for hire.

Posting in all its branches. Omnibus attends all trains.

J. A. HALL, Proprietor.

ITorilj Waits.'

TREFlurDiAN^TlOTEL,
NORTH WALES.

120 feet above Sea Level, affording beautiful \iews of Sea and Mountains.

Mrs. M. HUGHES, Manageress.
(Late Vors-y-Gedol Hotel, Barmouth.

This Hotel is situate within a few minutes from Station, and adjoining the
Golf Links, which are considered best in the country.

Facing the Sea with S.W. aspect.
Good Shooting for Visitors in Hotel, on terms to be arranged.

Fishing may be had in the River Dysyni, Talyllyn Lake, &c.
The Hotel is complete with Lounge, Smelting Hoom, Billiard Room, Drawing

Room, Coffee Room, Private Sitting Room, &c, and
.Equipped on Modern Principles.

B^k-IRIMIO-CrTIH:.
" IflVfiPUfiTd. " Board, &c. Charming sheltered situ-^ **&**' ation on rising ground. Sunny S.W.
ispeot. Near a pplendid beach. Extensive view of Cardigan
Bay and the Mountains of Merioneth and Carnarvon. Bracing
lir. Abundant pure water supply. Hot and cold baths, and
irivate bathing box. Covered balcony on the sea-front. Excellent
luisine. Certified sanitation. Quarter mile from Station.
Sstablished 1876. Mrs. J. KYNOCH.

"WILD FLOWERS OF BARMOUTH AND NEIGHBOURHOOD."
List of 750 plants.) 3rd Edition. 12 pp. Price 3d.

James Kykoch, Barmouth.
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ABEBYSTWYTH

QUEEN'S HOTEL.

Facing

the Sea,

and

Lighted

by

Electricity.

-&$•

Soft Invigorating Atlantic Breezes, Pure Water from

Plinlimmon, and excellent drainage.

The late Sir James Clarke, M.D., said :
—"A fortnight at

Aberystwyth is equal to a month at most watering-places."

Boarding Terms from 3£ Guineas per Week.
TABLE d'HOTE at 7.30 o'clock.

Tarif on application to W. H. PALMER, Proprietor.

MENAI BRIDGE.

THE VICTORIA HOTEL
STANDS IN ITS OWN GROUNDS.

FIRST-BATE accommodation and reasonable charges. Omni
buses to and from Bangor Station four times daily. The

Steamers to and from Liverpool and other places land passenger!

at the New Pier, within three minutes' walk of the Hotel. Billiards

Head-quarters C.T.C. Dark and Developing Boom for Photo
graphers. Posting. Sea Bathing, Hot and Cold Baths, &c.

TARIFF ON APPLICATION.

A. THOMAS, Proprietress*
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ORIELTON HALL
BARMOUTH, NORTH WALES.

FACING THE SEA.

IS the only establish-

ment in Barmouth
wh i ch enj oys the
unique advantage of

possessing private
grounds. The Gardens
and Woods, which are

over 25 acres in extent,

overlook the Sea,

Estuary, and Mountain
Ranges ; they are well

sheltered, and provided
^ith level walks, where
"Visitors can enjoy the
unique scenery without
frequenting the public
thoroughfares. Per-
fect Winter climate.

Sanitary Arrangements certified perfect. Hot & Cold Water throughout.
BILLIARDS. SMOKING AND RECREATION ROOMS.

PRIYATE LAWN TENNIS COURT.
A few minutes' walk from Station, Post Office, Church.

BEST CENTRE FOR HARLECH & ABERDOVEY GOLF LINKS.
PRIVATE COACH MEETS GUESTS AT STATION.

For Terms apply—THE SECRETARY.

LLANFAIRFECHAN.

TERRACE IN PRIVATE GROUNDS.

The Largest and

Best Appointed,QUEEN'S HOTEL,
On the main Hohjhead road. C.T.C Head-quarters.

LLANFAIRFEGHAN is the most central of all the watering-places on
the coafet of North Wales for the region of Soowdon:—7 mixes from

Bangor, 12 from Beaumaris, 16 from Carnarvon, 25 from Ll*nberis (whente
by rail to top, 5), 29 to Beddgelert, 7 to Conway, 11 to Llandudno, 23 to
Bettws-y-Ooed.

The rest of the Snowdon range within easy walking distance.

CHARMING SEA VIEWS.
LANCELOT TARR, Proprietor.

Telegraphic Address: "Quern's, Llanfairfech"an."
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LLANFAIRFECHAN,
SEA VIEW

BOARDING HOME.
/^ILOSE to Station, Beach, Church, &c. Charm-^ ing Garden, Cycle Accommodation, excellent

Water Supply, Sanitation perfect.

Under the personal superintendence of

Tho MISSES GATCHELL.

COACH TO PORTMADOC TWICE A DAY FROM THE HOTEL, RETURNING IN

THE AFTERNOON, ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

1

PRINCE LLEWELYN HOTEL, BEDDGELERT,
begs to inform Tourists and other Ladies and Gentlemen visiting

this beautiful and romantic spot that she has every accommodation
conducive to their comfort, and that Cars, &c, can be obtained on

the shortest notice.

bJJNCUlSON READY TO MEET Alfc COACHES,
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TREFRIW, near LLANRWST.

HOTEL BELLE VUE
Beautifully situated on the Banks of the Conway.

The Hotel has been extensively altered, entirely refurnished,

and contains every accommodation and comfort.

GOOD SALMON & TROUT FISHING.
TENNIS, GOLF, BILLIARDS.

Coaches daily to the District. Tariff on Application.

jScatlmt ft.

AULTBEA HOTEL,
ROSS-SHIRE, N.B.

RECENTLY re-erected and fitted up with all the latest modern
improvements, and luxuriously furnished. Hot and Cold Baths

and St a Bathing. There are lovely sands in close proximity to the
house. The fresh-water Trout Ftshing is excellent, and the Sea F shing
is good ; all Frae to Visitors. Special attention given to Cyclists.

For Rustic and Mountain Scenery the dibtrict is unsurpassed in the
Western Highlands.

TERMS STRICTLY MODERATE. POSTING & BOATING.

Telegraph Office within a Minute's Walk.

Jigute vid Swift Steamer from Oban to Gairloch, or Coach from
Auchnasheen Station.

THOMAS MACRAE, Proprietor.
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ABERDEEN.
THE PALACE HOTEL

OWNED AND NA D BY
THE GREAT NORTH OF SCOTlaaD RAILWAY COMPANY.

FRONTS UNION STREET—IN MOST'CENTRAL POSITION OF THE CITY.

Electrically Lighted. Mechanically Ventilated. Hydraulic Lifts.

EXCELLENT CUISINE. MODERATE CHARGES.

PERSONALLY PATRONISED BY
Their Majesties the King and Queen ; Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales ; and many other Royal and distinguished Visitors.

COVERED WAY FROM STATION PLATFORM.
Hotel Porters altend all Trains.

Luggage removed to and from the Hotel free of charge.

SPECIAL. — Visitors should be careful to address communications,
" PALAOE HOTEL. Aberdeen," otherwise inconvenience may arise.

Miss McKILLIAM, Manager.

The Cruden Bay Hotel also owned by the Great North of Scotland
Railway Company (see page 57 ).
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GREAT NORTH OF SCOTLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.

Seaside and Golfing Resort—
CRUDEN BAY.

THIRTY MILES BY RAIL FROM ABERDEEN.

Splendid Beach over Two Miles long. Sea Bathing, Boating, Fishing

HEALTHY CLIMATE. BRACING AIR.

The Golf Course of 18 Holes, laid out by the Railway
Company, is one of the best in the Kingdom.

Ladies' Course of 9 Holes.

CRUnEN BAY HOTEL
OWNED BY

THE GREAT NORTH OF SCOTLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.

Occupies a charming site, and overlooks the Bay.

Lighted by Electricity. Lift.

Special Accommodation and Conveniences for Golfers.

BOWLING GREENS. TENNIS COURTS. CROQUET LAWNS.

Electric Tramway for Visitors between Cruden Bay Station & Hotel.

ADDRESS ENQUIRIES TO—

W. I. THE tfCHARD, Manager,
Cruden Bay Hotel, Port Erroil, N.B.

The Palace Hotel. Aberdeen, also owned by tlte Great North of Scotland
Railway Company (see page 56. J
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WEEM HOTEL,
TAY BRIDGE, ABERFELDY, PERTHSHIRE.

rv HIS WELL-KNOWN FAMILY HOTEL is situated about one mile from
-*- Abe feldy. The Hotel is commodioos and comfortably fitted up, so
that Families in quest of quiet and comfort may depend upon procuring
every possible attention. The Hotel situation is acknowledged to ba one of
the best in Scotland, being thoroughly protected from all directions, and
having a due South exposure.

Families Bearded by the Week or Month.
Posting Establishment complete. Endless Drives.

Magnificent Scenery.
EXCELLENT GOLF COURSE. CHARGES STRICTLY MODERATE.
'Bus will meet Parties at Aberfeldy Railway Station, cne mile distant,

on the shortest notice being given.
Letters and Telegrams punc ually attended to.

ROBERT MENZIES Proprietor.

BAILIE NICOL JARVIE HOTEL,

THIS Hotel has been entirely rebuilt, and now affords excellent
accommodation for Tourists and Families. It is situated amidst

enchanting scenery on the banks of the River Forth, at the Starting
Point of the New Road to the Trossachs and Loch Katrine, over which
Coaches are run daily during the summer. Boats on Loch Ard and
Loch Chon for Fishing and Pleasure Parties. Tennis Lawn. Golf.

Posting. Billiards.

Railway Station, Post and Teleeraph Offices within two minutes'
walk of the Hotel.

A. BLAIR, Proprietor.

ACHNASHEEN, LOCH MAREE & GAIRLOCH.
THE OLD-ESTABLISHED COACH SERVICE

along this famous route of thirty miles is still being run by the former
proprietor of the Achnasheen Hotel.

Coach leaves Achnasheen on arrival of South Mail, about noon (Inverness
depart about 9.50); returning from Gairloch in connection with train leaving
Actinasheen about 3 p.m. (Inverness arrive about 5.15). Also (from 1st July)
(iairlooh depart 6.30 a.m., Inverness arrive about 2.30 p.m. in connection
with Mail Train to South.
%* Conned ion with Mr. MacBrayne's Ss. "Mabel" on Loch Maree.

For Seats apply to M. McIYER,
Po&ting Master and Mail-coach Contractor,

ACHNASHEEN, ROSS SHIRE, N.B.

Also Proprietor of the

6 miles short of Achnasheen) a quiet retreat for Fishing on Loch Acbanault,

BOATS FREE.
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The

AVIEMORE STATION HOTEL
STRATHSPEY.

Post, Telegraph, and Rail — " AVIEMO RE."
"A Highland Paradise."

—

The Gentlewoman^ tth July 1903.

The Avieroore
Station Hotel

rw
First-class

Residential Hotel

in the Finest

Scenery of the

Scottish Highlands.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
PASSENGER ELEVATOR.

GOLFINQ AND FISHING.
I*- For Tariff apply to Mr. W. H. LEGGE, Manager

Head of Loch
Lomond.ARDLUI HOTEL.

3 minutes' walk from Steamboat Pier and Ardlni Station,
West Highland Rail-way.

THIS Hotrlis beautifully situated amidst unrivaUed scenery and commands
a magLificent view of the Loch. The Hotel las been renior elled and re-

furnished, an addition has been made, and th^ lavatories and tauitary arrange-
ments are new, and have been carried out on the most improved principles.

Visitors stajine at this hous<* will find every comfort and attendance, and
have boits and fishing- free. Delightful daily tours can be arranged to Loch
Katrine, Loch Awe. Loch Tay, Loch Long, Ac. Passengers travelling South
by West Highland Railway chmge here for Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine,

Parties boarded by week— special Week-end Terms-
August excepted.

Telegrams :
" Dodds, Ardlui.

"

D. M. DODDS, Proprietor.
N.B.—Grand Circular Tour by Rail, Coach, and Steamer daily from

Kd'mburch and Glasgow.
further particulars can be obtained at Crianlarich and Ardlui Hotels, also from f/jf

ifprth British and Caledonian liaduay Companies Tourists' Guides'.
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Ballachulish Hotel,

ARGYLLSHIRE,
For GLENCOE.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Magnificently Situated among the Grandest Scenery in

the Highlands of Scotland.

RAILWAY TO BALLACHULISH NOW OPEN.
Five Minutes' walk from Ballachulish Ferry Station.

npHE Hotel is Large, and has been entirely Refurnished
-*- throughout. It is situated on the Margin of Loch Leven,

Jn close proximity to the Steamboat Pier, where the magni-

ficent Steamers belonging to Mr. David MacBrayne call several

times a day during the Season. Ballachulish being the terminus

of the Glencoe, Glenetive, Glenorchy, &c, Routes, and a splendid

centre from which to visit these and other Places of Interest,

parties going North or South on the Oban and Inverness Route

will find it a charming place at which to break the journey.

Coaches are always in Waiting at the Pier.

PARTIES BOARDED BY THE WEEK OR MONTH
ON MODERATE TERMS.

Excursions from Hotel and Pier to Pass of Glencoe and
" Back at very Moderate Fares.

SEA FISHING. BOATING.
ADDRESS—

Manager, BALLACHULISH HOTEL.
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BANAVIE

BflHflVlE HOTEL, fl.B
Junction of Caledonian Canal and West Highland Railway.

TO SEE

YOU MUST STAY AT BANAVIE.

The Mountain cannot be seen at all from Fort William.

EXCELLENT MOTOR GARAGE.

FINE NEW SEA-SIDE GOLF COURSE.

BANAVIE is thus referred to by the independent press

—

"Banavie is the great stopping-place between Oban and Inverness. There
are endless walks and drives. It is the Interlaken of the Caledonian Canal."
--Truth, 11th August, 1887.

•* A magnificent sight is Ben Nevis at Banavie. Better stay there and wake
up with that in front of your window."—Mr. Sidney P. Hall in Graphic,
24th September, 1892.

" The Banavie Hotel is one of the best for excursions by boat or road. You
can have superb air, fine views, and plenty of day trips without fatigue,
crowding, or hurry, which is not the case with most Scotch centres. Try it,

you cannot do better."

—

The Queen, 10th April, 1897.

"The Banavie Hotel is excellent and up-to-date in every respect. So to
travellers by this route I say, 'Put in here: the " Banavie," e'est mon
avis.' "—Sir F. C. Burnand in Punch, 26th September, 1900.

JOHN MENZIES, Ltd., Proprietors
OF THE PALACE HOTEL, INVERNESS, and STATION HOTEL

MALLAIG.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Telegrams .-

" Menzies, Banavie."
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Invercauld Arms Hotel,
BALLATER, near BALMORAL CASTLE.

PRINCIPAL AND ONLY LICENSED.

FIRST CLASS.

PATRONISED BY ROYALTY.

DEESIDE IS THE SELECT TOURIST RESORT OF
SCOTLAND.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

GOOD GOLF COURSE.

WILLIAM PROCTOR, Lessee.

BALMACARA HOTEL,
BALMACARA, ROSS-SHIRE. .

In the midst of beautiful scenery. Most central Hotel for visiting

the far-famed Loch Duich, Loch Long, Falls of Glomach, Duncraig, and
Skye. Magnificent views of Skye Hills from Hotel. Splendid Drives.

Routes :—Rail to Strome Ferry, or Kyle of Lochalsh, thence drive

;

steamers Claymore and Clansman from Glasgow and Oban ; or swift

passenger steamer from Oban during tourist season ; and also from
Mallaig, the terminus of the West Highland Railway. Parties coming
by steamer should order conveyance, as landing-place is over a mile
from Hotel.

POSTING. BOATING. SEA AND LOCH FISHING.

ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR.
Telegrams—*• Sinclair, Hotel, Balmacara."
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ATHOLL ARMS HOTEL,
(ADJOINING THE STATION.)

Tel. Address :
*•' Hotel, Blairatholl."

SITUATION unrivalled as a central point from which

to visit the scenery of the Perthshire Highlands,

sirch as Killiecrankie, the Queen's View of Loch Tummel,

Lochs Tay and Rannoch, Glen Tilt and Braemar, the

Falls of Bruar, Garry, Tummel and Fender, Dunkeld, <fcc.

This is also the most convenient resting-place for

breaking the long railway journey to and from the

North of Scotland.

Posting Department extensive and complete.

D. Macdonald & Sons,
Proprietors.

ON THE ROYAL ROUTE TO BRAEMAR.

THE BIRNAM HOTEL,
BIRNAM, PERTHSHIRE.

(STATION, BIRNAM & DUNKELD.)

TTIGH-CLASS Family Hotel, standing in its own grounds, beauti-

fully situated on the banks of the Tay. Elegantly Furnished.

Every Home Comfort. TARIFF VERY MODERATE.

SALMON & TROUT FISHING FREE.
CROQUET & TENNIS.

DARKROOM FOR PHOTOGRAPHY. POSTING.
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BOAT OF GARTEN, STRATHSPEY.

STATION HOTEL,

COMFORTABLE TOURIST AND
COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

The most central and nearest point to the famed Cairngorm

Mountains, and within easy reach of Kothiemurcbus

Forest and Loch-an-Eilan.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
CYCLING. GOLFING.

TROUT FISHING ON S P E Y.
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INVERNESS.

TflE PflliflCE HOTEL

THOUGH most central, it is undisturbed by the noise of street

traffic ; and, as it stands on the bank of the Ness, with a

unique view of the Kiver and the Castle, it has exceptional

attractions as a High- class Tourist and Residential Hotel.

ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL LIT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Close to the Cathedral, Ness Islands, and Northern Meeting Giounds.

The only Hotel standing apart in its own Private Grounds.

MOTOR GARAGE.

JOHN MENZIES, Ltd., Proprietors,

Of BANAVIE HOTEL, N.B., and STATION HlTfiL, MALMTG.
5
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ROYAL HOTEL
INVERNESS.

Old Established. Most Central.

Every Home Comfort.

NEAREST FIRST-CLASS HOTEL TO THE POST AND
TELEGRAPH OFFICES.

Directly Opposite the Railway Station.

** TARIFF. *^
s. s. d.

Single Bedrooms from 2 to 3

Double Bedrooms ,, 4 „ 5

Sitting Rooms ,, 5 ,, 10 6

BREAKFAST or TEA.
Cup of Tea or Coffee ... 6

Plain Tea or Coffee 1 6

Tea or Coffee, with Eggs
or Cold Meat 2

Ditto, with Chops, Steak,

Ham and Eggs, or Fish 2 6

LUNCHEONS. 8. d.

Basin of Soup 6

Cold Meat, Vegetables,

and Cheese 2

DINNERS.
Soup or Fish, Joint, and

Cheese

Soup or Fish, Joint,

Sweets, and Cheese...

Table d'Hote

3 C

3

4

Attendance, Is. 6d. per Day.

Hotel Porters await tha arrival of all Trains, and an Omnibi
attends the Caledonian Canal Steamers.

Under the PERSONAL MANAGEMENT of the PROPRIETOR,

JOHN S..CHRISTIE.Telephone No. 54.
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WAYERLEY HOTEL, INVERNESS.

Combined

with

Moderate

One Minute's walk from the Railway Station.

Porter of the Hotel attends all Trains,

And an Omnibus runs in connection with the Caledonian Canal

Steamers.

D. DAVIDSON, Proprietor.

INVERNESS.

WEST-END TEMPERANCE HOTEL
39 UNION STREET.

(Two Minutes' walk from the Railway Station and G.P.O.)

Central Situation. Home Comforts. Moderate Charges

Miss DAVIDSON, Lessee.
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WOLFENDEN'S HOTEL.

Half Way between Perth and Inverness.

THIS FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, recently RE-BUILT and RE-FURNISHED
iB now replete with every comfort. Kingussie is acknowledged to be

one of the most valuable Health Resorts in the North of Scotland.

FISHING, GOLFING, BOWLING AND TENNIS.
POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BEAUTIFUL WALKS AND DRIVES.
BOOTS ATTENDS ALL TRAINS.

Telegrams:— W. WOLFENDEN
W'olfbnden, Kingussie.' Proprietor.

LANARK (Falls of Clyde).

CLYDESDALE^ HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS accommodation for Families and Tourists. Special Term

for Boarders by the Week end, Week, or Month. Peifeot Sanitary
Arrangements. Spacious Hall for accommodation of Large Parties. Ex-
cellent Cuisine. First-class Wine. BILLIARDS (Two First-class Tables).
'Bus and Boots attend all Trains. Special accommodation and facilities for
Motor Cars. Stabliner and Posting in all its Branches. Coach to Falls of
Clyde, Clyde Valley (the Orchard of Scotland), and Tillietudlem
Castle Daily. Charges Moderate.

WILLIAM H. COX, Proprietor.
Lanark is strongly recommended as a Health Resort. Bracing Atmosphere.

SUPERIOR GOLF COURSE (18 holes) with Visitors' Tickets
at Reasonable Rates. GOOD CYCLING ROADS.

EXCELLENT TROUT FISHING in the Clyde and Tributaries.
BOWLING. BOATING.

THE FALLS OF CLYDE
are described in

Baddeley's LOWLANDS, 4s.

Also in

Baddeley's HIGHLANDS, 6s. 6d.

See p. 23 Advertisements.
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DUNALASTAIR HOTEL
KINLOCH RANKOCH, PERTHSHIRE.

D. C. MACMILLAN

THIS Hotel is beautifully situated in one of the loveliest

and healthiest districts of the Perthshire Highlands,

at the foot of Loch Rannoch, and on the banks of

the River Tummel. The Hotel has all been newly

decorated and re-furnished, also greatly improved ; is

patronised by the Nobility and all the leading families.

Free Fishing and Boats on Loch and River.
This Hotel has the longest stretch of River Fishing in the District.

POSTING ESTABLISHMENT.
Also at STRUAN.

GOLF COURSE. TERMS MODERATE.
Excellent Accommodation for Motors.

Telegrams

:

DUNALASTAIR HOTEL, KlNLOCH RANNOCH,' and
* MACMILLAN, STRUAN, OaLVINI.'
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LOCH AWE HOTEL.
(LOCH AWE STATION, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.)

Passenger Lift from Station to Hotel.

ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT.

SALMON AND TROUT FISHING
ON LOCH AWE, FREE.

BOATING. BILLIARDS. LAWN TENNIS.
CARRIAGES, &c.

P. FRASER, Proprietor
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Portsonacban Hotel,
The

Portsonachan.

THE OLDEST-ESTABLISHED HOTEL ON LOCH AWE,

Having First-class Angling Facilities.

THIS HOTEL has superior advantages. It is beautifully

situated and easy of access, only an hour's sail from
Loch Awe Station (Callander and Oban Eailway), where the

Hotel Steamer, " Caledonia," will make connection with
the principal trains during the season. (See Murray's Time-
table).

Note.—Splendid Trout Fishing on Lochawe and fifteen

other Lakes, Stocked with Rainbow, Brown, and Lochleven
Trout, Free to Visitors.

Letters delivered twice and despatched three times daily.

Postal, Telegraph, and Money Order Office in Hotel Building.

Presbyterian and Episcopalian Churches within easy walking
distance of Hotel.

Posting and Coaching. Beautiful Drives.

FIRST-CLASS BOATS. EXPERIENCED BOATMEN.

CHARGES MODERATE.

NEW BILLIARD ROOM ADDED.
The Steamer will meet any Train at Lochawe Station, by

Special Arrangement.

THOMAS CAMERON, Proprietor.
(Originator of the Glen Nant and Falls of Blairgour Circular Tour.)

Telegraphic Address:—" CAMERON, PORTSONACHAN."

|^~ Illustrated Hand-book Free for the asking. Mention
Baddeley's Guides.
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LOCHEARNHEAD HOTEL,
PERTHSHIRE, 12 miles by Railway from Callander.

Lochearnbead Station close to Hotel is now open, book via Comrie.

T ONG establisbed ; excellent accommodation for Families and Tourists, with
-^ every comfort, and quiet ; high and dry ; charmingly sheltered at the foot
of the wild Glen Ogle ("The Kyber Pass "). Commands fine views of the sur-
rounding hills and loch ; the old Castle of Glenample ; the scenery of the
Legend of Montrose, in the neighbourhood of Ben Voirlich ; Rob Roy's Grave

;

Loch Voil ; Loch Doine ; Loch Lubnaig ; with many fine Drives and "Walks.
Most comfortable place for breaking the journey to Oban.

GOLF COURSE IN CONNECTION WITH THE HOTEL.
Posting and Carriages. Billiards.

Trout and Char Fishing Free. Episcopal Church.
Ladies' Golf Course adjoins Hotel.

'Bus meets the principal Trains during Summer.
E. MAISBY, Proprietor.

THE NEW RAILWAY
BETWEEN

ST. FILLANS & BALQUHIDDER
(BY LOCHEARNHEAD)

is

NOW OPEN THROUGHOUT,
And forms a Direct Communication

BETWEEN THE

EAST AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
(PERTH AND OBAN),

TRAVERSING SOME OF THE

FINEST SCENERY OF PERTHSHIRE.
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OBAU.
Great Western Hotel

LARGEST AND LEADING HOTEL.

THIS large and handsome Hotel, within five minutes'

walk of the Railway Station, and close to the

Steamboat Pier, commands the finest situation, over-

looking the Bay.

RE-DECORATED AND RE-FURNISHED,
and equipped with every modern accommodation for the

oomfort and convenience of Travellers, Families, and

the Public.

A Luxurious Smoking Lounge, handsomely furnished,

has been added.

LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY.
PASSENGER LIFT.

Cuisine under an Experienced and Efficient Chef.

All Wines, Spirits, and Cigars carefully selected.

An Omnibus attends the arrival and departure of Trains and
Steamers, and conveys Visitors Free of Charge.

Charges Moderate. Tariff on application.

Special BoardiDg Terms, prior to 1st July and after 21st Sept.

MOTOR GARAGE WITH INSPECTION PIT.

ALEX. MCGREGOR, Proprietor.

(Late of Ballater and Braemar).
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56 & 58 GEORGE STREET.

The Leading Establishment in the Highlands
for the supply of all kinds of Books, Stationery, Fancy Goods,
Charts, Maps, Guide Books, Photographs, Artists' Drawing
Materials, Highland Crooks, Walking-sticks, &c.

Visitors should purchase Boyd's

SIXPENNY GUIDE TO OBAN AND NEIGHBOURHOOD
By M. J. B. Baddeley, Editor of " Thorough Guide " Series.

Plan of Oban and 4 Maps by Baetholomew.

Crown 8vo., 6d. ; post free, 8d.

" Will be of great service to Tourists. Day Excursions admirably planned."
Scotsman.

Monthly Time Table and Diary, Id., by post ljd.

" One of the signs of modern times."—Mail.

FURNISHED HOUSES
And APARTMENTS to Let in Oban and West Highlands.

Printed Lists Free on Application. Postage Id.

BOYD &c CO.,
PRINTERS,

BOOKSELLERS, STATIONERS & NEWS AGENTS.
(Facing the Bay.)

Telegrams—" BOYD, BOOKSELLERS, OBAN."
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KING'S ARMS HOTEL
FIRST-CLASS TOURIST AND COMMERCIAL.

This old-established Hotel has just been Bebuilt and Enlarged.
Has a commanding Sea View ; is adjacent to the Kailway Station
and Steamboat Wharf ; and possesses home comforts, combined
with moderate charges.

Ladies' Drawing Room. Billiard, Smoking, and Bath Rooms.
Parties Boarded on moderate terms.TABLE D'HOTE JDJ^TTjIT.

PORTERS WAIT THE ARRIVAL OF TRAINS & STEAMERS.
In connection with Richmond Arms Hotel, Tomintoul

(by Ballindalloch).

J, M. MAC TAV1SH, Proprietor.

FITI.OCHR 3T.

SCOTLAND'S FIRST-GLASS FAMILY HOTEL
(Three Minutes' Walk from' Station).

THIS commodious and well-appointed Establishment has been
enlarged to meet the requirements of its increasing connection

Is beautifully situated in the centre of the village of Pitlochry, over-
looking the Vale of Atholl. It contains Forty Bedrooms, lofty and
well-ventilated, Spacious Drawing and Dining Rooms, Private Sitting
Rooms, Commercial Room, Smoking and Billiard Rooms. This house
possesses everything requisite to promote the comfort and convenience
of Visitors.

Hot and Cold Water Baths. Boots waits arrival of all Trains.
Charges Moderate.

E. SCOTLAND, Proprietress.

HEAD-QUARTERS CYCLISTS' TOURINC CLUB
TUW3<UU]*S 70 " SCOTLAND, PITLOCHRY."
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FISHER'S HOTEL, P
First - Class Family Hotel and

Posting Establishment.
THIS Hotel is situated in its own Grounds, close to th* Railway

Station. The Piblic ,.ooms are large and handsome. The Private Sitting Rooms and
Bedrooms are elegantly furnished, and overlook the Flower Garden, which is allowed by all
Visitors to be he finest attached to any establishment of the kind.

Parties can viiit fr m this Hotel, Dunkeld, the Queen's View on Loch Tummel, Kinloeh-
Rannoch.the Pass of Killiecrankie Glentilt.the Falls of Bruar, &c.
ti gPirlochry is on the direct route to Braemar and Balmoral Castle, by Spittal of Gleishee;
and to Taymouth Castle, by Aberfeldy. Good Salmon and Trout Fishing on the River
Tummel for Hotel Visitors.

Excursion Coaches and Brakes leave the Hotel daily during the season for Pass of Killie-j
crankie, Queen's View on Loch Tummel, Falls of Bruar, Dunkeld, Kinloch-Rarmoch &c.-=

a

fresh Excursion each day.

NEW COACH ROUTE. — Fron 1st July to 30th September, a Coach leaves."

Fisher's Hotel, Pitlochry, at 9 a.m. daily for Rannoch Station, on the West
Highland Railway. This route, by Pass of Killiecrankie, Queen's View on Loch Tummel,.-
Loch Rannoch, and the wild Moor of Rannoch, embraces some of the grandest ana
most beautiful scenery in Scotland. Coach Fakes, 15s. (including Coachman's Fee). Fare
to Kinloeh-Rannoch, 7s. 6d., either Single or Return, and valid only for day of issue.

MOTOR GARAGE & PIT. Resident Engineer for Repairs, &c.

PETROL FOR SALE.
Telegraphic Orders for Apartments, Carriages, Coach Seats

punctually attended to.

Address "MANAGER.'
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MOULIN~HOTEL,
PITLOCHRY.

Three-quarters of a Mile from Pitlochry Station and

550 feet above Sea Level.

SMOKE ROOM. BEAUTIFUL SITUATION.
INVIGORATING AIR. POSTING,

TERMS MODERATE.

M. HARPER, Proprietress.

st. x"jtx.x.A:Nrs.

On the new line from Comrie (6 miles) to Loctearnhead (8 miles).

Excellent Trout Fishing on Loch Earn and River, free.

Drummond Arms Hotel,
ST. FILLANS, by COMRIE,

PERTHSHIRE.
TjIXTENSIVE alterations and additions have recently been
-L^ made to this Hotel, giving greatly increased accommodation
for Families and Tourists. Large New Dining and Billiard Eooms
added, and the Sanitary arrangements are on the most improved

principles. St. Fillans is beautifully situated at the foot of Loch
Earn, and is one of the loveliest places to be met with anywhere

Baddeley's Guide calls it

—

" The quintessence of undesigned loveliness."

Boats for Fishing and Carriages for Hire.

GOLF COURSE CLOSE TO HOTEL.

JAMES CARMICHAEL, Proprietor.



BROADFORD HOTEL.
GREATLY EXTENDED 1904.

THE best starting-place for the Cuchnllins, Loch Scavaig, and Loch
Cornisk, which are seen to greatest advantage when approached from

the sea.

Good Sea, River, and Loch Fishing. Loch Leven and Rainbow Tront
Lochs ; also Boats free of charge. Parties boarded at moderate terms. All
Steamers between Oban, Kyle of Lochalsh, Portree, Gahloch, Stornoway,
&c, call here daily.

The new Pier is now open, and all steamers land passengers there. Boots
will await arrival of steamers during the season.

POSTING. POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE.

E. ROSS, Lessee.

XSX.XS OF Sg
SLIGACHAN INN

(SWITZERLAND IN SKYE
" The rock-eliinbing centre par excellence of the British Isles.

(See Badminton Library, Vol. Mountaineering, page 342).

MOW OPEN. NOW OPEN.
ENLARGED, IMPROVED, AND REFURNISHED.

GOOD SEA-TROUT FISHING AND ALSO LOCH AND
SEA FISHING.

The Inn is within walking distance of the famed Loch Cornisk and is

situated at the foot of the Ouchullin Hills. Scenery unrivalled.

JOHN CAMPBELL, Manager

'

.
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NETHYBRIDCE-ON-SPEY, STRATHSPEY.

NETHVBRIDGE HOTEL
NEW FIRST -CLASS

FAMILY HOTEL,
near the base of the
Cairngorm Mountains.
Situated amongst the
famous Pine Woods of
Strathspey. 700 feet
above sea - level. Re-
plete with every com-
fort. Dry, Bracing
Climate. Acknow-
ledged Most Valu-
able Health Resort.

Moderate Charges,

Special Boarding Terms for Families.

BILLIARDS. POSTING ESTABLISHMENT.
TROUT FISHING FREE.

GOLF, TENNIS, AND CROQUET.
CHARMING DRIVES AND WALKS.

UNDER the PERSONAL MANAGEMENT of Mr. & Mas. MACKENZIE

lloute via Perth and Dunkeld to Broomhill Station,

Highland Kailway.

A. G. MACKENZIE, Proprietor.

Cborougb (&uxb£8.

BADDELEY'S

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS
(SCOTLAND, Part II.)

FROM SPEYSIDE AND GAIRLOCH
to

JOHN O'GROATS AND CAPE WRATH.
3s. fid. Net.
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STRATHPEFFER

SPA HOTEL
PATRONISED BY ROYALTY.

The oldest-established and leading Hotel in the Harrogate
of the North. Highest and finest situation.

The SPORTING HOTEL of the HIGHLANDS.
Salmon Angling on the River Conon, and

Trout Fishing in Loch Garve, Loch Luichart, free to Visitors.
Private Beats by Arrangement.

Close to fine sporting 18-hole Golf Course.
TENNIS. CROQUET. CRICKET.

RECREATION AND BALL ROOMS. Electric Light throughout.

Superior Stud of Carriage and Saddle Horses.

€3r A. IS*.A Gc 33.
Telegraphic address—" Wallace, Stbathfbffkb."










